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UNITED STATES
 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
 

ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS
 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20555-0001 

November 3, 2004 

The Honorable Nils J. Diaz 
Chairman 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
 
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001
 

Dear Chairman Diaz: 

SUBJECT:	 SUMMARY REPORT - 516th MEETING OF THE ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON 
REACTOR SAFEGUARDS, OCTOBER 7-9, 2004, AND OTHER RELATED 
ACTIVITIES OF THE COMMITTEE 

During its 516th meeting, October 7-9,2004, the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards 
(ACRS) discussed several matters and completed the following reports, letters, and 
memoranda: 

REPORTS: 

Reports to Nils J. Diaz, Chairman, NRC, from Mario V. Bonaca, Chairman, ACRS: 

Draft NUREG-XXXX, "The Report on the Independent Verification of the Mitigating 
Systems Performance Index (MSPI) Results for the Pilot Plants," dated October 14, 
2004 

•	 Safety Evaluation of the Industry Guidelines Related to Pressurized Water Reactor 
Sump Performance, dated October 18, 2004 

•	 Proposed Resolution of Generic Safety Issue 185, "Control of Recriticality Following 
Small-Break LOCAs in PWRs," dated October 22,2004 

•	 Report on an "Overview of Differences in Nuclear Safety Regulatory Approaches and 
Requirements Between United States And Other Countries," dated November 3, 2004 

LETTER: 

Letter to Luis A. Reyes, Executive Director for Operations, NRC, from Mario V. Bonaca, 
Chairman, ACRS: 

•	 Review of ACR-700 Pre-Application Safety Assessment Report dated October 14, 2004 

•
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MEMORANDA: 

Memoranda to Luis A. Reyes, Executive Director for Operations, NRC, from John T. Larkins, 
Executive Director, ACRS: 

•	 Draft Final Regulatory Guide DG-1085, "Standard Format and Content of 
Decommissioning Cost Estimates for Nuclear Power Reactors," and NUREG-1713, 
"Standard Review Plan for Decommissioning Cost Estimates for Nuclear Power 
Reactors," dated October 12, 2004 

•	 Draft NUREG/CR-6850, "EPRJ/NRC-RES Fire PRA Methodology for Nuclear Power 
Facilities," dated October 12, 2004 

•	 Seabrook Station, Unit No. 1 - Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards Review of 
Stretch Power Uprate Amendment (TAC No. MC2364), dated October 13, 2004 

•	 Anonymous Letter Concerning the TRACE Computer Code Development and Review 
Practices, dated October 14, 2004 

OTHER: 

• • Letter to David O'Brien, Commissioner, Vermont Department of Public Service, from 
Mario V. Bonaca, Chairman, ACRS, Subject: Vermont Yankee Extended Power Uprate 
Request, dated October 18, 2004 

HIGHLIGHTS OF KEY ISSUES 

1.	 Safety Evaluation of the Industry Guidelines Related to Pressurized Water Reactor 
(PWR) Sump Performance 

The Committee met with representatives of the NRC staff, its contractors, and the Nuclear 
Energy Institute (NEI) to discuss the staff's draft safety evaluation (SE) of the industry 
guidelines associated with the resolution of Generic Safety Issue (GSI)191 , "Potential Impact of 
Debris Blockage on Emergency Recirculation During Design-Basis Accidents at Pressurized 
Water Reactors (PWRs)." The ACRS Subcommittee on Thermal-Hydraulic Phenomena 
reviewed this matter during a meeting on September 22-23, 2004. The Committee heard the 
staff's presentations, and it also heard comments from industry, and it recommended that the 
SE not be issued in its present form. Industry expressed concern about the implementation of 
the guidance report as modified by the staff's SE. 
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Committee Action 

The Committee issued a report to the NRC Chairman on this matter, dated October 18, 2004. 
In its letter, the Committee concluded that both the SE and the NEI guidance report contain too 
many technical faults and limitations to provide the basis for a defensible and robust long-term 
solution to GSI 191. The Committee described some of the faults and limitations in the present 
technical knowledge base that need to be addressed so that acceptable guidance can be 
developed. The Committee also recommended that the staff clarify the level of quality and 
acceptability that it expects from industry-sponsored experiments to fill in the gaps in the 
analytical and experimental data base. The Committee recommended that the risk-informed 
approach that has been explored by the staff be extended to treat the entire sequence of 
phenomena during the scenario, and develop a quantitative assessment of the model 
uncertainties related to the phenomena that could be used in the application of the Regulatory 
Guide 1.174 process to this situation. Based on the above, the Committee recommended that 
the SE not be issued in its current form. 

2.	 Pre-Application Safety Assessment Report for the Advanced CANDU 700 (ACR-700) 
Design 

The Committee held discussions with representatives of the NRC staff and the Atomic Energy 
of Canada Limited (AECL) Technologies regarding the staff's pre-application safety 
assessment report (PASAR) for the 700 Mwe ACR-700 design. 

The ACR-700 pre-application review is being conducted in two phases. Phase 1 was a series of 
familiarization meetings designed to provide the staff with a general overview of the ACR-700 
design. Phase 1 of the ACR-700 pre-application review has been completed and the ACR-700 
pre-application review is currently in Phase 2. The objective of Phase 2 is to provide more 
information about the ACR-700 design to facilitate the staff's review of 13 focus topics, and to 
provide feedback to AECL prior to their application for standard design certification. 

AECL's view is that the ACR-700 design will meet the applicable NRC regulations with the 
overall objective is to achieve high confidence in the acceptability of the design certification 
application. Currently, the staff ;s concluding that based on the materials submitted by AECL, 
including responses to requests for additional information, the applicant will need to pursue a 
number of technical issues in more detail. 

Committee Action 

The Committee issued a letter to the EDO on this matter dated October 14, 2004, commending 
the staff on an excellent job on its pre-application review of the focus topics, for which the staff 
had identified technical, regulatory, and policy issues. 
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3.	 Proposed Recommendations for Resolving GSI-185. "Control of Recriticalitv Following 
Small-Break LOCAs in PWRs" 

The Committee met with representatives of the NRC staff and its contractors regarding the 
proposed recommendations for resolving GSI-185. The Committee discussed the proposed 
draft report on this issue that was prepared by the Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research 
(RES) to provide the technical basis for closure of the GSI. Overall, the low probability of this 
event, coupled with the limited consequences that were calculated by RES, support the 
conclusion that GSI-185 can be considered resolved for all operating PWRs. 

Committee Action 

The Committee issued a report on this matter and concluded that GSI-185 can be closed 
without imposition of any new regulatory requirements for all existing PWRs. 

4.	 Mitigating Systems Performance Index Program 

The Committee held discussions with the staff members of RES and the Office of Nuclear 
Reactor Regulation (NRR) regarding the status of the Mitigating Systems Performance Index 
(MSPI) program. 

The NRC presentation on the MSPI was made by Pat Baranowsky and Don Dube, RES, and 
Stuart Richards, NRR. The purpose of this project is to develop a risk-informed indicator that 
includes unreliability and safety system unavailability (SSU). The MSPI is a measure of the 
deviation of actual plant system unavailability and component unreliabilities from historical 
baseline values, where each element is weighted by plant-specific risk importance measures. 
The MSPI eliminates known problems with the existing SSU Indicator, accounts for 
unavailability and unreliability of a system, weighted relative to their risk-importance, uses plant 
PRA models, identifies changes in equipment performance and variations, and uses data 
consistent with other methods. 

Committee Action 

The Committee wrote a report, dated October 14, 2004, concluding that the MSPI is 
SUbstantially superior to the group of safety system unavailability performance indicators, which 
it replaces. The report recommends that draft NUREG-XXXX be issued, its recommendations 
implemented, and the process for incorporating the MSPI into the Reactor Oversight Process 
continue. 

5.	 Technology Neutral Framework for Future Plant Licensing 

The Committee held discussions with the NRC staff regarding the regulatory structure for new 
plant licensing, Part 1: technology-neutral framework. Previously, the staff had identified seven 
policy issues fundamental to licensing non-light water reactor designs. Four of these issues 
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would be included in the development of the framework document for future plant licensing. 
These four issues are the definition for defense-in-depth, the use of probabilistic approach to 
establish the licensing basis, the use of scenario-specific source terms for licensing decisions, 
and the advisability of revision of the emergency planning zone. The Commission has approved 
the staff's approach for these four issues. 

Two issues for which the Commission requested the staff to provide further details are the issue 
of requiring modular reactor designs account for the integrated risk posed by multiple reactors, 
and the issue of functional containment performance standards. The Commission disapproved 
the staff's recommendation related to the issue of international codes and standards. Potential 
new policy issues could include the level of safety, security, and selective implementation. The 
staff plans to issue a draft SECY-paper that includes a draft framework with recommendations 
on the new policy issues by December 31,2004. 

Committee Action 

The staff's briefing was provided for information only. The Committee plans to review the 
proposed draft SECY-paper during the December 2-4, 2004 ACRS meeting. 

6.	 Assessment of the Quality of the NRC Research Projects 

RES is required to have an independent evaluation of the quality of its research programs. This 
evaluation is mandated by the Government Performance and Results Act (GPRA) and needs to 
be in place during the next fiscal year. The Committee has agreed to assist RES in assessing 
the effectiveness and utility of the NRC research programs. The Committee has previously 
approved the strategy for the review of the quality of selected research projects. This strategy is 
to be tried during FY 2004 and refined in FY 2005. During the October 7-9,2004 ACRS 
meeting, the Committee discussed the assessment of the quality of the NRC research projects 
on Sump Performance and on MACCS Code. 

Committee Action 

The Committee plans to discuss the draft report on assessment of the quality of the research 
projects on Sump Blockage and on MACCS Code during November 2-4, 2004 ACRS meeting. 

7.	 Divergence in Regulatorv Approaches and Requirements Between U.S. and Other 
Countries 

In an April 28, 2003 Staff Requirements Memorandum (SRM), resulting from the April 11, 2003 
meeting with Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards (ACRS), the Commission stated that 
"In the course of its routine activities of reViewing and advising the Commission on reactor 
issues, the Committee should explore and consider other international regulatory approaches. 
Where there are significant differences in regulatory approaches and requirements, The 
Commission should be informed." Dr. Nourbakhsh, ACRS Senior Staff Engineer has prepared 
a report to be used by the ACRS in responding to the Commission. During the October 7-9, 
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2004 ACRS meeting, the Committee discussed the report, prepared by Dr. Nourbakhsh, 
regarding divergence in regulatory approaches between U.S. and other Countries. The 
Committee approved a report to transmit this report to the Commission. 

Committee Action 

The Committee issued a report, dated November 3, 2004, transmitting the report on differences 
in regulatory approaches and requirements between U.S. and other countries to the 
Commission. The Committee will endeavor to keep the Commission informed of significant 
differences in regulatory requirements of other countries that comes to its attention. 

RECONCILIATION OF ACRS COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS/EDO 
COMMITMENTS 

•	 The Committee considered the EDO's October 1, 2004 response to the Committee's 
July 16, 2004 concerning Generic Letter 2004-02, "Proposed Draft Final Generic Letter 
on Potential Impact of Debris Blockage on Emergency Recirculation During Design 
Basis Accidents at PWRs". 

The Committee had recommended issuance of the generic letter, and it was issued on 
September 14, 2004. The Committee also recommended that staff should continue to 
perform confirmatory research in areas where the technical basis of the guidance is 
uncertain, and on issues that are not directly addressed by the guidance proposed by 
the Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI). The EDO replied that the staff intends to "continue 
confirmatory research consistent with your recommendations." However, the EDO 
declined to initiate any new research to confirm the technical basis in the guidance 
because it "would not be timely for the resolution of GSI-191". As discussed in its letter 
regarding the draft SE for the NEI Guidance Report, the Committee continues to believe 
that additional research needs to be performed to support the technical basis for 
resolution of GSI-191. 

OTHER RELATED ACTIVITIES OF THE COMMITTEE 

During the period 'from September 8, 2004, through October 6, 2004, the following 
Subcommittee meetings were held: 

•	 Thermal Hydraulic Phenomena Subcommittee - September 22-23, 2004 

The Subcommittee reviewed the staff's final safety evaluation report on the industry guidelines 
related to resolution of GSI-191, "Assessment of Debris Accumulation on PWR Sump 
Performance." In addition, the Subcommittee reviewed the final staff resolution of GSI-185, 
"Control of Recriticality Following Small-Break LOCAs in PWRs." 
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•	 Planning and Procedures - October 6,2004 

The Subcommittee discussed proposed ACRS activities, practices, and procedures for 
conducting Committee business and organizational and personnel matters relating to ACRS 
and its staff. 

LIST OF MATTERS FOR THE ATTENTION OF THE EDO 

•	 The Committee forwarded to the EDO an anonymous letter that was sent to two ACRS 
members concerning the development, verification, and validation of the TRACE 
thermal-hydraulic system analysis code. The letter was very similar in tone to an 
anonymous email that was sent to one of these ACRS members in March, 2004. That 
email was also forwarded to the EDO for his information. 

PROPOSED SCHEDULE FOR THE 517th ACRS MEETING 

The Committee agreed to consider the following topics during the 517th ACRS meeting, to be 
held on November 4-6, 2004: 

•	 Proposed Rule Language for Risk-Informing 10 CFR 50.46 

• 
• Proactive Materials Degradation Assessment Program 
•	 Proposed Rule on Post-Fire Operator Manual Actions 
•	 Grid Reliability Issues and Related Significant Operating Events 
•	 Status of Early Site Permit Reviews 
•	 Assessment of the Quality of Selected NRC Research Projects 
•	 Plant License Renewal Subcommittee Report 

Sincerely, 

Mario V. Bonaca 
Chairman 
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 REPORTS:
 

Reports to Nils J. Diaz, Chairman, NRC, from Mario V. Bonaca, Chairman, ACRS:
 

•	 Draft NUREG-XXXX, "The Report on the Independent Verification of the Mitigating 
Systems Performance Index (MSPI) Results for the Pilot Plants," dated October 14, 
2004 

•	 Safety Evaluation of the Industry Guidelines Related to Pressurized Water Reactor 
Sump Performance, dated October 18, 2004 

•	 Proposed Resolution of Generic Safety Issue 185, "Control of Recriticality Following 
Small-Break LOCAs in PWRs," dated October 22, 2004 

•	 Report on an "Overview of Differences in Nuclear Safety Regulatory Approaches and 
Requirements Between United States And Other Countries," dated November 3, 2004 

LETTER: 

Letter to Luis A. Reyes, Executive Director for Operations, NRC, from Mario V. Bonaca, 
Chairman, ACRS: 

•
 
• Review of ACR-700 Pre-Application Safety Assessment Report dated October 14, 2004
 

MEMORANDA:
 

Memoranda to Luis A. Reyes, Executive Director for Operations, NRC, from John T. Larkins,
 
Executive Director, ACRS: 

•	 Draft Final Regulatory Guide DG-1085, "Standard Format and Content of 
Decommissioning Cost Estimates for Nuclear Power Reactors," and NUREG-1713, 
"Standard Review Plan for Decommissioning Cost Estimates for Nuclear Power 
Reactors," dated October 12, 2004 

•	 Draft NUREG/CR-6850, "EPRI/NRC-RES Fire PRA Methodology for Nuclear Power 
Facilities," dated October 12, 2004 

•	 Seabrook Station, Unit No.1 - Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards Review of 
Stretch Power Uprate Amendment (TAC No. MC2364), dated October 13, 2004 

•	 Anonymous Letter Concerning the TRACE Computer Code Development and Review 
Practices, dated October 14, 2004 

OTHER: 

•	 Letter to David O'Brien, Commissioner, Vermont Department of Public Service, from 
Mario V. Bonaca, Chairman, ACRS, Subject: Vermont Yankee Extended Power Uprate 

• 
Request, dated October 18, 2004 
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516th ACRS Meeting 
OCTOBER 7-9, 2004 

MINUTES OF THE 516th MEETING OF THE
 
ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS
 

OCTOBER 7-9,2004
 
ROCKVILLE, MARYLAND
 

The 516th meeting of the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards (ACRS) was held in 
Conference Room 2B3, Two White Flint North Building, Rockville, Maryland, on October 7-9, 
2004. Notice of this meeting was published in the Federal Register on September 22, 2004 (65 
FR 56800) (Appendix I). The purpose of this meeting was to discuss and take appropriate 
action on the items listed in the meeting schedule and outline (Appendix II). The meeting was 
open to public attendance. There were no written statements or requests for time to make oral 
statements from members of the public regarding the meeting. 

• 
A transcript of selected portions of the meeting is available in the NRC's Public Document 
Room at One White Flint North, Room 1F-19, 11555 Rockville Pike, Rockville, Maryland. 
Copies of the transcript are available for purchase from Neal R. Gross and Co., Inc. 1323 
Rhode Island Avenue, NW, Washington, DC 20005. Transcripts are also available at no cost to 
download from, or review on, the Internet at http://www.nrc.qov/ACRS/ACNW. 

ATTENDEES 

ACRS Members: ACRS Members: Dr. Mario V. Bonaca (Chairman), Dr. Graham B. Wallis 
(Vice Chairman), Mr. Stephen L. Rosen, (Member-at-Large), Dr. George E. Apostolakis, Dr. F. 
Peter Ford, Dr. Thomas S. Kress, Dr. Dana A. Powers, Dr. Victor H. Ransom, Dr. William J. 
Shack, and Mr. John D. Sieber. For a list of other attendees, see Appendix III. 

I. Chairman's Report (Open) 

[Note: Dr. John T. Larkins was the Designated Federal Official for this portion of the meeting.] 

Dr. Mario V. Sonaca, Committee Chairman, convened the meeting at 8:30 a.m. and reviewed 
the schedule for the meeting. He summarized the agenda topics for this meeting and 
discussed the administrative items for consideration by the full Committee. 
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II.	 Safety Evaluation of the Industry Guidelines Related to Pressurized Water Reactor 
(PWR) Sump Performance (Open) 

[Note: Mr. Ralph Caruso was the Designated Federal Official for this portion of the meeting.] 

The Committee met with representatives of the NRC staff, its contractors, and the Nuclear 
Energy Institute (NEI) to discuss the staff's draft safety evaluation (SE) of the industry 
guidelines associated with the resolution of Generic Safety Issue (GSI) 191, "Potential Impact 
of Debris Blockage on Emergency Recirculation During Design-Basis Accidents at Pressurized 
Water Reactors (PWRs)." The Committee heard the staff's presentations, and it also heard 
comments from industry, and it recommended that the SE not be issued in its present form. 
Industry expressed concern about the implementation of the guidance report as modified by the 
staff's SE. 

Committee Action 

The Committee issued a report to the NRC Chairman on this matter, dated October 18, 2004. 
In its letter, the Committee concluded that both the SE and the NEI guidance report contained 
too many technical faults and limitations to provide the basis for a defensible and robust long
term solution to GSI 191. The Committee described some of the faults and limitations in the 
present technical knowledge base that needed to be addressed so that acceptable guidance 
can be developed. The Committee also recommended that the staff clarify the level of quality 
and acceptability that it expects from industry-sponsored experiments to fill in the gaps in the 
analytical and experimental data base. The Committee recommended that the risk-informed 
approach that has been explored by the staff be extended to treat the entire sequence of 
phenomena during the scenario, and develop a quantitative assessment of the model 
uncertainties related to the phenomena that could be used in the application of the Regulatory 
Guide 1.174 process to this situation. Based on the above, the Committee recommended that 
the SE not be issued in its current form. 

III.	 Pre-Application Safety Assessment Report for the Advanced CANDU 700 (ACR-700) 
Design (Open) 

[Note: Dr. Medhat EI-Zeftawy was the Designated Federal Official for this portion of the 
meeting.] 

Dr. Thomas Kress, Future Plant Designs Subcommittee Chairman, stated that the purpose of 
this meeting was to hold discussions with representatives of the NRC staff and Atomic Energy 
of Canada Limited (AECL) Technologies regarding the staff's pre-application safety 
assessment report (PASAR) for the 700 Mwe advanced CANDU reactor (ACR-700). 

Ms. Belkys Sosa, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR), stated that the ACR-700 is an 
advanced CANDU (Canada Deuterium Uranium) design that utilizes horizontal fuel channels 
passing through a heavy-water moderator tank. As with other CANDU designs, the ACR-700 is 
designed to be refueled during power operation. Other features of the reactor system, coolant 
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pumps, U-tube steam generators, and pressurizers are similar to PWR designs in the United
 
States.
 

The ACR-700 will have features that make it significantly different from operating CANDU
 
reactors. The ACR-700 utilizes light water as coolant within the fuel channels, whereas
 
operating CANDU reactors utilize heavy water. The ACR-700 will be designed to have a
 
negative void reactivity coefficient so that if boiling occurs within the fuel channels, the reactor
 
power will decrease. The negative void coefficient for ACR-700 would be achieved by using
 
sljghtly enriched uranium in the fuel and neutron-absorbing dysprosium elements in the fuel
 
assemblies. Natural uranium fuel is used in operating CANDU reactors. The reactor core will be
 
smaller than operating CANDU reactors with fewer fuel channels.
 

The ACR-700 pre-application review is being conducted in two phases. Phase 1 was a series of
 
familiarization meetings designed to provide the staff with a general overview of the ACR-700
 
design. Phase 1 of the ACR-700 pre-application review has been completed and the ACR-700
 
pre-application review is currently in Phase 2. The Objective of Phase 2 is to provide more
 
information about the ACR-700 design to facilitate the staff's review of 13 focus topics (FTZ),
 
and to provide feedback to AECL prior to their application for standard design certification.
 

AECL provided its proposed plan for NRC's pre-application review of the ACR-700 in a letter
 
dated September 26, 2002. On December 18, 2002, AECL submitted an amended plan which
 
expanded the scope of the NRC's pre-application review to include the following FTZ:
 

FT1, "Class 1 Pressure Boundary Design"
 
FT 2, "Design-Basis Accidents and Acceptance Criteria"
 
FT 3, "Computer Codes and Validation Adequacy"
 
FT 4, "Severe Accident Definition and Adequacy of Supporting Research and Developmenf'
 
FT 5, "Design Philosophy and Safety-Related Systems"
 
FT 6, "Canadian Design Codes and Standards"
 
FT 7, "Distributed Control Systems and Safety Critical Software"
 
FT 8, "On-Power Fueling"
 
FT 9, "Confirmation of Negative Void Reactivity"
 
FT 10, "Preparation of Standard Design Certification Docketing"
 
FT 11 , "ACR Probabilistic Risk Assessment Methodology"
 
FT 12, "ACR Technology Base"
 
FT 13, "ACR CANFLEX Fuel Design"
 

The NRC staff has just completed the ACR-700 Pre-Application Safety Assessment Report
 
(PASAR). AECL requested that the NRC give priority to FTZ 1,3,8, and 9. The PASAR
 
contains the staff's assessment of each focus topic, except for FTZ 5, 10, 12, and 13.
 
Currently, the staff is concluding that based on the materials submitted by AECL, including
 
responses to requests for additional information, the applicant will need to pursue a number of
 
technical issues in more detail to reach a satisfactory conclusion for design certification. The
 
staff expects that the review and evaluation of the ACR-700 design will be more challenging
 
and will involve the expenditure of more resources.
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Mr. Glenn Archinoff, AECL, stated that the ACR-700 design will meet the applicable NRC 
regulations with an overall objective to achieve high confidence in the acceptability of the design 
certification application. Currently, the staff is concluding that based on the materials submitted 
by AECL, including responses to requests for additional information, the applicant will need to 
pursue a number of technical issues in more detail. The purpose of the pre-application review is 
to determine if the ACR-700 design can be certified in the U.S. in a timely manner. 

Mr. Peter Boczar, AECL, outlined some of the ACR design physics toolset. These include 2
dimensional transport, lattice cell calculations, multi-group cross sections generated for ACR
700, 3-dimensional transport incremental cross sections to represent reactivity devices between 
fuel channels. Others include theoretically rigorous treatment for detailed assessments of 
modeling accuracy. 

Committee Action 

The Committee issued a letter to the EDO on this matter dated October 14, 2004, commending 
the staff on an excellent job on its pre-application review of the focus topics for which the staff 
identified technical, regulatory, and policy issues. 

IV.	 Proposed Recommendations for Resolving GSI-185. "Control of Recriticalitv Following 
Small-Break LOCAs in PWRs" (Open) 

[Note: Mr. Ralph Caruso was the Designated Federal Official for this portion of the meeting.] 

The Committee met with representatives of the NRC staff and its contractors regarding the 
proposed recommendations for resolving GSI-185. The Committee discussed the proposed 
draft report on this issue that was prepared by the Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research 
(RES) to provide the technical basis for closure of the GSI. Overall, the low probability of this 
event, coupled with the limited consequences that were calculated by RES, support the 
conclusion that GSI-185 can be considered resolved for all operating pressurized water 
reactors. 

Committee Action 

The Committee issued a report on this matter and concluded that GSI-185 can be closed 
without imposition of any new regulatory requirements for all existing pressurized water 
reactors. 

V.	 Mitigating System Performance Index Program (Open) 

[Note: Mrs. Maggalean W. Weston was the Designated Federal Official for this portion of the 
meeting.] 

Mr. John D. Sieber, Chairman of the Plant Operations SUbcommittee, introduced this topic to 
the Committee. The Committee heard presentations by the staff of RES and NRR regarding 
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the status of the Mitigating System Performance Index (MSPI). 

NRC Staff Presentation 

The NRC presentation on the MSPI was made by Pat Baranowsky and Don Dube, RES, and 
Stuart Richards, NRR. 

The purpose of this project was to develop a risk-informed indicator that includes unreliability 
and safety system unavailability (SSU). The MSPI is a measure of the deviation of actual plant 
system unavailability and component unreliabilities from historical baseline values, where each 
element is weighted by plant-specific risk importance measures. The MSPI was developed to 
address the use of fault exposure times in the SSU performance indicator (PI), the omission of 
unreliability elements from previous indicators, a definition of unavailability consistent with those 
of the Maintenance Rule and the INPOIWANO indicators, cascading of cooling water support 
systems failures, and thresholds that recognize plant-specific features. 

The MSPI eliminates known problems with the eXisting SSU Indicator, accounts for 
unavailability and unreliability of a system, weighted relative to their risk-importance, uses plant 
PRA models, identifies changes in equipment performance and variations, and uses data 
consistent with other methods. 

The NRC staff, industry, and NEI have agreed to move forward with the MSPI implementation. 
They will retain the frontstops and define the minimal set of PRA requirements and issues 
important to the MSPI, have created a staff-industry task force to identify important PRA issues 
that impact the MSPI, work to delineate implementation details in the guidance documents and 
implement the MSPI at all sites simultaneously. 

The staff will brief the Committee in the future regarding additional work. 

Committee Action 

The Committee wrote a letter concluding that the MSPI is substantially superior to the group of 
safety system unavailability performance indicators, which it replaces. The letter recommends 
that draft NUREG-XXXX be issued, its recommendations implemented, and the process for 
incorporating the MSPI into the Reactor Oversight Process continue. 

VI. Technology Neutral Framework for Future Plant Licensing (Open) 

[Note: Dr. Medhat EI-Zeftawy was the Designated Federal Official for this portion of the 
meeting.] 

Dr. Thomas Kress, Chairman of the Future Plant Designs Subcommittee, stated that the 
purpose of this meeting was to hold discussions with the NRC staff regarding the regulatory 
structure for new plant licensing, Part 1: technology-neutral framework. 
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Ms. Mary Drouin, RES, stated that the NRC has over 40 years of nuclear power plant licensing 
and regulating experience. Such experience has been focused primarily on light-water reactors 
(LWRs) with limited application to gas-cooled and advanced reactors. Advanced reactors have 
design and operational issues that are different from current LWR issues. However, NRC LWR 
experience can contribute and provide insights. The most important insights is the recognition 
of the value of a licensing framework applicable to reactor designs that are different from 
currently operating plants. 

The new framework would help ensure that a structured and systematic approach will instill 
uniformity and consistency in the licensing and regulation of advanced reactors, particularly 
when addressing the unique design and operational aspects of these reactors. 

In addition, the framework for current LWRs has evolved without the benefit of insights from 
PRA and severe accident research. The NRC staff is proposing a structured approach for a 
regulatory structure for future generation reactors that provides guidance on how to use PRA 
results and insights to help ensure the safety by focusing the regulations on where the risk is 
most likely while maintaining basic safety principles such as defense-in-depth and safety 
margin. 

RES has developed a DRAFT Framework document. The objective of this document is to 
develop and implement a risk-informed regulatory structure for licensing of future reactors. To 
meet this objective, four tasks are proposed: 

•	 Development of a technology-neutral framework for the regulatory structure, 
•	 Formulation of proposed content of technology-neutral requirements, 
•	 Development of guidance for applying the framework on a technology-specific basis, 

and 
•	 Formulation of technology-specific Regulatory Guides. 

Previously, the staff had identified seven policy issues fundamental to licensing non-light water 
reactor designs. Four of these issues would be included in the development of the framework 
document for future plant licensing. These four issues are the definition for defense-in-depth, 
the use of probabilistic approach to establish the licensing basis, the use of scenario-specific 
source terms for licensing decisions, and the adVisability of revision of the emergency planning 
zone. The Commission has approved the staff's approach for these four issues. 

The Commission requested the staff to provide further details on two issues. One is the issue 
of requiring modular reactor designs to account for the integrated risk posed by mUltiple 
reactors, and the second issue is regarding functional containment performance standards. 
The Commission disapproved the staff's recommendation related to the issue of international 
codes and standards. Potential new policy issues could include the level of safety, security, and 
selective implementation. The staff plans to issue a draft SECY-paper that includes a 
framework with recommendations on the new policy issues by December 31, 2004. 
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Dr. Thomas King, RES, stated that the technical approach for the framework document is a 
risk-informed approach that blends probabilistic and deterministic criteria including 
consideration of uncertainties using a defense-in-depth philosophy. The framework establishes 
protective strategies which are fundamental to safe nuclear power plant design, construction, 
and operation. 

Mr. James Riccio, Green Peace, presented his own views regarding the safety of nuclear power 
plants and public perception. He stated that, in the wake of 
September 11,2001, the NRC staff, in developing the framework document, should not 
recommend licensing new reactors without the traditional containment structure. Mr. Riccio 
criticized the NRC staff for not considering terrorist attacks as a major element in the 
development of the framework document. 

Committee Action 

The staff's briefing was provided for information only. The Committee plans to review the 
proposed draft SECY-paper during the December 2-4, 2004 ACRS meeting. 

VII. Assessment of the Quality of the NRC Research Projects (Open) 

[Note: Dr. Hossein Nourbakhsh was the Designated Federal Official for this portion of the 
meeting.] 

RES is required to have an independent evaluation of the quality of its research programs. This 
evaluation is mandated by the Government Performance and Results Act (GPRA) and needs to 
be in place during the next fiscal year. The Committee agreed to assist RES in assessing the 
effectiveness and utility of the NRC research programs. The Committee has previously 
approved the strategy for the review of the quality of selected research projects. This strategy is 
to be tried during FY 2004 and refined in FY 2005. During the October 7-9,2004 ACRS 
meeting, the Committee discussed the assessment of the quality of the NRC research projects 
on Sump Performance and on MACCS Code. 

Committee Action 

The Committee plans to discuss the draft report on assessment of the quality of the research 
projects on Sump Blockage and on MACCS Code during the November 2004 ACRS meeting. 
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VIII.	 Divergence in Regulatory Approaches and Requirements Between U.S. and Other 
Countries (Open) 

[Note: Dr. Hossein Nourbakhsh was the Designated Federal Official for this portion of the 
meeting.] 

In an April 28, 2003 Staff Requirements Memorandum (SRM), resulting from the 
April 11, 2003 meeting with Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards (ACRS), the 
Commission stated that "In the course of its routine activities of reviewing and advising the 
Commission on reactor issues, the Committee should explore and consider other international 
regulatory approaches. Where there are significant differences in regulatory approaches and 
requirements the Commission should be informed." Dr. Nourbakhsh, ACRS Senior Staff 
Engineer prepared a report which will be used by the ACRS in responding to the Commission. 
During the October 2004 ACRS meeting, the Committee discussed the report regarding 
divergence in regulatory approaches between the U.S. and other countries. The Committee 
approved the report and to transmit it to the Commission. 

Committee Action 

The Committee issued a report, dated November 3, 2004, transmitting the report on differences 
in regulatory approaches and requirements between U.S. and other countries to the 
Commission. The Committee will endeavor to keep the Commission informed of significant 
differences in regulatory requirements of other countries that comes to its attention. 

X.	 Executive Session (Open) 

[Note:	 Dr. John T. Larkins was the Designated Federal Official for this portion of the meeting.] 

A. Reconciliation of ACRS Comments and Recommendations/EDO Commitments 

[Note: Mr. Sam Duraiswamy was the Designated Federal Official for this portion of the 
meeting.] 

•	 The Committee considered the EDO's October 1, 2004 response to the Committee's 
July 16, 2004 concerning Generic Letter 2004-02, "Proposed Draft Final Generic Letter 
on Potential Impact of Debris Blockage on Emergency Recirculation During Design 
Basis Accidents at PWRs". 

The Committee had recommended issuance of the generic letter, and it was issued on 
September 14, 2004. The Committee also recommended that staff should continue to perform 
confirmatory research in areas where the technical basis of the guidance is uncertain, and on 
issues that are not directly addressed by the guidance proposed by the Nuclear Energy Institute 
(NEI). The EDO replied that the staff intends to "continue confirmatory research consistent with 
your recommendations." However, the EDO declined to initiate any new research to confirm the 
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technical basis in the guidance because it "would not be timely for the resolution of GSI-191". 
As discussed in its letter regarding the draft SE for the I\IEI Guidance Report, the Committee 
continues to believe that additional research needs to be performed to support the technical 
basis for resolution of GSI-191 . 

B.	 Report on the Meeting of the Planning and Procedures Subcommittee (Open) 

The Committee heard a report from the ACRS Chairman and the Executive Director, ACRS,
 
regarding the Planning and Procedures Subcommittee meeting held on
 
October 6, 2004. The following items were discussed:
 

•	 Review of the Member Assignments and Priorities for ACRS Reports and Letters for the 
October ACRS meeting 

Member assignments and priorities for ACRS reports and letters for the October ACRS 
meeting were discussed. Reports and letters that would bene'fit from additional 
consideration at a future ACRS meeting were also discussed. 

•	 Anticipated Workload for ACRS Members 

• 
The anticipated workload for the ACRS members through December 2004 was 
discussed. The objectives were: 

•	 Review the reasons for the scheduling of each activity and the expected work 
product and to make changes, as appropriate 

•	 Manage the members' workload for these meetings 
•	 Plan and schedule items for ACRS discussion of topical and emerging issues 

•	 Proposed ACRS Meeting Dates for CY 2005 

Proposed ACRS meeting dates for CY 2005 are summarized below: 

Meeting No. 

January 2005 (No meeting) 
519 February 10-12, 2005 
520 March 3-5, 2005 
521 April 7-9, 2005 
522 May 5-7, 2005 
523 June 1-3, 2005 
524 July 6-8,2005 

August 2005 (No meeting) 
525 September 8-10,2005 
526 October 6-8, 2005 

• 
527	 November 3-5, 2005 
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528	 December 8-10, 2005 (Changed) 

These proposed meeting dates were provided to the members during the September 
ACRS meeting for feedback. 

•	 ACRS Retreat in 2005 

During its September 2004 meeting, the Committee discussed whether to have a retreat 
in 2005, and deferred its decision until after evaluating the topics proposed by the 
members for discussion at the retreat. Topics proposed by several members were 
discussed and are listed below under two categories (Process Issues and Technical 
Issues). The members who proposed the issues are identified in the parenthesis. 

Process Issues 

•	 Incoming Chairman's agenda (DAP) 

•	 Alternative approach to review license renewal applications in view of Mr. 
Leitch's retirement (DAP) 

•	 Should the ACRS take on fewer issues and spend more time on each? (DAP) 

•	 Assessment of the Subcommittee structure and member assignments (DAP) 

• 
• Should the ACRS continue to defer voicing and/or documenting its concerns 

regarding the quality of science and engineering that goes into regulations, more 
importantly into the regulatory process? (DAP) 

•	 Does the ACRS have a proactive role in nuclear safety issues? If so, how does 
it originate? (VHR) 

•	 Can the ACRS better influence the NRC safety research (Le., topics and quality) 
(VHR)

•	 Could the report writing be conducted so that a draft is available before the 
review starts? (This is done sometimes now). Perhaps, the review could begin 
by going around the table and hearing the main point of view of each member. 
(VHR)

•	 What will it take for the ACRS to recommend disapproval of a license renewal 
application? (TSK) 

•	 Interactions with the NRC staff outside the formal Subcommittee and full 
Committee meetings (GBW) 

•	 What are the limits to "working with the staff" (suggested by the Commission on 
certain issues) (GBW): 

Acting like members of the staff, or its consultants, in developing 
solutions to the problems 
Stepping into management gaps and trying to organize the staff and set 
objectives 
Planning activities or strategies 
Doing joint brainstorming or analysis of alternative approach to issues 
Being peer reviewers 

• • Should we hold discussions with the staff only at formal meetings or through 
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formal communications, so that any criticism or disagreement is entirely out in 
the open (GBW) 

•	 Should we workout anything that appears at all potentially disagreeable in private 
and have more apparent consensus in public? (GBW) 

•	 Agenda for the Quadripartite meeting (should be a focused meeting - perhaps on 
risk-informed regulation or on divergence) (TSK) 

Technical Issues 

•

•


Extended Power Uprate Issues (MVB)
 
Power uprates - Is there any limit other than component capacities? Is there not
 
a risk limit? (TSK)
 

•
 

•
 

Is a design-basis accident a useful concept for future reactors? Should the
 
concept be abandoned in favor of an examination of risk? Would not
 
abandoning the design-basis concept lead to technology neutral regulations?
 
(DAP)
 
What should be the role (if any) of design-basis accidents in future regulations?
 
(TSK)
 
Why do we think redefining the LBLOCA size is O.K.? (TSK)
 

•	 What is the ACRS position on a technology neutral regulatory framework? 

• 
(TSK): 

risk acceptance criteria 
appropriate F-C curves 
defense in depth - in particular the question of whether a containment is 
always required 

•	 Any preliminary concerns about design certification of ACR-700 (TSK) 

• What should ACRS recommend on sump blockage? (TSK)
 
What more should the ACRS do about security issues - particularly with respect
 
to spent fuel? (TSK):
 

pool
 
dry cask storage
 
transportation
 
interim storage facility
 

Shouldn't the ACRS do some more complaining about air oxidation? (TSK) •

• Organizational factors (Safety CUlture) (TSK/SLR) 

Proposed Locations 

•


• Datmouth, NH 

•
 • Cambridge, MA (MIT)
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•	 St. Louis 
•	 New Orleans 
•	 Las Vegas, NV (Yucca Mountain) 
•	 Phoenix 
•	 Florida 

Since we will be operating under a "continuing resolution," holding the retreat out of 
town will be subject to the availability of resources. 

•	 State of Vermont Request to the ACRS 

On September 17, 2004, Mr. David O'Brien, NRC State Liaison Officerfor Vermont, sent 
a letter to Dr. Bonaca, ACRS Chairman requesting, on behalf of the State of Vermont, 
that: 

• 

• "The ACRS specifically review, as part of Entergy's request for extended power 
uprate for the Vermont Yankee Nuclear Plant, Entergy's request to change 
Vermont Yankee's design basis to take credit for containment overpressure to 
demonstrate the adequacy of its emergency core cooling and containment spray 
pumps, and the NRC staff's policy of granting such requests. (The reasons for 
the above request are included in the attachment.) 

•	 State of Vermont be allowed to present its case before the ACRS Subcommittee 
and full Committee, along with the Applicant and staff, in the Committees' 
deliberations of Vermont Yankee extended power uprate. 

•	 One or both of the Subcommittee and full Committee meetings regarding the 
Vermont Yankee extended power uprate be held in the vicinity of the nuclear 
plant." 

•	 TRACE Computer Code - Anonymous Letters 

Drs. Wallis and Ransom each received a copy of an anonymous letter, alleging 
inconsistencies in the development of the TRACE code and the review of thermal
hydraulic codes in general by the ACRS. This letter is somewhat similar to the e-mail 
sent to Drs. Wallis and Ransom previously. 

•	 Member Issues 

The Bethesda North Marriott Hotel (across from the White Flint Subway Station) will be 
opening soon. During the September meeting, there was a discussion about members 
staying at this hotel when they come to the ACRS meetings. However, no decision was 
made. There are several positive aspects to staying at this hotel, such as: 

• 
• ACRS Office is walking distance from the hotel. 
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•	 Members do not have to depend on the subway train or other modes of 
transportation to come to the meeting especially in the event of inclement 
weather. 

•	 If a meeting runs late (because of not completing certain agenda items), or 
within the allocated time, or if there is a need to start the next day meeting early, 
staying in a hotel close to the ACRS Office would be helpful. 

•	 The full Committee meetings can start at 8:00 a.m., as needed, and recess 
early, if needed. 

C.	 Future Meeting Agenda 

Appendix IV summarizes the proposed items endorsed by the Committee for the 517th ACRS
 
Meeting, November 4-6, 2004.
 

The 516th ACRS meeting was adjourned at 1:00 p.m. on October 9,2004.
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7:30 a.m. and 4:15 p.m. (e.t.) five days 
prior to the meeting, if possible. so that 

• appropriate arrangements can be made. 
Electronic recordings will be permitted 
only during those portions of the 
meeting that are open to the public. 

Further information regarding this 
meeting can be obtained by contacting 
the Designated Federal Official between 
7:30 a.m. and 4:15 p.m. (e.t.). Persons 
planning to attend this meeting are 
urged to contact the above named 
individual at least two working days 
prior to the meeting to be advised of any 
potential changes in the agenda. 

Dated: September 16, 2004. 
Michael R. Snodderly, 
ActingAssociate Directorfor Technical 
Support, ACRSIACNW. 
[FR Doc. 04-21257 Filed 9-21-04; 8:45 am] 
BILLING CODE 7590-01-P 

NUCLEAR REGULATORY 
COMMISSION 

~dVlsory Committee on Reactor 
-?\ Safeguards; Meeting Notice 

• 
In accordance with the purposes of 

Sections 29 and 182b of the Atomic 
Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 2039, 2232b), the 
Advisory Committee on Reactor 
Safeguards (ACRS) will hold a meeting 
on October 7-9, 2004,11545 Rockville 
Pike, Rockville, Maryland. The date of 
this meeting was previously published 
in the Federal Register on Monday, 
November 21, 2003 (68 FR 65743). 

Thursday, October 7, 2004, Conference 
Room T-2B3, Two White Flint North, 
Rockville, Maryland 
8:30 a.m.-8:35 a.m.: Opening Remarks 

by the ACRS Chairman (Open)-The 
ACRS Chairman will make opening 
remarks regarding the conduct of the 
meeting. 

8:35 a.m.-1O:45 a.m.: Safety Evaluation 
of the Industry Guidelines Related to 
Pressurized Water Reactor (PWRj 
Sump Performance (Open)-The 
Committee will hear presentations by 
and hold discussions with 
representatives of the NRC staff and 
the Nuclear Energy Institute regarding 
the staffs evaluation of the industry 
guidelines associated with the 
resolution of Generic Safety Issue 
(GSI)-191, "Potential Impact of Debris 
Blockage on Emergency Recirculation 
During Design-Basis Accidents at 
PWRs" and related matters. 

• 
11 a.m,-12:30 p.m,: Pre-Application 

Safety Assessment Report for the 
Advanced CANDU 700 (ACR-700j 
Design (Opeu)-The Committee will 
hear presentations by and hold 
discussions with representatives of 

the NRC staff regarding the staffs 
Safety Assessment Report related to 
the pre-application review of the 
ACR-700 design and related matters. 

1:30 p.m.-3 p.m.: Proposed 
Recommendations for Resolving GSI
185, "Control of Recriticality 
Following Small-Break LOCAs in 
PWRs" (Openl-The Committee will 
hear presentations by and hold 
discussions with representatives of 
the NRC staff and its contractors 
regarding the proposed 
recommendations for resolving GSI
185. 

3:15 p.m.-4:45 p.m.: Mitigating System 
Performance Index Program (Openl
The Committee will hear 
presentations by and hold discussions 
with representatives of the NRC staff 
regarding the Mitigating System 
Performance Index Program. 

5 p.m.-7 p.m.: Preparation ofACRS 
Reports (Open)-The Committee will 
discuss proposed ACRS reports on 
matters considered during this 
meeting. In addition, the Committee 
will discuss a proposed report 
responding to the August 25,2004 
EDO response to the May 21, 2004 
ACRS letter on resolution of certain 
items identified by the ACRS in 
NUREG-1740, "Voltage-Based 
Alternative Repair Criteria." 

Friday, October 8, 2004, Conference 
Room T-2B3, Two White Flint North, 
Rockville, Maryland 

8:30 a.m.-8:35 a.m.: Opening Remarks 
by the ACRS Chairman (Open)-The 
ACRS Chairman will make opening 
remarks regarding the conduct of the 
meeting. 

8:35 a.m.-l0 a.m.: Technology Neutral 
Framework for Future Plant Licensing 
(Openl-The Committee will hear 
presentations by and hold discussions 
with representatives of the NRC staff 
regarding the technology neutral 
framework for licensing of future 
plant designs. 

10:15 a.m.-ll:30 a.m.: Assessment of 
the Quality of the NRC Research 
Projects (Openl-The Committee will 
discuss the preliminary results of the 
cognizant ACRS members' assessment 
of the research projects on Sump 
Blockage and on MACCS code. 

11:30 a.m.-12:15 p.m.: Divergence in 
Regulatory Approaches and 
Requirements Between U.S. and Other 
Countries (Open)-The Committee 
will discuss the draft Final White 
Paper prepared by Dr. Nourbakhsh. 
ACRS Senior Staff Engineer, regarding 
divergence in regulatory approaches 
and requirements between U.S. and 
other Countries. 

1:15 p.m.-2:15 p.m.: Future ACRS 
Activities/Report of the Planning and 
Procedures Subcommittee (Openl
The Committee will discuss the 
recommendations of the Planning and 
Procedures Subcommittee regarding 
items proposed for consideration by 
the full Committee during future 
meetings. Also. it will hear a report of 
the Planning and Procedures 
Subcommittee on matters related to 
the conduct of ACRS business, 
including anticipated workload and 
member assignments. 

2:15 p.m.-2:30 p.m.: Reconciliation of 
ACRS Comments and 
Recommendations (Open)-The 
Committee will discuss the responses 
from the NRC Executive Director for 
Operations (EDOl to comments and 
recommendations included in recent 
ACRS reports and letters. The EDO 
responses are expected to be made 
available to the Committee prior to 
the meeting. 

2:45 p.m.-7 p.m.: Preparation ofACRS 
Reports (Open)-The Committee will 
discuss proposed ACRS reports, 

Saturday, October 10. 2004, Conference 
Room T-2B3, Two White Flint North, 
Rockville, Maryland 
8:30 a.m,-2 p.m.: Preparation ofACRS 

Reports (Openl-The Committee will 
continue its discussion of proposed 
ACRS reports. 

2 p.m.-2:30 p.m.: Miscellaneous 
(Open)-The Committee will discuss 
matters related to the conduct of 
Committee activities and matters and 
specific issues that were not 
completed during previous meetings, 
as time and availability of information 
permit. 
Procedures for the conduct of and 

participation in ACRS meetings were 
published in the Federal Register on ' 
October 16. 2003 [68 FR 59644). In 
accordance with those procedures, oral 
or written views may be presented by 
members of the public, including 
representatives ofthe nuclear industry. 
Electronic recordings will be permitted 
only during the open portions of the 
meeting. Persons desiring to make oral 
statements should notify the Cognizant 
ACRS staff named below five days 
before the meeting, if possible, so that 
appropriate arrangements can be made 
to allow necessary time during the 
meeting for such statements. Use of still. 
motion picture. and television cameras 
during the meeting may be limited to 
selected portions of the meeting as 
determined by the Chairman. 
Information regarding the time to be set 
aside for this purpose may be obtained 
by contacting the Cognizant ACRS staff 
prior to the meeting. In view of the 
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possibility that the schedule for ACRS 
meetings may be adjusted by the 
Chairman as necessary to facilitate the 

• conduct of the meeting. persons 
planning to attend should check with 
the Cognizant ACRS staff if such 
rescheduling would result in major 
inconvenience. 

Further information regarding topics 
to be discussed. whether the meeting 
has been canceled or rescheduled, as 
well as the Chairman's ruling on 
requests for the opportunity to present 
oral statements and the time allotted 
therefor can be obtained by contacting 
Mr. Sam Duraiswamy, Cognizant ACRS 
staff (301-415-7364), between 7:30 a.m. 
and 4:15 p.m., ET. 

ACRS meeting agenda, meeting 
transcripts, and letter reports are 
available through the NRC Public 
Document Room at pdr@nrc.gov, or by 
calling the PDR at 1-800-397-4209, or 
from the Publicly Available Records 
System (PARS) component ofNRe's 
document system (ADAMS) which is 
accessible from the NRC Web site at 
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/ 
adams.htmlor http://www.nrc.gov/ 
reading-rm/doc-collections/ (ACRS & 
ACNW Mtg schedules/agendas). 

Videoteleconferencing service is 
available for obserVing open sessions of 
ACRS meetings. Those wishing to use 
this service for observing ACRS 

•	 meetings should contact Mr. Theron 
Brown, ACRS Audio Visual Technician 
(301-415-8066), between 7:30 a.m. and 
3:45 p.m.. ET, at least 10 days before the 
meeting to ensure the availability of this 
service. Individuals or organizations 
requesting this service will be 
responsible for telephone line charges 
and for providing the equipment and 
facilities that they use to establish the 
videoteleconferencing link. The 
availability of videoteleconferencing 
services is not guaranteed. 

Dated: September 16, 2004. 
Annette Vietti·Cook, 
SecretaI}' of the Commission. 
[FR Doc. 04-21258 Filed 9-21-04; 8:45 am] 
BILLING CODE 7590-01-P 

NUCLEAR REGULATORY 
COMMISSION 

SunShine Act Meeting 

AGENCY HOLDING THE MEETING: Nuclear
 
Regulatory Commission.
 
DATE: Weeks of September 20, 27,
 

•
 
October 4, 11. 18.25, 2004.
 
PLACE: Commissioners' Conference
 
Room, 11555 Rockville Pike, Rockville,
 
Maryland.
 
STATUS: Public and closed.
 

MATTERS TO BE CONSIDERED: 

Week of September 20, 2004 

There are no meetings scheduled for 
the week of September 20, 2004. 

Week ofSeptember 27, 2004-Tentative 

There are no meetings scheduled for 
the week of September 27, 2004. 

Week ofOctDber 4, 2004c-Tentative 

Thursday, October 7, 2004 

10:30 a.m.	 Discussion of Security 
Issues (Closed-Ex. 1). 

1 p.m. Discussion of Security Issues 
(Closed-Ex. 1). 

Week ofOctober 11, 2004-Tentative 

Wednesday, October 13,2004 

9:30 a.m.	 Briefing on 
Decommissioning Activities and 
Status (Public Meeting) (Contact: 
Claudia Craig, (301) 415-7276). 

This meeting will be webcast live at 
the Web address-http://www.nrc.gov. 
1:30 p.m.	 Discussion of 

Intragovernmental Issues (Closed
Ex. 1 & 9). 

Week of October 18, 2004-Tentative 

There are no meetings scheduled for 
the week of October 18, 2004. 

Week of October 25, 2004-Tentative 

There are no meetings scheduled for 
the week of October 25, 2004. 

*The schedule for Commission meetings is 
subject to change on short notice. To verify 
the status of meetings call (recording)-(301) 
415-1292. Contact person for more 
information: Dave Gamberoni, (301) 415
1651. 

* * * * 
The NRC Commission Meeting 

Schedule can be found on the Internet 
at: http://www.nrc.gov/what-we-do/ 
policy-making/schedule.html. 
* * * * * 

The NRC provides reasonable 
accommodation to individuals with 
disabilities where appropriate. If you 
need a reasonable accommodation to 
participate in these public meetings, or 
need this meeting notice or the 
transcript or other information from the 
public meetings in another format (e.g. 
braille, large print), please notify the 
NRC's Disability Program Coordinator. 
August Spector, at (301) 415-7080, 
TDD: (301) 415-2100, or bye-mail at 
aks@nrc.gov. Determinations on 
requests for reasonable accommodation 
will be made on a case-by-case basis. 

* * * * 
This notice is distributed by mail to 

several hundred subscribers; if you no 
longer wish to receive it, or would like 

to be added to the distribution, please 
contact the Office of the Secretary, 
Washington, DC 20555 (301) 415-1969J. 
In addition, distribution of this meeting 
notice over the Internet system is 
available. Ifyou are interested in 
receiving this Commission meeting 
schedule electronically, please send an 
electronic message to dkW@nrc.gov. 

Dated: September 17, 2004. 
Dave Gamberoni, 
Office of the Secretary. 
[FR Doc. 04-21336 Filed 9-20-04; 9:34 amI 
BILLING CODE 7590-o1-M 

SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE 
COMMISSION 

Proposed Collection; Comment 
Request 

Upon written request, copies available 
from: Securities and Exchange 
Commission Office of Filings and 
Information Services, Washington, DC 
20549. 

Extension: Form N-8F; SEC File No. 270
136; OMB Control No. 3235-0157. 

Notice is hereby given that pursuant 
to the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995 
(44 U.S.C. 3501 et seq.) the Securities 
and Exchange Commission 
("Commission") is soliciting comments 
on the collections of information 
summarized below. The Commission 
plans to submit this existing collection 
of information to the Office of 
Management and Budget ("OMB") for 
extension and approval. 

Form N-8F (17 CFR 274.218) is the 
form prescribed for use by registered 
investment companies in certain 
circumstances to request orders of the 
Commission declaring that the 
registration of that investment company 
cease to be in effect. The form requests, 
from investment companies seeking a 
deregistration order, information about 
(i) the investment company's identity, 
(ii) the investment company's 
distributions, (iii) the investment 
company's assets and liabilities, (iv) the 
events leading to the request to 
deregister. and (v) the conclusion of 
business. The information is needed by 
the Commission to determine whether 
an order of deregistration is appropriate. 

The Form takes approximately 3 
hours on average to complete. It is 
estimated that approximately 261 
investment companies file Form N-8F 
annually, so that the total annual 
burden for the form is estimated to be 
783 hours. The estimate of average 
burden hours is made solely for the 
purposes of the Paperwork Reduction 
Act and is not derived from a 



APPENDIX II 
UNITED STATES
 

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
 
ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS
 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20555
 

September 15,2004 

SCHEDULE AND OUTLINE FOR DISCUSSION 
516th ACRS MEETING 
OCTOBER 7-9, 2004 

THURSDAY. OCTOBER 7. 2004. CONFERENCE ROOM T-2B3. TWO WHITE FLINT NORTH, 
ROCKVILLE. MARYLAND 

1) 8:30 - 8:35 A.M.	 Opening Remarks by the ACRS Chairman (Open) (MVB/JTUSD) 
1.1 ) Opening Statement 
1.2) Items of current interest 

IJ):IS -PM 
2) 8:35-~.M.	 Safety Evaluation of the Industry Guidelines Related to Pressurized 

Water Reactor (PWR) Sump Performance (Open) (GBW/RC) 
2.1) Remarks by the Subcommittee Chairman 
2.2) Briefing by and discussions with representatives of the 

• 
NRC staff and the Nuclear Energy Institute regarding the 
staffs evaluation of the industry gUidelines associated with the 
resolution of Generic Safety Issue (GSI)-191, "Potential 
Impact of Debris Blockage on Emergency Recirculation 
During Design-Basis Accidents at PWRs," and related 
matters. 

//.'00- f/:'S"" 
~-~A.M. ***BREAK*** 

;:00 - d:SS 
3) 1-1-:ro- ~P.M. Pre-Application Safety Assessment Report for the Advanced CANDU 

700 (ACR-70Q) Design (Open) (TSKIMME) 
3.1) Remarks by the Subcommittee Chairman 
3.2) Brie'fing by and discussions with representatives of the NRC 

staff regarding the staff's Safety Assessment Report related to 
the pre-application review of the ACR-700 design and related 
matters. 

Representatives of the Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd. may provide 
their views, as appropriate.
 

,;(; sS:-..3: 10
 
~-~P.M. ***LUNCH***
 

( 1.: 10- Lf.:S5" 
4) ~-~P.M. Proposed Recommendations for Resolving GSI-185, "Control of 

Recriticality Following Small-Break LOCAs in PWRs" (Open) 
(VHR/RC/MRS) 
4.1) Remarks by the Subcommittee Chairman 

• 
4.2) Briefing by and discussions with representatives of the NRC 

staff and its contractors regarding the proposed 
recommendations for resolving GSI-185. 

Representatives of the nuclear industry may provide their views, as 
appropriate. 
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3:00 - 3:15 P.M. ***BREAK"'U• 5) Mitigating System Performance Index Program (Open) (~IDS/MVVW) 

5.1) Remarks by the ACRS Chairman 
5.2) Briefing by and discussions with representatives of the NRC 

staff regarding the Mitigating System Performance Index 
Program. 

Representatives of the nuclear industry may provide their views, as 
appropriate. 

4:45 - 5:00 P.M.	 ***8REAK***
 

7:.JD
 
6) 5:00-~P.M.	 Preparation of ACRS Reports (Open) 

Discussion of proposed ACRS reports on: 
6.1) Pre-Application Safety Assessment Report for the ACR-700 

Design (TSKIMME) 
0:DS- 1 :;<0 6.2) Safety Evaluation of the Industry Guidelines Related to PWR 

Sump Performance (GBW/RC) 
6.3) Proposed Recommendations for Resolving GSI-185 

•
 
(VHR/RC/MRS)
 

6.4) Mitigating System Performance Index Program (JDS/MVVW)
 
6.5) Response to the August 25, 2004 EDO Response to the
 

May 21, 2004 ACRS Letter on Resolution of Certain Items 
Identified by the ACRS in NUREG-1740, "Voltage-Based 
Alternative Repair Criteria" (GBW/FPF/CS) 

FRIDAY. OCTOBER 8. 2004. CONFERENCE ROOM T-283. TWO WHITE FLINT NORTH, 
ROCKVILLE. MARYLAND 

7) 8:30 - 8:35 AM.	 Opening Remarks by the ACRS Chairman (Open) (MVB/JTLlSD) 

1O~30 
8) 8:35 - 1-G:-6(j'AM.	 Technology Neutral Framework for Future Plant Licensing (Open) 

(TSKIMME) 
8.1) Remarks by the Subcommittee Chairman 
8.2) Briefing by and discussions with representatives of the NRC 

staff regarding the technology neutral framework for licensing 
of future plant designs. 

Representatives of the nuclear industry may provide their views, as 
appropriate.
 

;D:~ - 10 :(/5:
 
1-9-:00 - 'l.Ot45-A.M. ***8REAK***
 
/0 :45- /Ol..:OOj>M

• 9) 1-G:1"5 -~AM. Assessment of the Quality of the NRC Research Projects (Open)
 
(DAP/SLRITSKlRC/HPN)
 
9.1) Remarks by the Subcommittee Chairman
 
9.2) Discussion of the preliminary results of the cognizant ACRS
 

members' assessment of the research projects on Sump 
Blockage and on MACCS code. 



3 
1:).:00 
~ - 12:15 P.M. Divergence in Regulatory Approaches and Requirements Between • 10) 

U.S. and Other Countries (Open) (DAP/HPN/SD) 
10.1) Remarks by the Subcommittee Chairman 
10.2) Discussion of the draft Final White Paper prepared by 

Dr. Nourbakhsh, ACRS Senior Staff Engineer, regarding 
divergence in regulatory approaches and requirements 
between U.S. and other countries. 

12:15 -1 :15 P.M.	 ***LUNCH*** 
,;(;~() 

11) M5-2:15P.M.	 Future ACRS Activities/Report of the Planning and Procedures 
Subcommittee (Open) (MVB/JTUSD) 
11.1) Discussion of the recommendations of the Planning 

and Procedures Subcommittee regarding items 
proposed for consideration by the full Committee 
during future ACRS meetings. 

11.2)	 Report of the Planning and Procedures Subcommittee 
on matters related to the conduct of ACRS business, 
including anticipated workload and member 
assignments. 

•
 
12) 2:15 - 2:30 P.M. Reconciliation of ACRS Comments and Recommendations (Open)
 

(MVB, et al.lSD, et al.)
 
Discussion of the responses from the NRC Executive Director for
 
Operations to comments and recommendations included in recent
 
ACRS reports and letters.
 

~:1./-0 - c:< :':::''"D
 
.2i36 -~P.M. ***BREAK*

13) 2:45 - 7:00 P.M.	 Preparation of ACRS Reports (Open)
 
Discussion of the proposed ACRS reports on:
 

I 1:00 - t...{--:,d;?O
'I 13.1)	 Pre-Application Safety Assessment Report for the ACR-700 

Design (TSKIMME) 
I: IS-~:t../O 13.2) Safety Evaluation of the Industry Guidelines Related to PWR 

6:4.5-7,00 Sump Performance (GBW/RC) 
4-'Lf~-S;L/--S 13.3) Proposed Recommendations for Resolving GSI-185 

(VHR/RC/MRS) 
'-I-'.do-<.f-; LIS 13.4) Mitigating System Performance Index Program (JDS/MWW) 

13.5)	 Response to the August 25, 2004 EDO Response to the 
May 21, 2004 ACRS Letter on Resolution of Certain Items 
Identified by the ACRS in NUREG-1740, "Voltage-Based 
Alternative Repair Criteria" (GBW/FPF/CS) 

rCJ :00 -I,;). : ,.;;: 13.6) Divergence in Regulatory Approaches and Requirements 
Between U.S. and Other Countries (DAP/HPN/SD) 

•
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• SATURDAY, OCTOBER 9, 2004. CONFERENCE ROOM T-2B3. TWO WHITE FLINT NORTH, 
ROCKVILLE, MARYLAND 

/;00 

14) 8:30 --2:00 P.M. Preparation of ACRS Reports (Open)
 
(12:00-1 :06 P.M.• LUNCH) Continue discussion of proposed ACRS reports listed under Item 13.
 

Miscellaneous (Ope MVB/JTL) 
Discussion of ers related to the duct of Committee 
activities matters and spec' Issues that were not 
co ed during previou eetings. as time and ailability 

information permi	 // 
/ 

NOTE: 

•	 Presentation time should not exceed 50 percent of the total time allocated for a 
specific item. The remaining 50 percent of the time is reserved for discussion. 

•	 Thirty-Five (35) hard copies and (1) electronic copy of the presentation materials 
should be provided to the ACRS. 

• 

•
 



• 
NRC STAFF (10/7/2004) 
R. Elliott, NRR 
J. Hannon, NRR 
L. Lund, NRR 
M. Mitchell, NRR 
T. Mensah, NRR 
D. Terao, NRR 
A. Csantos, NMSS 
F. Eltawila, RES 
W. Jenson, NRR 
L. Dudes, NRR 
J. Fair, NRR 
K, Kawoski, NRR 
D. Carlson, RES 
C. Jackson, OCM 

• 
S. Jones, NRR 
M. Chiramal, NRR 
S. Lui, NRR 
M. Murphy, NRR 
P. Klein, NRR 
D. Harrison, NRR 
S. Unikewicz, NRR 
B. Parks, NRR 
R. Architzel, NRR 
M. Johnson, NRR 
M. Giles, NRR 
K. Kavanagh, NRR 
T. Valentine, NRR 
E. Throm, NRR 
S. Burnell, OPA 
R. Landry, NRR 
A. Drozc, NRR 
H. Vandermolen, RES 

APPENDIX III: MEETING ATTENDEES
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B.P. Jain, RES 
W. Krotink, RES 
S. Black, NRR 
H. Wagage, NRR 
M. Webb, NRR 
J. Thompson, NRR 
D. Dube, RES 
S. Richards, NRR 
J. Voglewede, RES 
J. Rosenthal, RES 
C. Ader, RES 
W. Beckner, NRR 
M. Kowal, NRR 
A. Lavretta, NRR 
J. Wilson, NRR 
M. Dimarro, RES 
D. Gilison, NRR 
T. Attard, NRR 
B. Sosa, NRR 
J. Kim, NRR 
F. Akstulewicz, "IRR 
M. Stutzke, NRR 
M. Waterman, RES 
S. Basin, RES 
P. Clifford, NRR 
R. Lee, RES 
J. Ridgeley, RES 
C. Greene, RES 
J. Colaccino, "IRR 
J. Lee, NRR 
M. Gamberoni, RES 
J. Andersen, NRR 

•
 



• ATTENDEES FROM OTHER AGENCIES AND GENERAL PUBLIC 
D. Lochbaum, UCS 
M. Kostelnik, Constellation Energy 
S. Traiforos, LINK 
T. Andreychek, Westinghouse 
P. Negus, GE 
J. Butler, NEI 
B. Letellier, LANL 
C. Shaffer, ARES 
B. Smith, GE 
A. Drake, Constellation Energy 
J. Polcyn, AECL Tech 
C. Reid, Bechtel 
F. Archinoff, AECL Tech 
P. Boczar, AECL 
V. Snell, AECL
 
R.lon, AECL
 
B. Rouben, AECL 
C. Berger, Energetics 
A. Wyete, SERCH 
H. Ludewig, BNL 
D. Diamond, BNL 
S. Eicle, INEEL 

• 
C. Atwood, Statwood Consulting 

NRC STAFF (10/8/2004) 
M. Stutzke, NRR 
M. Drouin, RES 
M. Gamberoni, RES 
J. Wilson, NRR 
G. Parry, NRR 
S. Basin, RES 
J. Craig, RES 
J. Mitchell, RES 
N. Kadambi, RES 
E. McKenna, NRR 

ATTENDEES FROM OTHER AGENCIES AND GENERAL PUBLIC 
J. Riccio, Green Peace 
C. Berger, Energetics 
P. Negus, GE 
D. C. Bley, Buttonwood 
V. Mubayi, BNL 
G. Archinoff, AECL Technologies 

•
 



APPENDIX IV 
UNITED STATES
 

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
 
ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS
 

WASHINGTON. D. C. 20555
 

October 18, 2004 

SCHEDULE AND OUTLINE FOR DISCUSSION 
517th ACRS MEETING 
NOVEMBER 4-6, 2004 

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 4, 2004, CONFERENCE ROOM T-2B3, TWO WHITE FLINT NORTH, 
ROCKVILLE. MARYLAND 

1) 8:30 - 8:35 A.M. Opening Remarks by the ACRS Chairman (Open) (MVB/JTLlSD) 
1.1) Opening statement 
1.2) Items of current interest 

2) 8:35 - 10:30 A.M. Proposed Rule for Risk-Informing 10 CFR 50.46 (Open) (WJS/MRS) 
2.1) Remarks by the Subcommittee Chairman 
2.2) Briefing by and discussions with representatives of the 

NRC staff regarding the proposed rule for risk-informing 10 
CFR 50.46, "Acceptance Criteria for Emergency Core Cooling 
Systems for Light-Water Nuclear Power Reactors," and 
related matters. 

• 
Representatives of the nuclear industry and members of the public 
may provide their views, as appropriate. 

10:30 -10:45 A.M. ***BREAK*** 

3) 10:45 - 12:15 P.M.	 Proactive Materials Degradation Assessment Program (Open) 
(JDS/MVVW) 
3.1) Remarks by the Cognizant ACRS Member 
3.2) Briefing by and discussions with representatives of the NRC 

staff regarding the status of the Proactive Materials 
Degradation Assessment Program. 

Representatives of the nuclear industry may provide their views, as 
appropriate. 

12:15 -1:15 P.M. ***LUNCH*** 

4) 1:15 - 2:45 P.M.	 Proposed Rule on Post-Fire Operator Manual Actions (Open) 
(SLR/MDS) 
4.1) Remarks by the Subcommittee Chairman 
4.2) Briefing by and discussions with representatives of the NRC 

staff regarding the proposed rule on post-fire operator manual 

•	 
actions and related matters. 

Representatives of the nuclear industry and members of the public 
may provide their views, as appropriate. 
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• 2:45 - 3:00 P.M. ***BREAK*** 

5) 3:00 - 4:30 P.M. Grid Reliability Issues and Related Significant Operating Events 
(Open) (..IDS/MWW) 
5.1)	 Remarks by the Subcommittee Chairman 
5.2)	 Briefing by and discussions with representatives of the NRC 

staff regarding their activities associated with grid reliability, 
significant operating events related to grid stability, and other 
related matters. 

Representatives of the nuclear industry may provide their views, as 
appropriate. 

4:30 - 4:45 P.M. ***BREAK*** 

6) 4:45 - 7:00 P.M.	 Preparation of ACRS Reports (Open/Closed) 
Discussion of proposed ACRS reports on: 
6.1) Proposed Rule for Risk-Informing 10 CFR 50.46 (WJS/MRS) 
6.2) Proposed Rule on Post-Fire Operator Manual Actions 

(SLR/MDS) 
6.3) Grid Reliability Issues and Related Significant Operating 

Events (JDS/MWW) 

•
 
6.4) Response to the August 25,2004 ACRS Letter on Resolution
 

of Certain Items Identified by the ACRS in NUREG-1740,
 
"Voltage-Based Alternative Repair Criteria" (GBW/FPF/CS)
 

6.5)	 AP1000 Lessons Learned Report (TSKIMME) 
6.6) Safeguards and Security Matters (CLOSED) 

(MVB/RKM/RPS) 

FRIDAY. NOVEMBER 5. 2004. CONFERENCE ROOM T-2B3. TWO WHITE FLINT NORTH, 
ROCKVILLE. MARYLAND 

7) 8:30 - 8:35 AM. Opening Remarks by the ACRS Chairman (Open) (IVIVB/JTLlSD) 

8) 8:35 - 10:00 AM. Status of Early Site Permit Reviews (Open) (TSKIMME) 
8.1) Remarks by the Subcommittee Chairman 
8.2) Briefing by and discussions with representatives of the NRC 

staff regarding the status of the staff's review of the early site 
permit applications. 

10:00 -10:15 A.M. ***BREAK*** 

9) 10:15 - 11 :45 AM. Assessment of the Quality of Selected NRC Research Projects 
(Open) (GEAlSLRITSKlHPN/SD) 

•	 9.1) Remarks by the Cognizant ACRS Member 
9.2)	 Discussion of the results of the Cognizant ACRS Members' 

assessment of the quality of the NRC research projects on 
Sump Blockage and on MACCS code. 
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• 11 :45 - 12:45 P.M. 

10) 12:45 - 1:00 P.M. 

11)	 1:00 - 2:00 P.M. 

12)	 2:00 - 2:15 P.M. 

•	 2:15 - 2:30 P.M. 

13) 2:30 - 7:00 P.M. 

***LUNCH*** 

Plant License Renewal Subcommittee Report (Open) (MVB/CS) 
Report by the Chairman of the ACRS Subcommittee on Plant License 
Renewal regarding interim review of the license renewal application 
for the Farley Nuclear Plant. 

Future ACRS Activities/Report of the Planning and Procedures 
Subcommittee (Open) (MVB/JTUSD) 
11.1) Discussion of the recommendations of the Planning 

and Procedures Subcommittee regarding items 
proposed for consideration by the full Committee 
during future ACRS meetings. 

11.2)	 Report of the Planning and Procedures Subcommittee 
on matters related to the conduct of ACRS business, 
including anticipated workload and member 
assignments. 

Reconciliation of ACRS Comments and Recommendations (Open)
 
(MVB, et aI.lSD, et al.)
 
Discussion of the responses from the NRC Executive Director for
 
Operations to comments and recommendations included in recent
 
ACRS reports and letters.
 

***BREAK*** 

Preparation of ACRS Reports (Open/Closed)
 
Discussion of the proposed ACRS reports on:
 
13.1) Proposed Rule for Risk-I nforming 10 CFR 50.46 (WJS/MRS)
 
13.2) Proposed Rule on Post-Fire Operator Manual Actions
 

(SLR/MDS) 
13.3) Grid Reliability Issues and Related Significant Operating 

Events (JDS/MWW) 
13.4)	 Response to the August 25, 2004 ACRS Letter on Resolution 

of Certain Items Identified by the ACRS in NUREG-1740, 
"Voltage-Based Alternative Repair Criteria" (GBW/FPF/CS) 

13.5) AP1000 Lessons Learned Report (TSKIMME) 
13.6) Assessment of the Quality of Selected NRC Research 

Projects (GEAlSLRITSKlHPN/SD) 
13.7) Safeguards and Security Matters (CLOSED) 

(MVB/RKM/RPS) 

•
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• SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 6, 2004, CONFERENCE ROOM T-2B3, TWO WHITE FLINT NORTH, 
ROCKVILLE, MARYLAND 

14) 8:30 - 12:30 P.M. Preparation of ACRS Reports (Open/Closed) 
Continue discussion of proposed ACRS reports listed under Item 13. 

15) 12:30 -1:00 P.M.	 Miscellaneous (Open) (MVB/JTL) 
Discussion of matters related to the conduct of Committee 
activities and matters and specific issues that were not 
completed during previous meetings, as time and availability 
of information permit. 

NOTE: 

•	 Presentation time should not exceed 50 percent of the total time allocated for a 
specific item. The remaining 50 percent of the time is reserved for discussion. 

•	 Thirty-Five (35) hard copies and (1) electronic copy of the presentation materials 
should be prOVided to the ACRS. 

• 

•
 



•
 
APPENDIX V
 

LIST OF DOCUMENTS PROVIDED TO THE COMMITIEE
 
516TH ACRS MEETING
 
OCTOBER 7-9,2004
 

[Note: Some documents listed below may have been provided or prepared for Committee use 
only. These documents must be reviewed prior to release to the pUblic.] 

MEETING HANDOUTS 

AGENDA DOCUMENTS
 
ITEM NO.
 

1	 Opening Remarks by the ACRS Chairman 
1.	 Items of Interest, dated October 7-9,2004 

2	 Safetv Evaluation of the Industry Guidelines Related to Pressurized Water Reactor 
(PWR) Sump Performance 
2.	 PWR Plant-Specific Sump Evaluation Process (GSI-191) presentation by NRR 

[Viewgraphs] 
3.	 Accident Progression presentation by NRR [Viewgraphs] 
4.	 Safety Evaluation Report, GSI-191 PWR ECCS Sump Performance presentation 

by t\lRR [Viewgraphs] 

• 
5. Industry Activities to Address PWR ECCS Sump Performance presentation by 

the Nuclear Energy Institute [Viewgraphs] 
6.	 Review of Head Loss Prediction Across Sump Screens review by S. Banerjee, 

ACRS Consultant [Handout] 
7.	 Letter to John Hannon, NRR from NEI, Subject: Safety Evaluation for NEI 

Guidance Report "Pressurized Water Reactor Containment Sump Evaluation 
Methodology," dated October 1, 2004 [Handout] 

3	 Pre-Application Safetv Assessment Report for the Advanced CAt\lDU 700 (ACR-700) 
Design 
8.	 ACR-700 Pre-Application Review presentation by NRR [Viewgraphs] 
9.	 ACR-700 Pre-Application Safety Assessment Report (PASAR), Focus Topic 9 

"Confirmation of Negative Void Reactivity," presentation by RES [Viewgraphs] 
10.	 ACR-700 Technologies presentation by AECL [Viewgraphs] 

4	 Proposed Recommendations for Resolving GSI-185. "Control of Recritically Following 
Small-Break LOCAs in PWRs" 
11.	 Resolution of GSI 185 presentation by J. Rosenthal, RES 
12.	 Analysis of Boron Dilution Transients in PWRs presentation by D. Diamond, BNL 
13.	 Tools: Deborate Mixing presentation by M. diMarzo, RES 

5 Mitigating System Performance Index Program 
14.	 Mitigating Systems Performance Index presentation by NRR and RES 

[Viewgraphs]

• 
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8 Technology Neutral Framework for Future Plant Licensing 
15.	 Regulatory Structure for New Plant Licensing, Part 1: Technology-Neutral 

Framework presentation by RES, BNL, Buttonwood Consulting, Inc. 

11 Future ACRS Activities/Report of the Planning and Procedures Subcommittee 
16.	 Future ACRS Activities/Final Draft Minutes of Planning and Procedures 

Subcommittee Meeting - October 8, 2004 [Handout #11.1] 

12	 Reconciliation of ACRS Comments and Recommendations 
17.	 Reconciliation of ACRS Comments and Recommendations [Handout #12.1] 

• 

•
 



• 
Appendix V 
516th ACRS Meeting 

MEETING NOTEBOOK CONTENTS 

DOCUMENTS 
Safety Evaluation of Industry Guidelines Related to Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR) 
Sump Performance 
1.	 Table of Contents 
2.	 Proposed Schedule 
3.	 Status Report 
4.	 NRC Bulletin 2003-01, "Potential Impact of Debris Blockage on Emergency 

Sump Recirculation at Pressurized-Water Reactors," June 9, 2003 (electronic 
copy only) 

5.	 Generic Letter 2004-02, "Potential Impact of Debris Blockage on Emergency 
Recirculation During Design Basis Accidents at Pressurized Water Reactors," 
September 13, 2004 (electronic copy only) 

6.	 Nuclear Energy Institute Guidance Report (Proposed Document Number NEI 04
07), "Pressurized Water Reactor Sump Performance Evaluation Methodology" 
(electronic copy of all portions provided only on disk - hard copy provided 
previously) 

• 
7. Letter from Suzanne C. Black to John Larkins, September 8, 2004, "Request for 

ACRS Review of the Draft Safety Evaluation by the Office of Nuclear Reactor 
Regulation Related to NRC Generic Letter 2004-XX, Nuclear Energy Institute 
Guidance Report (Proposed Document Number NEI 04-07), "Pressurized Water 
Reactor Sump Performance Evaluation Methodology" (electronic copy on disk
revised version provided as attachment - see below) 

8.	 SECY-04-0154, August 24,2004, "Issuance of Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Generic Letter 2004-XX, "Potential Impact of Debris Basis Accidents at 
Pressurized-Water Reactors" (electronic copy only) 

9.	 SECY-04-0150, August 16, 2004, "Alternate Approaches for for Resolving the 
Pressurized Water Reactor Sump Blockage Issue (GSI-191), Including Realistic 
and Risk-Informed Considerations" (electronic copy only) 

4	 Control of Recriticality Following Small-Break LOCAs in PWRs 
10.	 Table of Contents 
11.	 Proposed Schedule 
12.	 Status Report 
13.	 Draft NUREG XXXX, "Resolution of Generic Safety Issue No. 185, "Control of 

Recritfcality FollOWing Small-Break LOCAs in PWRs" (electronic copy on disk, 
previously as hard copy to all Members) 

14.	 Comments from V. Ransom, June 13,2004 (electronic copy only) 
15.	 Comments from V. Ransom, May 3,2004 (electronic copy only) 
16.	 Comments from H. Nourbakhsh, September 20,2004 (electronic copy only) 
17.	 Comments from G. Wallis, September 21,2004 (electronic copy only) 
18.	 Draft NUREG XXXX, Resolution of Generic Safety Issue No. 185, "Control of 

Recriticality Following Small-Break LOCAs in PWRs" (electronic and hard copy 

•	 
provided) 
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5 Mitigating Systems Performance Index 
19.	 Table of Contents 
20.	 Proposed Schedule 
21.	 Status Report 
22.	 Report on the Independent Verification of Mitigating Systems Performance Index 

Results for Pilot Plants 

8	 Technology-Neutral Framework for Future Plant Licensing 
23.	 Table of Contents 
24.	 Proposed Schedule 
25.	 Status Report 
26.	 Part 1: Technology-Neutral Framework (Draft), [electronic] 
27.	 Dr. T. Kress comments dated June 19,2004 
28.	 RES slides for October 8, 2004 ACRS presentation 
29.	 Staff Requirements Memorandum, dated June 26, 2003 
30.	 ACRS Report dated April 22, 2004 
31.	 SECY-03-0047 dated March 28, 2003 
32.	 SECY-04-103 dated June 23,2004 
33.	 SECY-04-0157 dated August 30, 2004 

• 

•
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NRC CHAIRMAN DISCUSSES NUCLEAR PLANT SECURITY
 
AT AMERICAS NUCLEAR ENERGY SYMPOSIUM
 

MIAMI - Security at U.S. nuclear power plants has been substantially upgraded since Sept. 11, 2001, with higher federal
 
requirements placed on utilities that operate nuclear facilities, Nuclear Regulatory Commission Chairman Nils J. Diaz said
 
Tuesday.
 

lI
"Nuclear power plants have been and are even more so now among the most well-protected elements of our national
 
civilian infrastructure," Diaz said in remarks prepared for delivery at the Americas Nuclear Energy Symposium jointly
 

ored by the U.S. Department of Energy and the American Nuclear Society.
 

. , RC has further strengthened security requirements at nuclear power plants and enhanced our coordination with 
federal, state and local organizations since Sept. 11," Diaz said. "In addition, the NRC has conducted research-based studies 
which concluded that a significant radiological release affecting public health and safety is unlikely from a terrorist attack, 
including a large commercial aircraft. And time is available to protect the public in the unlikely event of a radiation release." 

Diaz also said the NRC is: 

- improving nuclear plant operating safety in the United States through the use of a new Reactor Oversight Program 
that provides a better inspection regime for plants. He said the NRC objective is to "provide the tools for inspecting 
and assessing licensee performance in a manner that was more risk-informed, objective, predictable and 
understandable than the previous oversight processes, and that ensures the agency's performance goals are being 
met." 

- prOViding oversight in a way that corresponds to the actual, real world risk presented, rather than a theoretical 
worst-case scenario. He added, "Simply put, technical and regulatory decisions are informed by the real world 
utilizing advancing scientific knowledge, improving technological capabilities and the lessons that have been learned 
through decades of operating experience." 

Outlining security advances, Diaz said that the steps taken by the NRC include: ordering plants to take into account a more
 
challenging adversarial threat; tighter access controls and vehicle checks at greater stand-off distances; significantly
 
improved force-on-force exercises to test the capabilities of plant defenders; better readiness by plant security forces; and
 
enhanced liaison with the intelligence community, and federal, state and local authorities responsible for protecting the
 
national critical infrastructure through integrated response training.
 

T.Posium brought together members of the government, industry, and academic communities for presentations and
 
di ns on issues related to the future of nuclear energy in the Americas.
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September 8, 2004 

The Honorable Tom Ridge 
Secretary 
U.S. Department of Homeland Security 
Washington, D.C. 20528 

Dear Secretary Ridge: 

On behalf of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), I am writing to update you 
on recent actions the NRC has taken to continue enhancing the security of NRC-regulated 
nuclear facilities and radioactive materia/s. l 

The NRC has exercised its statutory responsibility to ensure adequate protection of 
public health and safety, promote the common defense and security, and protect the 
environment from potential hazards involved in the civilian use of nuclear materials. In the 
weeks and months following the terrorist attacks on September 11, 2001, the NRC focused its 
efforts on improving security at the facilities it regulates, including nuclear power reactors and 
fuel manufacturing facilities that possess significant quantities of special nuclear material, 
and activities such as transportation of spent nuclear fuel. On February 25, 2002, the NRC 
issued Orders to all nuclear power plant licensees requiring that they increase their defensive 
capabilities to protect against the new threat. These enhancements to security included 
increased security patrols, augmented security forces, additional security posts, increased 
vehicle standoff distances, and improved coordination with law enforcement and intelligence 
communities, as well as strengthened safety-related mitigation procedures and strategies. 

On January 7,2003, the NRC required further enhancements to access controls for the 
power plants. On April 29, 2003, the NRC issued three additional Orders requiring additional 
security enhancements, including: 

Work-hour limitations on security personnel; 
•	 Enhanced training and qualification requirements for security force personnel; and 
•	 Revisions to licensee security, training and qualifications, and contingency plans to 

protect against the supplemented design basis threat of radiological sabotage. 

The April 2003 Orders required that the licensees submit their revised plans to the NRC 
for review and approval by April 29, 2004, and that the plans be implemented at the nuclear 
power plants by October 29, 2004. The licensees submitted revised security plans in April 
2004. The NRC staff is on schedule to complete its review of those plans and will work with 
licensees to implement them. 

1 See previous annual letters on NRC's web site @ www.nrc.gov. 
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Over the past year, we have continued to enhance security for I\IRC-Iicensed facilities 
and activities. On October 23, 2003, the Commission issued an immediately effective Order 
imposing additional security measures to all power reactor licensees and research reactor 
licensees who transport spent nuclear fuel. On January 12, 2004, the Commission issued an 
immediately effective Order imposing additional security measures for source manufacturers 
and distributors of high risk radioactive sources. In July 2004, the Commission approved 
issuance of Orders imposing additional security measures for the Honeywell uranium 
conversion facility, independent spent fuel storage facilities, and all decommissioning nuclear 
power plants with spent fuel in the spent fuel pool. Some of the requirements set forth in these 
various Orders formalize a series of security measures that NRC licensees had taken in 
response to advisories issued by the NRC in the aftermath of the September 11, 2001 terrorist 
attacks. Additional security enhancements, developed during our ongoing security review, are 
also provided in these Orders. The specific security measures addressed by the Orders, which 
supplement existing regulatory requirements, are classified as Safeguards Information under 
Section 147 of the Atomic Energy Act, as amended. These Orders remain in effect until the 
Commission determines otherwise. 

In addition to these enhancements, we have continued to improve our security 
performance evaluation program (our force-on-force evaluations), which we consider an 
important element for ensuring protection of the Nation's critical infrastructure. In February 
2003, we resumed the force-on-force program in the form of a pilot program to test recent 
program enhancements. In February 2004, the NRC began a transition force-on-force 
program, incorporating the lessons learned during the pilot program. The transition program 
follows the same format as the pilot program; however, the "mock adversary" force now uses 
the characteristics of the Design Basis Threat (DBT), as enhanced and supplemented by our 
Orders, to prepare for resumption of the full security performance assessment program in 
November 2004. Under that program, we will conduct approximately 22 force-on-force 
exercises per year, so that each site's security will undergo an NRC evaluated exercise at least 
once every three years. This represents a significant increase in the exercise frequency; in 
addition, each plant is reqUired to conduct independent exercises at least once each year. 

During the pilot program, the NRC identified the need to improve the offensive 
capabilities, consistency, and effectiveness of the exercise adversary force. The Commission 
addressed this need by directing the staff to develop a training standard for a Composite 
Adversary Force (CAF). The CAF for a given NRC-evaluated force-on-force exercise will 
comprise security officers from various nuclear power facilities (exclUding the licensee being 
evaluated) and will have been trained in offensive, rather than defensive, skills to perform the 
adversary function. 

The NRC has conducted detailed, site-specific engineering studies of a limited number 
of typical plants to assess potential vulnerabilities of nuclear power plants to deliberate attacks 
involving large commercial aircraft. The results of these studies have confirmed the 
effectiveness of the required mitigative measures and have identified further enhancements to 
mitigative strategies. For the facilities analyzed, the studies confirm that the likelihood of both 
damaging the reactor core and releasing radioactivity that could affect public health and safety 
is low. Even in the unlikely event of a radiological release due to a terrorist use of a large 
aircraft against a nuclear power plant, the studies indicate that there would be time to 
implement the required on-site mitigating actions. These results have also validated the off-site 
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emergency planning basis. Additional studies are being considered to further enhance 
mitigative capabilities, and we will continue to coordinate with the Department of Homeland 
Security on this initiative. 

The studies to date also indicate that significant releases of radioactive material due to a 
terrorist attack on a spent fuel pool are very unlikely. The safety and security of spent fuel 
storage is ensured through many safety and security measures that provide protection against 
terrorist threats. In addition, the studies indicate it is highly unlikely that a significant release of 
radioactivity would occur from a dry spent fuel storage cask, and no release of radioactive 
material is expected from an aircraft attack on a transportation cask. Measures are in place to 
adequately protect the public from attacks on spent fuel, in either wet or dry configurations. 

In terms of nuclear material security, the NRC has taken action with our domestic and 
international counterparts to ensure protection of radioactive sources that cOIJld pose significant 
hazards to public safety. In partnership with the U.S. Departments of State and Energy, we 
have made key contributions to revising the Code of Conduct for the Safety and Security of 
Radioactive Sources promulgated by the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) in 
September 2003 at the 47th session of the General Conference. We have also worked with the 
U.S. Departments of State and Energy to hold consultations with supplier nations concerning 
export/import controls. The NRC has independently proposed an export/import rule to enhance 
controls on these radioactive sources consistent with the IAEA Code of Conduct. The NRC has 
also coordinated with State officials to enhance controls on radioactive sources and as such, 
NRC has completed an interim source database that will, in time, grow into the National Source 
Tracking System consistent with the IAEA Code of Conduct for the Safety and Security of 
Radioactive Sources. 

Another noteworthy action taken in the past year to enhance the security and safety of 
nuclear materials was the issuance of a regulatory bulletin requesting about 1,100 licensees to 
perform verification of certain types of nuclear materials currently in their possession. This 
activity supports NRC's Nuclear Materials Management and Safeguards System (NMMSS), a 
national database used by the NRC and the Department of Energy (DOE) to track certain 
nuclear materials and other government-owned materials. 

With respect to emergency preparedness and incident response, the NRC continues to 
work with the U.S. Department of Homeland Security and other Federal agencies to integrate 
Federal Response Plans into a unified National Response Plan and National Incident 
Management System, and to refine the National Preparedness Policy. We have also 
completed the development of the commercial Nuclear Reactors, Materials, and Waste 
Key Resource Plan for Critical Infrastructure Protection. This document serves as the Sector
Specific component of the National Infrastructure Protection Plan. In addition, we continue 
to coordinate protective strategies with various components of the U.S. Department of Defense, 
including NORTHCOM and NORAD, and have recently participated in exercises such as 
Unified Defense '04 and Amalgam Virgo '04. We have also conducted integrated response 
tabletop exercises, involving licensees, State and local responders, as well as multiple Federal 
agencies, to focus combined efforts and actions when responding to a possible terrorist event 
at a nuclear power plant. In June 2004, the NRC integrated emergency preparedness functions 
into the Office of Nuclear Security and Incident Response to handle preparedness and 
response activities more effectively and efficiently. 
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• In summary, the NRC has made, and will continue to make, significant progress in 
supporting our Nation's efforts to enhance homeland security and preparedness. Please do not 
hesitate to contact me for additional information. 

Sincerely, 

IRA! 

Nils J. Diaz 

• 

•
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• Introduction 

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee, it is a pleasure to appear before you 

today to discuss some of the efforts by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (!\IRC) and its 

licensees with respect to security at nuclear power plants. 

Overview 

The NRC's mission is to regulate nuclear reactors, materials and waste facilities in a 

manner that protects the health and safety of the public, promotes the common defense and 

security, and protects the environment. Nuclear power plants have maintained strong safety 

and security measures, and were designed to withstand catastrophic events inclUding fire, 

• flood, earthquakes, and tornadoes. These plants were also designed using a defense-in-depth 

strategy, with redundant safety systems and are operated and protected by highly trained staff. 

Multiple barriers protect the reactor and prevent or mitigate off-site releases of radioactive 

materials. Design features of the reactor facilities provide substantial protection against a 

malevolent attack. 

Security at nuclear facilities across the country has long been the subject of NRC 

regulatory oversight, dating back to the 1970's, and nuclear power plants have been required to 

implement security programs that are capable of defending against violent assaults by well

armed, well-trained adversaries. With sophisticated surveillance equipment, stringent access 

controls, physical barriers, professional security forces, and well qualified armed response 

• 
forces and partnership with the local law enforcement agencies (LLEA), the nuclear power 
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• facilities have likely been among the best protected commercial facilities in the Nation prior to 

September 11, 2001, and remain so today. Coupled with emergency plans that are tested on a 

regular basis and support from local government agencies, these facilities are designed, 

operated, and regulated to protect the public from a wide range of events, including potential 

terrorist attacks. 

The terrorist attacks on the United States brought to light a new and more immediate 

threat to our country. All custodians of the Nation's critical infrastructure needed to reconsider 

decisions made earlier about the adequacy of security at the facilities under their charge. To 

cope with these changes in the threat environment, the NRC undertook a reassessment of its 

safeguards and security programs, to identify prompt actions and long-term enhancements that 

would raise the level of security at the nuclear facilities across the country. 

• Since the terrorists attacks, the NRC has ordered its licensees to take specific actions to 

improve security at their facilities and to augment the protection of the nuclear materials they 

possess. Additionally, we have made internal programmatic and organizational changes to 

enhance the effectiveness of NRC's regulation of the security of nuclear facilities and materials. 

We believe that these comprehensive acts also effectively address major Congressional 

concerns about the adequacy of security in the new threat environment. We recognize though 

that security would be further enhanced if five legislative proposals that the Commission has 

submitted to the Congress, which we discuss later in this testimony, are promptly enacted. 

•
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Orders• 
In the weeks and months following September 11, the NRC focused its efforts on 

improving security at the facilities and activities it regulates, including nuclear power plants, 

certain fuel cycle facilities possessing significant quantities of special nuclear material, and 

transportation of spent nuclear fuel. Compensatory measures were imposed and the NRC 

required licensees to make changes to their security programs to deal with a new level of 

threat. 

On February 25, 2002, the NRC issued Orders to all nuclear power plant licensees 

requiring that they formally incorporate specific compensatory measures into their safeguards 

and security programs. These enhancements to security included increased security patrols, 

• augmented security forces, additional security posts, increased vehicle standoff distances, and 

improved coordination with law enforcement. On January 7,2003, another set of Orders, 

designed to enhance security by tightening the plant access authorization requirements, was 

issued. On April 29, 2003, the NRC issued additional Orders setting security officer work-hours 

limitations to minimize fatigue; new training and qualification requirements for security force 

members; and requiring licensees to revise their security and contingency plans to protect 

against a new level of threat. 

In the months since those Orders were issued, there has been close coordination with 

the regulated industry and representatives of Federal, State, and local government agencies 

that would be called upon to support the licensees' response to a potential terrorist attack. The 

• 
Orders of April 2003 required that the licensees submit their revised security plans to the NRC 
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• by April 29, 2004, for review, revision as appropriate, and approval. The NRC staff is on 

schedule to complete its review of these plans and will work with licensees to implement them. 

The licensees are responsible for providing security for their plants and costs incurred in 

this process are funded by the licensees. Except for directly after September 11 when 

Congress specifically authorized money for regulatory costs for upgrading NRC security, almost 

all of the Federal regulatory costs are paid by the NRC licensees through payment of fees. 

Design Basis Threat and New Threat Level 

Security programs at NRC-licensed nuclear power plants and certain fuel cycle facilities 

are designed to protect against an NRC specified level of threat called the design basis threat. 

•	 The NRC first promulgated its design basis threats (OBTs) for radiological sabotage-

applicable to nuclear power plants -- and theft or diversion of strategic special nuclear material 

- applicable to certain fuel cycle facilities -- in the late-1970s. In general terms, OBTs describe 

the attributes of a hypothetical adversary that these facilities must defend against with high 

assurance, including numbers of adversaries, types of weapons, and offensive strategies that 

would be employed by the adversaries. The threat attributes enumerated in the OBTs are 

based on extensive analyses by the NRC and disclJssion with the Intelligence CommlJnity and 

law enforcement officials. The OBT received periodic reviews by the staff and Commission 

resulting in at least one significant upgrade to the OBT prior to the September 11, 2001, 

attacks. When approved by the Commission, the OBT represents the characteristics of an 

adversary that a private guard force for a commercial nuclear facility should reasonably be 

• 
required to protect against. 
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•	 Following the September 11, 2001, attacks, the NRC conducted a comprehensive 

review of NRC's safeguards and. security programs. This included a reassessment of the 

DBTs. As a result, the threat characteristics set forth in NRC regulations were supplemented 

by Orders issued to power reactors and to certain fuel cycle facilities in April 2003. 

During its comprehensive review, the NRC staff also participated in the multi-agency 

working group developing the DOEIDOD Postulated Threat which, although not intended to 

apply to the commercial nuclear sector, provided insights considered in the development of 

NRC's supplemented DBTs. Additional coordination was conducted between NRC and DOE to 

ensure a clear understanding of the differences between the agencies' DBTs. This resulted in 

a proposed revision to NRC's threat characteristics which were presented to the Commission 

for their consideration to impose on specific licensees. In January 2003, the NRC sought 

•	 comments on the supplement to the DBT from State agencies, Federal agencies, and licensees 

who were authorized access to the information. The Commission considered this information in 

establishing the supplemental requirements to implement the DBT. In addition, meetings were 

held with stakeholders, including other Federal agencies. State authorities, and industry 

representatives. Comments developed during those meetings, as well as the NRC staff final 

views were provided to the Commission in April 2003. 

The Orders of April 29, 2003, required nuclear power plant licensees to revise their 

security and contingency plans to defend against the supplemented DBT. The NRC is currently 

reviewing these revised plans for nuclear power plants and certain nuclear fuel cycle facilities, 

nearly 200 plans in all, and expects that all plans will be reviewed, revised, as appropriate, 

• 
approved, and, with few exceptions, implemented by the October 29,2004, deadline imposed 

by the Commission's April 29, 2003, Orders. As was the case prior to September 11, the 
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• Commission will review the DBTs semiannually against changes in the threat environment to 

ensure their continuing validity. 

The NRC has been working with DHS, the White House Homeland Security Council, 

and other agencies regarding an "integrated response" by government assets to help defend 

against threats that could exceed the DBTs. The concept of "integrated response" applies to 

both prevention of and response to a potential terrorist event. The NRC is participating in 

tabletop exercises involving a number of Federal, State, and local agencies at nuclear power 

plants and continues to support the Homeland Security Council and DHS, the FBI, 000, and 

other Federal, State, and local authorities regarding integrated response capabilities. 

Vulnerability Assessment and Mitigation Strategies 

• The NRC has completed an extensive set of vUlnerability assessments and identified 

mitigation strategies for NRC-licensed activities involving radioactive materials and nuclear 

facilities. Thus far, the results of these studies have validated the actions NRC has taken to 

enhance security as well as shown areas needing improvement. These efforts have continued 

to affirm the robustness of these facilities, the effectiveness of redundant systems and defense

in-depth design principles, and the value of effective programs for operator training and 

emergency preparedness. 

Our vulnerability studies confirm that it would be difficult for even determined
 

adversaries to both damage the reactor core and release radioactivity that could affect public
 

•
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•	 health and safety. Further, the studies confirm that even in the unlikely event of a radiological 

release due to terrorist use of a large aircraft, NRC's emergency planning basis remains valid. 

The aircraft vulnerability studies also indicate that significant damage to a spent fuel pool is not 

likely, that it is highly unlikely that the impact on a dry spent fuel storage cask would cause a 

significant release of radioactivity, and that the impact of a large aircraft on a transportation 

cask would not result in a release of radioactive material. Measures are in place to adequately 

protect the public from attacks on spent fuel, in either wet or dry configurations. Thus, we 

conclude that nuclear power plant safety, security, and emergency planning programs continue 

to provide reasonable assurance of adequate protection of the public health and safety and 

protection of the common defense and security. 

Force-on-Force Exercises 

• We have continued to improve our security performance evaluation program (our force-on-force 

evaluations), which we consider an important element for ensuring protection of the Nation's 

critical infrastructure. In February 2003, we resumed the force-on-force program in the form of 

a pilot program to test recent program enhancements. In February 2004, the NRC began a 

transition force-on-force program, incorporating the lessons learned during the pilot program. 

The transition program follows the same format as the pilot program; however, the "mock 

adversary" force now uses the characteristics of the Design Basis Threat (DBT), as enhanced 

and supplemented by our Orders, to prepare for resumption of the full security performance 

assessment program in November 2004. Under that program, we will conduct approximately 

22 force-on-force exercises per year, so that each site's security will undergo an NRC 

• 
evaluated exercise at least once every three years. This represents a significant increase in the 
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• exercise frequency; in addition, each plant is required to conduct independent exercises at least 

once each year. 

During the pilot program, the NRC identified the need to improve the offensive 

capabilities, consistency, and effectiveness of the exercise adversary force. The Commission 

addressed this need by directing the staff to develop a training standard for a Composite 

Adversary Force (CAF). The CAF for a given NRC-evaluated force-on-force exercise will 

comprise security officers from various nuclear power facilities (excluding the licensee being 

evaluated) and will have been trained in offensive, rather than defensive, skills to perform the 

adversary function. 

Baseline Inspection Program 

• The NRC's oversight program for security is far broader than the force-on-force 

exercises, vulnerability assessments, strategic and tactical threat assessment, and security 

plan reviews. It also includes a comprehensive baseline inspection program to verify the 

continued effectiveness of security measures and confirm compliance. The baseline inspection 

program for power reactors is part of NRC's Reactor Oversight Program. Through a sampling 

of licensee security activities, the NRC assesses whether the licensee's security program 

complies with requirements and provides adequate protection against the DBT for radiological 

sabotage. Before September 11, the /\IRC security oversight program focused on four key 

areas. Shortly after the September 11 attacks, the NRC appropriately refocused portions of its 

inspection program on verifying licensee implementation of the upgrades specified in NRC

• 
issued advisories and Orders. 
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• Since then, the NRC has substantially revised the baseline inspection program and 

involved the NRC on-site resident inspectors to a greater degree than before in overseeing 

security at the plants, ensuring that the NRC has real-time assessments of the status of 

security on the sites. The NRC implemented a revised baseline inspection program in mid

February 2004 that focuses on an expanded set of key areas, including: (1) access 

authorization, (2) access controls, (3) security plan changes, (4) contingency response and 

force-on-force testing, (5) security equipment performance, testing, and maintenance, (6) 

security training, (7) fitness for duty program, (8) owner controlled area controls, (9) information 

technology security, (10) material control and accountability, and (11) physical protection of 

shipments of spent fuel. 

The NRC is continuing to enhance and adjust the oversight program for security by 

• developing and implementing more effective processes to assess the significance of inspection 

findings, more meaningful performance indicators, and revised inspection procedures as a 

result of the ongoing vulnerability assessment activities and related mitigating strategies. 

These changes have allowed the NRC to enhance the effectiveness and efficiency of its 

oversight of the security measures deemed essential by the Commission after the 

September 11 attacks. Onsite security inspection hours per year have increased considerably 

since September 11. Through audits and inspections of the security programs, NRC inspectors 

confirm that the required security enhancements are implemented. 

•
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• Status of Security Plan Reviews 

As discussed above, in Orders issued on April 29, 2003, the NRC required that 

licensees take steps to increase protections against a new level of threat, including changes to 

the adversary force composition and characteristics in light of information gained from the 

Intelligence Community since September 11, 2001. As part of the Orders, we required nuclear 

power reactor and certain fuel cycle facilities to develop new security plans, safeguards 

contingency plans, and training and qualification plans, and to submit them to the NRC by 

April 29, 2004, for review and approval. The purpose of the Commission's action was to ensure 

that licensees' plans were revised to specifically describe how the requirements in the NRC's 

security regulations and post-September 11 Orders were or will be implemented. 

•	 When fully implemented, the measures described in the revised plans provide greater 

capability to respond to more robust attacks than previously required. The new plans also 

cover a broader spectrum of contingency actions, provide for better trained and qualified 

security force members, and ensure that more time is devoted to exercises and drills designed 

to improve the skills of the licensees' guard forces. 

The NRC assembled a dedicated team of NRC staff members to review the plans 

submitted by the industry. As of today, the NRC staff is completing its technical reviews of 

these plans, and is now working to complete the necessary written safety evaluations and 

licensing documents to formalize analysis and conclusions associated with each plan review. 

•
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•	 Emergency Preparedness 

The NRC has long required that its licensees maintain and frequently exercise plans 

designed to deal with response to emergencies at their plants. State and local agencies, and 

sometimes Federal agencies, participate in these exercises. The scenarios developed for 

these plans include many catastrophic events, which are the result of equipment malfunctions, 

operator errors, or natural disasters. The NRC continues to work with the U.S. Department of 

Homeland Security and other Federal agencies to integrate Federal Response Plans into a 

unified National Response Plan and National Incident Management System, and to refine the 

National Preparedness Policy. We have also completed the development of the commercial 

Nuclear Reactors, Materials, and Waste Key Resource Plan for Critical Infrastructure 

Protection. This document serves as the Sector-Specific component of the National 

•	 Infrastructure Protection Plan. In addition, we continue to coordinate protective strategies with 

various components of the U.S. Department of Defense, including NORTHCOM and NORAD, 

and have recently participated in exercises such as Unified Defense '04 and Amalgam 

Virgo '04. The NRC has revised its Strategic Plan to enhance the recognition of the importance 

of physical security and emergency preparedness, and licensees will be expected to maintain a 

high level of preparedness and performance in these areas. 

Sharing of Information 

The NRC has sought stakeholder input for the many actions taken since September 11. 

• 
Due to the sensitive, non-public nature of most of the security information, there have been 
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• limitations on public access. In order to expand the sphere of the discussion as far as possible, 

the NRC has had State outreach meetings, a workshop attended by State and local 

government homeland security advisors, and pUblic meetings to discuss security. The NRC 

also posts information on its web site to keep the public informed of actions taken and plans for 

the future. 

In coordination with other Federal agencies, the NRC developed a database of reported 

security incidents, referred to as the Security Information Database (SID), which contains 

security reports issued by nuclear plant licensees as a result of advisories that NRC issues. 

Each report that NRC receives and adds to the SID provides details about a specific security 

incident that has occurred at a nuclear plant (e.g., suspicious person, suspicious activity, 

flyovers) and the actions that plant officials are taking to address the incident. SID reports are 

•	 considered sensitive information and are handled accordingly. This information is posted on a 

protected web site and shared with authorized nuclear industry officials and Federal, State, and 

local government agencies. 

The NRC is committed to ensuring openness in its regulatory programs and makes 

every attempt to make as much information as possible available to the public, as well as obtain 

public input in its decision making. At the same time, the NRC is necessarily interested in 

ensuring that sensitive information regarding nuclear facilities does not fall into the hands of 

those who wish to do us harm. After careful consideration, the Commission has decided that 

certain security information, previously released to the public, will no longer be publicly available 

and will no longer be updated on our web site. The NRC's pUblic web site will continue to 

display performance indicators, inspection reports, and other information not related to plant 

•	 security. The Commission's decision enhances the protection of information related to the 
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• security of licensed facilities, but will not diminish NRC's commitment to openness in carrying 

out our public health and safety responsibilities. 

Addressing the desire of local officials to more frequently and directly communicate with 

NRC on emergency preparedness, we increased our interactions with State and local 

emergency preparedness officials. We have supported workshops, meetings and other 

activities addressing emergency planning issues such as potassium iodide use, radiological 

dose assessment, communications during event response, and the like. We will continue these 

efforts whenever important, specific issues are raised. 

NRC Computer Security 

• The NRC recognizes the importance of providing a comprehensive framework for 

ensuring the effectiveness of information security controls over information resources that 

support Federal operations and assets and provides for development and maintenance of 

controls required to protect Federal information and information systems. The NRC has 

historically been focused on technical safety and security issues, and computer security is 

another facet of that overall concern. Congressional oversight and participation in Federal 

Chief Information Officer groups have helped focus our computer security efforts to more 

effectively protect our computer systems. NRC has had a computer security program since 

1980 and our focus on computer security from project inception and throughout the project life 

cycle has enabled us to appropriately protect our computer systems. 

•
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• The NRC received an "A" on the Federal computer security report card issued by the 

House Government Reform Subcommittee on Technology, Information Policy, 

Intergovernmental Relations and the Census. The NRC operates with offices across the Nation 

and interacts with the public in general informational, regulatory, and discovery interchanges. 

In each of these interchanges, we take the inherent computer security requirements very 

seriously and work toward a seamless integration of computer security in our day-to-day 

operations. 

Legislative Needs 

Over the years, the NRC has repeatedly expressed its support for enactment of 

legislation needed to strengthen the security of facilities regulated by the Commission. Although 

• the Commission has used existing authority to ensure robust security for nuclear power plants 

and high risk radioactive materials, prompt enactment of these provisions would grant the 

statutory authority for steps that we believe should be taken to further enhance the protection of 

the country's nuclear infrastructure and prevent malevolent use of radioactive material. 

The proposals that the Commission believes to be most important are: (1) authorization 

of security personnel at NRC-regulated facilities and activities to receive, possess, and, in 

appropriate circumstances, use more powerful weapons against terrorist attacks, 

(2) enlargement of the classes of NRC-regulated entities and activities whose employees are 

subject to fingerprinting and criminal history background checks, (3) Federal criminalization of 

unauthorized introduction of dangerous weapons into nuclear facilities, (4) Federal 

•
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• criminalization of sabotage of additional classes of nuclear facilities, fuel, and material, and 

(5) extension of NRC's regulatory oversight to discrete sources of accelerator-produced 

radioactive material and radium-226. 

All but the last of these provisions are contained in H.R. 6, as approved by the 

conferees on that bill in the first session of this Congress, and in S. 2095, which has been 

introduced in this session. The major part of the last provision is contained in S. 1043, which 

was reported by the Senate Committee on Environment and Public Works in the first session of 

this Congress. Accelerator-produced radioactive material and radium-226 are not now covered 

by the Atomic Energy Act, and while there is other radioactive material that is not sUbject to the 

regulatory authority of the NRC, discrete sources of accelerator-produced radioactive material 

and radium-226 are of the greatest concern in our effort to develop uniform national standards 

• to prevent malevolent use of nuclear material. 

A copy of the five proposals listed above has been appended to this testimony and the 

Commission looks forward to working with you on their enactment in this session of Congress. 

I appreciate the opportunity to appear before you today and look forward to answering 

any questions you may have. 

•
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Appendix 

NRC-REQUESTED NUCLEAR SECURITY LEGISLATION 

SEC. 1. FINGERPRINTING FOR CRIMINAL HISTORY RECORD CHECKS. 

(a) In General- Subsection a. of section 149 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 (42 U.S.C. 
2169(a)) is amended-

(1) by striking 'a. The Nuclear' and all that follows through 'section 147.' and 
inserting the following: 

'a. In General

'(1) REQUIREMENTS

'(A) IN GENERAL- The Commission shall require each individual or entity-

'(i) that is licensed or certified to engage in an activity subject to 
regulation by the Commission; 

'(ii) that has filed an application for a license or certificate to engage 
in an activity subject to regulation by the Commission; or 

'(iii) that has notified the Commission, in writing, of an intent to file an 
application for licensing, certification, permitting, or approval of a 
product or activity subject to regulation by the Commission, 

to fingerprint each individual described in subparagraph (B) before the 
individual is permitted unescorted access or access, whichever is applicable, 
as described in sUbparagraph (B). 

'(B) INDIVIDUALS REQUIRED TO BE FINGERPRINTED- The Commission 
shall require to be fingerprinted each individual who-

'(i) is permitted unescorted access to-

'(I) a utilization facility; or 

'(II) radioactive material or other property subject to regulation 
by the Commission that the Commission determines to be of 
such significance to the public health and safety or the 
common defense and security as to warrant fingerprinting and 
background checks; or 

'(ii) is permitted access to safeguards information under section 147.'; 

(2) by striking 'All fingerprints obtained by a licensee or applicant as required in the 
preceding sentence' and inserting the following: 

'(2) SUBMISSION TO THE ATTORNEY GENERAL- All fingerprints obtained by an 
individual or entity as required in paragraph (1)'; 
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(3) by striking 'The costs of any identification and records check conducted pursuant 
to the preceding sentence shall be paid by the licensee or applicant.' and inserting 
the following: 

'(3) COSTS- The costs of any identification and records check conducted pursuant 
to paragraph (1) shall be paid by the individual or entity required to conduct the 
fingerprinting under paragraph (1 )(A).'; and 

(4) by striking 'Notwithstanding any other provision of law, the Attorney General may 
prOVide all the results of the search to the Commission, and, in accordance with 
regulations prescribed under this section, the Commission may provide such results 
to licensee or applicant submitting such fingerprints.' and inserting the following: 

'(4) PROVISION TO INDIVIDUAL OR ENTITY REQUIRED TO CONDUCT 
FINGERPRINTING- Notwithstanding any other provision of law, the Attorney 
General may provide all the results of the search to the Commission, and, in 
accordance with regulations prescribed under this section, the Commission may 
provide such results to the individual or entity required to conduct the fingerprinting 
under paragraph (1 )(A).'. 

(b) Administration- Subsection c. of section 149 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 (42 
U.S.C. 2169(c)) is amended-

(1) by striking', subject to public notice and comment, regulations--' and inserting 
'requirements--'; and 

(2) by striking, in paragraph (2)(B), 'unescorted access to the facility of a licensee or 
applicant' and inserting 'unescorted access to a utilization facility, radioactive 
material, or other property described in subsection a.(1)(B)'. 

(c) Biometric Methods- Subsection d. of section 149 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 (42 
U.S.C. 2169(d)) is redesignated as subsection e., and the following is inserted after
 
subsection c.:
 

'd. Use of Other Biometric Methods- The Commission may satisfy any requirement for a 
person to conduct fingerprinting under this section using any other biometric method for 
identification approved for use by the Attorney General, after the Commission has approved 
the alternative method by rule.'. 

SEC.2. USE OF FIREARMS BY SECURITY PERSONNEL OF LICENSEES AND 
CERTIFICATE HOLDERS OF THE COMMISSION. 

Section 161 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 (42 U.S.C. 2201) is amended by adding at 
the end the following subsection: 

'(z)(1) notwithstanding section 922(0), (v), and (w) of title 18, United States Code, or 
any similar provision of any State law or any similar rule or regulation of a State or 
any political subdivision of a State prohibiting the transfer or possession of a 
handgun, a rifle or shotgun, a short-barreled shotgun, a short-barreled rifle, a 
machinegun, a semiautomatic assault weapon, ammunition for the foregoing, or a 
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• large capacity ammunition feeding device, authorize security personnel of licensees 
and certificate holders of the Commission (including employees of contractors of 
licensees and certificate holders) to receive, possess, transport, import, and use 1 or 
more of those weapons, ammunition, or devices, if the Commission determines 
that-

'(A) such authorization is necessary to the discharge of the security 
personnel's official duties; and 

'(B) the security personnel-

'(i) are not otherwise prohibited from possessing or receiving a 
firearm under Federal or State laws pertaining to possession of 
firearms by certain categories of persons; 

'(ii) have successfully completed requirements established through 
guidelines implementing this subsection for training in use of firearms 
and tactical maneuvers; 

'(iii) are engaged in the protection of-

'(I) facilities owned or operated by a Commission licensee or 
certificate holder that are designated by the Commission; or 

'(II) radioactive material or other property owned or possessed 

• by a person that is a licensee or certificate holder of the 
Commission, or that is being transported to or from a facility 
owned or operated by such a licensee or certificate holder, 
and that has been determined by the Commission to be of 
significance to the common defense and security or public 
health and safety; and 

'(iv) are discharging their official duties. 

'(2) Such receipt, possession, transportation, importation, or use shall be subject to-

'(A) chapter 44 of title 18, United States Code, exceptfor section 922(a)(4), 
(0), (v), and (w); 

'(B) chapter 53 of title 26, United States Code, except for section 5844; and 

'(C) a background check by the Attorney General, based on fingerprints and 
including a check of the system established under section 103(b) of the 
Brady Handgun Violence Prevention Act (18 U.S.C. 922 note) to determine 
whether the person applying for the authority is prohibited from possessing or 
receiving a firearm under Federal or State law. 

'(3) This subsection shall become effective upon the issuance of guidelines by the 
Commission, with the approval of the Attorney General, to govern the 
implementation of this subsection. 

• 
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'(4) In this subsection, the terms 'handgun', 'rifle', 'shotgun', 'firearm', 'ammunition', 
'machinegun', 'semiautomatic assault weapon', 'large capacity ammunition feeding 
device', 'short-barreled shotgun', and 'short-barreled rifle' shall have the meanings 
given those terms in section 921 (a) of title 18, United States Code.'. 

SEC.3. UNAUTHORIZED INTRODUCTION OF DANGEROUS WEAPONS. 

Section 229 a. of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 (42 U.S.C. 2278a(a)) is amended in the 
first sentence by inserting 'or subject to the licensing authority of the Commission or to 
certification by the Commission under this Act or any other Act' before the period at the end. 

SEC. 4. SABOTAGE OF NUCLEAR FACILITIES OR FUEL. 

(a) In General- Section 236 a. of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 (42 U.S.C. 2284(a)) is 
amended-

(1) in paragraph (2), by striking 'storage facility' and inserting 'storage, treatment, or 
disposal facility'; 

(2) in paragraph (3)-

(A) by striking 'such a utilization facility' and inserting 'a utilization facility 
licensed under this Act'; and 

(8) by striking 'or' at the end; 

(3) in paragraph (4)-

(A) by striking 'facility licensed' and inserting', uranium conversion, or 
nuclear fuel fabrication facility licensed or certified'; and 

(8) by striking the comma at the end and inserting a semicolon; and 

(4) by inserting after paragraph (4) the following: 

'(5) any production, utilization, waste storage, waste treatment, waste disposal, 
uranium enrichment, uranium conversion, or nuclear fuel fabrication facility subject 
to licensing or certification under this Act during construction of the facility, if the 
destruction or damage caused or attempted to be caused could adversely affect 
public health and safety during the operation of the facility; 

'(6) any primary facility or backup facility from which a radiological emergency 
preparedness alert and warning system is activated; or 

'(7) any radioactive material or other property subject to regulation by the Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission that, before the date of the offense, the Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission determines, by order or regulation published in the Federal Register, is 
of significance to the public health and safety or to common defense and security,', 

(b) Penalties- Section 236 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 (42 U.S.C. 2284) is amended 
by striking '$10,000 or imprisoned for not more than 20 years, or both, and, if death results 
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• to any person, shall be imprisoned for any term of years or for life' both places it appears 
and inserting '$1,000,000 or imprisoned for up to life without parole'. 

SEC.5. TREATMENT OF ACCELERATOR-PRODUCED AND OTHER RADIOACTIVE 
MATERIAL AS BYPRODUCT MATERIAL 

(a) DEFINITION OF BYPRODUCT MATERIAL.--Section 11 e. of the Atomic Energy Act 
of 1954 (42 U.S.C. 2014 (e)) is amended-

(1) by striking "The term 'byproduct material' means" and inserting the following: 

'The term 'byproduct material' means-"; 

(2) by inserting on the line following "The term 'byproduct material' means-" the 
clause in section 11 e. that begins "(1) any radioactive material"; 

(3) by striking ", and" at the end of clause (1) of section 11 e. and inserting ";"; 

(4) by inserting on the line following the semicolon added by clause (3) the 

clause in section 11 e. that begins "(2) the tailings or wastes"; 

(5) by striking "content." at the end of clause (3) in section 11 e. and inserting 
"content; and"; and 

• 
(6) by inserting on the line following "content; and" the following: 

"(3)(A) any discrete source of radium-226 that is produced, extracted, or 
converted after extraction, before, on, or after the date of enactment of this 
paragraph, for use in a commercial, medical, or research activity; or 

"(B) any material that -

"(i) has been made radioactive by use of a particle 
accelerator; and 

"(ii) is produced, extracted, or converted after extraction, 
before, on, or after the date of enactment of this paragraph, for 
use in a commercial, medical, or research activity; and 

"(4) any discrete source of naturally occurring radioactive material, other 
than source material that -

"(A) the Nuclear Regulatory Commission determines (after 
consultation with the Administrator of the Environmental Protection 
Agency, the Secretary of Energy, the Secretary of Homeland Security, 
and the head of any other appropriate Federal agency), would pose a 
threat similar to that posed by a discrete source of radium-226 to the 
public health and safety or the common defense and security; and 

"(B) before, on, or after the date of enactment of this paragraph, is 
extracted or converted after extraction, for use in a commercial, medical, 
or research activity.". 

(b) AGREElVIENTS.--Section 274 b. of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 (42 U.S.C. 2021) 
is amended-

• 
(1) by redesignating paragraphs (3) and (4) as paragraphs (5) and (6), 

respectively; and 
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(2) by inserting after paragraph (2) the following: 

"(3) byproduct materials (as defined in section 11 e.(3)); 

"(4) byproduct materials (as defined in section 11 e.(4));". 

(c) REGULATIONS.-

(1) IN GENERAL.--Not later than the effective date of this section, the Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission shall promulgate final regulations establishing such 
requirements and standards as the Commission considers necessary for the acquisition, 
possession, transfer, use, or disposal of byproduct material (as defined in paragraphs 
(3) and (4) of section 11 e. of The Atomic Energy Act of 1954 (as added by subsection
 
(a))).
 

(2) COOPERATION.--The Commission shall cooperate with the States in 
formulating the regulations under paragraph (1). 

(3) TRANSITION.--To ensure an orderly transition of regulatory authority with 
respect to byproduct material as defined in paragraphs (3) and (4) of section 11 e. of the 
Atomic Energy Act of 1954 (as added by subsection (a)), not later than 180 days before 
the effective date of this section, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission shall prepare and 
provide public notice of a transition plan developed in coordination with States that-

(A) have not, before the effective date of this section, entered into an 
agreement with the Commission under section 274 b. of the Atomic Energy Act 
of 1954 (42 U.S.C. 2021); or 

(B) in the case of a State that has entered into such an agreement. has 
not, before the effective date of this section, applied for an amendment to the 
agreement that would permit assumption by the State of regulatory responsibility 
for such byproduct material. 

(d) WASTE DISPOSAL.-

(1) Notwithstanding any other Federal or State law or any action that has been 
taken to implement such law, commencing with the effective date of subsection (a), 
byproduct material as defined in section 11 e.(3) and (4) of the Atomic Energy Act of 
1954 may be transferred to and disposed of-

(A) in a disposal facility licensed by the Commission, if the disposal 
meets the requirements of the Commission, or 

(B) in a disposal facility licensed by a State that has entered into an 
agreement with the Commission under section 274b. of the Atomic Energy Act of 
1954, if the disposal meets requirements of the State that are equivalent to the 
requirements of the Commission. 

(2) Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph (1), byproduct material as 
defined in section 11 e.(3) and (4) of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 may be disposed of 
under the provisions of Title II of the Solid Waste Disposal Act (42 U.S.C. 6901 et seq.), 
popularly known as the "Resource Conservation and Recovery Act," to the same extent 
as such material was subject to those provisions before the enactment of this section. 

(3) Byproduct material as defined in section 11 e.(3) and (4) of the Atomic 
Energy Act of 1954 shall not be considered low-level radioactive waste as defined in 
title I of the Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act of 1985, or in 
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• implementing any Congressionally approved Compact entered into pursuant to the Low
Level Radioactive Policy Act of 1980 as amended. 

(e) EFFECTIVE DATE.--Except with respect to matters that the Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission determines are required to be addressed earlier to protect the public health and 
safety or to promote the common defense and security, the amendments made by this section 
take effect on the date that is 4 years after the date of enactment of this Act. 

• 

•
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April 22, 2004
 
Mr. James P. Riccio
 
Nuclear Policy Analyst
 
Greenpeace
 
702 H Street, NW, Suite 300
 
Washington, DC 20001
 
Dear Mr. Riccio:
 
This letter responds to the petition dated August 25, 2003, from you and the other Petitioners
 
( the Nuclear Information & Resource Service and the union of Concerned Scientists) regarding
 
Davis- Besse Nuclear Power Station, Unit 1 ( Davis- Besse), as supplemented by the additional
 
information provided during the September 17, 2003, meeting between the Nuclear Regulatory
 
Commission ( NRC) staff and the Petitioners' representatives. Both the August 25 letter and the
 

r script from the September 17 meeting are available at http://www.nrc.gov/reactors/
 
ing/ ops- experience/ vessel- head- degradation/ controlled- correspondence. html.
 

was requested to take enforcement actions against FirstEnergy Nuclear Operating
 
y ( FirstEnergy), the licensee for Davis- Besse, and to suspend the Davis- Besse license 

and prohibit plant restart until certain conditions have been met. As basis for the request to 
have the NRC take enforcement actions against the licensee, the Petitioners stated that 
FirstEnergy has failed to complete commitments related to the NRC's 50.54( f) design basis 
letter ( issued on October 9, 1996), and referred to numerous design basis violations dating 
back to plant licensing ( corresponding to Requests 1 and 2 in the Petitioners' August 25 letter). 
The Petitioners also requested that the NRC suspend the Davis- Besse license and prohibit 
plant restart until all design basis deficiencies identified in response to the NRC's 50.54( f) 
design basis letter are adequately addressed, the plant probabilistic risk assessment is updated 
to reflect design flaws, and no systems are in a " degraded but operable" condition 
( corresponding to Requests 3, 4, and 5 in the Petitioners' August 25 letter). 
In the NRC's October 7, 2003, acknowledgment letter to the Petitioners' August 25 letter, we 
stated that the NRC staff would provide its findings on the Petitioners' requests for " immediate 
action" before the Davis- Besse plant is allowed to restart. The staff considered the Petitioners' 
requests to suspend the Davis- Besse license and prohibit plant restart until certain conditions 
have been met to be equivalent to " immediate action" requests because the Davis- Besse 
licensee might complete all necessary restart activities, and the NRC staff might complete all 
necessary oversight activities, before the staff could finalize the Director's Decision on this 
Petition. 
Requests 3, 4, and 5 in the Petitioners' August 25 letter were considered immediate action 
requests, and the staff's evaluation of each of these requests was provided in its letter to the 
Petitioners dated November 26, 2003. This evaluation is repeated in the enclosed Director's 
Decision. The October 7 and November 26 NRC letters are available at the Web site location 
referred to above. 

li

o 
J. Riccio - 2
The staff's Director's Decision addresses the two remaining Petitioners' requests for 
enforcement actions ( Requests 1 and 2 described in the Petitioners' August 25 letter). In 
Request 1, the Petitioners requested the NRC to " take enforcement actions against First ' Nuclear Operating Company for failure to live up to their commitments made in
 

e to the NRC's October 1996 10 CFR 50.54( f) letter. Since the 10 CFR 50.54( f) letter
 
ued in direct response to the problems at Millstone that netted its owner a record $ 2.1
 

mi on fine from the NRC, failure to heed the Millstone warning should carry at least anJI 
equivalent sanction." In Request 2, the Petitioners requested the NRC to " take enforcement 
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actions against First Energy Nuclear Operating Company for the numerous design basis
 
violations dating back to the date of licensure with penalties for each day that the licensee was
 
out of compliance with NRC regulations."
 
With respect to the first request for enforcement action, the NRC staff finds that the Petitioners'
 

for enforcement based solely on failure of the licensee to complete commitments 
nts a misinterpretation of the agency's enforcement policies regarding commitments. 

R ble assurance of adequate protection of public health and safety is, as a general• 
matter, defined by the Commission's health and safety regulations themselves. In most cases, 
the agency cannot take formal enforcement actions solely on the basis of whether licensees 
fulfill commitments, as failure to meet a commitment in itself does not constitute a violation of a 
legally binding requirement. However, when failures to meet commitments result in violations of 
the Commission's health and safety regulations, the staff will take the appropriate enforcement 
actions. Although the staff has not taken any formal enforcement actions against FirstEnergy in 
direct response to any failures to meet commitments, the staff has taken formal enforcement 
actions, as discussed in the enclosed Director's Decision, against the licensee for 
noncompliance with NRC requirements. 
Therefore, the Petitioners' request for enforcement actions based solely on any failures on the 
part of the licensee to not fully comply with commitments made in response to the SO.54( f) letter 
is denied. Formal enforcement actions are taken when there is a noncompliance with NRC 
requirements, and the severity of those actions are based in part on the degree of risk posed by 
that noncompliance. 
With respect to the second request for enforcement action, the NRC staff finds that the 
Petitioners' request for enforcement based on numerous design basis violations is in effect 
being granted by the actions already taken by the staff, as detailed in the enclosed Director's 
Decision. 
It is also important to note that the highest level of staff oversight of licensee activities for plants 
with performance problems or operational events is governed by NRC Inspection Manual 
Chapter ( IMC) 0350, " OVersight of Operating Reactor Facilities in a Shutdown Condition With 
Performance Problems," and that the agency has been overseeing the licensee's activities 
using this process since May 3, 2002. The decision by the staff to place the Davis- Besse 
licensee in the highest level of staff oversight was based on the identified performance 
deficiencies, and was also intended to assure close coordination between NRC and licensee 
personnel on the corrective actions needed to assure safe plant restart. Any additional 
enforcement actions, as requested by the Petitioners, would not increase this level of staff 
oversight, which is directed at assuring that the plant is capable of safe operation in accordance 
with the Commission's rules and regulations. 

- 3JtiO 
sent a copy of the proposed Director's Decision to the Petitioners and to the licensee 

fo omment on February 5, 2004. Neither the Petitioners nor the licensee provided comments 
on the proposed Director's Decision. 
A copy of the enclosed Director's Decision ( DD- 04- 01) providing the staff's conclusions on the 
Petition requests will be filed with the Secretary of the Commission for the Commission to 
review in accordance with 10 CFR 2.206( c). As provided by this regulation, the decision will 
constitute the final action of the Commission 25 days after the date of decision unless the 
Commission, on its own motion, institutes a review of the decision within that time. 
r have also enclosed a copy of the notice of " Issuance of the Director's Decision Under 
10 CFR 2.206" that has been filed with the Office of the Federal Register for pUblication. 
Sincerely, 
I AAI 
J. E. Dyer, Director 
Office of Nuclear Reactor RegUlation 
Docket No. 50- 346 
Enclosures: 1. Director's Decision 
2. Notice of Issuance of Director's Decision 
cc wi encls: See next page 

o 
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Oak Harbor, OH 43449- 9760 
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•B of Operations & Maintenance 
6606 Tussing Road 
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The NRC sent a copy of the proposed Director's Decision to the Petitioners and to the licensee 
for comment on February 5, 2004. Neither the Petitioners nor the licensee provided comments 
on the proposed Director's Decision.
 
A copy of the enclosed Director's Decision ( DD- 04- 01) providing the staff's conclusions on the
 

ion requests will be filed with the Secretary of the Commission for the Commission to 
in accordance with 10 CFR 2.206( c). As provided by this regulation, the decision will 
ute the final action of the Commission 25 days after the date of decision unless the 

C ssion, on its own motion, institutes a review of the decision within that time.
 
I have also enclosed a copy of the notice of " Issuance of the Director's Decision Under
 
10 CFR 2.206" that has been filed with the Office of the Federal Register for publication.
 
Sincerely,
 

II,
I RAI 
J. E. Dyer, Director
 
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
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J. E. Dyer, Director
 
In the Matter of ) Docket No. 50- 346
 
) 

FirstEnergy Nuclear Operating Company) License No. NPF- 3 

~- Besse Nuclear Power Station, Unit 1) ) 
) 

DIRECTOR'S DECISION UNDER 10 CFR 2.206 
I. Introduction
 
By letter dated August 25, 2003, Greenpeace filed a Petition pursuant to Section 2.206
 
of Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations ( 10 CFR) on behalf of the Nuclear Information &
 
Resource Service and the Union of Concerned Scientists ( collectively, the Petitioners). The
 
Petitioners requested that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission ( NRC) take enforcement actions
 
against FirstEnergy Nuclear Operating Company ( FirstEnergy), the licensee for Davis- Besse
 
Nuclear Power Station in Oak Harbor, Ohio, and also requested that NRC suspend the Davis-

Besse license and prohibit plant restart until certain conditions have been met. As basis for the
 
request to have the NRC take enforcement actions against the licensee, the Petitioners stated
 
that FirstEnergy has failed to complete commitments related to the NRC's 50.54( f) design basis
 
letter ( issued on October 9, 1996), and referred to numerous design basis violations dating
 
back to plant licensing ( corresponding to Requests 1 and 2 in the Petitioners' August 25 letter).
 
The Petitioners also requested that the NRC suspend the Davis- Besse license and prohibit
 
plant restart until all design basis deficiencies identified in response to the NRC's 50.54( f)
 
design basis letter are adequately addressed, the plant probabilistic risk assessment ( PRA) is
 

o 
- 2 
updated to reflect design flaws, and no systems are in a " degraded but operable" condition
 
( corresponding to Requests 3, 4, and 5 in the Petitioners' August 25 letter) .
 
In a letter dated October 7, 2003, the NRC informed the Petitioners that the issues in
 
the Petition were accepted for review under 10 CFR 2.206 and had been referred to the Office
 
of Nuclear Reactor Regulation for appropriate action. A copy of the acknowledgment letter is
 
publicly available in the NRC's Agencywide Documents Access and Management System
 
( ADAMS) under Accession No. ML0326903l4. A copy of the Petition is pUblicly available in
 

ADAMS under the Accession No. ML032400435.
 
The Petitioners' representatives met with NRC staff on September 17, 2003, to provide
 
additional details in support of this request. This meeting was transcribed and the transcript is
 

IY available on the NRC Web site as a supplement to the Petition ( http://www.nrc.gov/
sl operatingl ops- experience I vessel- head- degradation I controlled- correspondence. html). _ ensee responded to the Petition on October 20, 2003 ( ML03342145B). This 

re se was considered by the staff in its evaluation of the Petition. 
In a letter dated November 26, 2003 ( ML033010172), the NRC provided to the 
Petitioners its evaluation of their" immediate action" requests. The staff considered the 
Petitioners' requests to suspend the Davis- Besse license and prohibit plant restart until certain 
conditions have been met to be equivalent to " immediate action" requests because the Davis-
Besse licensee might complete all necessary restart activities, and the NRC staff might 
complete all necessary oversight activities, before the staff could finalize the Director's Decision 
on this Petition. Requests 3, 4, and 5 in the Petitioners' August 25 letter were considered 
immediate action requests, and the staff's November 26 evaluation is repeated in Section II. D 
for completeness. 

o 
- 3 
The NRC sent a copy of the proposed Director's Decision to the Petitioners and to the
 
licensee for comment on February 5, 2004 ( ML0402B0003). Neither the Petitioners nor the
 
licensee provided comments on the proposed Director's Decision.
 
II. Discussion 
This section contains a discussion of the agency's regUlatory oversight process, relevant 
NRC enforcement policies, the NRC staff's response to the Petitioners' requests for 
enforcement action ( Requests I and 2 in the Petitioners' August 25, 2003, letter), and for 
completeness, the staff's November 26, 2003, response to the Petitioners' immediate action 
requests ( Requests 3, 4, and 5 in the Petitioners' August 25, 2003, letter). 
The objective of the descriptive information presented below on the agency's processes 
and policies is to provide a clear understanding of the basis for the staff's findings with respect 
to the Petitioners' two requests for enforcement action. These findings are summarized below . 
• With respect to the first request for enforcement action, the NRC staff finds that the 
Petitioners' request for enforcement based solely on failure of the licensee to complete 
commitments represents a misinterpretation of the agency's enforcement policies 
regarding commitments. As will be discussed later in this Director's Decision, 
reasonable assurance of adequate protection of pUblic health and safety is, as a generalrn_ defined by the Commission's health and safety regUlations themselves. In most 
c the agency cannot take formal enforcement actions solely on the basis of 
w licensees fulfill commitments, as failure to meet a commitment in itself does not 
cons itute a violation of a legally binding requirement. However, when failures to meet 
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commitments result in violations of the Commission's health and safety regulations, the
 
staff will take the appropriate enforcement actions. Although the staff has not taken any
 
formal enforcement actions against FirstEnergy solely for failure to meet commitments,
 
the staff has taken formal enforcement actions against the licensee for noncompliance
 

~RC r.quir.m.nt" including .nfnrc.,"nt .ctinn, fnr f.ilure tn m••t d.,ign- rel.t.' 
requirements . 
• With respect to the second request for enforcement action, the NRC staff finds that the
 
Petitioners' request for enforcement based on numerous design basis violations ( i. e.,
 
the licensee event reports [ LERs) submitted by the licensee) is in effect being granted
 
by the actions already taken by the staff, as will be evident from the discussions of our
 
processes for reviewing and evaluating LERs presented later in this Director's Decision.
 
A. Reactor Oversight Process 
This section provides a brief overview of the process by which the staff inspects and 
assesses licensees' compliance with the Commission's rules and regulations. This overview is 
intended to provide an understanding of what the current regulatory oversight of the 
Davis- Besse plant consists of, and why this oversight was imposed on this licensee. It is 
important to note that the agency has been utilizing its process for the highest level of staff 
oversight for plants with performance problems or operational events in inspecting and 
assessing the Davis- Besse licensee activities since May 3, 2002. Any additional enforcement 
actions, as requested by the Petitioners, would not increase this level of staff oversight, which is 
directed at assuring that the plant is capable of safe operation in accordance with the 
Commission's rules and regulations. 
The fundamental building blocks of the framework for the regulatory oversight process 
are the seven cornerstones of safety: initiating events, mitigating systems, barrier integrity, 
emergency preparedness, occupational radiation safety, pUblic radiation safety, and physical 
protection. These cornerstones are grouped into three strategic areas: reactor safety, 
radiation safety, and safeguards. This framework is based on the principle that the agency's 
mission of assuring public health and safety is met when the agency has reasonable assurance 
that licensees are meeting the objectives of the seven cornerstones of safety. 

- 5 
The Reactor oversight Process ( Rap) integrates the NRC's inspection, assessment,
 
and enforcement programs. Along with performance indicators ( PIs), assessment, and
 

il
rcement, the reactor inspection program is an integral part of the Rap. Acceptable 

mance in the cornerstones, as measured by the PIs and the risk- informed baseline 
tion program, is indicative of overall performance that provides for adequate protection of 

c health and safety.
 
Another principle of the framework is that there is a level of performance for which the
 
NRC does not need to engage the licensee beyond some baseline level of oversight.
 
Performance indicators reported by power reactor licensees and the NRC's inspection program
 
provide the information used in comparing licensee performance against the cornerstones of
 
safety. The risk- informed baseline inspection program is designed to be the inspection
 
oversight that provides indications of performance within areas of the cornerstones of safety
 
that are not measured by the PIs or not adequately measured by PIs.
 
The Operating Reactor Assessment Program evaluates the overall safety performance
 
of operating commercial nuclear reactors and communicates the results to licensee
 
management, members of the public, and other government agencies.
 
This assessment program collects information from inspections and PIs to enable the
 
agency to arrive at objective conclusions about the licensee's safety performance. Based on
 
this assessment information, the NRC determines the appropriate level of agency response,
 
including supplemental inspection and pertinent regulatory actions ranging from management
 
meetings up to and including orders for plant shutdown. The assessment information and
 
agency response are then communicated to the public. Followup agency actions, as
 
applicable, are conducted to ensure that the corrective actions designed to address
 
performance weaknesses were effective.
 

o 
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In general, when significant performance problems are identified in one or more of the 
seven cornerstones in the areas of reactor safety, radiation safety, or security, as defined by 
NRC Inspection Manual Chapter ( IMC) 0305, " Operating Reactor Assessment Program," the 
level of NRC actions is governed by the Action Matrix ( Exhibit 5 of IMC 0305). The Action 
Matrix was developed with the philosophy that, within a certain level of safety performance 
( e. g., the licensee response band), licensees would address their performance issues without
 
additional NRC engagement beyond the baseline inspection program. Agency action beyond
 
the baseline inspection program will occur only if assessment input thresholds are exceeded.
 

II
tlon Matrix identifies the range of NRC and licensee actions and the appropriate level of 
catlon for varying levels of licensee performance. The Action Matrix describes a 
approach in addressing performance issues. The possible approaches could include 

a ~onal supplemental inspection, a demand for information, a confirmatory action letter, or 

Page 6 of 17 
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issuance of an order, up to and including a plant shutdown. The highest level of staff oversight 
of licensee activities for plants with performance problems or operational events is governed by 
IMC 0350, " Oversight of Operating Reactor FaciEties in a Shutdown Condition With 
Performance Problems." 

ter dated April 29, 2002, the NRC informed FirstEnergy that its corrective actions 
. is- Besse would receive enhanced NRC oversight as described in IMC 0350. The 

on by the staff to place the Davis- Besse licensee in the highest level of staff oversight was 
b on the identified performance deficiencies, and was also intended to assure close 
coordination between NRC and licensee personnel on the corrective actions needed to assure
 
safe plant restart. That enhanced monitoring began on May 3, 2002, and included the creation
 
of an oversight panel to provide the required oversight during the plant shutdown, during the
 
startup of the plant following the NRC's letter dated March 8, 2004, which removed the
 

- 7 
restriction the NRC had placed on plant restart, and following restart until a determination is 
made that the plant is ready for return to the NRC's normal ROP. 
When a plant is under the IMC 0350 process, the routine ROP is suspended. However, 
the ROP continues to be used as guidance. The oversight panel will assess inspection findings 
and other performance data to determine the required level and focus of followup inspection 
activities and any other appropriate regulatory actions. The focus of this manual chapter is to 
provide oversight of the licensee's performance until a return to the routine oversight under the 
ROP is warranted. 
All of the documents referenced in Section II. A are available at the NRC Web site, 
www. nrc. gov. 
B. Relevant Enforcement Policies
 
This section provides a brief overview of the NRC's scope and authority relative to the
 
enforcement policy, and the processes by which the staff takes enforcement actions relative to
 
licensees' compliance with the Commission's rules and regulations. This overview is intended
 
to provide a general understanding of how and why enforcement actions are taken against
 
licensees, as well as an understanding of the appropriate enforcement actions relative to the
 
specific requests from the Petitioners.
 
Background
 
The Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, establishes ~ adequate protection" as the
 
standard of safety on which NRC regulations are based. In the context of NRC regulations,
 
safety means avoiding undue risk or, stated another way, providing reasonable assurance of
 
adequate protection of workers and the public in connection with the use of source, byproduct,
 

tl
Pecial nuclear materials. 
safety is the fundamental regulatory objective, compliance with NRC requirements 
an important role in giving the NRC confidence that safety is being maintained. Under 

~:J 

- 8 
Atomic Energy Commission and NRC case law, reasonable assurance of adequate protection 
of public health and safety is, as a general matter, defined by the Commission's health and 
safety regulations themselves. That is, unless otherwise provided, there is reasonable 
assurance of adequate protection of public health and safety when the applicant or licensee 
demonstrates compliance with the Commission's regulations. NRC requirements, including 
technical specifications, other license conditions, orders, and regulations, have been designed 
to ensure adequate protection - which corresponds to ~ no undue risk to public health and 
safety" - through acceptable design, construction, operation, maintenance, modification, and 
quality assurance measures. The regulations were established using defense- in- depth 
principles and conservative practices which provide a degree of margin to unsafe levels. In the 
context of risk- informed regulation, compliance plays a very important role in ensuring that key 
assumptions used in underlying risk and engineering analyses remain valid. 
While adequate protection is presumptively assured by compliance with NRC 
requirements, circumstances may arise where new information reveals that an unforeseen 
hazard exists or that there is a substantially greater potential for a known hazard to occur. In 
such situations, the NRC has the statutory authority to require licensee action above and 
beyond existing regUlations to maintain the level of protection necessary to avoid undue risk to 
public health and safety. 
The NRC also has the authority to exercise discretion to permit continued 
operations - despite the existence of a noncompliance - where the noncompliance is not 
significant from a risk perspective and does not, in the partiCUlar circumstances, pose an undue 
risk to public health and safety. When noncompliance occurs, the NRC must evaluate the 
degree of risk posed by that noncompliance to determine if specific immediate action is 
required. Where needed to ensure adequate protection of public health and safety, the NRC 

- 9 
and immediate licensee action, up to and inclUding a shutdown or cessation of 
d activities. _ n the NRC's evaluation of noncompliance, the appropriate action could include 

re ~ning from taking any action, taking specific enforcement action, issuing orders, or 
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providing input to other regulatory actions or assessments, such as increased oversight ( e. g., 
increased inspection). Since some requirements are more important to safety than others, the 
NRC endeavors to use a risk- informed approach when applying NRC resources to the oversight 
of licensed activities, including enforcement activities. 

II
rimary purpose of the NRC's Enforcement Policy is to support the NRC's overall 

mission in protecting the public health and safety and the environment. Consistent with 
urpose, the policy endeavors to: 

• er noncompliance by emphasizing the importance of compliance with NRC
 
requirements, and
 
• encourage prompt identification and prompt, comprehensive correction of violations of
 
NRC requirements.
 
Therefore, licensees, contractors, and their employees who do not achieve the high
 
standard of compliance which the NRC expects will be subject to enforcement sanctions. Each
 
enforcement action is dependent on the circumstances of the case. However, in no case will
 
licensees who cannot achieve and maintain adequate levels of safety be permitted to continue
 
to conduct licensed activities.
 
Relevant Enforcement Policies
 
The Petitioners' requests for enforcement actions against the Davis- Besse licensee are
 
related to commitments made by the licensee in response to the NRC's 1996 50-.54( f) letter and
 
to the LERs submitted by the licensee ( these two requests are explained more fully in Section
 
II. C). 

o 
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With respect to the issue of enforcing commitments, the agency in most cases cannot 
take formal enforcement actions solely on the basis of whether licensees fulfill commitments, as 
failure to meet a commitment in itself does not constitute a violation of a legally binding 
requirement such as a rule, order, license condition, or technical specification. However, when 
failures to meet commitments result in violations of the Commission's health and safety 
regulations, the staff will take the appropriate enforcement actions. 
with respect to the issue of taking enforcement related to LERS, the staff has processes 
in place for reviewing LERs SUbmitted by nuclear power plant licensees, and that process 
includes determining appropriate enforcement actions if violations are identified. A brief 
description is provided below of how the staff reviews and dispositions LERs. This process is 
part of the Reactor Oversight Process, described in Section II. A. 
NRC inspectors conduct inspections of licensed nuclear power plants following 
guidance in the NRC Inspection Manual, which contains objectives and procedures to use for 

type of inspection. Inspection Procedure 71153, " Event Followup," requires inspectors to 
LERs and related documents for accuracy of the LER, appropriateness of corrective _ 

s, violations of reqUirements, and generic issues. 
LER involves a finding or noncompliance which the licensee entered into its 

corrective action program, IMC 0612, " Power Reactor Inspection Reports," directs the 
inspectors to include in the inspection report a description of the safety significance of the event 
and any appropriate enforcement actions. 
The safety significance of LER findings is determined by using the Significance 
Determination Process ( SDP) as defined in IMC 0609, " Significance Determination Process." 
Each SDP analysis supports a cornerstone associated with the strategic performance areas as 
defined in IMC 2515, " Light- Water Reactor Inspection program - Operations Phase." The SOP 

o 
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is primarily used to assess the significance of NRC inspection findings, but is also used for
 
other purposes, including the assessment of LER findings.
 
Depending on their significance, LER findings are assigned colors of:
 
• green ( very low safety significance) , 
o white ( low to moderate safety significance), 
o yellow ( substantial safety significance), or 
• red ( high safety significance) .
 
If the LER findings are associated with violations of regulatory requirements,
 
enforcement actions are processed in accordance with the current revision of NUREG- 1600,
 
" General Statement of Policy and Procedures for NRC Enforcement Actions." The significance
 
of the LER findings is considered in the determination of the appropriate enforcement action.
 
All of the documents referenced in Section II. B are available at the NRC Web site,
 
www. nrc. gov.
 
C. Staff Response to Petitioners' Requests To Take Enforcement Action
 
Response to First Request for Enforcement
 
The first of the two specific requests for enforcement action by the Petitioners was for
 
the NRC to " take enforcement actions against First Energy Nuclear Operating Company for
 
failure to live up to their commitments made in response to the NRC's October 1996
 
10 eFR 50.54( f) letter. Since the 10 CFR 50.54( f) letter was issued in direct response to the
 

ms	 at Millstone that netted its owner a record $ 2.1 million fine from the NRC, failure to 
e Millstone warning should carry at least an equivalent sanction." _ pose of the 1996 10 CFR 50.54( f) letter was to require information that would 

pr de the NRC added confidence and assurance that U. S. nuclear power plants are operated 
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and maintained within the design bases and any deviations are reconciled in a timely manner. 

'J
 
- 12 

ted in the staff's response to the Petitioners' requests for immediate action ( see
 
II. D), the adequacy of safety- significant structures, systems, and components would be _ 

dby the staff's oversight activities and would be adequately addressed before the NRC
 
aI d the plant to restart. The staff's oversight activities while the Davis- Besse plant was
 
shut down provided the level of confidence and assurance that this plant meets the objectives
 
stated in the 10 CFR 50.54( f) letter. These oversight activities included system health
 
assurance inspections, inspections of design basis issues, and an inspection of the licensee's
 
actions associated with the completeness and accuracy of required records and submittals to
 
the NRC ( Inspection Report 50- 346/ 03- 19, dated January 28, 2004).
 
In Inspection Report 50- 346/ 03- 19, the staff stated that, based on the documents and
 
corrective actions reviewed and the results of previous NRC inspections of licensee activities
 
under the Davis- Besse Return- to- Service Plan, the NRC has reasonable confidence that
 
important docketed information is complete and accurate in all material respects and that future
 
submittals will be complete and accurate. This inspection identified no widespread
 
noncompliances with regUlatory requirements or current programmatic concerns associated
 
with the completeness and accuracy of submittals to the NRC. The inspection report identified
 
three findings, including a noncited violation and an apparent violation, which is being
 
considered for escalated enforcement. The apparent violation involves failure to provide the
 
NRC complete and accurate information as required by 10 CFR 50.9 in the licensee's
 
November 11, 1998, response to NRC Generic Letter 98- 04, " Potential for Degradation of the
 
Emergency Core Cooling System and the Containment Spray System After a
 
Loss- of- Coolant- Accident Because of Construction and Protective Coating Deficiencies and
 
Foreign Material in Containment." Specifically, information pertaining to unqualified protective
 
coatings and the likelihood of clogging of the containment emergency sump screen was not
 
provided to the NRC in a complete and accurate manner. The licensee submitted a written
 

o 
- 13 
response to the apparent violation on February 27, 2004. The NRC is in the process of making 
its final enforcement decision. 
As stated in the previous section, the agency in most cases cannot take formal 
enforcement actions solely on the basis of whether licensees fulfill commitments, as failure to 
meet a commitment in itself does not constitute a violation of a legally binding requirement. 

I ough the staff has not taken any formal enforcement actions against FirstEnergy
 
for failure to meet commitments, the staff has taken formal enforcement actions against
 
ensee for noncompliance with NRC requirements, including enforcement actions for
 

e to meet design- related requirements. 
Two recent enforcement actions taken against the Davis- Besse licensee were for 
systems, structures, and components ( SSCs) not configured or maintained in accordance with 
the plant design and licensing basis. On October 7, 2003, the NRC issued a final significance 
determination for a yellow finding associated with potential clogging of the emergency sump 
folloWing a loss- of- coolant accident. In addition, on March 4, 2004, the NRC issued its final 
significance determination for a white finding for a design issue involVing the high- pressure 
injection pumps. The licensee submitted LERs to the NRC on both of these issues and more 
detailed discussions of these two issues are included in the staff's response below to the 
Petitioners' second request for enforcement action. 
In response to the Petitioners' reference to the enforcement actions taken against the 
Millstone licensee, those enforcement actions were for noncompliance with NRC requirements, 
not solely related to any failures to fulfill commitments. With respect to the civil penalty 
assessed to the Millstone licensee, it should be noted that the agency's Enforcement Policy has 
changed since that time in conjunction with adopting the ROP. 
Instead of using civil penalties as a deterrent, the NRC uses enforcement actions under 
the ROP as but one part of the agency's overall regulatory response. The ROP's Action Matrix 

II

o 
- 14 
will cause the staff to consider specific regulatory actions based on the risk significance of the 
issue. Actions might include increased inspections, demands for information, or orders. 
However, civil penalties ( and the use of severity levels) will be considered for issues with 
actual consequences, such as an overexposure to the pUblic or plant personnel above 
regulatory limits, failure to make the required notifications, impacting the ability of Federal, State 
and local agencies to respond to an actual emergency preparedness ( site area or general 
emergency), a transportation event, or a substantial release of radioactive material. Civil 
penalties and severity levels will also be used to address violations that are willful or that have 
the potential for impacting the regulatory process. 
The use of civil penalties in these instances remains appropriate as a deterrent for these 

f issues. To the extent that the SDP can provide an assessment of the significance of 
erlying violation or issue, it will be used as a first step in determining the significance of _ lation. This will ensure a consistent approach for significance determinations. The starf 

co oers the SDP output in conjunction with the guiding principles for assessing significance 
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and the guidance included in the supplements to the Enforcement Policy to determine the 
appropriate severity level. For example, a procedural violation associated with an inspection 
finding characterized by the SDP as green may be categorized at Severity Level IV based on
 
the risk significance and ultimately assigned a Severity Level III categorization because the
· tion was willful.
 

are ongoing NRC activities that may lead to civil and! or criminal proceedings
 
t the Davis- Besse licensee. NRC's Office of Investigations ( OIl conducted an
IIi stigation to determine whether the Davis- Besse licensee willfully violated NRC requirements 

and whether the licensee willfully misled the NRC. The results of the 01 investigation were 
provided to the U. S. Department of Justice ( DOJ) in accordance with the Memorandum of 
Understanding ( MOU) between the NRC and DOJ. The Federal investigation into these 

o 
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matters continues under the leadership of the U. S. Attorney in Cleveland supported by the NRC 
Office of Investigations and the DOJ. 
In accordance with Section III. C. of the MOU, after notifying DOJ, the NRC may take 
immediate actions necessary to protect the public health and safety. Absent such 
circumstances, the NRC shall normally defer actions such as civil penalties until DOJ concludes 
its activities. The staff concluded that immediate actions to protect the health and safety of the 
public are not necessary at this time. A senior NRC manager is monitoring the ongoing Federal 
investigation for any emerging safety concerns. 
Response to Second Request for Enforcement 
The second specific request for enforcement action by the Petitioners was for the NRC 
to " take enforcement actions against First Energy Nuclear Operating Company for the 
numerous design basis violations dating back to the date of licensure with penalties for each 
day that the licensee was out of compliance with NRC regulations." As basis for this request, 
the Petitioners cite the LERs submitted by the licensee since the plant was licensed, and they 
specifically cite seven LERs that have been submitted by the licensee since mid- 2002. 
Based on the NRC's evaluation of each noncompliance reported in the LERs ( and other 
sources such as NRC inspection reports), the appropriate action could include refraining from 
taking any action, taking specific enforcement action, issuing orders, or providing input to other 
regulatory actions or assessments, such as increased oversight ( e. g., increased inspection). 
The NRC endeavors to use a risk- informed approach when applying NRC resources to 
the oversight of licensed activities, including enforcement activities. As described in the 
Commission's Enforcement Policy, varying levels of significance using either one of four 
severity levels or one of four risk levels derived from the ROP are applied to documented 
illlliion,. Civil p.n"ti., c.n b••pp1i•• to S.v.rity L.v.1, ttl. tt. an. t. but .r. not normally 

applied to ROP findings that constitute violations. The ROP utilizes other mechanisms, such as 
increased inspection oversight, to motivate compliance and corrective actions. 
As stated in Section II. B, the staff's findings on individual LERs are discussed in resident 
inspection reports. Of the seven LERs specifically cited by the Petitioners in support of their 
request for enforcement action, the staff had published inspection reports providing its findings 
on four at the time the proposed Director's Decision was issued. To illustrate how the staff 
implements the agency's Enforcement Policy in regard to LER findings, summaries from these 
pUblished inspection reports for the four LERs are provided below. Of the remaining three 
LERs specifically mentioned by the Petitioners, two were closed in Inspection Report 
50- 346/ 03- 10, dated March 05, 2004 ( ML0406B0070), which documented the NRC's special 
corrective action team inspection to assess the effectiveness of the implementation of the 
licensee's corrective action program. The two LERs closed by this report, LER 2002- 006, " EDG 
[ Emergency Diesel Generator] Exhaust Piping Not Adequately Protected From Potential 
Tornado- Generated Missiles," and LER 2003- 003, " Potential Inadequate High Pressure 
Injection Pump Minimum Recirculation Flow Following a Small Break Loss of Coolant Accident," 
were identified as noncited violations, having very low safety significance. The remaining LER, 
2003- 007, " AC System Analysis Shows Potential Loss of Offsite Power Following Design Basis 
Event," is currently open and will be addressed by the same process used to disposition the 
closed LERs. 
LER 2002- 004, " Containment Isolation Closure Requirements for Reactor Coolant Pump ( RCP) 
Seal Injection Valves MU66A- D" 
This LER documented a condition where the pressure regulating valve setpoint for the 
RCP seal injection valves was inadequate to ensure closure of the valves upon receipt of a 
containment isolation signal. This condition represented a potential common- mode failure. As 
a result of this condition, during postulated accident conditions, a potential for uncontrolled 

o 
- 17 
radioactive leakage outside containment could be created. This condition had apparently,·· d since original plant construction, and is a violation of Technical Specification 
( .6.3.1 for Modes 1- 4. For Modes 1, 2, 3, and 4, this TS states, "All containment isolation 

shall be operable with isolation times less than or equal to required isolation times." 
Co ary to this requirement, the pressure regulating setpoint for the Rep seal injection valvesII
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was inadequate to ensure closure of the valves upon receipt of a containment isolation signal.
 
In addition, the valves were determined to be installed inconsistent with design assumptions.
 
However, downstream of these isolation valves are check valves that are designed to
 
prevent flow out of the reactor coolant system, thereby isolating the flow path regardless of
 

r the RCP seal injection valves are closed. The reliability of the check valves was
 
ined to be high based on test history ( no test failures in the past 10 years had occurred) .
 _

-" gional senior reactor analyst performed a Phase 3 assessment in accordance with IMC 
o and determined that the issue had very low safety significance ( green). This
 
determination was due to the low initiating event frequency of an interfacing system loss- ofcoolant
 
accident ( ISLOCA), lE- 7, coupled with the check valve probability of failure to prevent a
 
potential ISLOCA if the RCP seal injection valve failed. The senior reactor analyst also
 
reviewed the licensee's risk assessment and determined that the calculation was conservative
 
given the assumptions used. The licensee's analysis determined that the change in core
 
damage frequency was in the lE- 8 per year range.
 
Based on the above evaluation of risk, this LER was closed in Inspection Report
 
50- 346/ 02- 17 as a licensee- identified noncited violation of TS 3.6.3.1.
 
LER 2002- 005, .. Potential Clogging of the Emergency Sump Due to Debris in Containment"
 
On September 4, 2002, with the reactor defueled, FirstEnergy determined that a gap in
 
the sump screen larger than allowed by design basis ( greater- than- 1/ 4 inch openings) existed.
 

o
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Also, the existing amount of unqualified containment coatings and other debris ( e. g., insulation)
 
inside containment could have potentially blocked the emergency sump intake screen,
 
rendering the sump inoperable following a loss- of- coolant accident. The unqualified coatings
 
and existence of other debris had existed since original construction. FirstEnergy declared the
 
emergency sump inoperable and entered the deficiency into its corrective action program. With
 
the emergency sump inoperable, both independent emergency core cooling system ( ECCS)
 
trains and both containment spray ( CS) system trains were inoperable, due to both requiring
 
suction from the emergency sump during the recirculation phase of operation. This could
 
prevent both trains of ECCS from removing residual heat from the reactor and could prevent
 
CS from removing heat and fission product iodine from the containment atmosphere.
 
FirstEnergy reported this information in LER 2002- 05 on November 4, 2002. On
 
December 11, 2002, FirstEnergy submitted Supplement 1, which provided additional
 
information regarding corrective actions for the sump strainer and coatings issues. In this
 
supplement, FirstEnergy stated that a debris generation and transport analysis would be
 
performed. Supplement 2, dated May 21, 2003, provided additional information regarding
 

ional corrective actions. On May 28, 2003, FirstEnergy informed the NRC that a further
 
of the past significance of these issues would not be performed.
 

nergy obtained information on at least two occasions prior to issuance of the LER
II,t should have alerted them to the unqualified coatings. First, a 1976 letter from Babcock and
 
Wilcox ( B& W) informed the Davis- Besse licensee that B& W had no data regarding design basis
 
accident testing for particular coatings. The equipment coated with unqualified paint identified
 
in the letter included the RCP motors, reactor vessel, steam generators, pressurizer, and
 
reactor coolant system piping. Second, NRC Generic Letter 98- 04, Potential for Degradation
U 

of the Emergency Core Cooling System and the Containment Spray System After a
 
Loss- of- Coolant Accident Because of Construction and Protective Coating Deficiencies and
 

o
 
- 19 
Foreign Material in Containment," dated July 14, 1998, was issued to operating reactors
 
specifically requesting information about the potential effects of containment coating
 
deficiencies.
 
On July 3, 2003, a Significance and Enforcement Review Panel meeting was held
 
regarding the significance of the failure to effectively implement corrective actions for design
 
control deficiencies regarding containment coatings, uncontrolled fibrous material, and other
 
debris inside containment. This deficiency resulted in the inability of the ECCS sump to perform
 
its safety function under certain accident scenarios due to clogging of the sump screen. The
 
NRC staff determined that several combinations of factors led to core damage frequency
 
increases in the lE- 5 ( yellow) range.
 
On July 30, 2003, the NRC issued the preliminary yellow finding in Inspection
 
Report 50- 346/ 03- 15. FirstEnergy provided a written response dated August 29, 2003,
 
acknowledging the performance deficiency. FirstEnergy did not contest the finding and its
 
response provided no new information to change the NRC's preliminary conclusion. On
 
October 7, 2003, the NRC issued the Yellow Final Significance Determination, which included a
 
Notice of Violation of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVI, " Corrective Actions," for the
 
failure to promptly identify and correct significant conditions adverse to quality involving the
 
potential to clog the emergency core cooling and CS system sump with debris following a lossof

coolant accident.
 
As corrective actions, FirstEnergy performed extensive modifications on the sump
 

the recent extended outage. FirstEnergy replaced the previous emergency sump
 
r with a much larger strainer. The unqualified coatings and other debris, inclUding
 _ insulation remaining in containment, have been walked down, verified, and documented.
 

Muc of the fibrous insulation has been removed from containment, and most of the
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containment internal surfaces and surfaces of equipment inside containment have been re-

J 
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. with qualified paint. Debris generation, transport, strainer head loss, and strainer
 

ty analyses were performed for the emergency sump to return the emergency sump to
 _ 
alification and operability. The NRC inspection of FirstEnergy's new sump is documented
 

in nspection Report 50- 346/ 03- 06. The NRC identified no significant issues with the new
 
sump. This LER will be closed following the NRC staff's review of the past significance of the
 
gap in the sump screen.
 
LER 2003- 002, " Potential Degradation of High- Pressure Injection Pumps Due to Debris in
 
Emergency Sump Fluid Post Accident"
 
On October 22, 2002, with the reactor de fueled and in an extended outage, FirstEnergy
 
identified a design deficiency regarding internal clearances of the high- pressure injection ( HPI)
 
pumps. This deficiency resulted in operation of the HPI pumps being affected by debris that
 
may be entrained in the process fluid during some post- accident scenarios. Specifically, it was
 
determined that small ports in the HPI pumps that supply lubricating water to the hydrostatic
 
bearing in the pump were smaller than the designed openings in the emergency sump screen.
 
During certain accidents when the reactor coolant system is at high pressure, the HPI pumps
 
are needed to maintain the core cooled by operating in the high- pressure sump recirculation
 
mode of operation and taking suction from the containment sump via the low- pressure injection
 
pumps. It was during this mode of operation that the potential existed for debris from the sump
 
( fibrous insulation, paint chips, and smaller debris such as containment floor dirt) to be 
transported to the HPI pumps and cause blockage of the ports and loss of lUbricating water to 
the hydrostatic bearing. This could result in failure of the pumps due to excessive 
vibration/ overheating. 
This deficiency was an original design flaw that had existed since initial plant operation. 
On April 7, 2003, FirstEnergy reported this issue to the NRC in accordance with 10 CFR 50.72. 
Subsequently, on May 5, 2003, FirstEnergy submitted LER 2003- 02. FirstEnergy modified both 

- 21 
HPI pumps during the recent extended outage to eliminate the potential for blockage of the
 
ports.
 
On September 4, 2003, a Significance and Enforcement Review Panel determined the
 
issue to be greater than green because of the large uncertainty in determining the most likely
 
failure probability of the HPI pumps and the contribution to risk from fires. On October 8, 2003,
 

II
c issued Inspection Report 50- 346/ 03- 21 transmitting the preliminary greater- than- green
 

to the licensee. On November 7, 2003, FirstEnergy requested an extension on the
 
e to the preliminary significance determination. On December 5, 2003, FirstEnergy
 

p ded its analysis of this issue. On March 5, 2004, the NRC issued a white Final
 
Significance Determination, which included a Notice of Violation of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix
 
B, Criterion III, " Design Control," for the failure to adequately implement design control
 
measures for verifying and checking the adequacy of the original design of the HPI pumps to
 
mitigate all postulated accidents.
 
Regarding corrective actions, the licensee performed extensive analysis, pump
 
modifications, qualification testing, in- plant testing, and reduction of fibrous insulation in the
 
containment to ensure adequate HPI pump performance during the recirculation mode. The
 
staff conducted a review of the analysis, testing, and modifications performed by the licensee
 
and concluded that the licensee's overall approach to the modification of the HPI pumps was
 
acceptable and provided reasonable assurance that the pumps would perform their required
 
functions when called upon. This review is detailed in the Task Interface Agreement 2003- 04
 
response dated February 11, 2004, which is included as an attachment to NRC Inspection
 
Report 50- 346/ 04- 02.
 

- 22 
LER 2003- 005, " Containment Gas Analyzer Heat Exchanger Valves Found Closed Rendering 
the Containment Gas Analyzer Inoperable" 
This LER reported the failure by the licensee to establish an appropriate operational test 
from the original plant startup until May 2003 to ensure that sufficient cooling water flow is 
provided to the hydrogen analyzer heat exchangers during operational modes that require the 
hydrogen analyzers to be operable. The hydrogen analyzers are part of the containment 
hydrogen control system, which is designed to control the concentration of hydrogen which may 
be released into containment following a LOCA. In accordance with IMC 0609, Appendix A, 
Attachment 1, the inspectors performed a SDP Phase 1 screening and determined that the 
issue affected the Reactor Safety Strategic Performance Area. The finding was more than 
minor because ( 1) it involved the configuration control attribute of the barrier integrity 
cornerstone, and ( 2) it affected the cornerstone objective of providing reasonable assurance 
that Phi:~cal design barriers protect the pUblic from radionuclide releases caused by accidents 

nding is unrelated to SSCs that are needed to prevent accidents from leading to 
c mage. To determine if this finding had an effect on large early release frequency•
( LERF), the inspectors used IMC 0609, Appendix H, " Containment SDP." The finding was 
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characterized as a Type B finding ( having no impact on core damage frequency) and was then
 
compared to Table 3 in Appendix H. The inspectors determined that the hydrogen analyzer
 
had no impact on the containment- related SSCs listed in Table 3 ( i. e., containment penetration
 
seals, containment isolation valves, or purge and vent lines) and would not influence LERF. On
 

aSiS, the finding has very low safety significance.
 
e of the very low safety significance and because the issue was entered into the
 
ee's corrective action program, it was treated as a noncited violation, consistent with
• 

'J 
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Section VI. A of the NRC Enforcement Policy. The details of the staff's evaluation are contained 
in Inspection Report 50- 346/ 03- 17, dated September 29, 2003. 
This LER also discussed a second issue which involved a condition that would 
potentially render the moisture trap on the gas analyzer sample line inoperable. The licensee 
provided a January 23, 2004, supplement to this LER describing the modifications made to 
prevent the moisture trap from becoming inoperable. The staff determined that the potential 
containment bypass pathway caused by the improper trap condensate drain path was a 
licensee- identified minor violation of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion III, " Design Control." 
This issue was determined to be of minor significance because there was no evidence that the 
trap had ever functioned, and since pressure of the air supplied to the trap was insufficient to 
operate the trap, it was highly unlikely that the trap would have ever functioned. This LER was 
closed in Inspection Report 50- 346/ 04- 02, dated March 22, 2004. 
Although the above discussion on the individual LERs is meant to demonstrate how the 
staff implements the agency's inspection process and Enforcement Policy in regard to LER 
findings, the staff's first priority is to assure that the issues involved will not adversely impact 
future plant safety. The staff then reviews the licensee's analysis for accuracy and 
completeness, and conducts its own risk assessment of the condition reported by the licensee. 
Once the safety implications are well understood, the staff imposes the appropriate 
enforcement actions in accordance with the Enforcement Policy. 
D. Staff Response to Petitioners' Immediate Action Requests. 
The NRC staff provided its findings on the Petitioners' requests for" immediate action" in 
a letter dated November 26, 2003. The staff considered the Petitioners' requests to suspend 
the Davis- Besse license and prohibit plant restart until certain conditions have been met to be 
equivalent to " inunediate action" requests because the Davis- Besse licensee might complete all 
necessary restart activities, and the NRC staff might complete all necessary oversight activities, 

o 

- the staff could finalize the Director's Decision on this Petition. Requests 3, 4, and 5 _ ned in the Petitioners' August 25 letter are considered to be the immediate action 
rests, and the staff's evaluation of each of these requests contained in its November 26 
letter is repeated verbatim below. 
In Request 3, the Petitioners requested the NRC, " suspend the license and 
prohibit restart of the Davis Besse reactor unless and until First Energy Nuclear 
Operating Company has addressed all 1000 design basis deficiencies identified 
in 1997." The NRC staff agrees that design basis issues need to be addressed 
before plant restart. The NRC's oversight activities of the licensee's ongoing 
programs related to the design adequacy of the Davis- Besse plant are focused 
on plant safety. The licensee has initiated, and is still implementing, extensive 
corrective actions to address hardware, programmatic, and human performance 
issues to assure compliance with its license and NRC regulations. Compliance 
includes evaluating, testing, or inspecting safety- related systems to ensure that 
they are able to perform their design basis functions as defined in the plant's 
technical specifications ( TS) and updated final safety analysis report. The staff's 
oversight activities include independent NRC inspections and NRC reviews of 
the licensee's evaluations to ensure conformance of safety systems and 
programs to the design and licensing bases. The adequacy of safety- significant 
structures, systems, and components is being tracked under NRC Restart 
Checklist Item 5. b, 0 Systems Readiness for Restart" and must be adequately 
addressed before the NRC will allow the plant to restart. 
The Petitioners' Request 3 is based on information contained in the NRC's 
February 26, 2003, inspection report on Davis- Besse design- related activities, 
which reported that apprOXimately 200 of the more than 1000 design basis 
deficiencies identified in response to the NRC's 50.54( f) design basis letter had 
not been corrected. The licensee had agreed, prior to the Petitioners' August 25, 
2003, letter, to place all remaining unresolved design basis deficiencies identified 
in response to the NRC's 50.54( f) design basis letter in its corrective action 
program. Information on how the remaining unresolved design basis 
deficiencies will be dispositioned can be found in the licensee's October 20, 
2003, letter responding to this Petition, and in the licensee's letter dated 

r 20, 2003, providing supplemental information related to the NRC's
 
f) design basis letter. In these letters, FirstEnergy stated that, while it had
 
ow to implement corrective actions for those issues identified in response
• 

to the NRC's 50.54( f) design basis letter, FirstEnergy has determined that these 
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issues either were corrected or have been documented in condition reports and 
entered into the Davis- Besse corrective action program. Each condition report 
generated by FirstEnergy was evaluated for potential impact on the operability of 
systems, structures, or components ( 55Cs). Those conditions classified as 

action items require evaluation for needed corrective actions prior to 
t. Conditions that are not classified as restart action items will remain in 
censee's corrective action program and will be prioritized for resolution,ti
t 

w may occur after plant restart. The licensee stated in these letters that the 

o
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number of open items has been reduced to approximately 100, with only a small
 
number designated as restart items.
 
Appendix B of 10 CFR Part 50 requires operators of nuclear power plants to
 
maintain an effective corrective action program. The process described above
 
by the licensee to evaluate and disposition the remaining design basis
 
deficiencies conforms with this regulatory requirement. The NRC's oversight of
 
the licensee's activities includes specific inspections of the corrective action
 
program to assure that this process is being followed correctly. The NRC will not
 
allow the plant to restart until the licensee has demonstrated the capability to
 
adequately manage the resolution of unresolved design basis deficiencies.
 
Therefore, the staff considers these activities, initiated prior to receiving the
 
Petition, to completely satisfy the Petitioners' immediate action request to
 
prohibit plant restart until the licensee has addressed all 1000 design basis
 
deficiencies. The staff also concludes that the Petitioners immediate action
 
request to suspend the plant license until the licensee has addressed all 1000
 
design basis deficiencies is in effect being granted by the actions already taken
 
by the staff. These actions include our confirmatory action letter of March 13,
 
2002 ( which confirmed the licensee's agreement that NRC approval is required
 
for restart of the Davis- Besse plant), the enhanced NRC oversight as described
 
in NRC Inspection Manual Chapter 0350, and compliance with the regulatory
 
requirements imposed on all U. 5. nuclear power plants. If the licensee had not
 
agreed to obtain NRC approval before restarting the Davis- Besse plant, the NRC
 
would have taken appropriate regulatory actions to assure restart would not
 
occur unless NRC approval was received.
 
In Request 4, the Petitioners requested the NRC, " suspend the license and
 
prohibit restart of the Davis Besse reactor unless and until First Energy has
 

tid its Probabilistic Risk Assessment to reflect the flaws in it[ s] design and 
ing basis." The Petitioners provided clarifying information related to this 
t during the September 17, 2003, meeting. The Petitioners are requesting 

the Davis- Besse PRA be revised to include the known design flaws, which
 
will be corrected before the plant is allowed to restart, to account for unknown
 
design flaws that may currently exist or may exist in the future.
 
The NRC's policy statement on PRA encourages greater use of this analysis
 
technique to improve safety decisionmaking and improve regulatory efficiency in
 
a manner that complements the NRC's deterministic approach and supports the
 
NRC's traditional defense- in- depth philosophy. However, for the specific
 
purpose of assuring that all restart issues have been satisfactorily addressed,
 
the staff does not intend to rely on the Davis- Besse PRA to determine if there is
 
reasonable assurance of adequate protection of the public health and safety.
 
On a more general level, while the staff recognizes that a PRA is a useful
 
analysis tool, there are currently no regulatory requirements for licensees to
 
develop a plant PRA, nor are there requirements to maintain or update a plant
 
PRA. As explained in Management Directive 8.11, requests for changes to
 
existing NRC regulations should be submitted as a petition for rulemaking and
 

o 
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are not considered valid requests under 10 CFR 2.206. Therefore, the staff will 
not consider taking any action under Section 2.206 in regard to the Petitioners' 
request that the NRC suspend the license and prohibit restart of the Davis- Besse 
reactor until the plant PRA is updated to reflect design flaws, and this request is 
therefore denied. 
In Request 5, the Petitioners requested the NRC, " suspend the license and 
prohibit restart of the Davis Besse reactor with any systems in a ' degraded but 
operable' condition." It is the staff's judgement that the processes and programs 
in place for the Davis- Besse restart effort ( described above in the staff's 
response to Request 3) will provide reasonable assurance that all safety- related 
systems will be capable of performing their intended safety function and will be in 
compliance with the plant license and T5. The NRC has issued generic 

ce ( Generic Letter 91- 18, " Information to Licensees Regarding Two NRC 
ion Manual Sections on Resolution of Degraded and Nonconforming _ 

~ons and on Operability") which provides a process for licensees to 
deve op a basis to continue operation or to place the plant in a safe condition 
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and take prompt corrective action. This process assures that issues affecting 
the operability of SSCs that are subject both to 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, and 
10 CFR Part 50.59 are corrected promptly, and that SSCs in degraded but 
operable conditions are returned to full functional capability in a timely fashion. 

lI
'censee is authorized to operate its plant in accordance with the NRC's
 
ions and the plant license. If an SSC is degraded or nonconforming but
 
e, the licensee must establish an acceptable basis to continue to operate.
 

Th ~censee must, however, promptly identify and correct the condition adverse 
to safety or quality in accordance with 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion 
XVI. The basis for this authority to continue to operate is that the plant license 
and TS contain the specific characteristics and conditions of operation necessary 
to ensure that an abnormal situation or event does not pose an undo risk to 
public health and safety. Thus, if the TS are satisfied and required equipment is 
operable, and the licensee is correcting any degraded conditions in a timely 
manner, allowing a plant to restart or to continue operation does not pose an 
undue risk to public health and safety. This generic guidance applies to all U. S. 
nuclear power plants, including Davis- Besse, and the NRC will continue to 
monitor licensees to assure that this guidance is followed appropriately. 
Therefore, the Petitioners Request 5 is not needed to assure plant safety nor is it 
consistent with established staff regulatory requirements, and is therefore 
denied. 
III Conclusion 
The NRC staff has carefully considered the Petitioners' arguments regarding why the 
NRC should take enforcement actions against FirstEnergy. In summary, the Petitioners stated 
that FirstEnergy has failed to complete commitments related to the NRC's 50.54( f) design basis 
letter ( issued on October 9, 1996) and referred to numerous design basis violations dating back 

o 
- 27 
to plant licensing ( corresponding to Requests 1 and 2 in the Petitioners' August 25 letter). As 
noted earlier, the Petitioners' requests for immediate actions ( corresponding to Requests 3, 4, 
and 5 in the Petitioners' August 25 letter) were evaluated in the staff's November 26, 2003, 
letter and this evaluation is repeated in Section II. D of this Director's Decision for completeness. 
With respect to the first request for enforcement action, the NRC staff finds that the 
Petitioners' request for enforcement based solely on failure of the licensee to complete 
commitments represents a misinterpretation of the agency's enforcement policies regarding 
commitments. As stated earlier, reasonable assurance of adequate protection of public health 

n afety is, as a general matter, defined by the Commission's health and safety regulations
 
ves. In most cases, the agency cannot take formal enforcement actions solely on the
 
f whether licensees fulfill commitments, as failure to meet a commitment in itself does
 

n nstitute a violation of a legally binding requirement. However, when failures to meet 
commitments result in violations of the Commission's health and safety regulations, the staff will 
take the appropriate enforcement actions. Although the staff has not taken any formal 
enforcement actions against FirstEnergy in direct response to any failures to meet 
commitments, the staff has taken formal enforcement actions, as discussed in the previous 
section, against the licensee for noncompliance with NRC requirements. 
Therefore, I deny the Petitioners' request for enforcement actions based solely on any 
failures on the part of the licensee to not fUlly comply with commitments made in response to 
the 50.54( f) letter. Formal enforcement actions are taken when there is a noncompliance with 
NRC requirements, and the severity of those actions is based in part on the degree of risk 
posed by that noncompliance. 
With respect to the second request for enforcement action, the NRC staff finds that the 
Petitioners' request for enforcement based on numerous design basis violations ( i. e., the LERs 
submitted by the licensee) is in effect being granted by the actions already taken by the staff, as 
shown by the earlier discussion of our processes for reviewing and evaluating LERs. 

li

I] 

- 28 
It is also important to note that the highest level of staff oversight of licensee activities 
for plants with performance problems or operational events is governed by IMC 0350, and that 
the agency has been overseeing the licensee's activities using this process since May 3, 2002. 
The decision by the staff to place the Davis- Besse licensee in the highest level of staff oversight 
was based on the identified performance deficiencies, and was also intended to assure close 
coordination between NRC and licensee personnel on the corrective actions needed to assure 
safe plant restart. Any additional enforcement actions, as requested by the Petitioners, would 
not increase this level of staff oversight, which is directed at assuring that the plant is capable of 
safe operation in accordance with the Commission's rules and regulations. 
As provided in 10 CFR 2.206( cl, a copy of this director's decision will be filed with the 
secretary of the Commission for the Commission to review. As provided for by this regulation, 
the decision will constitute the final action of the Commission 25 days after the date of thectll'n unless the Commission, on its own motion, institutes a review of the decision within 
t e.
 
D t Rockville, Maryland, this 22nd day of April 2004.
 
FOR E NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
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UCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
 

• NO. 346D 50
LICE~SE NO. NPF- 03
 
FIRSTENERGY NUCLEAR OPERATING COMPANY
 
NOTICE OF ISSUANCE OF DIRECTOR'S DECISION UNDER 10 CFR 2.206
 
Notice is hereby given that the Director, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, has
 
issued a Director's Decision with regard to a letter dated August 25, 2003, filed by Greenpeace
 
pursuant to Section 2.206 of Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations ( 10 CFR) on behalf of
 
the Nuclear Information & Resource Service and the Union of Concerned Scientists
 
( collectively, the Petitioners). The Petitioners requested that the Nuclear Regulatory
 
Commission ( NRC) take enforcement actions against FirstEnergy Nuclear Operating Company
 
( FirstEnergy), the licensee for Davis- Besse Nuclear Power Station in Oak Harbor, Ohio, and
 
also requested that NRC suspend the Davis- Besse license and prohibit plant restart until
 
certain conditions have been met. As basis for the request to have the NRC take enforcement
 
actions against the licensee, the Petitioners stated that FirstEnergy has failed to complete
 
commitments related to the NRC's 50.54( f) design basis letter ( issued on October 9, 1996), and
 
referred to numerous design basis violations dating back to plant licensing ( corresponding to
 
Requests 1 and 2 in the Petitioners' August 25 letter). The Petitioners also requested that the
 
NRC suspend the Davis- Besse license and prohibit plant restart until all design basis
 
deficiencies identified in response to the NRC's 50.54( f) design basis letter are adequately
 
addressed. the plant probabilistic risk assessment ( PAA) is updated to reflect design flaws, and
 
no systems are in a " degraded but operable" condition ( corresponding to Requests 3, 4, and 5
 
in the Petitioners' August 25 letter).
 

o 
- 2 
In a letter dated October 7, 2003, the NRC informed the Petitioners that the issues in
 
the Petition were accepted for review under 10 CFR 2.206 and had been referred to the Office
 
of Nuclear Reactor RegUlation for appropriate action. A copy of the acknowledgment letter is
 
publicly available in the NRC's Agencywide Documents Access and Management System
 
( ADAMS) under Accession No. ML032690314. A copy of the Petition is publicly available in
 

under the Accession No. ML032400435.
 
titioners' representatives met with NRC staff on September 17, 2003, to provide
 
nal details in support of this request. This meeting was transcribed and the transcript is
 

ly available on the NRC Web site as a supplement to the Petition ( http:// www. nrc. gov! 
reactors! operating! ops- experience! vessel- head- degradation! controlled- correspondence. html). 
The licensee responded to the Petition on October 20, 2003 ( ML03342l458). This 
response was considered by the staff in its evaluation of the Petition. 
In a letter dated November 26, 2003 ( ML033010172), the NRC provided to the 
Petitioners its evaluation of their" immediate action" requests. The staff considered the 
Petitioners' requests to suspend the Davis- Besse license and prohibit plant restart until certain 
conditions have been met to be equivalent to " immediate action" requests because the Davis-
Besse licensee might complete all necessary restart activities, and the NRC staff might 
complete all necessary oversight activities, before the staff could finalize the Director's Decision 
on this Petition. Requests 3, ·4, and 5 in the Petitioners' August 25 letter were considered 
immediate action requests, and" the staff's November 26 evaluation is repeated in Section II. D 
of the Director's Decision for completeness. 
The NRC sent a copy of the proposed Director's Decision to the Petitioners and to the 
licensee for comment on February 5, 2004 ( ML040280003). Neither the Petitioners nor the 
licensee provided comments on the proposed Director's Decision. 

o 
- 3 
The Director of the Office of Nuclear Reactor RegUlation has determined that the 
Petitioners' first request for enforcement based solely on failure of the licensee to complete 
commitments represents a misinterpretation of the agency's enforcement policies regarding 
commitments and therefore is denied. The Director of the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation 
has also determined that the Petitioners' second request for enforcement based on numerous 
design basis violations is in effect being granted by the actions already taken by the staff. The 
reasons for these decisions are explained in Director's Decision DD- 04- 01, the complete text of 
which is available in ADAMS, or is available for inspection at the Commission's Public 
Document Room ( PDR), located at One White Flint North, 11555 Rockville Pike ( first floor), 
Rockville, Maryland. PUblicly available records are accessible from the ADAMS Public 
Electronic Reading Room on the NRC Web site, http:// www. nrc. gov! reading- rm! adams. html. 

e s who do not have access to ADAMS or who encounter problems in accessing the 
,ts located in ADAMS should contact the NRC PDR reference staff at 1- 800- 397- 4209 

415- 4737, or by e-mail to pdr@ nrc. gov. 
A , of the Director's Decision will be filed with the Secretary of the Commission forW
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the Commission's review in accordance with 10 CFR 2.206 of the Commission's regulations.
 
As provided for by this regulation, the Director's Decision will constitute the final action of the
 
Commission 25 days after the date of the decision, unless the Commission, on its own motion,
 
institutes a review of the Director's Decision in that time.
 

at Rockville, Maryland, this 22nd day of April 2004.
 
~ NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
 _ 

J. Dyer, Director 
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation 

• 

•
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EA-04-00S - Surry 1 &. 2 (Virginia" Electric and Power Co.) 

ATTACHMENTS 2 AND 3 CONTAIN PROPRIETARY INFORMATION
 
PROPRIETARY INFORMATION REMOVED
 

September 15, 2004 

EA-04-005 

Virginia Electric and Power Company
 
ATIN: Mr. David A. Christian
 
Senior Vice President and
 
Chief Nuclear Officer
 
Innsbrook Technical Center
 
5000 Dominion Boulevard
 
Glen Allen, VA 23060
 

SUBJECT:	 FINAL SIGNIFICANCE DETERMINATION FOR WHITE FINDINGS AND NOTICE OF VIOLATION (NRC
 
INSPECTION REPORT NO. 05000280/2004008 AND 05000281/2004008 SURRY POWER STATION)
 

er. Christian: 

The purpose of this letter is to provide you with the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's (NRC's) final significance
 
determination for a finding regarding Surry fire response procedures that were not effective in ensuring a safe shutdown of
 
Unit 1 during a postulated severe fire in Emergency Switchgear and Relay Room (ESGR) Number (No.) 1. Specifically, these
 
procedures may not preclude an extended loss of reactor coolant pump (RCP) seal injection flow, resulting in an Rep seal
 
loss of coolant accident. As a result, in the event of such a severe fire, there would not be reasonable assurance the facility
 
would be able to maintain pressurizer level within the indicating range, as required by 10 CFR 50, Appendix R. The finding
 
was documented in NRC Inspection Report 05000280/2003008 and 05000281/2003008, issued on February 2, 2004 .
 
(ML040490131), and was assessed using the significance determination process as a preliminary White issue (i.e., an issue
 
of low to moderate safety significance, which may reqUire additional NRC inspection). The cover letter to the inspection
 
report informed Virginia Electric and Power Company (VEPCO) of the NRC's preliminary conclusion, provided VEPCO an
 
opportunity to request a regulatory conference on this matter, and forwarded the details of the NRC's preliminary estimate
 
of the change in core damage frequency (CDF) for this finding.
 

At VEPCO's request, an open regulatory conference was conducted on April I, 2004, to discuss VEPCO's position on this 
issue. A letter summarizing this meeting dated April 21, 2004 (ML041180603), included the list of attendees at the 
regulatory conference and copies of the materials presented by VEPCO and the NRC at the conference. 

!l

During the conference, VEPCO presented its fire strategy and an overview of the ESGR and local fire protection features. 
VEPCO also presented an assessment of portions of the NRC's Phase 3 analysis, the results of VEPCO's analysis of the 
increase in CDF due to the performance deficiency, a discussion on the applicability of the Unit 1 ESGR finding to the Unit 2 
ESGR, and a summary of corrective actions that have been initiated. VEPCO's estimate of the increase in CDF was 
approximately one order of magnitude lower than the NRC's preliminary estimate. This lower estimate was due, in part, to 
the identification of plant specific features, which VEPCO contended were not appropriately reflected in the NRC's Phase 3 

alysis. These included the generic probability of non-suppression; generic severity factors and non-suppression 
Iities for ESGR welding fires; and generic reactor coolant pump seal leakage probabilities. At the conclusion of the 

co ence, the NRC requested that VEPCO prOVide additional information related to the design and testing of Surry's RCP 
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II
floating ring seals, the frequency of welding and the probability of a welding fire in the ESGR, and the fire suppression 
capability of the Halon system for a fire in the ESGR. VEPCO forwarded this information to the NRC by letter dated May 7, 
2004. Based on the above information, VEPCO concluded that the finding was of very low safety significance for both units. 

did not contest the violation. 

A considering the information developed during the inspection, the information VEPCO provided at the conference, and 
the additional information submitted by VEPCO subsequent to the conference, the NRC has concluded that the final 
inspection finding is appropriately characterized as White for Unit 1 in the mitigating systems cornerstone. As discussed in 
the final phase 3 analysis (Enclosure 2), we concluded that the information VEPCO provided on the ESGR welding activities 
and the Halon system did not warrant a change in the generic values used in our initial analysis. Based on the information 
VEPCO provided for the RCP floating ring seal, the probability of initial seal failure following the loss of forced cooling was 
reduced in the appropriate phase 3 analysis event tree. However, this reduction was offset by an increase in the severity 
factor for electrical cabinet fires. This severity factor was revised, using plant-specific information and the most current 
methodology (see Reference 17 of Enclosure 2, which was revised in July 2004), in the final phase 3 analysis. As a result, 
the final CDF was determined to be essentially unchanged. 

Additionally, we evaluated the information provided by VEPCO on the applicability of this finding to the Unit 2 ESGR. Based 
on the critical cables in Unit 2 being located in the fifth cable tray above the 2J electrical cabinet, the additional elapsed 
time for cable damage was determined and the probability of non-suppression was recalculated to account for fire brigade 
response. The dominant accident sequence was analyzed using these adjusted values and a CDF of greater than lE-6Jyear 
was determined (Enclosure 3). As a result, the NRC has concluded that the final inspection finding is applicable to Unit 2 
and is appropriately characterized as White in the mitigating systems cornerstone. 

You have 10 business days from the date of this letter to appeal the staff's determination of significance for the identified 
White finding. Such appeals will be considered to have merit only if they meet the criteria given in NRC Inspection Manual 
Chapter 0609, Attachment 2. 

The NRC also determined that a violation occurred involving the requirements of 10 CFR 50.48 and 10 CFR SO, Appendix R, 
Section m.L. Specifically, the alternative shutdown capability and response procedures specified for a fire in ESGR No.1 or 
in GR No.2 may not preclude an extended loss of reactor coolant pump seal injection flow and may initiate a reactor 

t pump seal loss of coolant accident which could result in pressurizer level falling to be maintained within the 
ing range. Accordingly, a Notice of Violation is included as Enclosure 1 to this letter. In accordance with the NRClE rcement Policy, NUREG-1600, the Notice of Violation is considered escalated enforcement action because it Is 

associated with a White finding. 

The NRC has concluded that information regarding the reason for the violation, the corrective actions taken and planned to 
correct the violation arid prevent recurrence, and the date when full compliance was achieved is adequately addressed on 
the docket in the information provided by VEPCO at the conference. Therefore, you are not required to respond to this letter 
unless the description therein does not accurately reflect your corrective actions or your position. In that case, or if you 
choose to provide additional information, you should follow the instructions specified in the enclosed Notice. 

Based on Inspection Manual Chapter 0305 gUidance, the performance consideration start date for this finding is the first 
quarter of 2004 (I.e., when the preliminary significance determination was made known, via Inspection Reports 
05000280/2003008 and 05000281/2003008). For the Mitigating Systems Cornerstone during the first quarter of 2004, both 
Units 1 and 2 are in the Degraded Cornerstone Column of the NRC Action Matrix because of this White Finding and a White 
Performance Indicator, Safety System Unavailability - Emergency AC Power. In accordance with the NRC Action Matrix, we 
will conduct a Supplemental Inspection using Inspection Procedure 95002. We will notify you of the date of this inspection 
by separate correspondence. 

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.390 of the NRC's "Rules of Practice," a copy of this letter, its enclosures, and your response 
(should you choose to provide one) will be made available electronically for public inspection in the NRC Public Document 
Room or from the NRC's document system (ADAMS), which is accessible from the NRC Web site at 
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/adams.html. However, the NRC is continuing to review the appropriate classification of the 
Summary of Phase 2 SDP Risk Analysis and Phase 3 SDP Analysis (Enclosures 2 and 3) within our records management 
program, considering changes in our practices following the events of September 11, 2001. Using our interim gUidance, the 
attached analyses have been marked as Proprietary Information or Sensitive Information in accordance with Section 2.390 

Jitle 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations. Please control the document accordingly (Le., treat the document as if 
_ d determined that it contained trade secrets and commercial or financial information that you considered privileged 
or nfidential). We will inform you if the classification of these documents changes as a result of our ongoing assessment. 
To the extent possible, any response should not include any personal privacy, proprietary, classified, or safeguards 
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information so that it can be made available to the Public without redaction. The NRC also includes significant enforcement 
actions on its Web site at www.nrc.gov; select What We Do, Enforcement, then Significant Enforcement Actions.

Wyou have any questions regarding this letter, please contact Charles Ogle, Chief, Engineering Branch 1, 404-562

Sincerely, 

IRAI 

William O. Travers 
Regional Administrator 

Docket Nos.: 50-280, 50-281 
License Nos.: DPR-32, DPR-37 

Enclosures: 
1. Notice of Violation 
2. Surry Unit 1 Final Phase 3 SOP Analysis 
3. Surry Unit 2 Final Phase 3 SOP Analysis 

cc w/encls: 
Chris L. Funderburk, Director 
Nuclear Licensing and 
Operations Support 
Virginia Electric & Power Company 
Electronic Mail Distribution 

Richard H. Blount, II 
ce President 

_ ower Station 
la Electric & Power Company 

Electronic Mail Distribution 

Virginia State Corporation Commission 
Division of Energy Regulation 
P. O. Box 1197 
Richmond, VA 23209 

Lillian M. Cuoco, Esq. 
Senior Counsel 
Dominion Resources Services, Inc. 
Electronic Mail Distribution 

Attorney General 
Supreme Court Building 
900 East Main Street 
Richmond, VA 23219 

NOTICE OF VIOLATION 

Virginia Electric and Power Company Docket Nos.: 50-280, 50-281 
ower Station License Nos.: DPR-32, DPR-37 
&2 EA-04-00S 

• 
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During an NRC inspection completed on January 7, 2004, a violation of NRC requirements was identified. In accordance 
with the "General Statement of Policy and Procedures for NRC Enforcement Actions," (Enforcement Policy), the violation is 
listed below: 

e oCFR 50.48 states, in part, "Each operating nuclear power plant must have a fire protection program that 
atisfies Criterion 3 of Appendix A to this part." Surry Unit 1 Operating License DPR-32, and Surry Unit 2 

Operating License DPR-37 Condition 3.1, specifies, in part, that the licensee implement and maintain in effect 
all provisions of the approved fire protection program as described in the Updated Final Safety Analysis Report 
(UFSAR) and as approved in the SER dated September 19, 1979, and subsequent supplements. 

UFSAR Section 9.10.1 specifies that the facility meets 10 CFR 50, Appendix R, Sections III.G and III.L. Section 
III.G.3 states that alternative shutdown capability should be prOVided where the protection of systems whose 
function is reqUired for hot shutdown, does not satisfy the reqUirements of III.G.2. Section III.L of Appendix R 
specifies the requirements to be met by alternative shutdown methods. Section III.L.2.b states, in part, that 
"The reactor coolant makeup function shall be capable of maintaining the reactor coolant level ... within the 
level indication in the pressurizer in PWRs." Section III.L.3 specifies that "procedures shall be in effect to 
implement this capability." 

Contrary to the above, on or about February 13, 2003, the alternative shutdown capability and response 
procedures specified for a fire in Emergency Switchgear Room Number 1 or 2 were not effective and did not 
meet this reqUirement. Specifically, the licensee's procedures would not preclude an extended loss of reactor 
coolant pump seal injection flow or a reactor coolant pump seal loss of coolant accident under certain fire 
scenarios, which could result in pressurizer level failing to be maintained within the indicating range. 

This violation is associated with White Significance Determination Process findings for Units 1 and 2. 

The NRC has concluded that information regarding the reason for the violation, the corrective actions taken and planned to 
correct the violation and prevent recurrence and the date when full compliance was achieved is already adequately 
addressed on the docket in the information provided by VEPCO at the conference. However, you are required to submit a 

lI
written statement or explanation pursuant to 10 CFR 2.201 if the description therein does not accurately reflect your 

ive actions or your position. In that case, or if you choose to respond, clearly mark your response as a "Reply to a 
of Violation - EA-04-005," and send it to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, ATTN: Document Control Desk, 

mgton, DC 20555 with a copy to the Regional Administrator, Region RIl, within 30 days of the date of the letter 
transmitting this Notice of Violation (Notice). 

If you contest this enforcement action, you should also prOVide a copy of your response, with the basis for your denial, to 
the Director, Office of Enforcement, United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC 20555-0001. 

If you choose to respond, your response will be made available electronically for public inspection in the NRC Public 
Document Room or from the NRC's document system (ADAMS), to the extent possible, it should not include any personal 
privacy, proprietary, or safeguards information so that it can be made available to the public without redaction. ADAMS is 
accessible from the NRC Web site at http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/adams.html. If personal privacy or proprietary 
information is necessary to provide an acceptable response, then please provide a bracketed copy of your response that 
identifies the information that should be protected and a redacted copy of your response that deletes such information. If 
you request withholding of such material, you must specifically identify the portions of your response that you seek to have 
withheld and prOVide in detail the bases for your claim of withholding (e.g., explain why the disclosure of information will 
create an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy or provide the information reqUired by 10 CFR 2.390(b) to support a 
request for withholding confidential commercial or financial information). If safeguards information is necessary to provide 
an acceptable response, please provide the level of protection described in 10 CFR 73.21. 

In accordance with 10 CFR 19.11, you may be required to post this Notice within two working days. 

Dated this 15th day of September 2004 

ATTACHMENTS 2 AND 3 CONTAIN PROPRIETARY INFORMATION 

• 
PROPRIETARY INFORMATION REMOVED 
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EA-04-115 - Oconee 1, 2, 3 (Duke Energy Corporation) 

September 24, 2004 

EA-04-115 

Duke Energy Corporation 
ATTN: Mr. Ronald A. Jones 

Vice President 
Oconee Site 

7800 Rochester Highway 
Seneca, SC 29672 

SUBJECT:	 FINAL SIGNIFICANCE DETERMINATION FOR A WHITE FINDING AND NOTICE OF VIOLATION (NRC
 
INSPECTION REPORT 05000269,270,287/2004013, OCONEE NUCLEAR STATION)
 

Dear Mr. Jones: 

I 
rpose of this letter is to provide you with the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's (NRC's) final significance 
ination for a finding at Duke Energy Corporation's (DEC's) Oconee Nuclear Station involving fire response procedures 

ere not consistent with the licensing basis in regards to the criteria for manning of the Standby Shutdown Facility 
( ). In some scenarios, this could result in a delay of transfer of control to the SSF that could challenge the capability of 
the installed SSF makeup pump. This condition could result in the failure to maintain pressurizer level within the indicating 
range as reqUired by 10 CFR 50, AppendiX R. 

The finding was documented in NRC Inspection Report 05000269,270,287/2004012, dated July 20, 2004, and was assessed 
under the significance determination process as a preliminary greater than Green issue for all three Oconee units (Le., an 
issue of at least low to moderate safety significance, which may require additional NRC inspection). The cover letter to the 
inspection report informed DEC of the NRC's preliminary conclusion, provided DEC an opportunity to request a regulatory 
conference on this matter, and forwarded the details of the NRC's preliminary estimate of the change in core damage 
frequency (CDF) for this finding. 

At your request, an open regulatory conference was conducted with members of your staff on September 13, 2004, to 
discuss DEC's position on this issue. The enclosures to this letter include the list of attendees at the regulatory conference, 
and copies of the material presented by your staff and the NRC at the regulatory conference. During the conference, DEC 
provided the results of its review of the safety significance of the finding and highlighted the modeling and assumption 
differences between its analysis of the change in CDF and that of the NRC's preliminary estimate. In addition, DEC agreed 
with the NRC's characterization of the finding as a violation of regulatory requirements, and stated that DEC strategy and 
procedures have been revised to man the SSF upon identification of a confirmed fire in the specified fire areas of concern. 

A partiCUlar focus of DEC's presentation was a substantive difference in the assumed failure probability of Oconee's primary 
safety relief valves (PSVs). DEC stated at the conference that the NRC's PSV failure probability used in its preliminary 
estimate was very conservative for Oconee's scenario. To determine a PSV failure probability that was specific to Oconee, 
DEC convened an Expert Elicitation Panel, commissioned with the Electric Power Research Institute. DEC explained the 
Expert Elicitation Panel Process in detail, and stated that its goal was to obtain a PSV "failure to reseat" probability based ontit' plant experience, and expert judgment. As described by DEC, the failure probability also considered the range of 
f nique to Oconee's PSVs that may affect valve performance, such as lift type, inlet piping configuration, and fluid
 
con Ions.
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Based on the efforts of the Expert Elicitation Panel, DEC concluded that the important factors in determining PSV failure rate 
were inlet piping configuration, fluid conditions, and the number of cycles. Regarding the factor of inlet piping configuration, 
DEC concluded that because the Oconee configuration is a short inlet pipe with no loop seal, its physical configuration is the 

liable relative to other piping configurations. Secondly, DEC concluded that PSV reliability is highest when relieving 
_ Because the relieving fluid conditions at Oconee, for these scenarios, are expected to be steam, DEC stated that this 
f ould result in a higher PSV reliability relative to other fluid conditions such as water and/or subcooled liquid. Finally, 
DEC concluded that the PSV failure probability for cycles two through five would be substantially less than the failure 
probability on the initial cycle, for reasons as discussed at the conference. 

Based on the above, DEC concluded that the failure probability of Oconee's PSVs was approximately one order of magnitude 
less than that assumed by the NRC in its preliminary estimate. As a result, DEC concluded that the finding should be 
characterized as Green for all three Oconee units. 

After considering the information developed during the inspection and the information DEC provided at the conference, the 
NRC has concluded that the final inspection finding is appropriately characterized as White for all three Oconee units, in the 
mitigating systems cornerstone. In summary, the NRC concluded that the factors discussed at the conference are not well 
known with respect to their influence on PSV failure probability. The analytical techniques and risk analysis of DEC's 
proposal are novel and unverified with respect to the PSV failure probability following the initial lift. Additionally, DEC did 
not prOVide specific testing data to support the conclusion presented at the conference. Absent any additional specific 
operational, empirical, or testing data, the NRC concluded that the information provided by DEC at the conference was 
insufficient to warrant a change in the NRC's preliminary estimate. 

You have 10 business days from the date of this letter to appeal the staff's determination of significance for the identified 
White finding. Such appeals will be considered to have merit only if they meet the criteria given in NRC Inspection Manual 
Chapter 0609, Attachment 2. 

The NRC also determined that a violation occurred involving the requirements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix R, Section II1.G.3, in 
that procedures for a fire requiring SSF manning and activation would not assure that the reactor coolant makeup function 
would be capable of maintaining reactor coolant level within the indicated range of the pressurizer. Accordingly, a Notice of 
_n is included as an enclosure to this letter. In accordance with the NRC Enforcement Policy, NUREG-1600, the Notice 
.tion is considered escalated enforcement action because it is associated with a White finding. 

The NRC has concluded that information regarding the reason for the violation, the corrective actions taken to correct the 
violation and prevent recurrence, and the date when full compliance was achieved is adequately addressed on the docket in 
the information provided by DEC at the conference (Enclosure 3). Therefore, you are not required to respond to this letter 
unless the description therein does not accurately reflect your corrective actions or your position. In that case, or if you 
choose to provide additional information, you should follow the instructions specified in the enclosed Notice. 

Based on NRC Inspection Manual Chapter 0305 guidance, the performance consideration start date for this issue is the third 
quarter of 2004 (I.e., when the preliminary significance determination was made known via Inspection Report 
05000269,270,287/2004012, dated July 20, 2004). Consequently, as a result of this White finding, plant performance has 
been determined to be in the Degraded Cornerstone Column for Units 1, 2, and 3, because of a previously identified White 
finding in the Mitigating Systems Cornerstone (EA-03-145). We will use the NRC Action Matrix to determine the most 
appropriate NRC response for this finding and will notify you of that determination by separate correspondence. 

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.390 of the NRC's "Rules of Practice," a copy of this letter and its enclosures, and your 
response (should you choose to provide one), will be available electronically for public inspection in the NRC Public 
Document Room (PDR) or from the NRC's document system (ADAMS). ADAMS is accessible from the NRC Web site at 
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/adams.html(the Public Electronic Reading Room). 

For administrative purposes, this letter is issued as a separate NRC Inspection Report, No. 05000269,270,287/2004013, 
and the above violation is identified as VIO 05000269, 270,287/2004013-01: Failure to Meet Licensing Basis for Staffing 
the SSF in the Event of a Confirmed Plant Fire. Accordingly, the associated apparent violation, AV 05000269,270, 
287/2004012-01, is closed . 

YOU have any questions regarding this letter, please contact Charles Ogle, Chief, Division of Reactor Safety, 
ring Branch 1, at 404-562-4605. 

• 
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Sincerely, 

•
 
Docket Nos.: 50-269, 50-270, 50-287 
License Nos.: DPR-38, DPR-47, DPR-SS 

Enclosures: 
1. Notice of Violation 
2. List of Attendees 
3. Material presented by DEC 
4. Material presented by NRC 

cc wi encls: 
B. G. Davenport 
Compliance Manager (ONS) 
Duke Energy Corporation 
Electronic Mail Distribution 

Lisa Vaughn 
Legal Department (PB05E) 
Duke Energy Corporation 
422 South Church Street 
P. O. Box 1244 
Charlotte, NC 28201-1244 

ottingham 
_ n and Strawn 
E ronic Mail Distribution 

Beverly Hall, Acting Director 
Division of Radiation Protection 
N. C. Department of Environmental 
Health & Natural Resources 
Electronic Mail Distribution 

Henry J. Porter, Director
 
Div. of Radioactive Waste Mgmt.
 
S. C. Department of Health and
 
Environmental Control
 
Electronic Mail Distribution
 

R. Mike Gandy
 
Division of Radioactive Waste Mgmt.
 
S. C. Department of Health and
 
Environmental Control
 
Electronic Mail Distribution
 

County Supervisor of 
Oconee County 
415 S. Pine Street 
Wa, SC 29691-2145 

L.aber, LIS 
NUS Corporation 

IRAI 

William D. Travers 
Regional Administrator 
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Electronic Mail Distribution 

. . Gill, Jr., Manager
 
r Regulatory Licensing
 
nergy Corporation
 

•5 . Church Street 
Charlotte, NC 28201-0006 

Peggy Force 
Assistant Attorney General 
N. C. Department of Justice 
Electronic Mail Distribution 

NOTICE OF VIOLATION 

Duke Energy Corporation Docket 1\10. 50-269, 50-270, 50-287
 
Oconee Nuclear Station License No. DPR-38, DPR-47, DPR-55
 
Units 1, 2 and 3 EA-04-1l5
 

During an NRC inspection completed on February 18, 2004, a violation of NRC requirements was identified. In accordance
 
with the "General Statement of Policy and Procedure for NRC Enforcement Actions," (Enforcement Policy), the violation is
 
listed below:
 

Oconee Unit 1 Operating License DPR-38, Oconee Unit 2 Operating License DPR-47, and Oconee Unit 3 
Operating License DPR-55 Condition D provide, in part, that the licensee implement and maintain in effect all 
provisions of the approved fire protection program as described in the Updated Final Safety Analysis Report e (UFSAR) and as approved in the Safety Evaluation Report (SER) dated April 28, 1983 and subsequent 
supplements. 

The licensee's UFSAR commits to 10 CFR 50, Appendix R, Sections IILG and III.L. Section III.G.3 states that 
alternative shutdown capability should be provided where the protection of systems whose function is reqUired 
for hot shutdown, does not satisfy the requirements of IILG.2. Section m.l of Appendix R provides 
requirements to be met by alternative shutdown methods. Section IILL.2.b states, in part, that "The reactor 
coolant makeup function shall be capable of maintaining the reactor coolant level... within the level indication 
in the pressurizer in PWRs." Section m.L.3 specifies that "procedures shall be in effect to implement this 
capability. " 

Contrary to the above, on February 8, 2004, the licensee's procedures for a fire requiring SSF manning and 
activation would not assure that the reactor coolant makeup function would be capable of maintaining reactor 
coolant level within the indicated range of the pressurizer. Specifically, delaying the manning of the SSF until 
after the occurrence of a loss of function of the high pressure injection and component cooling or feedwater 
rather than manning the SSF immediately upon confirmation of a fire in the areas of concern may not preclude 
an extended loss of reactor coolant system inventory. 

This violation is associated with a White Significance Determination Process finding for Units 1, 2 and 3. 

The NRC has concluded that information regarding the reason for the violation, the corrective actions taken to correct the 
violation and prevent recurrence and the date when full compliance was achieved is already adequately addressed on the 
docket in the information provided by Duke Energy Corporation at the conference (Enclosure 3) and in NRC Inspection 
Report 05000269,270,287/2004012. However, you are required to submit a written statement or explanation pursuant to 
10 CFR 2.201 if the description therein does not accurately reflect your corrective actions or your position. In that case, or if 
you choose to respond, clearly mark your response as a "Reply to a Notice of Violation - EA-04-llS," and send it to the U.S. 

Regulatory Commission, ATTN: Document Control Desk, Washington, DC 20555 with a copy to the Regional 
trator, Region RIl, within 30 days of the date of the letter transmitting this Notice of Violation (Notice). 

• 

If you contest this enforcement action, you should also prOVide a copy of your response, with the basis for your denial, to 
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the Director, Office of Enforcement, United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC 20555-0001. 

Il
If you choose to respond, your response will be made available electronically for public inspection in the NRC Public 

ent Room or from the NRC's document system (ADAMS), to the extent possible, it should not include any personal 
, proprietary, or safeguards information so that it can be made available to the public without redaction. ADAMS is 

a sible from the I\IRC Web site at http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/adams.html. If personal privacy or proprietary 
information is necessary to provide an acceptable response, then please provide a bracketed copy of your response that 
identifies the information that should be protected and a redacted copy of your response that deletes such information. If 
you request withholding of such material, you must specifically identify the portions of your response that you seek to have 
withheld and provide in detail the bases for your claim of withholding (e.g., explain why the disclosure of information will 
create an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy or provide the information required by 10 CFR 2.390(b) to support a 
request for withholding confidential commercial or financial information). If safeguards information is necessary to provide 
an acceptable response, please provide the level of protection described in 10 CFR 73.21. 

In accordance with 10 CFR 19.11, you may be required to post this Notice within two working days. 

Dated this 24th day of September 2004 

Privacy Policy I Site Disclaimer 
Last revised Tuesday, September 28, 2004 

•
 

•
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IS~'rEbj Advanced Search 

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 

Who We Are II What We Do IINuclear Reactors II. Nuclear Mater"als II Radioactive II Facility Info II Public I;.·.•. Electronic Reading l' 
. I Waste Finder Involvement i Room. 

. . 
Home> Electronic Reading Room> Document Collections> Enforcement Documents> Significant Enforcement Actions> Reactor 
bicEm..?e~s > EA-04-109 

EA-04-109 - D.C. Cook (American Electric Power Company) 

September 29, 2004 

EA-04-109 

Mr. M. Nazar 
Senior Vice President and 
Chief Nuclear Officer 
Nuclear Generation Group 
American Electric Power Company 
500 Circle Drive 
Buchanan, MI 49107 

SUBJECT:	 NOTICE OF VIOLATION
 
[INSPECTION REPORT OS00315/2004007(DRS); OS00316/2004007(DRS)]
 

Dear Mr. Nazar: 

fers to information provided to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) by the American Electric Power 
• ny (AEP) on March 24, 2004, concerning the permanent physical condition of a licensed Senior Reactor Operator
 
(SRO) at the D.C. Cook Nuclear Plant. During a February 2004 review of medical information for licensed operators at the
 
D.C. Cook Nuclear Plant, the new Medical Review Officer for Licensed Operators (MRO) determined that the NRC had not
 
been informed of a cardiac condition experienced by an SRO during December 1996. The failure to provide the NRC with
 
complete and accurate information concerning an SRO's permanent medical condition is an apparent violation of 10 CFR
 
50.9. A copy of the inspection report concerning this issue was provided to you on July 2, 2004. 

In the letter transmitting the inspection report, we provided you the opportunity to address the apparent violation identified
 
in the report by either attending a predecisional enforcement conference or providing a written response before we made
 
our enforcement decision. You responded to the apparent violation in a letter dated August 2, 2004.
 

Based on the information developed during the inspection and the information you provided in your correspondence on 
March 24 and August 2, 2004, and during a telephone conversation on August 25, 2004, between Roger D. Lanksbury, 
Chief, Operator Licensing Branch, and Helen Etheridge of your staff, the NRC has determined that a violation of NRC 
requirements occurred. The violation is cited in the enclosed Notice of Violation (Notice) and the circumstances surrounding 
it are described in detail in the subject inspection report. In summary, the NRC issued an SRO license to the individual on 
February 1, 1994. On December 28, 1999, AEP submitted information to the NRC to renew the SRO license prior to its 
expiration on January 31, 2000. Included in the submission for renewal of the SRO license was a December 28, 1999, Form 
NRC - 396, "Certification of Medical Examination by Facility Licensee." Information on that Form NRC - 396 indicated that 
your prior MRO recommended only one condition be added to the SRO's license to require the SRO to wear corrective lenses 
when performing licensed duties. No other medical restriction was recommended by either AEP or the MRO in the December 
28, 1999, renewal application. Based on the information submitted by AEP on December 28, 1999, the NRC renewed the 
SRO license on February 1, 2000, with the requirement that the SRO wear corrective lenses when performing licensed 
duties. The NRC placed no other medical restrictions on the SRO license based on the information submitted by AEP in the.0aStion

who provided the certification discussed above, retired during September 2001 and a new 

for renewal. 

MRO was appointed. 
During February 2004, your new MRO reviewed medical records for licensed operators at the D.C. Cook Nuclear Plant. 
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II
Included in the new MRO's review were documents indicating that your prior MRO had been informed on January 15, 1997, 
that the SRO had experienced a myocardial infarction during December 1996. On February 23, 2004, the new MRO notified 
AEP that the SRO should no longer be allowed to continue to work as a solo operator and the NRC should be notified. That 

tion was provided to the /\IRC by AEP on March 24, 2004. 

1I ed operators are entrusted with the safe operations of a nuclear reactor and must be capable of performing their 
assigned duties under normal, abnormal and emergency operating conditions of the plant. The physical condition and the 
general health of an operator is a significant concern of the NRC so that any sudden incapacitation of an operator due to an 
existing medical condition does not pose undo risk to the facility. Therefore, the NRC places restrictions for certain medical 
conditions on an operator's license to ensure that other licensed personnel are on duty and can immediately compensate for 
an operator who may be suddenly incapacitated because of an existing medical condition. By not informing the NRC of an 
operator's physical condition, such restrictions cannot be put in place and additional personnel may not be available to 
replace an operator who is suddenly incapacitated from an existing medical condition. 

Furthermore, the information about the SRO's cardiac condition had been known to AEP's MRO since January 15, 1997, and 
the failure to provide accurate and complete information to the NRC regarding the pre-existing medical condition of a 
licensed SRO within 30 days, as required by 10 CFR 50.74(c), is a regulatory concern. Moreover, had the medical 
information been complete and accurate at the time the license renewal was sought by AEP on December 28, 1999, the 
NRC would have taken a different regulatory position by applying the appropriate restriction to the SRO license. Therefore, 
the information submitted to the NRC on December 28, 1999, was material to the licensing of an SRO on February 1, 2000, 
and the violation has been categorized in accordance with the "General Statement of Policy and Procedure for NRC 
Enforcement Actions" (Enforcement Policy), NUREG-1600, at Severity Level III. 

In accordance with the Enforcement Policy, a civil penalty in the base amount of $55,000 would be considered for a 
Severity Level III violation at the time the violation occurred. Because your facility has not been the subject of escalated 
enforcement actions evaluated in accordance with the civil penalty assessment process described in Section VI.C.2 of the 
Enforcement Policy within the last two years, the NRC considered whether credit was warranted for Corrective Action in 
accordance with the civil penalty assessment process in Section VI.C.2 of the Enforcement Policy. Credit was warranted for 
the Corrective Action factor. Corrective actions included: preventing activation of the SRO license until the medical status of 
the operator was resolved; discussing the requirements of ANSI 3.4-1983 with the current MRO and personnel in 

ions Training and Regulatory Affairs; requiring all completed physical examination forms and recommendations from 
_ ans be submitted to Regulatory Affairs for inclusion in license applications; and including an overview of the 
r rements for reporting changes in medical conditions in the operator requalification training program. Other corrective 
actions included: performing a 100% self-assessment review of licensed operator medical records; revising the procedure 
to require that all recent physical examination records be submitted to the NRC when requesting an initial or renewal 
reactor operator or SRO license; and planning by September 3D, 2004, to revise the procedure for biennial self-assessment 
of medical records to discuss the requirements of ANSI 3.4-1983 with the designated MRO. 

Therefore, to encourage prompt comprehensive correction of violations and in recognition of the absence of previous
 
escalated enforcement action, I have been authorized, after consultation with the Director, Office of Enforcement, not to
 
propose a civil penalty in this case. However, significant violations in the future could result in a civil penalty.
 

The NRC has concluded that information regarding the reason for the violation, the corrective actions taken and planned to
 
correct the violation and prevent recurrence, and the date when full compliance was achieved, is already adequately
 
addressed on the docket in a letter from AEP dated August 2, 2004. Therefore, you are not required to respond to this letter
 
unless the description therein does not accurately reflect your corrective actions or your position. In that case, or if you
 
choose to provide additional information, you should follow the instructions specified in the enclosed Notice.
 

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.390 of the NRC's "Rules of Practice," a copy of this letter, its enclosure, and your response
 
(should you choose to respond) will be made available electronically for public inspection In the NRC Public Document Room
 
or from the NRC's document system (ADAMS), accessible from the NRC Web site at http://www.nrc.gov/reading

D:nLC!dams.html. To the extent possible, your response should not include any personal privacy, proprietary, or safeguards
 
information so that it can be made available to the Public without redaction. The NRC also includes significant enforcement
 
actions on its Web site at www.nrc.gov; select What We Do, Enforcement, then Significant Enforcement Actions.
 

•
 
Sincerely,
 

IRAI 
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James L. Caldwell 
Regional Administrator 

Nos. 50-315; 50-316 
Nos. DPR-58; DPR-74 

• 

Enclosure: Notice of Violation 

cc w/encl: 
J. Jensen, Site Vice President 
M. Finissi, Plant Manager 
G. White, Michigan Public Service Commission 
Michigan Department of Environmental Quality 
Emergency Management Division 
MI Department of State Police 
D. Lochbaum, Union of Concerned Scientists 

NOTICE OF VIOLATION 

American Electric Power Company Docket Nos. 50-315; 50-316 
D.C. Cook Nuclear Power Plant License Nos. DPR-S8; DPR-74 

EA-04-109 

During an NRC inspection that was completed on June 4, 2004, a violation of NRC requirements was identified. In 
accordance with the "General Statement of Policy and Procedure for NRC Enforcement Actions," NUREG-1600, the violation 
is listed below:.0 CFR 50.9 requires that information provided to the Commission by an applicant for a license or by a 

licensee or information required by statute or by the Commission's regulations, orders, or license conditions to 
be maintained by the applicant or the licensee shall be complete and accurate in all material respects. 

10 CFR 55.23 requires, in part, that to certify the medical fitness of the applicant, an authorized representative 
of the facility licensee shall complete and sign Form NRC - 396, "Certification of Medical Examination by 
Facility Licensee." 

Form NRC - 396, when signed by an authorized representative of the facility licensee, certifies that a physician 
conducted a medical examination of the applicant (as reqUired in 10 CFR 55.21), and that the guidance 
contained in American National Standards Institute/American Nuclear Society (ANSI/ANS) - 3.4 -1983, 
"Medical Certification and Monitoring of Personnel Requiring Operator Licenses for Nuclear Power Plants" was 
followed in conducting the examination and making the determination of medical qualification. 

ANSI/ANS 3.4-1983, Section 5.3.2(1), prOVides, in part, that certain cardiovascular conditions, including 
myocardial infarction, preclude 5010 operation of a nuclear power plant. 

10 CFR 55.25 requires, in part, that if, during the term of the license, the licensee develops a permanent 
physical condition that causes the licensee to fail to meet the requirements of 10 CFR 55.21, the facility 
licensee shall notify the Commission within 30 days of learning the diagnosis of the condition, in accordance 
with 10 CFR 50.74(c). 10 CFR 50.74(c) prOVides, in part, that each licensee shall notify the appropriate 
Regional Administrator within 30 days of the permanent disability or illness of a licensed operator or senior 
operator as described in 10 CFR 55.25. 

ontrary to the above, on December 28, 1999, the licensee submitted to the NRC a Form NRC 396, an 
_ pplication for renewal of a Senior Reactor Operator (SRO) license, that was not complete and accurate in all 

aterial respects. Specifically, the Form NRC 396 certified that the applicant met the medical requirements of 
ANSI/ANS 3.4 -1983 and that the applicant's only restriction was to require corrective lenses be worn when 
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performing licensed duties. During December 1996, the SRO developed a permanent physical condition which 
did not meet the minimum cardiovascular standards specified in ANSI/ANS -3.4 -1983, Section 5.3.2(1) and 
which precluded the SRO from" solo" operation of a nuclear power plant. This information was material to the 
NRC because the NRC relied on the information contained in the Form NRC 396 dated December 28, 1999, to 
determine whether the applicant met the requirements of 10 CFR Part 55 to operate the controls of a nuclear 

•	 power plant and to renew the SRO's license on February 1, 2000. In addition, the facility licensee was prOVided
 
on January 15, 1997, with information about the SRO's December 1996 myocardial infarction, but did not
 
notify NRC of the SRO's physical condition until March 24, 2004, a period in excess of 30 days after learning of
 
the SRO's physical condition.
 

This is a Severity Level III violation (Supplement VII). 

The NRC has concluded that information regarding the reason for the violation, the corrective actions taken and planned to 
correct the violation and prevent recurrence, and the date when full compliance will be achieved, is already adequately 
addressed on the docket in letter from the Licensee dated August 2, 2004. However, you are required to submit a written 
statement or explanation pursuant to 10 CFR 2.201 if the description therein does not accurately reflect your corrective 
actions or your position. In that case, or if you choose to respond, clearly mark your response as a "Reply to a Notice of 
Violation, EA-04-109," and send it to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, ATrN: Document Control Desk, Washington, 
DC 20555 with a copy to the Regional Administrator and the Enforcement Officer, Region III, and a copy to the NRC 
Resident Inspector at the D.C. Cook Nuclear Plant, within 30 days of the date of the letter transmitting this Notice of 
Violation (Notice). 

If you contest this enforcement action, you should also provide a copy of your response, with the basis for your denial, to
 
the Director, Office of Enforcement, United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC 20555-0001.
 

If you choose to respond, your response will be made available electronically for public inspection in the NRC Public 
Document Room or from the !\IRC's document system (ADAMS), accessible from the NRC Web site at 
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/adams.html, to the extent possible, it should not include any personal privacy, proprietary, 
or safeguards information so that it can be made available to the public without redaction. If personal privacy or proprietary 

ation is necessary to provide an acceptable response, then please provide a bracketed copy of your response that 
les the information that should be protected and a redacted copy of your response that deletes such information. If 
quest withholding of such material, you must specifically identify the portions of your response that you seek to haveII, 

withheld and provide in detail the bases for your claim of Withholding (e.g., explain why the disclosure of information will 
create an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy or prOVide the information required by 10 CFR 2.390(b) to support a 
request for withholding confidential commercial or financial information). If safeguards information is necessary to provide 
an acceptable response, please provide the level of protection described in 10 CFR 73.21. 

In accordance with 10 CFR 19.11, you may be required to post this Notice within two working days. 

Dated this 29th day of September 2004. 

privacy Policy I Site Disclaimer 
Last revised Thursday, September 3D, 2004 

•
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U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 

~ Who We Are II What We 00 II Nuclear Reactors II Nuclear Materials 1:1 Radioactive Waste II Public Involvement II Electro~~~~eading I 

tlQme> Electronic Reading Room> Agency Document Access and Management System (ADAMS) > Web Search> Document 

This is a text version of the source file with highlighted search terms.
 
To see and use the original document file, click on the "Return to Results"
 
link below and then click on the file icon to the left of the Title.
 

PNO-IV-04-027: River Bend Station - Shutdown Greater than 72 Hours.
 
Go To Best Hit Return to Results Find More Documents Like This One (ThiS will delete your previous results,)
 

October 4, 2004
 
PRELIMINARY NOTIFICATION OF EVENT OR UNUSUAL OCCURRENCE -- PNO- IV- 04- 027
 
This preliminary notification constitutes EARLY notice of events of POSSIBLE safety or public interest
 
significance. The information is as initially received without verification or evaluation, and is basically
 
all that is known by the Region IV staff on this date.
 
Facility
 
Entergy Operations, Inc.
 
River Bend Station
 
St. Francisville, Louisiana
 
Docket: 50- 45B
 ' se No. NPF- 47 

e Emergency Classification
 
ation of Unusual Event
 IJAe 

Site Area Emergency 
General Emergency 
X Not Applicable 
SUBJECT: Shutdown Greater than 72 Hours 
DESCRIPTION: On October 1, 2004, at approximately 7: 19 a. m. ( COT) a fault occurred on Reserve 
Station Service ( RSS) Line # 1, causing a loss of the Division I emergency bus. The Division I 
emergency diesel generator started and loaded as designed. 
At 7: 30 a. m. a fault also occurred on the main transformer output line causing a generator lock- out, 
turbine trip, and subsequent reactor trip. The loss of the main transformer resulted in a loss of main 
feedwater and two circulating water pumps. The Main Steam Isolation Valves were closed by the 
operators due to lowering main steam line pressure, as a result of plant steam load isolation valves that 
could not be closed due to the loss of power, and difficulty in maintaining main condenser vacuum. 
The reactor was stabilized using the High Pressure Core Spray system and the Safety Relief Valves to 
control reactor level and pressure. Main feedwater was reestablished to control reactor water level. 
The plant was subsequently cooled down, and was in Mode 4 with reactor temperature less than 
200 degrees Fat 11: 35 p. m. on October 1. The licensee is investigating the cause of the faults on RSS 
Line # 1 and the main unit transformer output line. 
The Senior Resident Inspector was in the control room at the time of the reactor trip and continued to 
monitor the licensee's actions. The Senior Resident Inspector from Waterford was dispatched to River 
Bend Station to assist in the event response. A special inspection will be conducted in response to this 
event. 
Region IV has informed the offices of the Executive Director for Operations, Nuclear Reactor 
Regulation, and Public Affairs. 

e tate of Louisiana will be informed. 
T rmation has been discussed with the licensee and is current as of 4: 30 p. m. on 

3,2004.itAD ACCESSION ML042780S2 ill 
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CONTACTS: David Graves, 817- 860- 8141 
Peter Alter, 225- 635- 3193 

•
 

•
 

•
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PNO-IV-04-026 Diablo Canyon Power Plants, Units 1 8t 2 - Response to California Earthquake. 
Go_TQ,Bestlitt Return to Results Find More Documents Like This One (ThiS will delete your previous results,) 

September 28, 2004
 
PRELIMINARY NOTIFICATION OF EVENT OR UNUSUAL OCCURRENCE -- PNO- IV- 04- 026
 
This preliminary notification constitutes EARLY notice of events of POSSIBLE safety or public interest
 
significance. The information is as initially received without verification or evaluation, and is basically
 
all that is known by the Region IV, Arlington, Texas, staff on this date.
 
Facility
 
Pacific Gas and Electric Company
 
Diablo Canyon Power Plant Units 1 and 2
 
Avila Beach, California 93424
 
Dockets: 50- 275; 50- 323
 
License Nos.: DPR- 80; DPR- 82
 
A;e Emergency Classification 
.,cation of Unusual Event 

Site Area Emergency 
General Emergency 
Not Applicable 
SUBJECT: RESPONSE TO CALIFORNIA EARTHQUAKE 
DESCRIPTION: 
On September 28, 2004, at 10: 16 a. m. PDT, a magnitude 6.0 earthquake occurred approximately 45 
miles northeast of Diablo Canyon Power Plant near Parkfield, California. The licensee declared a 
notification of unusual event ( NOUE) at 10: 30 a. m. PDT for the ground motion felt by the control room 
operators and measuring greater than O.Olg acceleration ( 0.012g was recorded on the Earthquake 
Force Monitor). Diablo Canyon Power Plant, Units 1 and 2, remained at 100 percent power following 
the earthquake. The licensee is performing walkdowns of the fire protection systems, both 
containment buildings, auxiliary buildings, the turbine building, and other areas. While these impact 
assessments are still in progress, preliminary reports indicate no structural damage has been 
identified. An assessment of any inputs of the offsite power lines will also be conducted. Emergency 
evacuation routes remained available throughout the emergency planning zone. Two of the 131 
emergency sirens were unavailable immediately folloWing the earthquake, with one emergency siren 
within the emergency planning zone being unavailable because of planned maintenance and the 
second siren being unavailable due to a loss of power stemming from the earthquake. The licensee 
restored power to the second siren at 11: 40 a. m. PDT. The licensee decided to remain in the NOUE 
for a minimum of 24 hours because of the occurrence of aftershocks and notification from the United 
Sates Geological Survey of probable aftershocks for the first 24 hours following the initial earthquake. 
The resident inspectors responded to the control room at the time of the earthquake, independently 
monitored the plant response to the earthquake, and are independently assessing plant structures and 
equipment. Additionally, a specialist inspector is being dispatched to the site, and the NRC staff is 

ing the licensee's response activities from its Incident Response Center in Arlington, Texas. An 
pector will continue to remain on site throughout the period the licensee remains in the NOUE. 

T• te of California has been informed. 
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The licensee made an announcement on local radio stations indicating no damage occurred at the
 
plant.
 
Region IV received notification of this occurrence by telephone from the NRC senior resident inspector
 

Diablo Canyon Power Plant at 10: 20 a. m. PDT, on September 28, 2004.
 
IV has informed EDO/ NRR/ PA.
 

• formation has been discussed with the licensee and is current as of 1: 5S p. m. PDT,
 
September 28, 2004.
 
ADAMS ACCESSION NUMBER: ML042720618 III
 
CONTACTS: William B. Jones ( 817) 860- 8147
 

• 

•
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PNO-IV-04-026A: Diablo Canyon Power Plant Units 1 and 2, Response to California Earthquake - Update. 

Go To Best Hit Return to Results Find More Documents Like This One (This will delete your previous results.) 

September 29, 2004 
PRELIMINARY NOTIFICATION OF EVENT OR UNUSUAL OCCURRENCE -- PNO- IV- 04- 026A 
This preliminary notification constitutes EARLY notice of events of POSSIBLE safety or public interest 
significance. The information is as initially received without verification or evaluation, and is basically 
all that is known by the Region IV, Arlington, Texas, staff on this date. 
Facility 
Pacific Gas and Electric Company 
Diablo Canyon Power Plant Units 1 and 2 
Avila Beach, California 93424 

If
ets: 50- 275i 50- 323 

Nos.: DPR- 80i DPR- 82 
ee Emergency Classification 

No I ication of Unusual Event 
Alert 
Site Area Emergency 
General Emergency 
X Not Applicable 
SUBJECT: RESPONSE TO CALIFORNIA EARTHQUAKE - UPDATE 
DESCRIPTION: 
On September 29, 2004, at 12: 15 p. m. PDT, the Diablo Canyon Power Plant exited the Notification of 
Unusual Event ( NOUE). The NOUE was declared at 10: 30 a. m. PDT on September 28, 2004, due to 
a magnitude 6.0 earthquake which occurred approximately 45 miles northeast of Diablo Canyon 
Power Plant near Parkfield, California. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission Region IV office exited 
the monitoring mode on September 29, 2004, at 3: 00 p. m. CDT. Region IV activated its incident 
response center at 12: 47 p. m. CDT on September 28, 2004. 
Diablo Canyon Power Plant, Units 1 and 2, remained at 100 percent power during the NOLIE. The 
licensee and the NRC resident inspectors and a regional inspector performed walkdowns of the fire 
protection systems, containment buildings, auxiliary buildings, the turbine building, and other areas. 
No damage to any structures, systems, or components was identified. Emergency evacuation routes 
remained available throughout the emergency planning zone. The licensee remained in the NOUE to 
monitor the occurrence of aftershocks following the initial earthquake. 
The resident inspectors responded to the control room at the time of the earthquake, independently 
monitored the plant response to the earthquake, and assessed plant structures and equipment. An 
NRC inspector was on site throughout the period the licensee was in the NOUE. A Region IV 
inspector was dispatched to the site on September 28, 2004, to augment the resident inspector staff 
and was onsite later that evening. The NRC staff monitored the licensee's response activities from its 
n . ent Response Center in Arlington, Texas. . 

te of California has been informed. _ 
IV received notification of exit from the NOUE by telephone from the NRC senior resident 

inspector at the Diablo Canyon Power Plant at 12: 32 p. m. PDT, on September 29, 2004. 
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PNO-II-04-009B, Region II Response to Hurricane Jeanne.
 
~o .IQ-.-6est Hit Return to Results Find More Documents Like This One (ThiS will delete your previous results.)
 

PRELIMINARY NOTIFICATION OF EVENT OR UNUSUAL OCCURRENCE PNO- II- 04- 009B
 
This preliminary notification constitutes EARLY notice of events of possible safety or public interest
 
significance. This information is as initially received without verification or evaluation, and is basically
 
all that is known by Region II staff ( Atlanta, Georgia) on this date.
 
Facility Licensee Emergency Classification
 
Florida Power Corporation X Notification of Unusual Event
 
Crystal River Unit 1 Alert
 
Crystal River, FL Site Area Emergency
 
Docket! License: 050- 302/ DPR 72 General Emergency
 
Not Applicable
 

'IECT: REGION II RESPONSE TO HURRICANE JEANNE 
I River declared a NOLIE at 5: 05 a. m. ( EDT) due to a hurricane warning being issued for the Crystal 
rea. Crystal River is currently at 100% power with no operational issues. Based on the projected 

•w her conditions, Crystal Riverhas no plans or requirements to shutdown the unit. The Technical Support 
Center is manned and operational. The Emergency Operation Facility has not been activated. Current wind 
speeds are 26 mph with 33 mph gusts. Peak wind speeds of up to 70 mph are expected at 2: 00 p. m. ( EDT). 
St. Lucie remains in a loss of offsite power to both units since 11: 56 p. m. ( EDT) on September 25. All 4 
emergency diesel generators started and are providing power to vital loads. On site diesel fuel oil supplies are 
estimated at seven days. The licensee remains in a Notice of Unusual Event for the loss of offsite power and 
the hurricane warning. Both St. Lucie units are on shutdown cooling. The cause of the loss of offsite power 
has been identified. Offsite power is estimated to be restored by 12 Noon ( EDT), September 26, 2004. 
Current access to the site is limited due to damage to bridges. 
Turkey Point exited their NOUE at 7: 15 a. m. ( EDT) on September 26 based on lifting of the Hurricane warning 
in the area. Turkey Point did not experience any significant high winds from the storm. The shutdown of 
Turkey Point Unit 3 for a scheduled refueling outage is continuing. Unit 4 remains at full power. 
Hurricane Jeanne made landfall on the east coast of Florida, very close to the St. Lucie site. St. Lucie 
experienced maximum sustained wind speeds of 100 mph and gusts as high as 120 mph. As of 9: 00 a. m., 
( EDT), the storm is a Category 1 hurricane at winds approximately 85 mph. 
The NRC remains in the Monitoring Mode with inspectors on site at St. Lucie and Crystal River. 
Region II staff members continue to monitor activities from the Incident Response Center and the Florida 
Power and Light Emergency Operations Facility in Miami, Florida. 
The information presented herein was discussed with both licensees ( FPL and FPC/ Progress Energy) and is 
current as of 10: 00 a. m. ( EDT) September 26, 2004. 
CONTACT: Robert Haag 
404- 562- 4480 

•
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u.s. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 

II Who We Are II What We Do II Nuclear Reactors II Nuclear Materials II Radioactive Waste II Public Involvement I Electro~~~~eadlng I 
HQm~ > Electronic Reading Room> Agency Document Access and Management System (ADAMS) > Web Search> Document 

This is a text version of the source file with highlighted search terms.
 
To see and use the original document file, click on the "Return to Results"
 
link below and then click on the file icon to the left of the Title.
 

PNO-II-04-009C, Tropical Storm/Hurricane Jeanne.
 
(;0-10 Be..sLHit Return to Results Find More Documents Like This One (ThiS will delete your previous results.)
 

September 27, 2004
 
PRELIMINARY NOTIFICATION OF EVENT OR UNUSUAL OCCURRENCE PNO- 11- 04- 009C
 
This preliminary notification constitutes EARLY notice of events of possible safety or public interest
 
significance. The information is as initially received without verification or evaluation, and is basically all that is
 
known by Region II staff ( Atlanta, Georgia) on this date.
 
Facilities Licensee Emergency Classification
 
Florida Power and Light Notification of Unusual Event
 
St. Lucie, Units 1 and 2 Alert
 
Jensen Beach, Florida Site Area Emergency
 
Dockets/ Licenses: 05000335, DPR- 67, 05000389 General Emergency
 

X Not Applicable 
__s Energy - Florida Power Corporation 

River Unit 3 
Crystal River, Florida 
Docket! License: 05000302, DPR- 72 
SUBJECT: TROPICAL STORM/ HURRICANE JEANNE 
The NRC Region II office entered the Monitoring Mode and activated its Incident Response Center ( IRC) on 
September 25, 2004, in preparation for Hurricane Jeanne's impact on Region II nuclear plants. Region II staff 
members were also dispatched to the Florida Power and Light Company Emergency Operations Facility in 
Miami, FL, and the State Emergency Operations Center in Tallahassee, FL. The NRC determined that the 
IRC would secure from the Monitoring Mode for this storm and deactivate the IRC in Region II on September 
27, 2004 as of 0400 a. m. 
St. Lucie 
Both units at St. Lucie remain in Mode 4 on shutdown cooling. The licensee exited the Notice of Unusual 
Event ( NOUE) at 1412 ( EDT) on September 26 due to the lifting of the hurricane warning and restoration of 
offsite power. The resident inspectors maintained continual coverage through the hurricane and continue to 
monitor licensee actions. Region II has coordinated with FEMA to commence assessment of the offsite 
infrastructure damage. 
Crystal River 
Crystal River is currently at 97% power and remained in Mode 1 throughout the storm. The licensee exited 
the Notice of Unusual Event ( NOUE) at 0345 ( EDT) on September 27 once the storms winds had subsided. 
The licensee stayed in a NOUE and maintained Technical Support Center ( TSC) staffing as a precautionary 
measure although the hurricane warning had been lifted for the area earlier on September 26. The resident 
inspectors maintained coverage throughout the hurricane and continued to assess plant conditions until the 
lifting of the NOLIE. Maximum sustained winds at the site were approximately 50 to 60 mph with gusts up to 
70 mph. 
This information presented herein has been discussed with the licensees, and is current as of 4: 00 a. m., 

ber 27, 2004. 
_ T: Steve Cahill 

2- 4480 ( Region II IRC) 
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U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 

II Who We Are II What We Do I Nuclear Reactors II Nuclear Materials nRadioactive Waste ~ Public Involvement IElectro~~~~eading I 
HQme > I;lectronic Reading Room > Agency Document Access and Management System (ADAMS) > Web Search> Document 

This is a text version of the source file with highlighted search terms.
 
To see and use the original document file, click on the "Return to Results"
 
link below and then click on the file icon to the left of the Title.
 

PNO-II-04-009, Region II Response to Hurricane Jeanne. 
GQ_To Best Hit Return to Results Find IVJore Documents Like This One (ThiS will delete your previous results.) 

PRELIMINARY NOTIFICATION OF EVENT OR UNUSUAL OCCURRENCE PNO- II- 04- 009 
This preliminary notification constitutes EARLY notice of events of possible safety or public interest 
significance. The information is as initially received without verification or evaluation, and is basically all that is 
known by Region II staff ( Atlanta, Georgia) on this date. 
Facility Licensee Emergency Classification 
Florida Power and Light Co. X Notification of Unusual Event 
St. Lucie Units 1 & 2 Alert 
Jensen Beach, FL Site Area Emergency 
Docket/ License: 050- 335/ DPR 67 ( Unit 1), General Emergency 
050- 389/ NPF 16 ( Unit 2) Not Applicable 

CT: REGION II RESPONSE TO HURRICANE JEANNE 
clear Regulatory Commission Region II office is currently tracking Hurricane Jeanne which is currently 

•a gory 3 storm with winds exceeding 110 miles per hour. Region II activated its incident response center
 
on Saturday, September 25, 2004, as Hurricane Jeanne neared the east coast of Florida. The agency entered
 
the Monitoring Mode at 3: 15 p. m. Region II has NRC inspectors on site at St. Lucie, and inspectors are
 
monitoring activities at Crystal River and Turkey Point. Region II staff members were also dispatched to the
 
Florida Power and Light Company Emergency Operations Facility in Miami, Florida.
 
The St. Lucie and Turkey Point sites declared a Notice of Unusual Event on September 24 at 17: 00 ( EDT) due
 
to the issuance of a Hurricane Warning for the east coast of Florida. St. Lucie Units 1 and 2 shutdown at
 
11: 30 and 12: 00 ( EDT), respectively, on September 25. Turkey Point Unit 3 is at 50 percent power in
 
preparation for its refueling outage and Turkey Point Unit 4 is operating at 100 percent power.
 
The Federal Emergency Management Agency Region IV has also activated its Regional Operations Center to
 
monitor the hurricane.
 
The State of Florida has been notified.
 
The information presented herein was discussed with the licensee and is current as of 7: 30 p. m. ( EDT)
 
September 25, 2004.
 
CONTACT: Len Wert
 
404- 562- 4480
 

•
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PNo-n-04-009A, Region II Response to Hurricane Jeanne•
 
.c;;i9 TQ.J;test Hit Return to Results Find More Documents Like This One (ThiS will delete your previous results.)
 

PRELIMINARY NOTIFICATION OF EVENT OR UNUSUAL OCCURRENCE PNO- II- 04- 009A
 
This preliminary notification constitutes EARLY notice of events of possible safety or public interest
 
significance. This information is as initially received without verification or evaluation, and is basically
 
all that is known by Region II staff ( Atlanta, Georgia) on this date.
 
Facility Licensee Emergency Classification
 
Florida Power and Light Co. X Notification of Unusual Event
 
St. Lucie Units 1 & 2 Alert
 
Jensen Beach, FL Site Area Emergency
 
Docket/ License: 050- 335/ DPR 67 ( Unit 1), General Emergency
 
050- 389/ NPF 16 ( Unit 2) Not Applicable
 
SUBJECT: REGION II RESPONSE TO HURRICANE JEANNE
 

lIane Jeanne made landfall on the east coast of Florida, very close to the St. Lucie site. St. Lucie
 
enced maximum sustained wind speeds of 100 mph and gusts as high as 120 mph. Both St. Lucie and
 

ey Point remain in a Notice of Unusual Event due to issuance of a hurricane warning.
 
At 11: 56 p. m. ( EDT), offsite power was lost to both units at St. Lucie. All 4 emergency diesel generators
 
started and provided power to vital loads. The 1B Intake Cooling Water Pump failed to automatically start, but
 
was manually started from the control room. The licensee declared a Notice of Unusual Event for the loss of
 
offsite power. Both St. Lucie units are on shutdown cooling. The cause of the loss of offsite power has not
 
been identified.
 
Turkey Point did not experience any significant high winds from the storm. The shutdown of Turkey Point
 
Unit 3 for a scheduled refueling outage is continuing. Unit 4 remains at full power.
 
Crystal River Unit 3 remains at full power. Winds near 70 mph are projected to be experienced at the site for
 
about 1 hour beginning at 9: 00 a. m. ( EDT) on September 26.
 
The NRC remains in the Monitoring Mode with inspectors on site at St. Lucie and Crystal River.
 
Region II staff members continue to monitor activities from the Incident Response Center and the Florida
 
Power and Light Emergency Operations Facility in Miami, Florida.
 
The information presented herein was discussed with the licensee ( FPL) and ;s current as of 5: 00 a. m. ( EDT)
 
September 26, 2004.
 
CONTACT: Len Wert
 
404- 562- 4480
 

•
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PNO-IV-04-025: Entergy Operations, Inc. - River Bend Station and Waterford-3: Region IV Response to
 
Hurricane Ivan.
 
G.UQ__.6.~sLHit Return to Results Find More Documents Like This One (This will delete your previous results.) 

September 15, 2004
 
PRELIMINARY NOTIFICATION OF EVENT OR UNUSUAL OCCURRENCE -- PNO- IV- 04- 025
 
This preliminary notification constitutes EARLY notice of events of POSSIBLE safety or public interest
 
significance. The information is as initially received without verification or evaluation, and is basically
 
all that is known by the Region IV, Arlington, Texas, staff on this date.
 
Facilities
 
Entergy Operations, Inc.
 
River Bend Station
 
Docket: 50- 458
 
License: NPF- 47
 

lIord 3 
: 50- 382
 

LI se: NPF- 38
 
Licensee Emergency Classification
 
X Notification of Unusual Event for Waterford
 
Alert
 
Site Area Emergency
 
General Emergency
 
X Not Applicable for River Bend
 
SUBJECT: REGION IV RESPONSE TO HURRICANE IVAN
 
DESCRIPTION:
 
The Nuclear Regulatory Commission Region IV office is taking several steps to monitor the effects of
 
Hurricane Ivan on nuclear facilities. The Hurricane is currently a Category 4 storm with winds
 
exceeding 140 miles per hour. Region IV is planning to activate its incident response center by 1 p. m.
 
CDT, Wednesday, September 15, 2004, as Hurricane Ivan nears the Gulf Coast with a projected
 
landfall between Grand Isle, Louisiana, and Apalachicola, Florida. Region IV has additional NRC
 
inspectors onsite at the Waterford and River Bend nuclear power plant sites in Louisiana to monitor
 
licensee activities and to review preparations for severe weather. Region IV staff members were also
 
dispatched to the Federal Emergency Management Agency Region VI office in Denton, Texas, and the
 
State of Louisiana emergency operations center in Baton Rouge. Each of the Agencies have activated
 
their operations centers in preparation for the Hurricane.
 
The Waterford 3 and River Bend Nuclear Stations are currently operating at 100 percent power. The
 
Waterford 3 Steam Electric Station declared a Notice of Unusual Event on September 14, 2004, at
 
4: 04 p. m. ( CDT) because of the issuance of a Hurricane Warning for Saint Charles Parish, Louisiana. 
Waterford 3 is currently not experiencing any high winds or rain. 
The states of Louisiana and Mississippi have been notified. 
The information presented herein is current as of 11 a. m. CDT, September 15, 2004. 
A_ACCESSION NUMBER: ML042590359 HI 
C T: W. B. Jones, 817/860- 8147 
wI) rc. gov 
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PNO-IV-04-025A: Entergy Operations, Inc.: River Bend Station and Waterford-3 - Update to Region IV
 
Response to Hurricane Ivan.
 
GQ..IQ....6~.s.Ltljj; Return to Results Find More Documents Like This One (This will delete YOllr previous results.) . 

September 16, 2004
 
PRELIMINARY NOTIFICATION OF EVENT OR UNUSUAL OCCURRENCE -- PNO- IV- 04- 025A
 
This preliminary notification constitutes EARLY notice of events of POSSIBLE safety or public interest
 
significance. The information is as initially received without verification or evaluation, and is basically
 
all that is known by the Region IV, Arlington, Texas, staff on this date.
 
Facilities
 
Entergy Operations, Inc.
 
River Bend Station
 
Docket: 50- 458
 

e: NPF-47
 
ord 3
 

• : 50- 382 
License: NPF- 38 
Licensee Emergency Classification 
Notification of Unusual Event 
Alert 
Site Area Emergency 
General Emergency 
Not Applicable 
SUBJECT: UPDATE TO REGION IV RESPONSE TO HURRICANE IVAN 
DESCRIPTION: 
The Nuclear Regulatory Commission Region IV office exited the monitoring mode on September 16, 
2004, at 9: 00 a. m. Central Daylight Time ( CDT). Region IV activated its incident response center at 
1 p. m. CDT, Wednesday, September 15, 2004, Region IV augmented the NRC inspectors onsite at 
the Waterford and River Bend nuclear power plant sites in Louisiana to monitor licensee activities and 
to review preparations for severe weather. Region IV staff members were dispatched to the Federal 
Emergency Management Agency ( FEMA) Region VI office in Denton, Texas, and the State of 
Louisiana emergency operations center in Baton Rouge. 
The Waterford 3 and River Bend Nuclear Stations are currently operating at 100 percent power. The 
Waterford 3 Steam Electric Station exited the Notice of Unusual Event on September 16, 2004, at 
5: 02 a. m. COT. The nuclear reactors at both stations sustained no damage to safety systems from the 
storm and remained at 100 percent power. Maximum sustained winds near 30 mph, with gusts up to 
44 mph were experienced at the Waterford 3 station. Winds began to diminish at the site shortly 
before Hurricane Ivan made landfall. At 4: 00 a. m. COT, the National Weather Service cancelled the 
hurricane warning for Saint Charles Parish and other surrounding areas. Maximum sustained winds at 
the River Bend Station were 14 mph, with gusts up to 20 mph. Based on communication with the ' and the state of Louisiana, the emergency evacuation routes surrounding the stations were not
 IIIy affected by Hurricane Ivan.
 

te of Louisiana has been notified.
 
The information presented herein is current as of 1 p. m. COT, September 16, 2004. 
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PNo-n-04-08C; Florida Power 8r. Light &. Progress Energy- Florida Power Corporation, Tropical Storm
 
Frances.
 
G.QIQJ,les..ttHt Return to Results Find More Documents Like This One (TillS will delete your previous results.) 

September 7. 2004
 
PRELIMINARY NOTIFICATION OF EVENT OR UNUSUAL OCCURRENCE PNO- II- 04- 08C
 
This preliminary notification constitutes EARLY notice of events of possible safety or public interest
 
significance. The information is as initially received without verification or evaluation, and is basically all that is
 
known by Region II staff ( Atlanta, Georgia) on this date.
 
Facilities Licensee Emergency Classification
 
Florida Power and Light Notification of Unusual Event
 
St. Lucie, Units 1 and 2 Alert
 
Jensen Beach, Florida Site Area Emergency
 

s/ Licenses: 05000335, DPR- 67, 05000389 General Emergency
 
X Not Applicable
 

• ss Energy - Florida Power Corporation
 
Crystal River Unit 3
 
Crystal River, Florida
 
Docket! License: 05000302, DPR- 72
 
Subject: Tropical Storm Frances
 
The Region II office entered the Monitoring Mode and activated its Incident Response Center ( IRe) on
 
September 3, 2004, in preparation for Hurricane Frances' impact on Region II nuclear plants. Region II staff
 
members were also dispatched to the Florida Power and Light Company Emergency Operations Facility in
 
Miami, FL, and the State Emergency Operations Center in Tallahassee, FL. The following is a brief synopsis
 
of the events that transpired from September 3 to cessation of the Monitoring Mode and deactivation of the
 
IRC in Region II on September 7.
 
St. Lucie
 
The licensee issued a Notice of Unusual Event ( NOUE) at 10: 43 a. m.( EDT) on September 2 due to the
 
declaration of a Hurricane Warning for the east coast of Florida. The site made preparations for the
 
impending severe weather by reducing plant power and eventually shutting down both reactor plants on
 
September 4. All necessary shutdown safety systems responded as required and were utilized in the
 
shutdown of the reactor plants. The impact of Hurricane Frances was most severe at the site in the early
 
morning of September 5, as the eye of Hurricane Frances passed over the site and subjected the plant to high
 
winds exceeding 80 mph and heavy rain. The site did not suffer a loss of offsite power ( LOOP), but did lose
 
dedicated communications with the IRe. Alternative methods of communicating were established and
 
maintained throughout the remainder of the hurricane. The licensee exited the NOUE on September 5 at 5: 20
 
p. m. An evaluation, after the hurricane passed revealed that the site had suffered some structural damage to 
warehouses and outbUildings and the city water supply had been isolated to the plant. On September 6, the 
licensee observed an increase in Unit 2 unidentified reactor coolant system ( RCS) leakage and quantified the 
leakage rate at 2.5 gpm. The licensee has since determined that 1.75 gpm of the leakage is associated with 
tlltainment spray system and Rep seals. The licensee continues to investigate the source of the 
r ng 0.75 gpm leak. The resident inspectors maintained coverage throughout the hurricane and 

e to monitor licensee corrective actions. Region II has coordinated with FEMA to assess the offsite 
infrastructure damage. 
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NRC: Web Search Page 2 oi2 

Crystal River 
Tllnsee issued a Notice of Unusual Event ( NOUE) at 5: 10 p. m.( EDT) on September 5 due to the 
d ion of a Hurricane Warning for the west coast of Florida. Hurricane Frances was downgraded to a 
T I Storm and the sustained winds experienced on the site were approximately 35· 40 mph. A reactor trip 
occurred on September 6 due to a partial Loss of Offsite Power ( LOOP) and all necessary safe shutdown 
systems operated as expected. An emergency diesel generator started to supply electrical power to the" B" 
train vital bus. On September 7 offsite power was restored to the affected bus and the plant electrical 
alignment was restored to its normal configuration. Communications with the site have been adequate 
throughout the storm. The resident inspectors maintained coverage throughout the storm and continue to 
monitor the licensee's recovery from the plant trip. The licensee exited the NOUE on September 7 at 10: 17 
a. m. Region II has coordinated with FEMA to assess the offsite infrastructure damage. 
This information presented herein has been discussed with the licensees and the State of Florida, and is 
current as of 1: 00 p. m., September 7, 2004. 
CONTACT: Joel Munday 
404- 562- 4560 

• 

•
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The Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research of the 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission is hosting its annual 

Nuclear Safety Research Conference (NSRC) 
on October 25-27,2004
 

at the Marriott at Metro Center
 
775 12th Street NW
 

Washington DC
 

We are planning an exciting program and welcome
 
your attendance and active participation.
 

Background and Purpose 

The NSRC is an international conference sponsored by the Office of Nuclear 
Regulatory Research (RES), U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) 
that has been held every year since 1973. Its focus on regulatory issues attracts 
researchers, regulators, and utility representatives from the United States and 
more than twenty other countries. Participants interact with the NRC's staff 
and with colleagues to discuss the insights from research programs undertaken 
to support the NRC's mission. 

Conference Format 

This year's sessions will cover technical research in materials aging 
and degradation, new reactors, fuels, PRA infrastructure, and radiation 
protection, codes and operating experience. This information will center 
on where research has taken us, its current status, and where it will go in 
the next 3-5 years. Papers and presentations will cover past and present 
work, with the future being discussed by panels of experts. 

Guest speakers and panelists tentatively include NRC Chairman 
Nils J. Diaz, and Commissioners Edward McGaffigan, Jr., and 
Jeffrey S. Merrifield, representatives from organizations, industries, 
government, the research community and public interest groups in 
the United States and abroad. 

Poster Sessions will highlight additional technical material. 

This Conference Agenda is preliminary and subject to change. For the most 
CUlTent infonllation regarding the 2004 NSRC, contact Conference Coordinator 
Sue Monteleone at (631) 344-7235 or visit the website at www.bnl.gov/nsrc. 

•
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• Conference Agenda (preliminary) 
Monday October 25,2004 

Plenary Session 
8:30-8:45 am Opening Remarks - Carl Papedello. Director. RES 
8:45-9:45 am Keynote Speaker - Nils J. Diaz, Chairman, NRC 
10:00-12:00 Two concurrent sessions 

Session 1 - Materials Aging and Degradation Research 

Objective: To discuss consideration of failures of passive systems and 
components in risk assessments, and discuss two risk-informed initiatives 
involving passive failures. Results will be presented from materials degra
dation and aging research, emphasizing regulatory and safety insights. 

A panel with experts in PRA and materials will debate and challenge issues 
associated with consideration of passive failures and risk assessments. Issues 
related to methodology. treatment of uncertainties, appropriate risk measures 
and defense-in-depth, and their use in decision-making will be discussed. 

Session 2 - New Reactors 

• 
Objective: To discuss ongoing recent or planned NRC and industry safety 
research activities affecting new and advanced reactors and to discuss 
infrastructure to support next-generation reactor teclmology. 

12:00-1:30 pm Lunch 

1:30-5 :00 pm Continuation of the morning's conCUlTent sessions 

Session 1-Materials Aging and Degradation Research (cont'd.) 

Subtopic 1-Risk-Informed Initiatives involving passive component failures 
will center on the revision of the PTS rule (lOCFR50.61), and the develop
ment of LOCA frequencies considering the degradation of passive systems. 

Subtopic 2 - Materials Aging Research will describe the NRC's and 
industry's programs on proactive management of degradation. and on 
barrier integrity-leakage detection systems. 

Session 2 - New Reactors (cont'd.) 

A panel of NRC staff, industJ.1'. national laboratories, and public interest groups 
will discuss future research needed to suppo11licem;ing of new reactors. 

•
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• Tuesday October 26, 2004 

Plenary Session 
8:30 - 9:30 Commissioner's Speech 
9:45 - 11 :45 Two concurrent sessions 

Session 3 - Materials Fuel Research (click here: for updated information) 

Objective: To discuss the issues and research required to establish the technical 
basis for LOCA rulemaking. The focus will be on state-of-the-art review of 
LOCA issues, and the effects of alloy and burn-up on cladding behavior. 

Session 4 - Development of a PRA Infrastructure 

Objective: This session will explore improving the PRA infrastruclure to 
identify the different types of generic- and application-specific guidance, and 
prescriptive instructions needed to support quality in PRAs. Presently, the 
analyst's ability to develop realistic, complete models is limited by the need for 
approaches to treat uncertainties, including completeness uncertainty, in risk
informed decision making. The session will also consider Human Reliability 
Assessment and advances in Fire Risk Assessment. 

• 
11:45 -1:15 pm Lunch 

1:30 - 5:00 pm Continuation of the morning's concurrent sessions 

Session 3 - Materials Fuel Research (cont'd.) - (click here: for updated infonnation) 

Topics will cover the characteristics of cladding under LOCA conditions, 
and the NRC's rulemaking on lOCFR50.46. 

A panel of experts will debate research needs, regulatory impacts, and 
question whether NRC's focus is optimal, and cooperative arrangements are 
appropriately used. 

Session 4 - Development of a PRA Infrastructure (cont'd.) 

This session will consider insights on PRA quality from SPAR and ASP, phased 
approaches (e.g., Rg1.200), and international activities. 

A panel discussion on PRA methods & tools will debate our limitations, 
priorities, and whether future risk applications might require additional PRA 
tools, methods, and guidance. 

Additionally, we will cover modeling organizational factors, integrating equipment 
aging inlo the PRA model, and quantifying the risk of low-power shutdown. 

•
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• 
Tuesday, October 26, 2004 
9:45-11:45 

Session 3 - Spent Fuel Research 

Objective: Dry storage and transportation casks impose unique temperature and 
pressure conditions on spent fuel rods, and the consequences ofthese 
conditions are considered in cask licensing. Research results under these 
conditions and their implications will be presented in this session. 

1:30-5:00
 
Session 3B - High Burnup Under LOeA Conditions
 

Objective: Risk-infOlmed, performance-based rulemaking is planned to revise 10 
CFR 50.46 and Appendix K for LOCA analysis. Results of recent research will be 
presented, and these results will provide the technical basis for changing the 
embrittlement criteria in the rule. 

• 

•
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• Wednesday October 27,2004 

8:30 - 11:30 Two concurrent sessions 

Session 5 - Radiation Protection 

Objective: To discuss current initiatives in radiation protection including 
new reconunendatiollS from the International Commission on Radiological 
Protection (ICRP), the challenges of homeland security. and establishing a 
more robust materials program. 

A poster session will demonstrate new HP research tools, MACCS improve
ments, and an effluent database. 

Session 6 - Codes 

Objective: To explore issues in developing and applying computer codes to 
analyze reactor systems. Topics will include the analysis, applications, and 
maintenance of codes, the status of the TRACE project, the analysis of source 
tenns, and the assessment and modernization of the MELCOR code. 

The panel discussion will probe the optimization and updating of codes, and 
identify areas of the greatest benefits to pursue. 

• 11 :30 -1:00 pm Lunch 

1:00 - 3: 15 pm Two concurrent sessions 

Session 5 - Radiation Protection (cont'd.) 

A panel of specialists will discuss how NRC should respond to the many 
challenges of the ICRP's evolving recommendations on radiological 
protection, waste disposal, and their practical implementation. 

Session 7 - Operating Experience 

Objective: To present the efforts to enhance the NRC Operating Experience 
Program utilizing the analysis conducted by RES. Prime concern is the impact 
on this program from the recommendations of the Davis Besse Lessons 
Learned TaskForce and the August 14,2003 Northeast Blackout. 

The presentation will include generic program-process & screening analysis, the 
operating experience implementation tac;k force and the intemational safety 
margins project. We will look at insights from assessments of the electrical grid, 
the boric-acid progran1, and from Mexico's operating experience. 

Plenary Session 

3:30 Closing remarks 

•
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• Conference Registration 

The NSRC is open to the public, and there is no registration fee. However, 

registration for the conference is strongly encouraged. 

Registration Form (Please Print) 

Name: _ 

Title: _ 

Affiliation: _ 

Address: _ 

_______________ CoWltry: 

Telephone: _ 

Fax: _ 

•
 email: _
 

Four easy ways to register: 
1. Visit our web site www.bnl.gov/nsrc 
2. Mail this registration form 
3. Fax this registration form 
4. e-mail the above registration information 

Submit registration information before October 15, 2004 to: 
Susan Monteleone, Conference Coordinator 
Brookhaven National Laboratory 
P.O. Box 5000, Building 130 
Upton, New York USA 11973-5000 

Tel. 1-631-344-7235 
Fax. 1-631-344-3957 
e-mail: susanm@bnl.gov 

•
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Inside NRC
 
Volume 26/ Number 20/ October 4, 2004 

Domenici book touts his role in regulatory turnaround; 
Jackson begs to differ 

By the late 1990s, NRC's licensing
 
process had become unpredictable and
 
regulatory delays were so prevalent that
 
the nuclear industry was losing interest
 
in applying for reactor license extensions
 
and uprates or gearing up for possible
 
new plant construction, according
 
to Sen. Pete Domenici (R-N.M.).
 

As he saw it, the industry was running
 
up costly bills to address issues
 
not directly tied to safety or to tend to
 
prescriptive requirements to pacify the
 
regulators.
 

The agency had become bloated and
 
out of touch with its safety mission and
 
needed more discipline, says Domenici,
 
who decided it was time to mete out
 
some "tough love." Then-NRC
 
Chairman Shirley Jackson, however, has
 
a slightly different version of those
 
times.
 

Domenici, a six-term senator who is
 
chairman of the Senate Energy &
 
Natural Resources and head of the
 
appropriations committee with jurisdiction
 
over /\IRC's budget, is now a first time
 
author. In a new book he wrote
 
with the help of Blythe Lyons and Julian
 
Steyn, consultants with the Washington,
 
D.C.-based firm Energy Resources
 
International, Domenici portrays the
 
NRC as in dire need of reform after years
 
of congressional neglect.
 

The crush of problems worsened, 
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• 
according to Domenici, after whistleblowers 
sought out the media to expose 
Millstone as out of compliance with 
NRC design basis regulations. He says 
the agency, under the leadership of then-Chairman Jackson, 
reacted by developing more regulations and cracking 
down on minor infractions. 

Domenici says he began hearing complaints not just 
from the industry but also from NRC staffers. "I became 
very concerned that many NRC directives were not promoting 
safe operations, and certainly were not using riskinformed 
criteria," Domenici wrote in his book, "A 
Brighter Tomorrow." 

• 

''The answer was to move to risk-informed, performance
based regulation," he said. "The NRC needed to 
review existing regulations to reform those that were outdated, 
paperwork-oriented, or that consumed resources for 
compliance but had no positive impact on safety." 
Domenici recalled he decided to "get some things 
straight" with Jackson at a meeting arranged at her 
request. But before the two met, word traveled back from 
the NRC staff that it was Jackson who wanted to clear the 
air on some issues. 

When Jackson arrived, he confronted her with a copy
 
of the proposed fiscal 1999 bUdget for NRC, which would
 
have required the agency to absorb deep spending cuts
 
and layoff 700 staffers. At the time, Domenici staffers had
 
signaled the senator was prepared to slash between $100

and $150-million of the agency's $488.6-million budget
 
request (INRC, 11 May '98, 1). House appropriators were
 
equally resolved to force agency changes, directing in
 
report language that NRC make improvements to its adjudicatory
 
and licensing processes.
 

Jackson was "stunned" when she saw the budget proposal,
 
Domenici said. "The chairwoman wondered aloud,
 
'You can't be serious?' But as it became perfectly clear that
 
I not only had the backup but the budget cuts in hand,
 
she asked for details. I gave them," Domenici said.
 
Domenici stressed he wasn't bluffing about the bUdget
 
cuts, which he promised to push through if action wasn't
 
taken within a "few months at most."
 
"Chairman Jackson got up, left, and didn't look back,"
 
he said.
 

•
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Historical inaccuracies? 

•
 

•
 

Domenici blames the NRC for hindering the progress of
 
the commercial nuclear sector over the past two decades in an
 
11-page chapter titled "Regulatory Roadblocks to Nuclear
 
Power."
 

But Jackson, now president of Rensselaer Polytechnic 
Institute in Troy, N.Y., says Domenici didn't quite get it right 
on the regulatory revolution during her tenure. Jackson 
became a commissioner and assumed the chairmanship in 
May 1995 and served through June 1999. She said Domenici's 
description of NRC's regulatory approach while she was chairman 
was "a gross mischaracterization of the facts" and asserted 
that NRC began shifting to a new regulatory paradigm 
years before the meeting described in the book. 
Jackson says she began speaking publicly as early as 
September 1996 about the need to refocus on the "safety-significant 
aspects of reactor operations." She took exception 
to Domenici taking credit for moving the agency toward a 
new regulatory philosophy, contending she was the one 
"who both coined the phraseology 'risk-informed, performance
based regulation,' and articulated its meaning." 
In a page and a half of comments to Inside NRC, 
Jackson wrote, "Moreover, this is and was known in 
nuclear circles around the world." She noted one of her 
first speeches on the subject was made at a meeting in 
Madrid. 

The former chairman also said she was well aware of 
the senator's budget cut proposal before her meeting with 
Domenici. "I reviewed the bUdget proposal, and the meeting 
did not prompt any change in direction for the NRC, 
but a continuation (and some acceleration) of an 
approach we had already begun," Jackson said. 
"The agency already had embarked on an aggressive 
program designed to heighten the security and safety of 
nuclear power plants, and to reformulate the regulatory 
approach. Any assertions to the contrary distort the pUblic 
record and provide a disservice to those who might read 
Sen. Domenici's book, to me, and to the staff of the 
NRC,"Jackson said. 

Book release this month 

Senate Majority Leader Bill Frist (R-Tenn.) is hosting a 
reception Oct. 6 at the U.S. Capitol to celebrate the publication 
of Domenici's book, which is slated for release this 

• 
month. Among those invited are members of the press, 
industry officials, and current and former congressional 
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colleagues and staffers. 

•
 

•
 

The book, published by Rowman & Littlefield 
Publishers Inc., has a foreward by former Sen. Sam Nunn 
(D-Ga.), who praises Domenici for contributing to the public's 
understanding of the importance of nuclear power. 
"Citizens of the world will always link the safety of 
nuclear power with the prospect of terrorists acquiring 
nuclear materials and exploding a nuclear bomb or a dirty 
bomb," Nunn said. But he says Domenici emphasizes that 
nuclear energy can be produced safely, while maintaining 
tight security of the materials and managing the waste. 
Nunn called Domenici an influential lawmaker because 
of his grasp of subjects and persuasive arguments. "Pete is 
the kind of colleague who makes you want to go back and 
check your facts if he differs with you on an issue," he said. 
In his book, Domenici does little to shade or hide his 
views on everything from the nuclear fuel cycle to radiation 
standards. The senator criticizes the use of the linear . 
non-threshold model for assessing radiation risks, makes 
the case that the U.S. should not try to permanently dispose 
of high-level waste, which he believes should be 
reprocessed, and scoffs at claims that nuclear plants aren't 
safe or are vulnerable to terrorist attacks. 

He says he became convinced over the past three 
decades that nuclear power must have a prominent role in 
meeting future U.S. energy needs after examining the 
costs and benefits of coal, natural gas, solar, wind, hydro, 
and particularly oil. He also concludes it is the most efficient 
and environmentally sound baseload option. 

"Our nation is poised to meet not only our needs for electricity 
with clean, low-cost generation, but we can reach out 
to other nations and help them," Domenici says. 
-Jenny Weil, Washington 

•
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Volume 26/ Number 20 / October 4, 2004 

Divided commission to approve new 50.69 rule 

An effort that began more than a 
decade ago under the banner of graded 
quality assurance is expected to reach a 
penultimate milestone Oct. 7 when the 
commissioners affirm their votes to 
approve a final, voluntary rule-10 CFR 
50.69-that will risk-inform NRC's special 
treatment requirements on procuring 
components for nuclear plants. 

• 

Sources said the vote will be 2 to 1, 
with Commissioner Edward McGaffigan 
disagreeing with the decisions of 
Chairman Nils Diaz and Commissioner 
Jeffrey Merrifield to significantly modify 
the staff's proposal on the treatment 
of so-called risk-informed safety class 3 
(RISC-3) structures, systems, and components 
(SSCs). By using a rigorous categorization 
process for plant SSCs, utilities 
hope they can save money by 
procuring commercial-grade RISC-3 components. Such components, 
while safety-related, are of low risk significance. 

Diaz and Merrifield have apparently voted to streamline 
language on treatment that the industry found objectionable 
in the final version of the rule that the staff forwarded at the 
end of June. But it is unclear whether the commission also will 
change a key section on categorization that the industry also 
didn't like. 

After the commission votes, the staff will have to conform 
the final rule package, including the preface, or statement of 
considerations, to the commission's directives, a process that 
could take several weeks to months. 

Once the rule is published in the Federal Register, NRC will 
have to wait to see how many utilities move to adopt the new 
procedures. One barometer of the rule's usefulness could be 
whether STP Nuclear Operating Co., which asked for and 

• 
received an exemption from NRC's current special treatment 
requirements, moves to adopt the rule or continues to use its 
current exemption.-Michael Knapik, Washington 
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Industry concerned that staff's SE 
challenges NEI sump methodology 

Issues raised in a draft NRC safety evaluation (SE) could 
complicate resolution of PWR sump safety issues, an industry 
source said last week. 

The Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI) has developed, and 
NRC staff is reviewing, a guidance document that proVides a 
methodology for PWR operators to evaluate the ability of 
their containment sump systems to maintain core cooling 
despite debris accumulation after a serious reactor accident. 
In a generic letter dated Sept. 13, NRC requested that operators 
conduct such evaluations, using either the NEI or an 
alternative NRC-approved methodology, and upgrade their 
sumps if necessary (INRC, 20 Sept., 5). 

• 
NRC's draft SE issued Sept. 20, concluded that "portions 
of the proposed guidance were acceptable as is; and other 
portions were found to need additional justification and/or 
modification." In the SE, NRC staff "identified conditions, 
limitations, and required modifications, including alternative 
guidance to supplement those portions determined by 
the staff to need additional justification and/or modification 
in the NEI submittal." 

If the issues raised in the SE are adequately addressed, 
"the resultant combination of the NEI submittal and staff 
safety evaluation provide an acceptable overall guidance 
methodology for the plant-specific evaluation" requested by 
the generic letter, NRC staff concluded in the SE. 

The SE was reviewed by the thermal-hydraulic subcommittee 
of the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards 
(ACRS) at public meetings Sept. 22-23. The subcommittee 
''felt that staff's technical justification wasn't up to par in 
some places," an industry source said last week. The subcommittee 
raised a number of technical issues, including the 
possible contribution of chemical effects in the post-accident 
containment environment to debris generation and accumulation, 
John Hannon, chief of the plant systems branch in 

• 
the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR), told Inside 
NRC last week. Staff will respond to this and other issues 
raised by the subcommittee when the full ACRS reviews the 
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SE at its Oct. 7 meeting, Hannon said. 

•
 

•
 

Use of NEl's guidance "does not exempt a plant from 
concerns not explicitly addressed" in the evaluation 
methodology, such as chemical effects, staff said in the SE. 
"Initially, licensees should evaluate whether the current 
chemical test parameters, which are available in the test 
plan for the joint NRC/Industry Integrated Chemical Effects 
Tests, are sufficiently bounding for their plant specific conditions," 
the SE said. 

NRC's Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research is "beginning 
testing this month with contractors to get additional 
data that we are going to share with industry by the end of 
the year," David Solorio of NRR's plant systems branch told 
Inside NRC. These tests "could show there is no additional 
concern, or could show a little more debris buildup and 
head loss [a measure of diminished sump effectiveness]," 
Solorio said. Therefore, "staff is asking licensees to consider 
the impact of chemical effects" in their evaluations, Solorio 
said. 

"If chemical effects are observed during these tests, then 
licensees should evaluate the sump screen head loss consequences 
of this effect," the SE said. "A licensee who chooses 
to modify their sump screen before tests are complete 
should consider potential chemical effects in order to avoid 
additional screen modification should deleterious chemical 
effects be observed during testing." 

NEI developed "what we still believe to be a very conservative 
methodology that is going to bias [PWR operators] to 
modify their sump designs in some way," John Butler, NEI 
project manager for the sump evaluation guidance, told 
Inside NRC. "It seems NRC has tried to add additional conservatisms 
in a number of ways that are going to make this 
problem a lot more difficult to resolve." Citing one example, 
Butler said the SE challenged NEl's estimate of the amount 
of insulation likely to be turned into debris by pipe breaks in 
a loss-of-coolant accident. NRC's suggested modification to 
the methodology "significantly increases the zone of influence" 
-that is, the area of insulation damaged by water from 
a pipe break-"and amount of debris that would be postulated 
to occur," Butler said. "NRC's modi'fication increases the 
zone of influence by a factor of three," he said. 

In a letter dated Sept. 27, NRR's Hannon told NEI that 
industry "may provide clarification on any factual errors or 

• 
technical misinterpretations contained in the SE provided 
they are received by October 1." NEI's reply to Hannon's letter 
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• 
was not available by press time. "The final SE will be 
issued after making any necessary changes and will be made 
publicly available," Hannon said in his letter. NRR has previously 
stated that it plans to complete its review of NEI's 
methodology by the end of October. 
-Steven Dolley, Washington 

•
 

•
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ACRS recommends steam dryers 
be part of license renewal reviews 

License renewal should be approved for Exelon's Dresden 
and Quad Cities plants but additional issues should be 
included in NRC's application review, including an evaluation 
of steam dryers for all future BWR license renewal 
applicants, the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards 
told the agency last month. 

NRC staff "should require that, prior to entering the period 
of extended operation, Exelon conduct an evaluation to 
ensure that operating experience at extended power uprate 
(EPU) levels is properly addressed by the aging management 
programs" at Dresden and Quad Cities, ACRS Chairman 
Mario Bonaca said in a Sept. 16 letter to NRC Chairman Nils 
Diaz. Also, "steam dryers should be included in the scope of 
license renewal" for the units, Sonaca said. Additionally, 
NRC staff should develop guidance to apply these recommendations 
to "future boiling water reactor license renewal 
applications," he said. 

At a Sept. 9 ACRS meeting, Bonaca took issue with the 
position o'f NRC staff and Exelon Nuclear that steam dryers 
should be considered a "current operating issue" rather than 
a license renewal issue (INRC, 20 Sept., 6). Because pieces of 
a Quad Cities-2 steam dryer broke off and "went through 
safety-related components" after the dryer cracked in 2002, 
steam dryers should be considered "a component that could 
have an impact on safety-related components," and therefore 
in scope, Sonaca said at the meeting. NRC's safety evaluation 
report on the Dresden-Quad Cities application 
excluded steam dryers from the license renewal review. 
NRC approved extended power uprates of 17.8% for 
Dresden and Quad Cities in December 2001 , but Quad Cities 
has been operating at its previous power rating since the 
2002 steam dryer incident. Exelon plans to replace the Quad 
Cities steam dryers during a spring 2005 refueling outage, 
Bill Bohlke, Exelon Nuclear vice president, said at the Sept. 9 
meeting. 

NRC staff is preparing a response to the ACRS letter, said 

• 
P.T. Kuo, NRC's program director for license renewal and 
environmental impacts. Kuo did not say whether NRC 
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would accept the committee's recommendations. NRC will 

• 
reply to ACRS "within the next few weeks, before the 
Dresden-Quad Cities decision," another NRC staffer told 
Inside NRC last week. NRC staff expects to issue a decision 
on the application by Nov. 1. 

Kuo said at the Sept. 9 ACRS meeting that "if plans to 
maintain the integrity of the Dresden and Quad Cities steam 
dryers during extended power uprate conditions should be 
unsuccessful, the applicant has committed to include the 
dryers within the scope of license renewal." 

Exelon Nuclear is "crafting an answer" to the ACRS 
request but hasn't reached a "final conclusion" on whether 
steam dryers should be considered in scope, said spokeswoman 
Ann Mary Carley. Regardless of the disposition of 
the scoping issue, steam dryers are already included in 
Exelon's "asset management plan," Carley said. Whether 
steam dryers should be included in license renewal aging 
management plans, which would entail "a more stringent 
review process with the NRC," is still under consideration by 
Exelon, she said. Either way, the steam dryer issue "won't 
affect the schedule to conclude license renewal review unless 
there's a showstopper, which we don't anticipate," Carley 
said.-Steven Dolley, Washington

• 

•
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Inside NRC
 
Volume 26/ Number 19/5eptember 20, 2004 

NEI task force to come up 
w,ith SOP recommendations 

The Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI) is pulling together a 
task force to come up with recommendations on improving 
NRC's significance determination process (SOP) for assigning 
color codes to inspection findings. NRC and the industry 
agree that disputes over whether an inspection finding is 
green-of very low risk significance-or white, yellow, or 
red-with those colors indicating progressively higher risk 
significance-are consuming too much time and resources. 

In particular, licensees are sensitive to a finding being 
classified as white-low to moderate safety significance
rather than green, an NEI representative said, given the 
potential impact on bond ratings and stock prices of getting 
enough white findings to push a nuclear unit into one of 
the escalated-inspection columns of NRC's action matrix. 
As an example of the resources that are going into resolving 
the limited number of "greater-than-green" preliminary 
findings, eight NRC officials, including Region I 
Administrator Sam Collins, will meet Sept. 27 with nine 
Exelon representatives, including the vice president of the 
company's mid-Atlantic regional operating group. They are 
slated to discuss an NRC inspection finding that involved a 
failure of personnel at Oyster Creek to follow procedures 
while replacing the cooling fan drive belts on an emergency 
diesel generator cooling system during an overhaul in April. 
Oyster Creek is already an NRC Column-2 plant-meaning 
it is in the regulatory response column of the action matrix 
of NRC's reactor oversight process-because of a white 
inspection finding in the mitigating systems cornerstone. A 
second white in this cornerstone would push Oyster Creek 
into Column 3, or the degraded cornerstone column, meaning 
there would be more inspections. 

Also on Sept. 27, representatives from NRC's Region IV 
and NRC headquarters will meet with representatives from 

• 
Nebraska Public Power District to discuss a greater-thangreen 
preliminary finding involving the utility's failure to 
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• 
restore Cooper's service water system to its normal configuration 
following maintenance. 

The intense resources that are often involved in resolving 
color findings led the NEI's Nuclear Strategic Issues Advisory 
Committee, which is composed of utility chief nuclear officers, 
last month to bless the formation of the task force. The 
NEt representative said he hopes the task group comes up 
with recommendations by the end of October so that they 
can be vetted through a senior NEI working group and forwarded 
to NRC. 

NEI representatives for some time have been suggesting 
that when there is a dispute over the color of an inspection 
finding, NRC should just go ahead and conduct a further 
inspection to see the extent of the condition and what corrective 
actions the utility has taken. If the extent of the condition 
is limited and if the utility has taken effective corrective 
action, then the finding should be listed as a green finding, 
NEI representatives have said. "Resources should be 
spent on fixing the problem rather than on arguing over the 
color of the finding," one NEI source said. 

• 
At NRC's Regulatory Information Conference in March, 
NRC's Stuart Richards said that the SOP timeliness for 
greater-than-green issues "must improve," and he acknowledged 
that some SDPs are ''very resource intensive." 
-Michael Knapik, Washington 

•
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Article published Sep 18, 2004 

State seeks new opinion on Yankee 
The Douglas administration has asked a national nuclear advisory panel to review what the state considers the 
most controversial 
- and potentially dangerous - aspect of a plan to increase power production at Vermont Yankee. 

In a letter to the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards, state Public Service Commissioner David O'Brien 
asked the committee to review Entergy's plans, specifically the plan to maintain pressure in the reactor's 
containment during an emergency. 

"The department is questioning whether Entergy should be allowed to count on a certain amount of pressure 
in the reactor to allow emergency core cooling pumps to run, in the event of an accident," the Public Service 
Department said in a statement Friday afternoon. 

O'Brien noted that the state had already lodged a challenge on the same issue when it requested a formal 
hearing from the Nuclear Regulatory Commission on the containment-pressure issue three weeks ago. Vermont's 
congressional delegation has urged the NRC to hold such a hearing. 

The NRC, which has never held such a hearing on power increase, is still considering the request, according to 
a spokesman. O'Brien said that the state's nuclear engineer, William Sherman, had raised the same concerns 
last year. The NRC's response, which came six months later, failed to answer the state's concerns, he said. 
"We're asking for an independent body of experts to look at this issue," O'Brien said Friday. "We want to 

•
 
highlight the overpressure issue." He said the advisory committee was an independent body from the NRC staff.
 
"I think they have some genuine influence," he said. 

NRC spokesman Neil Sheehan said the advisory committee was already in line to review the uprate case as part 
of the "checks and balances" inherent in the NRC's uprate review process. Sheehan, who hadn't read Vermont's 
request, said that if the state's request for a hearing is granted, the hearing will be held before the Atomic 
Safety and Licensing Board, a division of the NRC. 

Raymond Shadis, senior technical advisor for the New England Coalition, a nuclear watchdog group, said the 
Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards currently reviews all power uprates, and has never turned one down. 
The New England Coalition has also asked for a formal hearing, but on different grounds. 
"For the time being, they review all extended power uprates," Shadis said. "Back in 1999, they expressed grave 
reservations of granting uprates of more than 8 percent." 
But since then, the committee has been involved in reviewing all the uprates and have given its approval on 
each one, including those that have included similar containment-pressure plans as Vermont Yankee. 

Shadis said to call the group independent was misleading. The committee, made up of experts from around the 
country, relies on NRC staff for research." To say they are independent is a great deal of hokum," he said. 

Entergy spokesman Robert Williams said the company has full confidence in its application to the NRC to 
generate an additional 20 percent, or 100 megawatts, of power. " Our filing for an uprate is well grounded in 
NRC regulations, that have allowed containment-pressure credits at 25 other plants," 
Williams said. 

"The ACRS was set up by Congress to give an independent view on safety matters and we welcome the 
oversight," he said . 

•
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Large Break LOCA Progression
 

NUREG/CR 6770 Table 10: CL DEGB - Large Dry Containment 
(MELeOR) 

Parameter Slowdown Phase Injection Phase Recirculation Phase 
0+ 20s 45s 45 s 15 min 27 min 27 min 2h 24 h 

RCS pressure at break (psia) 2250 393 55 
RCS temperature at break (OF) 531 291 250 250 173 144 144 
Break flow velocity (ftls) 296 930 100 
Break flow quality 0 0.25 0.3 0.3 0 

Safety injection (gpm) 11500 11500 11500 
Recirculation flow (gpm) 17500 11800 11~00 

Spray flow (gpm) 0 5700 5700 5700 

Containment pressure (psig) 0 36 33 33 11.5 7 7 1.5 0 
Containment temperature (OF) 110 305 250 250 190 163 163 115 95 
Pool depth (ft) 2 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 
Pool temperature (OF) 212 187 187 125 100 
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LOCA Debris Estimates
 
Demonstration Calculations 

For a W-4 Loop with Large Dry Containment - assume 10,000 ft3 of 
fibrous insulation, latent fiber approx 20 ft3 10,000 
Assume each SG, RV, PZR approx 1300 ft3 (6 biQ items) 1300 7800 
Remaining miscellaneous insulation 2200 
ZOI fraction of SG 0.9 1170 
ZOI fraction of miscellaneous insulation (compartment) 0.25 550 
Total estimate of debris 1720 

Transport Phase (approximate percentages/values) Small Fines LarQe Pieces 
factor ft3 factor ft3 

Debris Profile Fraction 55% 912 45% 808 
Fraction transported to Upper Levels by Slowdown 90% 839 65% 509 
Fraction transported directly to Pool 10% 73 35% 299 
Fraction Washed Down into Pool 70% 595 20% 107 
Fraction transported to Inactive Pools 5% 27 5% 57 
Fraction in pool transported to Sump Screens 100% 625 75% 264 
Fraction of Debris Generated That Accumulates on Sump Screens 70% 629 35% 267 
With a 100 ft2 screen, small fines only, yields an approx debris depth of 6 ft 
A debris bed of 6 ft, with a particulate load of 300 #, would yield an estimated head loss of 10-17 ft 

All RMI/Latent Fiber Only 
For Latent Fiber only - 20 ft3 (all small fines, overall transport 70%) 14 ft3 bed 

0.14 ft =1.7 inches thick 
Back calculate a 1/8 (0.125) inch bed, results in latent debris volume of 1.04 ft3 bed on 100 ft2 screen 

1.5 ft3 of latent fiber 

Practical Solutions: double jacket fiber insulation, modify sump screen, refine ZOI model, trash racks/barriers, 
operator actions, revised setpoints, chanQe insulation types, etc... 
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Safety Evaluation Report, GSI-191
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SER Sections 3.3 and 4.2.1 - Break Selection
 

• Guidance Report 
- Considerations for selecting the limiting break location 

- Limiting break location criterion - Head loss across 
the sump screen 

• Maximum amount of debris transported 

• Worst combination of debris mixes transported 

- Break size and piping system considerations 

- Consider all phases of the accident scenario 

- Refinement - Application of SRP 3.6.2/BTP MEB 3-1 
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SER Sections 3.3 and 4.2.1 - Break Selection 

•	 SER 
-	 GR acceptable with two exceptions: 

•	 No guidance for plants that can substantiate no thin fiber 
layer (no thin bed effect) 

• Secondary side break locations - staff position is analyses 
consistent with LOCA piping 

-	 Staff concludes that it is not appropriate to cite SRP 3.6.2 and 
BTP MEB 3-1 as methodology for determining break locations 
for PWR sump analyses 

•	 ACRS Questions 
• Added Appendix VIII describing thin bed effect and Calcium 

Silicate behavior 
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SER Section 3.4 Debris Generation
 

• Guidance Report 
- NEI Zone of Influence using ANSI/ANS 58.2-1988 free-jet model, 

resizing to sphere 

- ZOI Refinements 
Direct Impingement using modeling two freely-expanding jets 
Use of Debris specific destruction zones 
Simplification to a Compartment 

- Debris characteristics provided for transport and head loss input: 
• Destruction pressure, density, size, and distribution 
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SER Section 3.4 Debris Generation
 

• SER 
- GR Approach is acceptable with modifications identified by the staff 
- Destruction pressures based on air jet testing should be reduced by 

40% to account for two-phase effects; truncation allowed at robust 
barriers limits impact 

- Two categories of debris: 
•	 Coatings - Lack of data leads to staff positions for (1) use of data 

from experimentation to justify values used, or (2) use of 
conservative alternative guidance 

•	 All other debris types - Debris-specific data and default values 
recommended in the baseline and refinements, are generally 
acceptable 

• ACRS Questions 
- Destruction pressure definition - Appendix I figures and revisions 

.;:,V .<f),- Paint chip size for no thin bed analyses ____________________________________~~=~~::~________________________ "t.",p. REGU{
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SER Section 3.6 - Debris Transport 

• Guidance report 
- Based on NUREG/CR-6762 logic tree 
- Conservative mass of debris on sump screen 
- Transport only the small fines: blowdown, 

washdown, pool fill, and pool recirculation 
- Conservatively quantify the logic tree 
- Analytical refinements (Section 4.2.4): nodal 

network and CFD 
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SER Section 3.6 - Debris Transport
 

•	 SER
 
- Staff accepts GR
 
- Supplemental guidance: blowdown and washdown
 

(App. VI), pool transport using CFD (App. III), debris 
transport comparison (App. IV) 

-	 Limitations: relocation into inactive pools, large 
debris transport, and uniform debris distribution on 
the pool floor 

•	 ACRS questions 
f..p..~ REGUl-	 Debris moving into upper containment "v" 4;, 
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SER Section 3.7 - Head Loss
 

ACRS Questions 

1. NUREG/CR-6224 testing data range covers temperature 60 - 125 of.
 
Can the industry use it beyond 125 of?
 

2. No concise description of "Thin Bed" effect. 

Staff Response: Temp range has been extended to 220+ OF. 

Basis: Staff analysis indicates that the most limiting physical
 
phenomenon is the air bubble formation through the
 
bed due to the depressurization.
 

The air void fraction depends on water temperature, head loss 
and containment pressure. The criteria is that void fraction <3%. 
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SER Section 3.7 - Head Loss 

Thin Bed Effect And Its Impact 

Definition: 

A relative thin layer of fibrous bed with particulate causes a high
 
head loss due to the bed porosity approaching the corresponding
 
particulate sludge limit.
 

Plant application: 
A small amount of fiber can challenge the NPSH margin. 

SER reqUirement: 

Both the actual bed thickness and a thin bed need to be evaluated 
\.",p..~  REG(J
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SER Section 7.3 - Downstream Effects 

•	 Guidance Report 
- Blockage of flow paths 
- Wear and abrasion of surfaces 
- Blockage of flow clearances through fuel assemblies 

•	 SER 
-	 Licensees to determine downstream source term
 

based on Sections 3.3 to 3.6 calculations
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SER Section 7.3 - Downstream Effects
 

•	 SER 
- Licensees to consider conditions of operation, 

mission times, wear/abrasion, blockage mechanisms, 
engineering evaluation of EGCS and GS 

- Licensees to determine downstream source term 
based on Sections 3.3 to 3.6 calculations 

-	 Licensees to consider conditions of operation, 
mission times, wear/abrasion, blockage mechanisms, 
engineering evaluation of ECCS and CS 
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SER Section 6 - Alternate Evaluation
 

• Guidance Report 
- Realistic and risk-informed elements 
- Comparable to the ongoing 10 CFR 50.46 risk-informed 

rulemaking effort 
- Define a "debris generation" LOCA break size 

• All auxiliary piping attached to the RCS 
• Break size equivalent to the area of a double ended rupture 

of a 14 inch diameter pipe (approximately 197 square inches) 
- Region I analyses - RCS breaks up through and including the 

"debris generation" break size (customary design basis 
analyses) 

-	 Region II analyses - RCS break sizes larger than the "debris 
generation" break size 

12
 



• • • 
SER Section 6 - Alternate Evaluation� 

- Region II analyses (Continued) 
• More realistic analyses and assumptions 
• Safety-related and single failure-proof considerations 
• May require plant-specific exemptions or license amendments 
• Acceptance criteria - NPSH margin to demonstrate adequate core cooling 

flow and containment cooling� 
- Risk-informed aspects� 

• Associated plant modifications and operator actions 
• Analyses performed consistent with RG 1.174 

• SER 
- Alternate evaluation approach is acceptable 
- SECY-04-150 - informed the Commission 

• ACRS Questions 
- Region II acceptance criteria 
- Overall risk reduction 

13 
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REVIEW OF HEAD LOSS PREDICTION ACROSS SUMP SCREENS 

1. Introduction • 
A review ha.~ been conducted regarding me basis for the sump-screen head-loss 

correlation in Appendix B of NUREG/CR 6224, related papers (in particular Kyan et a1. 

(1970), MacDonald et a!. (1979), and Ingmanson et aI. (1959», more recent literature, 

such as the review by Lee and Wang (2000), a Los Alamos Report LA-UR-04-1227 

which presenrs head loss data across debris beds which may form during PWRILOCA 

(including the effects of calcium silicate insulation). two memoranda from Dr. Graham 

Wallis titled, "The NUREG/CR 6224 Head Loss Correlation [9/03/20041" and "Plow 

Through a Compressible Porous Mat-Analysis of the Data Presented in Series 6 Tests 

reported by LANL in LA-UR-04-1227 [9/312004]". Some responses to Dr. Wallis's 

memoranda made by LANL have also been reviewed. Finally, relevant sections in the 

Draft SER on proposed document number NEI 04-07 was reviewed. • 
More specifically. the focus of this review was to detennine 

a) Whether the recommendation in the Draft SER, particularly with regard to 

"thin-bed" and "mixed-bed" configurations containing calcium silicate presented on page 

63, Table 3-5 were defensible. 

b) Whether the correlation presented as Eq. B-21 in NUREG/CR 6224, coupled 

with the bed compression expressions given in B-22 to B-24, can be used to provide 

"bounding" head-loss predictions for flow through debris beds that accumulate on sump 

screens during PWRILOCA. 

•
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• 2. {&mments 

The main comments based on this review are summarized below, and the basis for 

each discussed in the following sections. 

a) There appears to be insufficient basis for the SER section titled, "Staff 

Evaluation for Section 3.7.2.3.1.4", pages 62-64, including Table 3-5. The values 

presented in Table 3-5 are based on what appears to be incomplete data in LA-UR-04

l227-in particular the data and discussion in the LANL report commencing on page 5, 

Section 5.5, "Head Loss Results and Analysis". As discussed in Section 3 of chis review, 

the data presented in Figures 5.13 (for Test 6H) and Figure 5.14 (Test 6G) of the LANL 

report, are inconclusive with regard to, and may severely underestimate, the parameter 

values presented in Table 3-5 of the SER. 

• b) On the broader subject of the "NUREG/CR 6224 correlation" and associated 

calculational procedures, there is reason to believe that both its form (equation B-2! in 

the NUREG) and the associated calculation of actual packing density (equation B-24) are 

not defensible. The first point is discussed in Section 4 and the second in Section 5. 

The lirerature suggests (see the extensive review by MacDonald et al. (1979) and 

the paper by Ingmanson et al. (1959), which are cited in NUREG/CR 6224) that an Ergun 

equation with modified coefficienrs correlares a wide range of data, and there appears to 

be no reason why it, together with the (correct) procedure to estimate bed compressibility 

in Ingrnanson et aI. (1959), should not be used for the problem at hand. 

•
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3.	 The LANL Data 

The recommended values in the Draft SER Table 3-5 come from Section 5.5 of •LA-UR-04-1227. To fit the so-called NUREG correlation (discussed in the next section) 

to the data, the tunable parameters. specific surface area and sludge density are adjusted. 

It is notable that these parameters rhen vary significantly between tests. In particular, as 

the head loss is approximately proportional to the square of the specific surface area, 

there is a significant effect of tuning this. (Note also thaI about 3 20% increase in sludge 

density decreases the specific surface area by about 10% in the tuning process). 

Be that as it may, the recommended values come from these tunable parameters 

being adjusted to fit Tests 6G and 6H. These are taken from the LANL report and are 

shown in Figures 1 and 2 here. Note that the highest poinI in Test 6G to which the fit 

was made mayor may not be the highest pressure loss. (The x-axis in Figure 1 appears 

to be mislabeled and should probably be approach velocity). The trend of the increasing •velocity lines can be continued to indicate that the pressure loss couJ.d perhaps have been 

higher (double or more). If the velocity had then been decreased, perhaps it would have 

followed a line from the "NUREG correlation" that was higher-and was based on a 

higher specific surface area. 

To be conclusive, 6G and 6H would have had to be done like Test 6C shown in 

Figure 3. Here the approach velocity was increased until several points with increasing 

velocity could be fined to the ''NUREG correlation". Until such a procedure is followed 

for conditions corresponding to 60 and 6H, the experimental data should nol be used to 

recommend values for the specific surface ares and the slUdge density even for the 

questionable NUREG correlation. 

• 
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• 4. The NUREG/CR 6224 Correlation 

The NUREG/CR 6224 correlation, which for some reason is called "semi

•
 

theoretical" in LA-UR-04-1227 (perhaps to give it more legitimacy than it deserves), 

seems simply to be a sum of what appears to be an early empirical fit to head losses in 

fibrous beds proposed by Ingmanson et al. (1959) for the viscous regime, and to an 

incorrectly fonnulared teml which purports to come from the paper by Kyan er al. for the 

inertial effects. The term is similar to that in the Brgun equation but' is incorrectly 

divided by e rather than €J. As noted in the extensive review by MacDonald et aI., which 

is also cited in NUREG/CR 6224, Kyan er al.'s data for fibrous beds is primarily in the 

flow regime region where viscous resistance predominates. Therefore, the value of the 

constant that is used for the inertial term is of little significance [see discussion in 

MacDonald et aI., p. 203, B.2, Kyan Data]. 

At this point it is worth considering whether lashing together yet another 

correlation, such as the one in NUREGJCR 6224, is justified in view of the fact that 

MacDonald er al. note that an Ergun equation with slightly modified coefficients does as 

well as anything else. In particular, they state that use of porosiry numbers, etc., seems 

an unnecessary complication. Be that as it may, the porosity dependence in the inertial 

term in NUREG/CR 6224 is in any case incorrect and should be divided by £3. 

To proceed, let us consider the form of the NUREGfCR 6224 correlation given 

below 

• (1) 
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where Le , L", are the uncompressed and compressed bed ihicknesses, respectively, U is •
the superficial velocity, E is the porosity and S" is the particle surface area for unit 

volume. The forms proposed for a and bare: 

(2a) 

(2b) 

Also, A and B are constants set at 3.5 and 0.66, respectively. The form is essentially a 

resbicted Ergun equation, with A and B taking slightly different values, and a( t: , S,,) of a 

slightly different form. As noted previously, the expression for b(E, S,,) is wrong in (2b). 

Note that in this restrictive Ergun form -k(e) I b(e} in this expression is a unique • 
function of E. as the interfacial area per the unit volume, or particle diameter, cancels out. 

The NUREG expression. therefore, implicitly assumes that such a unique relationship 

exists between the coefficients of the two terms and also of each term individually. Is 

this assumption likely to be correct? Consider the dara presented in Tables I to IV in 

MacDonald et al.' s paper. Here they fitted the best values for the constants in the Ergun 

equation for each data set and found that they vary by about a factor of 3 depending on 

the struct\lTe of the packed beds. 

It is clear that there is no unique relationship between a and b in terms of just the 

porosity. The relationship will vary depending on the geometry of the interstitial spaces. • 
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• At best, one can hope fOT such a relationship to hold for a type of bed, such as a fibrous 

mat, and a different expression may hold for particulate beds, etc. In essence, the fonn of 

the dependence on porosity varies considerably depending on the type of bed. The 

NUREG correlation adds nothing and has an incorrect inertial tenn. 

As an aside, it is somewhat surprising that LANL calls this expression "semi

theoretical" in view of the extensive work done in that laboratory on flow in porous 

media, particularly in regard to oil reservoirs, where extensive use of Lattice-Boltzmann 

calculations have been done using scanned micrographs of cored samples as input to the 

calculations. 

5. The Bed Compression Relationship 

• The issue is in regard to Eq. B·24 in NUREG/CR 6224 that predicts bed 

compression to be proportional to some power of the pressure gradient rather than the 

pressure itself. This suggests that, for a given pressure loss across the bed, as the 

thickness increases, the compression will decrease. As Dr. Wallis correctly points out in 

his memoranda, the stress balance is usually written in tenns of solid pressure in the 

filtration literature (see for example the extensive review by Lee and Wang, Eqs. 30-33). 

This results in a porosity related to the applied pressure difference. rather than the 

pressure gradient. as given by Lee and Wang in Eq. 37 of their review. In NUREG/CR 

6224 it is staled that the relationship comes from Ingmanson, et al. (1959). However, on 

reviewing Jngmanson et al.'s paper, it is clear that this is false. Ingmanson et al. (1959) 

proposed that the actual bed density C be given by 

• C=Mp~ (3) 
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(Their equation (4)) where ps is the compacting pressure at a point in the bed given by • 
P. =~-p (4) 

where PI is the force per unit area acting on the total upstream (exposed) face of the bed 

(or mat) and P is the hydrostatic liquid pressure at the point in the bed where p, is 

calculated. 

In Table I of IngJIlanson et aI., values of M and N are presented for several 

materials, including wood fibers. Therefore, the expression in NUREG/CR 6224 does 

not appear [0 come from Ingmanson el al. The expression used by Dr. Wallis in his 

review is therefore consistent with the pUblished literamre and the NUREG is not. 

References •Ingmanson, W.L., Andrews, B.D.• Johnson, R.C.• 1959, "Internal Pressure Distributions 
in Compressible Mats Under Fluid Stress", PAPPI Journal, 42, 840. 

Kyan, C.B., Wasan. D.T., Kintner. R.C, 1970, "Flow of Single-Phase Fluids Through 
Fibrous Beds". Ind. Eng. CJzem. Fundam. 9,596. 

Lee, D.l., Wang, C.H., 2000, "Theories of Cake Filtration and Consolidation and 
Implications to Sludge De-Watering", Waler Research, 34, 1. 

MacDonald, I.F., EI-Sayed. M.S.• Mow, K., and Dullien, F.A.L.• 1979. "Flow Through 
Porous Media: The Ergun Equation Revisited". 1nd. Eng. Chern.. Fundam., 18, 199. 
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NUCLEAR ENERGY INSTITUTE 

Anthony R. Pietrangelo 
SENIOR DIRECTOR, RISK REGULATION 
NUCLEAR GENERATION 

October 1, 2004 

Mr. John N. Hannon 
Chief, Plant Systems Branch 
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation 
Mail Stop OIl-All 
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Washington, DC 20555-0001 

SUBJECT:	 Safety Evaluation for NEI Guidance Report "Pressurized Water 
Reactor Containment Sump Evaluation Methodology" 

PROJECT NUMBER: 689 

Dear Mr. Hannon: 

This letter responds to your September 27 letter that provided notification of an 
opportunity to clarify any factual errors or technical misinterpretations contained in 
the subject safety evaluation (SE). The enclosure provides a set of detailed 
comments on the SE. 

The industry evaluation guidance was developed to provide a practical and 
realistically conservative method for resolution of PWR sump performance issues. 
We believe this objective was accomplished with the document submitted to NRC on 
May 28, 2004 and supplemented on July 13, 2004. 

The industry guidance addresses debris generation, debris size distribution, 
transport and headloss in a comprehensive fashion that focuses attention and 
necessary conservatism on the risk-significant event scenarios and phenomena. 
The SE modifications significantly increase the conservatism of individual aspects 
of the methodology for all event scenarios without regard to the risk-significance of 
the affected scenarios and with no apparent recognition of the overall conservatism 
of the final result. For example, the SE: 

•	 increases the size of the zone affected by break jet impingement by a factor of 
three for all insulation materials and 

•	 increases the affected zone for qualified coatings by three orders of
 
magnitude.
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These changes significantly increase the level of conservatism for the least risk
significant spectrum of breaks. 

The July 13, 2004 supplement to Section 6 of the industry guidance provided an 
alternative evaluation method that addresses the low-risk spectrum of breaks. The 
main attribute of this alternative method is the selection of a "debris-generation" 
break size, above which more realistic inputs, methods and criteria may be used. 
The SE places limitations and restrictions on the use of the alternative evaluation 
method that significantly limit its value and use. For example, the guidance allows 
use of nominal parameters in the calculation of NPBH for the low-risk spectrum of 
breaks. However, the SE removes any allowance for exceeding the "nominal" 
parameters during normal operation, thereby necessitating the use of bounding 
values to avoid numerous operability evaluations. 

• 

PWR plants have been proactively working to address GSI-191 in advance of the 
issuance of the final BE. A number of companies with specialized knowledge on 
containment sump performance have worked with NEI on the development of the 
evaluation guidance and have already utilized the guidance for several PWRs. We 
believe it would be instructive for NRC reviewers to become more familiar with the 
application of industry evaluation guidance. We encourage, and can help facilitate, 
meetings between NRC and GSI-191 service vendors so that a greater appreciation 
of the overall conservatism of the evaluation guidance, methods and results can be 
obtained. This would also serve to provide an engineering perspective on 
cumulative results of the evaluation. These meetings can be arranged and 
conducted quickly, with minimal impact on resolution schedules. 

An acknowledged and complicating factor in both NRC and industry efforts to 
resolve GSI-191 is the continuing need to address new concerns and phenomena. 
Testing to investigate the potential for adverse chemical effects in the containment 
following a LOCA will begin in the next few weeks with initial results becoming 
available after the planned issuance of the final SE and after initiation of efforts by 
industry to implement resolution guidance. While every effort is being made to 
address chemical effect concerns in a timely manner, the potential for resolution 
schedules to be impacted must be acknowledged. The NRC recommendation for 
PWR plants to incorporate margin in their designs in advance of the test results is 
not supportable in that there is no basis against which to assess the validity or 
appropriateness of chosen margin factors. 

Industry activities and schedule to address the impact of debris passage on systems 
and equipment downstream of the containment sumps are complicated by ongoing 
and planned NRC tests. The schedule and scope of these tests is unknown and 

• 
introduce a significant uncertainty in efforts to address downstream effects. While 
some downstream effects (e.g., component clearances) can have an impact on 
containment sump screen design (primarily screen mesh size), these effects are 
known and are addressed in the industry guidance. Other potential effects, 
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primarily wear and abrasion concerns, are relatively independent of containment 
sump screen design in that the screen design acts as a boundary condition for the 
subsequent treatment and resolution. Given the potential for planned testing to 
impact the manner in which these downstream effects are addressed, we urge NRC 
to consider a resolution schedule that is separate from upstream effects and which 
accommodates the NRC test schedule. 

The brief time allotted for review of the DSER has been insufficient to allow the 
level of review appropriate for this important document. We intend to continue our 
review, focusing on identification of areas requiring additional clarification, in order 
to provide the instruction and guidance necessary for proper implementation by 
PWRs. 

Please contact John Butler 202-739-8108, jcb@nei.org, or me if you have any 
questions on this transmittal or if we can assist in arranging the recommended 
vendor meetings. 

Sincerely, 

~A.(7~

• Anthony R. Pietrangelo 

c:	 Mr. Michael Johnson, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Mr. David L. Solorio, U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
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Comments on 9/20/04 Draft Safety Evaluation Report on Guidance Document 

"Pressurized Water Reactor Sump Performance Evaluation Methodology" 

General Comment: 
It would be helpful to summarize guidance exceptions in a stand alone section. At 
present the guidance exceptions are distributed throughout the document including: the 
executive summary, sections entitled "Staff Evaluation for Section XXX", sections 
entitled "Staff Conclusions Regarding Section yYY", Table 3-6 entitled "Non
Conservative Assumptions in the Baseline Evaluation Methodology", the chapter entitled 
"Conditions and Limitation", and the chapter entitled "Conclusion". 

Page vi, fourth paragraph
 
The DSER states:
 

For plants needing to evaluate secondary-side piping such as main steam and 
feedwater pipe breaks, break locations should be postulated in a manner 
consistent with the guidance in Section 3.3 of this SER 

This should be modified to state that secondary side break locations should be postulated 
in a manner consistent with the plant licensing basis. Section 3.3 of the DSER 
(specifically section 3.3.4) excludes the use ofBTP MEB 3-1 on the basis that its 
application for debris generation purposes does not meet the intent of 10 CFR 50.46. 

•
 Irrespective of the validity of this basis, it is not applicable to secondary side breaks.
 

Page ix, ES.4 second paragraph 
Guidance should be provided that one alternative for proving that large pieces do not 
transport is through verification with a detailed CFD model. Using pool velocity data 
from only one plant, as referenced in the DSER, can be misleading. 

Page x, ES.6 Analytical refinements 
Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) models were extensively used and were an 
accepted basis in BWR resolutions in regards to debris transport. The DSER conclusions 
regarding application of CFD methods are unclear. The Executive Summary states: 

For debris transport, two methods for computing flow velocities in a sump 
pool - i.e. network method and the computational fluid dynamics methods 
are provided ---. However, the staff finds the guidance offered in either 
option to be insufficient to provide an acceptable alternative to the baseline 
approach. 

Page 96, Staff Conclusions Regarding Section 4.2.4 states: 

Consistent with Regulatory Guide 1.82, Revision 3, the staff accepts (1) the 

• 
CFD method and (2) the nodal network method as an alternative method to 
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calculate debris transport onto the sump screens. However, the licensees 
using the nodal network method sbould support it using experimental data to 
ensure tbat the debris transport estimates are conservative with respect to 
the quantities and types of debris transported to the sump screen. The GR •
recommended debris transport model in Section 4.2.4 tbat assumes using a
 
uniform distribution of debris across the sump Roor is not acceptable
 
because the debris entrance into the pool is not uniform. Appendices III and
 
VI provide additional staff guidance on adapting the debris transport
 
methodologies for refined analyses.
 

The Executive Summary and/or staff conclusions on page 96 should be revised to be
 
consistent.
 

Page xii, ES.ll Downstream Effects
 
The DSER directs licensees to consider the downstream effects ofparticles larger than
 
the screen openings and axially-oriented particles that pass through the screen.
 

This requirement is excessively conservative. The differential pressure expected across
 
the screens is very low, and would not be expected to extrude debris. Also, the
 
transportability of larger particulate is comparatively less than smaller particulate. Thus
 
the bypass fraction for large or axially oriented particulate, even for clean screens, would
 
be expected to be much lower than for small particulate. As the fiber bed forms, this
 
bypass fraction quickly reduces to very near zero. This requirement should be deleted.
 

Page xii, ES12 Chemical Effects
 
The DSER states the following in several areas:
 • 

Initially, licensees should evaluate whether the current chemical test
 
parameters, which are available in the test plan for the joint NRClIndustry
 
Integrated Chemical Effects Tests, are sufficiently bounding for their plant
 
specific conditions. H they are not, then licensees should provide technical
 
justification in order to use any of the results from the tests in their plant

specific evaluation.
 

This language would appear to be in conflict with the test plan (developed jointly by 
NRC-research and industry) which was designed to provide data for a "representative" 
recirculation ECCS recirculation system and containment. One of the objectives stated in 
the test plan is: "Determine, characterize and quantify the chemical reaction products that 
may develop in a representative post-LOCA containment sump environment." 

It is recognized that the intent of the SER statements may be to restrict licensees from 
placing excessive amounts of reactive material (such as aluminum scaffolding) which 
may result in formation of reaction products which may contribute to head loss into 
containments. However, creation of material restrictions in containment was not 
intended in the development of the present chemical effects test program nor have the 
sensitivity of various materials vis-a-vis head loss been determined. 

2 • 
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• This language should therefore be removed from the SER. Once the [mal results from 
these chemical effects and possible necessary future chemical effects tests are available, 
and if there are issues discovered which affect sump screen head loss, appropriate 
guidance can be developed. 

Page 21, 3rd bullet: 

The staff position is that licensees should use a coatings ZOI equivalent to 
IOn or a ZOI determined by plant specific analysis. The specified ZOI of 
Ion is based upon the previous staff position used for BWR sump analysis. 

The staff position for estimating coatings debris based on a 10D ZOI should be clarified. 
The 10D ZOI defined in the BWR URG is a cone-shaped volume with double 10 degree 
subtended angles of expansion. The cone-shaped jet extends 20 feet from a 2 ft diameter 
pipe break and affects an equivalent coated flat surface of 302 square feet. The BWR 
URG then assumes that another 302 square feet of coated surface, positioned between the 
pipe break and the 20 foot outward extension of the jet, are affected by the jet, bringing 
the total affected coated surface area to 604 square feet. 

The DSER implies that a 10 D spherical ZOI be considered. Use ofa lOD spherical ZOI 
would result in an impacted surface area that is orders of magnitude greater than that 
utilized as part of the BWR URG or industry guidance. . 

• Section 3.4.2.2 
The DSER reduces destruction pressures by 40% for debris sources tested with AnT to 
account for uncertainties related to two-phase fluid effects. This requirement imposes 
unreasonable conservatism upon a baseline analysis approach that is already laden with 
conservatism. The presumption of40% more damage is not substantiated by testing, and 
is little more than a "fudge factor" to account for an effect observed in a single test of 
different material composition. It places an undue emphasis on the maximizing sump 
screen debris loading in lieu of analyzing for the thin bed, which is the more probable 
scenario. This modification to the guidance is unwarranted. 

Page 31
 
Staff Evaluation for Section 3.4.2.6
 

The sample calculation is inconsistent with the baseline methodology 
discussed above because it implies that potentially affected insulation type 
with the minimum destruction pressure can be selected from within an 
accounting region in the vicinity of the break rather than from the entire 
containment inventory as specified in Section 3.4.2.2. 

It was not the intent to construct a sample calculation to define a ZOI in conflict with the 
criterion of Section 3.4.2.2. The sample calculation should have stated that the two types 

• 3 
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of insulation inside containment were fiberglass and RMI, then identified the regions 
affected by the ZOI and resulting debris volumes. 

Page 37, "Staff Evaluation for Protective Coatings Quantification:" • 
Staff Evaluation for Protective Coatings Quantification: The stafffmds that the 
quantity ofcoating debris that will be generated as a result of a LOCA jet should be 
based on the following: 

•	 For plants that substantiate a thin bed, use of the basic material constituent (10
 
flm sphere) to size coating debris is acceptable.
 

•	 For those plants that can substantiate no formation of a thin bed at which
 
particulate debris can collect, the staff finds that coating debris should be
 
sized based on plant specific analyses for debris generated from within ZOI
 
and from outside the ZOI. Such an analysis should conservatively assess the
 
coating debris generated with appropriate justification for the assumed
 
particulate size or debris size distribution. Degraded qualified coatings that
 
have not been remediated should be treated as unqualified coatings. Finally,
 
testing regarding jet interaction and coating debris formation could provide
 
insight into coating debris formation and help remove some of the potential
 
conservatism associated with treating coatings debris as highly transportable
 
particulate. Ifcoatings, when tested at corresponding LOCA jet pressures and
 
temperatures, are found to fail by means other than erosion or the erosion is
 
limited, the majority ofdebris may be larger, less transportable or pose less of
 
a concern for head loss."
 

The OR identifies use ofa 10 IJIl1 coating debris size when applicable experimental data •is not available. Licensees that have plant specific test data of coating systems should be 
able to use this data to characterize the debris size for coatings assumed to fail inside and 
outside the ZOI. Licensees should be able to apply this data for either the thin bed or 
non-thin bed cases. 

Page 38, section 3.4.3.4 

The staff concludes that the baseline altematives to plant specific data for the
 
determination of the coatings thickness may not be conservative and are not
 
acceptable without plant specific justification. Rather, the staff concludes
 
that each plant should perform a plant specific evaluation of their respective
 
coatings to determine conservative coating thicknesses. This conclusion was
 
drawn despite the perceived conservatism of the recommendations of
 
assuming all unqualified coatings in containment fan and aU coating debris
 
forms a fine 10 micron particulate. It is considered reasonable for each plant
 
to assess their respective coatings thicknesses as well as the soundness of their
 
coatings rather than assume an indefensible default recommendation.
 

While the DSER acknowledges the conservatism of the OR treatment of unqualified 
coatings, we do not agree that it is a reasonable expectation for each plant to fully assess 
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the coatings thicknesses on potentially hundreds of individuals items in containment
 
(pumps, motor operators, elect!;Gal cabinets, junction boxes, light fixtures) that possess
 
unqualified coatings.
 

Page 39, Section 3.4.3.6
 
We agree that use of plant specific data is desirable with respect to defining insulation
 
characteristics, but in situations when explicit data is not available, a level of flexibility
 
must be afforded to utilize generic insulation infonnation.
 

Page 46, Section 3.5.2.2.2
 
Regarding equipment tags, stickers and placards, the staff evaluation states that, if they
 
remain intact and are transported to the sump screen, the sump screen flow area should be
 
reduced by an area equivalent to the original single-sided surface area of the tags. If
 
there is infonnation that the tags will not remain intact, the staff recommends that the
 
equivalent mass of the tags be treated as fibers.
 

The reduction of the sump screen surface area by the area equivalent to the original
 
single-sided surface area of tags, stickers and placards is very conservative. Past
 
practices in evaluating screen blockage of larger particulates allowed for some overlap of
 
the particulates, typically about a 50% overlap. This accepted practice should be
 
maintained.
 

The treatment oftags, stickers and placards as fully fibrous is overly conservative.
 
Consideration should be given for treatment of these materials in a more realistic fashion.
 

Page 55, second paragraph,
 
It is not clear what is meant by large "flocks" - are these to be considered anything larger
 
than 4 inches?
 

Page 59, first paragraph
 
In BWR applications utilization of flow reduction via operator actions was allowed to be
 
credited for reducing pump flow from maximum runout conditions to a throttled flow
 
condition. Can such an approach be utilized for PWR applications? Maximum conditions
 
typically specified are at runout, and do not necessarily represent the plant configuration.
 
Credit for operator action, especially if it is defmed in EOPs and has been validated in
 
simulator applications should be allowed to be credited to reduce this over conservative
 
input with respect to debris head loss.
 

Page 78, 6th paragraph
 
This paragraph states that it is not conservative to truncate the ZOI whenever it intersects
 
a robust structure implying that the ZOI should be re-sized. This is apparently in
 
contradiction to the second paragraph ofpage 30.
 

Page 95
 
The SER basically finds the unifonn debris deposition in the pool at the onset of
 
recirculation unacceptable. This is an initial condition that allows for the development of
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the transport fraction. Is there a size of debris that would be unifonnly distributed (e.g. 
fines or small pieces)? For example if the large pieces were retained by debris 
interceptors to the SG compartment, can it be assumed that all the fmes and small pieces 
are uniformly distributed in the pool from blowdown, washdown and fillup? • 
Page 96 
At the end of 2nd paragraph the DSER instructs the licensee to use the four (4) size 
categories used in both Appendices ill and VI for fibrous debris. The classifications are: 
I) fines, 2) small pieces, 3) large pieces and 4) intact blankets (jacketed). Appendix III 
and VI are essentially the 6772 Separate Effects Characterization, 6773 Integrated Debris 
Transport Tests and 6369 Drywell Debris Transport Studies and provide a fibrous debris 
category distribution of 7% fines, 26% small pieces, 32% large pieces, 35% intact pieces. 
However, in Appendix VI, page VI-8, middle of the page, is a rather large disclaimer 
''Neither the debris size distributions nor the overall transport fractions in this report are 
valid for plant specific evaluations." This seems to contradict the DSER direction on pg 
96 of the SER to utilize the information contained in the appendices. Transport is 
predicated on debris size distribution and the DSER has limited application of industry 
guidance and directed the use of incomplete guidance. Additional information is needed 
on what NRC would find acceptable, i.e., the DDTS, 6772 and 6773 

Page 99, S.l.S: 

"However, coating systems that are currently unqualified could be qualified
 
through appropriate testing. Depending upon the rigors of the ASTM
 
standards, some of this testing might be accomplished in place to avoid
 
destructive sample coUection from existing surfaces."
 • 

ASTM Committee D-33, Protective Coatings and Linings for Power Generation 
Facilities, has examined in-situ qualification of coatings in containment on several 
occasions. Committee D-33 does not endorse nor recommend this approach to upgrading 
safety-related coatings, and there are no plans to prepare new or revised standards to 
provide for in-situ DBA testing of coatings. As such, "appropriate testing" based on 
accepted standards does not currently exist. 

Page 117, Section 6.4.7 
The GR guidance in Section 6 allows use of nominal parameters as part of the design 
basis analysis of Region II breaks. Use ofnominal parameters implies a recognition that 
normal operational values will sometimes be higher and sometimes be lower. In 
recognition of this, the GR includes an accommodation for application ofGL 91-18 
guidance. We believe the Region II analysis is sufficiently conservative to accommodate 
operation outside the nominal value for a short period. 

The DSER revokes this accommodation for GL 91-18 and will result in the need to use 
bounding values instead ofnominal values. This significantly limits the application of 
Section 6 guidance and is contrary to the intent of the analysis. 

•6 
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Page 137, 1st full paragraph: 

"Specifically, this includes the plant-specific consideration of larger sized 
chips, flakes or other forms of breakdown which is realistically
conservative." 

This concept of the failure morphology of containment coatings is flawed for a number of 
reasons, primarily because it is based on the spontaneous in-service failure of one 
particular coating system and subsequent failure by the affected licensee to clean up 
coating debris in accordance with good housekeeping practices. 

Industry has demonstrated that one of the most significant concerns in PWR sump failure 
analysis is the thin-bed effect, which is exacerbated by small particulate debris. The 
coatings which may fail and produce transportable debris post-LOCA or post-HELB will 
all produce debris which, when exposed to the sump pool environment, will 
conservatively produce small (lOlim -50 lim) particles. 

No experimental evidence exists to support the staff's premise that containment coatings 
will fail to produce "larger sized chips, flakes or other forms ofbreakdown." 

• 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI) submitted (proposed document number NEI 04-07) 
"Pressurized Water Reactor Sump Performance Evaluation Methodology" (NEI, 2004a, 
referred to herein as the Guidance Report or GR), for review by the U.S. Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission (NRC, the staff). NRC approval of this methodology guidance 
would allow licensees of pressurized water reactors (PWRs) to use the document in their 
responses to recently-issued NRC Generic Letter 2004-02. "Potential Impact of Debris 
Blockage on Emergency Recirculation During Design Basis Accidents at Pressurized
Water Reactors" (GL-04-02), as the cited NRC approved methodology for their 
evaluation of plant-specific sump performance. The Generic letter identifies 
inadequacies in previous approaches for modeling sump screen debris blockage and 
related effects, such that the staff no longer considers many licensing-basis analyses 
acceptable for confirming compliance with NRC regulations. The NEI submittal offers 
guidance to all PWR licensees in response to those inadequacies Identified during 
resolution of Generic Safety Issue (GSI)-191, "Asse88ment of Debris.J\ccumulation on 
PWR Sump Performance," documented in the Generic Letter. 

I The~I;! ~l,!~~.as proved in accordancE!\yrltttlJe ~~te!y' ~~~~~~~s 
an acceptable overall guidance methodology for the......speCific evaluation of ECCS 
(or CSS) sump performance following all postulated aoddents for which ECCS or CSS 
recirculation is required, with specificdention given to the.potential for debris 
accumulation that could impede or preventl:CCS or CSS from performing its intended 
safety functions. . 

The GR is dMded into two primary sectionS, 1118 baseline-evaluation and the refinements 
sections. The baselineis'lntended by NEI fe·.provide aconservative approach for utilities 
to perform a "baseline evaluation" of their PWfl containment sump using a sample 
caJculation for a oonststent and simplified first-Step in determining susceptibility to head 
loss. The refinements sections.are kdended to.8ddress, for those plants that do not 
"pass" the ~ evaluation, opIIonslor18fnements to the baseline calculation that 
result in aoeeptal!lle results, or hardware "fixes" to provide acceptable results. This NEI 
sUbm~ addresses the following major areas: 

..,.~-;'. 
", 

• Plpe-Break Characterization 
• Debtts-GenerationlZone-ot-lnfluence 
• Latent Debris Acclmulation within Containment 
• Debris Transport to the Sump Screen(s) 
• Head Loss as a Result of Debris Accumulation 
• Analytical Refinements to Remove Conservatism(s) from the Evaluation 
• Physical Refinements to Plant 
• Altemata ~~l,!~~-,realistic and risk-informed) 
• Sump Structural Analysis 
• Upstream Effects of Debris Accumulation 
• Downstream Effects of Debris Accumulation 
• Chemical Precipitation Effects of Debris Accumulation 

The following is a brief summary of each major area of the staffs evaluation. 

ES.1 PIPE BREAK CHARACTERIZATION 

jy 
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Analysis of the most challenging postulated accident with regard to sump performance 

•
 
during long-term core cooling, involves selection of the most limiting pipe break size,
 
location, and debris combination within containment. For a PWR, RG 1.82, Rev. 3, 
·Water Sources for Long-Term Recirculation Cooling Following a Loss-of-Coolant 
Accident,· (RG 1.82-3), Section C, Regulatory Position 1.3.2.3, specifies that a sufficient 
number of breaks in each high-pressure system that relies on recirculation should be 
considered to reasonably bound variations in debris generation by size, quantity and 
type of debris. Regulatory Guide 1.82 stipulates the following set of break locations to 
be considered as a minimum: 

_e_Breaks in the reactor coolant system (RCS) and, depending on the plant • - - - ,( Fo~: N.o bullets or 
numbennglicensing basis, main steam and main feedwater lineswith the largest amount of 

potential debris within the postulated zone-of-influence'(ZO!), 

_e_Large breaks with the most variety of debris,.Witryinthe exp9QJed ZOI, 

_e_Breaks in areas with the most direct pa~?~"the sump, .,•...... 

!..-Medium and large breaks with the lar9E1~~f>Otentia/.p@rticulate debr'i~~insulation 
ratio by weight, and './ 

_e_Breaks that generate an amount of fibrous debris that, after its transport to the 
sump screen, could form a urliform thin bed that <X)~19 subsequently filter 
sufficient particulate debris to crea~~lelatively higlihea,d loss referred to as the 
"thin-bed effect." The minimum tbickness.·ef fibrous de.bris needed to form a thin 
bed has typically been estimated at 1/8.~~ell:tl'!.i,*. 

;.. ,. -< 

• 
The GR states the o~ective oHlle break selection process is to identify the break size 
and location whicll'~lts in deJ:)Fis generatio"~~hCj.~ produces the maximum head loss 
across the sump screen., All phli$.esof the acqdent scenario must be considered for 
each postulB;~~~\~[eak 1~,inCl~g~~riS generation, debris transpert, and sump 
screen hEl_\t0ss'~leulation$.The break selection process outlined in the GR identifies 
Iimitingpreak location~ilS tho~'~Q@t result in: 

• - .' - .{ Fo~: No bullets or .~.rnaximum ampunt of debris that is transperted to the sump screen. numbenng 

!..-The~~~st combinatlon of debris mixes that are transported to the sump screen. 

The GR also provid$sthe following guidance: 

_e_Break exclusion zones are disregarded for this evaluation (pipe breaks must be ... ~ - - - Formatted: No bullets or 
, numberingpostulated in pre-eXisting break exclusion zones). 

Formatted: Bullets and Numberlng
_._Exclude consideration of NRC Branch Technical Position MEB 3-1, as a basis, 

since limiting conditions for ECCS sump concerns are not related to the pipe 
vulnerability issues addressed in MEB 3-1. 

_._For plants needing to consider main steam and feedwater line breaks, break 
locations should be consistent with the plant's current licensing basis. 

_._Consider locations that result in a unique debris source term (I.e., not multiple 
identical locations). 
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_e_Consider locations with high concentrations of problematic insulation. 

_e_Consider breaks that generate an amount of fibrous debris that could create a 
thin-bed effect. 

_e_Small breaks less than 2 inches in diameter (for piping attached to the RCS) 
need not be considered. 

_e_If a significant amount of fibrous debris is not generated, consider breaks that 
produce the greatest contribution of latent debris sources which may produce the 
limiting debris loading condition for sump screen blockage concerns. 

The staff finds that the GR is consistent with staff positions, with the following 
exceptions: 

1.	 The GR does not provide guidance for those plants that can substantiate no 
thin bed effect, which may impact head loss resuhs and limiting break location. 

2.	 For plants needing to evaluate secondary-side piping such as m8Jrtateam and 
feedwater pipe breaks, break locations should be postulated in a manner 
consistent with the guidance in Section 3.3of this SEA. 

To address these exceptions, the staffpnMded enhanced guidance in the appropriate 
sections of this SEA. Additionally, Appendix yII' to this SER provides a description of a 
thin bed. including its formation and effects· Jh('-~J~~yi~ jl} !tle_<;?Bj!L 
accordance withJ!l~ _e_n~ g~~ ~~ _if! !tle_~1 provides an acceptable 
overall approach, - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

ES.2 DEBRIS GENERAnoNlZONE-O~NFL.UENCE 

With the rupture of piping come ShOCkwaves and jets of coolant that project from within 
the pipingWi·1he closed systempressure,Until that pressure dissipates. Debris is 
generated as the shock waves -and jets impact surrounding insulation, coatings, 
surfaces. and other materials within the zone. The volume of space affected by this 
impact, or zone-of-influence(ZOI), is modeled in order to define and characterize the 
debris generated. 

The ZOI recommended in GR Section 3.4, is a spherical boundary with the center of the 
sphere located at the break site. The use of a spherical ZOI is intended to encompass 
the effects of jet expansion resulting from impingement on structures and components, 
truncating the sphere wherever it intersects any structural boundary or large robust 
equipment. The GR recommends that ZOI sizing be determined using the ANSVANS 
58.2-1988 standard for a freely expanding jet. The baseline ZOI is to be based on the 
insulation type that generates the largest ZOI of all potentially affected insulation types 
located inside containment-i.e., the insulation type with the lowest destruction pressure. 
The resulting ZOI will then be applied to all insulation types. 

Coating debris generation, however, is treated separately. Coating debris in the GR, are 
generated from postulated failure (destruction) of both DBA-qualified and unqUalified 
coatings within the ZOI and from postulated failure of all unqualified coatings outside the 
ZOI. For coatings, the GR recommends a ZOI destruction pressure of 1000 psi, with a 
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corresponding lOI radius of one pipe diameter. The GR assumes that all coating debris 
will fail to a particulate size equivalent to the basic material constituent. 

• Debris characteristics are described in the GR in terms of size distribution, size and 
shape, and density. The GR identifies two size distributions for material within the lOI, 
Le., small fines and large pieces. Small fines are defined as debris able to pass through 
the largest openings of the gratings, trash racks, and radiological fences, which are less 
than a nominal four inches. Debris that cannot pass through these barriers is classified 
as large pieces. 

For debris sizing assumed within the lOI, most fibrous debris is assumed to degrade to 
60% small fines and 40% large pieces. Some fibrous debris i~considered to degrade to 
100% small fines and no large pieces. Reflective metallic .insulation (RMI) is assumed to 
degrade to 75% small fines and 25% large pieces. And most other debris types are 
considered to degrade to 100% small fines and no large pieces. er~ion is neglected 
based on the assumption that the small fines are already reduced tothcair basic 
constituents of individual particles and fibers. JaGketed large debris is a1~passumed not 
toerode.' 

Debris material densities and size distributions wer'etabulated in the GR for select debris 
types. Properties of materials for which limited data is available are listed as "best 
available." For those materials for whictl,no data is available, maximum destruction is 
assumed. 

The GR assumes that coatings will fail aspartic""ate. The amount of particulate is a 
function of coating propertie~including ths~iGkhess and area. The GR indicates that 
where plant-specific data "CI~t~ot exist regarding the thickness of unqualified coatings, 
an equivalent thickness of 3 m~Jpf inorganic;zinc (IOl) be used. 

The staff has reviewed tne~s~J:)f'1:\~pl1ericalrt'¥odel sized in accordance with the 

• 
ANSIIANS stan$ard, and fi~~,thiSaPpt~Hacceptable. The spherical geometry 
proposed encompasses a ZOtnl~~hich considers multiple jet reflections at targets, offset 
between broken endsc;)fa guilldtlt:l;e break, and pipe whip. The confirmatory analysis 
perforrned by the staff (Al?pendix t)Wfrifies the applicability of the ANSI/ANS standard 
for deterrilining the size otithis zon~. Use of a lOI model is identified as an acceptable 
approach for analyzing debrIs generation per RG 1.82, Rev. 3. (This approach was also 
used and approved by the staff in the BWR sump performance SEA.) The GR 
recommendation to truncate the spherical lOI when a robust barrier or large piece of 
equipment is encountered is acceptable to the staff. The refinement offered in the GR to 
apply spherical lOis that correspond to material-specific destruction pressures for each 
material that may be affected in the vicinity of a break, is also acceptable. 

A LWR LOCA jet is a two-phase steam/water jet. The destruction pressures cited in the 
GR are referenced from the BWROG URG which were determined using an air jet. 
Based on staff study of this difference and due to limited experimental evidence from 
two-phase jets, the BWROG destruction pressures could be too high and thus could 
underestimate debris quantities. The staff position in this Safety Evaluation is to lower 
the debris destruction pressure by 40% in order to account for two-phase jet effects (see 
Section 3.4.2.2). 
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With regard to coatings, the staff agrees with the approach taken; however the staff 
considers there to be insufficient technical justification to support a value of 1000 psi as 
a destruction pressure, with corresponding ZOI of one pipe diameter. The staff position 
is that the licensees should use a coatings ZOI spherical equivalent to 100 or a ZOI 
determined by plant specific analysis, based on experimental data that correlate to plant 
materials over the range of temperatures and pressures of concern. Note that an 
equivalent to ten pipe diameters was used for coatings characterization and was 
approved by the staff in the BWR sump performance SEA. 

The staff concurs with the characterization of debris in GR Section 3.4.3. Confirmatory 
analyses provided in Appendix II, verifies the acceptability of the size distributions 
recommended in the GA. However, the staff position is that licensees apply insulation
specific debris size information where available. 

For the characterization of coatings in Section 3.4.3.4, the staff.position isJf:l~t _ttl~ ___ 
alternative offered to use of plant-specific data for the determinationd coatings 
thicknessesjnclude p1~N~~ i~~·_ ~"equ~n~ ~~r~~~J!Q?>- ___ 
thickness of 3 mils recommended may be nonc:onservatiw and unsubstantiated 
because, although the assumption that all unq~ coatirv; outside the ZOI fail~ 
consistent with the position provided in NUREG-0800, Section 6.1.2, ·Protective 
Coatings Systems;~ ~_~ 15_ ~~_~_n_u~~ ~)!'_~~ ~.!l~n) ~~l!gsJ 
qualified and unqualified, are much tNcker than the recommended 3 millOZ equivalent 
thickness. 

Also, for those plants that substantiate noformation-Of a fibrous thin bed, the 
assumptions and guidance provided in the:GFl'for coatings may be nonconservative in 
that the particulate-siz8d'd8twtsassumed WOuld simply pass through the screens, 
thereby not causing a head lo9s-concern. Therefore, for any such plant, the staff 
position is that assumptions~!~~t!.~.;.~~~!i~,J~E! ~E!aJ~ly: 

conservative based upon the pIant-.e.pecific~_u~b.!I~~ and data k:!e!'!i!i~ ~y !t!E! 
licensee. or that a default !III! egu'v4pnUe1he area of the sump screen openings be 
used for coatings size. -. 

ES.3 . LATENT DEBRIS 

Section 3.5 of the GR proVides guidance for estimating the amount of latent debris as a 
source for contribution to heBd loss across the ECCS sump screen. Generally, 
miscellaneous fiber, dust, and dirt are primary sources of this debris type. It is noted that 
for a11-RMI plants, the primary contribution of fibrous debris toward formation of a thin 
fibrous bed may corne from latent debris sources. 

The staff has reviewed the guidance provided for estimating the impact of latent debris 
and agrees that it is necessary to determine the types, quantities and locations of latent 
debris sources. The staff also agrees that it is not appropriate for licensees to assume 
that their existing foreign material exclusion (FME) programs have entirely eliminated 
miscellaneous debris. Results from plant specific walkdowns should be used to 
determine a realistic amount of latent debris in containment and to monitor cleanliness 
programs for consistency with committed estimates. 

The guidance provided in the GR for consideration of effects of latent debris is 
I considered acceptable for:_lll..generaJ considerations for latent debris; {glestimates of 
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some surface areas for evaluation of latent debris; and .@l.some attributes associated 

• 
with evaluation of debris buildup, quantity of miscellaneous debris, and defining debris 
characteristics. Alternate guidance is provided in Section 3.5 of the SER for sampling 
techniques and analysis to allow licensees to more accurately determine the impact of 
latent debris on sump screen performance. This revised approach is based on generic 
characterization of actual PWR debris samples. If desired, a licensee could pursue 
plant-specific characterization as a refinement. 

ES.4 DEBRIS TRANSPORT 

Debris transport is described in Section 3.6, and is separately s~cified for each of three
 
containment types-highly-compartmentalized, mostly uncompartmentalized, and ice
 
condenser containments. Transport of the two size distributiotj~.jdentified in ES.2,
 
above, and discussed in Section 3.4.3 (I.e., small fines Q~d larg~pjeces) are considered
 
in the staff's review of debris transport.
 

The staff finds that the transport guidance for small fines of debris is a~~ptable. 

However, the guidance for the large pieces of debris is unt:lcceptable because Elf the 
unrealistic assumption that large pieces of debris will not tr~port. SpecifiCally, plants 
with configurations conducive to fast pool velocities will realistiCally transport some large 
pieces, therefore the staff position is that consideratiortf~r transport of large pieces of 
debris is necessary. .. 

The staff also finds that the method reCGffimendeQ for deterrrii~thg the quantity of fine
 
debris trapped in inactive pools based on the volt:.imen~ti~qNnactive pools to the total
 
pools is unrealistic for pll:!.'il~Jo'ith large ina~ivepools.~erefore the staff position is
 
that licensees should Utmt'~Riifmaximum fra~on of fine debris being trapped in inactive
 
pools to 15% to avoidmonconse:rvative results.
 

ES.5 HEAD LOSS 

• 
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computati<:morlleiil.kIOSSi~~GR i~~6Ives input of design characteristics and
 
reflection of thermal-hyd~ulic cc>flditions into a head loss correlation (NLlREG/CR-6224).
 
The~prClach is acceptQ~ to the>$tatf, with specific areas of additional guidance
 
offered in Section 3.7.2.2'8od 3.7.t:3 of this SEA. The licensees should ensure the
 
validity of the NUREG/CR~24 correlation for their applications of type of insulations
 
and the range df parameter$ using the gUidance provided in Appendix V of this report.
 

The following additionilHJuidance on fibrous thin bed formation should be considered: 

_e_Use of the appropriate density in the determination of the quantity of debris .. ~ . ~ { Formatted: Bullets and Numbering 

needed to form a thin bed-i.e., the as-manufactured density. 

_e_Careful evaluation of the limiting porosity for the particular particulate or mixture 
of particulates in the debris bed. 

_e_Consideration of uncertainties in specifying a one-eighth-inch bed thickness 
criteria-e.g., the jl]c;!i9~ti.OJl. th.a! 9~19tulTl ~i1i~l:!tE') .c~1] lQ'!'! ~ _d~pri~ p~~ ~it!'lo!J! - 1,-De_Ieted: s_tron------"g 

supporting fibers. 

_e_Consideration of other uncertainties-e.g., uncertainties associated with mixing 
of constituents, or uncertainties associated with latent debris data collection. 
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Before using the NUREG/CR-6224 correlation that is recommended in the GR or any 
other head loss correlation, the licensees should ensure that it is applicable for the type 
of insulation and the range of parameters. If the correlation has been validated for the 
type of insulations and the range of parameters. the licensees may use it without further 
validation. If the correlation has not been validated for the type of insulations and the 
range of parameters, the licensees should validate it using head loss data from tests 
performed for the particular type of insulations. • 
ES.6 ANALmeAL REFINEMENTS 

Three analytical topics are identified in this section-i.e., debris generation, debris 
I transport, and head loss. A fourth. break selection, is addressed in Section 4.2.\ - - i......DeItad: 6._0 -J 

-. 

For debris generation. the GR recommends two refinements for Jnsulation materials.
 
First, the GR proposes use of debris-specific ZOl's versus use of1hemost conservative
 
debris type applied to all. Second. the GR proposes use of two treety.expanding jets
 
emanating from each broken pipe section versus.use of spherical ZOI.,lhe staff finds
 
both debris generation refinements to be accept8bIe. . _._
 

For debris transport, two methods for computing flow velocitieS in a sump pooI--i.e., the
 
network method and the computational fluid dynamics method-are provided in the
 
Analytical Refinements section of the'GR. However, the staff finds the guidance offered
 
in either option to be insufficient to provide an acceptable alternative to the baseline
 
approach.
 

For head loss. only refineqJ8J1ts offered in GR Section ~7.2.3.2.3. "Thin Fibrous Beds:
 
are offered. This sectiGh addi88ses the need for consideration of fibrous thin bed
 
formation, and the alternative consideration of latent debris as the primary contributor to
 
this thin bed for aJt;;RMI :plants.
 

ES.7 PHYSICAL REFlNEIIENTSlO PLANT 

GR Sedion 5.0 provides guidance for refinements in the areas of debris source term, 
debriS1ransport obstructions. and~n modifications. •The five following areas fOrfefinernent are offered for debris source term: 

• .--1FonnIIIIed: Bullets and Numbering!....-Housekeeping and foreign material exclusion (FME) programs 

!....-Change-out ofmsulation 

!....-Modify existing insulation 

_e_Modify other equipment or systems 

_e_Modify or improve coatings program 

The staff has reviewed these refinements and finds them to be acceptable. However, 
with regard to insulation change-out or modification. the staff emphasizes that minimum 
loadings required 10 form a thin-bed be considered. Also. related to coatings, Ihe 
statement that DBA-qualified coatings have very high destruction pressures has not 
been demonstrated.{see_~on~ ~.4..2. 3.4.2, anc;t ~,~.?~,3), . . _... __ - - i......D_II_lb_..._·.:....PI'Dll8_" ---J 
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This section of the GR also discusses the potential use of floor obstructions to provide 

• 
'arriers to prevent debris transport to the sump. It mentions that barriers can be used 

dither near the sump or closer to the debris source. Key considerations regarding the 
use of floor obstructions and barriers are that the barrier be located where flow velocities 
and turbulence are insufficient to lift debris over the barriers, and the barrier should 
cover the entire cross-section of flow. 

To credit debris transport obstructions for trapping debris, plant specific documentation 
shouldl:>~ ~,,~itab!e_ ()rl ~i!~!~ <:I~I'!l()rl!?tra,t~~.!l_a,ppr()prLaJ~ 9()~r~I~!i()rl!~ theJ~~tr.e~LJI!s. - -1 Deleted: must 
in terms of debris type and velocity limits. 

With regard to screen modifications, those discussed in the9Elare found to be
 
acceptable; however, licensees are not limited to those identified,
 

ES.8 ALTERNATE EVALUATION 

NEI has proposed an alternative evaluation apPr~ch whiCh incorporat~~~~istic and
 
risk-informed elements to the PWR sump analysts. The foJlo~ing steps arsJ)roposed for
 
this alternative approach, or "Option B":
 

_e_Define a "debris generation" L~A break size tod~tinguish between customary .. - . - i Formatted: Bullets and Numbering 

and more realistic design basisPW1i\:sump analyses:.

_e_Perform customary design basis analyses fOrbreak siZes up through the debris 
generation brea~r~i~~~d_entified above (i:e. ,Fte~i~r1 analyses):. 

_e_Perform analyse~tJ~stratinglong-term cooling and mitigative capability for 
break sizesja,~ger tharftf;)e debris generation break size up through the double
ended rupfurei()f>1he largest ReS piping (he., Region II analyses)... 

• 
The GR P~OP~~:f~alisticl~1rnent ofR~ibn II break sizes based on the low 
probabiJjty of these I I' breaks. Models, assumptions, and equipment availability for 
mitiga1lon used for thi -a1ysis ars:p!oposed to be realistic and demonstrated as 
functionally reliable, and.y not necessarily be safety-related or single failure-proof. 
Risk evaluations would be:~rformed as a basis for plant modifications and credit taken 
for operatorablipns. Such",alyses may require plant-specific exemption and/or license
 
amendment req.~ts .
 

." ""./ 

In considering risk4nforming aspects of the resolution of GSI-191 , the staff
 
recognized that there is the potential that the containment sump may clog if the
 
mitigation capability credited in the Region II analysis does not function properly.
 
Based on the industry proposed approach in the Region II analysis, which also
 
uses the conservative NUREG-1150 LBLOCA frequency to calculate the target
 
reliability of the mitigation capability, and usinq the related generic study
 
information, the largest LBLOCA CDF would be 1.4E-5tvear. This indicates that
 
at a minimum the risk associated with LBLOCAs will be reduced from the current
 
condition by nearly an order of magnitUde.
 
~[b~ ~ta.ft~0!l9Lu9.e~ Jba,t.G8 .S_eS:!i()Q P,-Q prs>Yld.e~ .a_n_a,.c_c.eptaJ:>!~ ~ppr.9!i~t:! to!- - - ~'< - __;>-De_leted:11_____ -:-3 

evaluating PWR sump performance. Application of more realistic and risk- ' Formatted: Bullets and NU;;;ller:n' 
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informed elements is technically justified based on the low likelihood of such 
breaks occurring. 

ES.9 SUMP STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS 

The staff provides information in this section to show that structural loads on a sump •
screen should be computed using the total pressure drop across the screen. The 
limiting conditions correspond to the break location and debris source term that induce 
the maximum total head loss at the sump screen after full consideration of transport and 
degradation mechanisms. This represents the minimum required performance criterion 
for judging recirculation-sump operability. In other words, the recirculation sump must 
be able to accommodate both the clean-screen head loss and1he debris-induced head 
loss associated with the limiting break while providing adequate flow through both the 
ECCS injection pumps and the CSS pumps if needed. For some licensees, the 
minimum structural design criterion for the sump screen can depend on the plant NPSH 
margin. Revised plant-specific licensing bases rmW dictate the structural capacity of the 
sump screen for supporting water flow through a debris b!:Ki under recircutation velocities 
depending on screen geometry (fully-submeaved versus partiaJly-submerged designs). 

ES.10 UPSTREAM EFfECTS 

The GR states that certain hoId-up or Ch8ke points exist which could reduce flow to and 
possibly cause blockage upstream of the sump. Such areas wlIhin containment are: 
(1) narrowing of hallways or passages; (2) gates-or screens that restrict access to areas 
of containment such as behind the bioshield or crane.wall; and (3) refueling canal drain. 

;:E:..< "'; . . 
The staff finds the guid8nc8'flJuespect to upstream blockage to be acceptable. 

, ,". 

ES.11 DOWNSTREAM EFfECTS 

This section~_gu~ on the WBluation of entrained debris downstream of the 
sump cauSing dow1'atRNlm bIocIr8ge. The three areas of concern identified are: 
(1) blockage of flow pMhsin eqUIpment such as containment spray nozzles and 
tight-clearance valves, (2):Wear' and abrasion of surfaces such as pump running 
surfaces, ~ heat e~r tubes and orifices, and (3) blockage of flow clearances •
through fuel·lI888mblies. :. 

The staff finds this ~ to need clarification and additional considerations and 
provides the following alternative guidance with regard to downstream blockage: 

_-_Licensees should consider the potential for particles larger than the flow • - - - { FonnIitIlId: Bullets and Nlnlbering 

openings in a sump screen to deform and flow through or orient axially and flow 
through, and determine what percentage of debris would likely pass through their 
sump screen and be available for blockage of piping, core spray nozzles, and 
instrument tubing at downstream locations. 

_-_Licensees should consider term of operating line-up (short or long), conditions of
 
operation, and mission times.
 

_-_Licensees should consider wear and abrasion of pumps and rotating equipment,
 
piping, spray nozzles, instrumentation tubing, and HPSI throttle valves. The
 

•
 



potential for wear to alter system flow distribution and/or form plating of slurry 
materials (in heat exchangers) should be included. 

• _e_An overall EGGS or GS system evaluation should be performed considering the 
potential for reduced pump/system capacity due to internal bypass leakage or 
through external leakage. 

_-_Licensees should consider flow blockage associated with core grid supports, 
mixing vanes, and debris filter, and their effects on fuel rod temperature. 

ES.12 CHEMICAL EFFECTS 

GR Section 7.4 addresses how reaction products formed in.apost-LOCA environment 
can contribute to blockage of the sump screens and increase the associated head loss 
across the screens. The GR also defers guidance for de!iling with;these effects until 
current testing is completed and the data has been aPPropriately evaJtlated.

,r .... 

The staff has considered NEI's response and fi~~$ that chemical effects$t'Ip~ld be 
addressed on a plant-specific basis. Initially,ncerl~ees shl.)lJld evaluate whether the 
current chemical test parameters are sufficiently boll~di'1gfortheir plant specific 
conditions. If they are not, then licensees should Ju~ti~itha!J~El p! test result~ JI! th~lr ~ __ - Deleted: provide technical 

plant-specific evaluation. If chemical' .ects are obserV&(:jQuring these tests, then '~,-- Deleted: icalion In order to 
licensees should evaluate the sump . Q,.head loss con$~uences of this effect. A \~,', Deleted: any
licensee who chooses to modify their sUrrtP'~~rl before te$~me complete should '\ 

Deleted: hconsider potential chemical effects in or~r to aV~i~''4idditional<screenmodification \ 

Deleted: from the testsshould deleterious chemical effects be ob~rved'dUring~$ting. 
/it 
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GUIDANCE DEVELOPMENT BACKGROUND 

The staff began working with NElon the resolution of GSI-191 in 1997, with the 
establishment of the PVVR Industry Sump Performance Task Force. The staff also 
conducted a study on the susceptibility of PVVRs to ECCS sump blockage following a 
LOCA. This study was entitled, "GSI-191: Parametric Evaluations for Pressurized 
Water Reactor Recirculation Sump Perfonnance" (Rao, 2001), and was performed by 
Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) in support of the NRC's GSI-191 technical 
assessment to determine if sump failure is a plausible concem for PWRs. 

On July 26 and 27, 2001, the NRC held a public meeting with the Industry and other 
stakeholders including NEI, the Westinghouse Owners Group, the Babcock and Wilcox 
Owners Group, and the Combustion Engineering Owners Group, on the preliminary 
findings of that study. This meeting was documented in a meeting summary dated 
August 14, 2001 (Mtg, 2001). The preliminary resulbiof1he studyJndicated that 
significant quantities of fibrous and particulate de~ be generated dUring various 
size LOCAs, and that a sufficient fraction of this.dSbr1s may be transported to the sump 
screen and cause sump screen blockage. ~r, before determining what legulatory 
action was needed, the staff presented the resu~totheindustry and interested 
stakeholders, to discuss the assumptions and ~ in the report. Since that time, 
the parametric report was approved and issued (NURESG/CR-6762), and the staff 
concluded that GSI-191 is a credible'concern for the poiluIation of domestic PVVRs and 
that detailed plant-specific evaJuationsn ~ to detennlne the susceptibility of each 
U.S.-licensed PVVR to ECCS sump bIodcage. '> ,., 
The staff has worked closely with NEI, provi~iI'crf8ecib8ddnto the development of an 
acceptable approach teNsllYlion of GSI-1!!tt, through a series of public meetings held 
between July 2001 and October 2003, until the submittal of NEl's October 31, 2003, 
·PVVR Containment Sump Evaluation MethodOlD.gy" (NEI, 2003b). Following the public 
meeting on July 26 and 27,2001, described abOve, which involved discussions of risk 
considerations as well as e.parametrtC~ results, a public meeting was held 
on March 28, 2002, described In a meeting summary dated April 16, 2002 (Mtg, 2002a). 
The staff presentedJ!LQ~~'¥9_~~ QfJ?~!-1~1,_~Aig~ ~~~try, 
making references to the revision of:Aegulatory Guide (RG) 1.82, "Water Sources for 
Long-Term Recirculation Cooling Following a Loss-of-eooaant Accident (DG-11 07),· 
issuance ofa generic letter, Standard Review Plan update, chemical testing, data 
collection guidance, and evaluation guidance. Industry also committed to take the lead 
for issue resolution. 

By the next meeting on May 30, 2002, NEI had issued NEI 02-01, "Condition 
Assessment Guidelines: Debris Sources Inside PVVR Containments,· dated April 19, 
2002 (NEI, 2OO2a). The staffs comments in response to NEI 02-01 identified minor 

Iconcerns with a lack of firm direction in some areas of data collection although the staff 
considered that NEI 02·01 ~!~~_ ~~! gy~~. _JtI~ ~!B!f:~ 
conclusions are included in Attachment 3 to the meeting summary dated June 6, 2002, 
as are status presentations from the staff, NEI, and the industry (Mtg, 2OO2b). 

In the next two public meetings on July 2, 2002, and August 29, 2002, the staff raised 
discussions on the schedule for the draft generic letter, the development of temporary 
instructions for NRC inspectors regarding GSI-191, concerns surrounding downstream 
effects such as high pressure safety injection (HPSI) throttle valve blockage, and 

•
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presented fault tree modeling for ECCS injection. NEI's discussion focused on Interim 
Plant Assessment templates and guidance on related compensatory measures, as well 

• 
as their response to the staff's comments on NEI 02-01. The discussions in both 
meetings are documented in meeting summaries dated July 31, 2002 (Mtg, 2002c), and 
September 5, 2002 (Mtg, 2002d), respectively. 

The following two public meetings on October 24, 2002, and December 12, 2002, 
revolved around NEI's proposed ground rules for the sump evaluation guidance, 
discussion of head loss behavior and leak-before-break (LBB) considerations for break 
selection, as well as the HPSI issue. The staff objected to the use of LBB as applied to 
break selection assumptions. "NEI Draft Evaluation Methodology Ground Rules" was 
issued on December 12,2002 (NEI, 2002b). The material pre$entedduring both 
meetings is included in the meeting summaries dated OctQ.C;e1, 2002 (Mtg, 2002e), 
and December 31, 2002 (Mtg, 2002f), respectively. ... 

-\:. :,-:",'" 

The staff. NEI, LANL, and interested stakeholdersp~a.ted in di~U$Sions of.G$l-1!l1 
issues and toured the University of New Mexico.j~I!JNM) experimental faoilities on March 
5, 2003. NRC presented the schedule for 9 .. tter i~uance, chemicaltestlng 
status and expectations, response to NEI's :gr ules:·~r.sumpevaluation guidance, 
and supporting data and research by LANL includi's actumulation, ECCS 
vulnerability, and pool flow analysis.. NEI presented . Ion the use of LBB for break 
selection, the use of a Nodal Networl(!tI1~thod as an alt ... ive to Computational Fluid 
Dynamics computer modeling for debn~trEl~P?rt analysis: ..~~ ... the use of fracture 
mechanics for debris generation. A meetlng'!t~m~ry was geRerated, and several 
individual presentations were document~(Mtg!~), 

• 
NEI requested a meetingoh~~1 29, 2003;i,ummarize<ifin a meeting summary dated 
May 15, 2003 (Mtg, ~03b), Where the techrii(llii,1 basis for using LBB arguments for 
break selection was diSC!Jssed at length. The~ recommended that NEI provide for 
staff consideration an ()ffi(lljal submittal on their~roposed approach to break selection. 
The staff preS9flted the pl'Ofi'osed 'Bulte~nin'fhe meeting, which was titled "Potential 
Impact of .. Debris"BI~age on Emergency Sump Recirculation at Pressurized-Water 
Reactors." 

On June<30, 2003, the stafftbeld a public meeting with NEI and interested stakeholders 
on the issuance of NRC Balletin 2003-01, "Potential Impact of Debris Blockage on 
Emergency Recirculation dUring Design-Basis Accidents at Pressurized-Water 
Reactors," dated June 9,2003 (NRCB, 2003). NEI had forwarded 73 industry questions 
and comments on thel.Jtllletin, to which the staff responded in a handout distributed at 
this meeting. The effect of the bulletin on the overall GSI-191 resolution schedule was 
also raised by the public. All meeting material was attached to the meeting summary 
dated August 12, 2003 (Mtg, 2003c). 

On July 1. 2003, a separate public meeting was held between the staff, ~1;!.._a.!l9
IJndustlY..representatives. .sections of the draft methodolo.9Y guidance werepresented to 

the staff. The staff discussed progress- iii-four-maJor regulatoriareas:- i=fG 1:82~ - - - - - 
Revision 3 (issuance), head loss task report, debris characterization project, and 
chemical effects testing. The credibility of metal corrosion. precipitation of low solubility 
lead, and significant head loss effects from fiber debris beds. were also addressed. The 
public raised the question of ranking the plants' susceptibility to sump blockage; to which 
the staff replied that no ranking was intended beyond the parametric study results for 69 
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"cases" already issued. The associated meeting summary is dated August 11, 2003 
(Mtg, 2003d). 

The NRC participated in a public workshop on Debris Impact on ECCS Recirculation 
held in Baltimore, MD, on July 30 and 31, 2003, where NRC and LANL presented 
material on sump evaluation methodology and the use of computer codes and volunteer 
plant studies in sump evaluation analyses. The NRC presentations were documented 
(Wkshp, 20(3). 

I A public meeting between the staff..I"-~I ...~J~ representatives ~~_ ~Ig 9!' 
September 10, 2003, the results of which were documented in a meeting summary 
dated October 16, 2003 (Mtg, 2003e). The NRC staff expressed concern over chemical 
effects on sump screen blockage based on testing. NEt and the industry also presented 
material on chemical effects. Considerable discussion centered on the formation of 
gelatinous material due to chemical effects. 

J . 

On October 31, 2003, NEI submitted to the staff.aIe "PWR Containment &mp 
Evaluation Methodology" (NEI, 2003b). The _.provided to NEI a preliminary review of 
the October 31, 2003, submittal, by letter dated February 9.·2004 (NRC, 2004a). The 
staff transmitted two requests for additional informalfon:(RAIs) by electronic mail to NEI 
on March 10, 2004, and June 28, 2004, respectively. 'The staff met with NEI and 
stakeholders in a public meeting on March 23 and 24, 2004, to discuss the draft 
submittal and the March 10, 2004, RAIs. _.results of this meeting are described in a 
meeting summary dated April 22, 2004 {Mtg, '2OD4a). NEI responded to the staffs RAls 
by letters dated June 10,2004 (NEI, 2004c), and July 8, 2004 (NEI, 2004d), 
respectively. .. , 

On April 19, 2004, NEI submitted to the staff. preliminary version of a Baseline 
Evaluation Method (NEI. 2004b),or Section 3.0cUhe proposed GR. On May 28, 2004, 
NEI submitted the final WISion ot1be "PWR CQntainment Sump Evaluation 
Methodology"c(NEI, 2004a),Jncludlnga·18WII8d Section 3.0, and inclUding a draft version 
of SectionitO. On July 7, 2004, NEI provided the staff with a "Table of Refinements,· 
via electronic mail, clarifying what ,refinements were being offered in the GR. On July 
13,2004, NEI submitted a final v8f8Ion of the Risk-Informed Section, or Section 6.0 
(NEI, 2004e) of the GR. 

NEI submitted a total of thl88 draft versions of the GR, which were reviewed by the staff. 
They are: a draft of key sections of the evaluation guidance submitted July 1, 2003 
(NEI, 2003a); a first draft of the ·PWR Containment Sump Evaluation Methodology," 
submitted October 31, 2003 (NEI, 2003b); and a preliminary version of the current 
Baseline Evaluation Method, or Section 3.0 of the proposed GR, submitted April 19, 
2004 (NEI, 2004b). The final GR was submitted to the NRC staff for review on May 28, 
2004 (except Section 6.0, which was submitted to the staff on July 13, 20(4), and is the 
subject of this safety evaluation. The final GR provides "baseline" guidance to utilities 
for evaluating plant-specific issues of pipe break selection, debris generation, latent 
debris, debris transport, sump screen head loss, and ECCS pump NPSH. In addition 
the GR provides ·supplemental" guidance that can be used by licensees to refine their 
analysis and evaluations. The GR baseline gUidance does not provide detailed 
guidance for several important related issues, including long-term chemical effects and 
head-loss correlations for particular insulation materials (e.g., caJcium silicate), nor does 
it provide gUidance for evaluating the impacts of debris passing through the screens and 
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being ingested into the ECCS (downstream effects). The GR does note that licensees 

• 
must consider these additional elements in the overall performance evaluation in their 
plant-specific analysis. 

The process used between the industry and the staff involved (1) direct discussions 
between the industry and the staff on key issues, (2) the NRC staff's independent 
research in support of the GSI-191 resolution effort, and (3) the submittal by NEI of three 
separate versions of the GR, which significantly contributed to the development of the 
technical basis for an acceptable methodology which is described in this SEA. 
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SAFETY EVALUATION BY THE OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION 

RELATED TO NRC GENERIC LETTER 2004-02, 

NUCLEAR ENERGY INSTITUTE 

GUIDANCE REPORT (PROPOSED DOCUMENT NUMBER NEI 04-07) 

"PRESSURIZED WATER REACTOR SUMP PERFORMANCE 

EVALUATION METHODOLOGY" 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

By letter dated May 28,2004, the Nuclear EnergyJllJStltute (NEI) sUb!'Jlitted for review by 
the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRGfllhe staff) a documententitled 
(proposed document number NEI 04-07,) "Pr~4rized Water Reactor Sump 
Performance Evaluation Methodology" (NEI,20~), herE1.ih>(eferred to as the guidance 
report (GR). NRC approval of the GR would allow1i~nsees of pressurized water 
reactors (PWRs) to use the GR in their response to NRGGeneric Letter 2004-02, 
"Potential Impact of Debris Blockage ergency Reci~!Jlation During Design Basis 
Accidents at Pressurized-Water Rea .' .. !.-04-xx), as the cited "NRC approved 
methodology" for their evaluation of plafl.lcspe.~\~ump performance. The Generic 
Letter identifies inadequacies in.many of'tpe current!~~R.licensing-basisanalyses for 
modeling sump screen d,E! . blockage a~ ~~ated effettfs, such that the staff no longer 
considers those analy~es' " table for co~rming compliance with NRC regulations. 
The NEI GR offersg~ipance ...1PWR licert$ees in response to those inadequacies 
raised during resolliti"ft'9f Gen'fic Safety IssuE1LGSI) 191, "Assessment of Debris 
Accumulation on PWRS\!Jl1np R~.f(l;l5lnce," w.bich are documented in the Generic 
Letter. .. .' -" " . 

The staff has completed its revieW9f the GR and associated documentation, and the 
conclusions are documented in th~-$8fety evaluation report (SER). In general, the staff 
found that portions of theGR are acceptable for use in conducting plant-specific 
analyses of emergency core cooling system (ECCS) sump screen blockage and 
resultant ECOS and/or core spray system (CSS) loss of net positive suction head 
(NPSH) for pumps required following a loss-of-coolant-accident (LOCA). However, the 
staff found that several portions of the GR are not acceptable because the proposed 
methods lack sufficient guidance, supporting data, or analysis to justify their technical 
basis. For each of these areas, the staff has provided a recommendation and/or 
alternative guidance to that offered in the GR. This SER.addresses e~u::~ ~~c:t!o_nC!fJ~E1_ - - - -1 Deleted: discusses 

GR, discusses the staff's evaluation of the proposed methodologies, and documentsJhe. _' _- Deleted: along wKh 
basis for the staff's conclusions. 

This SER addresses each part of a plant-specific analysis of sump performance, and is 
organized so that its discussions parallel the guidance discussions presented in the GR. 
The SER includes sections on each of the following topics: 

--.- i Formatted: Bullets lind Numbering 
_e_Pipe Break Characterization (Section 3.3) 
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_e_Debris GenerationlZone of Influence (Section 3.4) 

_e_Latent Debris (Section 3.5) 

_e_Debris Transport (Section 3.6) 

!....-Head Loss (Section 3.7) •!....-Analytical Refinements (Section 4.0) 

!....-Design and Administrative Control Refinements (Section 5.0) 

_e_Debris Source Term Refinements (Section 5.1) 

_e_Refinements by use of Debris Transport Obstructions (Section 5.2) 

!....-Refinements via Sump Screen Modifications (Section 5.3) 

_e_Risk-Informed Evaluation (Section 6.0) 

!....-Sump StnJctural Analysis (Section 7.1) 

!....-Upstream Effects (Section 7.2) ..,.; 

!....-Downstream Effects (Section 7.3) 

!....-Chemical Effects (Section 7.4) 

1.1 BACKGROUND 

In 1979, Unresolved Safety Issue (USI) A043, "OontaIi1I8IntEmergency Sump 
Performance," was estabIII!ihec;I as a result ot.evoIvlng st8ff concerns related to the 
adequacy of PWR rectrt:Ulatfon 8Ump desig.... After eXtensive research, the staff found 
that the design assumption of 50percent st.mp blockage used by licensees was 
nonconservative under98"fain conditions, and pUblished the technical findings in 
NUREG-0897, "ContainrMfd Emergency Sump Performance," dated October 1985. 
Although theafflffs regulatory analysis concerning USI A-43 did not support imposing 
new sur:np performance requirements, the staff issued GL 85-22, "Potential for Loss of , 
Post-J..OCA Recirculatien CapabIfIty Due to Insulation Debris Blockage," dated 

I Dec8mb8r:3., 1985.,GL 85-22 ~!'ted ~_~~~_ C?f_lJ$l~~~ ~~~i~ -1r"DeIeIed:---.----
that all reactor licensees replace the 50 percent blockage assumption with a ~ ~ ~ i DeIeIed: 10 _ 

comprehenslve-mechanistlc assessment of pIant-specific debris blockage potential for 
future modifications related to sump performance, such as thermal insulation 
changeouts. Theslaff also updated the NRC's regulatory guidance, including Section 
6.2.2 of the Standard Review Plan (NUREG-0800) and Regulatory Guide (RG) 1.82,
 
"Water Sources for Long-Term Recirculation Cooling Following a Loss-of-Coolant
 
Accident" (RG 1.82), to reflect the USI A-43 technical findings documented in NUREG
0897.
 

Following the resolution of USI A-43 in 1985, several events challenged the staffs
 
conclusion that no new requirements were necessary to prevent the clogging of ECCS
 
strainers at operating BWRs:
 

_-_On July 28, 1992, at Barseback Unit 2, a Swedish BWR, the spurious opening of •.. - i FormMIlId: BuIIels and Numbering 

a pilot-operated relief valve led to the plugging of two containment vessel spray 
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system suction strainers with mineral wool and required operators to shut down 
the spray pumps and backflush the strainers. 

• _e_In 1993, at Perry Unit 1, ECCS strainers twice became plugged with debris. On 
January 16, ECCS strainers were plugged with suppression pool particulate 
matter, and on April 14, an ECCS strainer was plugged with glass fiber from 
ventilation filters that had fallen into the suppression pool. On both occasions, 
the affected ECCS strainers were deformed by excessive differential pressure 
created by the debris plugging. 

!...-On September 11, 1995, at Limerick Unit 1, following a manual scram due to a 
stuck-open safety/relief valve, operators observed fluctuating flow and pump 
motor current on the "A' loop of suppression pool cooling. The licensee later 
attributed these indications to a thin mat of fiber and slUdge which had 
accumulated on the suction strainer. 

In response to these ECCS suction strainer plugg~'events, the NRb~ed several 
generic communications, including Bulletin 93-.~: Supple'/Tlent 1, ·Debrls'P~~9ing of 
Emergency Core Cooling Suction Strainers,~:'t:lateQ Febru"".ty 18, 1994; BUI~!'195-02, 
·Unexpected Clogging of a Residual Heat Remova1.~H@fPump Strainer While 
Operating in Suppression Pool Cooling Mode," datecJiPcitober 17,1995; and Bulletin 96
03, ·Potential Plugging of EmergenCY, 'fore Cooling SU~ Strainers by Debris in 
Boiling-Water Reactors,· dated May 6,'it~§,Through tti9$~jbulletins the staff requested 
that BWR licensees implement appropriate~~dural measQres, maintenance 
practices, and plant modifications to minimize . tial for'the clogging of ECCS 
suction strainers by debris accumulation fCillloy!ing}~coolant accident (LOCA). 
Bulletin 96-03, in parti . ed the expemence-based;tfinding that clogging by fibrous 
debris is not IimitedJ9 lation as a.t:lebris source. These bulletins were 
adequately addresSll("'!~y all B.;~ licensees. 

"'--;'.: :;:\",: -'~J;': -i'"t,p~'i'~' 
'';~'", 

• 
~~~~:;~::~~~s :~:i~ ...r~:~~f~~~~:~~:~~~ ~~~~~ ~~~g~je~i~~~ ~y 
confir~f'lg what t ..rem~nedBWR strainer clogging events had earlier 
indioated: (1) that thet.a.ount bf~\h:mris generated by a HELB could be greater 
thanes ..ed by the OIl A-43tesearch program, (2) that the debris could be 
finer (and,,'~, more ea.~ly transportable), and (3) that certain combinations of 
debris (e.g., fi~us mateiiial plus particulate material) could result in a 
substantially grea,ter~ead loss than an equivalent amount of either type of debris 
alone. Therefore,ir\l;'i3996 the staff identified GSI-191, to ensure that post
accident debris blockage would not impede or prevent the operation of the ECCS 
and CSS in the recirculation mode at PWRs in the event of a LOCA or other 
HELB accidents for which sump recirculation is required. The staff began 
evaluating the potential vulnerability of PWRs and contracted LANL to evaluate 
the potential for debris to cause degraded PWR recirCUlating sump performance. 
In July 2001 , preliminary parametric calculations were completed on PWR sump 
performance, which confirmed the potential for debris accumulation in a 
representative number of operating PWRs. A number of studies (e.g.. - -{ Formatted: Font: Arial 

NUREG/CR-6771, LA-UR-02-7562) have been performed to evaluate the 
potential for sump clogging and the concerns associated with generic safety 
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issue GSI-191. Designing the containment sump so that it is not susceptible to
 
clogging has been generically estimated in the above studies to reduce the risk
 
associated with large break LOCAs by a factor of 45. Using the conservative _
 
NUREG-1150 LBLOCA freguency (5E-4/year) in the generic calculation results in
 
a risk reduction from 1.6E-4tvear to 3.6E-6lvear. Using e. current (more realistic) - i ~: Font: Arial
 

LBLOCA frequency (4E-6lvear) would result in a risk reduction from 1.2E-6lvear
 
to 2.6E-8/year.
 
• . . ---l'-D_I'eleli_ed_:l1=--- ----J 

On June 9,2003, having completed its technical assessment of GSI·191 (summarized 
below in the Overview section), the NRC issued Bulletin 2003-01, ·Potentiallmpact of 
Debris Blockage on Emergency Recirculation During Design-Basis Accidents at 
Pressurized-Water Reactors," requesting an expedited response from PWR licensees 

ll8Qardingt1l~_s~~9! !t1eJr_~~l~_r~I~!~ ~J~~ ~rIJi!lSL~ ~_ - - >-D_telet 11 _u -i 
ECCS and CSS recirculation functions. PWR licensees unable to assure regulatory ~,- - Deleted: to 
compliance pending further analysis were asked to describe any interim compensatory \;, ;---------~ 
measures that have been implemented or will be implemented to reduce risk until the '\ ...D_telet I1..;,"'-------< 
analysis could be completed. All PWR licensees have since responded to Bulletin 2003- DeIIIed: on a mechanlsllc basis, 

01. 

In developing Bulletin 2003-01, the NRC staff rec:ognized that it may be necessary for
 
PWR licensees to undertake complex evaluations to determine whether regulatory
 
compliance exists in light of the concerns·identified in the bulletin and that the
 
methodology to perform such evaluations was not currently available. As a result, that
 
information was not requested in the bulletin but-PWR licensees were informed that the
 
staff was preparing a ~ric letter that would requestlhis information. On ,September - -1 Deleted: August xx
 

~=~~:rcu=:-~iQ~~=~~t~~u~~~t~- - - - - - - - - - -1==Ulat~~rwas
 
Reactors: '. - 

1.2 OVERVIEW 

In the event of a HElB Inside the containment of a PWR, energetic pressure waves and
 
fluid jets would impinge upon materials in the vicinity of the break, such as thermal
 
insulation,coatings. and concrete. causing them to become damaged and dislodged.
 
Debris COUld also be generated through secondary mechanisms. such as severe post
 •
accident tempeRlture and humidity conditions, flooding of the lower containment, and the
 
impact of containment spray droplets. In addition to debris generated by jet forces from
 
the pipe rupture, debris can be created by the chemical reaction between the chemically
 
reactive spray solutions used following a LOCA and the materials in containment. These
 
reactions may result 1n additional debris such as disbanded coatings and chemical
 
precipitants being generated. Through transport methods such as entrainment in the
 
steamlwater flows issuing from the break and containment spray washdown. a fraction
 
of the generated debris and foreign material in the containment would be transported to
 
the pool of water formed on the containment floor. Subsequently, if the ECCS or CSS
 
pumps were to take suction from the recirculation sump. the debris suspended in the
 
containment pool would begin to accumulate on the sump screen or be transported
 
through the associated system. The accumulation of this suspended debris on the sump
 
screen could create a roughly uniform covering on the screen, referred to as a debris
 
bed, which would tend to increase the head loss across the screen through a filtering
 
action. If a sufficient amount of debris were to accumulate, the debris bed would reach a
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critical thickness at which the head loss across the debris bed would exceed the net 

• 
positive suction head (NPSH) margin required to ensure the successful operation of the 
ECCS and CSS pumps in recirculation mode. A loss of NPSH margin for the ECCS or 
CSS pumps as a result of the accumulation of debris on the recirculation sump screen, 
referred to as sump clogging, could result in degraded pump performance and eventual 
pump failure. Debris could also plug or wear close tolerance components within the 
ECCS or CSS systems. The effect of this plugging or wear may cause a component to 
degrade to the point where it may be unable to perform its designated function (e.g. 
pump fluid, maintain system pressure, or pass and control system flow). 

Assessing the likelihood of the ECCS and CSS pumps at dome~tlcPWRs experiencing 
a debris-induced loss of NPSH margin during sump recirculation was the primary 
objective of the NRC's technical assessment of GSI-191. "tf,le~RC's technical 
assessment culminated in a parametric stUdy that mech,iiRisticatly,treated phenomena 
associated with debris blockage using analytical mO~~lsOt domeifiktPWRs generated 
with a combination of generic and plant-specific d~;:1AEl documented;jp Volume 1 of 
NUREG/CR-6762, "GSI·191 Technical Assess~t: Parametric Evalu~'l~ for 
Pressurized Water Reactor Recirculation SUr;ru)"P~rformaqpe," dated AU~~OO2 
(NUREG/CR-6762-1), the GSI-191 parametric stU,~conc!~s that recirculation sump 
clogging is a credible concern for domestic PWRs.';~~a:result of limitations with respect 
to plant-specific data and other modeling uncertainties';trowever, the parametric study 
does not definitively identify whether'~~e~ particular PWa;I~lants are vulnerable to 
sump clogging when phenomena ass~With debris biooq,ge are modeled 
mechanistically. ; ;} 

the GSI-1 9,j ~rametfic;~lay is based upon the 
substantial body of t~ .... . '. analyses t~t are dOCdmented in technical reports 
generated during t~:~RC'st7191 researc~ program and earlier technical reports 
generated by the t4Ai~d thejldustry during~tle,resolutionof the BWR strainer 
clogging issue and USI ~~. 'w.;,~rtinent,technical reports, which cover debris 

•
 
~:~::~~~d;~:~rt~ ace' ..' ';'\0i_~ loss, are l~te_rel}ceQi!\t~~ ~~1~19) ....
 

£1t4VREG/CR-67"til~GSI.1~~~\'Jthermal.HYdraulicResponse of PWR Reactor 
C()Ol~nt System aJ'tf;pontamments to Selected Accident Sequences," dated 
AugUSt2002. ,I,;' 

, ····Ii 

_._NUREG/CR-6762,'\101. 3, "GSI-191 Technical Assessment: Development of 
Debris GenemtipttQuantities in Support of the Parametric Evaluation," dated 
August 2002; 

_._NUREG/CR~6762, Vol. 4, "GSI-191 Technical Assessment: Development of 
Debris Transport Fractions in Support of the Parametric Evaluation," dated 
August 2002. 

_._NUREG/CR-6224, "Parametric Study of the Potential for BWR ECCS Strainer 
Blockage Due to LOCA Generated Debris," dated October 1995. 

In light of the new information identified during the efforts to resolve GSI-191, the NRC 
staff f1~~e!l!'!n_.e9_t~~~t!l~ "p!~~iQ~~ 9~i!i~ ~~~<! ~.o. C!.~.v_e!o..p_. ~l!rr~nJ !ig.. ~.~~ _ .... ~'!sj'!g-!>~~i~ 
analysesf!.!!!-nQt_a,<!~ctu~!eJ~ ~~g9()l!'ple~~ly !'!o.<!el ~~rnP _scr~~"- g~~ris_ ~1()g~a,Re_a,nd 
related effects. As a result, due to the deficiencies in the previous guidance, an 
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analytical error could be introduced which results in ECCS and CSS performance that Idoes not conform with the existing applicable regulatory requirements outlined in GL 04
Qg,,_TJ!~~tO!~,JtJ~ _~ffLey!'~ J~Jlu_~ J9~ Q~t~rr!'i.!l!nA t!l~ _s~~tb!I!!y 9t I?W~ - ;.DeIeted:_th_i__ ....oj 

recirculation sump screens to the adverse effects of debris blockage during design basis ~,- - Deleted: s 
accidents requiring reciraJlation operation of the ECCS or CSS (RG 1.82-3). ~e NRC \:' >------- 
staff determined that itu!-awo~!~ 10_~~!'~~tJtl~t.. ~~~pe_rfp!J!l_'le~ =~Qr~ ==='" \\)-D_I_II d:_gene;..._ric_le_tte_r_.-_~ 
realistic analyses and submit information to confirm their plant-specific compliance with \ \ ',)--Delet_..._.has -( 

NRC regulations and other existing regulatory requirements listed in.Gl-04-02 ~11~~ir'lg _ \, \ )--DI_II_t8'_rl_'Ther8foIe --(__..;.'t
 

to post-accident debris blockage. ' , DeIIIIed: is
 

Deleted: this generic letter 
In addition to demonstrating the potential for debris to clog containment reciraJlation
 
sumps, operational experience and the NRC's technical assessment of GSI 191 have
 
also identified three integrally related modes by which post-accident debris blockage
 
could adversely affect the sump screen's design function of intercepting debris that could
 
impede or prevent the operation of the ECCS and CSS in recircuJalion mode.
 

First, as a result of the 5O-percent blockage 8SSLITIption, most P\NR sump screens were
 
designed assuming that relatively small strueIUtaI loadings would result from the
 
differential pressure associated with debris blocIavt. Consequently, P\NR sump
 
screens may not be capable of accommodating thtHncreased strueturalloadings that
 
would occur due to mechanisticaJly determined debris beds that cover essentially the
 
entire screen surface. Inadequate strwIurai reinforcement of a sump screen may result
 
in its deformation, damage, or failure, whil:h.a>uld allow large quantities of debris to be
 
ingested into the ECCS and CSS piping•..pump8.and other components, potentially
 
leading to their clogging or failure. The I:CCS sIrBiner plugging and deformation events
 
that occurred at Perry Unit,·Hfurther ~,In Information Notice (IN) 93-34,
 
·Potential for Loss ofEmeI'flNiOY Cooling FYnction Due·to a Combination of Operational
 
and Post lOCA DebrIs in ContlliIRment: datSd April 26, 1993, and LER 50 440193-011,
 
-Excessive Strainer Dllferential 'Plessure Across Jhe RHR Suction Strainer Could Have
 
Compromised Long Term'Coollno.:~ PosttOCA Operation,· submitted May 19,
 
1993), demonsk8te the ~ityof_~rnfor screens and strainers that have not
 
been designedwilhadequat~.
 

Second, in some P\NR containm_/the fJowpaths by which containment spray or 
break flows return to the recirculatiOn sump may include ·choke-points,· where the •
f10wpath beComes so CONlIItcted that It could become blocked with debris following a
 
HELB. Examples of potenlal choke-points are drains for pools, cavities, isolated
 
containment compartmerdB. and constricted drainage paths between physically
 
separated containrMnt'8levations. Debris blockage at certain choke-points could hold
 
up substantial amounts of water required for adequate recirculation or cause the water to
 
be diverted into containment volumes that do not drain to the recirculation sump. The
 
holdup or diversion of water 8SSlIl1ed to be available to support sump recirculation could
 
result in an available NPSH for ECCS and CSS pumps that is lower than the analyzed
 
value, thereby reducing assurance that reciraJlation would successfully function. A
 
reduced available NPSH directly concerns sump screen design because the NPSH
 
margin of the ECCS and CSS pumps must be conservatively calculated to determine
 
correctly the required surface area of passive sump screens when mechanistically
 
determined debris loadings are considered. Although the parametric study
 
(NUREGlCR-6762, Volume 1) did not analyze in detail the potential for the holdup or
 
diversion of recirculation sump inventory, the NRC's GSI191 research identified this
 
phenomenon as an important and potentially credible concern. A number of LERs
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associated with this concem have also been generated, which further confirms its 

•
 
credibility and potential significance:
 

_-_LER 50-369/90-012, "Loose Material Was Located in Upper Containment During 4 ... - -{ Formatted: Bullets and Numbering 

Unit Operation Because of an Inappropriate Action," McGuire Unit 1, submitted 
August 30,1990. 

_-_LER 50-266/97-006, "Potential Refueling Cavity Drain Failure Could Affect 
Accident Mitigation," Point Beach Unit 1, submitted February 19, 1997. 

_-_LER 50-455/97-001, "Unit 2 Containment Drain System Clogged Due to Debris," 
Byron Unit 2, submitted April 17, 1997.(", 

_-_LER 50-269/97-010, "Inadequate Analysis of ECCS~fl1P Inventory Due to 
Inadequate Design Analysis," Oconee Unit 1, sUb~itted,~~uary 8, 1998. 

_-_LER 50-315/98-017, "Debris Recovered fr0rrl.J(;e 'eondensar~epresents
 
Unanalyzed Condition," D.C. Cook Unit 1, ,§\ilbn1itted July 1,'
 

/;;:'! 

Third, debris blockage at flow restrictions witrdiili~'.E:cCS'i~circulation floWPath 
downstream of the sump screen is a potential con~ffl f9fiPWRs. Debris that is capable 
of passing through the recirculation sump screen maY'tlt.,ye the potential to become 
lodged at a downstream flow restrictio~ such as a hig· sure safety injection (HPSI) 
throttle valve or fuel assembly inlet de~~§'~reen. Debris ,. age at such flow 
restrictions in the ECCS flowpath could;fr;nped"l!>r.prevent,~irculation of coolant to 
the reactor core, thereby leading to inadEJquatem>ftEI!90ling.Similarly, debris blockage 
at flow restrictions in the C?S flowpath, s~h ~a com~!Rl~ent spray nOZZle, could 
impede or prevent CS§,' tion, there_'feading tQwrladequate containment heat 
removal. Debris may also ulate in clo$9 tolerance sub-components of pumps and 
valves. The effect'l't\Il,~~~ither bato plug the s~component thereby rendering the 
component unable to ~rm' tion or to"ear critical close tolerance sub

• 
components tqJhepointat;!'" .~~fl~et·dtSystemoperation is degraded and 
unable tOf"'JI¥f)e~ its f~pn. ConSidering the recirculation sump screen's design 
functionaf interceptingpotenti8lly.harmfuJ debris, it is essential that the screen openings 
are adellJuately sized a.,.ihat the:~p screen's current configuration is free of gaps or 
breach~\'Vhich could corn:f?romis~1he ECCS and CSS recirculation functions. It is also 
essential that system comi»nents are designed and evaluated to be able to operate with 
debris ladenfll.ilWi as neceS$l:\ry post-LOCA. 

To assist in deterl"l'lmfng,on a plant-specific basis, whether compliance exists with 10 
CFR 50.46(b)(5), lic~nsees may use the guidance contained in RG 1.82, Revision 3, 
'Water Sources for long-Term Recirculation Cooling Following a loss-of-Coolant 
Accident," dated November 2003. Revision 3 enhanced the debris blockage evaluation 
guidance for PWRs provided in Revision 1 of the RG to better model sump screen debris 
blockage and related effects. The NRC staff determined after the issuance of Revision 
2, that research for PWRs indicated that the guidance in that revision was not 
comprehensive enough to ensure adequate evaluation of a PWR plant's susceptibility to 
the detrimental effects caused by debris accumulation on debris interceptors (e.g., trash 
racks and sump screens). Revision 2 altered the debris blockage evaluation guidance 
found in Revision 1 following the evaluation of blockage events, such as the Barseback 
Unit 2 event mentioned above, but for BWRs only. Revision 1 replaced the 50-percent 
blockage assumption in Revision 0 with a comprehensive, mechanistic assessment of 
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plant-specific debris blockage potential for future modifications related to sump 
performance, such as thennal insulation changeouts. This was in response to the 
findings of USI A-43. 

The NEI GR expands on RG 1.82, Rev. 3 (requirements for long-term cooling), using 
portions of NUREG/CR-6808 (knowledge-base report) and other NRC and industry 
related documents. The NEI research contributions are (1) in the area of alternate break 
size, including options for risk-informing the analysis as it relates to the initial postulated 
break size, and (2) on the behavior or protective coatings (a potential debris type) under 
high-pressure. two-phase jet impact. 

In support of the GSI-191 resolution effort, the staff also con~~~~_~!i~ 
not completed, for a plant-specific sump performance analysis.based on sample plant 
data. Although the work was not publiShed, some of the Work was completed and simply 
not documented. Therefore. the staff has provided ~Its from specific areas of this 
research, to sUpplement areas in the GR that 1ack.lUI'Porting data and:experimentation, 
as a basis for alternative guidance and has ~ details in such cases. in 

Appendices III and VI to this SER. ..,,:.'~;~~~;< .. ". 
;; ~. ,.~- . 

\{~\ 
~;. . 
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2.0 REGULATORY EVALUATION 

This section details the regulatory requirements, associated guidance, and precedent 
upon which the staff based its review of the GR submitted by NEI to be used for the 
evaluation of PWR sump recirculation performance. 

In accordance with Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations (10 CFR) Part 50.46, 
Sub-section (b) (5), licensees of domestic nuclear power plants are required to provide 
long-term cooling of the reactor core. Specifically. that regulation provides that "after 
any calculated successful initial operation of the ECCS;~t~E3 ~c;a,J."c._ U,,,I,~,"t,_e,.9_C_O!~ !~rt:1I?~r!i!urE3 _' _' { Deleted: . 
shall be maintained at an acceptably low value and decay heat ~h~U be removed for the - - - iF'D-eleted---:-FU-rthe-nno-re-,---....: 
extended period of time required by the long-lived radioactivi)temaining in the core." 
For this evaluation of PWR recirculation performance, the ~ considered this 
extended time to be thirty days, and requires cooling by¥~circ of coolant via the 
ECCS sump, where coolant is accumulated for this pwp~e. H ,,' r, if debris collects 
and clogs the sump screen or other components o!;iPatAways that p , t adequate 
suction for ECCS or CSS pumps, then complianji:e with this regulation be in 
question. '.h :, .. ' 

.~,t'" ' 
/,> 

Guidance for determining compliance with 10 CFR (5), is contained in RG 1.82, 
Revision 3. The staff review guidance for evaluating ". ee compliance with 10 CFR 
50.46(b} (5), is contained in NUREG4800, "Standard R Plan: (SRP) 6.2.2, 
"Containment Heat Removal Systems;"<'~~(;\jtionally, SRP ~£ngineered Safety 
Features Materials," provides the review'pr" " thermal lation and coating 
systems, which impact long-term cooling'~valu~,';~ g~ .: _,:'Y!tl".:l~t~ -,"i~~ '?Jl'!kJ " - -{'-Deleted__:_8_nd -' 
provides review gUidan~JfQrn which the fl, "ed tim recirculation performance is 
derived' and SRP 6.1.2 <!ff>rmeetive Coat ' stems ints" rovides review 
guidance for coating;~ystems,'wbiCh is a deoos type generated and evaluated in the 
sump analysis.. -:..,c,;.c -" -,, ~~:;.; ... - __ _{,-Deleted:_, 

For PWRs 1i9lit~t? G~~Jarb~~ij6:Q~a·(GOC} in Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 50, 
GOC 35~ecifie'$1;at:ltijtionala~S requirements, GOC 38 specifies heat removal 
systern$requirements,'~d GDC;41" provides requirements for containment atmosphere 
clearftl~.Many PWR 1i~Ji!ees cr'~(l(rt a GSS, at least in part, with performing the safety 
functions.~satisfy these "uirements, and PWRs that are not licensed to the GOC may 
credit a CSStto satisfy simitar plant-specific licensing basis requirements. In addition, 
PWR Iicensees111ay credit a CSS with reducing the accident source term to meet the 
limits of 10 CFRPart 1oo.or 10 GFR 50.67. 

Technical specifications pertain to the ECCS and CSS insofar as they require the 
operability of these systems for the mitigation of certain design basis accidents. Other 
plant-specific licensing commitments concerning the EGGS and GSS are also 
documented in the Final Safety Analysis Report. 

The staff considered the NRC's August 28,1998, SER on the Utility Resolution 
Guidance (URG) for EGCS Suction Strainer Blockage (NEOO-32686-A), (URG SER) 
used for resolution of the related strainer blockage issue for BWRs in its evaluation of 
the GR. This approach helped to assure consistency and efficiency. In some areas, 
departures from the GR and the URG SER were warranted due to differences in the 
design features of BWRs and PWRs, as well as later information obtained through 
regulatory research. 
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The Commission's staff requirements memorandum from A. L. Vietti-Cook to L. A. 
Reyes, SECY-04-0037, "Issues Related to Proposed Rulemaking to Risk-Inform • 
Requirements Related to Large Break Loss-of-Coolant-Accident (LOCA) Break Size and 
Plans for Rulemaking on LOCA with Coincident Loss-of-Offsite-Power: dated July 1, 
2004 (SECY-04-0037)JlOd RG 1.174, "An Approach for Using Probabilistic Risk - -( DeIeIiId: was 
Assessment in Risk-Informed Decisions on Plant-Specific Changes to the Licensing L-~~~ ....) 

Basis,· dated July 1998 eRG 1.174), were considered in the review of industry-proposed 
alternatives. and in the realistic and risk-informed options with regard to break size 
selection and mitigative equipment requirements, 

"'.':. 
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3.0 BASELINE EVALUATION 

• Section 3 of the GR provides an evaluation methodology referred to as a baseline set of 
methods that help identity the dominant design factors for a given plant. The baseline 
evaluation methodology is intended to.provide ar:! ~1?1?~o~~b.which includes S!:Jffi9le.!l! - { Deleted: serve as 
conservatism such that simpler analytical methods can be used. ' , , {>-.DeI-eted--:W-It-h------; 

~~-----------' 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

Section 3.1 of the GR describes the purpose of the baseline, and it presents background
 
information regarding general accident scenarios of concern an\i.QRident phenomena.
 
This section also notes the limitations of the evaluation method: It makes reference to
 
supplemental guidance for refinements, and data coliectioll_~;~PPort base evaluations.
 

Key introductory points include the following: 
T1J<1hi",) ,.'i,,1:i4** 

1.	 This section states: "If a plant uses this~thod and guidanc ". 
sufficient head loss margin exists forpr~er long.~erm Emergeri., ,Ie Cooling 
(ECC) and Containment Spray (CS) fun_I), no_Uditional evaluayon for head 
loss is required."';,;,,;,., 

;:~,yY;~ 

-:,;\ 

2.	 The baseline evaluation me~ only addresses~ phenomena and issues up 
to and including head loss aC~i$@E:l sump screSA-;:.Q~ufticient information 
presently exists to evaluate the#~ffe~i~'Hhemical ~,.ction products on head 
loss across a sump screen andtt'le ass:~~ c:lebris bed. Also, the Baseline 
Methodology do~s: P?t include th 'lJaticii'l'0l:~ldup of flow by debris 
upstream oftbe,su~~creen, th '" ctural integrity of the sump screen, or the 
effects resulting fromd~ris passingithrough the sump screen and being 
ingested,ihte.•ne ECC,t CS systems;:. 

• 
3. Theba$r.line evafl.iati6fi:f~ifli~·;~~eideS a conservative approach for 

~~flJatq:-t~ gene~tl.Pn and transport of debris, and the resulting head loss 
,!l.cross the sumP sere, a plant determines that the results of the baseline 

;,'#~pproach	 are Rli)taccep . or additional design margin is desirable, the 
#~i[1ement gUid~ provUfed in subsequent sections may be used to further 
e~~te the Post~Fident performance of the ECC sump. 

Staff Evaluation for..Section 3.1: The baseline guidance acknowledges that the
 
chemical reaction prodtict effects on J:!~I!C!.I~§~,J!c?'~,!sJr~~!"l ~ff~~~,_ aJl_d)J.QsJr~~!Jl ~ __ - >-Deleted: th_e -<
 
effects..e@..not fully considered in the baseline evaluation methodology. However, the ;: ,- - Deleted: the
 
guidance does-not make-itexplicit(yclea-r that-the -pla-nt must stiliaddress theselssu-es- - "', " )----------::


Deleted: the 
even if the plant successfully applied the baseline method to their plant. Therefore, the " >--~--------< 
staff position is that licensees address these effects in accordance with the staff Deleted: were 

positions specified in Section 7.0 of this SEA. 

The staff questions the GR statement that the baseline provides a conservative 
approach. Aspects of the baseline guidance have been identified that are clearly not 
conservative while other aspects are conservative. The subject aspects are identified at 
the appropriate locations inthis SEA. M<?~l?t~J.:I~~ Qtt!l§l_b~~§lli,!e_ ~"!'l!h:!~tlo_nJ~g~i.!'~~ - -{ Deleted: the guidance review 
that the baseline approach results in an evaluation that, overall, is realistically 
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conservative. The staff has sponsored research to continn whether or not specific 
aspects of the guidance are truly conservative as stated by the guidance. Results of this 
research are included in Appendices I, II, IV, and V to this SER, and are referenced 
appropriately in the pertinent section of this document. Section 3.8 documents the staff 
evaluation of assumptions for which conservatism is in question, and provides 
alternative guidance toward ensuring an overall realistic conservatism for the baseline. • 
3.2 METHOD OVERVIEW 

Section 3.2 presents the five major areas of the baseline guidance as break selection,
 
debris generation, latent debris, debris transport, and head loss.
 

3.3 BREAK SELECTION 

This section of the GR presents considerations and guidance for selecting an
 
appropriate postulated break size and location for use In the baselil18waalysis. The
 
stated objective of the selection process is to identify the break conditions that present


I the greatest challenge to post-accident sump.p8ffonnance. ." ,:;

• 
The GR states that the objective of the break selection process is to identify the break
 
size and location that results in debris generation that is detennined to produce the
 
maximum head loss across the Slmp screen. The staff finds this objective to be
 
acceptable. Because the assessment will address several complex phenomena for
 
each break location, the location of the most challenging break cannot be identified with
 
confidence until a number of postulated-break locations have been evaluated.
 

3.3.2 Discussion 
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As stated in the GR, the criterion used to define the most challenging break conditions is 

• 
the estimated head loss across the sump screen. The break location that maximizes 
estimated head loss is referred to in the GR as the "limiting break location." All phases of 
the accident scenario must be considered for each postulated break location including 
debris generation, debris transport, and sump-screen head loss calculations. The 
outcome of head loss predictions from each candidate break location should be 
performed systematically, and should be self-contained. 

Two attributes of break selection which are emphasized in the GR that can contribute to 
head loss are (1) the maximum amount of debris transported to the screen and (2) the 
worst combination of debris mixes that are transported to the scr_, The proper metric 
for comparison, head-loss effect upon arrival at the screen, hlil$/beeriemphasized. The 
GR requires that break locations be surveyed to provide fori~tq items 1 and 2 because 
under given circumstances, either could represent the li!1,litlng brc~. For example, 
relatively small quantities of fiber in combination with;I"Oet--gene",~d or latent-debris 
particulate can induce head losses that exceed the,sffects of much 1 r debris beds. 
Regulatory Guide 1.82, Rev. 3 [RG 1.82-3] item.~es additional feature . break that 
may dominate effects on the screen, but these'~ criteria.stated in the Gl1f~mpass 
quantity, type, transport and mixed composition;~'~~y is~:!,t~. . 

3.3.3 Postulated Break Size 

• 

Staff Evaluation of Section 3.3.3: The/N"y;~grees thatd~l.ft.nded guillotine breaks 
(DEGB) with full piping separation and QffSef~ ..~e used 19tbaseline evaluation of 
LOCA debris generation for breaks assumed to)~rjn,.eri,mary system piping (RCS 
main loop piping and att ,. auxiliary pi~~)~· For pt~ts·that require recirculation to 
maintain long-term cOe,m1'secondary-,ystem pipe'ruptures, either DEGB 
conditions may be~\lmed orGQnditions co~istent with the plant's licensing basis for 
those breaks mayb&;l.'!~ed for ~ characterizl;ltion (typically, a spectrum of break sizes 
is evaluated, up througtl~~ollbl~i'9nped ruptul1t). The staff finds the GR guidance with 
respect to ~~~~/~~~ .is aCC'9~abrElbeea\l~eithis approach provides for large volumes of 
debris al)~tWOfst~i}'lationsiof debris.' , 

. '-~/~ 

3.3.4 "."'entifying Bre.~ocatio", 
"> 'i">.!;; 

Staff Evalaa~on of Sectieth 3.3.4: In accordance with 10 CFR 50.46, Jh~ _~~9_~g!~~~ 
that all reactofCC)plant sys~ (RCS) piping, and connected piping, must be considered 
in the evaluationOfd~cati~ns to identify the limiting break. As stated in the GR, some 
plant designs require/eventual coolant recirculation from the sump for pipe ruptures 
other than a LOCA. ,I recirculation is required under the plant licensing basis to mitigate 
these events, then breaks must be examined in this piping as well. Any actuation of the 
recirculation pumps implies an initiating event that should be examined for potential 
debris generation regardless of whether the recirculation supplies containment spray or 
safety injection systems. 

3.3.4.1 General Guidance 

The staff position is provided here for each of the seven principles of break selection 
guidance offered in the GR. 
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1. The GR states that break exclusion zones must be disregarded for this 
evaluation. The staff finds this to be acceptable because all piping locations
 
should be considered. The GR also states that for main steam and feedwater
 
line breaks, licensees should evaluate the licensing basis and include potential
 
break locations in the evaluation, if necessary. The staff finds this to be
 
acceptable. However, the staff position is that if secondary breaches such as
 
main steam line and feedwater line breaks rely on sump recirculation, as
 •
described in the plant licensing basis, breaks should be postulated in these
 
systems at locations chosen in a manner consistent with the remaining
 
guidance in this section.
 

2.	 The GR states that application of NRC Branch Technical Position MEB 3-1 is 
not appropriate for determining potential LOCA breIkJocations. The staff finds 
this to be acceptable (see section 4.2.1 of this SER for,.more detailed 
discussion of the staff position). 

3.	 The GR states that for plants for which ,.eortd8ry-system ~_ such as main 
steam line and feedwater line breaks .ely on sump recirculatioit.~ribedin 
the licensing basis,~~~~~_~_~~'!.I~_~ -- --{"-~ ---J 

plant's current licensing basis. The staff tind5 this position to be unacceptable. 
The staff position is that secondary side ~ tQcations should be postulated in 
a manner consistent with tmuemaining gUidanalMl this section. The reason 
sUpPOrting this position is !be!fmte'irn of secorJd!M¥;~reakscenarios in the 
licensing basis acknowledges lien, ...." need for1ldrcu1ation. but the break 
locations evaluated in the lice._.not haVe been defined soecific to 
sump perf~OOUJdnoH.a..~~concems
 
identified i~ of ~1-1~h~sidebreaks
 
are not analyZed in aicerdance withtbe requirements of 10 CFR 50.46 or to
 
demonsb8!eQP!1!oIiarg with 10 CFR~. the staffs POSition is that
 
icen sre~·~Eum='m"tethe~uencesof
==~e;;~.shoukLntffV and evaluateaii	 •I 
~~ s to_'!...-..--e sum_l"fc>l:mance. 

4., .. 'The GR r8COlNt18llds thaI_ breaks be postulated at locations that result in 
~Uflique debris source telTT18 to avoid multiple locations with identical 
ctIIQP.OSition and quantity of debris. The staff considers thalln_~r to_~ __ - - -1 DeIII8d: HcMever. 
the_ntial head1Dss on the sump screen, the~_~_rr-~_~ ~ - DeIII8d: ~ of a 
judged baled on the degree of transport that is expected. Licensees may 
~~~~_tiJ'!l_~_~~~!r_~~~!B!IL~~g!llJ~~Qf_~ - -- DeIII8d: find 110 be benelk:laIlo 
accident sequence. AdcItionaI breaks may then be.evaJuated by oomoaring '-, DeIII8d: 
debris composition.~~~_~~PQt~~1Jl~ - -, 

DeIII8d: 8ddresIIed by comparison
approach will avoid some duplication of effort and will pennita s~tic ~, 10 lheII ellllll1plls of lhelr debris 
survey of break locations.	 - - - - - - - - - - - - -\'> , DeIII8d: composIIIon.

\ ' , DeIII8d: wilhouI full quantIIlcatlon.5.	 The GR states that pipe breaks shall be postulated that affect locations , 
containing high concentrations of problematic insulation (microporous DeIII8d: willie also pennilting 

insulation, calcium-silicate, fire barrier material. ere.). The staff finds this 
position to be acceptable. Additionally, in keeping with the objective of 
identifying limiting break conditions, zones of problematic insulation might be 
affected by smaller breaks in their vicinity or by larger breaks that encompass 
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them. Both possibilities should be considered because the overall composition 
of the debris arriving at the screen may be different. 

• 6. As discussed above, the initial quantity and composition of the debris source 
are important attributes of break selection, but potential transport must be 
considered also. The GR states that "Pipe breaks shall be postulated with the 
goal of creating the largest quantity of debris and/or the worst-cast combination 
of debris types at the sump screen." The staff agrees that these conditions 
should be evaluated. The GR correctly notes that the largest quantity at the 
screen may not produce the highest head loss. Additional discussion of screen 
head loss analysis found in Section 3.7 of the SER ma¥~!p guide the 
selection of break locations that may create adverse.~nditlons at the sump 
screen. 

7.	 The GR proposes that piping less than 2 inches4n diarrteterneed not be 
considered in order to identity the limiting R~eaJ< conditions,lr~~ staff finds this 
to be acceptable. While it may be possible for a 2-inch breaK*~~halienge net
positive-suction-head (NPSH) margillSl>r some existing screertS:;~~~ger breaks 
postulated with minimal transport wou'd~e an i€lentical challeng~;Larger 
breaks with higher transport potential willbettail'llYbOund the maximum on
screen debris permitted by a 2-inch break. Blfminating 2-inch diameter breaks 
from the baseline greatly si~!ifies the systematiQsurvey. 

3.3.4.2 Piping Runs to Consider . 

The staff agrees that breaks, ruptures andtleaJ$~therJhan.·a LOCA ltill.1?~ ~91}~ig~r~9 JI} 
this analysis if these sG@ entually r~ire recircl1lation for any purpose and if 
they are part of the plant basis. 

The staff's position istJli~I~" brieelines, reg~cfjess of piping system, that meet the 
following criteria~.hould el7..(1)j~rporated in the licensing basis; (2)

• 
capable of·genera~lf'9deb (3) l'$adto a recirculation demand on the sumps. This 
position is not mearttilQWimply' t.,breaks must be fully analyzed in every length of every 
system. Many postula~~pCatioh$;~" be eliminated by comparison with other 
collocated break POSSibi~l~ of their respective debris volume, composition, and 
transport potential. Note t~t all piping in containment should be considered regardless 
of its location Wjthin containment because breaks in secondary systems may also be of 
interest if the a~ criterjlfor consideration are satisfied (e.g., main steam and 
feedwater piping)~: . .. 

The level of detail plfrsued in the application of breaks in alternative piping systems 
depends largely on assumptions made in other steps of the accident analysis. For 
example, if assumptions made in the transport and head loss analyses both require the 
assessment of thin-bed formation, then break selection can focus on (1) particulate 
sources that may contribute to the thin-bed, and (2) maximum debris quantities that may 
dominate the debris bed. An ~~a.!l~J~I~ pf ? _c?~~ y(h~!~ ~~~a!I~~ .!'l~~'!1~n_a.!i~!:1 pf ?!:1 
alternative system might be required is a high energy line with debris generation 
potential that is either insulated with or that might affect problematic or diverse insulation 
types in locations outside the range of larger pipe breaks. Locations of this type might 
be found in upper containment near component cooling lines near the pressurizer, for 
example. Scenarios of this type could be conservatively analyzed using bounding jet 
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parameters relevant to the primary system piping or a new jet calculation could be 
performed specific to the conditions of the line in question. The actuation of spray for 
breaks postulated in alternative systems is also a key consideration in their assessment 
as potentially limiting conditions, because containment spray will enhance transport to 
the recirculation pool and to the sump screen. This discussion is intended to recognize 
that there may be candidate break locations outside of the larger break lOI. 
Conversely, if such locations are already considered within larger postulated breaks with 
large lOl, then detailed examination may not be required. 

Note that the explicit assumption of thin-bed formation regardless of break size or 
location offers a significant simplification for break selection, bec8use more focus can be 
placed on the larger piping systems that envelope more spatial volume. Breaks outside 
of the crane waH may require more detailed examination forplpe size, pipe pressure, 
nearby insulation types, and transport potential. ~/~ . ...~t 

3.3.4.3 Other Considerations for Selecting B~ 
-i~ 

Three additional considerations for selecting ~.l~ Ioca~ are presented,in the GR. 
The staff position regarding each respective ~.4iscussedhere. 

-t~:-,.;.';> . 

1.	 The staff finds that the GR correctly em~rconsideration of 
relative locations between tf&Jaostulated breaJ("'tion and the affected 
containment material targets. '~aJIy, the stSffl10tes that a good 
understanding of spatial volume ~~ the Z0I discussion in section 
3.4.2 of this SER and related ca't:w1atlc)dJ.~1§tm determining the level of 
detail needed~;~break~."t~/' 

2.	 The second:'COnSidetllllOn focuses til the potential for the formation of a thin 
fiber layer on.lle SCre8(l'that filters ~lates very efficiently, the so-caJled 
"thin-bed" effect. ·in ~ state-of-ii art debris transport methods are not 
sufficiently,advat1u8d10 ~ of a thin bed when fibrous 
~"'damaglllltwithin anYtOl. The degree of wlnerability to this effect 

';fs specific to" sumpe:.en.1n question. This GR consideration for break 
f ·'-.electlon sets a msrgIna1.-e for debris generation that might already be 

'tIOunded by 1arger-break&Wth minimal transport. The staff agrees that the 
~ effect should be evaluated. AddItionally, the staff's position is that 
srna'1I8rtlreaks affecting unique combinations of Insulation not encompassed by 
larger bre8k shOUld still be examined for potential thin-bed formation. When 
computing1he volume of fibrous debris needed to form a 118-inch thick uniform 
layer on a given sump screen, the dry-bed or -as-manufactured" density should 
be used, and only the wetted screen area relevant to the break in question 
should be credited. 

3.	 The GR offers an additional consideration that recognizes the importance of 
latent debris inventory as a potentially limiting debris source for plants with IItUe 
or no fibrous insulation. The staff agrees with this consideration, and refers to 
section 3.5 of this SER for a more complete discussion of latent debris 
characterization. The staff notes that the use of an appropriate dry-bed density 
for latent fiber and a wetted screen area can be used by plants with non-fiber 
insulation to establish a plant cleanliness criterion for their FME programs. 
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• 
3.3.4.4 Selecting the Initial Break Locations 

The staff finds that the guidance offered in the GR for initial break location selection is 
acceptable and notes that spatial perspectives gained from implementation of the 201 
models will be helpful at directing the break-location survey further. In general, the 
survey should first consider larger breaks with more complex debris composition and 
proceed down to smaller breaks with more unique debris compositions that have not yet 
been captured in the survey. The degree of transport, which can be affected by the use 
of containment spray, should be considered during the comparison of potential break 
locations. Starting with this initial break location and moving toQ'ther large breaks that 
envelope any previously identified debris-source concerns willCluickly build a set of 
comparative source-term and transport factors that can b~,US8dto judge other locations 
and classes of postUlated breaks without as much detailed qua~iJjpation. Comparative 
rationale that disqualifies a candidate location from designation a:S~jimiting break 
condition should be documented to illustrate the sy.ematic and comPfc8hensive scope of 
the break-selection survey.':!:;,: 

3.3.5 Evaluation of Break Consequences 

Staff Evaluation of Section 3.3.5: The staff finds thatltle proper metric of comparison 
between break locations has been emp~Clsized in the GRii~e., head loss across the 
sump screen as a result of generation;9.~ort, and accUITl~lClti9n of debris on the 
sump screen. Break locations cannot beeli~dfrom con~eration based on any 
single attribute alone. The staff agrees that all' ksshoulcfbe evaluated in the context 
of the complete accident~~.ence and th~:.p" tial Elffect on sump-screen head loss. 
Nevertheless, many p().nPa~ will be fOUJ\)d that are useful. For example, all large 
break locations within;~ compattment may be!found to have similar transport 
characteristics and sp8.~1 volume, so only one:prtwo locations within the compartment 
are needed to bound tHEi"tariatiQllindebris corj'lposition.

"',,' "'-"'e.,:,,;'" ,: ',' ',-,_,,;_' ~':'.:',' ''\'_ . _" . __,c', 

• 3.3.5.1 ~::r::;~~'Of Br~~~nse~~'~ii6~ Evaluation 

Once" j.' iting bre~~~iti~~~$>:ba;'e been identified, the corresponding head loss 
willbe ,~red to the reqgired NF'SH either as a measure of vulnerability to sump 
blockage of:~a design cm.ion for sump-screen modifications. The staff finds that the 
GR provides ••cceptableand concise summary in this section of the steps involved 
with evaluating ea£:h can<;lidate break location against the criterion of maximum sump
screen head loss." ' 

3.3.5.2 Selection of Intervals for Additional Break Locations 

This section of the GR describes a systematic approach to break selection along 
individual piping runs that starts at an initial location along a pipe, generally a terminal 
end, and steps along in equal increments (3 foot increments) placing breaks at each 
sequential location. The staff position is that break intervals can be relaxed to 5-ft 
increments along the pipe in question and notes that the concept of equal increments is 
only a reminder to be systematic and thorough. Earlier work reported by NRC 
contractors using automated analysis tools to evaluate higher spatial resolution (1 to 3 ft 
increments) was motivated by a risk assessment approach that required an accurate 
sampling of piping lengths and break sizes to represent their proportional contribution to 
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the overall frequency of sump screen failure. For the purpose of identifying limiting 
break conditions, a more discrete approach driven by the comparison of debris source
 
term and transport potential can be effective at placing postulated breaks. The key
 
difference between many breaks (especially large breaks) will not be the exact location
 
along the pipe, but rather the envelope of containment material targets that is affected.
 

.	 The staff agrees that as the plant-specific analysis develops, many break locations along 
a pipe will be determined by inspection of potential debris inventory, similarity of 
transport paths, and piping physical characteristics compared to a smaller number of 
fully quantified break scenarios. 

As discussed previously, the staff does not accept the GR position regarding the
 
treatment of secondary break locations. The staff position is that if secondary break
 
scenarios involve a recirculation-sump demand and If these scenarios are part of the
 
plant licensing basis, the same considerations for break location must be applied as
 
discussed in this section for LOCA events in prirnmy1Jlping. The reason supporting this
 
position is that inclusion of secondary-break S08R8rios in the licensing lJMis
 
acknowledges the possible need for recirculaticJlJ.but the break IocationSevaJuated in
 
the licensing basis may not have been defined speBific to ...p performance and could
 
not have anticipated the range of concerns identified In th8 course of resolving GSI-191.
 
Although secondary side breaks 818 not anaJyzed in acoordance with the requirements
 
of 10 CFR 50.46 or to demonstrate cgnpIiance with 10 CFfl 50.46. the staffs POSition is
 
that licenseeS reMng on the ECCS sump!!JMnitigate the coneeguences of secondary
 
side breaks. e.g.• for EEQ purposes. shauldfden1Ky and evalU4te the limiting break
 
locations to ensure acceptable sump perfprmanoe. .
 

The staff accepts the ~_.position~ng breaks in attached piping beyond
 
isolation points so Iqrig as theAJ. no possible need for recirculation should a break
 
occur In these secIIoria•.The d8aIsion whether to include piping segments beyond the
 
isolation points should 00JIIidet~fduf(td the isolation valves in a manner
 
consistent with 1M JicenslngbasiS. ."".. .: .' 

. ,(. • I 

~~.. 
3.4 DEBRIS GENERATION 

-I -. 

3.4.1 Introduction 

This section of1he GR disOUsses the process of determining, for each postulated pipe
 
break location, the zone within which the break jet forces will be sufficient to damage
 
materials and createUllbrls, the amount of debris generated by the break jet forces and
 
the need to determine the characteristics of the debris.
I y	 -~-

3.4.2 Zone of Influence (ZOI) 

The GR in Section 3.4.2 recommends a spherical boundary for the ZOI with the center of
 
the sphere located at the break site. The ZOI is defined as the volume about the break
 
in which the fluid escaping from the break has sufficient energy to generate debris from
 
insulation, coatings, and other materials within the zone. The use of a spherical ZOI is
 
intended to encompass the effects of jet expansion resulting from impingement on
 
structures and components.
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Staff Evaluation for Section 3.4.2: The recommended spherical ZOI is a key feature to 

• 
the baseline evaluation and any alternatives other than spherical or alternatives 
specifically reviewed and approved by the staff for use within the baseline as described 
in Section 6 of this safety evaluation repa!'\._ Ih~ _SJl!ff ~"l!llJ'ilti~n_ ()f_r~!i~ElI!IEl~t~_t<? J~e 
spherical ZOI are addressed in Section 4.2.2 of this SE. 

The spherical zone is a practical convenience that accounts for mUltiple jet reflections 
and mutual interference of jets from opposing sides of a guillotine break as well as pipe 
whip. It is important to note that when the spherical volume is computed using an 
acceptable approximation for unimpeded free-jet expansion, the actual energy loss 
involved in multiple reflections is conservatively neglected to m~nnize the size of the 
ZOI. The staff concurs with the use of spherical ZOI as a practical approximation for jet
impingement damage zones. 

3.4.2.1 Recommended Size of Zone of Influence 

The GR recommends using the ANSIIANS 58.2.,(1EI88 standardsJ9_d.e~.i~El !~eJ_adju_s 
of the spherical ZOI that represents the effec~Q!(~he jet originating fromav~stolated 
pipe break. Appendices B, C, and 0 of the ANSJ~S st~dard provide guilance 
necessary to determine the geometry of a freely eX~ding jet for jets originating from a 
variety of reservoir conditions, incluqing subcooled c6n~tions. This section of the GR 
reviews the key steps used in the ANS.t~NS 58.2-1988-P~edure that determine the 
size of the ZOI.	 - ;,:il 

Section 3.4.2.1 of the GR also specificaliy(:addr~~(~e .break jet pressures that will 
result in coating debris g~e.r~tion within t~~0L --, . 

. 7 

Table 3-1 presentedll'l this seMi«:>n of the G~~ontains the recommended destruction 
pressures for typical \:>rOlectiveoeatings and for ,S(itveral types of insulation. 

•
 
Staff Evalu'~ioll'()rSectiomi:4~2A:(~i-~
agrees that ANSJ/ANS 58.2-1988 
Standard.~8itedas-refe.rence$'in the GR) provides a suitable basis for computing spatial 
volum~ inside a dama9Elzone $flfled by a jet impingement pressure isobar. 
Appen~s in the standar'd do prowQe a set of equations that can be evaluated for this 
purpose,'" the presentati$n is somewhat confusing, and the physical limitations of the 
model are rlQtdiscussed thoroughly. For these reasons, Appendix I has been provided 
in this document:to add guidance on the proper evaluation and interpretation of results 
from the ANSI mOdel. 

Six steps are outlined in the GR for performing ZOI calculations using the ANSI jet 
model: 

1.	 The mass flux from the postulated break was determined using the Henry
Fauske model, as recommended in Appendix B of the Standard, for subcooled 
water blowdown through nozzles, based on a homogeneous non-eqUilibrium 
flow process. No irreversible losses were considered. 

2.	 The initial and steady-state thrust forces were calculated based on the 
guidance in Appendix B of the Standard, with reservoir conditions postulated. 
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3. The jet outer boundary and regions were mapped using the guidance in 
Appendix C, Section 1.1 of the Standard for a circumferential break with full
 
separation.
 

4.	 A spectrum of isobars was mapped using the guidance in Appendix 0 of the
 
Standard.
 •

5.	 The volume encompassed by the various isobars was caJculated using a
 
trapezoidal approximation to the integral with results doubled to represent a
 
DEGB.
 

- ~ . 

6.	 The radius of an equivalent sphere was calculated t<HJnCOl'T1P8SS the same
 
volume as twice the volume of a freely expanding",
 

These steps are acceptable for generic implementation of the mod8I and conversion of
 
isobar volumes to a voIume-equivalent spherical radius..However, the following
 
observations are provided In this SE which COl~ details of Implernenf8lion of this
 

I method thatJ!hould ~ ~~~_n_~f!Q~_~I:.~~~J~~!~! - - -{'-D....;;,'eIet=.:-=-I1lI8d~-=to ...J 

explained in Appendix1:-'':., 

1.	 Plots of metrics related to the Henry-Fauske'm4!llS flux presented in the
 
standard do not extend to tt1&eired state poiM.'<40 It is not clear exactly how
 
the mass flux was evaluated Itt..GR. UcenseeS-.eing this technique should
 
refer to confinnatory Appendix Hor guIdiInce.
 

2.	 It should be notedJhat neglect ~Wre..:si~1osses refers to internal pipe and
 
pipe-com~losses ~n the upelream reservoir and the location
 
otthe~
 .. ~ .... :';: 

3.	 Only the stea~te~ coefficient-Bhould be used in this calculation as a 
conse~~ '.:
 

~. ,.<,' :.~~~:.~~:-~;~; , .:. ~.'
 

4.	 =tnsulation ~ prtIIi8Ures such as the 10 psi cited for Nukon fiberglass can 
-only be interPlWd with atuIIunderstanding of the test conditions under which.ywere expe~1y Jlieasured. The computed jet conditions will not •~ the experifDentai test conditions; therefore care should be taken to 
asS_that equivllent damage effects are considered. Finally, it should be 
noted that the GRexercised the model for a spectrum of pressure Isobar values 
because tIfI8rMft materials have different resistances to damage from jet 
impingernef!L . 

Regarding the three conditions offered tor jet expansion caJculations, the staff agrees
 
that DEGB break configurations with circular geometries, and full separation and offset
 
between the broken ends provides the maximum debris generation volume. However,
 
as further discussed in Appendix I, the choice of fluid reservoir conc:fltions is not justified
 
as bounding for the baseline evaluation and the reported thennodynamic properties do
 
not match the stated conditions. Using automated NIST/ASME steam tables [NIS96],
 
the stagnation enthalpy and degree of subcooling for the stated conditions of 2250 psia


I and 540 QJ= are 534.9 BtuIIbm and 112.7 QJ=, respectively. ~~ix I ~rr:ns. t!l~t~ - -{ ~ However. 
conditions bound nominal conditions for a hot-leg break, and some guidance Is offered 
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there for licensees to estimate the effects of minor system-pressure increases without 

•
 
the need for reevaluating the model.
 

The staff agrees with the GR choice of ambient containment pressure, versus crediting 
containment backpressure. The staff considers this choice~i!19~z()I1~-of-inJI!'~!1~E! 
volumes are strongly driven by the system stagnation pressure, which is highest when 
the containment is at ambient conditions. The maximum debris generation would occur 
instantaneously within this lOI. Furthermore, the use of atmospheric pressure may not 
be non-conservative for subatmospheric containment designs that would permit the 
discharge of a slightly higher mass flux across a break. However, the effect is judged to 
be small and is compensated by jet pressure equations in the standard that do neglect 
ambient pressure in containment. See Appendix I for a discu.ssion of mass flux 
calculations and the dependence of ANSI correlations for tnrust coefficient on tne choice 
of psia. 

The staff finds that the citation of 1O-diameter Iimits;.~ofjQt damage rsoommended in 
NUREG/CR-2913 [WEI83] for structuralloading$on equipment and cOQ'lponents is not 
applicable to the present concern regarding il1$ulatiol\_d~~alle-,- J~h_e_~rit~l":!~to!_O!l~~t (~( 
damage and the implications of structural dainage:~. dei;ltlis.generation arQmot directly 
related. Furthermore, any comparison of conserva.fismbetween methods should 
consider the range of damage pressures for various iN$l,Ilation types. Therefore! the 10
diameter limit for jet damage may onl¥be used for structural loading and for coatings as 
described below.	 . . 

Protective Coatings Destruction 

The potential debris tQrmigenerated by failed coatings be a significant contributor to 
the total containmentsump debris term for some plants. J:.h~J~13 _a.5§LJ'!1~~ J~E! toJI()~inll 
LOCA effects on coatlpg$.: .·.·.·i.• · 

"" ... ,'. " 

•
 
• that~lh~.tt"gs in lij~z61wiJlfall;
 
•	 thaf-anc:jualifi@(DBA.;qtJalified or Acceptable) coatings outside the lOI remain 

intact; and '.' •..i •..... 

• 'i{t}at all unqualifiecjcoatingsiwill fail. 

The GR al~'bassumes tnat1coating failure will generate debris in tne form of fine 
particulate whlthis equivalQnt in size to tne basic material constituents. This is 
descriptive of the -size of .the average zinc particle in inorganic zinc (IOl) coatings or the 
pigment used in epoxY coatings, which is approximately a 10IJm (in diameter) spherical 
particle in both cases. The GR states that because there is a lack of experimental data 
regarding coating debris size values, a debris size distribution of 100% small fines 
(101Jm IOl equivalent) is adopted for all coatings inside the lOI. For coatings outside 
the lOI, the GR states that all indeterminate and DBA-unqualified and unacceptable 
coatings should be treated as a single category of coating which produces debris of the 
same characteristic independent of tne type of coating. As SUCh, tne coating debris size 
within tne lOI is applicable to all unqualified, indeterminate and unacceptable coatings 
that fail outside the lOI as well. 

Outside tne lOI, tne GR assumes that all qualified coatings remain intact and do not 
contribute to the debris term. Although tne GR assumes that all unqualified coatings will 
fail and break down into 10IJm particles, it also indicates that plant specific data should 
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be used to estimate the area and thickness of the unqualified coating in order to 
determine the amount of debris generated. 

The GR indicates that "the ZOI for DBA-qualified coatings or coatings determined to be 
'Acceptable,' applied to PWR containment surfaces, which results from fluid 
impingement from the break jet, has not been clearly defined: However, two key pieces 
of evidence are offered in the GR to support the argument that DBA qualified and 
acceptable coatings are resistant to direct jet impingement: (1) DBA qualification tests 
subject samples to elevated temperatures with no apparent loss of structural integrity or 
performance degradation; and (2) water-jet pressures in excess 2250 psia are 
commonly required to efficiently remove coatings in industrial appIcations. 

This GR-assumed destruction pressure is tied to experience roue-moving coatings by 
the commercial water blast industry and industry waterjettesting-.detailed in Appendix A 
of the GA. This testing was performed using a 3500 psig.positivedisplacement pump, 
hose and nozzle attachment (high pressure washe.r),at_01emperatUi8$, i.e., 
approximately SOOF and 15O"F, to investigate cqtIng degradation undetjet impingement 
conditions. The test apparatus was used at vadlus distances from substiale&alBted 
with qualified coatings. The testing indcated thal9GBtingdlbris generatedin the ZOI 
would fail as the result of erosion and would generateG8bris sized roughly equivalent to 
the coating pigment size. Both IOZ and epoxy were tellBd. The testing also indicated 
that coating degradation was infl~~ temperature.. _.

·_·f· ...' .." _.""~':' .... 

Staff Evalu8tlon for ProtIctIV8 Co8tIl'!As !PMInactIon: The-Staff finds the spherical 
modeling of the ZOI to be consistent with''1he agproIIdl JPIXOVed in Section 3.4.2 of this 
SER, and therefore an acpqtlb'e ~.app!icaIiDr! to coatings. The staff finds 
that the ~1owi~.assUfriplfol",,~!d..2!~Pll:le~t~ ~!~~ng.de_~ 
destruction subjected to a LVUlIIjet: \. 

•	 Qualified coatings:OUtsill!t. ZOI are _med to remain intact and will not 
contribuaecto the sump ~nga postulated event 

•	 All unqualified c:oetings ~. the ZOI are assumed to fail and act as a potential 
·(:OOtributor to the~ loIicf&ring a postulated event. 

•	 All CQltings, regardless of qualification are assumed to fail within the LOCA jet 
ZOI. ".baseline guidance does not provide sufficient technical justification to 
support 1J88:of a 1000 psig coating destruction pressure and corresponding ZOI 
equivalent to 1 :pipe diameter. The staff position is that licensees should use a 
coatings ZOI equivalent to 100 or a ZOI determined by plant specific analysis. 
The specified ZOI of 100 is based upon the previous staff position used for BWR 
sump analysis. Any plant specific anaJysls should incorporate at a minimum the 
temperature and pressure effects of the jet on plant coating systems in the ZOI. 
Such an analysis should be based on experimental data over the range of 
pressures and temperatures of concem using coating samples correIatable to 
plant materials. The analysis should also seek to accurately estimate the amount 
of coating on a plant specific basis within the ZOI. If a realistically conservative 
approach is taken, the basis and justification for why the method is realistically 
conservative~hould~~~~ 
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• 
The staff agrees that it is conservative to treat coating debris as highly transportable 
particulates in the range of 1°to 50 microns in diameter, based on plant susceptibility to 
thin bed formation at the sump screen. However, for those plants that can substantiate 
no formation of a thin bed at the sump, this assumption may be non-conservative with 
regard to sump blockage since fine particulates would pass through the sump screen 
and generate no blockage concerns. Therefore, for those plants that are susceptible to 
thin bed formation at the sump screen, use of the basic material constituent (10 pm 
sphere) to size coating debris is acceptable. However, for those plants that can 
substantiate no formation of a thin bed at which particulate debris can collect, the staff 
finds that coating debris should be sized based on plant specific analyses for debris 
generated from within lOI and from outside the lOI. Such an a~sis should 
conservatively assess the coating debris generated with apprQpriate justification for the 
assumed particulate size or debris size distribution. Degra.~'iualified coatings that 
have not been remediated should be treated as unqualified coat.,gs. Finally, testing 
regarding jet interaction and coating debris formationpoutd pro . ight into coating 
debris formation and help remove some of the po 'J'Conservati ociated with 
treating coatings debris as highly transportable., ulate. If coatin ,~n tested at 
corresponding LOCA jet pressures and temp~~tlJfes, are;fpund to fail bytl'l~ other 
than erosion or the erosion is limited, the majority()fdebris~y be larger, I~s 
transportable or pose less of a concern for head loSS;,,;. ..• ,' '. " .. 

The staff agrees with the assumption1\Gla.t qualified coatings outside the lOI remain 
intact during a postulated event and wifln.c'?t..~ontribute to th~;~9CS sump debris load, 
because it is based on qualified coatin~meetmg~tablished7'iUality criteria and 
acceptance testing and is consistent witn;~e pQ§ltttf ·n.~ in NUREG 0800, Section 

• 
6.1.2 Protective Coating~ysl~ms. The aS~\,Irpption i ';based on the coatings being 
in good condition at thtjlimftfat~ of the postu(ated La . However, operating 
experience indicate~~ualifiedGQ.a.tings require periodic maintenance throughout the 
coating service life anij;~peratirygexperience \Gla.~;Jdentified cases were qualified 
coatings have eXhibited;~lInifi9at'\t~radatiorlduring the coatings normal service life. 
Therefore,me~ ositiO\':l;;t~}hat a.~~YCoating condition assessment be identified, 
describ~d;ari ',' ,nted_~g routing outages. to assure that qualified coatings 
remaig.(lapable of p9J!f.orming in;~;~anner consistent with assumptions used to evaluate 
su' loads. Furttle,. the stl!\Jfihas concluded that qualified coatings which have 
degrad " t which havetft,ot yet!.ieen remediated should be considered to fail during a 
postulated'.i(ient and wK.;;potentially contribute to the debris load. The staff finds that 
the estimated;q~antity of debris from degraded qualified coatings (if any) should be 
based on plant SP$Qific data and should follow the guidance for debris resulting from 
unqualified coatin9S",. 

The staff agrees with the assumption that all unqualified coatings outside the lOI fail, 
based on the position outlined in NUREG:;.Q8_0P, "Standard Review Plan," !?~gtl~n_ ~..:t =-2 
:Protective Coating Systems.: 

The staff agrees with the assumption that all coatings, regardless of type and 
qualification will fail within the lOI because it conservatively addresses the LOCA jet 
interaction with all coatings (unqualified coatings are assumed to fail regardless of 
location) in this zone; however, the staff believes there is insufficient technical 
justification for the assumption of a 1000 psig destruction pressure and corresponding 
spherical lOI with a radius equivalent to one pipe diameter. 
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Although Appendix A of the GR provides useful test data illustrating the erosion effects 
of high pressure water jets on coating systems, no test data are offered that combine
 
both the effects of mechanical insult and elevated temperature in the same test, and no
 
data appear to be available on the effects of very rapid thermal transients on coating
 
performance. Specifically, the initial conditions of the LOCA jet established in the
 
baseline methodology are 540"F and 2250 psig, while industry testing referenced in
 •Appendix A of the GR was performed at approximately 3500 psig and 150°F. Although
 
the initial LOCA jet pressure is expected to be lower than the industry test pressure used
 
(-3500 psig) and waterjet pressure data. the initial LOCA jet temperature expected is
 
significantly higher than the industry test temperatures used (1 SOOF). No correlation or
 
extrapolation was provided in the NEI baseline methodology UIUSb8ting how the elevated
 
test pressure accounts for the reduced test temperature to produce a'Similar damage
 
mechanism and degree of damage as the combined temperature and pressure from a
 
LOCA jet and thus can be used to adequately establish She codng ZOI. Therefore, the
 
staff finds the results of the waterjet testing to be inconcItlSlve in thisf8Q&rd.
 

,'" • -·-.r "-. 

Additional information offered in Appendx I of thil-report presents spa.~ntours of
 
estimated jet impingement temperature for a .reI8Ience COId-Ieg break condiIIon.
 
Temperature zones exceeding 300 OF are obsel'vecUo extenlit out to 10 pipe<tiarneters
 
from the break, and exceed 220 !IF for most of the )8tenv8iopEt. Given the small
 
thickness of the paint and the differences in heat conduGtion between the layer and the
 
substrate, it is presumed that the co8Iing would reach the;tmpingement temperature
 
almost instantly when directly hit by thebnNlkjet. Thermal ehock1l18y affect bonding
 
with the substrate, induce expansion crar::king'intle coating .1', and change its tensile
 
properties. All of these potential effects increase-thlnU18ratiility of paint to jet
 
impingement. The occu~ of very rapid tb8rmaI triIDIients in combination with the
 
mechanical insult of ~ jet impact 18 a unique environment that should be
 
subject to experi~ study. ~., .
 

~- .•'4-,:-" . ..~.."-.. •.;..
 
The NRC staff ~H ..... five reasens given to defend the selection of 1000
 
psi as a ~~DBA·"r,..d or -Acceptable- coatings are factual,
 
while the.8Ra~ do ~ressimportant phenomenology of the accident
 
environment. It is pj'gtij.,re t01!IDI8Pt the proposed value of 1000 psi as either
 
appIOprtate or conservatlf&. IndMduaJ licensees should provide data to support the
 
robustnes8'm their DBA"-tfied IIhd -Acceptable- coatings system for use in the
 •baseline aJ$is. Spatial1llntours of jet-impingernent temperature such as that offered 
in Appendix I..be usefl»1n judging the cost-benefit of alternative test conditions. 

. ":'
 
Because (1) .the i~reeffect may be influenced by the coating system, i.e., IOZ
 
alone, IOZ topcoated:With epoxy or multiple coats of epoxy, (2) epoxy and IOZ each
 
would be expected to have a different temperature response, and (3) no testing
 
replicating the effects of LOCA jet pressures and temperatures on coatings (epoxy, IOZ,
 
qualified or unqualified coatings) have been performed or referenced: the staff position is
 

I that either a coating sPherical ZOI of 10D be used, or~ ~!8!J!IJ~_~ p1~~ -1 DeIIDd: the coating ZOI 

analysis. If an analysis is performed, it should incorporate, at a minimum, the combined 
temperature and pressure effects of the jet on pot8ntiaI coating systems in the ZOI. 
Such an analysis should be based on experimental data over the range of pressures and 
temperatures of concem using coating samples correIatable to plant materials. The 
analysis should also seek to accurately estimate the amount of coating on a plant 

I specific basis within the ZOI. If a bounding approach is taken, it is the staff POSition that
 
the basis and justification why the method is conservatively bounding must~ .p..~. -1L.D_,...._._I....:...8houkI....:...:....::-- ~
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The staff believes that a comprehensive test program investigating the effects of direct 
impingement of a LOCA jet (accounting for jet pressure and temperature) on coating 

• degradation should be performed in order to have a sound basis for the destruction 
pressure and size of the coating ZOL 

3.4.2.2 Selecting a Zone of Influence 

Section 3.4.2.2 recommends that for the baseline calculation, the ZOI for a break is 
selected based on the potentially affected insulation inside containment with the 
minimum destruction pressure. This ZOI is then applied to all insulation types. 

Staff Evaluation for Section 3.4.2.2: The baseline approach of selecting ZOI size 
based on the potentially affected insulation type in containment with the lowest 
destruction pressure is acceptable to the staff provided tlla.t 1) tbere are no other 
materials in containment more fragile than insulation thatmight pose a debris generation 
potential, and that 2) defensible damage pressure~7areavailable or can be ascertained 
conservatively with engineering judgment, for al\;l!lsulation types, coatln~and other 
materials of concern. The implication of this ~{1lption tl\1at the presenCEJof,a'single 
vulnerable material means that all candidate'debrj~\materia.ls should be presumed 
damaged to the same level. Credit for the individua.t~~pOnse of well-characterized 
insulation types Can be given under the refinement off$~~ in Chapter 4 of the GR. 

Table 3-1 is offered in the GR as a m~JS.{1lfor matching'SXper~mentally determined 
damage pressures with "calculated" valuE;ls of;~~l'fle-equivalent spherical ZOI radii. 
Presumably, the calculations were perfol'['fled ir}tM4~~ner described in Appendix 0 of 
the GR, but no cross ref~r~t'lge or explana'tip offered", Appendix 0 cites an evaluation 
of the ANSIIANS 58.2~'988!;that was used nerate spatial jet pressure contours, but 
no insights are offered in the Gfilfor how to in~rpret the resulting pressures with respect 
to material damage. ' ;. 

• 
~~ 

In order to Coo(tr:mthat thep"NSIJ~t~;~~imPlemented properly the model was 
indepen~fttlyprografl'lmed and;lhe results compared with the isobar map tabulated in 
Table .P-1 of the GR.lllis com~js0l'\isshown in Fig. 3-1 where the blue contour lines 
representthe GR evaluation of a break: at 2250 psia and 540 llF and the black contour 
lines repre~nt a reference cold-leg break at 2250 psia and 530 llF. See Appendix I of 
this SER fOT!~ explanation;of the independent calculation and additional gUidance on 
interpreting r~~Jts of the ANSI jet model. 

Good agreement is;seenbetween the calculations for downrange behavior (Zone 3), but 
discrepancies exist in Zones 1 and 2. It appears that contour termination points on the 
centerline are not accurate and that the quadratic behavior of the Zone 2 isobar 
equations is not implemented correctly. These differences will have a negligible effect 
on volume integrals for jet pressures less than 20 psig, but may become more of a 
concern for higher pressures near the break. To quantify the magnitude of the 
difference, Table 3-1 below presents a comparison of ZOI radii computed from both 
methods. In particular, the GR approach may not have preserved the system stagnation 
pressure throughout the volume of the liquid core region as specified by the standard. 
However, the GR recommended values essentially bound both sets of calculated values. 
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Table 3-1. Comparison of Computed Spherical ZOI Radii from 
Independent Evaluations of the ANSI Jet Model 

•	 1.0 0.898 

1.0	 0.90 
1.3	 1.05 
1.6	 1.46 
3.8	 4.00 
5.5	 5.40 
7.8	 7.49 
12.1	 11.92 
17 16.95 

4	 21.6 '21.53 21.60 
• The core volume at stagnation pressure PO gives a mini~tlm possible ZOI radius ofC1;' 

/;"'):<,;;: 

The larger question of what damage pressure to reo~~nd for each material type 
requires an understanding of both th~ limits of the jet ~el and the knowledge base of 
existing experimental data. 

First, as discussed in Appendix I. the jet~odet'Pf!~clicts impin~inent pressures in the 
longitudinal (downstream) direction only apd m~~un~r~lirnate the radial extent of 
isobars in Zones 1 andf~~~consideringtf~eimping~ent pressure that would 
develop on the face Qf,jri tal'ge't,i{1erpendicul;'.to the locsl flow velocity. 

': -:r.- ' 

• 
Second. the ANSI modef:~ppe~to be unbou~ in the downstream direction. This 
means that for very smatlfi~p!gm~tgr~s~ures the isobar volume will grow 
unrealistic~"¥'~$ .. Thes'&;~O Iirnitati_~_l'npensate to some extent when volume
equivaletl.f,jsphericat~ii are uted. and because the jet envelope provides a rigid 
const~flint to radial gr~. of th ,t9urs. unbounded downstream growth will 
eve~,>,dominate. ,;.' 

Unreasona.btegrowth of 10~1>ressure isobars can be illustrated by comparing the 
spherical radius~lot in Figure 1-13 (Appendix I) to Figure 3-3 in the parametric evaluation 
(PE) supplementfNUREGlCR-6762-3j. The PE study plots a function of spherical ZOI 
radii that was determined by the BWROG using the NPARC computational fluid 
dynamics (CFD) model for BWR blowdown conditions. Despite the differences in 
thermodynamic state point, the differences in qualitative behavior for target pressures 
less than 20 psig is eVident; the ANSI trend appears to be diverging while the BWROG 
correlation appears to approach a finite maximum at zero pressure. The NRC reviewed 
the BWROG calculations and found the NPARC code to be a more capable method of 
modeling steam jets than the ANSI model. 

The staff notes that a comparison using a CFD model for PWR break conditions was not 
performed for either the GR or this safety evaluation. Caution should be used in the 
comparison of calculated and experimentally determined pressures to ensure that the 
computed parameter of the field matches the measured parameter as closely as 
possible. For example, while it is trivial to fractionate a computed pressure into static 
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and dynamic components over any incident angle, it may be difficult to obtain high
fidelity measurements under equivalent conditions and diagnostic orientations. 

Third, the correlation between any prediction of jet pressure and an experimental 
observation of -damage pressure- depends on how the measurements were taken, how 
the debris was characterized, and what the thermodynamic conditions of the test actually 
were. Data from the references cited in Table 3-1 of the GR are dominated by tests 
conducted for resolving the strainer blockage issue for BWRs using high-pressure air as 
a working fluid. Therefore, much of the test data is not directly applicable to PWR or 
BWR b1owdown conditions where jets consist of stearn and water mixtures. Without 
directly applicable data and/or high-fidelity predictive models, this surrogate information 
can only be applied with appropriate caution. The NRC was ooncerned~ ~!~'lti~ 
differences in debris generation between air surrogates and two-phase jets.. and 

therefore.i~i!i~t~~~~!~~~_~~~~~~~j9~1_ J~~~9t 
low-density fiberglass ended prematurely after only one test and the concerns were not 
fully resolved, but the available results are documenIed in Vol. 3 of !hit PE report 
[NUREGlCR-6762-3] and in Reference 7 of the GR. These data were' eII8cd but not 
discussed in GR Table 3-1 in reference to damage pressures for caJcium 81tica18, 
Therefore, there is a very limited set of data to evaluate the effects of two-pbase jets on 
low-density fiberglass. . 

IDestruction.pressure is the threshold R!.JSSUre for the onsetof damage. This is normally 
determined by experimentally measurtgg "differential oressure on the face of a target. 
One recurring problem with definitions of·damagepressure is Inconsistency in the 
degree of damage that is correlated to the pressure value. Two obvious choices exist. 
The first option is to defineUle minimum ~ (thre8hOld) at which jacketing is 
breached in any way.......-.garding COI1IiIbution to potential screen blockage are 
then handled with acomplete description of the debris size distribution from fines to 
partially intact cassette&and blankets. The second option is to presume a debris size 
that is suspected to ~e lID'" blockage jIotentiaJ and to report the damage 
pressure as Ihe~ wtae..:etgnilicantflllAlftles of this debris size are generated. The 
second optIOn wilt... higher:values of damage pressure than the first, and the debris 
size distribution will be skewed towards smaller, and therefore more transportable, 
pieces.tUhe two options are to giveequivalent results in a wlnerability assessment. 
The secondmethod also ,,",uires more a priori subjective judgment. Damage-pressure 
values re~ in Table 34 of the GR are based on the second approach. The single 
fiberglass test1J8l1orrned ~ OPG resulted in conversion of approximately 50% of the 
insulation voJume:into debris of sufficiently small size to be a concem. h is assumed that 
this test meets by aaignlficant margin the criteria for significant quantity implicit in the 
second damage-pressure definition. 

The OPG test for fiberglass was conducted at a distance of 10D on the centerline 
downstream of a heated vessel of water at 1450 psia. Comparisons with more extensive 
OPG data for caJcium-silicate suggested [NUREGlCR-6762-3] that the lower threshold 
for fiberglass damage in two-phase jets might be as low as 4 psig. The actual range can 
only be determined by bracketing with two tests at differing distance the transition from 
significant damage to negligible damage. While it is true that the insulation products 
tested by OPG were not identical to those tested in the BWROG air-jet tests, 
substantially different debris characteristics were observed. 
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In the absence of more complete test data, it is prudent to attribute the observed effects 

• 
to the differences in the jet medium, Le. the difference between air used in the BWROG 
tests and the two-phase steam/water mixture used by OPG. Several plausible physical 
mechanisms may contribute to enhanced debris generation in two-phase jets including 
penetration and erosion from impingement of entrained droplets, increased shear forces 
within the jet caused by radial velocity components of the expanding fluid, and higher 
local velocities because of the lower density of water vapor compared to air. To judge 
the potential contributions of these effects without more extensive data would be 
speculative, as would be any counter arguments offered to refute their importance, The 
potential for material degradation by erosion has already been acknowledged in the GR 
in relation to coatings damage. Although offered there as an osten~ible conservatism, 
the same phenomenon should be considered for all material.types. 

Based on the OPG test results, an argument could be maCfe f6r'x~ucing damage 
pressures determined through air-jet testing by a faclor df2 or mor;a',That approach 
was recommended, in fact, in the PE study by redy¢iTlg>the damage'~l?sure for 
fiberglass from 10 psig to 4 psig. A correspondi~spherical ZOI radiliS'~ then 
recommended based, not on the ANSI modelfQ~j~WR brE¥1k conditions, b~~.~ther, on 
the BWROG correlation for BWR break condjtiol'l$·'ttl~t w~,e,§jmilar to the ()PG test. 
The corresponding radius was reported to be 12-0f(1,t~!i'I'incident pressure of 4 psig 
while the ANSI model predicts a 21.6-0 radius for nomi' PWR break conditions at the 
same impingement pressure. Hence~\1~re appears to " .. inconsistency in the PE 
report because no compensation was q)ag~~~r increased ~l~v.Qlume induced by the 
higher initial pressure of a PWR break.';] . , . . 

• 
Given the uncertaintiesgi~~sed above'~~ding:;('f');1rif~rpretations and applicability 
of the ANSI jet modelafi(i1t ormance compared to;CFO correlations for very low 
impingement preSSl4t8S; (2) t similarity Ofjnsulation types, jacketing and target 
orientation used iAthe g),pG te5ti;compared to l:J.$: PWRs; and (3) the practical definition 
of damage pressure aiidlts.e..' ....s()rrelatisPto the degree of insult, it would be 
speculative.!R:~~~~ _t~ln '. _1TIl!!I9:'I\~Pte_r~~y~tlol'l_~~rlve~Jl1 !he pl:rep()rt· - - -l Deleted: an extreme penalty 
Therefore,-oasetl;~nitlle50doi(f~truction of fiberglass observed in the only publicly 
accessible two-phase ..lJfl,fpris ge~tion test for this insulation type, comparison with 
OPGdata on greater tham40% redWtion in damage pressure for calcium-silicate 
insulation; and on the sin1U!li,rity of this degree of damage to the definitions used in Table 
3-1 of the G$ithe NRC st~t(;position is that damage pressures for all material types 
characterized with air jet t~ting should be reduced by 40% to account for potentially 
enhanced debrisgenerat,ien in a two-phase PWR jet. 

Of course, specific rn;:nerials may respond differently (if at all) to the effects of a two
phase jet, but this reduction in damage pressure provides adequate recognition of the 
issue and could focus some attention on the remediation or mitigation of high-debris 
volume accident scenarios. When available, the reduced damage pressure thresholds 
should be replaced with material-specific test data, so the GR recommendation of 24 
psig for the damage pressure of calcium silicate is appropriate based on the findings of 
the OPG study. Table 3-2 lists the revised destruction pressures and the corresponding 
ZOI diameters computed as described in Appendix I for the reference cold-leg break. 

Table 3-2. Revised Damage Pressures and Corresponding Volume-Equivalent 
Spherical ZOI Radii 
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Formal debris generatidn 81Udi8ri81e~rnWd that insulation products having outer
 
casings, jackel:s. or other sImIar nleChedaatbaniers resistant to jet impingement yield
 
smaller quantities _debris thM do less robust materials. Various studies have also
 
dernonlJtrated dependence between the orientation of the jacketing seam relative to the
 
jet arid1Jte amount of debris genei8lion. This suggests that the integrity of the jacket
 
during i~ement is an Important feature for minimizing debris generation. Reference
 •
[Russell. J.,'·iJet Impact tesIB - Preliminary Results and Their Applications: Ontario 
Power Generation, N-REP~10000, Rev ROO, (AprlI2001).] reports, for example, 
that double jacketing an insulation product with a second overcladding of stainless steel 
having a rotated. opposing seam was very effective at minimizing the distance from the 
jet to the onset of damage. As mentioned In Appendix I, any improvement in the 
mechanical resistance of the insulation product will help to avoid inflated ZOI volumes 
predicted by the ANSI jet model for very low damage pressures. 

As noted above, the ANSVANS jet model has been proposed in the GR and found
 
acceptable by the staff for the purpose of estimating potential damage volumes
 
associated with empirically measured damage pressures. Various attributes and
 
interpretations of the ANSI jet model are presented in Appendix I. Among those
 
observations is the explanation of potentially exaggerated conservatism for very low
 
damage pressures. While this is conservative. It may be detrimental for the identification
 
and design of practical mitigation strategies. The staff notes that the use of robust
 
Insulation materials is one possible approach for avoiding excess conservatism. Another
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approach, which can be accomplished concurrently with the testing of specific insulation 

• 
products, is to properly instrument jet tests for the purpose of refining the ANSI model for 
the specific application of debris generation. Particular emphasis should be placed on 
the measurement of impingement pressures on small targets placed both perpendicular 
to the jet centerline and at radial locations parallel to the jet centerline. A test program 
such as this would be most effective when combined with concurrent insights gained 
from models including ANSI-58.2-1988 and CFD. 

3.4.2.3 The ZOI and Robust Barriers 

Section 3.4.2.3 recommends truncating the spherical ZOI when~er the ZOI intersects a 
robust barrier such as walls and components such as sUPPOrt~. pressurizer, steam 
generator, reactor coolant pump or jet shields. Such barriers ,Will terminate further 
expansion of the ZOL The area in the shadow of the cOrnPonet:1t'm: structure will be free 
from damage. The baseline assumes there is sUffici~nt OClnserva~j$J'P.in drawing the 
sphere that it is not reasonable that a jet reflected QffotQ wall or stt' e would extend 
further than the unrestrained sphere. 

Staff Evaluation for Section 3.4.2.3: Conceptually, the v.rne integral un~r a 
computed jet expansion isobar represents the potem~formaterial degradation at 
pressures equal to the isobar value and higher. MUltipl~)J:eflections and deflections of a 
LOCA jet within a confined space wol!,J~~i~sipate energy'$Q conservation of the jet 
volume under an impingement pressureJiS~~r provides arfupperbound on the integral 
volume of the spatial damage zone, regardl~ss:·ott~e shapeiHs mapped into either by 
the local geometry of obstacles or by corwentiorl'for~epu~poseof analysis. Spherical 
zones were originally COn~L\(~d as an ad~y.~te apprOX!J'nation for opposing jets from 
each side of a gUilloti~;b~:lrlthe congested piping environment of a BWR 
containment struct .. . pherltttzones also provide significant convenience for 
mapping onto piping' ts.:' 

• 
The only c09> ~QttothetZ()lmappingwithin containment is the 
conserva$)nof . computed as the volume under a relevant damage
pressltreisobar. Ttl e "(;Qnservatism depends on the piping and equipment 
conge~n in the vicini he br$Clk. More deflections and redirections lead to greater 
local dej:>G§ition of ener .... d hence, to greater conservatism in the preservation of 
damage vdlbl~, which maJrnizes the size of the ZOI by assuming no interference with 
jet developmern..lt is difficf:iJt to quantify the degree of conservatism introduced by 
ignoring jet reflectio,ns, bl.lt10r BWR break conditions, CFD calculations were performed 
in a spatial domairi'Wi1\:lcontrived obstacles and flow paths to demonstrate rapid 
dissipation of the potential damage volume. Similar examples have not been offered in 
the GR to quantify the conservatism that would rationalize the truncation of spherical 
ZOL Relevant attributes of this calculation would include representative spatial 
complexity and scale relative to the damage volume for PWR break conditions. 

PWR containment structures often have structural paths that are designed to direct the 
princip2~e)(pan_s!on_ fJo\l\l. J~~~~ fea!lIre~include the.ic:e colulTlnsJrlice~cond.en~~~ _.. 
plants and steam generator compartments in large-dry plants that are vented to upper 
containment domes with spray deluge systems. Given the potentially large damage 
volumes that may be predicted from the previous section, it seems reasonable that these 
spherical ZOI will be redirected along the designed flow paths for many break scenarios. 
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The potential benefits of shadowing by equipment and components are also difficult to 
quantify. Undoubtedly, shadowing is a relevant effect for impingement on a large steam 
generator from one side in a relatively unconfined location, but within a doghouse 
enclosure, flows may accelerate completely around the generator causing damage on all 
sides. Shadowing effects cannot be approximated by strict geometric obstruction 
angles. Umited guidance is provided by the GR on the practical implementation of 
proposed method. 

For the baseline analysis, the NRC staff position is that licensees should center the 
spherical ZOI at the location of the break. Where the sphere extends beyond robust 
barriers such as walls or encompasses large components such • tanks and steam 
generators, the extended volume can be truncated. This truncation should be 
conservatively determined with a goal 01+0-25% accuracy. and only 'arge" obstructions 
should be considered. The shadow surfaces of coml?Of)lRts should be included in this 
analysis and not truncated. as debris generation tests,clearty demonstrate damaoe to 
shadowed surfaces of components. ,'--, 

f F 

3.4.2.4 Simplifying the Determination of ~Ol 
't ...:[:~.": ....,_ 

Section 3.4.2.4 offers a conservative simplification __,'determination of the ZOI. 
Given the complexity of the anaJysis.as a whole, it may_ desired to make conservative 
assumptions with the goal of simplityhw the analysis. FOt::tllWTlple, for some breaks it 
may be only slightly more conservative,~ simpler to 88SUR18 that an entire 
subcompartrnent (but not outside the ~nt)becorn8s the ZOI. 

. ,:f:...·{ .... :::'(l~.. . 

Staff Evaluation for SecIIpn 3.4.2.4: Th8'-~tsimplifications may be 
desirable. As a point oI",adIcaJ guidance,"may be uMtful to precalculate the free 
volume of subcompal1ments and rooms tha'-.ay host a break location or be affected by 
an adjacent break lOC8tiDn. This will facilitate CJIIlM,.Jlative volume estimates for the total 
affected zone. 

. ." .- ':;. :': 

The staff .findslheG8l1"lple s1mpIification'a&:eptab!e; provided the simplification 
procedure property justifies that8ignificant jet destruction cannot occur beyond the 
assumed boundaries ofb affected.'COmpartments. 

3.4.2.5 £Valuating Debris Generation within the ZOI 

Section 3.4.2.5 provides a general statement regarding the assessments of debris within 
the ZOI and refers101he following section (Section 3.4.3). It notes that plant-specific 
information on the type, location, and amount of debris sources within containment is 
needed. This information is obtained from plant drawings and the results of condition 
assessment walkdowns. 

Staff Evaluation for Section 3.4.2.5: The general statement in GR Section 3.4.2.5 is 
acceptable. As a point of clarification the staff suggests that once the spatial region of 
the ZOI has been determined, the next step is to caJculate the volume of insulation, the 
surface area of coatings both qualified and unqualified, and the amounts of any other 
potentially frangible debris sources within that ZOI. Guidance provided in other sections 
determines how this insulation is distributed by size and character into debris. 

3.4.2.6 Sample Calculation 
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• 
A sample calculation is provided in Section 3.4.2.6 of the GR. The sample postulates 
the break of a 1a-inch diameter pipe attached to the RCS. The break occurs at the base 
of a steam generator. Two types of insulation materials are specified (Nukon and RMI), 
and the quantities of each in the affected zone are given. A lOI radius is determined 
based on the pertinent lOI/break diameter values given in Table 3-1 of the GR. All of 
the insulation material within the affected zone is assumed to be damaged and becomes 
debris. The sample also calculates the surface area of coatings estimated to be 
destructed by the break jet forces. 

Staff Evaluation for Section 3.4.2.6: Separation of the containrn~l\lt into inventory 
zones appears to be a very effective aide in moving through t~e break selection and lOI 
mapping processes in a systematic way. Alternative segmeJitation schemes (or useful 
subdivisions) other than the uniform grid shown in Fig. :}',~ of thQt;)R might be based on 
structural barriers or groupings of diverse but collocated insulatiorrJ .es. In Step 4, the 
volume of the evaluation zone and the estimated sudaee area of c (both qualified 
and unqualified) are not provided even though thiEI step should repres I available 
information about the potential impacts of a breal< in the ~~tulated locati . 

The sample calculation is inconsistent with the baseline,trIeth6doiogy discussed above 
because it implies that the potentially affected insulatidtttype with the minimum 
destruction pressure can be selectedf.rom within an accounting region in the vicinity of 
the break rather than from the entire CQr'ttail"lment inventory.asspecified in Section 
3.4.2.2. For example, if Min-K were presentin'anadjacent evaluation zone (or 
anywhere else in containment), the lOI rapius w9Uld;~ve to be larger to account for the 
lower damage pressureqf.U:t~~.insulation ~., lOI may;easily overlap several 
evaluation zones for largebr.s. . 

',,:F;'" 

If Nukon is the mostf"'~ile ins4lBtion in containment, then the example is consistent 
through step 5 except t~tlu.siJ)Q~.J'l'lvised damage pressures presented in Table 2 

• 
above for ~9'"P~l'l;jet iri1\)iJh1~ement,tt:l~;f(l)t radius would be 17 pipe diameters, the 
lOI radi4S;WOl1ldbe;~~.1ft, and the lOI spherical volume would be 11,742 ft3. All 
poten~;debris generation mate~;s within this zone should be included in the debris 
invent~~ ' . 

Step 6 appeArs to invoke tl':\fa simplification of assuming 100% inventory within the zone. 
The decision to make this $il'nplification might be assisted by comparing the ratio of the 
lOI volume to the volume of the evaluation zone. It is further reinforced by considering 
the relative volumeof'the lOI obstructed by the steam generator and major piping. 
When this additional volume is added back to account for flow divergence, the lOI 
occupies an even larger proportion of the evaluation zone. 

For strict compliance with the baseline methodology, step 6 should also include all of the 
coatings within the evaluation zone as debris, both qualified and unqualified. Instead, 
step 7 illustrates an example of a proposed refinement presented in Chapter 4 of the GR 
where a lOI specific to a material type is computed to account for the possible higher 
resistance of coatings to jet impact. Under this refinement, a separate lOI radius can be 
computed for each potentially affected debris source. It is likely that many licensees will 
choose this refinement rather than accept the conservatism of applying at all break 
locations damage zones defined by the most vulnerable material in containment. 
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Because acceptable damage pressures for coatings have not been developed, the staff 
does not agree with the step 7 calculation. However. once a ZOI has been established, 
the total area (or equivalent mass) of qualified paint within the spherical zone should be 
added to the initial debris inventory. There is no basis for the assumption of a coating 
area equal to the surface area of the ZOI except to satisfy the intent of conservatism for 
very small damage zones. This assumption of a minimum coating contribution is not •necessary if there is no paint present within the potential ZOI that is eventually defined 
by a coatings damage pressure. 

3.4.3 Quantification of Debris Characteristics 

3.4.3.1 Definition 

Section 3.4.3.1 defines debris characteristics as post-a(:ddent size distribution of 
material, material size and shape, and material densities. _The input information needed 
to determine debris characteristics is also noted. ,.J 

3.4.3.2 Discussion 

Section 3.4.3.2 provides a discussion of the debris1IIZeAtlstributions that have been 
used in various studies and specifies the distribution I'8COITImended for the baseline 
evaluation. The GR adopts a two-size.distribution for rnaIeriaI inside the ZOI of a 
postulated break. These two size gl'Ol4'8818 small fines and large pieces. Small fines 
were defined as any material that could1ranSpOlHhrough gratings, trash racks, or 
radiological protection fences by bIowdown, contEllnrilent sprays, or post-accident pool 
flows. Furthermore, the SAI8II fines are assumed to be-4he basic constituent of the 
material for fibrous ~ coatings (i:e., indviduaf fibers and pigments, 
respectively). The GR assumes-the largest openings of the gratings, trash racks, or 
radiological protectlol\1ences to1)& less than aq)fllinaJ 4 inches (less than 20 square 
inches total open area): -lbe .....-ning mate"-,1hat cannot pass through gratings, trash 
racks. and radiological fenca:1s cl898iftedas1arge pieces. 

The erosion and polenlilll disintegration of some debris materials by post-DBA 
environment water flowS ate also \1IBCUSsed in Section 3.4.3.2. Because the small fines 
were already classified as'l8duceddown to the basic constituent, further erosion of the •
small fines does not apply (e.g., for fibrous and coating debris). For fibrous insulation 
material. the large pieces 818 assumed to be jacketed or canvassed. According to 
NUREGlCR-6369, jacketed pieces are not subjected to further erosion. Also, for 
material outside the ZOI, all insulation mat8riaI that is jacketed is assumed not to 
undergo erosion or clsintegration by containment spray or break flow. 

The discussion noted the NUKONTM debris size distribution from the test as the 
insulation that had the most data points and that produced the smallest fines and 
adapted this point as the bounding vaJue of fines production for unjacketed fibrous 
blankets. The GR references the OPG testing (OPG, 2001) for a Iow-density fiberglass, 
which indicated that 52% of the debris was in the category defined as small fines. 

The GR assumes that if a material has a higher destruction pressure than NUKONTM 
then it signifies that the material has a higher resistance to damage, hence the size 
distribution would be larger than a more fragile material indicated by a lower destruction 
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pressure. Therefore, it is conservative to adopt the NUKONTM blanket size distribution 

•
 
for material with a higher destruction pressure.
 

Staff Evaluation for Section 3.4.3.2: The categories in any size distribution must 
correlate to the transport model assumptions. The recommended two category size 
distribution (Le., small fines and larger pieces) adapted by the NEI baseline for material 
inside the ZOI of a postulated break is suitable to the baseline transport assumptions, 
which are based on the transport of either the basic constituent (e.g. individual fibers) or 
large pieces. The division between the two categories of a nominal 4-in size is adequate 
in that it agrees well with debris generation testing data. The two-category size 
distribution, however, is likely to become highly problematic for Q~~s transport 
refinements that more realistically treat the transport process~. Forllxample, a 
transport model designed to treat small fibrous debris thattra,,~port along the pool floor 
rather than as suspended fibers will require the small fines in the\%E1 baseline to be 
further subdivided into suspended fines and small pieces:. The stafflipds the two
category size distribution suitable to the baseline bUl1he,use of thisSJ~.distribution 
should be reevaluated when debris transport refinements are proposech~Jill/;ph as the 
refinements proposed in Section 4 of the GR.,,; < . ';\§1.''!'>: 

%?1-i"'i<:0" 

The baseline approach contains the assumption th~t:~lItarge pieces of fibr~us insulation 
material would be jacketed or canval?sed and thereforeViould not be subject to further 
erosion due to water flows. Although' mption is 'rlc?opsistent with debris 
generation data acquired through NR red tests, the.~~ft,position is that the 
overall impact of this nonconservatism '~Itl? of this a"atysis is relatively minor in 
regards to the acceptance of the base ··.i~therefore acceptable. This is 
based on GR assum tio s hich includ fraetlclri:of small debris 60% all of 
which is assumed to besrrratFfines. These'<are unrealistIcally conservative assumptions 
which substantiate the minor importance of alidressing degradation of large debris. 
Further, it is agreed that for material outside t~ZOI, all insulation material that is 
jacketed will not undergosj~nif~:",r2~ion or_isintegration by containment spray or 

•
 
break flow. ' '0, ':":;Kls:h::ii;:?{;'"
 

~..<, 

The N~Jibaseline gui~r:fCe for·~,.nnining a conservative fraction for the small fines 
base ne insulationwe, Le. tll!Ir<ONTM, is not realistic even though the 60% 0 0 

determ '. n is adequate,'1he GR indicates that the debris generation test with the 
most destr~kl>n for their ~ermination is the low-density fiberglass test conducted by 
OPG and doCUmented in Nti!JREG/CR-6808, which indicated 52% of the debris was in 
the category defil'l¢d as srnall fines, which is in close agreement with the GR assumption 
of 60%. During the~bris generation for the drywell debris transport tests (DOTS) 
documented in NUREG/CR-6369, Transco™ fiberglass blankets (similar to NUKONTM 
blankets) were located at a distance in front of the air jet nozzle so that the blankets 
were routinely completely or nearly completely destroyed (so noted on Page 3-20 in 
NUREG/CR-6369). Therefore, it must be concluded that fiberglass blankets will be 
essentially totally destructed into small fines given sufficient jet pressures (approximately 
17 psi for TranscoTM). However, because this testing was based on a small distance 
between the nozzle and the insulation target, a realistic determination of the fraction of 
the insulation in a spherical ZOI that would be destructed to small fines requires 
integration over the sphere based on damage versus pressure and a mapping of the test 
jets into the spherical ZOL Analyses documented in Appendix II confirmed the 
adequacy of the recommendation of 60% for the fraction of small fines debris generation 
for NUKONTM fiberglass insulation. Further, this analysis confirmed the 60% number for 
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Transco and Knauf insulations, which are similar to NUKONTM (all low density fiberglass 
insulations). The Appendix II analyses also illustrate the correct process to determine 
the debris size recommendation. 

The baseline guidance assumes it is conservative to adopt the NUKONTM blanket size 
distribution for other materials with a higher destruction pressure than NUKONTM. This •assumption has been supported, but not conclusively assured, by debris generation 
confirmatory analyses documented in AppendiX II. This assumption should only be 
applied if insulation-specific debris size information is not available. 

In addition, although the GR provides damage pressures for a number of insulation 
products, this list reflects only those products that have received some type of prior 
testing. The list is not comprehensive either in trade name or:by mechanical insulation 
type. Acceptable default assumptions regarding material damage have been discussed, 
but product-specific test data can be perfooned in order to avoid unnecessary 
conservatism. Test data should be used to quantify-ltIe;performanceOfmitigation 
strategies such as double cladding, double banding, or other redesigned insulation
application methods. 

3.4.3.3 Size Distribution 

Section 3.4.3.3 provides the recommended size distributions (i.e., percentages that are 
small fines versus large pieces) for fibrUUtllUlteriaJs in a ZOI, f8f1ective metallic 
insulation (RMI) in a ZOI, other materialin ZOI,.;end material outside the ZOI. These 
recommendations are summarized in Table 3-3. .,; _ 

..-:' 

• 
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Table 3-3. NEI Recommended Debris Size Distributions 

• 40
 
40
 
40
 
40
 
40
 
o
 
o 

AliT es 

Calcium Silicate o 
Microtherm o 
Kool hen o 
Fire Barrier o 
Lead Wool o 
Coatin s o 

o o 

• 
o o 

100 o 
o o 

100 o 
o o 

100 o 

Staff Evaluation for Section 3.4.3.3: The baseline recommendations can be grouped 
as follows: 

_-_Materials for which adequate debris generation data exists to evaluate the debris • - - - -( Formatted: Bullets and Numbering 

size distribution, Le., NUKONTM fiberglass and DPSC Mirror™ RMI insulations. 

_-_Materials deemed to have a size distribution no finer than the materials for which
 
debris generation data is available.
 

_-_Materials for which the debris generation is not known well enough to
 
conservatively estimate debris size distributions, therefore maximum destruction
 
is assumed.
 

_-_Materials outside the ZOI that are not expected to form debris due to qualification
 
of or lack of protective coverings.
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The size distribution for materials located within the 201 should be specified in 
conjunction with the specification of the spherical 201 radius. Insulation damage 
progresses from total destruction at the location of the break to substantially less 
damage near the outer boundary of the ZOI. The specification of the outer boundary is 
based on a jUdgment of the conditions under which the damage becomes relatively 
insignificant. For example. with NUKONTM insulation where the destruction pressure of 
10 psi has been accepted even though significant damage was seen at 6 psi in a debris 
generation test (BWROG AJIT Test 6-2 documented in the BWROG URG], the general 
test results indicate that a larger portion of the 10 psi 201 would be in small fines than if 
the 201 was based on 6 psi. Therefore. within the 201, the size clstribution used should 
be based on the radius of the spherical 201 detennined. 

For section 3.4.3.3 of the GR, the staff finds the followil'\Q: 

1.	 Analyses documented in Appendix " confinned the adequaoyof the 
recommendation of 60% for the fraction.of small fines debris generation for 
NUKONTM fiberglass insulation. Further. this analysis confirmect-the 60% 
number for Transco and Knauf insulatiOAB•. which -are similar to NUKONTM. The 
small fine generation fraction of 60% is a t8II1istic value that is only slightly 
conservative. 

2.	 The GR assumes it is consel"Vlllblato adopt the NUKONTM blanket size 
distribution for other materials with a higher destruction pressure than 
NUKONTM. This NEI assumption has been supported but not conclUsively 
assured by debris generation cor'lfirTgatory analyses documented in Appendix II. 
This assumptigA ~ only be aPIlified if insulation-specific debris size 
information is not avalllble. 

3.	 The staff agrees with 1M,psumption cf 100% of the materials becoming small 
fines for materiaJsfofwhlabtbedebliS generation is not known weD enough to 
COI'IS8fYativeI esti.,. debris Atze distributions. 

However. for those plant81b8t can substantiate no formation of a thin bed at the 
sump, this assumption would be nonconservative with regard to sump blockage 
since fine particulates would pass through the sump screen and generate no 
blockage concerns. Therefore, for those plants that can substantiate no 
formation of a thin bed at the sump at which particulate debris can collect. the 
staff finds that debris generated should be assumed to be sized with realistic 
conservatism based on the plant-specific environment and susceptibilities 
identified for that facility. with appropriate justification for the sizing used. 

4.	 The staff agrees that covered insulations and fire barrier material outside the 
201 will not form significant debris provided the covering is substantial enough 
to remain intact and to stop significant water from passing through the 
insulating materials. For example, an exception would be a vinyl covering of 
fibrous or particulate material that might melt at post-LOCA containment 
temperatures, and thus would not protect the materials inside from the effects 
of water erosion. 
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3.4.3.4 Calculate Quantities of Each Size Distribution 

• Section 3.4.3.4 provides guidance for estimating the quantities of debris for each 
material and each size distribution category. For materials located within the ZOI, other 
than coatings, the volumes of materials are simply multiplied by the respective size 
distribution fractions for either small fines debris or large piece debris to obtain the debris 
volumes of small fines and large pieces, respectively. 

Staff Evaluation for Section 3.4.3.4: The staff agrees that for materials other than 
coatings, it is appropriate to multiply the volumes of the ZOI by the appropriate debris 
size distribution fractions to determine the volumes of debris. 

Protective Coatings Quantification 

The ZOI for protective coatings is based on the coatil')g~$tructidnpressure assumed in 
the GR. The same approach used to map the ZOI.~~r'OttJer debris tm~.. (described in 
Section 3.4.2) is also used to map the ZOI for c~fings, that is, modeling~e ZOI as a 
spherical volume resulting from the freely exp~ing LO~)et that will b9c.~~ed to 
pressures greater than or equal to the assumed~~.tructi9l1~ressure. Dep~ding on the 
break location, coated components mayor may nol(~~tMiithin this sphere. Where plant 
specific data does not exist regarding the amount of c~~jQg within the ZOI, the GR 
assumes that coated components eqQ~@I~nt to the surf rea of the sphere will exist 
within this volume and will fail, generaturg:\i~~particulate.: .• l:The amount of coating 
debris is a function of the coating thickrYl;lssas·.U~s the surfElte area. If plant specific 
coating thicknesses are not available, then the ~'glJidance on assuming a 
coating thickness in the l:QJt/1at consists "i1s 0 imer plus 6 mils of epoxy 
topcoat. ,.2:;:: :.: [6£;.; 

leoatin s Quantification: The staff finds that the 
nerate!ias a result of a LOCA jet should be 
',,4" _<'/' 

•
 
i:<,:~,~>('->
 

,-,',,',.,:-.., "i,"'\'" 

•	 For plants that~ti tiate.~gjn bed, use of the basic material constituent (10 pm 
sphYiJi:e) to size coa ebrisi~klcceptable. 

;:",::"," ,., 

•	 For those;;pIEmts that c~~ substantiate no formation of a thin bed at which particulate 
debris cancQUect, the $t8ff finds that coating debris should be sized based on plant 
specific anal,~s forlifebris generated from within ZOI and from outside the ZOI....m: 
that a default area-equivalent to the area of the sump screen openings be used for 
coatings size. Ifanalyzed, then.su<!1! ~':I ~!l~Iy~Ls_s_h~!Jld_ <!C?n_s~!'{a.!iy~ly _a~~~~~ ~h~ 
coating debris generated with appropriate justification for the assumed particulate 
size or debris size distribution. Degraded qualified coatings that have not been 
remediated should be treated as unqualified coatings. Finally, testing regarding jet 
interaction and coating debris formation could provide insight into coating debris 
formation and help remove some of the potential conservatism associated with 
treating coatings debris as highly transportable particulate. If coatings, when tested 
at corresponding LOCA jet pressures and temperatures, J~il!,y~~Cl,ns()t!l~r. th!'l.n. _. __ 
erosion or the erosion is limited, the majority of debris may be larger, less 
transportable or pose less of a concern for head loss. 
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The GR stipulates that all unqualified coatings outside the ZOI are assumed to fail. This 

Iassumption is consistent with the position provided in NUREG-~!. ·Standard Review 
Plan," Section 6.1.2, ·Protective Coating Systems." The amount of debris will be a 
function of the area of unqualified coating and the coating thickness as described in the 
GR, but the staff recommends that plant-specific values regarding the unqualified 
coating properties and thickness should be used. The GR recommendation to use 3 
mils of IOZ as a default thickness for unqualified coatings outside of the ZOI was based 
on the fact that 3 mils of IOZ, being 4.5 to 5 times more dense than epoxy, epoxy 
phenolic or alkyd coatings, would yield approximately the same mass as 13.5 to 15 mils 
of epoxy coating film. This concept of an ·,OZ equivalent" coatings quantity can lead to 
inaccurate results in the Calculation of the amount of debris genemted because the GR 
does no clearly explain that the mass of coatings debris estimated in this way must then 
be combined with the actual coating density (not the density oflOZ) in order to 
accurately determine the amount of particulate that may impact sump screen head loss. 

.' :.. 

Further, the staff is aware of numerous instances where,contajnment~tings, qualified 
and unqUalified, are much thicker than the assumed equivalent thicknela.Qf 13.5 to 15 
mils, so the assumed equivalent thickness may.DOt be conservative. Th681aff. 
concludes that the GR alternative is not acceptable,withoutpant specific jUsi1fication and 
recommends that plant-specific evaluation of the p1anfsonqUSlified coatings be 
performed to determine conservative coating propertiesand thicknesses. The staff 
recognizes that the amount of unquallled coating in a plMtmay change due to changes 
in plant equipment and modifications YlHahoould affect the surnpdebris load. 
Therefore, the staff recommends that I~ 'f)8riodically assess the amount of 
unqualified coating identified and used irt1he sump analysis to ensure the quantity 
remains bounding and if OQQ.conservatlvec:hanges in 1htwnount of unqualified coating 
occur, that the impact arfiaC31lange be evaluated. 

I=~~~~:=t=:.,;,:;_a::4=;~~~~~~~: ~
 
be conservative and are not 8CC8Pt81111e~ plant specific justification. Rather, the 

staff concludes thateach pIant-oould perform a plant specific evaluation of their
 
respecUya coatings toatermine.fI8listically-eonservative coating thicknesses. This
 
corte*JSIon was drawn despite th8"J11i1'Ceived conservatism of the recommendations of
 
assuming" the unqualified·coatinas in containment fail and all coating debris forms a
 
fine 10 micron particulate. it is considered reasonable for each plant to assess their
 
respective coating thicknes8es as well as the soundness of their coatings rather than


I assume So ~f~.!J~_~~ that mav not be conservative. 

3.4.3.5 Sample CaJculation 

Section 3.4.3.5 provides a sample calculation for estimating the quantities of debris from 
the ZOI by size category and for the DBA-unqualified coatings outside the ZOI. 

Staff Evaluation for Section 3.4.3.5: The staff found the sample calculation presented 
in this section of the GR to be adequate in concept and practice, but numerically 
inconsistent with revised guidance explained in this SER, particularly in its treatment of 
coatings debris. First, the size distribution of fine and large pieces for both fiberglass 
and RMI insulation should be reviewed for consistency with SER recommendations in 
Section 3.4.3. Second, the estimate of coating debris from within the ZOI should be 
based on plant-specific characterization of coating thickness and a defensible ZOI 

- { ~: .. 
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radius. Finally, the estimate of coating debris from outside the ZOI should also be based 

• 
on a plant-specific characterization of unqualified coating thickness and total inventory,
 
not the suggested default thickness.
 

3.4.3.6 Debris Characteristics for Use in Debris Transport and Head Loss 

Section 3.4.3.6 provides Tables 3-2 and 3-3 thatpresent §~le.9!~d_c!~~rls_~h~!~~t~dst~~__ ' _- { Deleted: compile 
for a variety of materials, specifically material densities and characteristic sizes. The '--------'-------' 
baseline guidance declared the characteristic sizes to be the most conservative values 
that can be associated with debris transport and head loss. The tables include data for
 
fibrous, cellular, RMI, and particulate (granular) insulation materi~J$ •.. lt is noted that the
 
manufacturer should be contacted to obtain information for malerialsnot listed.
 

Staff Evaluation for Section 3.4.3.6: The staff notes~fon~g concems regarding
 
the use of the data in Tables 3-2 and 3-3:''
 

1.	 The range of variation for several data@Atries is sUbstantial'~iJhe as-
fabricated density for Kaowool rang~i'~m 3 to '?rlb/ft3._ T~~ !~t¥l~jil'c:!fQr.l!l!~h - 1,-D_eleted: _lbIft3__ -' 

wide variation was not provided but'is Ii~~y~ue !S1tt:Je variability irJllhe 
manufacture of that insulation. Further, tne~p~ificatron of such awide range 
is not specific enough for he.ad loss predictioJ11~'b.eeause using 3 versus 121b~ 
for an as-manufactured den ould easily mal(~~. drastic differen~ Ln_t!l~ - - 1LDe_leted_:_t ---J 

prediction. For example, it .~four times lume of insulation to 
form a uniform 1/8-in thick laye.;"if l118':_fl~ity was 1therthan 3. It is 
important that each plant locate'Clata S~Illi...Rth~jrinstalled insulation. 

.:'- .,::;,.::.:y' ,::,''-:".:',~,:'~/:</ 

• 
2. An inconsist~~ in the gUid~~ce regarJ~~ 'the particulate size for 

coatings de~s outsi_i~e ZOI. T~ characteristic size for epoxy and epoxy 
phenolic.-eoa~lJ,lChips~~utside the Z~,l~jn Table 3-3 is listed as 25 microns. 
But the discuS' ..;3-25 appears to recommend a 10 micron 
partiF/;J~~~ize ' .. '... '. ·m~.tings. It is the staff's understanding that 
~;~ntentioJ:~e basEllifl~ guidance was to recommend the 10 micron size for 

lithe coating'~qulate;~'~~refqreacceptance of the baseline is based on the 10 
..(" , icron recomi'FlEmdatiori.tj:::i']i· . 

,»",:"i\""- '}:cr;,' 

3.	 _.·able 3-2. a ;~~e of ~~-fabricated densities is recommended for ~\ __ - Deleted: The data in Tables 3-2 and 
3-3 are not complete with respect theMicrQ1herm of 5 to\f2Ib/ft3. However, the reference provided (Le.. GR " 
materials typical of PWR

RefereJ11ce 13), provided several ranges, Le., 8 to 251b/ft3, 12.5 to 22lb/ft3, and " containments, For example, the 
15 to 221i)ift3jflbne of which match the range recommended in the GR. " insulation known as Min-K is missing, 

For insulation types without a Therefore, tnevalue used for Microtherm should be confirmed by the licensee " destruction pressure, the GR 
before its application. " recommends using the lowest 

" destruction pressure available, 

4.	 J~~ ~~ta_ t~!>le§ J>!Q'{i~~ ~_~h.-a!~~t~d~t~_sj~e_ to_r~pr~s~!1! th~_'!1~te!i!il i!1_h_e~~ __ ~" Formatted: Ust Number, Numbered 
loss calculations rather than the specific surface area required when using a	 "- + Level: 1 + Numbering Style: 1, 2, 

3, ... + Start at: 1 + Alignment: Leftcorrelation such as the NUREGlCR-6224 head loss correlation. In head loss \, 
+ Aligned at: 0.25" + Tab after:

discussions in Section 3.7 of the GR, the characteristic size is used to estimate '-:' 0.6" + Indent at: 0.6" 
the specific surface area from simple geometric formulas. The staff is \' 

Deleted: <#>11
concerned with the method of converting characteristic dimensions into specific '

Formatted: Bullets and Numberingsurface area because it has been demonstrated that the method shown in 
Section 3.7 is not reliable. This concern is particularly important when 
estimating a specific surface area for a particulate with a distribution of particle 
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sizes where the tendency of using the mean of the size distribution is incorrect
 
and leads to an underestimate of the specific surface area that, in tum, can lead .
 
to anJ}IJ~~~!J'!I~t~_~f _~ ~~~ ~:. ,.Ih!~ i~~ !.S further discussed in tf!e_ ~~ff - - - -1-D.-....:-'---18noUS-·----._
 
evaluation of Section 3.7 of this SEA. Confirmatory research presented in ;::: - D.-....: Further discussion of
 
Appendix V was performed that iUustrates the application of simple geometric ., D.-....: defemKl
 

equations (e.g., 41d for fibers and 61d for particles). to
 

Staff Conclusions Reaerdlnq SectIon 3.4.3.8: The staff concludes that acceptance of
 
this section depends upon each plant-specific evaluation properly determining that the
 
parameters selected for the analysis adequately reflect the insulation types actually used
 
in that containment, and that the specific surface area used in the head loss caJculation
 
is properly determined.
 

The staff did not independently verify all the data located... GR Tables 3-2 and 3-3,
 
however, the values presented agree with analyst PfI")8Ptions for these materials.
 

.....
 
Failed CoatIngs •.
c' ( 

':,i~-
The GR assumes that all failed coatings generate t'JIbIi,ces equivalent to the

I coatings: basic constituent or pigment sizes which themethodology identifies as 1OJJm. 
The GR chose this value because eXf*imental evidenC8.-s lacking regarding coating 
debris size generation during a postul8lfJ.,a The indUslry pressure wash testing 
detailed in Appendix A of the GR providCiId ....iDSight that coatings within the ZOI will 
likely fail by erosion resulting in debris ~ in the:.... of W~m - 5O$Jm spheres. The 
testing also provided insight that the qualifIed,lPOXY 8I1d..quaIified IOZ coating that were 
tested would not fail as4U....sheets durfr4G simulatecl jet impingement testing. 
Coatings outside theZOI that fill are also asturned to generate debris in sizes 
equivalent to theit"lba8ic.constitu8nts or pigmeIIt.•es. This debris on the order of 10JJm 

spheres. ..•. :; ':' .. i;. .:,~:,:.~\;.:>;.,.;,;/ 
Staff CorJg1utIIoM_rdfnpfliled aDA!: For plants that substantiate a thin bed,
 
use of the basic ma....~ (10 pm sphere) to size coating debris is acceptable.
 

,- ,~ 

For th~ts that can ..ubstanIIilte no formation of a thin bed at which particulate •debris can cieIIect, the staft.6lds that coating debris should be sized based on plant
 
specific ana/yge8 for debri$-generated from within ZOI and from outside the ZOI. or that
 
a default area equiyalent to the area of the sump screen openings be used. If analyzed. __ - - i DeIIW: .
 

Jhen s~ ~ ~~.:.~td_~~~Iy_~ ~_~~g~~ ~~~!~.(t ~ - ~>-,-D:,,*,::.:.:s:::::::::::~ 
appropriate justification for the assumed particulate size or debris size distribution.
 
Degraded qualified coatings that have not been remecrl8ted should be treated as
 
unqualified coatings.
 

Finally, testing regarding jet interaction and coating debris formation could provide
 
insight into coating debris formation and help remove some of the potential conservatism
 
associated with treating coatings debris as highly transportable particulate. If coatings,
 
when tested at corresponding LOCA jet pressures and temperatures, are found to fail by
 
means other than erosion or the erosion is limited, the majority of debris may be larger,
 
less transportable or pose less of a concern for head loss.
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3.5 LATENT DEBRIS 

• 3.5.1 Discussion 

Section 3.5.1 of the GR provides a discussion of general considerations for latent debris 
regarding its potential impact on sump screen blockage and some variables that should 
be addressed on a plant specific basis. The f~e!'~riC? ~9tl~i~~s_ C?L!tUr:!~<! i!'JtI~ ~F3 
needed to quantify and characterize latent debris inside containment (1. Estimate 
horizontal and vertical surface area. 2. Evaluate resident debris buildup, 3. Define debris 
characteristics, 4. Determine fractional surface area susceptible to debris buildup, and 5. 
Calculate total quantity and composition of debris) provide a wqrkrog outline of the 
process. A~%t; 

Staff Evaluation for Section 3.5.1: The staff finds the <i'R guie with respect to 
general considerations for latent debris to be accept~t>le.The st rees with the 
position in the GR that latent debris present in con~ment'during O~ion may 
contribute to head loss across the emergency cor:e~cooling sump-scr ..••.. ""vand that it is 
necessary to determine the types, quantities ~'~ocations.AJf latent debris; staff 
also agrees that it is not appropriate for IiceriseestCf,lclair1"lj'~ttheir existin oreign 
Materials Exclusion (FME) programs have entirely eli(Jlil1ated miscellaneous latent 
debris. Results from plant-specific walkdowns should~;lJsed to determine a realistic 
amount of dust and dirt in containme"'~id to monitor cle8llli~ess metrics that may be 
deemed necessary following the overall SUmp screen bloCkage vulnerability assessment. 

For more detailed analysis, the staff believes th~t.~h~~n~radteriZing the resident 
debris buildup it would be· ful to partitiol\l.!;tl;)einven~"ot only by vertical and 
horizontal location bUl lationship t~;spray impingement and washing by 
containment-spraY.9~nage. 

• 
~::, 

'i.' 

-,,- '"., 

The intrQdtretibn<liov~d in ii.•~ection'oflhe GR provides practical insights into the 
leveloHmportance that,latent ~~~~rnay take in the overall vulnerability assessment 
and helps licensees to ju e the le'lfelof effort needed to characterize their plants. In 
this sectibn. NEI acknow . es that latent debris should be considered as an input to 
sump screennead loss, a recommends the use of conservative strategies rather than 
evaluating the effects of la"m debris to a high level of detail. 

Staff Evaluation for'Setion 3.5.1: The staff finds the GR guidance with respect to the 
introduction of the baseline approach for consideration of latent debris to be acceptable. 
For plants that expect to have fibrous insulation debris generated in the ZOI, the 
additional contribution to head loss from the latent fiber component may be small by 
comparison and reasonable approximations of inventory will suffice. However, for 
predominantly RMI plants, the latent fiber component represents the dominant potential 
for thin-bed formation across the screen. In any case, accurate fiber inventories can 
provide valuable insight for critical decisions regarding sump-screen vulnerability. 

3,5.2.1 Estimate Horizontal and Vertical Surface Area Inside Containment 

This section of the GR provides a general outline of steps required to estimate the 
horizontal and vertical surface areas in containment. The bulleted list of items that 
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should be included in the surface area calculation (floor area, walls, cable trays, major 
ductwork, control rod drive mechanism coolers, tops of reactor coolant pumps, and 
equipment such as valve operators, air handlers, etc.) provides a starting point for 
licensees to consider for major inputs. The five steps provided for surface-area 
calculations (flat surface considerations, round surface area considerations, vertical 
surface area considerations, thorough calculation of surface areas in containment, and 
use of estimated dimensions when exact dimensions are unavailable) are informative. 

Staff Evaluation for section 3.5.2.1: The staff finds the GR guidance for estimating 
surface areas within containment to be acceptable with provisions outlined below for 
specific sections/attributes. 

The staff agrees that the quantity of ambient dust and dirt collected on vertical surfaces 
by settling from the air is small compared to that collected on horizontal surfaces in the 
absence of factors that promote adhesion to those vertical surfaces. Any special factors 
that might promote adhesion to vertical surface shot*f be noted and examined more 
carefully for dust accumulation. A list of potentlO,t.adhesive factors incltl:les 011 leaks, 
moisture or condensate laden surfaces, resictuIJ-from previously sprayed 0118« 
solutions, and detergent films. Dust that accumt.illlls on V8I1icaI surfaces j&:very small 
and should be assumed 100% transportable If affeeI8d.by water during a LOCA. 

Other surfaces that should be ~ for inclusion iri·lI!&nt-specific inventory 
estimates include steam generators, PIBIMlriars and pres!Hizerfelief tanks. cooling 
fans. other large equipment, structural suppoIts:lke I-beams aRd seismic restraint 
collars. access gratings and steps, and piping. JA'9IfMH8I, the area inventory refers to 
external surfaces that caobe affected by sprv-wash CkMn. Internal compartments and 
cabinets with known ~._.. dust and cMibris that are not typical of most surface 
conditions after conIIifnment eteee out should be examined carefully for water infiltration 
and potential f1ustdhtJ.'Areas of.-.is type inclUll8Jnlet-air filter housings and confined 
crawl spaces that are ""s.Un"qu~ntly. ,.' 

The 9U~~~.~jn ~.GR for surtaee-area calculations treats the contribution of 
verticalcaurfaces in ~manner. In general. the staff agrees that practical 
simpllftcations can be..to si,...aty estimates of surface area. and the 10% factor 
propos8dbgeneral ve" surtaees is an acceptable estimation based on engineering 
judgment. '"ever, vertkiIl1surtaces that are subject to enhanced dust and debris 
accumulatloniltfould be added to the latent debris load estimation separately as part of 
the resident deblt8a.ildllpevaluation in Section 3.5.2.2. Additional guidance for 
considerations to beJnc:Iuded in containment surveys for latent debris loading is provided 
under that section. . 

The staff agrees that the containment dome does not need to be considered from the 
point of view of dust accumulation. However, the dome may be a contributor of 
degraded coatings that are dislodged during vapor expansion and should be addressed 
as such in the determination of the coatings debris source term. 

In its present form, the baseline guidance requires detailed calculations of both 
horizontal and vertical surface areas and physicaJ surveys of dust accumulation on 
horizontal surfaces (section 3.5.2.2.1). To improve consistency in the treatment of 
vertical surfaces. the staff provides the following two acceptable atternative options for 
baseline analysis based on the best available information documented by the industry: 

•
 

•
 

•
 



• 
Option 1: Adopt a default vertical-surface inventory of 30 Ibs to be characterized by the 
smallest size fraction found in the horizontal-surface inventory and document a simplified 
but realistic calculation of vertical surface area. Consideration should still be given to the 
unique deposition areas discussed above and the results should be added to the default 
vertical inventory. This value is approximately 5 times (established by using a 2 
standard deviation expansion from the mean of the reported sample data set to achieve 
a 9§''fo_coyerC!9-e_ ~f J~~ ~~<I:>~~t~~ ~~!a_ ~l!rye, then doubling the result for conservatism) 
higher than the vertical inventory reported in Appendix B for concrete walls and the 
containment liner and should be sufficiently high to bound variations in surface area, 
plant cleanliness and the additional vertical areas represented by.pJping and equipment. 

Option 2: Conduct SWipes for three categories (a, b, c) of vsrti~1 surfaces in the manner 
illustrated in Appendix B of the GR. It should be noted that repeated wiping with a Iint
free cloth (Maslin) under manual pressure or HEPA-filtered vacuUming with mild brush 
agitation of the surface are both effective methodstor!eoIlecting thefQU:$pectrum of 
particle sizes found on surfaces, and both methQ(lS provide collection media that can be 
weighed before and after collection to determiJij6!(lhe mass.of debris in the!$amPle (see 
Appendix VII). Concrete walls (a), the liner (b), a8<:1vertic~lpiPinglequipm$t (c) should 
each be sampled at a minimum of three locations selected and documented by simple 
rationale to represent typical variatiops in expected dustdoadings within containment. 
For example, walls near the equipme~tlatch might represeljlt maxima and the upper 
containment liner might represent min~a,!~ument a simplified but realistic 
calculation of vertical surface area for ea,Gh categQry of surfaoethat is sampled and use 
the average of the three (or more) measotements·tCHietermine the mass present on 
vertical surfaces of each (ice category.; the three..Subtotals to the inventory 
estimate obtained fro. ....~ue depositi •.. reas. Ifrecently cleaned surfaces are 
used to establish t~lminima ~~.i8 surface category, a documented cleanliness plan 
should be referencet1· descgpes the frequenGY of this cleaning treatment. This 
option represents a mi ·n effort over that required in the GR, namely the 

• 
collection of verti~!-su ...... . . \yet!allows maximum credit for individual 
variationsiinpla:rtt.al'llines~;;: 

Thestaff~grees with S~~!12 in th~!~ regarding the treatment of round surfaces, but 
notes thatpjping surfaceSi_t:iould .Be considered. Steps 4 and 5 also provide some 
practical reCqr'llmendation$~~at are acceptable. 

<;;""e;";

3.5.2.2 Evahila.e R~dent Debris Buildup 

Section 3.5.2,2 of the"GR provides a high level discussion of general practices needed 
to evaluate latent debris buildup in containment. The GR cites recent sampling of 
surfaces inside of containment at a number of plants, and recommends surveys of the 
containment be performed with the objective of determining the quantity of latent debris. 
This information is not available in the public domain to allow confirmation of consistency 
in sampling methods and reporting practices, so any statement of expected maximum 
dust inventory should be considered speculative. The GR references NEI 02-01 to 
provide gUidance for conduct of these containment surveys and evaluation of the 
presence of foreign material found. The GR also suggests that the degree of rigor for 
containment survey and surface swiping be applied in inverse proportion to the attention 
given to foreign material exclusion under normal operations. 
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Staff Evaluation for Section 3.5.2.2: The staff finds the GR guidance with respect to 
the practices for overall evaluation of latent debris to be acceptable provided the 
provisions outlined below are incorporated into the site-specific surveys for latent debris 
in containment. These surveys will produce opportunities to maximize credit for plant 
cleanliness, and identify areas of higher than expected debris loadings. 

To ensure a comprehensive evaluation of containment debris, the following items should 
be considered as part of the containment survey: Phenomena that can enhance dust 
collection on both vertical and horizontal surfaces include temperature gradients 
(thermophoresis) and static electrical charge (electrophoresis). The vertical surfaces of 
cooling fins, heat exchangers and warm electrical panels may auract higher 
concentrations of dust than painted concrete structures. Hanging lamp shades inside 
containment are a common location for enhanced dust coIled1an caused by the thermal 
gradient. Static charge may be accumulated on any surf8Ce e)lf)08ed regularly to air 
flow. Dielectric materials such as plastics and exposed C8bIe jack8ta may be principle 
candidates for inspection. For some plants, these,,8Ifeots and Ioca~;rnaybe minor 
contributors to the total dust Inventory, and can b&disrnissed with Pf'OP8!'lI.X8ITination. 
However, these issues should be consIde~_theirdisposition documented: 

.\~:..;: 

For the purposes of latent debris characterization, ~ 'taken after every second
 
outage should be sufficient. ExC8JJti9ns to this ~warrant surveys after any
 
invasive or extended maintenance likesteam-generator ~nt.
 

''::'.- .1"

3.5.2.2.1 Evaluate the Resident DebriS·BulfdIip,ql SurfaceS ': 
',~ ;~...~.; 

This section of the GR focuses on the ~Of~ and dirt found on horizontal 
surfaces of containment. ~r steps prIi8nted in the GR (1. Divide the containment 
into areas based on«ilbust batIIers, 2. Determine representative surfaces for each 
section of containment. 3. Survey the representelitte surfaces in each section to 
measure debris quantity, and 4. caJculate the 1h1ckness of the debris layer) describe the 
process. Oftheee, steps 1.~ 2 Offer~ and thorough guidance for performing a 
systematic survey. 11le prirnaw method for determining latent debris inventory 
suggested in items 3 and 4 of the,SR is direct measurement of debris thickness. 

,4'.......
 

Staff Eyaluatlon for SeCtIan 3.5 ? 2 1: The staff finds the GR guidance with respect to 
division of oantainment areas (step 1) and determination of representative surfaces 
(Step 2) to be acceptable, however, the methods identified for measuring and evaluating 
the buildUp of debris on surfaces to be unacceptable. The recommendation in the GR

I for direct measurement of dust thickness is considered impracticat ~_~~ 
for the assessment is offered here that is based on generic characterization of actual 
PWR debris samples. The revised approach also addresses the question of particulate 
to fiber ratio as it relates to thin bed effect. If desired, a limited plant-specific 
characterization can also be pursued as a refinement using this guidance. 

Attempting to directly measure latent debris thickness is not recommended for the 
following reasons: (1) masses can be measured much more accurately than thickness, 
(2) comparison of dirt layers to reference thickness standards is subjective and prone to 
error because of heterogeneous small objects that may reside on the surface and 
because of nonuniform dust thickness across a surface like piping, (3) in situ estimates 
of thickness do not.,char~erize~~ c:Iis!'t~,~_latMo-fibe~~_~os_C?r ___ 
densities that are needed to define hydraulic head-loss properties. These problems can 

• 

• 
- i DIIIII8d: •8UIljec:lMl. and Ina<laJra18 ) 

_- -1 DIIIII8d: sallsfylhe raqulrements to 

•
 



be avoided by measuring total masses within a known surface area and then partitioning 

• 
the fiber and particulate mass fractions either by physical measurement or by generic 
assumptions described in the next section. 

Statistical sample mass collection is an acceptable method for quantifying latent debris 
inventories. This approach will not pose an undue burden if planned in advance and 
incorporated with other survey activities. A list of unique debris sample locations should 
be developed starting with the previous discussion in Section 3.5.2.1 that can be 
checked for each evaluation zone that is defined in containment. For convenient cross 
reference these evaluation zones should be defined to coincide with the break zones 
discussed in Section 3.4. For later input in debris transport assfit~ent, the potential for 
exposure to water from either direct containment spray, cont~nment~spray drainage, or 
recirculation-pool immersion, should be noted for the surfa,~'jn each evaluation zone. 
Other areas that should be included in the survey includ!it~nnLlfa,r;~ompartments outside 
of the bioshield and the reactor cavity if the area partilo':iP~S in c~~tory flow with the 
sump pool during recirculation. Using the practical,61dlijlCe offered,fr:~R Section 
3.4.2.2.1 item 2 for selecting typically loaded sugaces within each inven evaluation 
zone, several classes of horizontal sUrfaces~~,~ be de1i~ed to repres , .... a~s 
where latent debris are found. For example,higtl;,p lo~.ffic floor areasiitops of 
equipment, floor near curbing, cable trays, etc. Atmtee samples should be taken 
from each category as they appear throughout contai and the results should be 
treated in the same manner described;for vertical surfa 

• 

The goal of defining debris characteristlds is _~f~~d by colle~g SWipe or vacuum-filter 
samples that can be weighed before and·.fter c,~11 . 0 determine the total mass of 
debris within a measureg.;~r~~. 'It is import~l.hat the tion method adequately 
capture the full range ~f,,,attiQ\\lfate sizes frOrJ:l very sm « 10 pm) up to the large 
miscellaneous chipsl;~d pieces, .and all fiber$.in the sample region. Both HEPA-filtered 
vacuuming with Iightbtush agitation of the sUr'f4G&and repeated swiping under manual 
pressure with a Maslin Ol~w~'!()lI;l)dto be~ective collection methods for fine 
particulatesa~~'~~er. VaOl.!lJrningis~iQf!red more efficient for collecting larger 
grains al'lCfmlsc~fane~us obj~. Scraping with a metal blade or sweeping with a 
bristle,-t¥Pe brush wiIl1nClt;fldequa~ly collect the full range of debris [DIN04]. 

3.5.2.2.2;i~valuate the Quantity of Other Miscellaneous Debris 
"s 

Section 3.5.2:~2.of the GFitprovides general guidance for considerations to be used for 
identifying and ev8.luatingpotentiai sources of miscellaneous debris in containment. The 
GR refers to and endorses the use of NEI 02·01 to provide guidance for performance of 
containment surveys. A list of three bulletized items,;.,I;ql!il?'!l~l1t t!ig~,_ T~~J !i-"~ 
Stickers or placards affixed by adhesives; is used to provide gUidance for these specific 
sources of latent debriS", ... _,., _,., ,_ __ __ __ __ ___ _ _' .. __ , ., __ , 

Staff Evaluation for Section 3.5.2.2.2: The staff finds the GR guidance with respect to 
the methods to identify and evaluate miscellaneous debris acceptable provided the 
guidance is supplemental with the additional direction identified below. The staff agrees 
that surveys of containment for the presence of miscellaneous debris should be 
performed and that miscellaneous debris types should be assessed for potential 
contributions to sump-screen head loss. In addition to the three categories of 
miscellaneous debris discussed in the GR; the quantity, characteristics and location of 
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any failed qUalified coatings should also be noted in the survey. This issue may be 
addressed elsewhere in the GR, but it warrants emphasis in this section as well. 

_e_Without specific data to cite regarding the behavior of miscellaneous debris
 
types, the phrases -available for transport" and "transportable debris- should be
 
interpreted as -complete transport to the screen- for fines and particulate debris
 
under the conditions of interaction with water. Larger miscellaneous debris types
 
must be evaluated on a case by case basis for susceptibility to transport as
 
outlined in section 3.6. If data on disintegration and transport become aVailable.
 
they should be documented and used as an acceptable refinement to quantify an
 
assumption of partial degradation or partiaJ transport. If~, refinements
 
should include a plausible timeline or necessary operating condition for failure.
 
For example, If adhesives are shown to fail after hotirsin containment, large or
 
heavy stickers and signs may become detached. tJUt stII may not transport in
 
low-velocity recirculation conditions. Or, delaye<ftailure of adhesives on upper
 
levels of containment may not lead to tnInsfJOI11f.containmentsprays are no
 
longer operating. Proper consideration shOuld be given to the kK:8lion of these
 
items and the logic 01 the rationale thalfl;used. F.,. example, sloW"ning of
 
adhesive In a hlgh-humidty environment l8f1WCh cII8rent than eroskJn by spray-

water cascade or break-jet impingement. The foIowIng additional guidance is
 
offered on the evaluation of the GR bulletlzed C8l8gOries of latent debris.
 

e	 Equipment tags: The GR guldanoeprovided on th&".post-LOCA status of paper • - - -1 FaIn......: No buRets or 
tags is ambiguous. There is animpled~ption _'COmplete tags arriving at ,-nII.;;;.m~lbet.;;;.rIn,-"Ill,--- --, 

the screen wi" induce more head loss thep ..sM;tdded Or dissolved paper fiber 
contributing to a mixed debris bed. R9JdIess.1Mir physical condition, tags 
can only contri~pc:t loss if'"'are transpOrtable. Robust lanyards and 
attachment ~ .....Id prevent IftOSt equipment tags that exist outside the 
ZOI from ~ng deta!=hed (equiprn8nt tags within the ZOI shall be assumed 
to become~. ~ size and weight of detached equipment tags and 
broken ..~ ......,.. II;;Apd against criteria in section 3.6 to determine 
if~:f?e~~ debris. For all equipment tags that are 
found to be ~Iy 1IIIIDSpOI1abIe, it is necessary to determine the number and 

·'b:ation of tags'~1YPefdr:.C8lltribution to screen head loss. If transportability or
 
1becapability of..to remain intact cannot be determined, to preserve
 
coA8ervatlsm It shoJ*f be 8ssumed that they remain intact and are transported to
 •
the Surqp screen. IpUlis case, the wetted sum~screen flow area should be
 
reduced ....an area·equivalent to the original single-sided surface area of the
 
tags. 11 ~is information that indicates the tags will not remain intact, the staff
 
recommendS.t the equivalent mass of the tags be treated as latent fiber.
 

•	 Tape: The GA mentions some specific applications of tape and recommends that
 
all tape be assumed to fail as transportable debris. The staff agrees that the
 
size, weight, and composition of tape that would interact with water should be
 
evaluated for transportability per Section 3.6 to detennine the realistic amount
 
that would arrive on the sump screen. As stated in the GR for equipment tags,
 
all failed tape that is determined to be transportable should be assumed to arrive
 
on the screen intact and obstruct an area equivalent to its original single-sided
 
surface area unless there is evidence that the tapes will not remain intact. If
 
there is evidence that the tapes will not remain intact, for example prior in-service
 
disintegration, then the equivalent mass of the tape should be assumed to be
 
transported to the screen in the form of latent fiber.
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• Stickers or placards affixed by adhesives: The staff agrees with the position in 

• 
the GR that adhesives may fail in post-accident conditions. Under the present 
guidance offered in the GR, all items attached by adhesives should be assumed 
to fail and be evaluated for transport to the sump screen as outlined in Section 
3.6. The staff considers this an acceptable position. Where evidence is 
available that these items will degrade, the equivalent mass of the items in 
question should be assumed to be transported to the sump screen in the form of 
latent fiber. Otherwise, the wetted flow area of the sump screen should be 
reduced by the original single-sided area of the items in question. 

3.5.2.3 Define Debris Characteristics 

This section of the GR notes that two generic methods c~n'be.plied for defining debris 
characteristics: Method 1 - analysis of samples, or Methj)d 2 - a~!;Ime composition and 
properties based on conservative values. NEI indic ~f~t the se~cl option (assume 
conservative values for debris composition prope ) 'is preferable, tlfil1provides 
parameter values for fiber density, particle den d particle diameter:\)!rr4;le"R notes 
that for this option to be used, an appropriate' articulate mix for the pr~J;\t;being 
evaluated should be used. The GR goes on to de~e .s0frle.of the difficufties and 
challenges associated with Method 1 - analysis of s~.@fes. 

Staff Evaluation for Section 3.5.2.3~qj~estafffinds the~Rguidance with respect to 
defining debris characteristics to be ac~ptal>!~.provided thetnethod used is 
supplemented with the additional details~utlirie~~'l>'IN' 

• 
It should be noted that99P$~"¥f1tism with ;~~~t to hef1d-loss potential includes both 
the aspects of transportability~~ the hydra"c properties of the material in a mixed 
debris bed. The fOUt(2R bUllet~'ffor evaluating*~~bris characteristics will be addressed in 
a parallel format that di$~s Method 1 aJJ~!f Method 2 approaches to each topic 
concurrently..Both meth .. . . equate surface samples be taken to 
characteri~·.l:l~Pi'ity in the'~lilnt an .tal masses in containment be estimated by 
multiplY;i1')g the empiQCI:llJy dete d concentration for each type of collection area 
(g/ff)~the correspon<:lill~ surf :eas before summing to obtain the total inventory. 
SinCe t~;(2R indicates th~Metho - assume composition based on conservative 
values, is.;preferred ch.e, it will be addressed first for each bullet provided. 

First GR Buller-use an appropriate fiber/particulate mix for the plant being evaluated. 

Method 2 - Assume that fiber contributes 15% of the mass of the total estimated 
inventory. If abnormal qualified coating conditions indicate a dominant presence 
of paint chips compared to normal dust and dirt at a particular sampling location, 
that location should be characterized by measurement under Method 1. (see 
Appendix VII on Latent Debris for more specific information) 

Method 1 - Characterize the fiber-te-particulate mass ratio in the plant by wet 
rinsing and manual separation of the fibers from the particulates followed by 
drying and weighing to obtain mass ratios for samples taken. If this option is 
chosen, HEPA filtration is recommended as the preferred collection method 
because of easier separation of the debris from the filter. 

Second GR Bullet - Fiber density 
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!.....-It is conservative to assume that all fiber exposed to water transports to the • - - - -{ FonniItted: Bullets and Numbering 

screen (unless special circumstances are noted as discussed earlier), but 
material buoyancy is not the primary contributing factor and the density should 
not be assigned equal to that of water. 

Method 2 - Assume that latent fiber material has a mean density of 1.5 glcm3• •
Method 1 - Immerse dry fiber samples of known mass in a graduated cylinder 
with a known quantity of water. Cover with plastic film to prevent evaporation 
and let stand for several days or heat gentty to remove trapped air. Measure 
new volume of contents and determine fiber material density by displacement. 

Third GR Bullet - Particle density 

I !.....-It is appropriate to assume that latent particulates ant primarily geophysical in • - - - -{ Foenllitbid: Bullets and Numbering 

origin being composed of soil, sand and dust, i.~..."'tlirt:·· 

Method 2- Assume latent particulate ma~ -has ilnominaJ ~ity of 2.7 glcm3
• 

Method 1 - Measure the particulate ~by water dispIacerne,nl as described 
above for fiber. .'. . . . 

.'. '.,.~~-

Fourth GR Bullet  Particle Diameter ,"..'. -:~~ 

!.....-The principal use of particle diameter is in the 811imation of hydraulic properties • - - - -{ FonnIitIM: Bullets and Numbering 
of the debris like the specific IUItace area. This In(oIJnation can also affect 
judgments regarding transportalllllyand retention ina fibr.ous debris bed. 

Method 2 - The GR provides the guidarQt1O.assumeall particulate mass is 
composed of 1G-pm diameter grains. 1be Std'~rsthis assumption to be 
acceptable, but "-approach is veryoonservatiY8; especially when much of the 
mass may be.cOmposedof small paint chips, hardware, and visible sand grains. 
However, thIS 8SSUmption offers the convenience of consistency with baseline 
assumptions ~ to tlllied coatings ~ in the GR. A more refined 
set of assumptioM1hat...8Iso~..GOnSider8dacceptable are as follows: 

•	 .:ASSUme that typioII mixtures of 18tent particulate debris have a specific 
surface area-ot 106,000 ft·l as defined for use in the NUREGlCR-6224 head
loss correlation. 

•	 Assume that 22% of the particulate mass determined from the raw samples •

that. above therecirculation-pool flood level is nontransportabI. 

•	 Under conditionS of low sump-screen flow <0.2 ttls and estimated particle-to
fiber mass ratios <3, assume that 7.5% of the latent particulate debris 
penetrates the sump screen and is not pennanently deposited in the bed to 
contribute to head loss. 

Method 1 - Dry sieve particulates into size fractions down to 75-pm and 
characterize the mass distribution as a function of diameter. Assume that the 
fraction> 2mm is not transportable. Assume that 25% of the 75-pm diameter 
mass fraction can penetrate the debris bed. Use scanning electron microscopy 
(SEM) on subsamples of the 75-pm fraction to determine statistically the fraction 
of particles below 1G-pm diameter. Compare measured size distributions to 
literature reported determinations of latent debris size distribution and adjust the 
Method 2 specific surface area by ratios of estimated masses in each size bin. 

• - - - -{ FonnIitIM: Bullets and Numbering!.....-Two additional factors needed that are not mentioned in the GR: 
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!.--The dry-bed accumulated density of latent fibers is needed for head-loss .---1 Fonnatted: No bullets or 

• 
calculations. For fiberglass, this density is typically reported as the "as 
manufactured" density but there is no equivalent definition for latent fiber. 

Method 2 - Assume the dry-bed bulk density for latent fiber is equal to that of 
fiberglass insulation (2.4 Ibmlft3 =38.4 kglm3

). 

Method 1 - Using the dry fiber component obtained from the Method-1 
measurement of fiber-to-particulate mass ratios, separate fibers and small flocks 
from a sample of known mass and drop them successively through several 
inches of air into a graduated container. Measure the volume after a bed has 
been formed by random settling and compute the bulk deQ~ty of this 
configuration. 

L	 The fiber specific surface area is also needed for heC\ti.,lo$$'~lculationsto compute 
the contributions to head loss of latent fiber in a mixel.1 debris'!Oed. 

Method 2 - Assume the head loss properti~s.()fii.~tent fibe;ar@~e same as 
reported in NUREGlCR-6224 for comm1,$"ial fiberglass. Latent., will either 
be dominated by fiberglass present fr~.~~e breakl.ocation or it Wil..the 
substrate of a "thin-bed" particulate filter a"i!lbe dOfAinated by the p iculate bed 
forming on top of the fiber. In either case, ffie(~act properties of the latent fiber 
are dominated by another debris type, so the 9l!!'tr associated with the 
assumption should be small.	 .0 

Method 1 - Measure the hydra rties of latent_tPer by inference using 
iterative comparisons of head-I '00 data'~"fT!odel predictions using the 
NUREG/CR-6224 head-loss corrd ii"· . 

• 
The staff agrees wi ionary no s provided in the GR regarding the 
difficulties of debr:is n except fOFt#lepresumptive judgment of extreme 
expense and little be benefit i$'8.h important practical consideration, the 
NRC never . ges .~~ofing to obtain site-specific information. For 
some of . ana is, it may be an immediate benefit to 
chara~rlze plant c I1Jpletely than the default assumptions permit. 
Imp,~:.particulate-t s, for example, may offer an immediate potential 
benefit PeCilJse of the k Ie la fiber plays in the assessment of vulnerability for 
thin-bed fdl't~pon in a pr ,.minantly RMI-insulated plant. 

1~;;"" 

3.5.2.4 Det~~ine ~~ion of Surface Area Susceptible to Debris Accumulation 

The guidance in this'~ction of the GR is again offered in the form of a baseline 
approach. The GR offers the two following options for guidance: 1. Assume that 100 
percent of the surface area is susceptible to debris accumulation; and 2. Perform an 
evaluation that consists of estimating fractional surface areas susceptible to debris 
accumulation on a case-by-case basis. The intent of the guidance in this section is to 
offer credit for cleanliness programs exercised in certain parts of containment. The GR 
provides a basic approach for reducing the area considered susceptible to debris 
accumulation through three bulleted items: 1. calculate the total surface area; 2. 
calculate the surface area considered to be clean using conservative assumptions; and 
3. calculate the ratio of potentially dirty area to total area. 
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Staff Evaluation for section 3.5.2.4: The staff finds the GA guidance with respect to 
fractional surface area susceptible to debris accumulation acceptable with the provisions 
outlined below: 

To implement the baseline approach, the GR intended for a measurement to be made of 
the thickness of dust on a representative surface within each inventory evaluation zone 
and that this thickness would be multiplied by the total relevant area in the zone to obtain 
the volume of debris. This approach is not considered reliable due to the difficulty and 
subjectivity of measuring a debris thickness as discussed in 3.5.2.2.1 

Either approach presented in this section of the GR for establislqa fractional surface 
area tor debris accumulation is acceptable to the staff with thefollowing caveat: If areas 
are excluded from the surface inventory, documented cleaning procedures should be in 
place that are exercised before each restart. If periodicdeaningoccurs less frequently, 
the sampling method outlined earlier in this SER is ~nded tDdetennine the 
minimum dust loading in those areas of a surface ~thave ~f)f'8vious1y 

cleaned. 4~'':';' 

An issue similar to accumulation susceptibil(~Y ~io a credit ~':~~ latent 
inventory is transport susceptibility. As recom~l9r in this SEA, potential 
exposure to water should be assessed tor each IflV9f'I1eIY,evaluation zone. It is 
expected that most surfaces will be _.~ed to either dinlCl-epray, spray accumulation 
flow, or immersion in the recirculation ~. some isoIat8dweas may exist for which 
little or no water transport can occur (I.~, elevat-"crawl spaces, locked 
rooms, etc). For these types of areas ~ Ia~ ,is Imown or expected to exist,

I justification for exem~ consideri~ t~ent-debris inventory can be 
documented on a cas'"II'"basis. """'!: ( 
3.5.2.5 CaIcdI4ti~~ and ~ of Debris 

The GR provWeaJour ~.pi.. J"" of the total quantity of latent debris: 1. 
Perform eiIICc1~. ~ outIlnid on an area-by-area basis; 2. Compute the 
total qdantity of de~ng '_~aldebris thickness method outlined in the GR; 3. 
Inchlde,-'er types of dBfts fron'tiC*ttainment survey data as outlined previously in the 
GR; and I. Categorize. eat8tog the results for consideration in debris transport 
evaluation: (.~ 

;:~~ 

I Staff evalu8tlohfpr S!cIIon 3.5.2.5~ ~_~~~JI~r~~ _S!~J?S_~_~ 
respect to the total pmcISs acceptable provided that methods outlined previously in this 
SEA are used In pl. of those specific Items previously Identified for computation of 
quantity of debris and debris density. 

The process for Integrating survey findngs over all surface types has been alluded to 
several times in this SER review. Given the revised approach to measurement of debris 
build up recommended by the staff, the total quantity of debris for each inventory 
evaluation zone and each surface type win be found by multiplying debris concentration 
(lbr'nIft2) by the respective areas to obtain the total number of pounds in containment. 
Proper evaluation of debris for transportability has been discussed previously in other 
sections of this SER pertaining to evaluation of debris types. Most importantly, the 
calculation must separate the fiber and particulate components of the debris aggregate. 
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These fractions behave differently during transport, contribute separately to head loss, 

•
 
and introduce separate considerations regarding sump-screen vulnerability.
 

3.5.3 Sample Calculation
 

The sample calculation presented in this section of the GR iIIustrates.!h~_~(~n.9~pt~'!c!
 
systematic process involved with defining categories of surfaces that reside within a 
given inventory evaluation zone, calculating areas, and summing debris inventories. 
Minor points of clarification are offered in the following sections. 

3.5.3.1 Calculate Horizontal Surface Area 

This section of the GR illustrates the appropriate level of simplification for computing 
structural surface areas in containment. . 

Staff Evaluation for Section 3.5.3.1: The staff fil1Q'sthe sample catCtJlations provided 
to be acceptable for implementing concepts for~'t:ulation of horizonta:f;;~tJrfaceareas in 
containment. The following clarifications are !il~d for Ii~nsees to considef' when 
performing these calculations: . 

Step 4 of the calculation discusses the calculation of adlilitional horizontal surface areas 
contributed by equipment, piping, cable trays, etc. Whete~ese items are large and 
obstruct floor areas computed in previOI.1Sst~~, the projet:t~'ar~of the item is 
effectively included twice. The duplicatearea~.n.~ither be s,f,jtracted from the 
inventory or cited as a conservatism to ac:eountij)rttl~:9omplexityof the object in 
question, whichever is mpstappropriate. . 

The treatment given to the reciroulation-sum"p.:cover as a projected area accounted for in 
the floor-area calculation is appropriate. 

•
 
3.5.3.2,~~tJlate QlIl:lnt;ty ofDElbn$
 

;;;{q:Wf:' -;,,1.');:1:'> ,J' ' " . 

The e~ample calculatiotrin the·~fl·.is consistent with guidance given in previous sections 
ass",,"i~that a debris~~yer thicl<l5ss can be measured and that in situ densities can 
be detei'ni~~d; total latent+debris mass is then computed accordingly. 

Staff evaluation.for Section 3.5.3.2: The staff finds the GR guidance with respect to 
the total calculatioflof quantity debris to be unacceptable. The problems associated with 
direct measurementQf .debris thickness have been explained. If inventory analysis 
options involving sampling are pursued, it might be practical to conduct calculations like 
the one illustrated in this example. 

3.6 DEBRIS TRANSPORT 

3.6.1 Definition 

Section 3.6 provides guidance for estimating debris that is transported from debris 
sources to the sump screen. The four major transport modes considered in the GR are 
blowdown, spray washdown, pool fill-up, and pool recirculation flow. 

3.6.2 Discussion 
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Section 3.6.2 presents a generic transport logic tree used subsequently in the transport 
recommendations. In addition, three containment type categorizations are also defined. 
These categories are: 

1.	 Highly compartmentalized containments defined as those containments that 
have distinct robust stnJctures and compartments totally surrounding the major 
components of the RCS. For a main steam line break in a highly 
compartmentalized containment, the mostly uncompartmentalized containment 
values should be used. 

2.	 Mostty uncomoartmentalized containments defined as those containments that 
have partial robust structures surrounding the steam generators. 

3.	 Ice condenser containments defined as all seven ice condeoser plants, which 
lack lower containment compartmentalizati/lNL 

Staff Evaluation for SectIon 3.8.2: The simplaG8f18ric debris transport chart shown in 
GR Figure 3-2 is acceptable for a schematic t8pNi8entation of the GR baseline debris 
transport evaluation methodology. However, the dIIIIlnctiof1between the highly 
compartmentalized and mostly uncompartmentalized containments has not been clearly 
defined. Therefore, if the contai~.gategoryin a pl8li\pcific analysis is not certain 
then the evaluation should assume the:,~ that predkl,s.the greater debris 
accumulation on the sump screens. T'h8~ of the basetine guidance as a 
package is the subject of Section 3.8.' . , "'" . 

~3.8.3 DebrIs T~f;:':::-"" \",',.....~~J:- .	 
...

The introduction to~ 3.6~ the N!=I baseHne concept for estimating 
debris trapped in inac~ .~ defined. volumes located below the 
containment bottom fIoot....;..iIiIuIw.und8t the reactor vessel) that are not affected 
by drains fIein_tg)8r p8J1t"',the c:Oil1alnment that may cause them to participate in 
the active voIumes.~U~I::e.~~nment bottom floor elevation are assumed 
to parIiotpate in the ~ ." from the contai\ment sprays and break flow to 
the sump. The baseline ~I assdmed no preferential direction for water to flow to the 
sump. FUIther, the baseli...-ouldance assumes that all debris in the containment bottom 
floor is unifonnly distri~roughout the entire volume of water in containment This 
guidance then lI8IUJ'Il8S _ the debris transported to the inactive sumps is strictly 
based on the ratio Of1he.aume of the inactive sumps to the total water volume in 
containment at the -.rt of recirculation. The baseline guidance states that this 
assumption is conseivative since It ignores the preferential sweeping of the debris on the 
containment floor to the inactive sunps by the ttm sheets of high-velocity water. It was 
further noted that all small fine debris in active pools on the containment floor is 
transported to the sump during recirculation. 

Subsections 3.6.3.1, 3.6.3.2, and 3.6.3.3 which address the highly compartmentalized, 
the mostly uncompartmentalized, and the ice condenser containments, respectively, 
primarily contain compartmental specific debris transport assumptions. These 
assumptions are summarized in Table 3-4 for the small fine debris generated within the 
ZOI. The baseline guidance recommends that all debris generated outside the ZOI be 
treated as small fine debris that subsequently transports to the sump screens (i.e., 100% 
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washdown transport, 100% sump pool recirculation transport, and no transport into the 

• 
inactive pools). The baseline guidance recommends the assumption that all of the large 
piece debris deposits onto the containment bottom floor where it stays. 

Table 3-4. Summary of Debris Transport Assumptions for 
Small Fines Debris from ZOI 

I-"=:.=~:..:.o;;-:-=~:':=-==':':';;;'~~_-+__"'=":'=-_---I__"'=":'':'''':;'''''''''_+--__-=--__+ _---{ Deleted: Size Distribution 

0.25 
~:::':':;~~~~=~_----,-----:-_-+ ---I_..;.z._~.,.,.,.._+- + _---{ Deleted: Ejected Upwards 

0.75 

1--::=~=O:-==~:':::-:-:~.:.:.:.lL......:-~--+---...........r---l------+---:------+ --- -( Deleted: Deposited on Bottom Floor) 

Deleted:d 
~=;=~;:':';'~~=~?--f------;;';;'ft1"------+------+:: 

Deleted: Transport Fraction 
Volume Ratio------------ Deleted: Transport 

.........iIioii__iiiiioiiL_~:"":ll:.=-.....L.-_:_ - - - -{ Deleted: Recirculation Transport
 ___:_::_:__~~~_:__-_:_-.L------+
artmelltalized Ctlhtainments 

1--:::'=~:':":::'::-=~:':=-F':':':;:':':;:'::~4--+__~0~.6:::,__+-_----::0:.,:..7:....:5~_-+.. _____=____I_ _- --{ Deleted: Size Distribution Fraction 

• 
o o 

~:::':':;;:::;:'~~~~~----"o"""",_-+----'----,4-__--1 +- + ----{ Deleted: Fraction Ejected Upwards 

~~~~~~,..-..,..--4--------If------+------+ - - -1 Deleted: Fraction Deposited on I':" Bottom Floor 
'------- 

1 o 
I---?=:':=~~~~=~F?--+-------+-------+-----_I_ - - -1 Deleted: Washdown Transport 

. Fraction 

Volume Ratio Volume Ratio Volume Ratio 

~""'iIioii__iiiiioiiL -:-"""":::-L--:-__,=,,"~~_~ .L- +---1 Deleted: Sump Pool Recirculation 1 
... . Transport . 

~:'=~:':":::'::-=~:':=-F':':':::':':;:'::~--+--~~---I--~~--+---':"'---+- - --( Deleted: Size Distribution Fraction ) 

0.1** 0.1** 0.1 
~=~~~~~~_..........~_-I- --I +- + __ - -{ Deleted: Fraction Ejected Upwards 

0.9 0.9 0.9 
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Pool Floor b Blow - - -1 :=FIoor'Fraction Deposited.
Fraction of Debris Generated ._
 
that Blows into Upper Levels and 1 0 1
 

~w~~~~~s~D~~~n~i~n~~~s~u~m~p~~~ + ~ ~_--1~FractIon~~ I 
Fraction of Debris Generated ." 
that Enters into Inactive Sumo Volume Ratio Volume Ratio Volume Ratio 

~~~I~~~~~~~--~-----~-----~----~---1~~~~ ]Fraction of Debris that Enters . 
Sump Pool that TransPOrts to 1 1 1 

.... ~__----...L..-__---......----......I-- -1 ~ ]SiiiumiiiliiloiiScriiiioiieeiiiiiiniiiL.. -~ Pool Recircutallon 
"Because this VlIIue was not aetudy apecilied In the b8lIelIne guktance-(Sedlan 3.6.3.2, fibrous bIowdown " .-......... " 
transport). the table value was asswned to be the 8MMt as the 8tBled AMI value. 
"" GI.idance asswne8 100% ejected upwaJds of whIctl9O% rellI.- v1aa melt bCOlfainment floor. 

DeIIII y- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -.£.":.."-" -"~ - - - - - - - - -":..::_ - - - - - - -fL.-..;,;.;.;;.;-..;,;."-=-' --..J 
Staff Evaluation for SectIon 3.8.3: The st8ff's.M1uation of this sectiOlnlll8S based on 
confinnatory research documented in AppendIc:@e. IV and VI and the ~ o.fdebris 
transport knowledge documented in~l)~~~9~~ _" :: ==~>-:-::-I:-:...;[:.-------< 

Table 3-5 sh~s that the baseline rpnmendations forb fractions of the debris , L"--..:..)----------' 

generated that transoorts into uDW8!d;Jpe!s bv bIowdowitwere 0.25. O. and 0.1 for
 
highlv comoartmentalized. mostly uncOllrlW\!Jentalized, and Ice condenser
 
containments. These tractions are consiMllMLDJe detaj!edanaJysis oerfonned for
 
the volunteer plant. which w~ assumed to have:a'hWdvCOlDoartmentalized
 
containment. the fraetiooa., 0.92 and Wior smaDtnes fibrous and small RMI
 
debris comoared to ~ for lie baseline analYsis (APpendix VI to this
 
report). For mostly axnpartm8nla!ized oont8irJments. the GR recommended no debris
 
transPOrting to the upper cont8ii!nent. For icesmdenser containments. the GR
 
recommended value of 8.1-;s 'MfII!H'ti¥f.•use these containments are designed to
 
divert a significlmly higher"Ftion dft!lc!!l!gpwn flow towards the ice condensers.
 

~~~:':'~=~~~tZ,=:=~~iS- _----fr"D-'-t-..------e 
(AppendixVI to this report); a majerity of the small fine debris was detennined to 
transport upwards in the containment where It deposited onto any number of surfaces.
 
Only a few percent of the small fines would likely deposit directly onto the containment
 
bottom floor where the debris would be subjected ~ pool formation flows into the
 
inactive volumes. NoIe1hat in the volunteer plant, the openings into the bottom sump
 
level floor consisted of two personnel access doorways, which are small compared to
 
the large area that opens directly to the containment dome. The large opening w~
 

designed for pressure relief from HELB events in the steam generator compartments
 
housing most of the ACS. A significant time delay would most certainly exist between
 
the b1~~ period and the time when major portions of the smaJI fines would be 
transported down to the sump pool by the containment spray drainage. Therefore, the
 
inactive pools would most likely fill (first few minutes) before a large portion of the debris
 
could wash to the sump pool, hence the assumed volume ratio is non-conservative. 

The baseline guidance assumes that the debris transported to the inactive sumps is
 
strictly based on the ratio of the volume of the inactive sumps to the total water volume
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in containment at the start of recirculation. The baseline guidance states that this 

• 
assumption is conservative because the debris transport methodology ignored the 
preferential sweeping of the debris on the containment floor to the inactive sumps by the 
thin sheets of high-velocity water. This basis does not reflect realistic debris transport. 
Observations made during the integrated tank tests [NUREG/CR-6773] show debris 
being directionally driven by sheeting flow wave front. Such transport could drive debris 
across the tank bottom (either away from or to the sump) unless the debris became 
otherwise trapped along the transport path. With this type of sheeting flow transport of 
fine debris, a sharp direction change, such as at an entrance into a hallway leading to 
the reactor cavity, could easily result in the debris being swept past such an entrance 
because the debris was unable to alter direction with flow into t~~orway. Since it is 
difficult to determine how sheeting flow would actually transpptfdebl1s, the amount of 
conservatism achieved by ignoring the preferential transpg~:(ff~ebris to the inactive 
volumes is difficult to quantify. <," " 

"-'<~ 

The baseline assumption that all debris in the cont~l1fR&Dibottom 
distributed throughout the entire volume of wate ontainment also _ 
reality, certainly not in the general sense of al~: . THe volunteer pia ., ~ajJed 

analysis of a line break within a steam generato part91l~~t indicated th.tnore of the 
blowdown-deposited debris on the bottom floor w0fetained within tne affected 
steam generator compartment than ~eing transporte . e the compartment. Hence 
a substantial concentration of debris' _. d initially be I in the affected steam 
generator compartment. Although the wn debris ~f,,?~r;rter the sump pool at 
multiple locations with the containmen'1il,~e, the etJiY points would place the 
debris directly into the sump pool flow st , ,t er;'tlP !'1.tcfmactive pools or inactive 
or quieter portions of the sump pool. '-, . tiSt; 

, ,'..,'. '._";',"::" -'c...), V~·'J. 
-_.,._'"./";';....-,.-' 

• 
The inactive pool d~~~is entr~~~nt model c" predict unrealistically high fraction of 
debris moving intoiha~ye pools"'for some pla~~,?-Therefore, the licensees should limit 
the fraction of debris m ive pool~to a maximum of 15% of the source 
unless shown otHerwise "Fibed in Appendix IV. 

I J:~bJ~;}:\( ~I!q,~~ t..h~r!f!,e;;:gnJ~ _ ~i§~i!:lgl~~t~~e_~9~9 !1!~~i9!:l1y 
COlT,)pa~entalized, mo~!yunc rtmentalized, and ice condenser containments 
relative fo';~ debris transpprt assUmptions is the fraction of the debris assumed to 
deposit directly,onto the com~inment bottom floor as a result of blowdown debris 
transport. For:fibrous debris transport, however, this fraction becomes irrelevant 
because all the debrjs transported upwards is conservatively assumed to wash back 
down to the sump poohwhere the washdown debris is treated in the same manner as the 
blowdown floor deposited debris. In summary, for small fine fibrous debris transport (all 
three containment categories), the overall transport fraction to the sump screens is one 
(1.0) minus the fraction assumed to enter the inactive pools (based on a water volume 
ratio). The 100% washdown assumption for fibrous (and other) debris is conservative. 

For small fine RMI debris transport, the fraction assumed ejected upwards (25%) is 
subsequently assumed to remain in the upper containment areas. In reality, some 
portion of the small fine RMI debris deposited in the upper reaches of the containment 
during blowdown would wash back down to the sump pool; therefore this baseline 
assumption is non-conservative in isolation. However, based on confirmatory debris 
transport research in Appendices IV and VI, this non-conservative transport assumption, 
in conjunction with the relatively high fractions of small fine blowdown assumed to be 
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I deposited on the bottom floor (0.75, 1.0, or 0.9), represents a~o_n~~~~~ ~~~f!lClte_ Qf
small fine RMI debris placed in the sump pool. 

The baseline assumption that the recirculation phase pool transport is 100% for small 
fines is conservative, and removes a need to address the effects of the variety of pool 
geometries and flow velocities associated with the differences among the PWR 
containments. However, the baseline assumption of zero sump pool transport of the 
large piece debris is non-conservative for the plants with relatively fast pool velocities 
that are capable of moving large debris. The implication of this assumption is that 
absolutely no large piece debris would accumulate on the sump screens. Based on 
experimental results from testing performed at the University of New Mexico, the 
volunteer plant pool model demonstrated that large pieces will degrade and fibers win 
come out of the large flocks and be transported to the screeniNUREGlCR-6n3). As 
stated in Appendix IV, the characteristic transport velocities mUBt ~ compared to typical 
debris transport velocities to determine whether or not the baseline IIl8thod should be 
modified to include the transport of large debris. QlBnlateristic transport velocities can 
be sufficiently estimated using recirculation fIow_es and nominal su~.mensions to 
determine if a potential exists that substantial.~of the large debris • .transport. 
If substantial transport of large debris is reaSondIy-possibiit and if such traRsport can 
alter the outcome of the NPSH margin evaluation, then anatytIcaJ refinements are 
needed that evaluate large debris transport. . '.' 

~" . 

A conservative assumption recornrneridI!I•.1he baseIile guidance is that all debris 
generated outside the ZOI will be of sm.1 ~ that subBequently transports to the 
sump screens (i.e., 100% washdown ~..i""~p pool recirculation transport, 
and no transport into the inactive pools). 11Iia-assumptioA removes a need to address 
the variability and u~ to lack II data on the generation and transport of 
debris outside the ?OI, especlllly when ~ng the differences among the PWR 
containments. . .i' ,. . 

Staff COnel...... Req8!dnq SeeIIqia•• The staff concludes that two of the 
transport4lSStlrhptkins given 1li1he baseline guidance are non-conservative. These 
assul11JlllOns are: (1)1he assurnil.liDn that the quantity of fine debris trapped in inactive 
pooI.tt;~1y debris"MlShed dIMn from the upper levels of the containment, can be 
estimatEJdtlimply by the l1iiio of th4tinactive pool volume to the total water volume, and 
(2) the 1arg8.:pjece debris ~ not transport in the sump pool. In order to avoid predicting 
unrealistic restIIIB when using these assumptions the licensees should (1) limit the 
fraction of debris moving into inactive pools to a maximum of 15% of the source unless 
shown otherwise byanalysis and (2) evaluate large debris transport if characteristic 
transport velocities show that substantial transport of large debris is possible. 

The baseline assumption that all debris in the containment bottom floor is uniformly 
distributed throughout the entire volume of water in containment is also not conservative. 
This assumption was made in the baseline guidance as justification for the inactive pool 
volume ratio but otherwise does not directly affect the acceptance of the baseline 
guidance due to the 100% recirculation pool transport assumption. However, should a 
plant subsequently perform a pool transport refinement, then this assumption would not 
apply and at that point alternative approaches such as those detailed in Appendix III 
should be considered. 

3.6.4 Calculate T,.,sport Factors 
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• 
. A sample transport calculation is provided in Section 3.6.4 of the GR. For the sample 
calculation, it was assumed that the containment was highly compartmentalized with an 
inactive pool fraction of 30%, and that the 201 insulation debris included NUKONTM and 
RMI debris. The unquantified logic chart shown in GR Figure 3-2 was applied to both 
the NUKONTM and RMI debris per the guidance outlined in GR Section 3.6.3. GR 
Figures 3-3 and 3-4 show quantified transport logic trees for NUKON™ and RMI debris. 

Applying the chart to NUKONTM debris, the size distribution is 60% small fines and 40% 
large pieces that were assumed not to transport. Two transport pathways delivered 
small fines debris to the sump: (1) 75% of the debris was assumSQ.directly deposited to 
the sump pool floor, and (2) the remaining 25% of the debris deposited in the upper 
containment but subsequently washed down to the sump PooLafter 30% of each case 
being sequestered in inactive pools. Therefore, 42% o#"'e total~UKONTMdebris was 
assumed to reach the sump with the remaining 58% lissumed eit~r:ctrapped in the 
inactive pools (18%) or as large pieces (40%). Ap~il'lgJhe chart t6RtAJ debris, the size 
distribution is 75% small pieces and 25% largepi$ces that were assu~4'l0t to 
transport. Only one transport pathway delive~il7bris tOlhe sump in W~'fi% of the 
debris assumed directly deposited to the sump ~Ifloor. llle 18.75% of tl1e'RMI 
assumed deposited in the upper containment wasas$Umed to remain there and 30% of 
the small pieces assumed to reach tile lower contain~~(56% was assumed trapped in 
the inactive pools. Therefore, 39% ot~~,total (or 53 %~'~e small pieces) RMI debris 
was assumed to reach the sump. No ~f'9$,&iebris transpor1!W'f"'esump. The sample 
calculation acknowledges 100% transPQft of~l'l~s debris, lrom both within and 
outside the 201; and all debris material olttside,tbe:,~lil1cludlng latent debris. A list of 
all debris by type and si~~~~ilBrovided and~~'ilable for~e subsequent sample head 
loss calculations.,:iifr'Ti':'i~;ji1Ii' 'y.i. ", 

I
Staff Evaluation 'fbf'Sflgtion ~.4: The samp,l~ problem is consistent with the baseline 
methodology discussed' ",,_~Mit~:~PEl~i!iE:tQtransport assumptions. 

• 
Of .~~':::':~":~_>:;2;'_?", ' _.' '~'2';'j(,~;~;.~t,:,-

3.7 HeAD'LOSS,,,,
"-·,':,.<'?>r 

3.7.1 ·.oduction anCif1~ope 

Section 3:t;'1~nsists of a,!~ntroduction to the head loss guidance. 
;'<:2:0< 

3.7.2 Inputs fd"iJ;J~adl.;'~sEvaluation 

3.7.2.1 Sump ~~en Design . 

Section 3.7.2.1 briefly describes several aspects of sump screen design pertinent to 
estimating the head loss across the sump screen. The aspects described include 
screen construction, screen orientation, screen mesh size, applicable screen area, flat 
screen versus altemate geometries such as stacked-disc strainers (circumscribed area 
versus actual screen area), and clean strainer head loss estimation. 

Staff Evaluation for Section 3.7.2.1: The general guidance in this section is acceptable 
because it is consistent with general engineering practice~ 

3.7.2.2 Thermal-Hydraulic Conditions 
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3.7.2.2.1 Recirculation Pool Water Level 

Section 3.7.2.2.1 recommends using the minimum water level of the recirculation pool in 
estimating the head loss across the debris bed accumulated on the screen. The 
minimum water level will yield the smallest surface area for the water flow through the •screens that are partially submerged. as well as the lowest available NPSH to the ECCS 
pumps. 

St8ff Evaluation for SectIon 3.7221: The staff determined that the recommendation 
of using the minimum water level in the pool is appropriate. For_ally submerged

I sump screens, the water level affects the wetted screen area.'Which affects..~~~t~r - -1 DeIIad: 
approach velocity used in the calculation of the head loss _10 the debris accumulation '--- ....J 

on the sump screen. A lower water level In the pool would'redin a lower wetted 
screen area giving a higher approach velocity, which ~ conseMdivefy give a higher 
head loss across the debris bed. For completely sutMIerged scr88f'Itt.t:Ie static water 
level adds to the NPSH margin. The staff fu~rftotes that the det~of the 

I minimum Ievel$OUld~! P9!e!1!i~tY!l!t!tl!~tup_i!t_~ y~_~~~1118 - - 1\...D_I....;,II,;;.;;tII.;.."_must..:..;.;., ---....J 

containment including water holdup due to ~deb~1Yockage at water passages 
such as drains (e.g., retuellng pool drains). The m....level is not merely a 

I conservative assLmption but is consistent. wIth~ri!!Il~!~ ~!'$.H. ~!Qi~~ - - i DeI8IIId: AIClIJlr8d to 
the pool is actually operated at that ..... .c ': ' , , i DeI8IIId: e 

.' _"".'~'_ '---.;.-.;.- ---....J 

3.7.2.2.2 ECCS Flow Rate ";;'~':'~:.~'.:~; ,~.~ .. 

Section 3.7.2.2.2 ~ using the ttIgtwlBt ECCSi.1ltw rate in calculating the head
 
loss across a screen, ....} ...:inpimum putlfp flows as«lentified in current NPSH
 
calculatiOf'lS. For muIIIpIe sump«reens. the~ rate for the head loss caJculation is the
 
flow through each·of1be.screene.",:.-..
 

.-{ , .f~:-" 
Staff Evaluation. Sedlan3.72'21!'1Itdtaff concludes that the recommendation of
 
using the maxJrnani·pump floWa in the head loss calculations is the appropriate
 
assumption although .-rce"" conditions those pumps might be throttled back to a
 

Ilesserflow rate. This m.dmum pump flow assumption l'8I11OVes the uncertainty~!~ - - - - - -l DeIIad: asaociatlId with 
lesser flow rate willke_ ~~._ ~_~~_~_~_t!'~_~ _~_~ ~~ _____ guaranIeelng 

screen area.-used to detennine the velocity of flow through the screen, which is a - - .DeI8IIId: not 
primary input to1he head ms calculation. 

3.7.2.2.3 Temperature 

Section 3.7.2.2.3 makes three recommendations for specifying the water temperature to
 
be used in the head loss caJculatiOf'lS.
 

1.	 The temperature at which the head loss is evaluated should be consistent with
 
the temperature used for the NPSH evaluation.
 

2.	 The head loss is to be evaluated at multiple times when different temperatures
 
and flows exist during an accident.
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3. The maximum expected temperature may be used for the NPSH analysis, 

• 
whereas the lowest expected temperature during ECCS operation may be 
taken for the head loss analysis. 

Staff Evaluation for Section 3.7.2.2.3: The water temperature detennines the viscosity 
of the water, which affects head loss. A head loss correlation typically either includes 
the viscosity or is only valid for a distinct range of temperatures. A higher water 
temperature lowers the viscosity and therefore conservatively gives a higher frictional 
head loss across the debris bed on the sump screen. Therefore, Recommendation 3 is 
acceptable for specifying the water temperature. The licensees should calculate the 
NPSH margin according to their licensing bases (Regulatory GUiC«~ 1.82, Rev. 3). 

The estimation of the minimum water temperature may requi(~,\~ different calculation 
than the typical plant estimation of the maximum water tempera~re for the design basis. 
It is conservative in the calculation of the maximum sump"pool wat~rjemperature to 
neglect heat transfer processes or systems (e.g., anotl·~afety reJatec«;l!etat removal 
systems) either to simplify the calculation or bec.ause a system cannofi~i;("elied upon to 
limit the temperature. But in a minimum water.;t~ll1perature calculation, a1t~~tTemoval 
systems and processes should be included.	 .. 

Recommendation 2 allows the time-dependency of the••t~mperature to be evaluated, Le., 
the evaluation of multiple times, temperatures, and flows'~~ring an accident. Staff 
concerns with the approach include: 

. ':0 .","" 

1.	 Recommendation 2 appears to also recoll'lll1end tha£the pump flow can vary 
with time as well, .which is in direot,cpnflict Wltbsection 3.7.2.2.2, which states 
that the maxilllfJm;p~rnp flow shouttfbe used . 

• 
2. The debrmtnthe time~pendentcaloulation must be assumed as the worst 

case debris a~rnulatlQllbecause th~ debris transport evaluation capability is 
not l)uffic:ient to pr~c«iettlmet£l~l!l~taccumulation. 

3. ·ifone caI6(jf~on is~~C«to estimate the pool temperature, it should be 
. sufficiently rea_~tic: to caPture all important heat transport processes. The 
;~ystems specifi.,in the acCident scenario and the specification of the accident 
S~J:lQrio must addreSS whether or not systems such as non-safety related heat 
rem~~Jsystems are operating. 

Recommendatior\'1is unacceptable because it does not in any way specify a minimum 
temperature for the head loss calculation. The licensees should calculate the NPSH 
margin according to their licensing bases (Regulatory Guide 1.82, Rev. 3). 

Staff Conclusions Regarding Section 3.7.2.2.3: The staff concludes that 
Recommendation 3 for detennining the pool temperatures is conservative and adequate 
if the minimum and maximum temperatures are properly estimated. Recommendation 2 
is also a valid approach if properly evaluated with the provisions that the flow should 
remain that of the maximum pump flow, the debris bed should be the worst case debris 
accumulation throughout the time-dependent temperature transient, and the pool 
temperature is properly detennined. Recommendation 1 is incomplete and 
unacceptable by itself. 
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3.7.2.2.4 Debris Types, Quantities, and Characteristics 

Section 3.7.2.2.4 provides a general discussion regarding the parameters needed to 
specify an accumulation of debris on the sump screen. 

Staff Evaluation for SectIon 3.7.2.2.4: The staff notes that the list of important head 
loss parameters is incomplete. In addition to quantities specified as volumes or masses, 
the bulk and fiber densities are needed for fibrous debris; the particle density and limiting 
porosity are needed for the particulate; and the specific surface areas are needed for 
each debris bed component. Appendix V gives guidance on detennining the specific 
surface areas. 

3.7.2.3 Head Loss Methodology 

3.7.2.3.1 General TheoreticaIIEmpirlcal Formulas .', 
<#~'" 

3.7.2.3.1.1	 Fibrous Debris Beds with P~' . 
~<~~:r:~. -'. 

Section 3.7.2.3.1.1 describes the NUREGlCR~-'.:!8ad_correlation by'Pf'OViding 
the basic correlation equation and the supporting ~ equations for solidity (one 
minus the porosity). This section also disCllSS8S fibroUlldebris bed compression due to 
the pressure gradient across the ~ as weD as-«Jmpression limiting factors. 

'.,.''''', '" 

The baseline guidance offers the foI~c-..for dealingwtth debris materials or 
combinations of materials for which the enprq.Jtii.,ps data do not exist: 

~"._ -_.. _.E . :...~~~;~ 
1.	 Characterizi,.Ai". rial with sc¥Ining -*On microscopy (SEM) analysis 

and the estIlItiilshmerlt4f a size ~. 
.... , '~". ..p..- \~ 

2.	 Choosing an'a1I.m--'rIaI that ~rvativeIyrepresents the material in 
q~.~ sili.J& 81"..QI\r--·' 

.....\ .... ". _... ,~.'~.,,:.. . -," 

3.. :Testing he-ad." 01 hJ8f1lcuIar material to establish a correlation or else 
";.' ','validate an eXllll)g COl I••'1 n for that material. 

....-:.:-.,.:,.~.". ~f'· _.. ~ 

4.	 l1tIIQ8 other data"tIat may exist to establish head Joss data for the material in 
questloa. f' 

The section con",a diicussion for estimating the specific surface area, Sv, from the 
corIStituent charact8IIIIIIiC dinenslon (e.g., particle or fiber diameter). A formula is 
provided for detennining Sv for a mixture of debris constituents that is based on volume 
averaging the squares of the constituent S". The baseline guidance states: "it is best to 
err on the low side for conservative values of S".- In addition, the guidance describes 
obtaining the aggregate density for both particulate and fibrous debris using a simple 
volume averaging procedure. Finally, a computational procedure is described for solving 
the correlation equatiorlS to obtain the head Joss. 

Staff Evaluation for section 3.7.2.3.1.1: The GR options for obtaining head Joss 
parameters for materials that have not been previously characterized are all vaJid 
methods of learning more about that material. Performing head loss testing (Option 3) 
that can be subsequently analyzed to detennine appropriate head loss parameters is the 
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best option since it provides results with the least uncertainty. The other three options 

• 
will improve knowledge but can leave substantial uncertainty in the resultant head loss 
parameters that must be countered through the use of conservative safety factors. 

Confirmatory research presented in Appendix V and head loss testing reports LA-UR-04
1227 and LA-UR-04-3970 illustrate the application of the NUREG/CR-6224 correlation to 
head loss data to determine applicable input parameters for the correlation. 

The baseline adequately presents the concept of compression limiting whereby the 
compaction of the fiber and particulate effectively prevents further compression of the 
debris bed, Le., limiting of the solidity of the debris bed. Howe~ e computational 
procedure described in the GR for solving the NUREG/CR-6 rrelation equations to 
obtain the head loss does not include steps for the deter f whether or not the 
limiting solidity would occur and how to proceed with th should the limiting 
solidity condition occur within the iterative solution. T~:.reader i .. ith the impression 
that the limiting solidity is approximately 0.2 (Le., Ii~porosity of' , which is correct 
for BWR iron oxide corrosion products. This imssion is reinforced sample 
problem (Page 3-71) where the mixed bed s.. is set f .0.20 for a pa lethat 
consists of latent and coating debris. Common \\' a I ",component 0 ent debris 
has an approximate solidity of 0.60 (data avaiiableif:llfJ,9 nsoil handbooks), which is 
greater than the GR implied limit of 0..2. The surrogate;.~tent debris head loss testing 
documented in LA-UR-04-3970 teste"'~mmon sand a . . ·fied the handbook values 
for sand solidity. When applying the ~. R-6224 co~pn. the correct value for 
the limiting solidity should be used for t~ .. ~4ad parti ... 'because the limiting 
solidity governs the head loss prediction Whene)llti'i.tion predicts compression 
limiting has occurred, as case with tA.in~d d umulations. 

<;"~'i 

;surface area.for the debris bed is an important aspect 

• 
ead loss froln·the NUREG/CR-6224 correlation is 

~ading I~r;riinar term uses the sv2. For example, at 
. l',..~icted by a factor of 2, then the head loss 

of 4. The baseline guidance statement "it is best to 
alves of Sv," should be clarified to indicate that it is 

The baselineiJ.ance for ~timating Sv from the constituent characteristic size 
dimension (e.g.,~r or particle diameter) has been demonstrated to be unreliable 
particularly when a:~_ulate is defined by a size distribution. The use of six divided by 
the diameter is reasqnable when specifying Sv for the conservative all-one-size 
particulate (10 micron) postulated for coatings debris. However, it is unreasonable when 
a particulate distribution covers a wide range of sizes (e.g., iron oxide corrosion products 
ranges from 1 to 300 microns) typically described by 3 or 4 subgroups. The value of Sv 
calculated is sensitive to the value of the diameter which is used to represent the size 
group in the 6/diameter formula. The natural tendency is to select the mean of the size 
group but the mean significantly under estimates the specific surface area because all 
particles in the group less than the mean make a substantially greater contribution to Sv 
than do the particles larger than the mean value. Selecting an appropriate value within 
the range is problematic because it depends upon the size distribution within the size 
group. A conservative solution to this problem is to use the minimum size of each size 
group. However, this approach can lead to large estimates of Sv, especially when the 
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particles become very small. For example, assume the size group has a uniform 
distribution ranging from 5 to 100 microns. Using the 5 micron size results in a Sv of 
366,OOOIft which is conservative (but too large), whereas using the mean of 52.5 micron 
results in a Sv of only 34,8OOIft which is much too small. Smaller particles in a debris 
bed cause greater head loss than do the larger particles. Confirmatory research 
presented in Appendix V show significant error in Sv caJculated using simple geometric 
equations (e.g., 41d for fibers and 61d for particles) compared to the one deduced using 
head loss data. Where the particulate for a specific material is defined by a size 
distribution, the licensees should use applicable head loss data to determine Sv. 

The formula provided in the baseline for determining s.. for a m~ of debris 
constituents that Is based on volume averaging the squares of Sw is adequate and 
conservative relative to the formula actually provided in the.dBd reference. NUREGlCR
6371~ " 

Before using the NUREGlCR-6224 correlation thaH.18Ii:oinrne~.jhe GR or any 
other head loss correlation, the licensees shoulqoensure that it Is appI~ for the type 
of insulations and the range of parameters. ~ V of.thls report give8~' 
procedures for applying the correlation and the iIrps of a-arneters used to validate it 
and are publicly available. If the correlation has bMlhvalldated for the type of 
insulations and the range of ~ers,the licensees,.y use it without further 
validation. If the correlation has not _ validated for thel¥Pe of insulations and the 
range or parameters, the licensees ~te it using fIiEIad loss data from tests 
performed for the particular type of i~;~..; . 

'... .,~f;,o-;.~._ 

S1Bff Conclualons R!CI8f'I99 SectIon 33 M;1.1: .......etaff agrees with the baseline 
that the NUREGlCR~ is an I):)propriate.method for estimating the head 
loss associated ~debris bid consisting mfibers and particulates. The licensees 
should ensure the va1kIay of thiS.correlation for:4beir applications of type of insulations 
and the range of ~ U1i1n14bt guldanQltprovided in Appendix V of this report. 

'~$~~' .: -. ,~.. ~. _.,,......,." 

3.7.2.3.1~~'\·.~~. -. ';:i';r" 
. ~ j" 

SecIion&7.2.3.1.2 proVites a hea(Nbss correlation for estimating the head loss across 
a bed of.... debris. This'GDrrelation and the vaJues for the constant known as the 
interfoil gap'tickness we.....xtracted directly from NUREGlCR-6808. 

S1Bff Evaluatlon:for SecIIon 3.7.2.3.1.2: The staff agrees with the baseline that the 
NUREGlCR-6808 18:at1.appropriate method for estimating the head loss associated with 
a debris bed consisting of RMI as documented in NUREGlCR-6808. 

3.7.2.3.1.3 Mixed Debris Beds (RMI, Aber, and Particulates) 

Section 3.7.2.3.1.3 provides guidance for mixed debris beds that include RMI, fibrous, 
and particulate debris. The baseline guidance recommends that the head loss for the 
fibrous/particulate debris and the AMI debris be estimated separately and then added 
together to obtain the head loss for the mixed debris bed (i.e., superposition of indMduaJ 
head losses). 

Staff Evaluation for Section 3.7.2.3.1.3: NRC sponsored research found the test data 
for head loss for mixed debris beds to be bounded by the sum of the head loss of the 
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individual constituents. However, it was noted that the mixed bed tests were not 

• 
comprehensive in regards to all of the types and combinations of debris that may be 
possible. NUREG/CR-6808 concluded that the head loss associated with a mixed RMI 
and fiber debris bed should preferably be based on head loss measurements but can 
alternately be calculated as an algebraic sum of the fiber and RMI components after 
accurately accounting for the strainer geometry. The potential for forming a 
fiber/particulate thin-bed should be evaluated even when mixed debris beds are possible 
because there is insufficient data to substantiate the conclusion that the presence of RMI 
debris can prevent the formation of a thin bed. 

3.7.2.3.1.4 Calcium Silicate Insulation 

GR Section 3.7.2.3.1.4 discusses the calculation of head 19$$,f~r debris beds containing 
calcium silicate insulation debris. It states: "Based on c.yrrent infOrmation, the 
NUREG/CR-6224 correlation can be used according tp. f~ method~for fibrous debris 
beds with particulate if the application is limited tOfJAf'tflt:llate mixture$jct;mtaining up to 
about 20 percent calcium silicate by mass." Th~?_lcium silicate is treatl:l~ as the 
particulate in the fiber/particulate debris bed. ?,~guidanC,e referenced the. NRC 
sponsored calcium silicate test report (issuaricepeJ1ding)l,w~ch is now av~iJa:ble as LA
UR-04-1227. . . . 

y~~{~:':-

Staff Evaluation for Section 3.7.2.**1.4: The staff condloaes that the baseline 
guidance regarding the estimation of tTead:~.fordebris be~.containing calcium 
silicate debris is not adequate. The statf;re~.~ that LA-llJR~04-1227 was not 
available in time for it to be reviewed by iirlQustryan esulfs included in the baseline 
guidance. Therefore, the'~98rnmendatio~).J~0m LA- -1227 are summarized 
herein. .....))'S:;;i';;'.1c;;; 

The staff recommended)param~fers for appl.the NUREG/CR-6224 correlation to 
debris beds consistingC>f\f~r8\.lS~?~~19ium .. ate debris are shown in Table 3-5. 

• 
Note that th~recQll1mend~9~s de.a~:whether or not the thin-bed debris 
configurCltionlsa~ntial cO\';1;~rn. If the potential for a thin-bed debris configuration 
exists,then the applibati()n of th~j~rrelation must consider the higher specific surface 
areaaequced from the tElsts wherez"e high thin-bed head losses were encountered. 

The reprodl:JCible thin-bed.ISii tests demonstrated that the potential thin-bed 
accumulation is realistic. <)hlya small quantity of fibers (or perhaps none) and fine 
CalSil particulate"which tfmds to remain in suspension, is needed to form a~l}ito!J'!l 
debris bed. The recomtrtended specific surface area of 880,000 ft-1 is 10% higher than 
the experimentally deduced area, to prudently incorporate a 10% to 20% safety factor to 
account for (1) experimental uncertainties, such as instrumentation error; (2) an 
incomplete examination of the experimental test parameter space; and (3) the variance 
in the manufacture of calcium silicate insulation. 

Table 3·5. Recommended Conservative Calcium Silicate NUREGlCR-6224 
Correlation Parameters 
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The sump screen conditions that cannot form a thin-bed configuration include the 
I following: (1) the advanced strainer designs, where test data has~)~!t!.8! !l!i~_~ 

configurations would not unifonnly fonn because of complex surf8ee design; and (2) flow 
conditions insufficient for the required debris bed formation, ~ can be substantiated 
by applicable test data. Examples of advanced strainer deIIgi\s JncIude the stacked-disk 
strainers, where it has been generally accepted, based On testing#_prototypicaJ 
strainers, that a unifonn thin-bed configuration win ~'form under pPIBntiaJ debris 
loadings. An example of insufficient flow conditiopItlfliClude a maxi~strainer 
approach velocity of less than 0.1 ftls and partialilate-to-fiber mass llltidIifilf less than 
O.5-conditions for which a thin bed was not~ in tile calcium sil~.d-Ioss 
tests because the fibration efficiency apparently WkQJt sUffieient to rerTIO\18 enough of 
the fine calcium silicate from the flow to form a gran_debris bed. Beyond these 
conditions, a thin bed was actually formed during the i.,.. or the tests did not cover that 
part of the parameter space; thus, it it••Jmown If a thirHliId can form. 

• ,!. 

The specific surface area for calcium sillCtate 1$.'. fixed value as it is for hardened 
particulates such as BWR corrosion products. If-was~ed that calcium silicate 
particles are somewhat "IpJQgy" with Int~'" so tI;IIit when compressed, the 
particulate defonns totIIJ IntMp8Jticle spaces. A working theory that fits the experimental 
results is that the compression bees water ~h smaJJer and smaller interior voids 
and increases the effective ~ surface ~ the calcium silicate particles. 

The three ~recommencted1Tt~3-5 (i.e., particle density, particulate 
sludge dei'iSity, and'PflJliculate tpeeific surface area) are a parameter set and should be 
appIi$(f'8S a set. The'experimentlil Getermination of the specific surface areas 
dep8ritfM1_upon the spedlication dtJhe debris densities. It is also important to note that 
the calcilJJQ'8iIicate tested was obtained from only one manufacturer, and that these 
recommenddans do not necessarily apply to all types of calcium silicate insulation 
debris. 

Whether or not there is sufficient fiber to form a thin-bed has been generally based on 
the NUREGlCR-6224 recommendation that the quantity of fibrous debris available must 
be sufficient to form an accumulation 118-in thick on the screen. Tests conducted using 
only calcium silicate fragments have demonstrated that calcium silicate debris can 
accumulate without the aid of fibrous debris. However, tests conducted using only 
calcium silicate were not definitive enough to accurately determine the conditions under 
which a thin-bed can form without the presence of fibrous debris other than the fibers 
contained In the calcium silicate Insulation. 

Staff Conclusions R_retlna 5ectIon 3.7.2.3.1.4: The staff concludes that the 
recommendations shown in Table -3-~~ -"!~~~_~ ~lQ1~_f~~~~ 
containing calcium silicate debris unless other data becomes available that is more 
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applicable to plant specific conditions. If it can be demonstrated that a thin-bed 

• 
configuration cannot be formed with calcium silicate debris, then the mixed bed 
configuration recommendations can be followed. Otherwise, the thin-bed configuration 
should be assumed. In determining whether or not enough fibrous debris is available, 
the determination that it may be possible to form a bed of calcium silicate debris without 
other supporting fiber should be factored into the analysis. 

3.7.2.3.1.5 Microporous Insulation 

Section 3.7.2.3.1.5 acknowledges that microporous insulation (e.g., MinK and 
Microtherm) is a granular insulation that is in use in PWRs. ForgWQance, the GRl~f~rs -1 Delebld: 
to insights gained in a limited series of head loss experiment~ifor which additional '-------------' 
background is provided in the supplemental guidance (GRSe(#;on 4.2.5.2.2). 

.. <./:/\ 

Staff Evaluation for Section 3.7.2.3.1.5: The staffJindstt}"!t GR~id not provide - Delebld: concludes 

adequate guidanceJ2.P-.r~gi~~ ~~"!d.I.9~~ !qr microporou&insulation d_ ' ~~g~ because Deleted: regarding the 
it did not recommend an methodolo The Iic ,sees should develo relations or  Deleted: ion of 
use test data for predicting head loss for micr0R$?l;0us-insulation debris ~'i.i ==~ --_ 

Deleted: conlaining microporous3.7.2.3.1.6 Microporous and Fiber Debris	 "'hi ,,' insulation debris is largely missing
\ 

\	 from the baseline and therefore the 
baseline guidance for microporousSection 3.7.2.3.1.6 provides limited ~uidance regardin~~ application of the \ 

\ insulation is not adequate for plant 
NUREGlCR-6224 correlation to Iight_djngs of micropOtQ~~ insulation debris on a \ 

\ specific evaluations. 
sump screen for a particulate to fiber m-a$,t~o less thanO~. \ 

Delebld: 'II 

For ratios larger than 0.2, the baseline gUidance~rtllTlends the following options: 

1.	 Removal of or calciurhi~ilicate instJl~tion until the particulate to 
fiber mass low 0.2. 

2.	 s correlatJC:>n to the NUREG/CR-6224 correlation. 

• 3. iment~cisfng plant-specific debris mixtures, sump
 
thermal-hydraulic conditions.
 

The baseline guidance in section also discusses concerns for microporous or 
calcium silicat6:debris onl ,"" e., no additional fibers other than those integral to the 
microporous orcaJcium si.~Cate debris). This guidance recommends the same three 
alternatives notedaDeve:i'or situations where a debris bed can be accumulated with 
these insulations withOUt significant other fiber. 

The baseline guidance addresses mixtures of granular insulation and RMI debris beds
 
by referring to the superposition guidance presented in Section 3.7.2.3.1.3.
 

Staff Evaluation for Section 3.7.2.3.1.6: The staff concludes the following regarding
 
the guidance presented in this section.
 

1.	 The baseline guidance is adequate for particulate-ta-fiber mass ratios less than 
0.2. 
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2. The alternatives for particulate-to-fiber mass ratios greater than 0.2 are 
adequate with the caveat relative to a1temative 2 that the adequacy of the 
altemate correlation should be verified using applicable test data. 

3.	 Since a debris bed formed of microporous debris without additional fibrous 
debris would be similar to a fibrouslmicroporous debris bed with a high 
particulate-to-fiber mass ratio, the adequacy of the alternatives is the same as 
for a debris bed with fibers and a particulate-to-fiber mass ratio greater than 
0.2. 

4.	 The acceptance of the baseline guidance for thin-beds oontaining microporous 
insulation types is also subject to the acceptance of the three alternatives. 

5.	 The superposition guidance for mixtures of gramar Insulation and RMI debris 
is acceptable. 

-~.. 
.;.<~:.: _'h::' 

3.7.2.3.2 Methodology Application ConsideratiOns 
r~":O,', 

3.7.2.3.2.1 Total Sump Screen Head Loss 

3.7.2.3.2.2 Evaluatlon·of ~ with Oiff-,"Combinations of Debris 
. . . _.~ ..~ ..;.:- '_.'\". 

Section 3.7.La2.2 recoml1'MJl'lds that 8J-st_ evaluate a spectrum of breaks with 
different combinati0A8-ef debrtB.,.,. to ensure the identification of the break with the 
mixture of debris on theeoreen _Q1US8S the highest head loss. The guidance notes 
thatthetlmiting break is nul neceslltrily the break that generates the largest total 
quantity of debris. 

Staff Evalu8ll0Dfor SectIon 3.7.2.3 2 l' The staff conctudes this guidance is 
acceptable becaU98#!e·break size recommended in the GR gives conservatively higher 
head loss across the debris bed on the sump screen.. 

3.7.2.3.2.3 Thin Fibrous Beds 

GR Section 3.7.2.3.2.3 recommends that the head loss associated with a thin-bed be 
calculated as a sensitivity analysis. To analyze a thin fiber bed, a fiber quantity sufficient 
to form a one-eighth-inch thick debris bed should be determined to be available and, if 
present, could be deposited on the sump screen. The head loss calculations are the 
same as described for fiber and particulate beds using the full value of particulate matter 
transported to the sump screen. The particulate matter includes the latent debris such 
as dirt, concrete dust, rust, inorganic zinc, epoxy fines, etc. The particulate layer is 

I characterized by aJl!9.h_~~!o:~~r_~~:_~ _a_I~~i!ir'9 ~~J~ t!l~_~.P-"~~~ 
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is used. If under these conditions, the thin-bed head loss should exceed the NPSH 

• 
margin, then the allowable particulate loading can be evaluated by reducing the
 
particulate quantity until the calculated head loss is within the NPSH margin.
 

Staff Evaluation for Section 3.1.2.3.2.3: The staff agrees that the potential for
 
developing a thin-bed head loss must be evaluated regardless of the composition of the
 
potential containment debris. However, the staff gives the following supplement to the
 
thin-bed guidance provided in the GR to ensure conservatism.
 

1.	 The appropriate density to apply to the fibrous debris in the determination of the 
quantity of debris needed to form a one-eighth-inch bed;ts~he as-manufactured 
density. The one-eighth-inch minimum thickness h~~;':been based on the 
NUREG/CR-6224 (Appendix B, Page B-60) finding:'lThe head loss model is 
applicable only to fiber bed thicknesses where#f1iform bed formation is 
expected. Typically, this is valid for fiber bedthiCknesses.ffilrger than 0.125" 
(0.318 em). Below this value, it appears tl:1e'berI does not have the required 
structure to bridge the strainer holes alJC!fLriiter the sludge partic/~t" The 
NUREG/CR-6224 analysis used the,~roanufact4red density to'~fy the 
'theoretical bed thickness', which isuse(tl0 Specify/whether or nota one
eighth-inch thick bed exists. For NUKON""'tfeDris, the accepted as-
manufactured density has qeen 2.4 Ib/fe. For/atent debris, the as
manufactured density js not'Erl?elicable because;'I~t!t'::l1 fil:?e!~ ~~IJ ~9!!'l~J!C?~ 5!-!IY __ - - Deleted: lacks meaning since 

number of sources....J::ls?~~\l.eAaftel'?examiningthe/latent fibers collected from - Deleted: ; 
volunteer plants.LA-UR-04-391~ conservatively recommended a density of 2.4 ' " 

Deleted: h
Ib/fe which is equal to-th~!'pf NOKON,~it";,-,"':_,.	 :" , 

.: . . ~	 Deleted: a recommendation of 2.4 
IW was made in 

2.	 For a thin-be!i'~~~ri~~ilCcumulatiorl~~Jhe Iimiting'bed compression specified as ;~~" 
:~ ,	 ~\ Deleted: examination of latent fibers either thelullJling poliilSity or limiting solidity becomes a controlling parameter in "' collected by volunteer plants. 

the NUREGIQ~-6224 correlation, Le.;ttJe bed solidity essentially approaches ':,\ 
Fonnatted: SUperscriptthat of the gra:nu~r mat(H~ls,lt is impOrtant that the limiting solidity is correctly \' I 

Deleted: was based on theeV~IH;et~~.for the'P~cular;partiQu~~te or mixture of particulates in the debris 

•	
I I 

~:"fZOi'i~~ple, 1tlle'Umiting soliCiity for BWR iron oxide corrosion products is Formatted: Superscript 

:about 0.2 (NQ.IltJ;G/CR.i$24) but for common sand, it varies between 0.51 to 
>Q.60 (standar(J:.dbookdata). This issue was discussed in Section 
+~;72.3.1.1. . . 

3.	 Be~$e a number of uncertainties are associated with specifying the one
eighth~inch bed thiCkness criteria, the parameter values that go into the bed 
thicknessdeter!J'hination need to be sufficiently conservative to compensate for 
uncertainties·to ensure adequate NPSH margin. One consideration is the 
fineness of,·the fibrous debris accumulating on the screen. Tests have been 
conducted since the NUREG/CR-6224 study was completed where thin-beds 
have been formed that were somewhat thinner than one-eighth-inch (e.g., one
tenth-inch), principally because the bed was formed from suspended individual 
fibers rather than the shredded fiber debris used in the NUREG/CR-6224 
testing. Another consideration is the fact that the one-eighth-inch criteria was 
based on NUKONTM debris and has not been actually determined for other type 
of fibrous debris. Another consideration is theJ.J'!.dj~aJipDJb"!t_~aJ~i1,JI!I_sjllc.!i!~ - -{ Deleted: strong 
can form a debris bed without supporting fibers (other than the fibers integrated '-----....::..---------' 
into the calcium silicate). 
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4. In determining the mass of aJIowabie particulate on the sump screen that is 
needed to overcome the NPSH margin, the uncertainties associated with 
predicting this value should be noted. Specifically, the determination of the 
limiting solidity has a significant uncertainty due to inaccurate specifications of 
the densities of the particulate components or perhaps the mixing of 
constituents, and due to the involvement of fibers interlaoed with the particulate. 

5.	 To compensate for these noted uncertainties, sufficient conservatism should be 
used in estimating the quantities of fibrous debris available to form a thin bed. 
This point is particularly Important for pIanIs that do not have significant fibrous 
insulation (e.g., an all RMI plant) so that the main contribution to the fiber 
quantities on the sump screen comes from latent debftis: In -such cases the 
estimate of the latent fiber becomes a determining~r but substantial 
uncertainty is also associated with that estimate.: " ,

3.7.2.3.2.4 Sump SCreen Submergence _.5'i;"< 
.. i "	 .. _~ 

Section 3.7.2.3.2.4 described the applicable ~rization for partially Wl8US 
completely submerged sump screens. The 1Iin~~-Jorsubmerged1llCreens 
occurs when the combined clean sump and debriSbBdheBdloss exceeds-the NPSH 
margin. The limiting criterion for a partiaJIy subme~~ is when the debris bed 
accumulation on the screen reduces_ flow to less thanttle flow requirements for the 
sump. An effective head loss across"lIIbris, which is ~ximately equal to one
half of the pool height, is sufficient to ~ewatertow. The head loss 
estimate is applied to the submerged poMion ot_~p screen area. 

.	 .-", ~"~1",'~""'''' 

Staff Evalu8tlon for t, :t:Ii~4: W~~ that the baseline 
guidance in this ~ _ partially aNt completely submerged sump screens is 

I acceptable becau*-'~t with Rea*2JY Guide 1.82. Rev. 3. 
··~:-·l\~ _ _,,~~./:t; .. . • ir:~-'-0,•• , 

3.7.2.3.2.5 ~~"':":'"-'':''' 
;'.'~·1~:~·~~~~1~,.. .~~::~~;, ..~ ... ,~;...~ 

Sectior};3:7.2.3.2.51i$t¥LsseS''',condItIons where buoyant debris could become a 
problemior strainer he"-Ioss. FWtuIIY submerged screens, buoyant debris is not 
considEi~problem ~jf w~-not reach the sump screens. For partially 
sUbme~ns whenWkJoyant debris Is determined to reach the screen, the 
baseline guidllloe recomn1IJtKts that the effective area be recIuced by the thickness of 
the buoyant debdJJ~Y8r tiMes the length of the covered perimeter, to the extent that It 
fully envelopes th&,....,. 

". ,:"".' 
Staff Evaluation for SectIon 3.7.2.3.2,5: The staff agrees with the necessity of 
considering the potential for buoyant debris affecting sump screen head loss. The 
baseline guidance Is acceptable with the exception that shallowly fully submerged sump 
screens could still draw buoyant debris down to the submerged screen. An analysis 
should be performed to determine the submerged depth needed to ensure buoyant 
debris cannot be drawn down onto the sump screen. 

3.7.2.3.3 Methodology Umltations and Other Considerations 

3.7.2.3.3.1 Flat Screen Assumption 
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Section 3.7.2.3.3.1 makes the point that head loss data obtained using a vertical pipe 

• 
test section of a closed loop test apparatus with a horizontally mounted flat screen
 
yielded conservative data for the development of the NUAEG/CA-6224 correlation
 
because all debris was forced onto a very small screen. Further, it states that in the
 
alternative design screens, the direct application of the NUAEG/CA-6224 correlation
 
may yield overly conservative results and that for these alternate geometry screens,
 
independent head loss correlations should be developed based on actual design
 
configurations, debris loads, and test data to reduce conservatism.
 

Staff Evaluation for Section 3.7.2.3.3.1: The staff finds that the,guidance in. thls_~~~i~!:l -1 Deleted: arguments 

need the following clarification. The development and applicati9,,!of the NUAEGlCA
6224 correlation is based on uniform and homogeneous debcis'beds. Applicable test 
data must therefore be measured on test debris beds thatrntUPb these correlation 
assumptions. The vertical pipe closed-loop test apparatuS"gen$raUy meets these 
conditions provided the debris is introduced in such l!l:l'llarmer thatlt'settled uniformly on 
the test screen. The baseline statement that "all d~g,~as forcedot:lt~i,a very small 
screen" does not reflect testing realities. The d~,~s is allowed to settlelt!i\niformly but the 
important point is that the correlation is baseq,j',' bed4hickness and ~ition as 
tested. "','. ;z

.~.-); ", 

A~~~ql'!l!g~~s_~C! i~_~ r:.e~!i~t!~ ~nd ~ li~~ly !qr:!'! dr~~~lts _~C.9!l!!l_ul~tlo!l_~~~I'! q~~r!s - -1 Deleted: very 
accumulation is accomplished by filt out suspended!~rs. For example, during the '----......:...--------' 
conduct of the integrated tank tests [ A-6773]. thelMaical accumulation of
 
fibrous debris was due primarily to sus ,is transport,land resulted in uniform
 
debris buildup on both horizontally and ~!!I~~ screens. Also consider the
 
operational incidents at NUAEG/C ] Wh~~,,@'jCoating of fine dirt covered
 
most of the surface of,t ,',', "rs and at:erick where a thin mat of material covered
 
the strainer. The fl~,,~creen a.mption is r~lity based and is not merely a
 
conservative assumptt~n. nor is;j overly cons~~9tive.
 

• 
)-,y 

While it is aqeMte to d~G~w>:"tf ad loss correlations based on actual 
design c()nfigu~$f;pebrig;~S, and t data for alternative screen designs, it 
Shoul9~0 be noted'tJi1¥,the N~~CR-6224 correlation has been successfully 
applifd\~these design' ' hout ~onservatism. The application of the NUREGlCR
6224 cor~ion jnvolves s_eJ~~i9~ _oJ !I!~ ~r::1r::1r9pJj~t!! _S9r~~n_ C!r~~ _v~!~U_S_ <!~bJi~ - 1,-Deleted:req-:...u_ire_s -' 
loading (i.e".' screen , circumscribed area, or some area in between based on 
test data) but'tb&n so will a other successful correlation that models an alternate 
design from a ci~scre\ilt1 to its fully loaded condition. The NUREG/CR-6224 
correlation has beer, _ can be applied to prototype alternate geometry 
screens/strainers to qetermine effective screen areas for specific debris loadings that 
can be SUbsequently used in plant specific evaluations. 

3.7.2.3.3.2 Non-Uniform Deposition on Sump Screen Surfaces 

Section 3.7.2.3.3.2 discusses the conservatism of the assumption that the debris is
 
uniformly distributed on the screen relative to potential non-conservative accumulation
 
associated with vertical and inclined screens.
 

/ Deleted: However, a uniform debris 
Staff Evaluation for Section 3.7.2.3.3.2: The staff agrees that it is conservative to / accumUlation is realistic and likely 
assume uniform debris accumulation on all types and orientations of screens. L / whenever the accumulation isJ / 

primarily due to fine suspended 
debris. 
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3.7.2.3.3.3 Verylhin Fiber Beds 

section 3.7.2.3.3.2 discusses aspects where the fiber loading is less than that required 
to form a thin bed. It states that experiments have shown that very thin fibrous beds 
(with a thickness of less than one-eighth-inch) are characterized by large scale non
uniformities on the screen and negligible head losses. The baseline guidance 
recommends assuming a negligible head loss whenever the debris bed thickness is less 
one-eighth-inch. 

S!Bff EVIIlultion for SectIon 3.7.2.3,3.3: The staff concludes that it is adequate to 
neglect the head loss associated with low density fiberglass insulation debris beds of 
less than one-eighth-inch provided the concems expressed in>the staffs response to 
Section 3.7.2.3.2.3 regarding the detenninatlon of the thin jlld4hickness are adequately 
addressed. These concerns included using the appropriate denIIty to determine the 
thickness for a given quantity of debris and the unce~nIiesassoc:lated with the original 
specification of one-eighth-inch as the threshold th~. The uncei!einties include the 
relative fineness of the insulation debris used to,.liBke the threshold thlQlcness 
detennination and the fact that the thickness d8lIIrmination was made ontyforlilUKONTIII 
debris and has not been direcUydetenninedb"~ofinsulation deJWIs, An 
example where It is not appropriate to neglect the h8ed ~ for a debris bed less than 
one-eighth-inch thick is when there is substantial calciunUsilicate debris in the bed 
because there has been experirnenbll~that c8Ieium silicate can form a debris 
bed without supporting fibers. .~;:;':'ti').'f.~_ .. 

~~ -';"~·~::t~;.,·. 

3.7.2.3.4 Sample Calculations .~~ ~i/·:~·::::." . 
".. .;f;" .~~ ~ 

Sample head loss caJciIIitteII1aere ~SectIon 8~.2.3.4 of the GR. In the 
sample calculations,1tat-plate 8Inliner geomiItry, steady-state ECC flow conditions, and 
the final debris Joadlngs are assamed. The ~'sourceswere developed in the 
sample problem sections fer cMb.il:8":l8rationlGR SectIon 3.4.3), latent debris (GR 
Section 3-5-3).;-end debris~", ton 3.4). Sample head loss calculations 
were presemed10r a tiber/paJtlDulate ~ bed, an RMI debris bed, a mixed RMI, 
fiber/padiculate debits bed, and a~in:-,!)ed debris condition. 

~-iE_on for Sec!Ign 3.7.21.: The sample problems are consistent with the 
baseline meIhodoIogy discussed abow and with the specified head Joss calculational 
assumptions, WIIh the exception that the sample problem used a fiber density of 175 
IbsIff rather than1he 1591bs1ftJ recommended in GR Table 3-2. However, the sample 
problems fail to cIar1fy1he differing volumes and densities associated with each 
constituent. For example in the fiberlperticulate caJculation, two volumes are provided 
for NUKONTII fibers without c:istinguishlng the type of volume quoted: (1) 129 tt3 for the 
bulk volume, and (2) 1.n tt3 for the material (solid) volume. The reader must take care 
to ensure the proper volumes and densities are used in the appropriate caJculationai 
steps. 

In section 3.7.2.3.1.1, the GR discusses maxinum solidity for particulates as a material 
dependent property but then also leaves the reader with the impression that 20% is a 
reasonable limiting value for general use. The staff comments to this section pointed out 
that many particulates have maximum solidities much higher than 20%, e.g., common 
sand has an approximate solidity of 60%. Therefore, the general use of 20% is not 
appropriate. Rather, the maximum solidly should be detennined for each particulate 
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constituent and then the particulate constituent effective average must be determined. It 

• 
should also be noted that the maximum solidity also depends upon the particulate size 
distribution. The sample head loss calculations, specifically the thin-bed calculation 
where the limit is applied, failed to treat material-specific maximum solidities. The failure 
to correctly treat the maximum solidities can lead to erroneous and non-conservative 
head loss predictions for pack limited debris beds. 

3.8 ACCEPTANCE OF NEI BASELINE GUIDANCE 

The purpose of the baseline evaluation methodology is to provide U.S._PWR licensees 
with a common and consistent approach for evaluating the sus~i1ityof containment 
sumps to blockage resulting from the effects of postulated LQ~ events. The baseline 
evaluation methodology is the application of a conservativ~~<of methods that help 
identify the dominant design factors for a given plant (Gfl;lSecfiQJ'l~) that could be 
subsequently followed by separate guidance on possit>le',analytic81'f~finementsto the 
baseline approach (GR Section 4) and potential dEW~perational r~ ments (GR 
Section 5). .()fi:'''' 

{<'Ii;"
fi:··..*" 

The baseline, however, goes beyond the sc6pin~Ji 
uses this method and gUidance to determine that s 
proper long-term Emergency Core Cooling (ECC) an 
no additional evaluation for head loss; uired.· Rat 
becomes an acceptance methodolog 
staff acceptance of the baseline evaluattpn 
and all PWRs that determine an adequat~>heaq 

evaluation methodology~i'l~ctually have '(jate s 
support long-term cooling1U~ns. 

;'. '":,''''' . 

• 
The NRC staff acceptaflCe dep~nds upon pro 9 adequata~~_u!~J'!c_e_t!:l~t th~ 
baseline assumptions tak.nasF~.. d ap d generically to any PWR will not result 
in a plant oPtlratilJ,gwithot:lt>lildeqliY-CS head loss margin. In addition, the 
staff's a~ncei~J'siders~follow up'imalytical refinements will affect the baseline 
meth gy retaineditn.ltle finati~YEl.I4lition. Specifically, the acceptance of the baseline 
ev .. methodology•.,a packlige: must balance conservative assumptions against 
non-cori~~tive assum~ioos; therefore an analytical refinement that decreases the 
degree of col"lServatism on-a particular assumption has the potential to alter the package 
balance suchtf:}at the degree of conservatism is reduced, or even reversed to 
nonconservatism. 

The primary difficulties with assessing whetherIt::!~ ~~s.l!I"Q~t!o_n.s_l!S~~ Jr:! !t!~ t>~s.eJirl~ 
guidance result in the baseline gUidance as a package being conservative with respect 
to estimating NPSH margin is that each assumption is variable with respect to the plant 
evaluated and the conservatism for each assumption cannot be quantified without 
actually performing a detailed evaluation. Without quantification for at least the more 
influential assumptions, it is difficult to jUdge the baseline package conservatism. For 
example, assuming that all unqualified coatings fail into 10 micron particles could be 
overly conservative for containments with large quantities of unqualified coatings. 
However, for plants with little unqualified coatings this assumption does not provide any 
extra conservatism to counter the non-conservative assumptions in the baseline 
guidance. The more influential assumptions with potential notable conservatism are 
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summarized in Table 3-6 and the more influential assumptions that are clearly not 
conservative are summarized in Table 3-7. 

,.).
;, ...'\ _.
 

~ ... i...,... 
-, , .
"
 

Debris GenenItIon A..,,,,,,,1ons
 
1	 All unqualified coatings in Compensate for lack of Variable depending upon 

containment are assumed data, i.e., no basis for plant conditions, 
fail. estimating failure of -.eretore the associated 

'.unqualified coatings. ~rvatismto the 
. baseline package could 
. raqge from essentially 

.. ~. ' nona1o-~xcessive. 
2	 All coatings debris Compensate f.ot1ack Of V.~.. pending upon 

(qualified and unqualified) data, i.e., no basis for plant COl1iIIir:Nls. 
assumed to become 10 estimating 'COdQgs therefore th.,associated 
micron particulate. The debris size disttl1utions. - -conservatism to the 

_.implication of the small baseline package could
 
particulate size is ... range from minimal to
 '	 " 

complete transport to - ~ ...~;;.,	 excessive. 
-""! .~ . 

sump screen and
 
comDiete filtration. 

,- , .
 
3	 100% destruction of Comp8QS8.for _~ ;", Variable depending upon 

materials for whicb data, i.e.i1he fraction of the types and quantities 
suitable debris generatloFh the materials that of such materials. 
data is not avalable becomes small.fine Additionally, it depends 
including all such" .. ~bris cannQt'-be upon the relative 
materials inside the.ZOt i quantities of such • ~	 

•and .unproI8cI8d ~ •. !; matet1aJ.6pecfficdebris materials compared to
 
materials outside 1he zOe. ..,generation data. dominant insulation with
 

.- ." .- known destruction
 
characteristics. The
 
associated conservatism 
to the baseline package 
could range from a minor 
correction to substantial. 

DebrIs TI'IIIJ8DOff AaumDtlons 
4	 Washdown transport to Avoidance of complex Variable depending upon 

the sump pool is 100% analyses. containment design. 
for fibrous debris and a Some containment 
large fraction of the designs could result in
 
b1owdown transported high washdown transport,
 
debris is directed to the e.g., the volunteer plant
 
sump with the end result study (Appendix VI),
 
that all small fibrous while other may retain
 
debris fines transport to debris in the upper levels
 
the sump POOl, of the containment.
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100% of small fines 201 
debris, not allocated to an 
inactive pool is 
transported to the sump 
screens. 

All debris generated 
outside 201 assumed to 
transport to sump screen. 

Avoidance of complex Variable depending upon 
analyses. the transport 

characteristics of the 
pool. Given a fast flowing 
pool, the transport could 
be high therefore this 
assumption would not 
necessarily be 

rvative. But for a 
w pool, a substantial 

;' "'~portion of the small fines 
~\"-

~is could sink to the 
floor, d not transport to 
the ,i.e., 
substa nservatism 
with this 'lion. 
Variable depending upon 
the types and quantities 
of such materials. The 
associated conservatism 
ltl,lflle baseline package 
!%Could range from a minor 
correction to substantial. 
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Table 3-lo_ ~~':V~~i~ }~~~~pti~~~ - - -{'-~: 8__ ---1 

In the B.ellne Eveluation Methodology 

Debrl. Genetatlon AssumDt#ons 
The adaptation of the Lack of BWR or PWR Because a LWR LOCA 
BWROGURG specific data. Similar 
destruction pressures to application suggests the 
PWR LOCA jets. BWR data appropriate to 

PWRs. 

. 

A spherical zona, ;..~}..~umptlon 1hat jet 
truncated wh~~,:;~ .~ the robust 
ZOI ............ I'ObliIt",. . str'1.dUr8would not 
structure. Thef8dus of:'- >extend further than the 

.1he remaining iOl~ 'i. 'ned sphere. 
il1Or8BSed to comP.. )his approach was used 
for jetfBflection etteaIiL for resolving the BWR 

~ . strainer issue. 
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jet is tw~phase 

steamlwater jet and the 
destruction pressures 
cited in the URG were 
determined using an air 

..jet and due to limited 
8Jq)8rimental evidence 
fRIn the OPG ~phase 
jets.. the BWROG 
destniGIkJn pressures 
could be~igb. The 
baseline~ 
~Id undeJeStimate 
debris quantities. 
Therefore, based on the 
study of this issue and 

-1Bsting, the staff position 
is to lower the debris 
destruction pressure by 
40% in order to account 
for tw~phase jet effects 
(see Section 3.4.22). 
Jet reflections off the 
robust structures would 
reinforce other 
components of the LOCA 
jet. A major portion of the 
energy of the jet may be 
preserved. 

•
 

•
 

•
 



The destruction Lack of applicable data. The water jet data may • pressures for coatings not properly address 
within the 201 were thermal shock effects that 
based on high pressure spalled concrete in the 

9 

water jet data rather than HDR tests (NUREG
two-phase jets typical of a 0897, Page C-2 and 
PWRLOCA. Figure C-5). The 201 

coatings debris quantities 
maybe underestimated. 
Therefore, the staff 

, msition is that either _ 
'd$$tJuction pressures 
andiraherical 201 sizing 
forcer' s be 
determi .. .. n a plant-
specific ba§~&,'ibased on 
experiment~I'data as 
described in Sections 
3.4.2 and 3.4.3....QLe _ 

'...., spherical 201 of 100 be 
'ysed. 

10	 Default worse case paint Not worse case and the 
thickness of 3 mil assumption was not been 
thickness for u!J!.il' properly justified. 
coatings outsid~201 Therefore, the staff 

, ,,"'; 

• 
recommends plant
specific justification of 
this thickness, or plant
specific evaluations to 
determine unqualified 
coating properties and 
thicknesses as described 
in Section 3.4.3. 

Debris Trans rt Assum tions 
11 Debris transpoJtlhto Assumptions of uniformly Baseline assumption that 

inactive pools based on distributed (as opposed to debris entrapment in 
the ratio of the inactive preferential) sweeping of inactive pools (e.g., 
pool water volume to the debris on the containment reactor cavity) based on 
total water volume in the floor into inactive pools by ratio of water volumes is 
sump pool. Implies a thin sheets of high not realistic. Debris will 
uniform distribution of velocity water, and of not be uniformly 
debris throughout the 100% transport of small distributed in the sump 
water pools formed fines to the sump during water and washdown 
following the LOCA. recirculation. transported debris likely 

to arrive in sump after 
inactive ools filled. 

n 
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12	 large piece debris A of~x 

(> 4 in.) is assumed to anaIyse;s. . . . 

~~ 

not transport in SlIIIJ '~" 
pool, hence Iarg8lHCe~~,,;,. 
debris accumulation on '.:j 
sump screen completely .. 

neglected. .. . :!~. 

'"'.,-; . , 

~. -.." 

13	 The baseline Lack of experimentally 
recommends using determined specific 
simple geometric surface areas. 
formulas to use 
characteristic diameters 
for fibers and particles to 
determine soeclfic 
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PotentiaJly~~!'l: _ 
conservatism that 
depends upon inactive 
pool volume relative to 
total water volume. In 
addition. the same 
sheeting flow mechanism 
credited by the GR has 
the'ftOl'lCOnS8rvative 

. ·result of sweeping debris 

..1W8ferentially to the 
screens. 
TheI8fore, the staff 
posidciO.. that licensees 
limit thet8lo of debris 
transported1D1he 

,',	 inactive pools to 15% 
unless a higher fraction is 
adequately supported by 

""",	 analyses or experimental 
data'(see Section 8.0). 
'The impact of neglecting 
all large debris on the 
baseline conservatism 
depends upon pool 
transport characteristics 
and sump screen 
geometry. UttIe impact 
for a slowly flowing pool 
where detailed anaJyses 
would predict little large 
debris transport, but 
potentially a large impact 
for a fast flowing pool 
where substantial large 
debris could accumulate 
on the screen, or for 
geometries such as sump 
screens protected by 
gratings at floor level. 

Confirmatory research 
has demonstrated that 
this approach is not 
reliable in that it has the 
po1entiaJ to result in large 
underestimates of debris 
bed head loss. 
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• surface areas needed for 
the NUREG/CR-6224 Therefore, the staff 
head loss correlation. provides additional 

guidance in Appendix V 
to deduce the specific 
surface areas from 
applicable head loss data 
through the application of 
theccorrelation. 

The baseline methodology assumptions were apparentlYrhad~fi>r,~variety of reasons. 
Worst case conditions were assumed in certain situCitiQpsA/vhere thef:~Js nearly a 
complete lack of data required to support a morer.palistic evaluatiori.·~t\ese 
assumptions primarily include the generation of debris such as the trea~t of 
unqualified coatings where all unqualified coatfAgsCire ass~med to fail and>then form 
fine particulate debris that would readily transport~i;td acpttmt4late in a fibrOtls bed of 
debris. In reality, much if not most of this coatings d&P.r;s would either remain attached 
to the surfaces or would form chip debris that may nott~port so readily. In addition to 
the unqualified coatings, other materia,J$'bQth within and o~ipe the 201 were assumed 
to fail into 100% small fines debris. The dlffictl.ty with jUdging~t@e 'impact of these 
assumptions is that a particular containment maYl'l9t have mlil~h of these materials; 
therefore the relative conservatism associated,Withttl(t~e·.~es of assumptions cannot 
be quantified for PWR cof:lt~rnents in gen~r.al. 'f 

• 
Other baseline assl.J1"l'lptions weJ:e made so that complex debris transport analyses could 
be avoided. The basello.p meth~dology does mbt recommend debris transport methods 
but does credit debris er'ltrapmenf1trifijl,ctive pOols. Also, it does not consider 
washdowntran$port .of RM1':dj!)l;>ris and~snot consider the transport of large pieces of 
debris. Again, the eo~rvatistl't!Cind non-conservatism of these assumptions cannot be 
judgedJor PWR contai!"Unents in'ge,neral but only by plant specific analyses. Assuming 
all fine 'fibrous and partic~te debris washes back down to the sump pool is 
conservatiVe.for all plants. ''lilowever, neglecting the transport of large piece debris is not 
conservative for all plants. Judging whether or not a conservative assumption can 
compensate for anon-conservative assumption requires the consideration of plant 
specific features. The assumption that debris entrapment within inactive pools could be 
made on a simple water volume ratio is not realistic because it does not consider the 
timing of debris wasndown relative to the fill up of the inactive pools, which would occur 
early in the sequence. The volunteer plant study estimated that a majority of the small 
fine debris was blown upwards in the containment where it subsequently would be 
subject to washdown processes. That study estimated a majority portion of the small 
fine debris returning to the sump pool but the analytical capabilities cannot determine the 
timing of the debris entrance into the pool. If the inactive pools filled before the small 
fine debris washed back to the sump, then only relatively minor quantities might become 
so trapped. Therefore, the inactive pool entrapment assumption is probably non
conservative. 
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As an illustration of the variability of these assumptions as applied to the fleet of PWR 
plants. consider the following hypothetical situations. Assume that the application of the
 
baseline guidance to both Plants A and B results in the prediction of adequate NPSH
 
margin. The importance of the key assumptions is summarized in Table 3-8. The
 
containment of Plant A is characterized as having relatively large quantities of debris
 
with unknown debris generation characteristics and debris transport characteristics and
 •the containment has debris transport characteristics that tend to entrap debris thereby
 
preventing transport to the sump screens. The variability of the baseline assumptions
 
would tend to over-predict debris generation and over-predict debris transport by
 
substantial amounts. Therefore, If Plant A has sufficient NPSH margin evaluated using
 
the baseline guidance, Plant A should then have an adequate ~ margin with
 
reasonable certainty. Plant B, however, would be characte~as having limited
 
quantities of debris other than the ZOI insulation with re~ well known destruction
 
properties. Realistic debris transport fractions to the sugll) SCI'Mn.would be relatively
 
high. Substantial larger debris transport would be expeCted with·~ely minor
 
quantities trapped in inactive pools. With hypothe_1'larft B, thereJII.• concem that
 
the baseline evaluation could predict an adequa,te'NPSH margin whe~ adequate


I margin may not actually exist If the coI!ective ~rtai~ulted i[1_a_~;;L> ' _ - { D-....: a.1Ined up 

conservative fashion. ., .- .. , .A-:..... .~ 
. :-::::.-.. 

UttIe If any unqualfied 
coati
 

100% destruction of ~I ~ quantities of such Small quantities of such
 
materials with unknEMIn n!'terials. materials.
 
destruction pressureS'....· ~
 
unprotected materials '{~',> : 'i\:.'< ~
 
outside Z()I-...... , ',,' :,.,
 
complete'banspori1ifihe ;;;'~
 
outsid8.Z01 material..
 c. ", 

100% weebdown transpod ConIBfnment design would Most debris would likely
 
for fibrous_ particulate \':'; likely retain substantial washdown to the sump
 •
small fines d8biis #4 :~ debris at the u levels
 
100% pool transport for Relative slow sump pool Relative fast sump pool
 
small fines debrisld flow velocities results In flow velocities results in
 
entrapped in inactlve.f'OolS significant small fines little smaD fines debris
 
(#5) 'debris entrapment on sump entrapment on sump pool
 

floor. floor.
 
Debris entrapment in Inactive pool volumes are Inactive pool volumes are
 
inactive pools (#11) relatively smaJl therefore relatively large therefore
 

debris entrapment In the debris entrapment in the 
Inactive pools become inactive pools become 
minor consideration. substantial consideration. 

Neglect large piece debris Relative slow sump pool Relative fast sump pool
 
(#12) flow velocities resutts in flow velocities results in
 

little actual large piece substantial actual large
 
. debrisdebris 
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It cannot be conclusively demonstrated with rigor that the application of the baseline 
evaluation methodology, as a package, to PWR plants in general can be relied upon to 
guarantee that any PWR predicting an adequate NPSH margin using the baseline will 
truly have an adequate NSPH margin. However, a reasonable assessment of the 
methodology is that sufficient overall realistic conservatism exists in the baseline to 
accept its application with the use of acceptance qualifications or alternative guidance 
for specific outlier situations such as the one described below. 

For example, consider a hypothetical plant that has extensive L!~alified coatings but 
insufficient fibrous debris to form a fibrous debris accumulatioJil"sufficient to filter 
particles. Under the baseline methodology, all the coating~IolAs would be in the form of 
10 micron particles, which would be assumed to simply.~~ss tliT~gh the screens 
thereby not causing a significant head loss. But in apetel1!~ial LOQ~,the coating debris 
could fail in large quantities and possibly transport;~~ttipsthat coultf;~cumulate on the 
screen without the aid of fibrous debris, and th~§'tesult in significant he'a,~tloss. 

This example raises two major concerns. Fiist,~~~~s uidance exclijdes 
transport and blockage of large piece debris. TheSt~, on is that the sump screen 
blockage evaluation should address whether outlier s rios such as these exist and 
evaluate any that are identified. If a ~.s sump pool fl ,~/elatively fast, then 
neglecting large piece debris could le8d'~~bstantially unaer~~timated debris effects. 
Second, for debris characterization, a caI.ltiofl\js[:Jl~~ded rega~lng the determination of 
whether or not there is sufficient fiber to fQrm atbln;. , IfV'is determination is a close 
call then all aspects of th~t rmination bfqmne cri . "'''Licensees will need to 
examine inputs.tOE'!'l~;~ _, 9~ ~t tho~~fl~~t~ ~r _!E'!~Ii~~~,_y!ith_ ~~pr~prJatf:l __. _ ..- .- -{ Deleted: and should be examined 
conservatism adde,c;t~efore r ... <ing the final~onclusion that there is not sufficient 
fibrous material inco_inment to form a thin bed debris accumulation. 

!.-C~rns regardi 0 pllase jet effects relative to data collected from air jet .. - - - {Formatted: Bullets and Numbering 
testrngi(ldicate a . ntial need to reduce the NEI recommended destruction 
pressurJis(which ate based on air jet testing) unless over conservatism can be 
demonst~~Q in the analytical estimates for debris quantities. 

!.-The baseline'ie~aluation recommendation of truncating a 201 whenever it
 
intersects a robust structure without resizing the remaining lOI to maintain jet
 
volumes is not conservative. Jet reflections from the robust structure may affect
 
the remaining lOI.
 

!.-The default coating thickness recommended by the baseline evaluation guidance
 
are not worst case thickness. Only plant specific coating thickness evaluations
 
can adequately assess not only the coating debris volumes but also the
 
appropriate parameters for the head loss correlation, e.g., the particle densities.
 

_e_Because conservative estimates for the debris specific surface areas used in the
 
NUREG/CR-6224 head loss correlation are critical to ensuring conservative
 
estimates for the NPSH margins, the staff is concerned that the baseline
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evaluation methodology recommendations for estimating the areas using only the 
characteristic diameters will lead to non-conservative head loss predictions. 
Confirmatory research recommendations should be addressed. 

!...-The baseline methodology neglects potential erosion of large piece debris by 
water flows by assuming all large piece debris remains in protective coverings, 
which debris generation data clearly shows is not realistic. Even though such •
erosion is not expected to result in large quantities of additional fine debris. it
 
should still be considered in the baseline evaluation If large portions of the large
 
piece debris are physically located directly below large flows of failings water.
 

l in sumrnary,Jhe ~ine eyaJuatiqrJ WUp!ed with the rnethQsiJIoqy@nhancernents ~ _~ _{ DeIlad: the 

provided in this SER is acceptable. The baseline evaluatiqn IR8thodoIogybv itself - { DtIIIIlId: as a peckage 
cannot be given a blanket acceptance because: (1) non-eonseMdive assumptions are '--__.........;._~___J 

recommended in the baseline guidance; (2) it is not possible to quanuty the degree of 
conservatism or non-conservatis of each importaDt·Wl8Umption ~ performing 
detailed analyses for comparison; especially COI)8ICIering the diversity In:JIe containment 
and ReS designs; and (3) confirmatory ~tJas resalted in conce~eciated 
with key aspects of the guidance. Therefore;the18seline."uation methodOlogy as 
modified in accon:Iance with staff positions estabIished."the preceding sections. is 
acceptable. If the baseline evaluation is based on pIanQed design!operationaJ changes. 
as opposed to current plant configunilllln, then ~:gfthe evaluation is also 

I ~r:r=~~~~~::::mM~~=~:=~ ---1.-.-.~ap&rthun 
effects and downstream effects. <.. '". 

,._':'. -: ' ""."!... .t-;;' -'- ~t:.".;.~"'::' 
Subsequent analyticaI""....ms to the bMeIlne evaluation must reconsider the non

conservative assumpllons of ...a.setine eVllluatlon; not merely reduce identified over

conservatisrns. Sd~ lEI anaJyticaJ ~ include recommendations for
 
reducing the sump pool ~~by III8anS of evaluating pool flow velocities
 
and comP8dRtt-.. veIOcIi8S W1Ih -...a;...-ror threshold velocities for moving debris
 
along ~~::.-.such anIIIYzes are performed on small piece debris then those
 
analyse$ need to aJsO..t ~peee .debris transport.
 

J::~'\~'-:.;_ . 
The ~m devtIBped Inh baseline evaluation methodology may serve to •
illustrate ~aluation process but is not detailed enough to serve as a template for
 
plant eValUBtkJ(Is.
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4.0 ANALYTICAL REFINEMENTS 

• Soma~~~~t~~I~ _~n.aMi~~IJ~!i~~I'!'~~ts_aJ~ p.!'Q",-i<:l~<! Ln_t!l~ _GI3·_ §prn..e_~~Ji9r::'l~ ~QlJt~in__ ., - - -{ Deleted: Few 
additional information to support the development of refinements. Some of this ~---------' 
information is already in the baseline. For clarity, the NEI has presented the following 
table (Table 4-1) that lists the refinements offered in Section§ 4.0 and 5.0 of the GR. 

For the purpose of this review, the staff provides its position on each of those analytical 
refinements recognized in this section of the GR for use by the industry. Any analytical 
refinement(s) proposed by a licensee in its plant-specific analysis of sump performance 
which is not addressed by the staff in this section of the SER, ~hdlJtcL!?~ presented.toJb~ -
staff for approva~_. __ .. . . . .. " ... __ - 

>=DeIeted,.....",.....,,=:m=u=sl,.....,,~ __=.......; 
Deleted: submitted 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 
":;5$::' :::;;,< 

./.;'¥;"\:;"'(."<'< <: 

Section 4.1 defines four main analytical topics wh~,r*~JYtical refirt~nts to the 
baseline evaluation are offered in the GR. They~fe (1) break selection~1(2} debris 
generation, (3) debris transport, and (4) head '. 

Deleted: prior to its use 

4.2 ME"rHOD DESCRIPTION 

Section 4.2 identifies three main ana 
evaluation are offered in Section 4.0, 
debris transport, and (3) head loss. It i 
i.e., break selection and latent debris, ar 

• 
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Table 4-1. Pressurized Water Reactor Sump Performance Evaluation Methodology Refinements Table 

No. Stdloa P., T....	 Dnatp8._ 

Thil acctioIl idcnIitic. dill phD. may me Generic Letter 17-11, ""Jlelsutian in Arbitn.y ~  

1	 4.2.1 4-1 B~aIt ~la:tioo p~ R~ Rcquiraacllt.; 0DUiItat Wdlom-'ioabuill. to actbreak Ioclticml far cvaluatiq 
polt-lICcidcn JUmP opembity. 

nillldicn idcditicI dIIlpbdlllllY rc:tiactbc Zone cllaflucacc(ZOI) dctidioafmm aliaJ\c ..1
en:omp'" rqjon '-cd oa the material rib the minimum lDtnJ:tioa)RIaII'C by riVI~~ 2	 4.2.2.1 4-2 Dcbria GcncrlItion 2nll toCllCh bred .*. Bdl ZOI would CUi.........Jd to the dmtiudioa JIl'IlIUIl of oac iamlatiDl Ipeea 
Ioc8cd ... the bak ."'. 

nillllCtiaa idmtiticl tIIIt pIsa 1lIIY rcf'lnCthe Zone oflntbacc (ZOO clcf'lIiIion byl80dcq two::t-apudi. jcta, cKb oritina2 at cae ad r::i a polltU1Bkd DEGB. 1bc 2JJI for aapccife .erial3	 4.2.2.1 4-3 Dcbria oenmtion 
WQJ be ewbDl II the etioa CIlIC _ wihin tIIc calc:ulllcd ilobar wucy..i .. to aliftD 
dmtrudion JlRIII'ft r::i 8D imulllion .,ein IoaiRd ribm tIIc jIl. 

Th. lCdion prvvlda add'ticmJ rcf'JDeiiCW wah aapcd to tba c~alticl ofddJris thlIt miJbt Ill: 
lldellllUt from. pCllulllted .... Specifiatly, the UIIe ofpJutotpecifle: or rdJic:1y ataiJllble vaQ,r4	 4.2.2.2 4-~ Debri. Charactmltic. 
lpac:.lC iabmltion. •._ .pPIic:.... is idcatiticd II IOlml for -ill debris ...ClClPla-t ill the 
tnnIpod ud bIccbp cvaJuatiDa. 

nillIlCtiaa idedifia that iUat-spccific: aomitioaII (Ibr ~~ cBmiDel.......).., be meel to
 
~	 4.B 4-14 1.*at Debris I\JIIIlOi1 _......erna.to the 1ateat dII:m.,.. tenn 

lbilllldion iclllltifiel two .ci"......... to c~ cIabriI tnDIpCllt.
 

•	 The rnt ri'lmllllt iI tIIa use ofan opea cJ.m ICdIl mtwak to eYUaIi: 1dlt ibid DlOftIDS 
6	 4.2.4 4-14 Debri. TruIIport .bout the cout"""" 

•	 The IIlllCIIId n:611ll1i1G iI the Uleof.CODPI..... FkUdDya8Dlicl (CPU) Dodm to allculate a 
deIaiIad Dow ..1d ribia the CllldIIiDaat IUIIIp ud__ dcbr1I tnupoIt. 
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Table 4-1. Pressurized Water Reactor Sump Performance Evaluation Methodology Refinements Table (Continued) 

No. Sl!dioD r. Topic DeKriptioa 

This sa:tion provides guidance on the devdopmcmt of an open duumel network model Guidance is ,gmn 
on: 

· Use ofthe: physical c:onfigw-ation ofthe containment geometry to define the model, 

· Development ofboundary c:onditions bSl!Il.'d onl!OU1lles and sinks ofcooling water, 
7 4.2.4.1 4-14 Debris Transport · Ddining hydmulic duumels 

· Calculation. of hydraulic lol!8C!l in the: cbanncls, and, 

· Rc:finemc:n151D the channclpattem. 

A sample calculation u included fur dcmonsImtion pwpO!lCII. 

· 
This sa:tion provides guidance on the dcvc1opmc:nt ofdctailcd flow patlcms in the containment pool Ulling 
state-of-the-art 3D oomputational fluid dynamics (CFD) c:ode.. GuicIancc: is given on: 

Selection ofCFD software:, 

Building a CAD model ofthe containment to be IUcd as input to the CFD model ·
 
·8 4.2.41 4-23 Debris Transport Building the ern model, including mc:sh generation and I!IClcctionofmatc:rial propcrtil:ll and 

bounclaly conditions. 

·
 
· Solution convergence consi.dmltiona, and,
 

UliC ofc:omputcd results for cvsluating debris transport~
 

A 81mple calculation is included for dcmonstmlion purpOlll:ll.
 

This table provides additionallramport data fur dc:brD gercrab:d tmm common insuls.tion matcriahr. This 
9 Table 4-2 4-29 Debris Transport infurmation may be 1.l!ICd in coqjunction with eithc:r the Opc:n ChIUUll:l1 Nodal Network or CPO modcls to 

evaluate debris transport in the!IUIJIP pool during operation oftbc: ECCS in the r=irculation mode. 

This section idcntifu:. that no refinements tbr evaluating thin bed c:ffi:,c15 arc offi:f1:d beyond tholllC already10 4.2.5.1 4-35 Head Lo!l'l given in Section 3.71.3.2.3. 
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Table 4-1. Pressurized Water Reactor Sump Performance Evaluation Methodology Refinements TableJContlnued) 

No. Stctioa Pep Topic o..crlpdaa 

Thil -ection pl1llcnlll inbnlllticla that may be bc~Li in retillinl the hoed__1yIa... .mole 
includilll I bricf'blcqn,1aI diIl:lIIl1ioa on IICllId _ c:om:llltica dcYdopmcnt. lbia ICCIim idcntif_ the 

II 4.H.2 4-lS HeadLo. J8"ametars to ~ C:ODlidered wbcD dnelapiJw • bmd 10. c:oml.tion. nu. ciac:u8ion ill ~"CD  to idadifY 
the cOlllidalll'" to be _tnI tor wbcD cIcveIopia•• ~mcbud b. c:ar...tion fel'. ~._. 
TIia ICdillD .......-.y ofndy 8lDql1IenlCII1.-l ...... bx:ludld ia the diEuuial. the 
matbod of",~ ci'the DIMe oftha ...... the .... obtaiDad, ...bDw the .... ware12 4.2.52.1 4-37 HCldL_ 
c:arrel.lIad. TIU. JIIV~to ficilita.. uadaallllu:lial aftbc ..tin aad ~tJ f!I J.d1018 t.tiJI&. 
Add ...__~ plEHpccitic hal.. 

Senral.,.iaI ... _ camllhaaa ...pr_tDcl aad ........ SpII:iralIJ:
 

AD IIDpirical calnllaiaa tbr lber-mdy ba.· 
• The US NRC NUlEGa..Q24111l1d &0. mDdel,
 

13 41.5.2.2 4-)0 HecLa • The US BWROG comhined dcbriI J.d10. mnelllliolio aDd, 

• Conlationa ... bead _ cbe to .... Ihnnwh refhll:tiYe lIIItalie iaU.tiaa (RMI). 

The•• for. aad eona__ODl to be _tld ..., ia III'P~ tha RMll-t1_ cquationa are"" 
1iItnI. 

Thia ICCtillD preIIlID infoan.tioa thaI may be uaefLi in tha d1mlopnullll ci' corraIationa tor abmato 
IlnIinIr ..... Two potaItial inPI1l"1IDI1D ideatifled fel' hoKllall modali,. for dll'Dlle Itram. 
de.... are identified:14 4.2.Sl.3 4-~  HCldL_ 
• AccocmtiJw for j&ClDIDolItry oftbc .creeD, it" it "aria IlipiliClllltly fiaaI • fIIIt pl.te, BDd, 

• Non-unibm"lion of cIcbria on the mUDcr, it"IpJIIVPD•• aad j-m.blc. 
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Table 4·1. Pressurized Water Reactor Sump Performance Evaluation Methodology Refinements Table (Continued) 

No. Sedion p. Topic Description 

· 
'This !llCction identifies possible dc::Iign md operstional activities that may be undcrtaJa:n to ra:Iuc.c the 
debris lIOIll'l:<t term, IIUCh u: 

Improved lmusclecpiDg and fureign matmiaIs exclusion (FMB) progI1llUll 

Insulstion change-out, 

· 
15 5.1 5-1 Debris Source Tcnn ·
 

Imm1abon modifications,
 

Syltcm and equipment modific:ations, and.· 
· McdifiC'Abonll to protective coatinp progrBl1lll. 

Thill !llCction identifies information that might be 1.1!iICd fur debJis barric::m that might mitigate debris 
t:mnsport about the contaimncnt. Tlu:se barriC11!l include: 

16 5.2 5-4 Debris Transport 

·
 
· Floor 0 bstructim1lII, and"
 

Debris racks.
 

· 
· 
This sectiODll idcntifics options for sump lIICrcCO modificatiODll, incmdiDg:
 

Passive strainer dcsigns,
 

Backwash stmincr dc:Bigns, and,
 

· 
17 5.3 5-6 SCl'l:lCn Modifications
 

Actm: stmincr designs.
 

In addition to the sump lICI'ClCI1 modification options, a list ofconsidcrations fur each oftbr: options i8 
identified. 
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4.2.1 Break SelectIon 

Section 4.2.1 of the GR discusses an analytical refinement involving pipe break locations 
to be considered when performing PWR sump analyses. The proposed guidance 
suggests application of NRC Generic Letter 87-11, "Relaxation in Arbitrary Intermediate 
Pipe Rupture Requirements; (GL-87-11) to preclude arbitrary intermediate pipe break 
locations from consideration in PWR sump analyses. The refinement suggests 
consideration of only those break locations which are consistent with Branch Technical 
Position MEB 3-1, "Postulated Rupture Locations in Auid System Piping Inside and 
Outside Containment," of NUREG-0800, "Standard Review PIan-(SRP)," (SRP), Section 
3.6.2, "Determination of Rupture Locations and Dynamic Eft. Associated with the 
Postulated Rupture of Piping." Application of Branch TechrIIDI.IPosition MEB 3-1 for 
PWR sump analyses is intended to focus attention on hWt streI!I8..oo fatigue break 
locations, such as at the terminal ends of a piping ~m:and intamediate pipe ruptures 
at locations of high stress. !.~:""._ .: 

...~". ';. 

Staff EvalU8tlon for SectIon 4.2.1: The staff~uation>ofthis section consid8red the 
proposed GR guidance in conjunction with eXistfnl;~ng guidance on this 
subject. The staffs review oonsIdered the requi~_10'CFR 50.46, lhe staffs 
evaluation and conclusions for a similar proposal tram_,boiling water reactor owners 
group (URG SER), the guidance ~.In Regulatory~ 1.82, 'Water Sources for 
Long-Term Recirculation Cooling FoI~. Loss-of-eodant ActIident," (RG 1.82-3), 
and the Commission's staff requil'8l'1'18flilmk¢•.. ACfum (SR~ing a proposed 
rulemaking to risk-inform requirements riIated t~~1.OCA break size (SECY
04-00(7). ~~'. . "~.JiF ~,.:;~}. 

,.~:~?.;. .~ ) 

GSI-191 and the OQCl8m of PIIJB SLITIp bIodcage is directly associated with the long
term cooling ~ri4tsted In 10 C~50.46 (b)(5). To ensure acceptable 

ECCS cool.ing capabllity;-JP.,c.-e' requ.i"athat, "ECCS cooling performance must ~.i~ 
be calculated.iR;.~X)rdan~ 1ft~.I." evaluation model and must be 
calculated for a11WIiIIer of ~ Ioss-Cf-coolant accidents of different sizes, 
locati0Q8; and other PlilPerties~ to provide assurance that the most severe 
pos~ Ioss-of~-~ calculated." The staff notes that the worst 
breaks Ylilbsespect to p81jcdad t8ri1peratur8 and the OIher acceptance criteria of 10 
CFR 5O.461D1V not neces1rIrily be the limiting breaks for debris generation and sump 
head loss. Whepevaluati,. ECCS performance for compliance with 10 CFR 50.46, 
SRP Sections 6."~ Core Cooling System; and 15.6.5, .Loss-of-coolant 
Accidents Resulti"g.-, 'Spectrum of Postulated Piping Breaks Within the Reactor 
Coolant Pressure BQandary; are the appropriate SRP sections to consider. SRP 
Section 15.6.5 states that reviewers "evaluate whether the entire break spectrum (break 
size and location) has been addressed." The proposed GR guidance to consider only 
break locations which are consistent with Branch Technical Position MEB 3-1 is not 

Iconsistent with the requirements of 10 CFR 50.46 because MEB 3-1 may not ProVide 
assurance that the most severe postulated LOCA's are ca!culated, 

NRC Regulatory Guide 1.82, Revision 3 (RG 1.82-3) provides NRC staff guidance 
regarding an appropriate spectrum of breaks to be considered when eValuating PWR 
sump performance. SpecIfically, regulatory position 1.3.2.3 of Regulatory Guide 1.82 
states that a ·sufficient number of breaks in each high-pressure system that relies on 
recirculation should be considered to reasonably bound variations in debris generation 
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by the size, quantity, and type of debris." As a minimum, the staff position is that the 

• 
following postulated break locations should be considered: (a) Breaks in the hot leg, cold 
leg, intermediate leg, and, depending on the plant licensing basis, main steam and main 
feedwater lines with the largest amount of potential debris within the postulated zone of 
influence, (b) Large breaks with two or more different types of debris, including the 
breaks with the most variety of debris, within the expected zone of influence, (c) Breaks 
in areas with the most direct path to the sump, (d) Medium and large breaks with the 
largest potential particulate debris to insulation ratio by weight, and (e) Breaks that 
generate an amount of fibrous debris that, after its transport to the sump screen, creates 
a minimum uniform thin bed (1/8-inch layer of fiber) to filter particulate debris. The staff 
considers that Regulatory Guide 1.82 provides the complete sC~>Rf breaks Which 
should be evaluated to ensure that.1Q 9fR~Q.~§ l~ ~~tls!i~Q.1'I1~j)iQ~Qs~9J~8 .. _. 
guidance to consider only break locations which are consi~~ ith Branch Technical 
Position MEB 3-1 does not provide an adequate altem~yve to ,;Guidance provided in 
Regulatory Guide 1.82, Revision 3 to demonstrate compliance wifh~9 CFR 50.46 
because the complete scope of break locations ~+~.y!n()tbeevaluated~;f. 

The staff previously reviewed a similar reque~~:~;~PPIY ~p Section 3.6:t!:a~dBranch 
Technical Position MEB 3-1 for identifying break ... ions.:~d::)e considered>when 
evaluating EGGS strainer concerns in BWRs. As .'iJlented in the staff's safety 
evaluation report for the BWR's (UR9 SER), the staffl'~9ted the BWROG proposal for 
two reasons. The first reason is that~.Section 3.6.2!Ulf,tBranch Technical Position 
MEB 3-1 do not provide guidance or ci~ll~e criteria for:li~monstrating compliance 
with the requirements of 10 GFR 50.46: J:1Th9'!$l~ff.no~ed that Ule only acceptance 
criterion specified in SRP Section 3.6.2 is;compljanc!fl/llith.general Design Griteria 
(GOG) 4. GOC 4 requir~;>tt!~t licensees rn~~.!protecf~tJdtures, systems and 
components importan~4o'S8f~yfrom the dYf:\~mjc effects (e.g., pipe whip, direct steam 
jet impingement, et~.~;and en~~mental effects (e.g., temperature, pressure, 
radiological effectS)6t;t?o~tulat~ pipe rupture$.. Ttle staff communicated through 
Generic Letter 87·11 , ~i(:.htr~~i1tl;l~ the reViSed SRP Section 3.6.2 and Branch 

• 
Technical PO$i~MEB 3:"1;fJJ:Il!t lieeM.~uld still provide an adequate and practical 
level of pr~teCfiofl~qn~9mplia_ with Got 4 by reducing the number of postulated pipe 
breaks and by physical~y;wot quipment important to safety from the postulated 
pipe breaks that have at;ilative y ·er potential for failure (e.g., postUlated failures at 
high-streSs and fatigue I~lions). s a result, when demonstrating compliance with 
GDG 4, licensees may an~Yze pipe breaks through the use of pipe stress analysis 
methodologies similar to that provided in SRP Section 3.6.2 and Branch Technical 
Position MEB 3-1. The staff considers SRP Section 3.6.2 and Branch Technical Position 
MEB 3-1 to be inap~rQpriatefor postulating break locations for the purpose of 
determining the extenfof debris generated in order to comply with 10 CFR 50.46 
because these are applied to demonstrate compliance with GDC 4, not 10 CFR 50_46~ 
The second reason given by the staff in rejecting the BWROG proposal was that the 
BWROG had not demonstrated that break locations selected consistent with SRP 
Section 3.6.2 and Branch Technical Position MEB 3-1 would bound the worst-case 
debris generation scenarios and, therefore, meet the intent of 10 CFR 50.46. The staff 
finds that this discussion also applies to the PWR's and the GR proposal. 

Finally, in evaluating the GR proposal, the staff considered the current effort involving a 
proposed rulemaking to risk-inform requirements related to large break LOCA break 
size. For a risk-informed 10 CFR 50.46, the staff is revising the design basis LOCA 
break size, but does not plan on changing its current position regarding break locations 
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which need to be considered for purposes of meeting the requirements of 10 CFR 50.46. 
The staffs intention is to ensure that GSI·191 resolution methodology be consistent with 
the 50.46 rulemaking effort. 

Based on the above discllSSions, the staff concludes that it is inappropriate to cite SRP 
3.6.2 and Branch Technical Position MEB 3-1 as methodology to be applied for 

Idetermining break locations to be considered for PWR sump analyses because these 
may not identify the limiting break location. The staff concludes that the guidance 
regarding break locations, as described in GR Section 3.3 (and as amended in Section 
3.3 of the staffs safety evaluatiOn report) should be followed when performing PWR 
sump analyses. The staffs conclusion applies for the entire ~ of pipe break 
sizes which are considered. When performing anaJyses ~ in'Section 6 of the 
GR, -Alternate Evaluation: this conclusion applies for ~~ I and Region II 
analyses. ';;' "~.>~:: 

'),." 

.. -of", 

':q;.4.2.2 DebrIs GeneratIon " 
~ ..<~.. 

4.2.2.1 Zone of Influence ..-:~~".::':' .... '~~.'_~~j~..~..J 
, t' ..~ . .:. _ 

This section reiterates that, for the baseline caIcuIdon.aeGR reconvnends the use of 
a spherical ZOI to encompass the effects of jet expanSIoR resulting from Impingement on 
structures and components. h notes" two relinementl.- to be presented for 
insulation materials, but none are offeNIf~ to coatings;~. ' 

'-...) ... \; .::~- .~.' '" 

SI8ff Eytluadion for SectIon 4 2 ? 1: The ~.eone.is. practicaJ convenience 
that accounts for multiple.~reftections arilrgatuaI inUU'Bl8nce of jets from opposing 
sides of a guillotine ~'.ilHmportant to" that when the spherical volume is 
computed using an~ximatioMor unimpeded free-jet expansion, the 
actual energy 1oSIf1rlWillwKt In rRII1tipIe ~. conservatively neglected to 
maximize the size of thelQl. n..,COf1CU$with the use of spherical ZOI as a 
practicaJ ~~tIon foi''''lm~ge zones. 

_.~_-·'4<.: ...._ ..
 
4.2.2.lA- Method 1:~-Specific Spherical ZOls
 

';~~~-~"'" ..' 

Method":;:_nes the ~ of-%Ol by recommending that multiple ZOls be assigned 
to each ~~, with eaIJb corresponcing to the destruction pressure of one insulation 
species Iocated'Mar the bleak site. Pressure isobars used to define the equivalent 
volume sphe~.fQ1 pertinent to a particular insulation type are determined using the 
methodology of th&ANSI/ANS 582-1988 standaJd. Des1ruction pressures for several 
insulation types wereiJf8S8nted In Table 3-1 of the GR. That table provided the ratio of 
the ZOI radius to the break diameter for each insulation type listed. The Method 1 
discussion notes that no changes to insulation destruction pressures are to be made to 
account for differences between dry and saturated steam jets. Robust barriers and the 
effects on the ZOI are to be treated as discclSsed in Section 3.4 of the GR. 

Once the ZOI for each insulation type has been determined, the debris generated within 
each ZOI is calculated and the Inc:IviduaI contributions are summed to arrive at a total 
debris source tenn. 

Staff Evaluation for section 4.2.2.1.1: The NRC agrees that the definition of multiple 
spherical ZOI at each break location that correspond to the damage pressures of 
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potentially affected materials is an appropriate refinement for debris generation 

• 
calculations. Furthermore, it is also appropriate to apply this refinement in a selective 
manner. For example, a separate well-characterized ZOI can be applied for coatings 
and all insulation types can be treated according to the baseline assumption of damage 
equivalent to the most vulnerable material in containment. This approach was illustrated 
in the Sample Calculation presented in Section 3.4.2.6. Target material inventories 
within their respective ZOI should be calculated as in accordance with the staff 
evaluation in Section 3.4 of this SER, including the treatment of robust barriers. 

Definition of Spherical ZOI 

Application of the ANSI/ANS 58.2-1988 jet model was reviewe(.h~ Section 3.4 of the GR 
and in Appendix I of this report and was found to be an acoepteJble approach for 
computing volume-equivalent spherical ZOL However,rQaterial,..~ecific damage 
pressures that were experimentally determined uSin~high-pressure~ir as a surrogate 
working fluid should be treated in a manner similarJ0'that presented4n>§ection 3.4.2.2 to 
account for potential differences between dry arllifflashing two phase w~t~rJets. The 
listing of damage pressure provided in Table 3'-1 of the GR. implicitly aCkrf~dges the 
potential for enhanced destruction by citing tWo-PtJ~e de~ction tests forcalcium 
silicate. The staff position to reduce destruction pr~tlW'by 40% for matenals not 
tested under two-phase conditions is substantial; how&~r, it is less than the decrease 
measured for calcium silicate. \~!:'.7;' 

Three additional refinements related to~e'li~i_tion of the':"NSI jet model can be 
developed on a case-by-case basis for s~~cted~l$sJt.it ,is'advantageous to do so: 

"v "'~ .. ,' 

• 
1. First, the appl._ir\wOrst-case~~ermal hYdfaulic conditions to every break 

location c~>pe relaX' there is s~porting evidence to demonstrate that a 
particularbf~!:Joca '. r class of bre~ locations exhibits SUbstantially 
different conditiQi\JS !~;~~ conservatively calculated or measured. 
M~~~!~~mag9' meS~\.,erally driven by increased pressure, but 
~ese Vd1~can '.' ;pit unexpected changes related to the degree of 
>Subcooling.'~e APP.Qc I. 

,:_C;}:>:.,-:~, 'W':>~'t 

2..00nd, the ass~ptio equivalent maximum mass flux from both ends of a 
gUIII~ne break C~lbe relaxed if there are supporting calculations to 
conseT\1~tively su~antiate important differences between the thermal hydraulic 
conditionsllPstr~am in either direction. Damage volumes from each side would 
be oalculateo!independently and then added similar to the way that damage 
volumes an;~;'€Ioubled for the baseline analysis. 

3.	 Third, some credit can be taken via conservative approximation for friction 
losses in lines leading to the break location if adequate documentation of 
roughness coefficients, and flow losses in piping components can be provided. 
This refinement will have the effect of reducing the effective total pressure at 
the exit plane below the stagnation pressure of the upstream system reservoir. 
The system stagnation enthalpy should be assumed constant. 

It is expected (but not necessary) that these refinements would be pursued on a 
selective basis for break locations that are found to drive key decision points. For 
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example, limiting breaks identified under the baseline assumptions might be found that 
impact vulnerable insulation types that are located in high-radiation areas. While 
replacement of wlnerable insulations with more robust material might be the desired 
mitigation option. these refinements might be effective in demonstrating that the material 
should be left in place. If these refinements are applied as described for the purpose of 
exempting specific targets, the corresponding assumed break locations should be 
located such that the fIow-path distance between break and target is minimized. These 
refinements can be applied selectively In any combination, and they apply as well to the 
Method 2 refinement for direct jet impingement. 

The ZOI 8IKI Robust B8rrtera 
, 

. '::.'. 

Target material Inventories within their respective ZOI or geMdc ZOI should be 
caJculated as diSCIlSsed in section 3.4 c:A this SER, incIuIIhg tM'tleatment of robust 
barriers. Section 3.4 does not allow simple truncatioQ fof',..ooust ~ as proposed In 
the GR. /;~\..- -....{~~ .,. 

,E'fl" . ~1pf> 

EVlllu8tlng DebrI. GeIwatIon WIthIn the ~, ,~~..,.,-

The NRC agrees that the contributions of each ~.~'tO the total ~ inventory 
should be added to determine the ~ source term ~ for transport as 
described in other sections of the G~:~. 

4.2.2.1.2 Method 2: Direct jet Impinga~1n'lr~~,_. " 
~~ ..- -••i". ,'- 

This section of the GR ~the refi~~irltI.;ZOI by modeling two freely
expanding jets emanaIiRO ft":a-m broketfl)ipe section as opposed to using the 
spherical ZOI approeh ~ in SecIion'e.4. The ANSI standard ANSVANS 58.2
1988 is recommended_ det....1ng the jet~. The specific procedures to be 
followed for determining-.~su.mtiBrized, and an example caJculation is 
discussed. ThHesuIts of~. ,.·caJcuIations and an example of a plotted 
isobar ar&*"ese Appel. D of the'CR. The treatment of robust barriers and the 
determination of ove bris -.ratiPn are the same as for Method 1. 

.' .',~~?':7"' 

S1aff E~ for sedIgQ 42 t'1.2: The NRC staff has reviewed this refinement 
I and flnds~. ~_~t~~ ~-'I!f~-'!'~~!C?~ 

direction of thtUIBvered pipe. h Impiicitly assumes that the ends of the pipe are fully 
separated and U,offset.1M yet, remain b8sIcaIIy aligned in the original direction. The 
staff notes that there. no specific analysis of pipe-whip potentIaJ if this method is used. 
However, the spheriCal ZOI approximation carries similar inherent assumptions (basic 
alignment of pipe segments to create a spherical ZOI from opposing and interfering jets). 
Ahhough not explicitly stated. the perceived advantage of this method under strict 
implementation of the GR would follow from truncation of a jet segment that impinges 
directly on a barrier like a wall or floor, as well as the economy associated with use of 
ZOI calculations that have already been performed for local dynamic effects (GDC4 
analyses). The practice of ZOI truncation was reviewed in Section 3.4 and was judged 
to be nonconservative compared to the concept of ZOI volume conservation. Licensees 
electing direct Impingement model refinement should retain the volume for conservatism.
 
In fact, the mapping of an independent directional jet segment within containment would
 

I be necessarLf9~ ~~ted~ ~~! ~~~ _if_~y 818 ~~~_~-' ~ _ ~ __
 
Analysis of sidewall ruptures would carry the additional burden of investigating 
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alternative jet directions. In lieu of mapping directional jet segments for sidewall 

• 
ruptures, Section 6 of this Safety Evaluation reviews the use of directional (worst debris 
generation) hemispherical break geometry as an acceptable alternative to assuming a 
sphere for partial breaks in RCS main loop piping (non-DEGB). 

The information provided in this section on ANSI jet modeling is identical to that provided 
in Section 3.4.2.1 and was reviewed previously. However, the staff wouldJLk~JQ 
emphasize the GR statement that this refinement relies upon a high degree of rigor in 
determining what stagnation pressure each insulation type is subjected to. The first task 
is to model unimpeded jet expansion using the ANSI standard and Appendix I of this 
SER for gUidance, and the second task is to map relative spati~J9f'ometries of targets 
and the jet in the vicinity of the break location. It is also true, as statetl in the GR, that 
isobar contours like those presented in Appendix D of the~R\~~.d Appendix I of the SER 
have rotational symmetry and can be rotated about the J~gitutli~a! axis to define the 
three-dimensional surface of equivalent damage poteptia'~ i.e. in1PlmJement pressure. 

It\:f':;:'1.{i/t.;'i 
t
. '~:;'£;'\:Y"'" 

c 

As a point of nomenclature consistency, there is,tfIl'conceptual differen~~~tween the 
classical definition of stagnation pressure in a. . g fluit\~s approximat~,~y 

Bernoulli's Law and the pressures predicted by Slril~el. The predi~ed 
pressures are referred to throughout the SER as implQ' entl'ressures because they 
represent nonisentropic stoppage of the fluid on the f a target that should be 
slightly higher than the theoretical stal!l~tion pressure at'taetreestream point in the flow 
field. Other limitations to this interpretatiOfl'O,f the predicteai~ ..e:f,E:tSsures also apply as 
discussed in Appendix 1..\<. ·~it. 

_',~~'::i '( ';:,,:,'Z::;,f)i.: i:' 

It should be noted that t itional optio..".tefinem iscussed above as Method 1 
refinements for debris. I also apP!i to this M od 2. The choice of using an 
approximate spheri· eome :.or the more'tf;lalistic geometry of a directed jet is largely 
independent of the' I hydraulic assumptlOg§1Jsed to compute a jet contour. 

• 
,;tf 

ThelOI a!'!Q• 
'iZE'/1"-' 

s With~'thf;lirrespective lOI or generic lOI should be 
calculated as discusse.section·az~ of this SEA. The isobar volume of interest should 
be map~aiand conserv~!f'deperldently for the jet on each side of the break. The total 
damage vo" of the tw61,ts should be preserved in a contiguous region rather than 
crediting oveing refledJions. 

Evaluating DebriSi~e.eration Within the lOI 

The guidance offered in this section is identical to that presented in Section 3.4.2.5 and 
has been reviewed previously. Additionally, the contributions of debris from both 
independently evaluated jets are added to represent the total debris source term. 

4.2.2.2 Debris Characteristics 

Section 4.2.2.2 provides additional information regarding the characteristics of debris 
following a postulated break. The section recommends using plant-specific or pUblicly 
available vendor-specific information, where applicable, for refining debris sizes 
considered in the transport and blockage evaluations. The section includes Table 4-1 
that contains recommendations for destruction pressures, fabrication and material 
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densities, and debris characteristic sizes. In addition to replicating data presented in 
baseline Tables 3-1 and 3-2, Table 4-1 includes recommendations for other materials as 
well. 

St8ff Evaluation for Section 4 2 ? 2: The staff has the following concerns regarding the 
guidance provided in Section 4.2.2.2. 

1.	 In Section 4.2.2.2.1 "FIbrous Insulation-, the guidance states "Not all generated 
fibrous debris needs to be assumed to be of a transportable size.- The reality is 
all debris not specificaJly attached to a structure can transport given a sufficient 
driving force. For example, an entire intact blanket of fibIQus debris will move in 
a pool of water If the flow velocities are sufficiently fall. Sheeting flows during 
testing has shown the capability of moving intact RMloassettes under certain 
conditions. The point Is that all debris should be.r:onslclered transportable until 
plant-specific anaJyses determine otherwise: ; 

. '.~~"	 . .... 
2.	 ~Reference ZT was cited in Section 4L2.22 "Reflective ~ Insulation 

(RMlr as a source of Infonnation for"'.debris size distributionlor RMt debris. 
However, Reference Z7 Is a report on ~ng pf.NUKONTM InsQiBtion and 
does not contain RMIInfonnation. The~ an appropriate debris size 
distribution for RMI debris Is not available in'lle-GR. Reference Z7 is also 
inappropriately cited for ~ coatings in S8ction 4.22.2.3, "Coatings-. 

".>~-~~.'.l'~.~- .. . 
3.	 In Section 4.2.2.2.3.1, "Coatings "',1he zor, theGA recommends using the 

properties of a multiple coating ..em_-pr.oduces the post-accident debris 
with the most detrimental effects_ tJ1Ie containment sump. However, the GR 
does not ~~'which typ8s of properties (e.g., a light or 
heavy coating de~1d ~ the most detrimental effects. The most 
detrimerdBI ~. debris tranSport may differ from those most 
detrimental to ~ ~-,:rhe staff Is oancemed that such ambiguity in the 
guidance could ...«ill".,ii;:'''",.rmined properties from a conservative 
_1dpoInt.aAd ~ ih8leach component in a multiple coating system 

•_.Jbe e~uat~ ~ applicable ~rties. ~ffective pr~ for 
J>Allultipie types 1Jf$bris • .., be determined. In a smllar statement II'l 

$ection 4.22.2:.'~outside the zor, assuming properties for 
uNllentified non-_.quaI1fied coatings systems used outside the ZOI should 
assume the most ~mentaI properties needs more supporting guidance 
regarding which WPes of properties are most detrimental. 

4.	 In section 4.2:2.2.4, the GR recommends assuming that all tape and stickers 
located in the ZOI are destroyed Into small pieces and fibers. The positive 
aspect of the assumption Is the subsequent transport to the sump screens 
would than be 100% of this debris. However, It Is not a forgone conclusion that 
assuming the debris Is destroyed into small pieces and fibers would cause a 
higher head loss than If this debris arrived at the screens intact, which is one of 
the potential realities, at least for non-soIub1e tapes, stickers, and tags. As 
intact debris, this debris could effectively interdict flow through covered portions 
of the screen thereby effectively reducing the size of the screen. Hence, the 
GR statement that it is conservative to assume that all debris created from tape 
and stickers Is reduced Into fine or small pieces or individual fibers Is not 
supported. It Is recommended that the head loss evaluation estimate the head 
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loss by assuming each condition of the debris, and then use the higher head 

•
 
loss in the NPSH margin determination.
 

5.	 In Section 4.2.2.2.5 "Fire Barrier Materials", fire barriers consist of many types 
of insulation and other materials including board materials, blanket materials, 
and foam materials. With a few exceptions, debris generation data does not 
exist for fire barrier materials that differ from the piping insulations tested. The 
GR recommends "For materials that are unique to fire barrier applications and 
do not have supporting test data, a destruction pressure equal to that of low
density fiberglass may be assumed." While this guidance seems reasonable 
for fire barrier materials consisting of a low-density fiberg,~s or even a high
density fiberglass, it is not acceptable to apply data farlow-density fiberglass to 
the variety of fire barrier materials, e.g., board anq,l~rn materials. 

,l'{ " 

"\ii, ,::,: 

The staff did not independently verify all the data c9fltalFJea in GR Tf$le 4-1 and has the
 
following concerns: ' "0:€:
 

1.	 Table 4-1 provides four seam orientl\ti~~(~ICiU~$iJ!Cate destructi~~pressures 
(i.e., 0°, 45°, 180°, and generic orjentation}::With~ atlditional guidance and the 
zero degree reference was not stated. ApplJC~~,pn of seam oriented destruction 
pressures requires orientati~:specific jet destru~pn models. As discussed in 
Appendix II, because sUbsta~,'j~plation damag,~urred at a jet pressure 
of 24 psi in the OPG tests (45°:l;)rie~~q), the 10we~'if3ressure tested; the 
threshold pressure for destructiOJ:l is aettr~l,:d~ss than 24 psi. The staff 
recommends using the recomme~qt",h in N ICR-6808 of 20 psi for 
calcium silicatt'J;;,1 'ii: 

4'i; 

• 
2. The destrubl res recommended in Table 4-1 is 2.5 i for blanketed • - - -1 Formatted: Bullets and Numbering 

and uniackeiea':Min-K~reas in the~aseline Table 3-1 the GR 
rec0rl1rl1endatio~~:pgi.:mt.dhese two recommendations are in conflict. D~:T~dewu~npre~re 

" recommended in Table 4-1 Is 2.5 psi Tbe_Jfr?~mme~~sing a aestruction pressure of 2.5 psi for blanketed 
I for blanketed and unjacketed Min-K 

>anjacketea'M1lll:mK in tllSfbaseline as well as in the refinements. The GR i whereas in the baseline Table 3-1 the 
recommendedtd_tructioo~essure of 6 psi for blanketed jacketed Min-K with	 GR recommendation is 4 psi. Hence.I 

these two recommendations are in,Si bands and laf. and strike locks does not specify the jacket construction. i conflict. The staff recommends using
unJef;s a specific~~ket construction can be correlated to test data whereby it i a destruction pressure of 2.5 psi for 

blanketed unjacketed Min·K in the can'E;shown thafia pressure of 6 psi or greater is needed to compromise that i 
baseline as well as in the

specifioilacket. then the lower destruction pressure of 2.5 psi should be used. " refinements. The GR recommended 
. :'",_",: - >.:' I destruction pre~re of 6 psi for 

blanketed jacketed Min-K with SSL-..JJ l~ IJQt~~ _ttil!t_s~y~~al9~ta_~r~J!l~~i.!'lgJ~o_11} J!igl~_4- j _t~~t-,,~i~ ~_r~gl:!ir~d_ ~y _~: bands and latch and strike locks does 
the analyst,"For example, the material density for Min-K is specified as NA but \	 not specify the jacket construction. 
will be reqUired when applying the GR recommended NUREG/CR-6224 head "	 Unless a specific jacket construction 

can be correlated to test data loss correlation.	 " 
\ w~reby It can be shown that a 
\ pressure of 6 psi or greater is needed.,4.	 The destruction pressure for Microtherrn was apparently set equal to that of \

\ 
10 compromise that specific jacket• 

\ 
\ then the lower destruction pre~re ofMin-K in Table 4-1. without justifying remarks. Some rationale should have \ 

\ \\ 2.5 psi should be used.'
been presented for this justification.	 \ 

\ Formatted: Numbered + Level: 1 + 
\
\ Numbering Style: 1, 2, 3, ... + Start5.	 For Knaupf with an as-fabricated density of 2.4 Ib/ft3, a destruction pressure of \ 

\ 
at: 1 + Alignment: Left + Aligned at: 

10 psi is recommended in Table 4-1 ; and for Knaupf with an as-fabricated \ 0.25" + Tab after: 0.6" + Indent at: 
density of 4.0 or (blank), the GR does not recommend a destruction pressure. \

\ 
0.6" 

However. in Table 3-1 of the GR. one entry exists for Knaupf which	 Formatted: Bullets and Numbering 
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recommends a destruction pressure of 10 psi, alone. Because of the 
inconsistency, application of this guidance for Knaupf should be based on Its
 
as-fabricated density, as aooropriate.
 

6.	 The destruction pressure recommended in Table 4-1 for Kaowoo! was made 
without justifying remarks or reference. Some rationale should have been •presented for this assumotion. 

7.	 as 9.41bst'ff in Table 4-1 but 
iv n as t 121 in Ii ~ 3-2. If this a
 

manufacturing variable, then the plant-specific as-aoo!ied density should be
 
used. As illustrated in APpendix V, the head loss eVakration,is very deoeodent
 
UPOn this number.
 

8.	 The reference number provided for the materialdensit'/or Kaowoo! is given as
 
"xx," which is not listed in the GR Refe!'8!lCMSection (i.e...§stction 9). and
 
should be corrected and/or crovided· " .
 

9.	 The destruction PreSSUre for Mi~"'Sure-HoJsf bands is reconimended In
 
Table 3-1 of the GA, as 150 PSi: however•• _ is missing from GR Table 4

1. The staff evaluation of this value is prov!Mdln Section 3.4.2 of this SEA,
 
The acceptable value proyicitd In Table 3-2 of_ SER should also be used If
 
applied as a refinement.~~.~, .
 

". .. :.t· , .: 
10.	 The destruction D!!SS!Jre recoriInerided.JftT. 4-Uor Silicone foam Was
 

made without lustifying remarks " ref.noe,. Spme rationale should have
 
been Ores8ntW:.." assumptioil. . ., ..
 

....;.,..r :. 

11.	 ~~=e r 
D
=-.":".-.•-.-4>-,-----...... 

• ' •'1'"5... - , ",:, -< • ~	 , , <t>Some dill W8I8 8II8UnIlId without 
12. . ':"'" ""!!.. ~ "v' juIlIyIngl8llM8••.g.,!he
 
~- - - - - - - --'::'::;.- - - -~:- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -, deIlNdIonpr88lU/8torM
 

. . _ eppenIfIlIy eet equal eo that 

St8ffConclusion. Rft1.1nqSMIPn 4.2.2.2: The staff finds that use of debris- .., taM<. Some I1ItIoneJe should 
specific characteristics aSiIi!refi~o the baseline is acceptable. However, the ,::::=:;'tor this and Olher 

cautions IIst8d above ~be considered In the use of this refinement and debris- The 88 fabik:atlld densly of Kaowool 
specific data should be ~ .,'" ~a;::.-::.-:r~n1~~·I~ 

1 • balIlIIIne Table 3-2. If this density Is a 
4.2,3 Latent Deb"'t,:' " " rrI8rUaclurlngvarieble.lhen!he 

, pIBnt~ 8HppIed density 
\ . lIhoI*I be~. Aa IIU8IraIBd In

Although the GR does not identify any generic anaIyticaJ refinements for quantifying '\ \ Appendix Vt the head loss evaluation 
latent debris in this section, other methods identified as aoceptabIe atternatives by the , I 18 wry dependent upon this number. 

staff in SectIon 3.5 for sampling plans cou!d be viewed as refinements to a ,l'~;;~~;~~~~\}-I'cInMIIiBd: lUIets and Numberino
conservatively assumed baseline Inventory.•	 _ 

0-....: and ~ If possI)le 

DeWed: SpeclIlc deIalIs 01 an4.2,4 Debrl. TI'IIfI8POI1 irr1lnMld c:henIcterIzation plan do not 
requn prior approvaJ If !he plan Is 
cIeelgned to satisfy the objlIcIIves 01section 4.2.4 recommends two methods of analytical refinements for detennining the 
8SlWn8tIng lDlaI pIant-speclfic

flow characteristics of the sump pool for the purpose of predicting the transport of debris	 ~ 01 both Iller and particulate 
in the sump pool to the recin:ulation sump screens. These methods included the open	 and chaJ8ct8r1z1ng the properties 01 

this debris with r88plICt to lhalrchannel flow network method (Section 42.4.1) and the three-dimensional computational hydIauIc ~ properties. 
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fluid dynamics (CFD) method (Section 4.2.4.2). Aspects of the network method 

• 
discussed included the following: the analytical approach, model input development, and 
the network solution. An example network model was superimposed onto a 
corresponding CFD result. No discussion was provided regarding the use of network 
predicted results to estimate debris transport within the sump pool. Aspects of the CFD 
method discussed included the following: the selection of software, the bUilding of a 
computer aided design model that could be used to generate the computational mesh, 
the CFD analysis, and the prediction of debris transport using the CFD results. 

The debris transport discussion associated with the CFD modeling included a discussion 
of plotting velocity magnitude contours for the minimum bulk trall$port velocity at 
selected levels within the containment pool. After the area w.ithin this transport velocity 
contour is determined, the debris within this area is assum~,;t()transport to the sump 
screen.	 ,,' 

The GR also includes Table 4-2, "Debris Transp0'1i;Referellce Table,"';that provides 
transport data such as the minimum velocities n@8C1ed to transport deb~. 

".-, ,,- . 

Staff Evaluation for Section 4.2.4: Of the ~6riethods ()J,analytical refin~Ments for 
transport of debris in the sump pool the staff identjfie~~I:le;;following challenges in using 
the open channel network method: , ' 

t~;:, 

1.	 The implementation of the netj~~fJlethod requires,thl:l adaptation of multiple 
correlations for estimating fornil.losS'~icients andfrlction factors (correlations 
typical of piping pressure loss eatpulati~s);/A~ef;lch network node junction, a 
form loss coeffic~ . required tflat~lmulates~ for the connecting nodes. 
The complexity of "',,' mp pool c"nnel will rElquire the analyst to make 
engineeringjudgment\Adaptations f(:jphe application of generic correlations and 
the complexity'9,f the riixfel input dev~!wment can severely limit the detail of 
the model resuttiAO il1;~1fltl)leIcoarse,flodalization. 

•
 
" ,':" .. ", - '" ".::e' .' >.--:;_:,:_.,.-,<;"T.:1'''':::<.;~ •.•_'' "-''''r ,,,""
 

2. 

3. 
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4. The network method is not capable of predicting pool characteristic during pool 
formation that affect the transport of debris during this period such as the initial 
spreading of water across the floor or the filling of inactive portions of the sump 
(e.g. reactor cavity). 

5.	 The large number of input parameters associated with specifying a network 
nodalization model (e.g., Inputs to fonn loss correlations) could make the 
perfonnance of a quality sensitivity evaluation for those input values difficult. 

Appendix C compares the resuhs of the open channel network method to the resuhs of 
CFD method. The staff concluded that the resuIIs do not agree.lflG,Orltrast to the 
assertion In the GR that the network and CFD resuhs compare'~vorabIy. The difference 
In flow rates of less than 10% were caJcuIated by dividing ~_ total recilCUlation flow. 
For example, the GR quoted error for Channel 156 is 7.71' '(TaMe.C-1) but the flow for 
the network method Is in the opposite direction to tha! oftJe CFO·~. If the 
difference for Channel 156 were calculated as the ~noe betw8llMhe network and 
the CFD predicted flow rates divided by the C~ resUlt would have. 56% 
instead of 7.7%. In addition, the flows of the Qeiwork and CFD methods 8JJJ.n.the 
opposite direction.	 . .. ':1:, ' .. ''I'''' r 

The GR recommends adding 10% to the caJculat~::j\:t~:~rates but the staff 
recommends that the safety factor ~ to the netwolft:c.Jculated resuhs be based on 
benchmark analyses of the network ~ against ~rQ8nta1 debris transport 
resuhs and/or superior anaJyticaI methods: 1rlllitilion, a rneIhO(j is still needed to 
perform the needed analysis that is well ~1Ities of the network method. 

,. ., . ''c:::..[*''i;'o 

Regulatory Position 1.~~ ciI& 1.82, ~ 3, states the following: 
.. 

An acceptabII9-..JyticaI epproach to pAII1ict debris transport within the sump pool 
Is to use computaiienaJ "~ics (CFD) simulations in combination with the 
experifJ18AtaI debriS ~... ',8amples of this approach are provided In 
NU~ and flUf'EGIC~3. Alternative methods for debris transport 
~ are 8Ieo~. provided they are supported by adequate validation 

AlIIlalytical teehnlqlles usil"lg«perimentaJ data to ensure that the debris transport 
es1Ijftates are conservative WIth respect to the quantities and types of debris 
trans]Xllled to the suIIp scr&en. 

Consistent with 1M abovetegUlatory position the staff accepts the nodal network method 
as an atternatlve methGd10 calculate debris transport onto the sump screens. However, 
the licensees should aJpport this method using experimental data to ensure that the 
debris transport estimates are conservative with respect to the quantities and types of 
debris transported to the sump screen. 

The staff finds that the GR presentation regarding the CFO method and anaJysis is 
thorough. Specific staff comments include: 

1.	 The GR suggests using turbulent turbine kinetic energy (TKE) profiles in the 
pool as a pool characteristic but falls to prescribe how this information wouJd be 
useful in the debris transport analySis. The staff recommends a potential 
adaptation of a CFO method employed in the BWR drywell debris transport 
study [NUREGlCR-6369, Vol. 3] where the CFD code Is also used to simulate 
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applicable tests where debris settling was correlated to the CFD predicted 

•
 
turbulence indicators.
 

2.	 The GR discussions regarding the level of detail or analytical fineness to model 
does not adequately address potential plant features that can significantly affect 
sump pool hydraulics. For example, the GR statement that "Obstructions less 
than 6 inches in diameter or the equivalent may be omitted," is too general a 
statement. If there is a single 6 inch obstacle, it might be argued that it can be 
neglected but if there is a series or array of 6 inch objects, then the array may 
need to be modeled. 

3.	 Other model development aspects, including the fOllQ~~~;ShOU/d be properly 
assessed before selecting modeling options: the ty~'a.nd size of calculational 
mesh, boundary conditions inflow and outflow o~bns,;1ill1d convergence 
criteria. Many of the modeling options dependtlpon th~~J) code selected 
and the model development should proper!Y+$~ect the beSt~lltions for the 
plant-specific sump pool evaluation"!$!;i:f' 

The GR recommends using a uniform distribtltf6~'~t debri~p~,~ the sump fl . 'I.e., the 
sump pool debris transport fraction is equal to thell~r, ~afi'action where:1he velocity is 
greater than the minimum transport velocity (GR Seetf~4.2.4.2.5). This 
recommendation is not acceptable ~use the debrisi9 nce into the pool is not 
uniform. The staff provided suppleme".:~yidance in A . e~ 11/ and VI addressing 
sump pool debris transport and blowdo~~~~own trans;respectively, in the 
volunteer plant. Appendix 11/ demonstra:te~ that '" . floor' a transport model would 
under-predict the sump pool debris transport ir;t'fl ... ',..'eer plant by a wide margin. 
Debris initially deposi ' sump floo{'\Jn the volupteer plant was preferentially 
deposited within or compartment due to the partial confinement of debris 
in the break com .. ris initially d~po~ited in the upper levels of the 
containment would the drainagfJt>f the containment sprays entering the 

• 
sump pool at 'scret .1Y!j.~l!~~ffaster areas of the pool. The licensees 
should uS~!:'	 thodol~les presented in Appendices 11/ and IV for 
refine~ ptalyses. 

I )1} J~~'~_S.:~~~eJi!l~L ~ ~_ _up_~i~~i~!rib_u!i~1} ~a_s_r~C;:Q'!'!T!.e_n,!:l~~ _~t!.e!~ !I!~ ~'!'~U 
fines woufd~rnpletely tra ort to the sump screens and the large debris would not 
transport atEii~0i;I'"herefore ." sump pool debris transport refinement cannot be applied 
to small finesb" e at~st a portion of this group must be treated as suspended 
fines with comple ; port. A refinement can be applied to the large size group but in 
the baseline guidan . is group is assumed to not transport. In orde~!~ I?~~~Q Yt'lt!l_~ 
sump pool analytical/refinement, a better defined size distribution that addresses the key 
aspects of debris transport should be used. In addition, if the analytical refinement is 
applied to the small debris, it should also be applied to the large debris that is neglected 
in the baseline methodology. The licensee should use the four size categories used in 
both Appendices III and VI for fibrous debris. This size distribution has: (1) fines that 
remain suspended, (2) small piece debris that transport along the pool floor, (3) large 
piece debris with the insulation exposed to potential erosion, and (4) large debris where 
the insulation is still protected by a covering thereby preventing further erosion. 

GR Table 4-2, "Debris Transport Reference Table," provides useful data and references 
NRC published documents as the source of the data. However, one column in the table 
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provides selected values for TKE energies required to suspend debris that are not in the 
referenced NRC published documents. The staff has not assessed or accepted the TKE 
numbers presented in GR Table 4-2. 

St8ff Conclusions Reaard1na Section 4.2.4: Section 4.2.4 recommends the open 
channel flow network method and the three-dimensional computational fluid dynamics •method for refining the anaJysIs for transport of debris in the sump pool to the 
recirculation sump screens. Consistent with Regulatory Guide 1.82. Revision 3. the staff 
accepts (1) the CFD method and (2) the nodaJ netwOf1( method as an alternative method 
to calculate debris transport onto the SlI1lp screens. However. the licensees using the 
nodal network method should support It using experimental dataJoimsure that the 
debris transport estimates are conservative with respect to ~quantlties and types of 
debris transported to the sump screen. The GR reconune,••ldebris transport model in 
Section 42.4 that assumes using a uniform distribution GI&blta.tICIOSS the sump floor Is 
not acceptable because the debris entrance Into the podHs not unlfomt. Appendices III 
and VI provide additional staff guidance on a~ tnlnSf*t methodologies 
for refined analyses.' . 

..:..~~. 
4.2.5 He8d Loss 

".';'i,. ~;;,:.... •
.:.: 
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5.0 DESIGN AND ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROL REFINEMENTS 

• Industry representatives including the Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI), the Westinghouse 
Owners Group, and various participants from individual utilities have followed the 
development, research, and resolution process of GSI-191 for several years. Over this 
time, practical insights have been gained by the participants regarding the relative 
importance of each stage of the accident sequence to the overall assessment of 
recirculation-sump vulnerability. This section addresses the phenomenology associated 
with debris generation, debris transport, debris accumulation and head loss across beds 
of mixed composition. As the knowledge base of research data and plant survey 
information has improved, and as analytic methods have devel~~to address each 
aspect of the complex accident sequence, so too has the aw~hess'of potential 
vulnerabilities grown. Recognition and understanding of tl)~:.· iple contributors to 
sump-screen vulnerabilities has initiated a discussion ao.Ut po e mitigation 
strategies that seek to interdict the accident progression at one 0 e of the 
aforementioned stages. ",,:ii;,,:, 

""',,.; 

Self assessment of recirculation sump vulnerail>ttitv and th~. identification' 'specific 
contributing factors is a responsibility of each Iice~!ile, b ." ~ chapter att '.' 'pts to share 
the broader industry perspective on possible improvel!JJ. '. at a licenseecan make to 
improve their sump-performance posture, regardless GtlJeir current plant condition. 

• :.~ ~, ';/':-:~--

Given the diver$lty of possl~e responses to this issue and the variety of site-specific 
solutions that wiUbedev¢oped at varying degrees of complexity, at this time the NRC 
cannot ,Elr\(:tor~~ !i~' " .. ,ftTIj!ig~tio_n_ ~tr~t~g~ th.a! ls_Clff~r~~ !l~re~ _~~_e_s~~~!l!s_ Clf_r~la!iy~ __ - -{ Deleted: prematurely 
effectiveness expr in the GR are the opinion of the industry representatives. The 
staff believes that this information improves the practicality of the GR because licensees 
are immediately motivated to find workable solutions to any problems that are identified 
during their VUlnerability assessments. Any necessary changes to plant configuration, 
technical specifications, operating procedures or other licensing basis changes should 
still consider the need for NRC staff review and approval. Licensees should consider 
existing regulatory processes, and if necessary, submit any required information for staff 
review. An important aspect of the existing review process is the need for applicable 
testing and analysis of any new equipment or materials that are incorporated into the 
ultimate resolution strategy_ In this manner, the NRC can jUdge the effectiveness of the 
approaches chosen by each licensee. For these reasons, the staff review of Chapter 5 
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is limited. The staff found the technical descriptions in this chapter to be acceptable as 
an introduction to the topic of mitigating sump-screen vulnerabilities. 

5.1 DEBRIS SOURCE TERM 

FIVe categories for design and operational refinements are examined in this section. •Staff comments on each category are itemized below. 

1.	 Housekeeping and FME programs: The GR recommends that if housekeeping
 
or FME programs are implemented or revised to reduce the
 
Iatent/miscelJaneous debris burden then appropriate proaedures should be
 
designed to ensure a high level of performance. The staff wishes to emphasize
 
that such procedures and performance metrics. based.on swipe sample
 
analyses, for example, should be used if vulnerability asaessments rely on
 
periodic cleaning activitieS to maintain debris loadings below some minimum
 
level of concern.
 

,,''"
2.	 Change-OUt of Insulation: Two add~ comments are offeredby,the staff in
 

addition to those itemized in the GR: ~;it should be noted thatwflile change
 
out of problematic Insulation types may address1he issue of maximum debris
 
loadings on the screen, it might not address the sue of minimum loadings
 
required to form a thin filtratlcm,bed. To satisfybolh concerns, a combination of
 
strategies in addition to chang8Qd.might be needed. 5econd, the Jarge-scaJe
 
removal of some Insulation typIIS mav'~rtently increase the latent debris
 
loading of residual insulation rn$riaIsdRlees removaJ is performed carefully to
 
minimize the ~ of fine mate~ effectitM:plant cleaning routines are
 
implernented~ ~ to recover dispersed material.
 . ......

-,' 
3.	 Modify ~ Insu_: This may'~address the issue of maximum
 

debris loads 0ft..4IiIe SC1IWIO without ~ the minimum loadings required to
 
forma,thin filtr'aliltttJed.. ~....~,..-b6th concerns, a combination of strategies
 
in.....m~of exiStlPlg insulation may be necessary.
 

4. . .Modify Other EWPme~·~ems: The staff agrees that changes to 
··neninsulation it..shouJdbe considered in the context of the entire sump
 
~ evaluation. AnoIher example of beneficial change to equipment
 •
waS -.uugested bYI1he discussion of latent debris surveys that identify unique 
coIleetiaA1 of particulate or fibrous material like filter housings that are 
vulnerablelo Wlliler infiltration. If such sources can be sealed or protected from 
containment1lpr8y, then the intemal inventory will not be released to the sump 
pool. 

5.	 Modify or Improve Coatings program: Under the conservative assumption that
 
100% of unqualified coatings will fail, the staff agrees that conversion to DBA
 
qualified systems would reduce the source term contributed by failed coatings.
 
.AUhough no current !JX!OV9d staff gUidance exists. it is PQ§,$ible that ~~ - { ~~.
 
systems that are currently unqualified could be qualified through appropriate
 
testing. Depending on the rigors of the ASTM testing standards. some of this
 
testing might be accomplished in place to avoid destructive sample collection
 
from existing surfaces and equipment. Additionally, the staff does not agree
 
with the statement that DBA-qualified coatings have very high destruction
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pressures. This statement has not been proven for the simultaneous 

• 
combination of high-temperature and high-pressure jet impingement. See 
Sections 3.4.4 and 4.2.2.2.3 for more discussion on acceptable coatings 
destruction pressures. 

5.2 DEBRIS TRANSPORT OBSTRUCTIONS 

This section examines various options for redirecting or retarding the movement of 
debris towards the sump screen. The objective of these approaches is to trap or 
sequester debris so that it cannot reach the sump screen durinQ/~j.rculation. Transport 
velocities are highest during pool fill up when sheeting ve/oc" '. move large pieces 
of debris that are initially impacted on the floor near the bre~ shed to the floor by 
the break effluent. During this timeframe, flow direetion~not .. entially towards the 
sump. As the containment pool fills, sheeting velociti~s d@creasei . ith the onset of 
recirculation flow, debris transport with a preferenti~l_ectlon align94'ipwards the sump 
screen is established. Design of obstructions to,~vide a barrier to d~~transportto 
the sump screens should consider all phases"Alt:ppol fill establishme'Al~', 
recirculationflow., 

5.2.1 Floor Obstruction Design Considerations 

• 

Careful thought must be given to the _l~,pf the holdin ';..', ti9'l with respect to 
turbulence introduced by cascading cont~in . ray water';;.:\For example, if diversion 
baffles successfully collect debris during'1ill u a e tone that is highly agitated 
by falling water, the net r~~.ylt may be to i~re~e t . n of individual fibers and fine 
material available for~ns~~:\to the screerttmder lowiecirculation velocities. During 
initial fill up, curbs ~.• be suDj~ed to signifl$ant flow velocities, so heights would need 
to be designed acco~I~ly in offjer to be effeo.i\l~' Removable structures like debris 
rakes and baffles maY~!.ex~.r:j.~J;l8~signific~t hydrodynamic force loadings during fill 
up. The test ..~~pited froo:r~R refer~p&4;ifor the effectiveness of curbs is very 
rudiment~"S1~t oppcJrt!Jnity exists for optimizing curb designs to accomplish the 
compli01fmtary obj~ of detl!fls cap!ure and/or debris diversion. 

~",~:;;:,,"- ,:' ~" 

": 

5.2.1.1 Test Results,,·",~ 

During pool fill'OJ:l, flow dir~ions are dictated by the location of the break and the 
containment geoUl@try. ~ring recirculation, there is a directed flow path towards the 
sump screens, buf~ps at lower bulk velocities. None of the data apply to 
turbulence induced from direct water splashing near the curbing. It is noted that curbs 
could be an especia11y important strategy for protecting horizontal sump screens from 
debris build up while the sump cavity is filling. To effectively design curbing a 
reasonable detailed understanding of water velocity and direction is needed during the 
phase of transport for which the curbs are intended to be effective. The staff also notes 
that while curbing may be effective at impeding the migration of larger debris along the 
floor, curbs do not address the problem of suspended fines. Thus, the overall 
effectiveness of curbing and debris racks (next section) will depend on the site-specific 
debris types that they were designed to mitigate. 

5.2.2 Debris Obstruction Rack Design Considerations 
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There is ample room for optimization of rack designs for trapping debris before it 
reaches the sump screen. One conceptual design that has been discussed involves two 
or more parallel racks placed across the flow path to act as weirs over which the water 
must flow while depositing larger debris in the spaces between racks. For this to be 
effective, the mesh size and height of the baffles would need to be optimized for the size 
of the debris and the depth of the pool in order to prevent obstruction of water flow. This 
design concept of interstitiaJ capture between vertical risers might also be incorporated 
directly into a multilayered suction strainer where the outer layers serve initially to attract 
and capture debris leaving the inner layers clear to provide adequate water flow. 

5.2.2.1 Test Results 
:~; 

The test results cited from GR refer8nce 55 focus on tumbling and sliding of debris along 
the floor. During pool fill, water velocities could be much.hlgh8r1han the incipient 
velocities listed in GR Table 5-1. The use of racks may effectively ~ge larger debris 
items moving aJong the floor, but would not stop the mtgratJo.1 of indiWJual suspended 
fi~ . ~~ 

5.2.2.2 Debris Rack Grating Size 

In this section, the GR emphasizes several of the desIQn-c::onsiderations mentioned 
above In section 5.2.2 of the SEA. . 

,..;, _ r . 

5.3 SCREEN MODlF1CA11ON 

Staff Evaluation of SectlOOS.3: this ~'Ofthe GR::Provides guidance regarding 
potential sump screen....4Uld features; 

The relative effecttVeAil!Ies of cudlS and debris..depends on the characteristics of 
the debris that challenge1he slnJulClf1"H1. WhIe these design features may be 
effective at pr8V8f)ting the·mlgratiOri..~umesof debris aJong the floor, they may 
not be e~:pe.enting-.nsport of Suspended fines. Therefore, depending on the 
dominant debris types at a site, -IDansees may determine that it may be more cost 
effeolfwtto modify screenconfiguJ'llliDhs to manage the entire range of debris size. The 
GR considers the attrlbut880f three generic design approaches that licensees might 
pursue. TfiiIiia include passive strainers, backwash strainers, and active strainers. 

.. ~,: . 

The staff emph8slzas two,performance objectives that should be addressed by a sump
screen design. First, .. design should accommodate the maximum volume of debris 
that is predicted to atrive at the screen given full consideration of debris generation, 
containment transport and auxiliary mitigation systems like curbing that may be in place. 
Second, the design should address the possibility of thin-bed formation. When fibrous 
debris are expected as part of the limiting break condition, the screen should 
accommodate a large fraction of the expected fines (both from the ZOI and from 
potential pool degradation) as individual fibers with the potential to form a uniform layer. 
The difference between these objectives relates 10 the degree of uncertainty in debris 
transport methodology that the screen design should accommodate. While it is difficult

I to argue that debris will not transport (first objective), it is equally difficult tOP&roonstra1e __ 
that it will transport (second objecIlve). Thus, boIh extremes should be satisfied by the 
screen design. 
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5.3.1 Considerations for Passive Strainer Designs 

• The large appeal of passive strainers relates to their simplicity of maintenance and high 
reliability for an adequately tested design, both important considerations for safety
related equipment. While the GR accurately presents the general attributes of existing 
passive designs, the presentation is focused on applications of one-dimensional head
loss correlations that have traditionally lead to large strainer designs. Water velocity 
through the debris bed is an important factor in predicting head loss. so larger surface 
areas imply lower velocity for a given recirculation flow, and hence, lower head loss. 
The challenge with this approach is to achieve a large surface-to-volume ratio by using a 
convoluted screen geometry that traps debris while providing a~eqvate recirculation flow 
and not taking up too much space in containment. 

Given the requirement in some plants to address thin-bedlfol'l'l'Tat~~ for potentially large 
amounts of fine fibrous debris, large compact surface;Cireas alone;JrlllY not be sufficient. 
Two altemative design concepts may be effective,JIJ8rJiuaps in combi~n with compact 
geometries that achieve large sUrface-to-volum~18tios. Generically, tne~~design 
concepts may be described as disrupting th~fOl"J¥ICltion of,~ uniform fiberl8,~rbY (a) 
using a complex porous filter structure to capture'fi)er, or.),pesigning hyc(raulic flow 
paths that amplify velocity gradients across the flar.aCes of'the strainer where fiber 
firstapproaches.'\>, 

,'. L~;:;"::,;,.,:: 

The first design concept can be imagi .. \~~prefilter, m· rbaps of crumpled wire 
cloth (-1-inch mesh) or similar material1l;1at ~es.a very ... \8 volumetric filter on the 
face of a standard sump screen for the p~ose.-of'.RwriJ:lg fibers with minimal head 
loss. Porosity and thick f the prefiltet~ection w~c(\require design optimization to 
accommodate a speci and size ofisuspendedfiber debris. The second 
concept utilizes s s internal t~ the body of a convoluted filter structure 
that has many fins; or other prci~ances on which to capture debris. 
Small internal friction I hanced.(lnd designed to create velocity gradients 

• 
across the ~.... SU;!prOperly designed. this feature might be 
effective .at~i	 f fiber irl'a controlled way that avoids uniform 
simultarleous cover ... lace. This might be used to efficiently pack 
matenalen an essentii~crifi .rface while leaving other flow areas unobstructed. 
These c~pts, and otha.i~no ns, share a common need for adequate design 
testing, bur may offer.e~i'{~ ~QI!J~Q'!~ ~o_t!:l~ _d!,!\yI],!~k§_oj J,!rg~p~~iy~§!r~Ln~~ 
presented in R. .fw 

t't:'!" 
5.3.2 Considera••,or a Backwash Strainer Design 

in addition to the practical considerations for a backwash strainer design offered in the 
GR, the NRC staffjdentifies th~Jf>~<?~i!1g 9!>~~'Y~ljQQ~ _T~~ ~~!f_aJll"~es.1h~! !:>~C1~\y~s_h 
systems may need to undergo design testing and possible surveillance testing to 
demonstrate that they will work as intended. 

1.	 Any design that attempts to clear an existing debris blockage should give 
careful consideration to the problem of resuspension and redeposition of that 
debris. If the working fluid is applied too violently, a cloud of debris may 
temporarily disperse and then reform a bed on the screen. Testing may show 
that this is acceptable behavior that reduces the screen loading enough to be 
effective regardless of bed reformation. 
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2. It is stated implicitly in the GA that normal recirculation flow will be stopped 
during backflushing. This may raise concerns about restart reliability of the 
ECCS system. Some backflush designs might be able to operate effectively 
without interrupting ECCS flow. For example, a continuous water-jet curtain 
directed across the face of the screen might be effective at preventing debris 
buildup to unacceptable levels. This water flow might be provided as a side 
stream from the main ECCS system so that no additional pumps, actuators or 
valves need be qualified. 

3.	 Debris beds, especially fiber-based mats, are effective filters of suspended 
particulate. If the entire debris mat is disturbed very quioIcIy, the IocaJ 
concentration of material that can pass through the screen Is suddenly very 
high. This may represent a unique challenge to doWnstream components that 
is not present during normal recirculation flow.. ·· 

.. 

4.	 Most debris beds studied to date are held ...screen ~by the pressure of 
the water flowing through them. They fOlln no particular adh8aive or 
mechanical attachment to the screen. :Fibrous beds have beenobeeN8d to 
slump or sluff off of the screen in ~~ .For designs wher8 ECCS 
flow is interrupted, this behavior presentS'Ibl'OPllOl1unity for collecting or 
trapping the debris that loosens from the sawn without dispersing it greatly. 
Debris racks, or bins might .,designed to ~r the debris mats and 
minimize redeposition. Miniri'Un:4Iow backftush s,IIt8ms in combination with 
inclined screens that provide ~VItV:~ for the deIailhrnent might benefit the 
most from this behavior. ':.:. .. 

:.,	 .tt.-··." _ ", 

5.	 Item 5 in the Gilt.....~controI9iSternsto actuate the backwash 
cycle based on me~nt of P"8'SUre drop or flow. For backwash systems 
that function Intermlttefily upon aetuiIIion, some degree of information feedback 
and/or interverillan m,faC,.=" 1.0 eJ8rators to ~ the ~xibllity and 
utility of the ~., . . . .:f.l8COV8fY alternative for potential sump 
bIack8ge. . . '~~"7 .....r-:"'~;-.;; 

' .. 
.	 -~i ~:~._:;..' jo' 

5.3;3 "QInslderatlons tor... ~ Stnllner DesIgn 

Active strainerooncepts otf*r much greater design flexibility for addressing the 
challenges of debris accumulation in PWR recirculation pools. Therefore, they offer 
some unique adVaRl8ges over the other two generic screen designs. Several such 
advantages are presented as favorable technical considerations in the GA. One 
contradiction that the staff would point out relates to favorable technical consideration 
number 3, which offers the opinion that self-cleaning strainers may avoid uncertainties 
related to various debris generation and transport phenomenology. However, the same 
active strainer features that indicate suocess for some phenomena might also 
exacerbate problems for other phenomena. As an example, adhesive chemical 
corrosion byproducts might be smeared into a serni-impervious layer across the sump
screen mesh by a scraping device whereas the same debris might be dislodged by an 
optimized backflush system. 

Active designs can carry a greater burden of proof for effectiveness and operability 
depending on their complexity, and the staff agrees with additional consideration number 
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1 that experimental studies would be needed to demonstrate the effectiveness of 

• 
proposed active strainer designs. In general, many of the considerations for an active 
strainer design like power supply, control system reliability and functional reliability are 
similar to those presented in the GR for backwash systems.1 Many of the staff 
observations are also similar. For example, active-strainers may be most effective when 
combined with mechanisms for debris collection and sequestration that over time reduce 
the local suspended debris concentration that poses a challenge to the strainer surface. 

To maintain the generality of this discussion, the NRC prefers the terminology "active 
strainer" over the description of "self-cleaning." The GR accurately defines an active 
strainer as a design that incorporates active components to mai~p flow to the sump, 
but there the generality of the presentation ends and discuss,jpns of self-cleaning 
mechanisms begin. Because there are no active strainerlil.pP,t~tions for either BWR 
suppression pools or PWR sumps, there should be no prEtton~~ons imposed 
regarding typical active designs. Similarly, while con~nuQ\,Js clean' f the strainer 
surface area might be one desirable performance •ptan actiO n, it is not the ··C • 

only method of maintaining flow to the sump. "'~~(ii{ 
"\J 

• 

Another class of design solutions exists that Pe lIy CI~ the strainer #mace rather 
than continuously cleaning the surface. Consider, '. ~pIEl; a set of flat, parallel, 
inclined sump screens that are latch~d at the top co~~nd hinged at the bottom 
comers. When the outer face is load ith debris, theV~~es are released and the 
screen swings to the floor, exposing areen for debn~~llection and trapping its 
debris inventory from further transport. r" "'~9~ !!!..aYJ~~:?~~~elop-'e"d_l!sJQ9. gr:.ay!tY __ " _- i DeIeIied: more Ingenious 
assisted debris detachment on downwa.~~l1~Urfaces. Internal flows could 
be alternately switched b n separate '. dt.strainer to permit detachment 
on one side while dr m the ot e. FloW baffles might be switched with 
actuation mechani 1logic systiins or by simple rotation of a spindle based 
on hydraulic flow r en the cha~~. The success or failure of any 
innovative design cone how cOpyPletely it can satisfy the additional 
consideratiollft~~~nted . >" T "the commitment has been made to facing 
these d~.'6hal~~, no ions should be placed on the options available for a 
succe.~1 plant-sp' luti 

,cl'>'~ 

S.3.4~dtl)mary 

In combinationVnth staff c. ments provided in this SER, the NRC finds this chapter of 
the GR to be a u.' and acceptable introduction to the variations in sump-screen 
design that may be'.rsI.led for sump modification by an individual licensee. The exact 
definitions of the generic categories and the particular label given to an innovative 
design are not as important as the generic attributes that have been defined in the GR. 
These attributes serve as a basis for comparing the technical challenges and benefits, 
and the potential programmatic costs of alternative design solutions. Any consideration 
of screen modifications should be made in the context of the comprehensive site-specific 
vulnerability assessment. Alternative combinations of source mitigation, design 
changes, and administrative control should be weighed against existing debris types, 
containment geometry constraints, and NPSH margins. 

1 In fact. after correcting a typographical error near the end, item 6 should read, "Margin must be available to 
initiate active strainer mode before sump blockage affects either ECC or CS operation." 
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6.0 ALTERNATE EVALUATION 

6.1 BACKGROUND AND OVERVIEW 

Section 6 of the GR describes an atternate evaluation methodology for demonstrating 
acceptable containment sump performance. The alternate evaluation methodology 
described in this section is shown as Option B in Figure 2-1 of the GR. 

For the last several years, the NRC has recognized that probabilistic risk assessment 
(PRA) has evolved to the point that it can be used increasingly as a tool in regulatory 
decision making. Through its policy statement on PRA (ADAMS Accession number 
ML021980535), the Commission expressed its expectation that enhanced uSe of PRAs 
will improve the regulatory process in three ways: throughaafety decision making 
enhanced by the use of PRA insights; through more efficient use of agency resources; 
and through a reduction in unnecessary burdens on tile licensees;· "' 

The NRC staff has considered the development..., risk-informed ~ to the 
technical requirements specified in 10 CFR 50.,"46, and these considera~ere 
documented in numerous communications betwMn.the CClmmission and th8·staff 
(SECY and Staff Requirements Memorandums (SAM». 'The NRC CommiSSioners, in 
their March 31, 2003 SRM, directed the staff to undeflllke several rulemakings, one of 
which would develop a proposed rulEreaJlow, as a voIunlBry atternative, a redefinition of 
the design basis LOCA break size. Inw.Men:b 4, 2004 letter to NEI (58, 20(4), the staff 
stated that it would discuss, in public meeti~_!JS8 of cunent or planned work to 
risk-inform 10 CFR 50.46 as a suitable teOhn~4Qr defining a spectrum of break 
sizes for debris generation and containmellll ~ strtIin8r'performance. 

. ..;,,~ .~ ,:" 

Specific to GSI-191, the ComnillBion recentIY.f8qU8St8d the staff to, 'mplement an 
aggressive, realistic plan to acht8ve resoIutiori.,. implementation of actions related to 
PWR ECCS sump concems.-~resoI~ path involves the LOCA break size 
used in PWRatmp anaIyse8. Fore"",. is well understood that the amount of 
debris generation to be expectlld following a LOCA is dependent on the break size, and 
generally that less debris woukU. generated with a smaller LOCA break size (although 
less~ generation may be w~fn certain situations when considering debris type 
and break location). The staff is already working to risk-inform 10 CFR 50.46 to redefine 
the design-tie8is large bre. LOCA break size based on expected LOCA frequencies. A 
comparable approach for UI9 in GSI-191 resolution would identify a "debris generation
break size which would be used to distinguish between customary and realistic design 
basis analyses. Howewr, it is very important to note that an atternative approach for 
resolving GSI-191 would not redefine the design basis LOCA break size in advance of 
the 10 CFR 50.46 rulemaklng effort. In developing an atternate approach for resolving 
GSI-191, the staff intends to remain at least as conservative as, and consistent with any 
forthcoming revision to 10 CFR 50.46. 

On May 25, June 17 and June 29, 2004. the staff met with NE', industry representatives 
and stakeholders, in category 2 meetings, to discuss attemate, realistic and 
risk-informed approaches for resolution of the PWR sump issue. Throughout these 
meetings, both NRC and NEI staff presented proposals and positions regarding 
technical and regulatory elements of atternative approaches. 
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These interactions between the staff, NEI, industry representatives and stakeholders 

• 
yielded an alternative approach which includes both realistic and risk-informed elements.
 
For such an approach, licensees would continue to perform design basis long-term
 
cooling evaluations and satisfy design basis criteria for all LOCA break sizes up to a new
 
"debris generation" break size that would be smaller than a double ended guillotine
 
break (DEGB) of the largest pipe in the reactor coolant system (RCS). This analysis
 
space is referred to as Region I in the GA. Long-term cooling must be assured for 
breaks between the new "debris generation" break size and the double-ended rupture of 
the largest pipe in the RCS, but the evaluation may be more realistic than a customary 
design basis evaluation, consistent with the small likelihood of the break occurring. For 
breaks larger than the "debris generation" break size, license apply more 
realistic models and assumptions. This analysis space is re1.>< ~as Region II in the 
GA. Additionally, any physical modifications to plant equi~~tor operator actions 
credited to demonstrate mitigative capability for these I r b~ (Region II) would not 
necessarily need to be safety-related or single-fai'ure~,p . Ch'" .... to the existing 
facility designs, and credit for operator actions.would!ff1oWde !i~~ ~ __ .l~n_sAon~ls~e.l'lt - Deleted: should have 
with RegUlatory Guide 1.174. Licensees.shoulS+~~W~Jtt~tJ!l~_c!l!l!1~~th~J~~i~ty __ ""' - - - >-D-e1e-eled--:------....-< 
design would have sufficient reliability to provjfle·,r~asona~e. assurance tf1@t~ will ~," >-DeIetel---d:-WOU-ld-----.....:: 
perform their intended function.<~: .)~i;',;i~1f,ii!~)\ .' " \,....DeIeted __ -'__,_'need to 

• 

While not a component of the 10 CFR 50.46 ECCS ev, ion model, the calculation of 
sump performance is necessary to determine if the sum the residual heat removal 
system are configured properly to pro"fde"Q,\,Jgh flow to)ang-term cooling, 
which is an acceptance criterion of 10 CFR''50;~.. !herefor e staff considers the 
modeling of sump performance as the vaftdatio.~)~m .,' s made in the ECCS 
evaluation model. Sinc~~~~.modeling of s~~'perfo " e is a boundary calculation 
for the ECCS evaluatiQJ\l; ,", , nd accep~le sump 'rformance is necessary for 
demonstratinglonl;l"~tm cor ".' ling capabl~ (10 CFR 50.46 (b)(5», the requirements 
of 10 CFR 50.46 lifre;Qplicable~;tBased on thi~;~h an alternative approach might 
require plant-specific Ii 'E;lnt requ!'!ts or exemption requests from the 
regulations!~9ing 0, "~idlOsen resolution approach. Licensees could 
request,~;i& plaftt.,~~fific ~. exemptions from the reqUirements associated with 
demo~ating long-t~c;:ore' qapability (10 CFR 50.46 (b)(5». For example, 
exe~s from the re~~men '....•. ,Iro CFR 50.46 (d) ~~ !9_~ulr~~ Jt~ ~C?eJ1§~~ - {'-Deletlld ~__:_WOU_Id 
chose to·¢ti\Ssify new eq~l!1ent as non-safety related or non-single failure proof. For 
purposes df0~1-191 resohllon, exemption requests would not be applicable to the other
 
acceptance cliteria of 10 d~ 50.46 (peak cladding temperature, maximum cladding
 
oxidation, maxirT1tJtllhydr~en generation and coolable geometry), and would be
 
submitted in accor~wi1h existing NRC regulations (10 CFR 50.12). Additionally,
 
license amendment requests may be needed for changes in analytical methodology or
 
assumptions. Licensees would assess the need for license amendment requests in
 
accordance with the requirements of 10 CFR 50.59.
 

NRC staff review and acceptance of such plant-specific license amendment or
 
exemption requests would consider the follOWing elements:
 

_e_Application of the principles of Regulatory Guide 1.174, "An Approach for Using • - - - -{ Formatted: Bullets and Numbering 

Probabilistic Risk Assessment in Risk-Informed Decisions On Plant-Specific 
Changes to the Licensing BasiS;'J~defense_-i!1:qept~ '_~aJ~ty }'T:Il'!rgln§, ~~I!~ - -{ Deleted: . 
Core Damage Frequency, delta Large Early Release Fraction}". '-----------'1 
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_e_Consistency with NUREG-0800 (Standard Review Plan), Section 19, -Use of 
Probabilistic Risk Assessment in Plant-Specific, Risk-Infonned Decisionmaking:
 
General Guidance.

_e_Design-Basis, detenninistic analyses necessary to verify compliance with 10 
CFR 50.46 (b)(5) for break sizes up through -debris generation- break size. •

!.-Acceptable mitigative capability up through the DEGB of the largest pipe in the 
RCS. The equipment needed for mitigative capability would have some 
functional reliability requirements, but would not necessarily need to be safety
related or single failure proof. 

One key element of Regulatory Guide 1.174 involves assurance that defense.in-depth is 
maintained. Although a -debris generation- break size is .Ieded to distinguish between 
customary and more realistic design basis analyses, the staff would lequire that 
licensees demonstrate acceptable mitigative capabIJily for LOCA break sizes up through 
the DEGB of the largest pipe In the RCS. This philOsophy is consistent-lI!rith 10 CFR 
50.46 (b)(5) and recent recommendations rna~py the Advisory CommMee .000,Reactor 
Safeguards (ACRS) In their April 27, 2004, I8fterW·the Chairman. RequirirVthat 
mitigative capability be maintained in a realistic and _-informed evaluatioh of the PWR 
sump issue for all LOCA break sizes up through a DEQB of the largest RCS piping 
ensures that defense-ln-depIh Is ~ned. 

,:"'," 
.~.-:.... ....

6.2 ALTERNATE BREAK SIZE \. . --'-;'".:........~-;;
 

The alternate break size to be applied f~.m8tit<~ of sump performance Is 
defined in the GR me~'''' as follows: ~... <

!-Acomplet&tM!Iotine ~ of the ~ tine connected to the reactor coolant • - - -1 'ollu••al: Bullets lind Numbering 

system loop piping. ..~ j 

_e_For ~tlopp1pi.... bre8fc·••·be assumed to be that equivalent to a 
gdIIOtine'br88kd a r~ schedule 160 line. This equates to an effective • 
break area of-.s squam.incbes (assuming both sides of the break are 

-'''~rized). \ . 

In definingth_..break siz., the alternate break size to be considered by each licensee 
for lines connectljld to the main loop piping Is plant dependent, while the alternate break 
size to be applied to~ main loop piping Is identical for each licensee. 

The GR also provides guidance for detennlning whether a double ended guillotine break 
needs to be considered In attached piping. If sufficient energy for debris generation 
exists on both sides of the break, a DEGB will be used. The GR criteria for detennining 
whether sufficient energy exists are based on the postulated break distance from a 
normally closed isolation valve, and are as follows: 

_e_10 pipe inslcle diameters for large bore piping (i.e., greater than 2 inch diameter) • - - - { FonnIItted. Bullets lind NumberIng 

!.-20 pipe diameters for small bore piping 
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If a normally closed isolation valve exists within this number of pipe diameters, than only 

• 
a single ended break needs to be considered. These GR criteria are based on the low 
stored energy in the pipe section between the break and isolation valve with respect to 
significant debris generation. 

Additionally, the GR provides guidance for consideration of the ongoing 10 CFR 50.46 
rulemaking effort. The GR states that, "In using this GSI-191 altemate break size, it is 
recognized that when the 50.46 rule is finalized, licensees can re-perform the sump 
performance evaluations with the final break size specified in 50.46 and modify the plant 
design and operation. This would assure coherence in the implementation of 50.46." 

Staff Evaluation for Section 6.2: The staff has reviewed the1llternate break size 
proposals as described in the GR and finds them to be aC9!~Ble. The staff refers to 
the altemate break size as the "debris generation" brea~$lze (~~S) and will do so 
throughout the following discussion. 

1.	 All American Society of Mechanical Engin ~SME) Code Class 1 PWR 
auxiliary piping (attached toRCS main loop up to and including a 
double-ended guillotine bre' any of these I ••'"C design basis rules apply 

2.	 RCS main loop piping (hot, co/..~()ver pipirtfJ)ap to a size equivalent to 
the area of a DEGB of a 14 incfi~ched_f;t6~r.r:>i~tapproximately 196.6 
square inches) -Jl~$ign basis rul6$. ~Iy 'fl~ / 

.::,:~~/:J:'\:jr;:'~t·~0}~\,. t,~,:-,t" i' 

• 
3. Breaks in th&·RCS ri1~lloop piping~hot, cold and crossover piping) greater 

than thea~size (a~roximately 1~,:9square inches), and up to the DEGB 
licensees must.d$mo· mitigativE,ti.¢apability, but design basis rules may 
not necessarily arm 'rS 

h ,~':',,~, '}};M 

The t~nical basis for'~i~ta ptance of the division of the pipe break spectrum 
for the P4~ose of evaluatj~ deb. eneration is comprised of several factors. First, the 
staff consl~red	 recent inf~~ation developed by the NRC's Office of Nuclear Regulatory 
Research (RES)regarding:tbe frequency of RCS ruptures of various sizes. This 
information wascJevelope~Jby RES through an expert elicitation process as documented 
in SECY-04-0060,ltL9ss..of-Coolant Accident Break Frequencies for the Option III Risk
Informed Reevaluatlt:>n of 10 CFR 50.46, Appendix K to 10 CFR Part 50, and General 
Design Criteria (GDC) 35." The RES study determined the frequency of primary 
pressure boundary failures under normal operational loading and transients. Although 
the results of the expert elicitation are not yet final, the preliminary results support the 
observation that the probability of a PWR primary piping system rupture is generally very 
low and that the break frequency decreases with increasing piping diameter. The 
selection of a break size equivalent to the area of a DEGB of a 14 inch schedule 160 
pipe for RCS main loop piping is consistent with attached auxiliary piping sizes in PWRs, 
and is also consistent with the ongoing 10 CFR 50.46 rulemaking direction (at this time). 

The staff also considered the fact that there is a substantial difference from a 
deterministic, "margins to failure" or "flaw tolerance" perspective between 30-t0-42 inch 
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diameter PWR main coolant loop piping and the next largest ASME Code Class 1 
attached auxiliary piping (generally the 12·ttr14 inch diameter pressurizer surge line). 
This difference is evident, for example, in Leak-Before-Break (LBB) evaluations 
conducted in accordance with NUREG-1061, Volume 3, -Report of the U.S. Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission Piping Review Committee,- wherein main coolant loop piping 
characteristically passes a LBB evaluation more easily than ASME Code Class 1 
auxiliary piping systems. Finally, the staff considered the fact that certain ASME Code 
Class 1 auxiliary piping systems may be more susceptible to failure due to 
environmental conditions which are conducive to known degradation mechanisms and/or 
loading conditions which routinely apply significant stresses to the piping system. An 
example of both of these considerations would be a typical PWR pressurizer surge line 
in which Alloy 82/182 dissimilar metal welds are subjected to.high temperature 
operating environment known to abet primary water stress,CClI'lOSion cracking and which 
is subjected to significant bending loads during startuJ)'shUtdoWnconditions due to the 
large temperature gradient between the pressurizer apd';a,e hot 'eeld the main coolant 
loop .4" ....", . 

. / ~ .~. 

Based upon the considerations noted above,,1hii_ff con&iders that the dIvIsiGn of the 
pipe break spectrum proposed for the purpoSe a;~uatiJW'debrisgeneratIOn to be 
acceptable based on operating experience, appIicaIIon at-sound engineering judgment, 
and consideration of risk-informed principles. Ucenseea::wing the methods described in 
Section 6 can apply the defined DG~ cistinguishlng'Gltween Region I and Region II 
analyses -, ," 't... • , ' 

a "..~:_: '-'_"_~':'~::':'~~' '~.~f ._6 

The staff has considered the GR guidanOil ~~ng the need to consider a 
DEGB in attached auxil=ng. The G~_fJI*Yides~ based on number of pipe 
diameters, pipe size and~B to a ~ closed isolation valve for determining if 
sufficient energy for debris ~ existsen both sides of the break. If a normally 
closed isolation vaN8exists witMl a specified f1UUtber of pipe diameters from a 
postulated break Iocation,~,a ,single enIIed break needs to be considered. The 
GR does notpovide a tectldcalballl'_.'briterion. To assess the acceptabHity of 
this p~, the·_~ the fluid volumes available on each side of a DEGB 
which lIW)Uld fall within..crite~in the guidance. Considering that a break 
occur8,aUhe maximum'dlllance 1iI1IIfa normaIy closed isolation valve, as allowed by 
the proposed criteria, the 118ft agrJ8S that there would be an insignificant amount of 
energy avalllble for ~ from the isolated side of the break when compared to 
the fluid volume end energ;9vaiIable on the unisolated side of the break. For example, 
considering a DEGB of a ~ foot diameter auxiliary pipe with a normally closed isolation 
valve 10 inside pipedBmeters away, the fluid volume In the isolated piping portion is 
less than 10 cubic feet. This fluid volume is insignificant when compared to the RCS 
fluid volume, which is on the order of 10,000 cubic feet. The fluid and energy bIowdown 
from the isolated side of the break win depressurize and void almost Instantaneously, 
while the bIowdown from the RCS side of the break would be significantly larger, on the 
order of minutes (the staff verified this through a simplified RELAP calculation). Based 
on this, and considering engineering judgment, the staff finds that the criteria proposed 
by NEI for evaluating whether a DEGB should be considered in auxiliary piping is 
acceptable. The staffs engineering judgment takes into consideration that (a) past 
experiments and analyses have confirmed that debris generation due to initial blast 
impulse (which would be from both sides of the postulated break) would be minimal, and 
(b) that debris generation is dominated by jet loading and/or jet erosion. As confirmed 
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by the staff's estimate, blowdown jet impacts would be dominated by the blowdown from 

•
 
the RCS side of the break.
 

The staff also considered the GR guidance regarding consideration of the ongoing 10 
CFR 50.46 rulemaking effort. The staff agrees with the recommended guidance that 
licensees may re-perform the sump performance evaluations using the final break size 
specified by rulemaking, and modify the plant design and operation accordingly. This 
would assure consistency with a new 10 CFR 50.46. The staff expects that the DGBS 
specified in this section will bound the transition break size specified by a new 10 CFR 
50.46. 

6.3 REGION I ANALYSIS 
/J;t~.~~.,:: 

The Region I analysis of recirculation sump performanc$mclu~~A;lyaluation of all break 
sizes up to and including the DGBS defined in Section 6:'2. The ~jC)Jity of the analyses 
to be performed for the Region I break sizes are tP,.'J!JerfOrmed in_flame manner as 
described in Sections 3, 4 and 5 of the GR. For . gion I.breaks, the ~~!ates that a 
full range of break locations will be assessed, etermine;1he limiting loca~:·d 
considering both debris generation and debris •.... ort.~~ever, as disc,!;ISsed in 
Section 6.3.2, the GR refers to a Section 4 refinerrie"J,i~osing that Branch Technical 
Position MEB 3-1 (MEB 3-1) may be used to limit the ti~k locations considered. 
Additionally, any design basis secon~side breaks (rri~~;~team line break, feedwater 
line break, etc.) which rely on sump re~~pn will be an2il~p:jn accordance with the 
Region I analyses. .' . . . 

~;\~'''''«c 

With respect to break co. . ration, cireu tial br iwill be assumed to result in 
pipe severance and S$ ,amounting . t least 0 diameter lateral displacement 
of the ruptured PipiI1Q1Sections"umless physiclt'lly limited by piping restraints and 
supports, or other'p1aQt~tructu~lmembersthat~n be shown through analysis to limit 
pipe movement to less tt:l~11 011~i~itlm~ter late~al displacement. For pipes with a larger 

• 
diameter th,y.... .,axim~:tireal< siZ~'PJ~maximum attainable break area would be 
modeled:_;i:!. ..;~ bre_twith an area equivalent to the DEGB of a pipe with the 
same' meter as the.i, S. ~~()~st location of the break in terms of orientation 
aro break locati' houldleic::onsidered. 

the SectiOl;f16.3 guidance differs from the guidance in the baseline 
analysis of s 3 involves the zone of influence (ZOI) to be considered for debris 
generation. Th8<iQ!1idance:in Section 3 regarding the ZOI presumes a DEGB, and for a 
DEGB, a sphericar:ZQUs conservatively postulated. A spherical ZOI is appropriate in 
the Region I analyseS' for any auxiliary piping attached to the RCS, since a DEGB of any 
such piping falls within Region I analysis. However, partial breaks of the RCS main loop 
piping are also included in Region I (breaks up to the DGBS), and would indicate a 
limited-displacement circumferential break or a longitudinal break, Le., "split break." The 
GR proposes that the ZOI for such partial breaks in RCS main loop piping be accounted 
for by applying one of two methods: 

_e_ZOI Based on a Hemisphere - The ZOI is simulated as a hemisphere radius • - - - { Formatted: Bullets and Numbering 

determined by the destruction pressure of the insulation that would be affected 
by the postulated break, The break orientation needs to be simulated at various 
angles around the loop piping to determine maximum debris generation. 
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_-_ZOI Based on a Sphere - Because the worst-case break orientation can be 
difficult to determine, an alternative to assuming a hemisphericaJ ZOI is to 
translate the hemispherical volume into an equivalent volume sphere. 

The GR also states that the ZOI refinements discussed in Section 4 are available when 
performing Region 1analyses. 

The acceptance criteria tor containment sump screen performance continues to be core 
cooling based on available NPSH equaJ to, or greater than, the required NPSH for all 
pumps required to operate for long term core cooling. The calculations of required and 
available NPSH are based on the models and assumptions cummtly .used in design 
basis analyses of sump and core cooling recirculation perfOnlRl/'lC8. Additionally, the GR 
states that if containment spray is Cl'8C:ited in the design beSis -analyses, the containment 
sump screen performance also includes NPSH margin for the minimum required 
containment spray. -". .~;;;:. ,"."_ -: I'" ._ 

The Region I anaJyses also consider the impa(:t:d the OG,BS on event~, thermal
hydraulic conditions and NPSH requirements: ~.xam~. use of the DGSSwill affect 
key scenario events such as the timing of transfer1ft!m RWS'f injection to I8Circulation 
mode, the containment sump water properties (e.g.,1emperature), and containment 
back-pressure (if credited in the desiF basis analyses)..The Region I evaluation will 
consider these revised timings and ~ as appropMts. The guidance also 
provides for the impact of operator ~_~te containIlIent sump blockage, 
provided that the operator actions meet_ aft8IkJn for consideration in design basis 
analyses. These considerations would i~ildequ8IeWnefor operator action per 
des~n basis "rules-, ~~Ized gu~: job-task-lnalysis, training and other 
requirements. .<-, ~;~ , 

Staff Evaluation .o::~.,.staff. haliWviewed the Region Ialternate 
evaluation ~ , .. __ -, '., GR. The Region 1analysis methods 
describedirt~~.3 d •.icicable'Rhlny break sizes equal to or ~ler than the 
DGBS d8fined in ~62:~ Region 1methodology therefore, applIeS to any 
ASME Code Class 1 ~~ to RCS main loop piping) up to and 
including a dou~illoti~ of any of these lines, and RCS main loop 
piping (hot..GOld and Cl"OS8Wer pipng) up to and including a size equivalent to the area 
of a DEGB Of.--14 inch ~Ie 160 pipe. The majority of the Region I anaJyses are 
performed in the -..me rnaliner as the methods described in Sections 3, 4 and 5 of the 
GR, and as such, .....~ngSER sections are applicable for Region I 
analysis. For exam",1he guidance in Sections 3 and 4 is to be used as part of the 
Region I anaJyses to determine the debris generation, transport and accumulation on the 
containment sump screens. The staff evaluation described here will focus on 
differences from Sections 3, 4 and 5 of the GR. 

For Region I breaks, the GR states that a full range of break locations will be assessed 
to determine the limiting location considering both debris generation and debris 
transport. Additionally, as discussed in Section 6.32, the GR refers to a Section 4.2.1 
refinement which proposes that Branch Technical Position MEB 3-1 may be used to limit 
the break locations considered. As documented in section 42.1 of this SER, the staff 
concluded that it is inappropriate to cite SRP Section 3.6.2 and Branch Technical 
Position MEB 3-1 as methodology to be applied for determining break locations to be 
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considered for PWR sump analyses. The staff concludes that for Region I breaks, which 

• 
are considered as customary design basis analyses, a full range of break locations 
should be assessed to determine the limiting location considering both debris generation 
and debris transport. Section 4.2.1 of this SER provides further details regarding the 
staff's position. 

The staff finds that the GR guidance is acceptable with respect to break configuration 
because the methodology assures that the limiting break location considering debris 
generation, debris transport and the worst location of the break in terms of orientation 
around the break location will be evaluated. This methodology provides reasonable 
assurance that the limiting break conditions for PWR sump analY$$S will be evaluated. 
Additionally, considering piping restraints and supports or other planfstructural members 
that can be shown through analysis to limit pipe movementtol~ss than one diameter 
lateral displacement may be acceptable to the staff; however, be~use the limiting break 
location and orientation must be evaluated, these IOCliltions may nQ~iproduce the limiting 
conditions for sump analyses. . , 

(!15it '~, ;;\~~_:; 

Regarding the ZOI to be considered for atta~~~~uxiliaryflipingbreaks,t~~Astates 
that a spherical ZOI is postulated for breaks small..r than the DGBS for piping connected 
to the ReS main loop piping because a DEGB of thj$piping is postulated. 'For Region 1 
partial pipe breaks, the GR proposes that one of two lTll:)thods be applied, either a ZOI 
based on a hemisphere, or a ZOI ba., n translating the;hemispherical volume into an 
equivalent volume sphere. The staff ~i. the GR with re~fl~t to the ZOI to be 
considered under these conditions andopncl~Jhat applying a hemispherical ZOI is 
acceptable for such partial breaks, and t~t wh~QolF:\g sO,licensees would need to 
simulate various directio nd the RC~''i:_ln loop Piping to determine the limiting 
break location. The st , ... ot accept ti\~proposedapproach of a ZOI based on 
translating the hemi$ptlerical VQt~me into an ~uivalent volume sphere. The GR does 
not provide any techni~ justifj~tion for this a~,roach except that it is a simplification 
because the worst-case..;~ak.~~,i~n can ,.Ie difficult to determine. The staff does 

• 
not have a teCtm~1 basiS'~;,~CcePtt_~~slation of the volumes, which would result 
in a different Zdt,a~.the staff'~51s no basis to.evaluate ~~~t!:t~~ ~hls_ ~~~I~_b_e 
conse~ative, noncon~tive,'~,tfr~alistic.For simplification, the staff would accept 
apPliCati!l).~.of a spherical~91 with,@!radius equivalent to that of a ZOI based on a 
hemisph~. '." ,,' . 

The application 1I:Ie ZOI reflriements for Region I analyses should be in accordance with 
the staff's position 'as disgussed in Section 4 of this SEA. 

For the Region I surrip analyses, the acceptance criteria for containment sump screen 
performance continues to be core cooling based on available NPSH equal to, or greater 
than, the required NPSH for all pumps required to operate for long term core cooling. 
The calculations of required and available NPSH are based on the models and 
assumptions currently used in design basis analyses of sump and core cooling 
recirculation performance, and therefore, the staff finds their continued application for 
Region I analyses to be acceptable. The staff agrees with the GR that the impact of the 
DGBS on event timings, thermal-hydraulic conditions and NPSH requirements, and 
crediting of operator actions for demonstrating that the acceptance criteria are satisfied, 
can be applied for Region I analyses consistent with customary design basis analysis 
procedures and requirements. Licensee analyses should consider, at a minimum, the 
following factors: 
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1.	 The accuracy of deterministic analyses perfonned to caJculate DGBS event 
timings, TIH conditions and NPSH requirements, and their compliance with 10 
CFR 50.46. Staff expects that licensees will document, and if necessary, 
provide to the staff detailed information regarding the analyses and the 
modeling assumptions. The GR gUidance does not explicitly identify which •
phenomena and parameters will receive time dependent treatment and will be
 
considered in-scope for estimating timing of events.
 

2.	 The experimental data used for estimating debris generation, transport and
 
head loss buildup for breaks other than DEGB. In gena most of the
 
experimental data was obtained for jet conditions and transport flow rates
 
prototypical of DEGB. For example, most of the ...generation data was
 
obtained for jet durations typical of DEGB (1o-~). Direct use of such
 
data for insulations where erosion is the dominant gener8lion mechanism (e.g.,
 
calcium-silicate) may not be appropriate for!G6BS breaks. ".ilar limitations
 
on the applicability of available experimerital data to DGBS e~or other
 
phenomena as well, including debris~ and debris buiIdUp.~especiaIly
 
when operator actions are to be creait_the r1)IX¢ the analyse~:'being
 
performed. However, application of SectiatiaGtias81ine methods ensures
 
conservative treatment of erosion concerns'fW:tabulated materials.


'- . 
o' 

3.	 Also. due to uncertainties in vMous. ~-thastaff believes that it is
 
difficult to judge when maximUIJI _joss would occur (e.g., maximum debris
 
accumulation and the minimum 'HPSH iIlIQ;Iil may Dr may not occur
 
simuttaneously ~ng on operatlJraetiol1lt~:OOnsiderabie attention and a
 
broad of ~-.naIysesshoaftI be devqtiJd to establish that analyses are
 
customary -""sign baIieJ analyses.
 

./ t ..• 

4.	 If credit is to ~;taken for..containmentoverpressure. underlying analyses
 
shou~ conform_:__~:ferestimating minimum overpressure as
 
~In~eg~ Guide1S2, Revision 3.
 

The staftAOtes that thereJa.a typoitBphical error in the following sentence of Section •6.3.6 of the.SR. ·'n addition. if containment spray is credited In the design basis 
analyses (cOiitainment pretlUre, radiological consequence, etc.), the containment sump 
screen performanoe also includes NPSH margin for operation of the minimum required 
containment spray.- The staff believes that this sentence should state that adequate 
NPSH margin needs 10 be available for the maximum required containment spray, or to 
allow for an overestimate of the required containment spray. 

8.4 REGION II ANALVSIS 

The Region II analysis of recirculation sump performance includes evaluations of break 
sizes in the RCS main loop piping (hot, cold and crossover piping) greater than the 
DGBS specified in Section 6.2 (approximately 196.6 square inches) and up to a DEGB 
of the largest pipe in the RCS. Only RCS main loop piping is considered in Region " 
because all primary side attached awaliary piping and secondary side breaks are fully 
addressed as part of the Region I analyses. Section 6.4.2 of the GR states that, 11lf a 
licensee chooses to use an alternate break size smaller than the largest connected 
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piping to the main coolant loop piping, as discussed in Section 6.2, then connected 

• 
(lOping larger than the alternate break size would be addressed as part of the Region II 

'aluation." The staff finds that this statement is not consistent with the alternate break 
ze as defined in Section 6.2 and should be clarified. NEI and industry representatives 
formed the staff that this statement is Included in the GR to allow for the possibility that 

lhe forthcoming 10 CFR 50.46 rulemaking would redefine the design basis LOCA break 
size to be smaller than the DGBS defined in Section 6.2. As discussed in Section 6.2 of 
this SER, the staff agrees with the recommended guidance that licensees may re
perform the sump performance evaluations using the final break size specified by 
rulemaking, and modify the plant design and operation accordingly. 

,,-,-"'" ,< 

Section 6.4.2 of the GR refers to a Section 4 refinement proPQSing that Branch Technical 
Position MEB 3-1 (MEB 3-1) may be used to limit the brea~;I~ions considered. With 
respect to break configuration, the Region II analyses areo1lmitsQ:1'to DEGB of the RCS 
main loop piping. These circumferential breaks arel\~surned to re~~lt in pipe severance 
and separation amounting to at least one diameter,~.teral displacenr~ f the ruptured 
piping sections unless physically limited by piping'restraints and sUPP,()ther plant 
structural members, or piping stiffness as may. demonstrated by anaIYst~r;r:t1e GR 
states that existing plant-specific dynamic 10ads·~lyses"t•.postulated primary side 
breaks are utilized to assist the determination of the 'break configuration for Region " 
analyses. ' 

'(2:)), 

The ZOI models and assumptions to ~ '1~c1for Region'll~aJi'aJysesare those as 
described in Sections 3 and 4 of the GIt,' re,re a number of known conservatisms 
in the ZOI model presented in Sections 3>"nd 4,.rMowev~r! ,because development of a 
technically sound model re realistica':/~del the ,~¢>t based on existing 
experimental and anal, is quite cotg'plex and has not been initiated, the GR 
relies on the model;i\~scri ections 3'Wld 4. 

\;\(/\' 

• 
The guidance in Secti ~ GR isJlfso applied to determine the debris 
generation, t,r~~~rt and ., '" ' containment sump screens for Region II 
evaluationS.\The'lR p in Sections 3 and 4 are considered to be bounding 
models, to assure th ".de r~tion. transport and accumulation are not under-
prediet~,C\I. There are co, . .'isms in each portion of these evaluation models in 
Sections '3 and 4. Howe devel0pment of more realistic models in these areas is 
difficult du~itf)1tle limited "unt of experimental and analytical information available, 
and this work\~.not yet tBlien initiated. 

The acceptance cr~~r containment sump screen performance for Region II 
analyses are continUitJ core and containment cooling. The applicable criteria to 
demonstrate retained mitigation capability for long-term cooling capability in Region II 
analyses are: 

_e_Positive NPSH margin is maintained for the minimum number of ECCS pumps + - - - { 

necessary to demonstrate adequate core cooling flow, and 

_e_Demonstration of adequate containment cooling capability to provide assurance 
that the containment boundary remains intact. 

The first criterion (Positive NPSH margin is maintained for the minimum number of
 
ECCS pumps) can be met by ensuring NPSH margin is maintained for one or more
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moderate to high-capacity ECCS injection pumps. Additionally, for Region II analyses, 
the GR states that limited operation without NPSH margin is acceptable if it can be 
shown that the pumps can reasonably be expected to survive during the time period of 
inadequate available NPSH. Suggested technical justification for this would include 
vendor information in the form of test data or engineering judgment derived from tests 
and/or operational events. • 
The GR states that the second criterion (Demonstration of adequate containment cooling 
capability) can be met through credit taken for minimal heat removal pathways, including 
containment fan coolers. permitted by emergency procedures. AdditionaJly, 
subatmospheric containment plants would not have to demonstraIe that the containment 
remains below atmospheric pressure for the duration of the acctdent,if permitted by 
emergency procedures. The GR also states that, -exceeding-nominaJ transient 
containment design pressure/lemperature and environrtMIRtaJ qualification (EQ) 
envelopes is allowed for Region II analysis, if reasoNIbIeessuranceis provided that 
containment pressure boundary failure or vitaJ equjpmieAl failure wouldmt be expected.

A'-:-' ',. 
The Region II analyses also consider more ~modeling of debris g8nIIqdjon, 
transport and accumulation on sump sc:reeM ~ the1iming of debrisjJeneration. 
and transport and accumulation in relation to the ~,dthe available and required 
NPSH. More reaflStic modeling of ~ items c:onsld88:. 

!.-debris generation, transport ~~Iation is~dependent, • - - - { fonMIIIed: Uets and N~ 
\:. . ~:~1:~~.. '.. 

!-available NPSH is time depenc:Ief\ and"~\,,: __. 
!.-the maximum de.~18CCU.mulation'~.·" ,,:.~~ required NPSH may not_. 

occur simu~~, '[ .~ 
~:':'- ~~; ...~ 

The.GR also allows c~~~actions~" the operation of non-safety, 
eqUipment. "',' "",.' -~'<' 

~~~.-;:~.~~=':: •

descri~:1n Section 6.4 • __ for any breaks in the RCS main loop piping (hot, 
cold and ~rpiping);..-ter than the DGBS specified In Section 62 
(approximatlAr:t.96.6 squaIt inches) and up to a DEGB of the largest pipe in the RCS. 

For Region II break1ocalons. Section 6.32 of the GR refers to a Section 42.1 
refinement proposing that Branch Technical Position MEB 3-1 be used to limit the break 
locations considered. As documented In Section 42.1 of this SER, the staff concludes 
that it is inappropriate to cite SRP Section 3.62 and Branch Technical Position MEB 3-1 
as methodology to be applied for determining break locations to be considered for PVIIR 
sump analyses. The staff concludes that for Region II breaks, a full range of break 
locations should be assessed to determine the limiting location considering both debris 
generation and debris transport. Section 4.2.1 of this SER provides further details 
regarding the staffs position. 

The staff finds that the GR guidance is acceptable with respect to break configuration 
because the limiting break location considering debris generation. debris transport and 
resulting sump screen head loss will be evaluated. This methodology provides 
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reasonable assurance that the limiting break conditions for PWR sump analyses will be 

• 
evaluated. Additionally, considering piping restraints and supports or other plant 
structural members that can be shown through analysis to limit pipe movement to less 
than one diameter lateral displacement may be acceptable to the staff; however, 
because the limiting break location must be evaluated, these locations may not produce 
the limiting conditions for sump analyses. 

Gertain portions of the Region II analyses are performed in the same manner as the 
methods described in Sections 3 and 4 of the GR, and as such, those corresponding 
SER sections are applicable for Region II analyses. The guidance in Sections 3 and 4 is 
to be used as part of the Region II analyses with respect to ZOll'llOdeis and 
assumptions, and for determining debris generation, transporta.nd aCcumulation on the 
containment sump screens. There are known conservatism&iq,each of these models as 
described in Sections 3 and 4, and as such, the staff fin9~fthemJ(l) be acceptable for 
Region II analyses. Sections 3 and 4 of this SER pr9y:id&~further1lf~taiIS regarding the 
staff's position and review of these models. ~zY£" . " 

;i!f{,fY'" -";;""'::'~" 
The GR proposed two acceptance criteria for,",f!egion "analysis. TheSEJ..-e: 

::<l~j~;_"',-, ,;:i~:;,,:->,; ._ ' 
_e_Positive NPSH margin is maintained for the'~m number of EGGS pumps 

necessary to demonstrate ad~quate core cooriA1~low. 

_e_Demonstration of adequate c~_Yl~nt cooling '~i~i1ity to provide assurance 
that the containment boundary I'..mai~,{i act. . 

The staff considers positi¥~~PSH margin: available NPSH is greater 
than the required NP~l:!tfor;""(lt1 pump. T .GR has specified the amount of NPSH 
margin necessary. Since the SJ~ff has previ<>wsly accepted the available NPSH equal to 
the reqUired NPSH,thatis, an NPSH margin ~,~o, this nonspecificity is acceptable for 
realistic and risk-informedflile~tOA11·.iil~fllyses .. ::fhe determination of both the available 

• 
and the regl.lir'80;NP.SH is ~essed4BJ~ns 6.4.7.1 and 6.4.7.2, respectively, of this 
safety evaftJa.tion~port. " •L 

The GR. not specifywl1at is milnt by adequate core cooling. The staff interprets 
adequat cooling tomesn thaftheecceptance criteria of 10 CFR 50.46 are 
satisfied. BfliRlaintaining pgsitive NPSH margin to demonstrate adequate core cooling 
flow, the 10 C'FR50.46 aC(ijeptance criteria should not be challenged. 

The GR does not spe/ilify what is meant by adequate containment cooling. The staff 
interprets adequate containment cooling to mean that the containment is in a safe and 
stable state and preventing risk-significant fission product releases. This will be further 
taken to mean that the containment has not failed structurally. The GR states that 
containment design pressure and the containment design temperature may be exceeded 
for analyses of breaks above the DGBS.. The staff will consider this, andJic_e!l!>~~~ 

should determine, on a plant specific basis, whether exemption and/or license 
amendment requests are required if the containment design pressure and/or 
temperature is exceeded. Licensees should determine whether the containment 
leakage rate exceeds the value of La defined in 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix J and given in 
the plant's technical specifications. An exemption to this regulation and/or a license 
amendment request might be required if a licensee determines that this is the case. The 
staff will evaluate these requests on a plant specific basis. 
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The GR states that the second criterion can be met through credit taken for minimal heat 
removal pathways, including containment fan coolers, permitted by the emergency 
procedures. The staff finds that credit taken for minimal heat removal pathways 
permitted by the emergency procedures would be acceptable in a realistic and risk
informed Region II analysis. The staff expects that licensees will provide detailed 
information regarding plant equipment and/or operator actions credited in their Generic 
Letter responses. The staff will assess credit taken for minimal heat removaJ pathways 
as part of the Generic letter response reviews and closeout process. 

The GR also states that it is acceptable to exceed the "nominarSl envelopes. The 
staff finds that applying a more realistic EQ envelope could be acceptable in a realistic 
and risk-informed Region II analysis. For Region II anaIyses,1M staff does not consider 
it necessary to comply with the guidance of NUREG-0588. Revision 1, which is the basis 
for the EQ analyses described in plant Updated Final Safety AnaIyID,Reports 
(UFSARs). If any equipment exceeds the appt'OPI'iale'E envelope.tbe licensee should 
consider whether an exemption to 10 eFR 50.4918 required. The staff'~that 
licensees will provide detailed information witln8Spect to"exceeding nomlnal',EO profiles 
in their Generic Letter responses. The staff will assess the application of EO envelopes 
as part of the Generic letter response reviews and-.out Process. 

For the Region II evaluation, the GR ,,-ria would a11ow'lmited ECCS and containment 
heat removal pump operation without NPSH'margin. UceriSB9.swould need to 
demonstrate that the pumps can l'88SOI18bIy'beecpected to sUrVive during the time of 
inadequate available NPSH margin. Technical jtIIIIiQId.ion for this conclusion should be 
based on test data or ~ring judgment dIIfwd _tests and/or operating 
experience. ,,,,.. ' .. ~.:.. '.' ,c 

The GR points outthat-. guidlnce for deternining adequate NPSH margin is currently 
provided in Regulatory ~ 1~"{RG 1.1), whiCh is the licensing basis for some 
operating ~,and RegUlBtoryGaide Ut2, Revision 3 (RG 1.82-3), which contains 
the current stmlJt1ldance. ~R suggests that it is not necessary to apply the 
conseMitive guidancepovided"'Jhese Regulatory Guides when analyzing the 
consequences of breaksilrger thIlnlhe DGBS. The remainder d Section 6.4.7 
provides-guidance on an ~mat9tmore realistic approach. 

':".' 

section 6.4.7 'discusses theapplication of Generic Letter (GL) 91-18 (GL 91-18) with 
respect to determination d realistic NPSH margin. The GR considers that a "nominar 
parameter value used In-performing Region II analyses could be exceeded. For this 
situation, the GR proposes that operability assessments in accordance with GL 91-18 
are not necessary. The GR establishes a time limit allowing the nominal value to be 
exceeded for a period of 30 days. LOCA anaJyses are typically carried out only to 30 
days. The staff finds this proposal to be unacceptable because the Region II analyses 
remain within the design bases. Exceeding the nominal value of a parameter used the 
Region II analyses may result in decreasing the available NPSH to the degree that there 
is no longer positive margin for this design basis accident. Therefore, the staff 
concludes that the same conditions apply as would apply for a Region I anaJysis and the 
guidance in GL 91-18 should apply. 

The GR discusses the realistic assumptions that may be applied in caJculating the 
available NPSH for breaks larger than the DGBS. These are discussed in Section 
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6.4.7.1 for each of the factors which contribute to the available NPSH: suction elevation 

•
 
head, absolute pressure head, vapor pressure head, and friction and form head losses.
 
The staff finds the GR discussion for Section 6.4.7.1 to be acceptable with one caveat.
 
The discussion of friction losses notes that experience has shown that calculations of
 
friction loss based on handbook values tend to overestimate the friction loss. The GR
 
states that these values may be reduced based on engineering judgment or test results.
 
.:To guantifv the available margin injh~~~ 9~19~1~!iQr:!s. the staff's position is that ~ '!l.9r~ 
substantive basis than engineering judgment should be used. Engineering judgmen~ 
itself without further technical basis does not provide adequate justification for removing 
conservatism in handbook friction loss values. The staff will accept a reduction in head 
loss calculations based on accepted handbook values only if its{~s is technically 
justified. "f' 

The required NPSH of a pump is measured by the pump~endc)fi0mi.accordance with 
applicable standards. It is usually based on a 3% droP h1;the purt1p~tal head (first 
stage for a multi-stage pump). This value has been'sete9ted as an . recognized 
level of cavitation. It is not the level at which ca'(Jtstion first appears. R states 
that, since total head is not necessarily a critiQSlolarameterfor a centrifump in the 
LOCA recirculation mode, the pump vendor lnaYQ$.ablelfl)~lovide relief i. e amount 
of NPSH reqUired to avoid pump damage rather thant@~ndon the formal definition of 
required NPSH. The staff agrees. The staff has in the.~t accepted the pump vendor's 
technical judgment on pump capabili".. In this case, t nditions the pump will 
experience and the time period that the~~Yt'i11 experie/U1~se conditions should be 
well defined and evaluated by the pumpNen(tor.\l1l addition, $taft believes that vendor's 
technical judgment should take into consk:lerati9n·tlj.'~t that recirculation water may 
include debris of differe9V~u:l9S and sizes(,i,~~.rtombi~teftects of debris ingestion and 
cavitation should be f~r~ decision ma.king).

)' , . '>\!;';':-; 

• 
The GR states thal~~ntingfer the decreaSejnrequired NPSH with an increase in 
pumped liquid temperattit~'8s.~ed in ANSVHI1.1-1.5-1994 (ANSI/HI 1.1-1.5) 
should not bf3: The ~~;.agfeesii_gjS consistent with the guidance in RegUlatory 
Guide 1.~:: "~)f\ 

'-" 

The_lational Me~~~SectiOI1:~tion6.4.7.3) of the GR discusses assumptions 
that coula'~apPlied for ~e realIStic available and required NPSH calculations. It is 
not clear ~t/~ meant by~lculating required NPSH since reqUired NPSH is typically 
measured antfi~cified byiJle pump vendor. Licensees referencing the GR should 
clarify this. One«:!~be itE;lrtts listed in this section states, "...Containment pressure head 
based on absolute...re rather than vapor pressure." Rather than "absolute 
pressure," the term "pressure of the containment atmosphere," would be clearer. The 
staff expects that licensees will provide detailed information regarding the application of 
more realistic analysis assumptions in their Generic Letter responses. The staff will 
assess these assumptions as part of the Generic Letter response reviews and closeout 
process. Additionally, application of certain assumptions may require plant-specific 
exemption§ and/or license amendment requests. 

With respect to timing of events, the GR discusses the realistic modeling of debris 
generation, transport and accumulation on sump screens. One bullet in this section 
states that, "...the maximum debris accumulation and the minimum reqUired NPSH may 
not occur simUltaneously." It appears that this is referring to minimum available NPSH 
margin rather than minimum required NPSH. Other than this editorial comment, the staff 
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agrees with the report's proposals in this section. The staff expects that licensees will 
provide detailed infonnation regarding more realistic modeling of event timing in their
 
Generic Letter responses. The staff will assess this modeling as part of the Generic
 
Letter response reviews and closeout process.
 

The staff agrees with the GR's proposaJ of operator actions that may be credited to 
compensate for the effects of debris generation on the ECCS and the containment spray 

Isystem. Credit forJh~-~ !lJ1_~~~s~~ 9!l_~ ~t ~~!ftc_~~~~ - - - - 
calculations.supportina the credit should be ~rJ~_ i!'_~~ ~_~~UJ~t~ 
Guide 1.174. 

The GR does not address the analytical methods to be used forperfonning the Region II 
analyses (e.g., computer codes and models). In particular•., has reservations on 
how the models and methods described in sections 3 and 4 coukj be adopted for these 
types of analyses. The staff will assess the adequacy ohnethodsillled during reviews 
of any plant-specific licensing submittals and pIant-.tp8CificlWdits perfoquect as part of 
the GSI-191 and Generic Letter cJoseout process. Part of staffs assesement would 
include: methods, models and data used to 8811mate eveld timings, TIH condiIiOns, and 
how the debris phenomena treat calculational ul'l8ldai~ ~Jt is known thaI:811 aspects 
of debris phenomena (including, generation, transpOIt..-d head loss) have large 
uncertainties. In lieu of explicitly treating these uncer1ainlies, staff used engineering 
judgment to conclude that these u~are typicaItramall compared to 
conservatism introduced by DEGB typellmlling analyses. licensee evaluations 
perfonned under Region-II should be cognizant. such issU8S:8nd address them 
explicitly. For example, considerable experimenlllJo8Vidence'-xists in support of 
increased head loss due~tenn~.Verytillled, if any, experiments are 
carried out to quantify~1edor mechani*ally. Instead traditional correlations 
developed using shelt:term teila, corrected based on engineering judgment, were used 
to account for lonO-18IIAj)henomIna. In the p8II. staff accepted such approximations 
because of large margin;lM~.11 ..,., implic:ft in DEGB type analyses. 

• ' , ·':';·iJ~·.·· '..' ' .. ' 
8.5 fUll( INSIGHJ'S "':.) 

Seclioft"8.5 of the NEi.~toguide the determination of risk acceptability for 
cases inwbich a 1ic:ense8'~ OD'sump mitigation capability (including crediting 
operator aG'IIIiI\s) for the R8i;on II Analysis (i.e., Section 6.4). In Section 6.5 of the NEI 
Evaluation GUiiIInce, the 8cceptance guideline from Regulatory Guide (RG) 1.174 that 
is used to define~ small increase in core damage frequency (CDF) is used 
to establish a target rell8bility for the SdTIp mitigation capability. To further ensure the 
acceptability of this approach, the NEI Evaluation Guidance also uses a conservative 
value for the large break loss of coolant accident (LBLOCA) initiating event frequency, 
which is taken from NUREG-ll50. Thus, the NEI Evaluation Guidance provides a 
method by which a licensee can ensure that any increase in CDF resulting from plant 
modifications. operator actions, etc. that are credited in Section 6.4 will be small and 
meet ~ RG 1.174 acceptance guideline by demonstrating that the target reliability of 
the sump mitigation capability is achieved. 

The target reliability is established by first calculating the increase in CDF as the 
combination of the LBLOCA initiating event frequency (LBLOCA:IEF) and the sump 
mitigation capability failure probability (SMC:FP). In this caJculation there are a number 
of conservatisms used to make it simple and straightforward, including: 
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• 
!--The base case condition represents the condition in which the current sump • 

meets the regulations without needing credit for mitigation capability and is 
assumed to not clog (Le., the sump is perfect, with a clogging probability of 0). 

!--The mitigation condition case represents the condition in which the sump takes 
credit for mitigation capability and assumes if the mitigation capability fails the 
sump will clog (Le., the sump always clogs if the mitigation capability fails, with a 
clogging probability of 1) and a clogged sump results in core damage (Le., no 
credit for potential recovery actions). 

!--The calculation is performed for the entire LBLOCA brecUC.s,ectrum (Le., all 
breaks greater than about 6 inches), while the NEI EV~luation'Guidelines "Region 
II" altemate approach is only used for those break Scite~greater than the "debris 
generation" break size, which is only a portion oUAe LBL()(;A break spectrum 
(Le., calculation assumes all LBLOCAs require niltigation,.just those greater 
than the "debris generation" break size). .". "sC::' 

_,A7.'i' .. , 

Based on this approach, the calculation of theslrlQfease in'~pF can be sirri~i~d to: 

~CDF = LBLOCA:IEF x SMC:FP 

'iSi"",
Recognizing that the target reliability . ~he complemS~Qfthe sump mitigation 
capability failure probability (SMC:FP) .,_"'iQ9 the equSJ\pnresults in: 

TR =1 - SMC:FP =1 - [~CDF I L~O~~I'~~J2''';.;;, 

The RG 1.174 acce,pt$hce .,ine fora s""l1 change in CDF is less than 1.0E-S/year. 
This is an approprjate,f~cceptan" guideline fOtJ>lants where the total CDF can be 
reasonably shown to ~~. ' 1.0E-4/year:\"I'he NEI Evaluation Guideline states that 

• 
the 1.0E-4/yeartotal CO< ,!tleJlopulation of PWRs. The staff accepts that 
this may be.strue.qowever ."total CDF is significantly greater than 1.0E
4/year,~sideringall:mooes itiators, then that licensee should provide additional 
justifi..lion and meet '. ro igher target reliability. 

-;. 'I", 

:" J/ "~:4~>,>_/: 
The value'Qrsthe LBLOC,biji",itiating event frequency from NUREG-1150 is S.OE
4/reactor-yeat.~t is recog~d by the staff that this represents a generic bounding value 
of the LBLOCA,frequencY,tind is considerably greater (and thus conservative) than used 
in plant-specific prObabili$tic risk assessments (PRAs). 

Substituting the above values into the equation for determining the target reliability 
results in a target reliability for the sump mitigation capability of 0.98 per demand (Le., 
SMC:FP equals 2.0E-21demand). 

The staff understands that the reliability of the sump mitigation capability will be 
determined on a plant-specific basis and ensured with reasonable confidence to be 
equal to or greater than the above established target reliability. This determination will 
include evaluations of associated plant modifications as well as credited operator 
actions, including those modifications and actions credited in Section 6.4 that represent 
a change from current operations (e.g., crediting operator action to terminate or reduce 
containment spray flow to assure net positive suction head of the low head pumps). 
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The staff also accepts that passive components do not need to be considered in the 
reliability determination, as long as these passive components are demonstrated as 
being functional by design (e.g., enlarged sump screen areas) or failure is determined to 
be extremely unlikely (e.g., less than 1.0E-51demand), even given challenges that 
passive components might see, such as jet forces or b10wd0wn loads. However, if a •
measurable and inspectable reliability can be ascribed to a passive component (e.g., 
passive screen cleaning), then the rellability determination should include these features. 

Consistent with the RG 1.174 principles of risk-inforrned decision-making, the impact of 

I~e~=:=':~==~~~T~s:e::~== ::~~:----II~t-.-II:-::-----~
 
evaluation conducted to examine the impact of the proposed changes continues to
 
reflect the actual reliability and availability of the SSCs and opendor actions that have
 
been evaluated. This will ensure that the conclusions that have been drawn from the
 

I evaluation remain valid. Thus, the staff reguires.J~8_e~)~ ~.i!n_ ~_r ~t: - -1 DeIII8d: ellp8Ctll 
specific submittals, a monitoring program that is consistent with RG 1.174 Section 2.3, '--_---''-- ---J 

which includes a means to adequately track u.,:perforrnance of equipment that, when 
degraded, can affect the conclusions of the Icensee's evUtion (i.e., demonstration of 

I the sump mitigative capability to meet Its reliability tBrget). The program must~ -1......D_II_lt_w_llhouId_...:.....- -.-J 

capable of trending equipment perfo(mance after a ch8nge has been implemented to 
demonstrate that performance is con1lIBtent with that assumed in the traditional 
engineering and probabilistic anaJyses~ condueted1D justify the change. This 

I musli~~ ~!t~g~~~.~n 7_v:~J~ ~_it~_~ - -1......__ ~DeIlad: may--=
determines those SSCs to be relied upon.~ meet1he,aump mitigative capability target
 

I :=~~:~iO~=~~~~~~-----1'-Delll8d:---llhouId------J 
is detected and concted bef~safetyQlll be compromised. The staff expects 
that licensees chOOS1ng.tQ apDlfllis methodology -would comply with the guidance in RG 
1.174 or provi~ iust~~f~~~:, . 

In sumlT18lJ,1he'Sllilftnds_~ ~the alternate approach acceptable for use in • 
the NEI Evaluation GuIdelines ~ Jlw evaluations for the following reasons: 

,~_ ;f-~ r .;;{, (;; 

I !-The target reliabil~~ includes a number of conservative • - - -1 FoIniiiltllld: uets lind Numbering 

simplifications, IncI.ng: 

I !-It is performed for Ihe entire LBLOCA break spectrum (i.e., all breaks greater 
than about 6b:h8s), while the NEI Evaluation Guidelines WRegion Ir alternate 
approach is only used for those break sizes greater than the wdebris generationw 

break size, which is only a portion of the LBLOCA break spectrum. 

!-The base case condition is assumed not to be susceptible to clogging (i.e., the
 
sump is perfect, with a clogging probability of 0).
 

!-The mitigation condition case assumes if the mitigation capability falls the sump
 
will clog (i.e., the sump always clogs if the mitigation capability fails, with a
 
clogging probability of 1) and that a clogged sump results in core damage (i.e.,
 
no credit for potential recovery actions).
 

!-The NUREG-1150 LBLOCA initiating event frequency of 5.0E-4Ireaetor-year is
 
expected to be much greater than the LBLOCA value derived from the on-going
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U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) Office of Research (RES) expert 

• 
elicitation process. 

!.-The approach is consistent with RG 1.174 since it uses the acceptance 
guidelines that define an acceptably small CDF increase in determining the target 
reliability of the sump mitigation capability. 

_e_Licensees choosing to apply Region II analyses should implement a 
performance-monitoring program, consistent with Section 2.3 of RG 1.174 to 
ensure that the conclusions of the licensee's evaluation (Le., demonstration that 
the sump mitigative capability meets the established target reliability) are 
maintained valid. " 

In considering risk-informing aspects of the resolution 01<351-191, the staff 
recognized that there is the potential that the containmertfsump may clog if the 
mitigation capability credited in the Region II analysis doesnottunction properly. 
Based on the industry proposed approach in t?§Region II al'Ji~s, which also 
uses the conservative NUREG-1150 LBL0qtifreguency to calc~thetarget 
reliability of the mitigation capability, andusing the relcited genericsttldv 
information, the largest LBLOCA CDF wouldo§ 1.4E'f$year. This iniilicates that 
at a minimum the risk associated with LBLOCAswUfbe reduced from the current 
condition by nearly an order of ma,8nitude. 

'1, 

• 
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7.0 ADDITIONAL DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 

Four extenuating design considerations are discussed in this section of the GR that are 
related to the broad issue of recirculation-sump operability addressed under GSI-191. 
These topics are (1) structural analysis of the containment sump. (2) upstream effects 
that limit water flow. (3) downstream effects related to debris penetration of the screen. 
and (4) potential chemical effects that contribute to head loss either as an additional 
debris source or by modifying the hydraulic properties of pre-existing beds. Staff 
evaluations of the GR treatment of these topics follow in corresponding subsections of 
this SEA. The NRC agrees that this list is complete when added to the baJance of detail 
provided in the remainder of the GR. as modified by staff recornntendations. 

7.1 SUMP STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS 

This section of the GR provides general guidance for con8iderationsto be used when 
performing a structural anaJysls of the containment eump screen. Noapecific details are 
provided in the GR for how to perform this anaIyafs..General items identified for 
consideration are: verifying maximum ~!.P'8SSUI'8 due to combined;dnn 
screen and maximum debris load at rated fIdw ralls. geometry concerns (~ and 
frame vs. perforalecl plate). material selection for pOst-eooldent environrnetit. and the 
addition of hydrodynamic loads due to a seismic event. The GR specifically states that 
Regulatory Guide 1.82. Revision 3. ~ 1.1.1.8 m8yneed to be referenced for 
evaluation of hydrodynamic loads on a....r. 

T 

I S18ff 8Y8luat1on for SectIon 7.1: _1Jle_~!i~~~~~_~~~ In_~P!l_~.! 
pertaining to the analysis..qt-the structural ~Iity of1he(X)ntainment sump strainer to 
be acceptable. The st81f1ill8lB that potential bending and stretching of existing wire 
mesh may lead to gIIPS at the JM*lts of attaehPIent between wire and framing structures. 
The staff further ag,....t any-.modlficationsto existing sump-screen configurations 
should employ ~,riaIs ~wi" not be affected by post-LOCA 
containment~. -. / -, \-1:r"'

~ . 
. ..~ 

Consideration of sufrip-.uetu~ in the GR and in this SER is limited to the 
debri81o&ds and the hydnwlic Ioa*Jifnposed by water in the sump pool. Dynamic loads 
imposed CJn the sump strueeure and screen by break-jet impingement must be addressed 
in accorclartC&with GDC 4i-including provisions for exclusion of certain breaks from the 
design basis when anaIysEis reviewed and approved by the NRC demonstrate that the 
probability of fluid .system piping rupture is extremely low. 

Paragraph 2(d)(vii) ofihe Information Request section of Generic Letter 2004-02 
requests that addressees veritY that trash racks and sumo screens are capable of 
withstanding the loads imoosed bv expanding jets and missiles. The staff is requesting 
that addressees verify that the trash racks and sump screens continue to meet the 
current design basis requirements under GDC 4. as discussed above. 

The GR does not provide detail in its presentation of criteria for sump screen 
performance and comparisons to predicted head loss. To clarify this information, the 
staff offers the following discussion. It is true that structural loads on a sump screen 
should be computed using the total pressure drop across the screen. The total pressure 
drop is the sum of the head loss computed or measured across the clean screen at a 
rated flow in the absence of debris and the debris-induced head loss computed or 
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measured under the same volumetric flow rate. The limiting conditions for sump screen 

• 
structural analysis correspond to a break location and debris source term that induces 
the maximum total head loss at the sump screen after full consideration of transport and 
degradation mechanisms. Debris-bed head loss should be calculated for each 
postulated break scenario according to methods outlined in Section 3.7 and 4.2.5 of the 
GR as amended by SER recommendations. 

Licensing-basis calculations of NPSH margin already include the effects of flow 
resistance through the clean screen, so it is sufficient to examine the debris-bed head 
loss separately. For a completely submerged sump screen, if theNPSH margin is 
smaller than the head loss induced by debris from the limiting b~~. then the Iicensing
basis has been exceeded and some form of mitigation, modifiCation,or exemption is 
warranted. For a partially submerged sump screen, a pot~l;ltial'y more restrictive 
condition may apply. In order to supply adequate water1:tOw thrQl.!9h the debris bed, the 
pressure drop cannot exceed one half of the pool de~Jh '11, feet orW~Jer or the NPSH 
margin, whichever is smaller. This additional criter~'9rtses becau~tI\le containment 
pressure is equal on both sides of the debris beg"s8nd the static pressu~;~f the pool is 
the only way to force water through the bed [~·:~,,82-31 . 

/ \;t:~~::":i' .. ', ,:}[~~\:(., 

Thus, different criteria may dictate the structural c ':6f the sump screen for 
supporting water flow through a deb~s bed under r ,.tion velocities depending on 
screen geometry. Other considerati~like maximum water velocities during fill up and 
hydrodynamic loads during a seismica~.y impose adQltionlill design constraints. 

"'d;:i~';:;:' . 

The guidance presented in the GR WOUI~i~eq~i;~:~,Jjqensee to perform a plant-
specific evaluation of theirr ctive sum~~~en to 'd~ttmine structural capability 
under post-accident c.oRdit The staff agr~es with tna GR reference of Regulatory 
Guide 1.82 for evalLlafjon of' dynamic lotWs. This plant-specific analysis would be 
reviewed on a ca~~~~se st~.v:"""i 

-,,' '1'. <' ;J~f/" 
>' i'cd7'i:1, \' 

•
 
7.2 UPSTEI~EFF~ ji. '''ii';
 

"';< 

This ~~~~ of th~~i~Vid~S';.~i~ance on evaluating the flowpaths upstream of the 
COnt8m~nt sump for hQf~up of iFWetltory which could reduce flow to and possibly 
starve th'ei~ump. The G~i~entifies two parameters as being important to the evaluation 
of upstream·enl=lcts, they atl!i: (1) containment design and postulated break location; and 
(2) postulated~k size anti insulation materials in the 201. The GR states that the 
above two para~~rs provide a basis to evaluate hold-Up or choke points in the flow 
field within contain~ntetipstream of the containment sump. The GR also advises that 
the containment con.Clition assessment as described in NEI 02-01 provides guidance on 
this review. 

The GR provides users of the document the following examples of locations to evaluate 
for hold-up of liquid upstream of the sump screen: (1) Narrowing of hallways or 
passages; (2) gates or screens that restrict access to areas of containment such as 
behind the bioshield or crane wall; and (3) refueling canal drain. The GR then states 
that these areas of concern are generally applicable to all containments but advises 
licensees to evaluate their containment for possible holdup at unique geometric features, 
and to evaluate any plant-specific insulation installation. 
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Staff Evaluation for Section 7.2: The staff finds that the above mentioned items of the 
GR are appropriate as stated and offers the following amplification: Licensees should 
utilize the results of their debris assessments to estimate the potential for water 
inventory hold-up. Based on these assessments and the mapping of probable flow 
paths licensees should utilize methods provided in Chapter 5 of the GR (reducing the 
source term) for the additional purpose of reducing hold-Up of b10wd0wn inventory •
upstream of the sump. Licensees should evaluate the effect the placement of curbs and
 
debris racks intended to holdup debris may have on the holdup of water en route to the
 

I sump. 

Staff Conclusions Regarding section 7.2: The staff finds that ... GR provides
 
adequate direction regarding the evaluation of holdup of inveptOry from the sump. The
 
staff provides the above additional comments as an amplification to the GR.
 

7.3 DOWNSTREAM EFFECTS 
'~-'-" 't.' , 

This section of the GR gives licensees guidance.dn evalUating the ~
 
downstream of the containment sump for ~ due to,entrained debfts,_. The GR
 
specifies three concerns to be addressed which aM: (1) bkiGkage of flow p8Ihs in
 
equipment such as containment spray nozzles and1ightdearance valves: (2) wear and
 
abrasion of surfaces such as pump running surfaces,·.... heat eXchanger tubes and
 
orifices: and (3) blockage of flow cIe8Iances through tuel8I88Illblies. It is noted here
 
that the NRC is currently conducting rBllardl in the area of,dIbriI bypass through sump
 
screens and flow blockage of HPSI throlUe VIIv8s, and that thIS·SER may be
 
supplemented with the results of this research in ...,.~Y 2005. The staff would then
 
expect licensees to ~-the su~.fnfonnaIIaft In evaluating their plants for
 
downstream effects. .,".';>';;.''''''. ~::. ','
 

The GR identifies1heBlarting P«*rt for the evatuaIion to be the flow clearance through
 
the sump screen and stIdIB _tM.maxImLn size of particulate debris that will pass
 
through the sumpscreentsdetermlned,,- flow clearance through it. The GR states
 
that wear·and abnI81aI. of SUJfMes in the 'ECC and CS should be evaluated based on
 
flow raI8S to which the.8urfac8Slllll be subjected and the grittiness or abrasiveness of
 
the ingested debris. ~ i8G'C9*es that the abrasiveness of debris is plant-specific.
 
The GR also states that..and*asion of plI11ps due to ingestion of debris may
 •
have been addressed by..pump manufacturer and advises licensees to contact their 
vendor regarding the abIlit1<Of the pump to perform with debris in the process fluid. 

Staff Evaluation -section 7.3: The GR states, -If passages and channels in the ECC
 
and CS downstrearnOf the sump screen are larger than the flow clearance through the
 
sump screen, blockage of those passages and channels by Ingested debris is not a
 
concern." In addition, the GR states, "Similarty, wear and abrasion of surfaces in the
 
ECC and CS should be evaluated based on flow rates to which the surfaces will be
 
subjected..." The staff finds the GR statements do not fully address the potential safety
 
impact of LOCA generated debris on components downstream of the containment sump.
 
The following represents staff expectations on the review of the effects of debris on
 
components and systems downstream of the containment sump following initiation of
 
containment recirculation. (Refs. 68, 69)
 

The evaluation of GSI 191 should include a review of the effects of debris on pumps and
 
rotating equipment, piping, valves and heat exchangers downstream of the containment
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sump related to emergency core cooling (ECC) and containment spray (CS) systems. In 

• 
particular, any throttle valves installed in the ECC systems for flow balancing, e.g., HPSI 
throttle valves, should be evaluated for blockage potential. The evaluation should also 
address the effects of entrained debris on the reactor vessel and internal core 
components. (Refs. 2, 17) 

In general, the downstream review should first define both long term and short term 
system operating lineups, conditions of operation, and mission times. Where more than 
one ECC or CS configuration is used during long and short term operation, each line-up 
should be evaluated with respect to downstream effects. The definition of the design 
and license bases mission times form the premise from which tb~~ort and long term 
consequences will be determined and evaluated. " ..,. 

""i-,~~~{,'> 

Evaluations of systems and compon~ re to be based/a the flow rates to which the 
wetted surfaces will be subjected and ·.iness or abras.fl~ss of the ingested 
debris. The abrasiveness of the debris , aR"\~Cific, as st_d in the GR, and 
depends on the site-specific materials tMt may,~~Jat~nt or break-jet-generated 

debris. ..,','; ;'i;i\);;,\\;",i;~,:? ; 

• 
Specific to pumps ant:!rotating,equipment, at1'~valuation should be performed to assess 
the condition and'ope~~ility of t{le component;~LAting and following its required mission 
times. Consideration ShOQld to, wear l1lnd abrasion of surfaces; for example, 
pump runni~~,,~~ces, b ~ietc. Tight clearance components or 
compon~wfieFe;iPrPCess WQter is used either to lubricate or cool should be identified 
and e ated. ';'!iv 

,,-,-,}';<;;v' 

Dirt, dUp other matefillls maytombine or interact with fiber and cause a matting 
effect. This'; ing effect~aY significantly increase the rate of wear. Test data and 
operating ex nce has $Rown that hard faced components will wear under long-term 
exposure to Postililccidentfslurry' conditions. Soft surface materials such as brass, 
bronze, etc. will we~,.\tnuch faster rates. 

Component rotor dynamics changes and long-term effect on vibrations due to potential 
wear should be evaluated in the context of pump and rotating equipment operability and 
reliability. The evaluation should include the potential impact on pump internal loads to 
address such concerns as rotor and shaft cracking. (Refs. 68, 69) 

As stated in the GR, pump manufacturers may have addressed wear and abrasion of 
pumps due to ingestion of debris. Licensees may consider requesting information 
and/or test data from the pump vendor regarding the ability of specific pumps to perform 
with debris in the process fluid. Other sources of information available to licensees 
include information generated to support the closeout of USI A-43, "Containment 
Emergency Sump Performance," such as NUREG/CR-2792, "An Assessment of 
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Residual Heat Removal and Containment Spray Pump Performance Under Air and 
Debris Ingesting Conditions.

The downstream effects evaluation should also consider system piping, containment 
spray nozzles and instrumentation tubing. Settling of dusts and fines in low flow I low 
fluid velocity areas may impact system operating characteristics and should be 
evaluated. The matting effect may cause blockages and should be addressed. The 
evaluation should include such tubing connections as provided for differential pressure 
from flow orifices, elbow taps, and venturis and reactor vessell RCS leg connections for 
reactor vessel level and any potential to affect instrumentation necessary for continued 
long term operation. 

Valve (Ref. 70) and heat exchanger wetted materials shouId:be evaluated for 
susceptibility to wear, surface abrasion, and plugging. wear I'nII1 atter the system flow 
distribution by Increasing flow down a path (decreasing resistance _ to wear), thus 
starving another critical path. Or conversely, incf'8llled·t'8Sistance dueJo plugging of a 
valve opening, orifice, or heat exchanger tube rI)Ilf cause wear to occur.·another path 
that is taking the balance of the flow thus ~.!Jan th8 blocked path." .-;. (

C" ""~< ~: 

Decreased heat exchanger perfonnanoe due to p1iJP1g; 'bloCking, plating of slurry 
materials or tube degradation should_be evaluated wilhJ8SP8cl to overall system 
required hydraulic and heat removallllpabliity. - ~ 

,-.- .....;,1-. ..
'. ~-. -:.":, 

An overall ECCS or CS system evaluatflni~ limiting 'Or worst case pump, valve, 
piping and heat exchanger concItions shiluld b8l*fDrmed including the potential for 
reduced pump/system ~ due to in~ teilkage or through external 
leakage. Internal ~~ps may bSahrough inter-stage supply and discharge 
wear rings, shaft support and"tIJute bushi~etc. (Refs. 68, 69). Piping systems 
design bypass flow me,.~ as bypass v.,.:openings increase or as flow through 
a heat exchanger is ~~ing OF-ar. External Jeakage may occur as a 
result of Ieakale~ .~ se'II~, from the failure of shaft sealing or 
bearing ~·fIOm tMfIUlure of vaNe packing or through Jeaks from instnment 
conneodons and anyGltlBr pot-,fluid paths leading to fluid inventory loss. 

:. '. "'--'~~.- "~' "L;'

Leakage Past seaJs andr1fVs due~ wear from debris fines to areas outside 
containmetlt~1dbe evtiIated with respect to fluid inventory and overall accident 
scenario design1U1d license"ibases environmental and dose consequences. 

't" 

Auids present post t.OCA during long and short term recirculation may flow through the 
reactor vessel and itsfnternal components. The downstream effects evaluation should 
consider flow passage blockages such as associated with core grid supports, mixing 
vanes, and debris filters. The evaluation should also consider component binding such 
as reactor vessel vent vaJves in B&W designs. 

If flow paths between upper downcomer and upper plenum I upper head (such as hot leg 
nozzle gaps and upper head cooling passages) have an influence on long term cooling, 
then the potential for plugging these paths should be addressed. 

Staff Conclusions Regardlna SecUon 7.3: The staff finds that the GR is non
conservative with respect to its statement that the maximum size of particulate debris 
that would pass through a sump screen is determined by the flow clearance through the 
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sump screen. As stated above, the staff has seen evidence that particles larger than the 

• 
flow openings in a screen will deform and flow through or orient axially and flow through 
(Refs. 68, 69). Licensees should determine, based on their debris generation and 
transport calculations, what percentage of debris would likely pass through their sump 
screen and be available for blockage at the downstream locations discussed above. 

The evaluation of downstream effects should include consideration of term of operating 
line-up (long or short), conditions of operation, and mission times as stated above. 

Consideration should be given to wear and abrasion of pumps and rotating equipment 
as discussed above. (Refs. 68, 69) Licensee's downstream eff~~l~valuations should 
consider system piping, containment spray nozzles, and instrl4tl1entation tubing as well. 
Valve and heat exchanger wetted surfaces should be evalvat~)for wear, abrasion, and 
plugging. Wear should be evaluated with respect to thepmen~tl'palter system flow 
distribution. Heat exchanger performance should be,~yl:tl~ated wit~~~spect to the 
potential for blockage or the plating of slurry mater.;~PSI thrott!' es should be 
specifically evaluated for their potential to plug ~or wear. (Ref. 70) and CS 
overall performance should be evaluated wittl;~'Pect to all conditions di~ above. 

/' -.' ~ 

<'i;':},>,>, (~~1ir:fii;;~k1_ ' '
Flow blockage such as associated with core grid SURPQrts, mixing vanes, and debris 
filters should be considered. Flow paths between Uppe~l~owncomer and upper plenum / 
upper head should be evaluated for I~,term cooling deg_dation due to flow 
interruption from plugging. Vl' ";"'''!';, 

"if" '"~' {~\F;;< ':j).',.; 

As stated above, the staff concludes th~f'the Ga::~1l! tions do not fUlly address 
the potential safety imp !-OCA genel' ebris . '. ponents downstream of the 
containment sump. ~i '~ould addr the add' onal considerations detailed 
above in the staffs_luation. ,..... 

!t~j'i;i ';;

• 
In order to effectively e '. ream eff~~, licensees may need to review 
equipment $peeifj~tion +, .. nd maintenance) manuals, station drawings 
such as eqUlprneAtl·.ing, tries, flow diagrams, etc. Review of previous physical 
walkdpwns of piping'~iM'lstrurnent s~tems may be necessary to verify low points 
where (.tfbris accumuhafl~may .'potential choke points or other areas of concem 
not readllYw;lrifiable from;Jf,~umelM reviews. Also leakage past seals and rings due to 
wear from ~QQs fines to a1!!fls outside containment should be evaluated with respect to 
license bases'.RVironmen~ and dose consequences. Previously issued generic 
communications 'fJiffiJardil)f':downstream effects, HPSI throttle valve clogging, wear of 
HPI Pump, pipe Iiner'S!Mging, heat exchanger wear due to operation under abrasive or 
debris laden conditions should also be reviewed. 

7.4 CHEMICAL EFFECTS 

Section 7.4 of the GR introduces the potential problems of chemical reactions in the 
post-LOCA environment of PWR containments. The reaction products formed can 
contribute to blockage of the ECCS sump screens and increase the associated head 
loss across the screens. The GR notes that a test plan has been developed to study 
possible interactions among corrosion products and the resultant effects of those 
products on sump filtration. The GR defers guidance for dealing with these effects until 
the testing is completed and the data has been appropriately evaluated. 
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For the purpose of this SER, the issue of chemical effects involves interactions between 
the post-LOCA PWR containment environment and containment materials that may 
produce corrosion products. gelatinous material, or other chemical reaction products 
capable of affecting sump screen head loss. A concern was raised by the Advisory 
Committee on Reactor Safeguards (ACAS) that an adequate technical basis should be 
developed to resolve the issues related to chemical reactions (ACRS letter dated 
9/3012003). A "gelatinous- material was observed in a water sample taken from the 
Three Mile Island (TMI) containment following the accident in 1979. (Oak Ridge 
National Laboratory Report Memorandum dated September 14. 1979). The relevance of 
the gelatinous material collected at TMI to the evaluation of potential post-LOGA 
chemical effects during the ECCS recirculation phase in plants today is uncertain for 
several reasons. The water sample containing a gelatinous material was collected from 
the TMI containment approximately 5 months after the accidIirtt, which is longer than the 
typical projected mission time for ECCS recirculation folloWing .-modem day PWR 
lOGA. The source of the water sample collected from the TMI COQtairvnent was also 
unique in that some of the water in the TMI containmentafter the acC*tent was 
introduced from the Susquehanna River. -', ,':'C , 

A limited scope study was conducted at Los"Aaamoe Nationll Laboratory (LANl) to 
evaluate potential chemical effects occurring foI~ .. lOCA. This study was 
conducted to assess the potential for chemically indUced corrosion products to impede 
EGGS performance. In some of these'tests. metal nitrate salts were added to the test 
water in concentrations above their sohibIIly imits in orderlolnduce chemical 
precipitants and assess head loss effeclB. AIIteugh these L.ANl tests showed that gel 
formation. with a significant acx:ompanylng head IOea 8Cro!I$afibrous bed was possible, 
no integrated testing was.performed to demoqIbate It JMPO'8ssion from initial exposure 
of metal samples to too....... chemical itIBracIion pll8Cipitation products. (LANL 
Report LA-UR-03-6415. MlO3S23026O). In Mdition. the test conditions were not 
intended to be prototypical of aMR post-lOCAenvironment. Therefore, a more 
comprehensive study hastJeeriiaitilded to addIBss potentiaJ chemical effects. 

. . -~.... : 

An integralBdchemlcal effed818st program has been developed through a collaborative 
effort btIIween the NRC-end nU8ll8r industry. The test objective is to characterize any 
che~f8action products. includlAOpossible gelatinous material, that may develop in a 
represemBtive plant post-\..OCA PWR envirorvnent. Test conditions (e.g., pH, 
temperatu",~onconcenII&tion) were selected to simulate representative, not 
necessarily bounding p1ant'OOllditions. The initial sump conditions experienced during a 
large break loeA will not_ replicated in order to simplify the experimental test setup 
and equipment. InstBIId, the chemical reactions from corrosion and leaching products 
during the initiallOCA condtions were simulated using the Oll Systems Inc. Suite of 
Thermodynamic Equilibrium Programs (e.g., Environmental Simulation Program Version 
6.6 and Stream Analyzer Version 1.2). The simulations varied the amount of key 
components, different pH moderators (i.e., socIum hydroxide versus trisodium 
phosphate), pH, temperature, and pressure and the results indicated large scaJe 
corrosion tests using a pressurized test loop were not necessary to capture the period 
immediately following the lOCA. Thermodynamic simulations and sensitivity analyses 
of key variables including corrosion products, were developed to rank species that have 
a potential for causing sump head loss through formation of precipitates. Validation of 
the appropriate Oll Systems Inc. programs will be performed using available borated 
water literature and by comparing the Program's initial post-lOGA environment species 
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predictions to results obtained in small scale (e.g., autoclave) corrosion tests in a 

• 
representative initial post-LOCA environment. 

Larger scale corrosion testing will be conducted using facilities at the University of New 
Mexico. Corrosion test coupon materials include zinc (galvanized steel and inorganic 
zinc based coatings), aluminum, copper, carbon steel, insulation, and concrete. Relative 
amounts of test materials were scaled according to plant data provided by the industry 
based on plant surveys. Test coupons will either be fully immersed or placed above the 
test loop water line but subjected to a fine spray to simulate exposure to containment 
spray. The relative distributions of each material were determined based on estimated 
percentages submerged or subjected to containment sprays foll~g a plant LOCA. If 
gelatinous material is observed to develop, J!lt~!':'~tiy~ _c.ou!"s'ejl~~f _a9!i()r1 will be 
considered (e.g., head loss tests). Initial testing is expecte(f'~ibegin in September 
2004. 

··~·;.·.'v,·, 

In order to address chemical effects on a plant spesifib':4;)a~is, Iicens.~i11 initially need 
to evaluate whether the chemical effects test p~eters are sufficien' . unding for 
their plant specific conditions. If plant specifiq<~terials are not boundee 
chemical effects test parameters, licensees Shan',rovide teotJ!lical justifica.. . to use 
any results from the chemical effects tests in their Pl~$~ecific evaluation.' If chemical 
effects are observed during these te~ts, licensees will_d to evaluate the sump screen 

- - iDeleted: testing will be placed on 

I.-h_OId_8nd ---! 

head loss consequences of this effe '.. 
post-LOCA effects. In addition, a lice 
screens prior to the completion of che 
should consider potential chemical eff 
is not necessary should chem 

• 

integrated m8t'lRer with other postulated 
chooses to~jfYtheir plant sump 

esting anl(lfnalysis of the test results 
'.ure i8 second plant modification 

s b&~rved during testing. 
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8.0 CONDITIONS AND LIMITATIONS 

The guidance in the GR and in this SER is offered for all licensees of domestic P\NRs for 
the evaluation of ECCS sump performance. However, the following conditions and 
limitations apply to its use: •
Debris Generation 

1)	 The destruction pressures cited in the GR for determining ZOI radii are based
 
on air jet data and could underestimate debris quantities for a two-phase jet,
 
as discussed in Section 3.4.2.2 of this SER. TherefOl81he staff position is
 
that destruction pressures based on air jet testing _ to be lowered by 40%
 
in order to account for two-phase jet effects. /" "~f'


e,' .. 
2) The GR provides caJculated and recom~valuesfor:.ZOI radii for
 

common P\NR insulation and coatings.!JlidlAals in Tablea.1. The staff
 
determined that the caJculated vaI~re non-conservati\l8. higher
 
destruction pressures but the ~nded values are conservative.
 
Therefore the staff position is that ori~ recqim1ended valuesbEI used.
 

¥",-.-("'. ~. 

3)	 The staff agrees with the characte~·af.bris in GR Section 3.4.3:
 
however, the staff position.1BJhat licensees 8JIPIJ Insulation-specific debris
 
size information if possible.. .' <::):::.. '. ., ,- ",
 

. "-~~#-... -~~. ~ .~. 

ProtectiveCoatings! j':'.",-y.. . , 
',.~" ' ..~,"" 

4)	 Characteriz8Uort~1ed coati•• the W1Ue of 1000 psi as a destruction
 
pressure,'with COfT8IPOIlding zor~ one pipe diameter is not sufficiently
 
justified and may benonconservatiw~dSCllSsed in Section 3.4.2.
 
Therefore, th&staff poeiIian is that ~ should use a SPherical coatings
 

~=~~: 3~Ja%-=~r~T ~- - -- DeIIiI._1_8_ZOl a--- i......__

temperatures and pressures of concem. • 

5) -1'he alternative Offered to plant-specific data in Section 3.4.3.4, for the 
'deI8rmination olcoatings thicknesses (i.e.. 3 mil equivalent of 1QZ). may not 
be conservatlve.~_~ therefore 1'lQI_~ ~_a_~~~: __ .. __ - - i\....D_M"'_._'''-- --J 

speciftc justification. 

6)	 For those plants that substantiate no formation of a fibrous thin bed, the
 
assumptions and guidance provided in the GR for coatings may be
 
nonconservative. Therefore, for any such plant, assumptions related to
 

=a~~~~J=ici~~~~ ~=~~p-----------1 ===~~Brtfb 
"~J;1t!.b.!I~!C? t1l!~~~~ !JY ~ ~~ ~1Y-. t1l!S. __ -- i o.Iad: environment and 
includes the plant-specific consideration of larger sized chips, flakes, or other
 
form of break-down which is realisticaI~, or use of a defauh
 
area eouivalent to the area of the sump screen openinos, for coatings size.
 

Latent DebrIs 
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7) Periodic surveys that monitor changes in latent debris inventory are needed 

• 
to monitor the effectiveness of cleanliness programs for supporting the overall 
sump screen blockage vulnerability. The steps presented in the GR for direct 
assessment of dust thickness are considered by the staff to be impractical 
and unreliable, and thereby unacceptable. To provide more accurate results, 
statistical surface sampling should be performed in accordance with the 
guidance provided in this SEA. 

Formatted: Indent: Left: 0.25" 

8) If a licensee chooses to take credit for a cleanliness program to account for a • - -  Formatted: Bullets and Numbering 
fractional surface area for debris accumulation, it is the staff position that _ 

Deleted: documented and
documentation be available to verify proper impleme.tion. programmatic cleaning procedures 

_;::,~:i'/ and evaluation data should be 
provided to verify plant conditionsID-In addition to the three categories of miscellanE\PtJs'tiElbris discussed in the 
mmooa~m~roosu~in~e 

GR, the quantity, characteristics and locatiol)]fM anY~~d coatings should evaluation 
also be noted in the survey, to the extent avaif@ble duriOl,plant specific Formatted: Bullets and Numbering
walkdowns., \i 

Transport 

1m..-Those plants with configurations conduclvelQ;fast pool velocities should • - - - i Formatted: Bullets and Numbering 

include large piece debri~transport in their:~@luations. The GR baseline 
methodology that assum" transport of lafgliiqebris to the sump screens 
is not adequate. A compa·. '~the characterj~:transportvelocities to 
typical debris transport vel~ies'i."ded to det~ine whether or not large 
piece debris transport is impo~nt. . 

• 
lli-Because n~~~tI:lodrecomn'lEihded for ~termining the quantity of fine • - - - i Formatted: Bullets and Numbering 

debris t~~ed in i~ve pools is '(\)ver-simplified, (2) a survey of the fractions 
of inaof(veJfJ(lOl vol ..... s to total su~.pool water volumes is not available to 
better jUdge"JiJ:ld~stry~ideimpact of this assumption, and (3) the 
~~r' on 0 El~:~Ology and a detailed analysis for the 

,j\101u ' nts ~i!:ponsiderably different; a limit on this fraction is needed 
to limit th ,p;:lct Of'.5 nooconservative methodology assumption. 
Therefore, the'J~aff cOi'ICttJdes that an upper limit on this ratio of 15% should 

::!be assumed umess a bfgher fraction is adequately supported by analyses or 
~rimentald~tf:l. 

~The ~line assumption that all debris in the containment bottom floor is • - - - i Formatted: Bullets and Numbering 
uniformly diStributed throughout the entire volume of water in containment is 
also not conservative. This assumption was made in the baseline guidance 
as justification for the inactive pool volume ratio but otherwise does not 
directly affect the acceptance of the baseline guidance due to the 100% 
recirculation pool transport assumption. However, should a plant 
subsequently perform a pool transport refinement, then this assumption 
would not apply and at that point alternative approaches such as those 
detailed in Appendix III would be required. 

Head Loss 
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ill-The licensees should ensure the validity of the NUREGlCR-6224 correlation ... - - - -{ Formatted: Bullets and Numbering 
for their applications of type of insulations and the range of parameters using
 
the guidance provided in Appendix V of this report.
 

Alternate Evaluation •
W-Consistent with the RG 1.174 principles of risk-informed decision-making, the'" - - - -{ Fonnatted: Bullets and Numbering 

impact of the proposed change should be monitored using performance 
measurement strategies. Therefore, the staff position is that licensees 
develop an implementation and monitoring plan to ensure that the evaluation 
conducted to examine the impact of the proposed changes continues to 
reflect the actual reliability and availability of the SSCs and operator actions 
that have been evaluated. 

This plan should include a means to do thefoJlpwing: 
a.	 Track the pertormance of equlpr1'18l1Uh&when degraded can affect the
 

conclusions of the licensee's ~ (i.e., demonst~ of the sump
 
mitigative capability to meet ~~Iity target). '., .
 

b.	 Trend equipment performance .~chan..has been implemented to
 
demonstrate that performance is cor'IIifIItent with that assumed in the
 
traditional engineering and probabilisticanaJyses that were conducted to
 
justify the change. '<~s-_,
 

c.	 Monitor non-safety-relaW8&Cs if the anaJyses determine those SSCs to
 
be relied upon to meet ~ 8Omp'~capeblIity target reliability.
 

"'. .~.~ :?'. 
; "" 

The program shoUld also be ~ such1hBl feedback of information and
 
correction atJtbIa_ accom~in a timely manner and degradation in
 
performance is det8ll8d and corrcec:t before plant safety can be
 
compromised.	 \."" 

~Ucensees 'Should ~r particles Jarger than the flow openings in a sump
 
screen will d8f8nn andtoW through or orient axially and flow through, and
 
determine whatptrcenlBge of debris would likely pass through their sump
 
senen and be available for blockage at downstream locations.
 

~Ucenseesshould consider term of system operating line-up (short or long), ... - - - -{ FGm...... Bullets and Nlmbering 
conditions of operation, and mission times. 

.1lL-Licensees should consider wear and abrasion of pumps and rotating ... - - - -{ FonnIItted: Bullets and Numbertng 

equipment, piping, spray nozzles, Instrumentation tubing, and HPSI throttle 
valves. The potential for wear to alter system flow distribution andIor form 
plating of slurry materials (in heat exchangers) should be Included. 

~An overall ECCS or CS system evaluation should be performed considering ... - - - -{ Foe"..... Bullets and Nlmbering 
the potential for reduced pum~system capacity due to internal bypass 
leakage or through extemalleakage. 

~Licensees should consider flow blockage associated with core grid supports, ... - - - -{ Foe"....: Bullets and Nlmbering 
mixing vanes, and debris filter, and their effects on fuel rod temperature. 
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• 
Chemical Effects 

~The staff has considered NEl's response and finds that chemical effects • - - --{ FormatIed: Bullets and Numbering 
should be addressed on a plant-specific basis. Initially, licensees should 
evaluate whether the current chemical test parameters, which are available in 
the test plan for the joint NRC/lndustry Integrated Chemical Effects Tests, are 
sufficiently bounding for their plant specific conditions. If they are not, then 
licensees should provide technical justification in order to use any of the 
results from the tests in their plant-specific evaluation. If chemical effects are 
observed during these tests, then licensees should e~ate the sump screen 
head loss consequences of this effect. A Iicense~\"'o cHooses to modify 
their sump screen before tests are complete sl').. ......•• sider potential 
chemical effects in order to avoid additional ~,ee ~ification should 
deleterious chemical effects be observedc;juriAQ testiri" 

• - - --{ FormatIed: Indent: Left: 0.25" 
Overall 

+--- Formatted: Indent: Lett: 0.25" 
21 • - - - i-'Formatted---:-Bu-II-ets-a-n-d-Nu-m-beri-ng-< 

_..".....,.. _. ~ - Deleted: shouldpresented 
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9.0 CONCLUSION 

The GR provides the PWR industry with an important tool for estimating the head loss 
across their ECCS sump screens based on the generation, transport, and accumulation 
of debris in containment to and on the sump screens. The NEI approach is to provide 
guidance and leave certain 8I8as to be resolved on a plant-specific basis, as opposed to 
providing a detailed methodology that applies to all PWRs as a stand-alone document 
(as was done for BWRs with the URG), based on the argument of variability among 
PWRs. UttIe testing was done by NEI to support and justify assumptions made in the 
GR (as opposed to the approach by the BWROG to generate data that supports the 
URG). However, the NEI guidance provides historical data, consicierations, and 
engineering judgments that can be used by the industry to develop those areas not fully 
addressed in the GA. 

The iterative process used by NEI in this GR also creates some chdIlenges in the overall 
review. Specifically, although this guidance has been characterized."NEI as extremely 
conservative, the Iterative process allows for ~aduction of conservatisnIs in various 
areas (identified in each affected section of thiSevaluation) that could affectether areas 
of the analysis to produce larger reductions in 0II'8IBll c:onservatism than weRt·expected. 

The approach taken by the staff was. to 8Yaluate each 8JU of the GR, and in those 
areas where there was a lack of supPertiog data or where conservatism was questioned, 
provide alternative guidance based ori".-,,"s engineeringjuQgment and/or additional 
data generated in testing done mainly at:l.ANL.·.This data is a 18SUIt of testing 
specifically contracted by the NRC over tbe Iast,Jive )188J'S as part of the GSI-191 
resolution effort, and ifM::!lv,8s sump pe~ research which was completed but in a 
few cases not published, 'Iii'IUI-.referenced'CAet x) and/or included as appendices in this 
document. Inclusion-ot this aCI*onaI inforrMlion is also intended to provide valuable 
insight to the induStrYIn iSs effodtoward 8YaluatiQg plant-specific wlnerability to sump 
blockage and related.... ,:,' _. 

.	 .......".'. ~ ~.
 

IThe Staff,conductes...~~~~~ f{EJ as approved in accordance with 
Jt1~_~E;f34.~ ~-'I~~pt~~'!~~_~~t_~~~~ 
necee'8lQy basis and pnWJdes theRlllillllstic-crvatism for an acceptable PWR
 
guidancetlocument. Ke,·~uslons in each area of the analysis 818 documented
 
below.
 

Pipe Break Ch8aIoI8rIz8IIon: The staff finds that the GR guidance Is acceptable 
provided that two ouIItMding issues, Hated below, 818 adequatety addressed by each 
licensee: 

1)	 The GR does not provide guidance for those plants that can substantiate no thin 
bed effect, which may impact head loss results and limiting break location. 

2)	 For plants needing to evaluate secondary-side piping such as main steam and 
feedwater pipe breaks, break locations should be postulated in a manner 
consistent with the guidance in Section 3.3 of this SEA. 

To address these Issues, the staff provided enhanced gUidance in the appropriate 
sections of this SEA. When the guidance provided in the GR Is supplemented with the 
enhanced guidance offered in the SER, the staff finds this section to be acceptable. 
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• 
Debris GenerationlZone-Of-lnfluence: The staff has reviewed the use of a spherical 
model sized in accordance with the ANS!lANS standard, and finds this approach 
acceptable. The spherical geometry proposed encompasses a zone which considers 
multiple jet reflections at targets, offset between broken ends of a guillotine break, and 
pipe whip. 

With regard to the destruction pressures cited for determining ZOI radii, data are 
referenced from the BWROG URG which were determined using an air jet. However a 
LOCA jet is a two-phase steam/water jet. Based on staff study of this difference and due 
to experimental evidence from two-phase jets, the destruction~essures based on air 
jets could be too high and thus could underestimate debris;quantities. Therefore the 
staff position is that destruction pressures based on air jE;ltt.1ing are to be lowered by 
40% in order to account for two-phase jet effects.,;;; . 

"c/
" ;"., ":~</-::::: 

The confirmatory analysis performed by the staff .pix I) verifii!l$;,Ule applicability of 
the ANSI/ANS standard for determining the . f this zone. Use'Of'a ZOI model is 
identified as an acceptable approach for an debris ,generation per'fll;3.:t .82, Rev. 
3. (This approach was also used and byl~ staff in the:BWR sump 
performance SEA.) C,::--':-;':', 

'-'~(;:,i:_? 

The refinement offered in the GR t 
specific destruction pressures for ea 
break, is also acceptable. 

The staff concurs with th bris in ~J;t'Section 3.4.3. Confirmatory 
analyses provided in cceptabi!ity of the size distributions 
recommended in theSA. Ho~"er, the sta ~rges application of insulation-specific 
debris size informati~Jhif:;poSSi~. ;), 

• 
Protective C;~iiti~Qs: Coa_nin the GR is treated separately from 
other de~''types~ R mes that coating debris is generated from postulated 
failure,~1Jestruction) h Oa).,;~lified and unqualified coatings within the ZO\ and 
from;~.ulated failure unquafifled coatings outside the ZOL For coatings, the GR 
recomme~a ZOI dest n pressure of 1000 psi, with a corresponding ZOI radius of 
one pipe dl~ter. The Gt\l;assumes that all coating debris will fail to a particulate size 
equivalent to .;!basic mat~tial constituent. 

:,:, . 

The staff agrees w_;~;approach taken with regard to characterization of coatings; 
however the staff cOrlSiders there to be insufficient technical justification to support a 
value of 1000 psi as a destruction pressure, with corresponding ZOI of one pipe 
diameter. The staff position is that licensees should use a coatings ZOI spherical 
equivalent to 100 or a ZOI determined by plant specific analysis, based on experimental 
data that correlate to plant materials over the range of temperatures and pressures of 
concern. Note that an equivalent to ten pipe diameters was used for coatings 
characterization and was approved by the staff in the BWR sump performance SEA. 

With regard to the characterization of coatings in Section 3.4.3.4 of the GR, an 
alternative offered to plant-specific data for the determination of coatings thicknesses is 
an equivalent 10Z thickness of 3 mils. Because this recommended value may be 
nonconservative and is unsubstantiated as is described in Section 3.4.3.4, the staff finds 
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that this value of 3 mils not to be acceptable without adequate plant-specific justification 
for any coatings thicknesses used. Plant-specific evaluation of the unqualified coatings 
within containment is recommended to be performed to determine realistically
conservative coating properties, including thicknesses. Further, it is recommended that 
means be incorporated into the methodology to periodically assess the amount of 
unqualified coating identified and used in the sump analysis to ensure the quantity 
remains bounding and If nonconsevative changes in the amount of unqualified coating 
occur, that the impact of this change be evaluated. 

I

I
Also, for those plants that substantiate no formation of a fibrous thin bed, the 
assumptions and guidance provided in the GR for coatings may be nonconservative. 
Therefore, for any such plant, assumptions re!ated tO~~!l9! ~~~!iQr!,_J!l~ _~ 
conservative with regard to sump blockage. Consideratiorunust be based upon the 

I p1ant-specificJl~~J)!I!.tY!~ t!t!11 ~!~~~~~~ ~~~.I 
this includes the plant-specific consideration of Iarger.sized chips, flakes, or other form of 
break-down which is reaIisticaIly-a)nservatiYe. or UP"tIf;f defauh area equivalent to the 
area of the sump screen openings. for coatings •. 

.. ;..

Latent DebrIs: The staff has reviewed the g~.provided for estimating the impact 
of latent debris and agrees that it is necessary to _lin the types, quantities and 
locations of latent debris sources. The staff also agrees that it is not appropriate for 
licensees to claim that their existing faNIVl material exclu8ion (FME) programs have 
entirely eliminated miscellaneous de~:'!Alsu1ls from plant.specific walkdowns should 
be used to determine a conservative amourttd...,. debris In containment and to 
monitor cteanliness programs for cornpl~ t()'~ estimates. 

-:-.... : .... ~ 

The staff further ~iftINhe guidandlt~ iri"the GR for consideration of 
effects of latent debits is informBlive and prescriptive, but treats certain attributes in an 
inconsistent manner,.-cks coniIderation of a number of surfaces and unique 
phenomena that en~~~, and ......185 on an impractical and imprecise 
method for ~ theY6lume df""",,-ris on surfaces. Alternate guidance is 
provided in"1h1s ~ of the_R for statistical sampling and sample analysis to allow 
licensees to more aOOUl8l8ly ~ine the impact of latent debris on sump screen 
perf~. This revised approadris based on generic characterization of actual PWR 
debris samples. If desinMl,a licenlee could pursue plant-specific characterization as a 
refinement. "" 

Debris Transport The SIaff finds that the transport guidance for small fines is 
conservative and acoepIabIe; however, neglect of the large pieces and the neglect of 
variability and uncer1ainties due to lack of data, are non-conservatiYe. Therefore, for 
those plants with configurations conducive to fast pool velocities, consideration of large 
pieces of debris is necessary. Also, the method recommended for determining the 
quantity of fine debris trapped in inactive pools, is over-simplified, and therefore the 
acceptability of this method will be determined on a plant-specific basis depending on 
whether overall realistic-conservatism is maintained for this portion of the analysis. 

Heed Loss: Computation of head loss in the GR involves input of design characteristics 
and reflection of thermal-hydraulic conditions into a head loss correlation (NUREGlCR
6224), which is acceptable to the staff. The licensees should ensure the validity of the 
NUREGlCR-6224 correlation for their applications of type of insulations and the range of 
parameters using the guidance provided in Appendix V of this report. 
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• 
However, the staff finds that the following guidance on fibrous thin bed formation should 
be considered: 

•	 Use of the appropriate density in the determination of the quantity of debris 
needed to form a thin bed-i.e., the as-manufactured density. 

•	 Careful evaluation of the limiting porosity for the particular particulate or mixture
 
of particUlates in the debris bed.
 

•	 Consideration of uncertainties in specifying a one-eight~,\,jnch bed thickness 
criteria-e.g., thejlJ<;!i9~tl~n_th~! ~~I~i.!J!'l~i~~l!t~~IJJ~ ~ _d~!>ri~ ~c;t _~ith.9!J! - - i Deleted: strong
supporting fibers.	 ",;1' . '-----"'-----------' 

,,,,<\ 

•	 Consideration of other uncertainties-e.g., un~rt8inties Bs$,~iated with mixing
 
of constituents, or uncertainties associatec,l~h'\fatent debris' collection.
 

Before using the NUREG/CR-6224 correlatJoft\~at is re~mmended in .. ;;(SR or any
 
other head loss correlation, the licensees shoula;~~ure~t'iStit is applicable for the type
 
of insulation and the range of parameters. If the cd~QI8tion has been validated for the
 
type of insulations and the range of parameters, the II ees may use it without further
 
validation. If the correlation has not'~f1 validated fo.~pe of insulations and the
 
range of parameters, the licensees s~()tlkif"alidate it usi"tll.ead loss data from tests
 
performed for the particular type of insulations:" i .
 

'< ."., pV
 

Analytical Refinement~:, f;.ee analytica:f;~QPics are i~llitified in the GR to be included
 
in this section-Le., debris ..... tion, debr1$transport;and head loss. A fourth, break
 
selection, is addressed in Secti()fl 6.0. .. 

For debris generation, tHEt~RPto~s u~~q~idebris-specifiC ZOl's versus use of the 

• 
most conservf;l'ive debris typ~.~pplied)\t&~~.Fln addition, the GR proposes use of two 
freely.e~panding Jets.emanatim'g>from each broken pipe section versus use of spherical 
ZOI. .~ staff finds both'.debrisg~~ration refinements to be acceptable. 

jj ;x~t:~ -','" ,', 
For debris transport, two m~thods for computing flow velocities in a sump pool-Le., the 
network methocl and the cQmputational fluid dynamics method-are provided in the 
Analytical Refinements seQlion of the GR. However, the staff finds insufficient guidance 
offered in either option to provide an acceptable altemative to the baseline approach. 
These refinements are therefore not acceptable. 

For head loss, the only refinement cited by the GR is stated to be in GR Section 
3.7.2.3.2.3, "Thin Fibrous Beds," where the need for consideration of fibrous thin bed 
formation, and the alternative consideration of latent debris as the primary contributor to 
this thin bed for all-RMI plants, are addressed. However, the staff addresses 
consideration of thin fibrous beds in Section 3.4, "Debris Generation," of this SER 
pertaining to the baseline, rather than as a refinement. 

Therefore, staff finds no specific refinement offered for the head loss analysis. 
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Physical Refinements To Plant GR Section 5.0 provides guidance for refinements in 
the areas of debris source term, debris transport obstructions, and screen modifications. 

The staff has reviewed the debris source term refinements involving primarily enhanced 
housekeeping programs, insulation and/or coatings modifications, and equipment 
modifications; and finds them to be acceptable. However, with regard to insulation •
change-out or modification, the staff emphasizes that although maximum debris loadings 
on the screen may be addressed with this refinement, minimum loadings required to 
form a thin-bed effect may not be. Also, in regards to coatings, the statement that DBA
qualified coatings have very high destruction pressures, has not been proven (see 
sections 3.4.2, 3.4.2, and 4.2.2.2.3). - -< 

The staff agrees that debris consistent with the materials I~~ be effectively 
trapped with the use of a debris transport obstructions in Optimized locations where the 
local velocities are less than the test results presented. 'the staff fWIds the general 
statements in parts of this section to provide IitUe speciIic information..$garding the 
methods for determining proper debris transport-obstruction design. HOWBVer. the lack 
of specific implementation strategies and simpffled concep1s presented WcJukj fttqUire 
each plant to perform a plant specific evaluation 8tttMtir PlJi1pOSed debris obstruction to 
determine their effectiveness and structural capabilityUH!der post-accident conditions. 
To credit debris transport obstructions for trapping debd!t.-pJant specific documentation 
will also be required to demonstrate an.appropriate con""'" to the test results in terms 
of debris type and velocity limits. ':'::'. (' 

With regard to screen modification. thos8lfiscllSeed In-the GR are found to be 
acceptable; however, I~ are noIlimll~iUO~ in this GR. 

,.:!." -. . 

~~~-I;!~--~~_: .101~) ~_J?~_- - _~'! ~~4!fJ1..8:.tiy~_~~I~~~ !lPP~C?C!~ - - _:-... -:. -11'orn..a.d: Font: AriaI-
which incorporales tealistic and risk-informed elements to the PWR sump " ' .~: Normal 

analysis as describedin~a.D.,In considering risk-informina aspects of the "fOI:::.III8d: f<rt: AriaI 

resolution8fGSi-191. the_ff requ@i4iBd that there is the potential that the 
containment sump-may c/oq1Uhe mitigation capability credited in the Region II 
analysis does not fundlon prOll!rJy. Based on the industry proposed approach in 
the Region II analysis. which alsB uses the conservative NUREG-1150 LBLOCA •

I

frequency-to calculate tilt target reliability of the mitigation caoability. and using 
the related generic study information. the largest LBLOCA CDF would be 
1.4E-5/year. This indicates that at a minimum the risk associated with LBLOCAs 
will be reduced from Jhe current condition by nearly an order of magnitude.The 
staff concludes thatGR Section 6.0 provides an acceptable approach for 
evaluating PWR sump performance. Application of more realistic and risk-
informed elements is technically justified based on the low likelihood of such 
breaks occurring. 

Sump Struetul'8l Analpls: The GR does not provide detail in Its presentation of 
criteria for sump screen performance and comparisons to predicted head loss. 
Therefore. the staff provides additional guidance for assurance that the ECCS sump is 
able to accommodate both the clean screen head loss and the debris-induced head loss 
associated with the limiting break while providing adequate flow through both the ECCS 
injection pumps and the CS pumps if needed. For those structural design 
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considerations mentioned in the GR, each should be assessed for applicability on a 

•
 
plant-specific basis.
 

Upstream Effects: The GR identifies certain hold-up or choke points which could 
reduce flow to and possibly cause blockage upstream of the sump. The staff finds the 
guidance with respect to upstream blockage to be acceptable. 

Downstream Effects: This section provides guidance on the evaluation of entrained 
debris downstream of the sump causing downstream blockage. Because the GR 
provides limited guidance on how downstream effects should be evaluated, the staff 
provides the following alternative guidance with regard to down~tr~ blockage: 

•	 Licensees should consider particles larger than thesfl•.lopenings in a sump 
screen will deform and flow through or orient axiall~ anCf%fJoW through, and 
determine what percentage of debris would Iilsely~ass thr~h, their sump screen 
and be available for blockage at downstre~il00ations. ,. 

<.':SeC	 
'; 

•	 Licensees should consider term of Sy~ht..pperati~ line-up (ShOr¥~~~g), 
conditions of operation, and mission time!;.,.'. ..' ..>, jill' 

•	 Licensees should consider w~ar and abrasion t>l~mps and rotating equipment, 
piping, spray nozzles, instru~ .. n tUbing, antli~.sl throttle valves. The 
potential for wear to alter syste .......,·1i!istribution anCJt()rf0rm plating of slurry 
materials (in heat exchangers) sltould.;itteluded. /

I L	 ·.cii .. ~_·~i·}",,,,, 
•	 An overall ECC~ system evaf!'latfon shouldiibe performed considering the 

potential for redUc 'system ~acity due to internal bypass leakage or 
through ext""~1 leaka~i 

, - ,', - \,~~(' 

•
 
• Licensees shourCfI;~n Qlock~ge associated with core grid supports,
 

mi~i!Wiv~~~! and 'f ,;~,~ir effects on fuel rod temperature.
 
';<:,~':j:~~, 

Che~1 Effects: ~.'~ff hli$.~n~ered NEI's response and finds that chemical 
eff~s'$llC!l;uld be addreS$~ on a .nt-specific basis. Initially, licensees should 
evaluate Whether the curr.m cherY\lcal test parameters, which are available in the test 
plan for the joint NRCllnd~~ Integrated Chemical Effects Tests, are sufficiently 
bounding for theirplant sp$'cific conditions. If they are not, then licensees should 
provide technicaljustifiC!lltiOn in order to use any of the results from the tests in their 
plant-specific evaluation. If chemical effects are observed during these tests, then 
licensees should evaluate the sump screen head loss consequences of this effect. A 
licensee who chooses to modify their sump screen before tests are complete should 
consider potential chemical effects in order to avoid additional screen modification 
should deleterious chemical effects be observed during testing. 

Overall Conclusion: The staff has reviewed the GR and finds portions of the proposed 
guidance to be acceptable. For those areas found to need additional justification and/or 
modification due to inadequate detail, lack of supporting data, or lack of analysis to 
support the technical basis; the staff has provided identified conditions and limitations 
and required modifications, including alternative guidance, to supplement the guidance 
in the NEI submittal. The resultant combination of the NEI submittal and staff safety 
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evaluation. provide an acceptable overall guidance methodology for the plant-specific 
evaluation of ECCS or CSS sump performance following all postulated accidents for 
which ECCS or CSS recirculation is required. with specific attention given to the 
potential for debris accumulation that could impede or prevent ECCS or CSS from 
performing its intended safety functions. • 
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Confirmatory Appendices 

APPENDIX I: ANSI/ANS JET MODEL 

1.1 INTRODUC1·ION 

Debris generation is the first chronological step in the accident sequence for a 
postulated high-energy line break. In the idealized case of a double-ended guillotine 
break (DEGB), high-temperature, high-pressure reactor-cooling fluid may be ejected 
(from both sides of the broken pipe) that impinges on structures, equipment, piping, 
insulation, and coatings in the vicinity of the break. The degree of damage induced by 
the break jets is specific to the materials and structures involved, but the size and shape 
of the expanding jets and the forces imparted to surrounding objects depend on the 
thermodynamic conditions of the reactor at the location of the rupture. To maximize the 
volume of the damage zone, Le., zone of influence (ZOI), it is conservative to consider 
free expansion of the break jet to ambient conditions with no perturbation, reflection, or 
truncation by adjacent structures. Spatial volumes of damage potential, as defined by 
empirical correlations of local jet pressure and observed damage, for example, can then 
be integrated over the free-jet conditions and remapped into convenient geometries, 
such as spheres or cones, that approximate the effects of congested reflection without 
crediting the associated shadowing, jet dispersion, and energy dissipation. 

One reasonably accessible model that is available for computing pressure contours in 
an expanding jet is presented in Appendices B, C, and D of the American National 
Standards Institute (ANSI) guidance for the protection of nuclear power plants against 
the effects of pipe rupture [ANS88]. The ANSI model was used for the evaluation of 
potential damage volumes in the resolution of the boiling-water-reactor (BWR) strainer
blockage study [URG96, NRC98]. A similar approach suggested for this analysis by 
[ANS88] is a jet model developed at Sandia National Laboratories [WEI83]. Both the 
ANSI and the Sandia models were developed specifically for assessing structural 
loadings on relatively large targets near the jet centerline, so neither offers a true 
estimate of local pressures within a freely expanding jet. However, these models can be 
used with appropriate caution to learn a great deal about the spatial extent of and the 
thermodynamic conditions present within a high-energy jet. 

This appendix presents the equation set needed to evaluate the ANSI model describing 
two-phase expansion of a jet from a broken high-energy line in a pressurized-water
reactor (PWR). To ensure a conservative review of the guidance report (GR), only the 
conditions related to full separation and full radial offset of a DEGB are developed. 
Alternative equations are presented in the standard for partial offsets and for 
longitudinal tears. This discussion is offered to resolve some of the confusion present in 
the notation of the standard and to provide a self-consistent basis for interpreting 
computational results relevant to PWR break conditions. The complexity of the jet model 
is somewhat beyond the scope of manual evaluation, but several investigators have 
performed successful spreadsheet calculations for discrete conditions. Routines 
developed in MATLAB and FORTRAN for evaluating the jet model are included at the 
end of this appendix as a further guide to implementation and for critical review; 
however, routines obtained from the National Institute of Standards and Technology 
(NIST) for evaluating thermodynamic state points are not provided. 
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1.2 JET-MODEL FEATURES AND APPUCABILITY 

Despite the apparent complexity of the equation set needed to evaluate the ANSI jet 
model, it is based on relatively few thermodynamic assumptions and limited •comparisons with experimental observation. The bulk of the analytic detail supplies a 
geometric framework for interpolating jet pressures between assumed or observed 
transition points. Figure 1-1 presents a sample calculation of jet pressure contours for a 
cold-leg DEGB. Although this calculation represents a relevant bound for evaluation of 
the GR, to be discussed later, the figure will be used first to introduce geometric 
features of the model. 

The ANSI jet model subdivides the expanding jet into three zones that are delineated by 
dashed lines in Figure 1-1. Zone 1 contains the core region, where it is assumed that 
liquid extrudes from the pipe under the same stagnation conditions as the upstream 
reservoir (interior red triangle). Zone 2 represents a zone of continued isentropic 
expansion, and Zone 3 represents a region of significant mixing with the environment, 
where the jet boundary is assumed to expand at a fiXed, 1o-degree, half angle. One 
group of equations from Appendix C of the standard defines the geometry of the jet 
envelope, and another group from Appendix D defines the behavior of intemal pressure 
contours. Key geometry features that are determined by the thermodynamic conditions 
of the break include the length of the core region, the distance to the "asymptotic plane" 
between Zones 2 and 3, and the radii of the jet envelope at the transition planes 
between zones. At the asymptotic plane the centerline static pressure is assumed to 
approach the absolute ambient pressure outside of the jet. 

Jet pressures provided by the ANSI model must be interpreted as local impingement 
gauge pressures. This is a property of the pressure field that is relevant to the 
interpretation of debris generation data; however, a subtle discrepancy exists between 
the ANSI model predictions and the desired local pressures. Because target materials •
may reside anywhere within the jet, fluid impingement can occur from a range of angles. 
Thus, idealized measurements or calculations of free-field impingement pressure should 
assume that the fluid stagnates (comes to rest) nonisentropically and parallel to the local 
flow direction. Note that a further subtlety appears here in the distinction between the 
classical definition of stagnation pressure that is related to the isentropic deceleration of 
flow along a streamline and the impingement pressure that includes entropy losses 
dUring impaction of a fluid on a physical test object. In general, impingement pressures 
will be higher than stagnation pressures, but the two terms may be used synonymously 
at times in this treatise. 

In contrast to the desired local impingement pressure, the ANSI model appears to be 
concerned with total force loadings across relatively large objects placed near the jet 
centerline. It is stated in Appendix D of the standard that the pressure recovered on a 
target is related to the component of the flow perpendicular to the target and that, 
because of the diverging flow in an expanding jet, the pressure distribution on a large 
flat target will decrease in the radial direction. The pressure equations in the standard 
produce exactly this effect, and a brief allusion is made to a comparison of the predicted 
pressures with data taken across the face of large targets placed perpendicular to the 
jet. Further cautionary notes are given against applying the pressure equations to 
predict forces on small objects near the edges of the jet where flow velocities are clearly 
not parallel to the centerline. •

'·2 



• 
These attributes of the model suggest that calculated pressures represent jet 
impingement conditions that would be experienced in a direction parallel to the midline 
only. Actual stream lines in a rapidly expanding jet must have a significant radial velocity 
component in order to create the characteristic envelope shown in Figure 1-1, so in a 
sense, the predicted pressures represent only the longitudinal component of the local, 
momentum-dominated, total jet pressure. The implication of this interpretation is that 
true local impingement pressures as measured normal to realistic flow directions in the 
jet may be underestimated, particularly in Zones 1 and 2, where radial expansion is 
greatest. 

• 

Although a computed pressure isobar may be smaller in radius than that of the 
corresponding local impingement pressure that is desired for debris generation 
estimates, it may also be longer in the downstream direction. Comparative elongation of 
isobars from the jet model occurs because the entire mass flux ejected from the break is 
assumed to pass through the jet cross section at the asymptotic plane. Thus, the 
forward momentum of the jet is maximized in a manner that would be considered 
conservative for structural loading calculations. Unrealistic isobar elongation may also 
be predicted because the jet-centerline pressure equation for Zone 3 is inherently 
unbounded; that is, the centerline gauge pressure only falls to zero as the jet diameter 
grows infinitely large at infinite distance. It is impossible to quantify the net effect on 
isobar volume of these disparities between the ANSI model and the desired free
expansion impingement pressures without a complete understanding of the 
experimental measurements on which the model is based; however, the mathematical 
properties of the pressure equations are certain to exaggerate the length, and hence the 
volume, of low-pressure isobars. 

• 
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1.3 JET-MODEL EQUATION SET 

1.3.1 Fundamentals 

Equations developed in the standard frequently refer to four distinct thermodynamic 
state points: (1) stagnation conditions of the fluid in the upstream reservoir denoted by 
subscript "0" (zero), (2) conditions at the exit plane of the pipe denoted by subscript "e", 
(3) conditions at any point in the jet denoted either with subscript "j" or with no subscript 
at all, and (4) conditions at the asymptotic plane denoted by sUbscript "a". These 
conventions are rigidly applied in the following development to resolve some notation 
inconsistencies found in the standard. Unless otherwise noted, pressures will refer to 
the absolute thermodynamic static pressure of the fluid. The first exception to this rule 
has already been mentioned-that is, the jet-pressure equations that define the local, 
gauge, longitudinal, impingement pressure. 

Po 

• 
To 
V=O 

pipe 

One of the more fundamental relations in the model is actually presented near the end 
of the standard in Appendix D; it defines the total thrust (force) of the jet at the outlet. If 
a rigid plate were placed near the outlet, as shown in Figure 1-2, the force balance on a 
control volume (CV) must consider both the static pressures and the rate of change of 
momentum acting on the boundary. If mass exits the control volume in a symmetric 
pattern at uniform velocity, the only possible force imbalance is in the x direction. The 
force on a plate near the exit is then 

/ ( Deleted: 1 

where p. is the fluid pressure at the exit plane, Pamb is the ambient pressure in 

containment, A. is the area of the break, and m. is the mass entering the control 

volume at velocity v•. The force-to-mass conversion factor gc equals 32.2 Ibm·ftIlbf·s2 in 

• 
English units. Mass enters the control volume at constant velocity (~v. =0) at a rate 
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of .!!:.-m~ = p~v~A~, where p~ is the fluid density at the exit. Thus, the total thrust 
dt 

generated at the exit plane is •
, { Deleted: 2 

............(I-g)
 

Substitution of G~ =p~v~ for the critical mass flux crossing the exit plane yields 

,A Deleted: 3 
............(I-ID , ,, 

where the first term represents force applied by the static pressure of the fluid and the 
second term represents force imparted by the momentum of the fluid. The ambient 
pressure is often assumed to be zero to maximize the available jet thrust conservatively. 

Division of Equation (1-2) or (1-3) by the exit area suggests an effective, or area

averaged, jet pressure of ~ = F~ / A~ . This effective pressure will be greater than the 

classical stagnation pressure at the exit, which is defined by Bernoulli's equation as 

~SlII' = ~#Mic +_l_p~v;, because the derivation of Bernoulli's law requires that the fluid 
2gc 

•be brought to rest in an idealized, reversible manner. Jet impingement on a body is a 
highly anisentropic process. For an incompressible fluid, the static pressure at the exit 
equals the ambient pressure, and if friction losses in piping between the reservoir and 
the break can be neglected, the stagnation pressure at the exit equals the initial 
pressure. Under these conditions, Bemoulli's equation can be written as 

, ' { Deleted: 4 
(I~ , 

"- -" 

Equations (1-2) and (1-3) are often simplified as F~ = CT~A~, where ~ is the upstream 

stagnation pressure and CT is the thrust coefficient defined by comparison to be 

"{ Deleted: 5 
•••••••..•••(1-2) ,, 

Equation (1-5) emphasizes that the correlation between upstream stagnation pressure 
and the thrust coefficient is determined by the fluid properties that exist at the exit plane. 
Several alternative models are available to describe the thermodynamic transitions 
occurring in a high-energy fluid that is expanding and accelerating, which, in tum, 
determine the exit density, and the critical mass flux. It is very important that the 

specification of CT be consistent with the models used to evaluate G, and p,. It should 

•
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• 
be noted that the standard uses inconsistent notation for the thrust coefficient (ex. 

CT CT C;). All forms must refer to a single numeric value if the pressure equations I , I , 

are to be piecewise continuous between jet zones. 

Under the conditions of zero friction loss and incompressible flow (solid liquid with no 
vapor fraction where ~ = Pamb)' Equation (1-4) can be substituted into Equation (1-5) to 
obtain a theoretical maximum value of CT = 2.0 when ambient pressure is neglected. 
By treating steam as a perfect gas under Isentropic flow to obtain the exit velocity, 
Shapiro [SHAS3] derives a lower theoretical limit of CT = 1.26 . Any numeric evaluation 
of Equation (1-5) using water property tables to derive Ge and Pe should be compared 
to these limits. Although it is clearly most conservative-lo apptrthe liquid limit for all 
state points, numerical evaluation of Equation (1-5) using water tables is sufficiently 
robust to permit this refinement. Recommendations for computing the thrust coefficient 
are discussed in Section 1.4 later in this appendix, and convenient reference figures are 
provided. 

1.3.2 Jet-Envelope Geometry 

The shape and size of the jet envelope predicted by the ANSI model are dictated by the 
thermodynamic conditions upstream of the break. Except where noted, spatial distances 
are represented in dimensionless multiples of the broken-pipe inside diameter, De' Jet 

boundaries (and pressure contours) can be scaled in this manner because the equation 

• 
set is linear with respect to pipe diameter. Linearity can be proven rigorously by factoring 
and eliminating terms of De in every equation. In general, because of potential 

nonlinearities, it is not sufficient to evaluate a complicated dimensional equation set at a 
unit value of a candidate scaling parameter and then to assume that the unit result can 
be multiplied by any desired value of that parameter. To recover physical quantities for a 
particular pipe size, dimensionless distances must be multiplied by De' dimensionless 

areas must be multiplied by D; , etc. 

The distance of extrusion by the jet core is 

L = 0.26~!1Tsub +0.5 , ............(I-§) .. ~ { Deleted: 6
 
c 

,,-- - ---" .. 

where !1Tsub is the degree of subcooling (QF) upstream of the break location, Le., the 

difference between the saturation temperature Tsar at the system pressure Po and the 

system temperature To' The jet core is shown by the interior red triangle in Figure 1-1. 

Note that Lc takes on a value of 0.5 for saturated or superheated conditions. Also, if 

Lc > La' the distance to the asymptotic plane defined below, Lc should be set to zero 

and the jet pressure should be assumed to be uniform across the break area at a value 

• 
of ~ =(Fe / Ae)/ CT I where the ratio Fe / Ae is computed from Equation (1-2) or (1-3). 

This can occur for low-pressure nonexpanding jets. A jet can be treated as 
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nonexpanding when the initial temperature of a liquid reservoir is less than the 
saturation temperature at P-.II or the initial pressure of a gas reservoir is equal to 

ambient pressure, Po =P-.II. • 
The diameter of the jet at the exit plane is defined to be 

..' { Deleted: 7••••••••..••(1-Z).- - -, ... 

which is slightly larger than the diameter of the pipe because 1.26 S CT S 2.0 . 

The diameter of the jet at the asymptotic plane (Zone 2 to Zone 3 boundary) is defined 
by the relation 

, ( Deleted: 8 
............(I-§) 

.- - 

where Po is the homogeneous fluid density at the centertine distance to this plane, which 

is given by 

, , { DeIetIld: 9 
............(I-ID
 

Note that some care must be taken to keep pressure and mass flux dimensionally 

consistent in Equation (1-8). The density Po is to be evaluated at a state point defined • 
by the system enthalpy 110 and an asymptOtiC-plane static pressure defined by 

,{ Deleted: 1C ,••••••••••••(I-.:LQ) , , , 

where 

h -h h -h " ( Deleted: 11 
/(110) = 0.1 + I for I > -0.1 , and /(110) =0 otherwise. (I-ill ,0 0 

hlr hlr 
9 . 

Within the condition stated by Equation (1-11), hI and h, are the saturated fluid 
. - 

enthalpy and saturated vapor enthalpy at Po' respectively, and hlr = h, - hI is the heat 

of vaporization. Further conditions on Equation (1-10) are that if the ratio Pomb / ~ > 1/2, 

it should be set equal to 1/2 and that, as a static pressure, Po :2: O. 

•
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The first criterion on f{ho) simply checks whether the initial quality = 0 f isXo 
hfg 

greater than negative 10%. When considered as a whole, these conditions imply that 
o~ P ~ Pamb' If the initial fluid is more than 10% subcooled, the jet static pressure a 

equals ambient pressure at the asymptotic plane. If the jet is less than 10% subcooled, 
the jet static pressure at the asymptotic plane can be lower than ambient pressure. 
Equation (1-10) suggests that the asymptotic plane is placed at the distance where the 
jet static pressure approaches ambient pressure. The distance to this plane given by 
Equation (1-9) may simply have been chosen by geometric comparison with observed 
jets. 

The state point defined by the asymptotic pressure Pa and the system enthalpy ho may 

be a two-phase condition. In this case, it is necessary to evaluate the asymptotic density 
ho-hfa 

Pa using the quality , where and are the saturated fluid and xa = hfa hga 
- hga -hfa 

vapor enthalpies at Pa, respectively. Then Pa =[~+ 1- xa]-1 ,where Pfa and Pga 
- Pga Pfa 

are the saturated fluid and vapor densities at P a , respectively. Automated steam tables 

• 
generally give mixture densities directly for a two-phase state point, so this complication 
may be unnecessary. 

The similarity of terms in Equation (1-8) to the force-balance equations derived in the 
previous section suggests a different interpretation for the asymptotic plane. For 
convenient reference, the jet diameter at the asymptotic plane is again given by 

/ ( Deleted: 1~ 
............(I-,lg)
 

,,_ -' I 

Given the discussion following Equation (1-3) and the definition of the thrust coefficient, 
the factors CTPo in Equation (1-12) are immediately recognized as ~ = Fe/Ae ' the 

average total jet pressure at the exit. If a relation similar to Equation (1-3) is written to 
describe the area-averaged pressure across the jet cross section at the asymptotic 
plane, 

{ Deleted: 1~ 
............(1-13) ,
, 

T. .../ 

then the term G; /gcPa in Equation (1-12) is recognized to be ~ -(Pa -Pamb ). If the 

static pressure at the asymptotic plane Pa is not much different than the ambient 

• 
pressure P

arnb 
• then Equation (1-12) reduces to the ratio of average pressures computed 
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over the jet cross section at the asymptotic plane and over the jet cross section at the 
exit, 

............(I-W
 

Writing explicitly the definition of the dimensionless asymptotic-plane area as D~ = ~a 
II 

illustrates that the diameter of the jet given by Equation (1-8) has been chosen at the 
point where the ratio of average pressures approaches the ratio of cross sectional 
areas, and for this to be true, the total force across each area must be the same. 
Hence, the ANSI model implicitly assumes that the jet force available at the outlet is 
conserved across the jet cross section at the asymptotic plane. At this distance, the jet 
is presumed to begin interacting with the environment.· This development also shows 
that the ANSI model projects the entire mass flux across the asymptotic plane rather 
than following more realistic stream lines across the jet boundary in Zones 1 and 2. 
Equation (1-8) is derived more rigorously in Section 1-4 to further emphasize these 
points. 

The remainder of the jet envelope is simply interpolated as a function of centerline 
distance L between the transition diameters discussed above. Within Zone 1, the 
diameter of the jet core is given by 

............(I-1§)
 

y- 

For Zone 1 and 2 (0 < L S; La)' the jet diameter is given by 

2 [ L(D~ )] 2 . .••.•....••(I-.1§)D= I+r: Dr-Ij Dill . 

In Zone 3 (L> LJ, the jet diameter expands at a 1o-degree half angle beginning from 

the diameter at the asymptotic plane. The Zone-3 diameter is specified by 

............(I·m
 

. , 

1.3.3 Jet Pressures 

• This observation was derived from the jet equations and is not expounded as part of any derivation in the 

,{ Deleted: 1E 

,,' • 
,{ Deleted: 1€ 

[Deleted:1i 

standard. It is simply an implication of the definitions. 

•
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• 
Pressure contours also appear to be interpolated from a limited number of geometric 
reference points. but the basis for this interpolation is not evident from the standard. It 
can be shown that all equations are piecewise continuous at the separation planes 
between zones; however, no effort was made to match first-derivative slopes. This 
deficiency admits the possibility of "kinks" in the contours, as observed in Figure 1-1 
across the boundary between Zones 2 and 3. Pressure contours in Zone 1 (0::; L::; LJ 
depend on the following discriminant. If 

............(I-.1.§) .' .. { Deleted: H
 
..- _..... 

then the jet pressures are given as a function of radius k < r ::; rj ) for jet diameters 

D j =2rj as 

,{ Deleted: 1£ 

............(1-19) ,, 

Otherwise, 

,{ Deleted: 2C 
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,,- -
, 

It is important to note that the leading term (D j -2r) vanishes in both Equation (1-19)•
, 

and (1-20) as the radius approaches the jet envelope where the absolute pressure 
equals Pamb • Therefore, evaluations of Pj must be interpreted as gauge pressures. In 

Equation (1-19), the term (2r- Dc Jensures that the jet pressure matches Po on the 
D.-D 

J c 

boundary of the core. There is no similar constraint provided in Equation (1-20). so there 
will be a sharp discontinuity in pressure at the boundary of the jet core when this 
condition is invoked. as shown in Figure 1-1. Equations (1-19) and (1-20) were not 
intended to be evaluated inside of the core region. Within the core, the system 
stagnation conditions are presumed to hold. 

In Zones 2 and 3, jet pressures are parameterized in terms of the jet centerline pressure 
Pjc ·lnZone2 (Lc <L::;LJ. 

. { Deleted: 21 
p. ={F -(F -3CT JLa (L-LJ}R ............(1-21)
 

JC C c D 2 L (L _ L) 0 • , 
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" ,
, 

• 
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where the parameter Fe = 1.0 if DJ ~ 6CT at distance Le and F e= 6CT I DJ otherwise. 

When L =Le, Equation (1-21) reduces to Pic =FJ>o. If Fe =1.0, the centerline pressure 

will match the assumed pressure in the core region, but otherwise, there will again be a •
discontinuity. Given the centerline pressure, jet pressures in Zone 2 are specified by 

{Deleted: Z

P. =(I-~J{I-{2rl1- 3eT Po ]}P.. . (I-gg)
) D. D'J' D~ p. }C 

} } }C 

It can be shown by integration that (1-22) is essentially a geometric rather than physical 
condition: it leads to full recovery of the jet force anywhere in Zone 2 regardless of the 
value assigned to the jet diameter. In Zone 3, centerline pressures are given by 

.{ Deleted: 2~ 
............(I-~
 

and jet pressures are given by 

{ Deleted: 24 
P = D.)-2rJp .. . (I-W} ( D. }C 

} 

Pressures on the transition between Zones 2 and 3 are piecewise continuous, including 
on the centerline. • 
1.3.4 Pressure-Contour Characteristic Equations 

Equations presented in the previous section can be used to evaluate longitudinal 
impingement pressures at any location in the jet. However, in the present forms, they 
are not particularly convenient for identifying geometric characteristics such as isobar 
boundaries. Similarly, when numerically computing volumes under a given isobar, it is 
convenient to know the downstream range of the contour, which always begins at L =0 

and terminates in a cusp on the centerline at some distance L = L, (pj ). Relationships 

presented in this section are not developed in the ANSI standard; they are offered to 
facilitate some of the many practical details involved with implementing the standard. 

Figure 1-1 illustrates the typical behavior of jet-pressure isobars generated by the ANSI 
model. The isobars outlined in black represent lines of constant pressure that can be 
found by soMng the pressure Equations (1-19), (1-20), (1-22), and (1-24) for the radii at a 
constant pressure Pj • Remember that the downstream distance .!=.... is implicitly specified 

by the jet diameter D j • Each pressure equation can be reduced to a general quadratic 

expression for the radius of the form Ar2 + Br +C =0 . 

•
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• 
The coefficients from Equation (1-19) for Zone 1 are 

A=4H, 

where 

The coefficients from Equation (1-20) for Zone 1 are 

............(I-g§,) 

............(1-26) 

,,- _/ 

. { Deleted: 2 

,{ Deleted: 2 

............(1-27) 

where 

............(1-28) 

• 
A special case occurs in Zone 1 at L = 0 J where D j = Dc and 

Pj • 

Equation (1-22) yields the following coefficients for Zone 2: 

r = D j /2 = Dc /2 for all 

A = 8_J _ B = _(_2_ + _4J_J and C = I-
P 
-j where J = (1- _3C_T _P._o J 

D 2 ' D' , 2' 
j j D j PjC D j PjC 

--
............(1-29) 

Finally, Equation (1-24) yields for Zone 3 the coefficients 

p. 
A=O, B=-2/Dj ,and C=I-J 

• 
PjC 

. (1-30) 

The analytic solution for radius in Zone 3 is 

1 ( P Jr=-D 
j 

I __ J • 

2 PjC 

. (1-31) 

• 
The sharp tip of each contour shown in Figure 1-1 is another nonphysical feature of the 
ANSI model that arises from lack of attention to matching spatial first derivatives. It 
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might be expected that each isobar be smoothly bounded and have infinite slope at the 
terminal point, especially at very low pressures where the jet returns to ambient 
conditions. It is helpful to know the distance to the terminal point of each contour for 
iterative integration of spatial volumes. These points can be found by solving the •
centerline pressure Equations (1-21) and (1-23) for distances L, corresponding to the 

desired pressure. Note that there are no terminal points in Zone 1 except for the jet 
core. 

•
 

•
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• 
For Zone 2 from Equation (1-21) comes the relation 

. (1-32} 

where 

R=F _ 3eT ............(1-33}
 
c D 2 '
 

a
 

and for Zone 3 from Equation (1-23) comes the relation 

............(I-34}
 

One remaining practicality is the numerical integration of pressure isobars defined by 
Equations (25), (27), (29), and (31). If these equations are evaluated at a set of discrete 
distances L i , the corresponding radii 'I define adjacent conical frusta with unique 

slopes as shown in Figure 1-3. The analytic formula for the frustum of a cone is given by 

•
- 

where the linear slope of the sides of the conical segment m = '1+1 - 'I . The total 
L i+1 -Li 

volume under the isobar is approximated by the sum ~sobar =L Vi and can be refined 

to any desired accuracy by evaluating the pressure-isobar equations at finer resolution. 

The total volume of an isobar should be multiplied by a factor of 2 when double-ended 
breaks of equivalent upstream pressure are being considered, and finally, converted to 
a volume-equivalent sphere by the formula 

3 )1/3 
............(1-36)
RsPhere =( 41l'VlSobar 

1.4 DERIVATION OF ASYMPTOTIC-PLANE AREA 

• 
To obtain Equation (1-8) for the jet diameter Oa at the asymptotic plane, force balances 
are applied to the two control volumes shown in Figure 1-4 in a manner analogous to the 
derivation of the thrust force given by Equation (1-2). In the figure, a plate is positioned 
normal to the flow at the asymptotic plane. The force required to hold the plate in static 
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equilibrium is notated Fr. The fluid deflected by the plate is assumed to exit the control 

volume isotropically in a plane oriented parallel to the face of the plate. Exit flow is not 
represented in the figure. • 

•
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where A = 1dJ; /4 is the jet area at the asymptotic plane and m is the mass of the a a 

fluid located within the control volume.
 

For steady flow, dva/tIt=O. The rate at which mass enters the control volume,
 • 
dma/ tIt , is simply the total mass flow crossing the asymptotic plane and is given by 

.••.........(1-38) 

Hence, the force balance simplifies to 

.•...••.....(1-39) 

Since no mass escapes the jet between the break location and the asymptotic plane, 
the mass flow rates at the break and at the asymptotic plane must be equal, i.e., 

............(140) 

This relation may be employed to eliminate vain the force balance. 

As mentioned in the discussion following Equation (1-11), the static pressure at the 
asymptotic plane is generally taken to be equal to P,."". Setting P equal to PtIIftb yieldsa • 

.......•....(1-41) 

Since the the full jet thrust force is recoverect this evaluation of F, may be set equal to _ {Deleted: Sf 
~ 

that obtained ~ Equati~ (1-2}Jg.giv~tI)~ _r~s.u_1t _-- - Deleted: fre 
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The second fraction in this equation is recognized by comparison with Equation (1-5) as 
being equal to 1/(CT fri). Making use of the mass flux definition G, = P,v" leads to the 

expression for the jet area at the asymptotic plane given in the standard, 

Aa _ G; 
............(1-43)
 

A, grPaCTPo 

•
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• 
The standard recommends that the density Pa at the asymptotic plane be evaluated 

using the local static pressure P and the system stagnation enthalpy ho rather than the a 

local static enthalpy h • Therefore, it is implicitly assumed that the dynamic enthalpy at a 

the asymptotic plane, v; /2 , is small. 

An inconsistency is noted here because P in the ANSI jet model - as governed by a 

equation (1-10) - is not always equal to Pamb' yet the asymptotic plane area is always 

computed as if this were the case. For slightly subcooled, saturated, or two-phase 
upstream conditions, application of Equation (1-10) leads to a value for Pa that is less 
than Pamb• Although the physical reasoning behind Equation (1-10) is not documented in 
the standard, it appears to correct for cases in which the dynamic enthalpy is non
negligible. This development further confirms that only longitudinal pressures are being 
computed for Pjet , at least at the asymptotic plane, and probably everywhere within the 

jet envelope. 

1.5 CRITICAL FLOW MODELS 

1.5.1	 Discharge Mass Flux 

• 
Results produced by the jet model are sensitive to the value assigned to the mass flux 
discharged from the break plane, G [lbrnlft2/s]. The area of the jet at the asymptotic e 

plane Aa [ft2
], Le., the cross sectional area reached by the jet following free (isentropic) 

expansion, is proportional to G;. Thus, G is indirectly specified via Figures C-4 and C-e 

5 in the standard, which plot the ratio of the asymptotic area to the break plane area 
A / A for upstream conditions ranging from 50°F subcooled liquid to saturated vapor. a e 

Aside from difficulties inherent in recovering numerical values from coarsely resolved 
plots, use of these figures is not recommended for two reasons: 

1.	 The range of upstream stagnation conditions covered by the plot - extending 
only to 500F subcooling - is insufficient. Typical cold-leg conditions in a PWR 
might entail subcooling of 1000F or more. 

2.	 The origin of the results is unclear. Which model was used to evaluate the 
relevant mass fluxes and thrust coefficients? Without this information, there 
can be no confidence that the rest of the model will be applied in a self
consistent manner. 

Therefore, we strongly concur with the recommendation given in the standard (p. 57) 
that a two-phase critical flow model be employed to evaluate Ge • Two models that are in 

widespread use are cited: the homogeneous equilibrium-model (HEM)t and the 

• 
t For a discussion of practical considerations surrounding implementation of the HEM, as well as a 
tabulation of results for a wide range of upstream conditions, see Ref. [HAL8D]. 
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Henry-Fauske model [HEN71]. The standard provides a loose recommendation 
regarding the applicability of the models as a function of upstream stagnation properties: 
the HEM for saturated or two-phase and Henry-Fauske for subcooled conditions. 

Several pitfalls await a naive application of this guidance. To facilitate the exposition of • 
these pitfalls, it is useful first to provide a simplified description of the physics inherent in 
each of the models. 

Under the HEM, the phases are assumed to be in thermodynamic equilibrium and to 
remain well mixed. The relative velocity between the phases is therefore assumed to be 
zero. External heat transfer, wall roughness, and other interactions with the environment 
are neglected so that the expansion is isentropic. 

Given these assumptions, the first law of thermodynamics is applied to the 
homogenized fluid. Combined with the definition of the mass flux, the first law yields an 
expression for Ge in terms of the mixture's static properties at the choked point. The 

critical mass flux is defined as the value of Ge that maximizes this expression. 

Numerical solution of the HEM is thus an iterative process, entailing a search over the 
space of static state points that preserve the upstream stagnation entropy. 

The Henry-Fauske model preserves some of the assumptions made under the HEM, 
namely that the mass flux may be expressed as a function of the thermodynamic state 
at the throat, that the critical mass flux can be obtained by maximizing this function, and 
that the expansion is isentropic. However, Henry and Fauske argue that the 
assumptions of homogeneous mixing and thermodynamic equilibrium during the 
expansion are unrealistic given the short time scales involved. Rather, interphase mass 
transfer is constrained such that the quality x, at the throat is equal to the upstream •
stagnation quality xO • Heat transfer during the expansion is also assumed negligible; 

the liquid-phase temperature Tft at the throat is held fixed at the upstream liquid 

temperature Tlo • The temperature of the vapor phase, if it is present, is allowed to vary. 

The heat- and mass-transfer rates at the throat are treated as significant, and 
expressions for these are developed assuming polytropic vapor behavior. 

In practice, the Henry-Fauske model is implemented by soMng a transcendental 
equation for the static pressure at the throat that maximizes mass flux. Both Henry
Fauske and the HEM are evaluated through iterative procedures, with thermodynamic 
properties being queried upon each iteration. Therefore, the models were coded as a 
series of FORTRAN subroutines, driven by a MATLAB control function, that directly 
couple with the FORTRAN implementation of the NIST/Arnerican Society of Mechanical 
Engineers (ASME) steam tables [HAR96] when fluid properties are required. The results 
obtained from the software were successfully validated against those presented in Refs. 
[Hal80] and [Hen71]. These programmed routines allow a thorough assessment of the 
practical ramifications of using each model within the ANSI jet-modeling framework. 

The standard does not provide guidance with regard to critical flow modeling for 
superheated conditions. The simplest approach would be to treat the steam as an ideal 
gas and apply the appropriate equation of state. This treatment was attempted and •1-20 
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found to be highly inadvisable for the slightly superheated states that are of most
 
relevance to the present application. Two qualitative observations support this
 
conclusion: first, when the upstream superheat is small the flow at the choked location is
 
in fact two phase; second, slightly superheated high-pressure steam does not exhibit the
 
typically assumed idealized properties (e.g., a specific heat ratio of 1.3) so that
 
transitions evaluated using the ideal gas law would not preserve entropy. These
 
considerations lead us to recommend that the HEM be used treat the superheated state
 
points that may arise in this application.
 

As mentioned above, the standard does provide guidance for two-phase and single

phase liqUid stagnation state points. Specifically, it recommends the use of HEM for
 
saturated and Henry-Fauske for subcooled upstream conditions. We believe that the
 
Henry-Fauske model should, in fact, be employed for both of these regimes. This
 
recommendation stems from several considerations, as outlined below.
 

Critical mass fluxes predicted by the HEM and Henry-Fauske models exhibit their most
 
significant disagreement at precisely the transition point recommended in the standard,
 
Le., for saturated-liquid upstream conditions. Figure 1-5. aJ'!c! Figure 1-§.J?r9Yiq~ _(}~l"!t9!J! < _ --- Deleted: Fi'
 

plots of Ge as obtained from the two models for subcooled vessel stagnation conditions. - Deleted: Fi,
 

In figures shoWing flow properties for subcooled state points, the stagnation temperature
 
is varied on the x axis and pressure on the y axis. The regions between contour lines of
 
constant Ge are shaded for ease of delineation. Because the domain of validity of the
 
flow models does not extend to superheated conditions, pressure and temperature
 
combinations that lie within this regime are blanked out on the plots. Mass fluxes for
 
saturated upstream conditions are shown in Figure 1-7 and Fjgure 1-8. In these plots, G _-- Deleted: Fi, 

e 
,,- - - - - - - - - - - - .!' - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---"- .-  Deleted: Fi'is calculated at several saturated (temperature, pressure) state points as a function of 

the vessel quality. 

Figure 1-9. ~_n_c! Figure 1-1 Q_ cii~pJ~Y J!l~_ y~!i~!i9!l_ :t>~~~~_n_ !~~ _I::IF_~ _~lJci _ti~!lJy..f:~~~~~ -- --- Deleted: Fi' 
mass fluxes. It can be seen from these figures that discrepancies of 50% or more exist - Deleted: Fi' 
for saturated liquid upstream conditions and that significant variations persist for slightly 
subcooled and low-quality two-phase stagnation conditions. This disagreement follows 
from a variation in the assumptions regarding interphase mass transfer. Because the 
quality is held fixed under the Henry-Fauske model, the discharge is almost entirely in 
the liquid phase. Under the HEM, however, heat and mass transfer between the phases 
is allowed and the discharge has a quality that is significantly greater than zero. This 
discharge possesses a lower density and higher velocity than that predicted by Henry
Fauske. It can be shown numerically that the HEM mass flux prediction will be lower 
than that of Henry-Fauske for the slightly subcooled, saturated liquid, and low-quality 
upstream conditions in which the HEM prediction of discharge quality is markedly higher 
than that of Henry-Fauske. 
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If the advice of the standard is followed, then a significant discontinuity would be 
observed when the critical flow model transitions from the HEM to Henry-Fauske. The 
nature and magnitude of this discontinuity is explored further below. Although users of 
the jet model are in practice unlikely to observe this discontinuity, because during a 
blowdown, the transition might only occur after significant pressure drops, we see no 
compelling reason to preserve it. The issue then becomes one of selecting the model 
that offers the best fidelity to available data. The figures show that the HEM and Henry
Fauske offer comparable predictions for highly subcooled as well as high-quality two
phase conditions. This is to be expected because under these conditions, both models 
predict essentially monophasic fluid properties at the throat and the detailed treatment of 
the interphase heat- and mass-transfer rates offered by Henry-Fauske does not come 
into play. The benchmarking results reported in Ref. [Hen71] lead us to conclude that 
the Henry-Fauske model exhibits superior agreement to the data under low-quality two
phase and saturated liquid conditions. This alone is sufficient reason to adopt Henry
Fauske; further evidence may be found from an examination of a second major input to 
the ANSI jet model, the thrust coefficient. 

1.5.2 Direct Evaluation of Thrust Coefficients 

The thrust coefficient CT acts as a surrogate for the jet thrust force, which is not 

explicitly called for as an input to the ANSI model. This discussion will address only the 
steady-state thrust coefficient for frictionless, unrestricted flow, but its conclusions can 
be generalized to include those cases as well. Regardless of upstream conditions, the 
thrust coefficient is used to correlate the thrust force '£' upstream stagnation absolute 

pressure Po' ambient pressure Pamb' and break area A by the expression e 

............(1-44)
 

Calculation of the thrust coefficient requires knowledge of local flow conditions at the 
break. Because these are unknown unless a critical flow model such as the HEM or 
Henry-Fauske is used to compute them, pp. 35 - 45 of the standard provide a series of 
correlations and figures that may be used as surrogates. Because both Henry-Fauske 
and the HEM were implemented for the current review, the results obtained from these 
models will be compared with the recommendations provided in the standard. 

The thrust force may be computed by calculating the force that must be exerted to hold 
in static equilibrium a plate positioned normal to the flow directly at the break point. This 
thrust is given by 

............(1-45)
 

where the static pressure Pe , fluid density Pe' and flow velocity ve are evaluated at the 

exit. Combining the above equations yields an expression for the thrust coefficient: 
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Figure 1-4. JhroL!gh Figure 1-7_ ~tl~~ _ttJ~~_ coefficie!lJ~ _~r:np_ut~. ~~~n.9 p'ressures and __ - 
fluid properties evaluated from the HEM and Henry-Fauske models. Regardless-of the ----
model, the value of CT approaches 2.0 for incompressible, highly subcooled liquid and 

-1.26 for saturated steam. These results agree with theory and are recommended for 
use in the standard. 

For subcooled flashing upstream conditions, the standard on p. 42 recommends use of 
the curve fits presented by Webb [WEB76]. Based on an enthalpy normalization factor 

h. = 110 -180 ............(1-47)

h$lJl -180, 

where 110 [Btu/Ibm] is the upstream stagnation enthalpy and h$lJl [Btullbm] is the 

saturated water enthalpy at the stagnation pressure, the correlation is evaluated as 

CT =2.0-0.861h-2 for OS h· <0.75 ........•...(1-48)
 

and 

CT =3.22-3.0h• +O.97h-2 for 0.75Sh• S1.0. ..•.••......(1-49) 

For saturated or superheated steam, the standard recommends a thrust coefficient of 

.....•......(1-50) 

For two-phase steam-water mixtures, the standard provides only a figure that does not 
address relevant PWR break conditions, and for nonflashing water jets with 
temperatures less than the saturation temperature at ambient pressure and pressures 
greater than ambient, the standard recommends that 

C _ 2 ............(1-51)
 
T -1+ /LID' 

where the Fanning friction factor f is normally assumed to be zero for conservatism. 

The ratio L/D represents a dimensionless flow-path length based on the characteristic 

length and diameter of the piping between the assumed thermodynamic reservoir and 
the break location. 

Webb claims, and our calculations verify, that his correlations agree with values 
computed from the Henry-Fauske model to within 3% for upstream stagnation pressures 
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ranging from 300 to 2400 psia. The standard does not clearly state this range of 

•
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• 
applicability. Webb's correlation is recommended when a computational implementation 
of a critical flow model is unavailable, but two inconsistencies require clarification. 
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In presenting Webb's model, the standard neglects to clarify the "180" figure against 
which the enthalpy is nondimensionalized. This is, in fact, the enthalpy of saturated 
water at atmospheric pressure, 14.7 psi. It may be justifiably claimed that, during a 
blowdown, the ambient containment pressure might vary from below atmospheric to 
significantly above atmospheric. Changes in Pamb cannot be accounted for by Webb's 

model; however, CT evaluated from the force balance varies weakly with Pamb' This 

effect is not large: even for highly subcooled conditions at the lower end of the range of 
validity of Webb's correlation, Po = 300 psia, neglecting Pomb altogether changes the 

thrust coefficient evaluated from the force balance by less than 5%. 

The standard also places insufficient emphasis on the fact that Webb's correlation is 
obtained from calculations using the Henry-Fauske model. Because this is the case, 
employing HEM-derived mass fluxes with thrust coefficients obtained from this 
correlation propagates of a significant inconsistency. Figure I-a, ~~9vv~J~~Lsi9rlifi.9,aJlJ __ . {Deleted: Fi' 
deviation exists between thrust coefficients computed from the outlet conditions 
provided by the two critical flow models. The use of Henry-Fauske-derived thrust 
coefficients with HEM mass fluxes will result in overprediction of damage radii. This 
follows because the larger Henry-Fauske thrust coefficient implicitly imposes a higher 
flow density, velocity, and/or static pressure at the break plane. 

• 
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1.5.3 Effects of Flow Models on Jet Behavior 

While the sensitivity of the jet pressure contour map in its entirety to variations in CT is 

too complicated to permit analytic treatment, the effect of variation of CT on conditions 

at the asymptotic plane can be used for illustration. Equation (1-43) shows that the jet 
area A at the asymptotic plane is inversely proportional to CT' However, froma 

conservation of mass, Equation (1-40), the average flow velocity at the asymptotic plane 
Va is inversely proportional to A and, thus, directly proportional to CT' This conclusion a 

can be drawn because the average fluid density Pa at the asymptotic plane depends, in 

the ANSI formulation, only upon upstream stagnation conditions. The dynamic pressure 
of the fluid, which is proportional to the square of its velocity, thus varies as ci. The 

results of decreased jet cross sectional area and increased velocity from the larger 
Henry-Fauske thrust coefficient will be a narrower, more penetrating jet and larger 
volume-equivalent radii at a given damage pressure. 

In fact, it can be seen from Figure 1-6, that the thrust ~fficient for upstream co!ld_itJQrll? - - { Deleted: Fi, 

at or near saturation as derived from the HEM is significantly lower than the value of 
1.26 recommended in Figure 8-5 of the Standard. The inconsistency inherent in use of 
the 1.26 value with the HEM mass flux would again result in overprediction of 
volume-equivalent radii. This additional consideration strengthens our recommendation •1-30 
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that the Henry-Fauske method be employed for all flow regimes when performing the
 
calculations outlined in the standard.
 
As mentioned above, the critical mass flux G derived from the HEM will be smaller,
 e 

significantly so for stagnation conditions lying near the liquid saturation line in (p, h) 
space, than that obtained from Henry-Fauske. Because this is the case, it is also useful 
to address the behavior at the asymptotic plane when Ge is varied with CT being held 

constant. Following the same reasoning pursued above when the thrust coefficient was 
varied, we see that the jet area at the asymptotic plane varies as G;. The average jet 

velocity at that location va' on the other hand, behaves as Va =k GelA so thata 

va -1/G • Thus, a seemingly paradoxical conclusion is reached, namely that reducing e 

the mass flux while holding the thrust coefficient constant increases the velocity at the 
asymptotic plane and might increase the volume-equivalent radii. 

Although this thought experiment is not conclusive or comprehensive - the location of 
the asymptotic plane, for instance, also depends on Ge and CT and has not been taken 

into account - numerical computations verify its conclusions. Table 1-1.. ~!lpY\t'lLcritl~~I - --[ Deleted: TE 

flow model results for five of the upstream conditions given in Table 1-2. The conditions 
selected from that table are #8, PWR Hot Leg Initial; #1, PWR Cold Leg Initial; #2, PWR 
Cold-Leg Blowdown; #9, BWR Hot-Leg; and #11, Main Steam Line. All three PWR 
stagnation states are subcooled; the BWR state is two-phase with a quality of 0.15 and 

• 
the steam line case is superheated by 35QF. In addition to the mass flux Ge , thrust 

coefficient CT and discharge velocity v obtained, the volume-equivalent damage radii e 

for the 10 and 150 psig contours are also shown. It might be intuitively expected that the 
Henry-Fauske model is the more conservative when calculating damage radii because it 
predicts critical mass fluxes and thrust coefficients that are greater than those of the 
HEM, but, as shown in the table, particularly for initial conditions nearing saturation, this 
is not the case. 
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Deletec
Critical Mass Flux Thrust Coefficient CT 

Break Flow 15O-psig* 10-psig* Damage-
G - Velocity Damage- Pressure Radius 

e 
v Pressure Radius 

e[lbmlft2/s] [--] 
[pipe diameters] [pipe diameters] 

ntis] 
HEM H-F HEM H-F Webb** HEM H-F HEM H-F HEM H-F 

1. Cold Leg 24850 25330 1.62 1.64 1.63 522 527 1.48 1.48 12.00 12.04
 
Initial (2250
 
psia, 530 F)
 

2. Cold-Leg 13370 13390 1.88 1.89 1.90 232 232 0.96 0.96 4.42 4.43
 
Slowdown
 
(393 psia,
 
291 F)
 
8. Hot Leg 11840 15400 1.17 1.28 1.28 296 382 1.60 1.59 11.14 11.07
 
Initial (2250
 
psia, 630 F)
 

9. SWR Hot 3920 5260 1.16 1.26 NlA 178 158 1.11 1.12 7.81 7.80
 
Leg (1040
 
psia, 550 F,
 
X = 0.15)
 
11. Main 1800 N/A 1.24 NlA NlA 464 NlA 1.08 N/A 7.58 N/A

Steam Line
 
(910 psia,
 
570 F)
 
* Damage-pressure radii are given as multiples of the break diameter. They are obtained by constructing spheres with volume equal to the volume enclosed by a
 

given jet stagnation pressure contour. See Section 1.3 for further elaboration.
 

** Shown for purposes of comparison only; not used in damage-pressure-radius calculations given in this table. 
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1.6 SAMPLE CALCULATIONS 

The ANSI model presented in the previous sections for predicting stagnation pressures 
in an expanding jet was implemented in a MATLAB routine called ANSIJet (see 
Attachment 1 to this appendix). This programming language was selected for 
convenient interface with steam-table routines available from NIST. Several cases 
relevant to both PWR initial break and blowdown conditions were evaluated. Two 
generic BWR state points were also evaluated, as were three cases applicable to steam 
line flow in secondary loops. Two of these relate to a single-pass Babcock & Wilcox 
steam generator discharging superheated (by ca. sse> F) steam; the third applies to a 
Combustion Engineering U-tube heat exchanger and is assumed to yield saturated 
steam. These conditions are defined in Table 1-2 for later reference by case number. 
Note that Figure 1-1 corresponds to the coId-leg initial break condition defined as Case 
#1. 

1 Subcooled 
2 Subcooled 
3 Subcooled 
4 Subcooled 
5 Subcooled 
6 Subcooled 

7 2250 540 Subcooled 
8 2250 630 Subcooled 
9 1040 550 0.15 
10 1040 420 Subcooled 
11 910 570 Superheated 

12 1075 603 Superheated 

13 846 525 1.0 

Jet-pressure isobars for Cases 1 through 6 were integrated over a wide range of values 
and converted to equivalent spherical diameters. These results are presented in Fig. 1

•
 

•
 

17. Recall that the ANSI-model stagnation pressure is being used as a correlation 
parameter that corresponds to observed damage in debri$ generation tests. Use of this •1·34 
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correlation is the reason that the Figure 1-17 abscissa is labeled as "Damage Pressure." 
Case 1 represents a previously studied hydraulic condition [RA002] that will be used as 
the reference case. Reading from the figure, a damage pressure of 10 psig corresponds 
to an equivalent jet radius of approximately 12 pipe diameters. Note that equivalent radii 
climb sharply for damage pressures below 20 psig. 

This set of calculations suggests that the state-point pressure of the jet dominates the 
determination of isobar volumes. Other cases that are not shown in Figure 1-17 were 
bounded by Case 1. Case 7, the nominal PWR cold-leg condition recommended in the 
GR, was almost indistinguishable from Case 1. Case 8, a nominal hot-leg break 
condition, was also bounded by the reference case except at damage pressures greater 
than 120 psig. Hot-leg conditions are much closer to saturation (6301lF vs. 653QF); 
therefore, the shapes of the pressure contours change near the core. Case 6 was run 
as a perturbation check for plants that may at times have higher operating pressures 
than the nominal value of 2250 psig. Although the pressure increase was 10% higher 
than the reference, the maximum deviation in spherical volume was only 8%; therefore, 
a linear adjustment for higher pressure would be conservative in the absence of a full 
jet-model analysis. 
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30 

• Case 6 
Case 2 
Case 3 
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Case 5 

Case 1 
(heavy blue) 
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The damage radii associated with the BWR hot-leg and cold-leg conditions of Cases 9 

• 
and 10 are shown in Figure 1-18. Given the lower stagnation pressures pertinent to 
BWR coolant, the equivalent radii are, as expected, smaller than was the case for PWR 
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conditions at comparable values of damage pressure. The radii obtained for the three 
steam line cases are given in Figure 1-19. Two of these, Cases 11 and 13, are specified 
as representative of full power operating conditions. The third, Case 12, is a design 
specification included to serve as a conservative bounding scenario. Given that the 
thrust coefficient is nearty invariant at a value near 1.26 for high-quality two-phase and • 
superheated upstream conditions, it appears reasonable to expect damage radii in such 
regimes to respond linearty to variation in the stagnation pressure. A pressure contour 
plot for the steam line break condition is provided in Figure 1-20. This figure compares 
to Figure 1-1 for PWR cold-leg stagnation conditions. One of the subtle differences 
between these figures is the higher centerline pressure exhibited by the MSL case to 
axial distances of about 30 pipe diameters. The steam flow exhibits a narrower jet that 
is higher-velocity at the centerline, leading to a greater dynamic contribution to the 
stagnation pressure. Differences in the initial pressure should also be considered when 
visually comparing Figures 1-1 and 1-20. 
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Other useful information can be extracted from the jet model in addition to equivalent 
spherical diameters derived from spatial volume integrals. Appendix 0 of the ANSI 
standard suggests that target temperatures can be estimated by evaluating a 
thermodynamic state point using the jet pressures Pj and the initial enthalpy 110 . •
Presuming that the model supplies realistic, nonisentropic impingement pressures (at 
least in the longitudinal direction), this approach will give the temperature of the 
stationary fluid striking the surface of a large target. Actual target temperatures might 
vary with intemal heat conduction properties and extemal drag coefficients that affect 
aerodynamic heating, but it is instructive to compute this approximation nonetheless. 
Figure 1-21 illustrates the isotherm plot corresponding to Case 1 for the reference cold
leg break. 
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The somewhat surprising attribute of the isotherm map is how slowly the impingement 
temperature changes beyond the range of 10 to 15 pipe diameters downstream of the 
break. For potential debris-generation mechanisms that are suspected to have important 
thermal responses, this information can directly benefit both the specification of relevant 
test parameters and the interpretation of existing test data. For example, a test 
performed at 2S02F that exhibits good damage resistance demonstrates substantially •
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less spatial vulnerability to high-temperature jets than a test performed at 220QF. As with 
pressure contours, isotherm volumes can also be mapped to equivalent spherical 
volumes, and because the ANSI model exhibits spatial monotonicity (uniformly 
increasing or decreasing in every direction) in all physical jet properties, there is a 
unique correspondence between pressure, temperature, and contour volume. 

Another impingement-state parameter of interest is the 'fluid quality. There has been a 
long-standing debate regarding the potential for enhanced debris generation in the 
presence of entrained water droplets compared with that observed for high-quality 
steam and for air-jet surrogates. While the ANSI model cannot answer this concern, it 
may offer information on the spatial extent of the phenomena. Subject to the same 
interpretations and approximations as those discussed for impingement temperature, 
the jet quality can also be evaluated at Po and ho• Contours of equal two-phase steam 

.- 
quality are illustrated in Figure 1-22 for the reference cold-leg break. Similar to 
temperature, the fluid quality changes slowly beyond a range of 10 to 15 pipe diameters 
and maintains a nominal value between 0.25 and 0.35. This range would be considered 
low-quality steam for turbine generator applications and might be viewed with concern 
for its potential erosion effects on stainless steel rotor blades. Certainly, the time 
regimes of jet impact and in-service steam components are drastically different, but the 
potential damage mechanisms are the same. 
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Figure 1·22. Contours of Equivalent Steam Quality for the Reference 
., ~ - - -COl~Leg-Break at 2250psia- and 53QRF - - - - - - - - - - - r<t¥The thermodynamic treatment of two-phase saturated conditions in the ANSI standard is 

inherently a homogeneous mass-mixture model. That is, the two-phase mixture is 
considered to be a single fluid with equivalent mass-weighted thermodynamic 
properties. This assumption, along with that of equal phase velocities in the jet, is 
justified by Lahey and Moody [LAH84]. Therefore, void fractions could be estimated 
from the local pressures and qualities. Under this assumption, it was found that the 
qualities shown in Figure 1-19 would correspond to void fractions greater than 0.95 for all 
regions of the jet apart from the core. While Figure 1-19 could be separated into the fluid 
and vapor mass fractions using the saturation properties and the definition of quality, the 
real issue of momentum transfer to a target could not be addressed with convincing 
accuracy. Theoretical treatments of two-phase transport introduce concepts of 
condensate nucleation, interphase velocities, droplet drag coefficients, and void fraction 
(space between droplets) that are difficult to measure experimentally. Pursuing this 
analysis with the present ANSI model would exceed the scope of its purpose and 
fidelity. 

In summary, Table 1-3 presents a set of concomitant values for pressure, temperature, 
quality and equivalent spherical radius that characterize the approximate impingement 
conditions in an expanding jet generated by a cold-leg break at 2250 psia and 53()lIF. 
With respect to equivalent spherical diameter, this reference case is observed to bound 
all break conditions of interest for a PWR accident analysis. Table 1-4 lists intermediate 
parameter values computed by ANSIJet for the reference break conditions. This 
information may be useful for comparisons of independent implementations of the jet 
model. • 

2 218.7 0.35 31.5 
3 221.8 0.34 25.4 
4 224.6 0.34 21.6 
6 230.0 0.34 17.0 
10 239.6 0.33 11.9 
17 253.7 0.32 7.5 
24 265.5 0.31 5.4 
40 287.0 0.29 4.0 
80 324.2 0.26 2.6 
150 366.1 0.21 1.5 
190 384.0 0.20 1.1 

2250 530.0 0.00 0.9 
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Reference Cold-Leg Break Conditions Deleted: 4 

Vessel Pressure PO [psia] 2250 
Vessel Temp TO [deg F] 530 
Vessel Quality XO [-] -0.430084 
Vessel Density rO [lbm/ftJ\3] 48.0879 
Vessel Enthalpy hO [Btu/Ibm] 522.455 
Sat Temp at PO Tsat [deg F] 653.014 
Liq Sat Enth at PO hf [Btu/Ibm] 700.946 
Vap Sat Enth at PO hg [Btu/Ibm] 1115.96 
Ambient Pressure Pamb [psia] 14.7 
Pres at Asym Plane Pa [psia] 14.7 
Dens at Pa, hO rma [lbrnlftJ\3] 0.105653 
Computed Thrust Coeff TC [-] 1.64413 
Crit Mass Flux Ge [lbrnlftJ\21s] 25329.2 
Tsat at Pamb Tsatamb [deg F] 212.238 
Liq Sat Enth at Pamb hfamb [Btu/Ibm] 180.176 
Vap Sat Enth at Pamb hgamb [Btu/Ibm] 1150.28 
Degrees Subcooling delTsub [deg F] 123.014 

1.7 SUMMARY CRITIQUE OF THE ANSI JET MODEL 

• 
Appendix I provides an exposition of the ANSI model and addresses several points 
where the model may be insufficiently clear or may suffer from an inconsistency. The 
major issues raised in the Appendix are summarized below; where applicable, 
recommendations for remediation are provided. 

•	 The pressure distribution produced by the model exhibits a discontinuity across 
the boundary of the core. Within the core, the stagnation pressure is assumed 
to equal the upstream pressure Po; the discontinuity has been observed to 
reach an order of magnitude for certain upstream conditions. 

•	 Although not explicitly stated in the model, the jet pressure distribution, which 
falls to zero in the far field, must be interpreted as representative of local 
impingement gauge pressures. 

•	 The jet pressure at the centerline, however, remains nonzero for any finite 
value of the axial penetration distance. This exaggerates pressure isobar 
volumes and causes volume-equivalent spherical damage radii to approach 
infinity as the damage pressure goes to zero. 

•	 The pressure distribution has evidently been formulated such that the thrust 
force is correctly recovered only for targets oriented normal to the flow direction 
at the orifice. Therefore, the model may not be a good approximation to free
field expansion: it may not accurately predict local conditions at points away 
from the jet centerline. where the flow velocity on such a normally-oriented 

•	 
plate would exhibit a significant tangential component. This concern is not 
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addressed by the application of a shape factor as outlined in Appendix.D of the
 
ANSI report.
 

•	 The above point has further ramifications for the applicability of the model to 
small targets. Since the stagnation pressure field produced by the model was • 
developed to reproduce loadings on large flat targets, it is inaccurate to apply 
the stagnation pressures to small and/or non-flat objects. One could bound the 
true conditions by computing local static pressures as well; however, 
knowledge of the local velocity field and of the characteristics of the two-phase 
jet flow that are beyond the scope of the ANSI model would be required. 

•	 A discontinuity in the slope of the isobars exists between Zones 2 and 3. This 
discontinuity is clearly evident in Figure 1-1. The sharp terminal points of 
pressure isobars at the axial centerline also suggest that more attention could 
be given to the behavior of first spatial derivatives. 

•	 The assumption of isentropic and/or isenthalpic expansion should be made with 
caution. For instance, stagnation conditions at the asymptotic plane are 
evaluated assuming isenthalpic behavior, implying no energy loss to the 
environment. In general, however, the isentropic assumption appears to be 
applied to the expanding jet. For a discussion of the limitations of these 
assumptions see Ref. [WIT02]. 

•	 Although it was analytically confirmed that all characteristic lengths in the 
problem scale linearly with the break diameter D~, it is recommended that 

users implement the formulation of the model presented herein, as it has been
 
nondimensionalized with respect to this quantity.
 

• The notation adopted by the standard for the thrust coefficient is evidently • 
inconsistent: CT , CT~' and C;~ all appear in the equations describing the 

pressure distribution for the various jet zones. These forms must all refer to a 
single numeric value if the pressure equations are to be piecewise continuous 
between zones. 

•	 The ANSI model presents an expression for the jet area at the asymptotic 
plane that rests upon the assumption that the average flow static pressure at
 
that location equals the ambient pressure PtIIIfb. Elsewhere in the ANSI model,
 

however, the asymptotic plane static pressure is assigned a value that may be
 
less than PtIIIfb •
 

•	 The standard advises users to implement a critical flow model, either the 
homogeneous equilibrium model (HEM) or the Henry-Fauske model, to obtain
 
the jet mass flux G~. Users not having such a model available may estimate
 

G~ from Figure C-4 of the ANSI report; however this figure only covers 

stagnation conditions extending to 2000 psi and SOoF of subcooling, leaving 
certain states (e.g., cold leg conditions in many PWRs) unaddressed. Given 
the additional inaccuracies that may be introduced by reading from the figure, it •
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is strongly recommended that a critical flow model be implemented for use with 
the jet model. 

•	 The standard recommends that Henry-Fauske critical flow model be used for 
subcooled vessel conditions and the HEM for saturated conditions. This would 
introduce a strong discontinuity as the liquid saturation point is crossed. 
Therefore, since Henry-Fauske is evidently in better agreement with the data 
for both subcooled and two-phase conditions, exclusive use of this model is 
recommended. 

•	 An implied discontinuity exists across the break plane, as the ANSI model 
assumes that fluid in the core is in equilibrium at the upstream stagnation 
pressure and quality. This assumption contradicts aspects of both the HEM 
and Henry-Fauske models. 

•	 The correlation recommended by the standard for use in calculating the thrust 
coefficient CT for subcooled conditions applies only to Henry-Fauske derived 

mass fluxes. This is not made clear in the standard. Also left unclear is the 
assumption inherent in the correlation that ambient conditions are at standard 
pressure. Therefore, this correlation should not be used in conjunction with 
HEM mass fluxes, and users of the standard should bear in mind that the 
correlation is not strictly validated for ambient conditions deviating from those of 
the standard atmosphere. The error is small, though, for most upstream 
pressures of interest in the present analysis. 

•	 No analytic correlation is provided by the standard for the thrust coefficient 
relevant to saturated steam-water mixtures. Within the standard, users may 
only consult Figure 8-5 to visually gauge an approximate value. Another 
recourse would be to consult the thrust coefficient contour plots presented in 
this appendix, or better, implement a critical mass flux model to enable direct 
calculation of mass flux and thrust coefficient via the Henry-Fauske model. 

•	 Users should be aware that one desired result of the model, volume-equivalent 
spherical damage-pressure radii, can behave nonintuitively as certain upstream 
conditions are varied. For instance, the PWR hot leg and cold leg results 
presented in Table 1-1 of this appendix show that the flow from the hot leg 
break exhibits a lower mass flux and thrust coefficient than that from the cold 
leg. Nonetheless, the damage radii are roughly comparable, with radii for the 
hot leg break being greater than those of the cold leg for higher damage 
pressures and smaller for lower damage pressures. These results, which 
follow from variations in the flow velocity and density at the break, reinforce the 
importance of not eliminating lower-energy break points a priori when 
conducting ZOI analyses. 
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Attachment 1 to APPENDIX I 

ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
C mexFunction C 
C MATLAB-executable subroutine that serves as the jumping-off point C 
C for calls to the ASME steam tables via the subroutines located in C 
C INTPK.FOR and elsewhere. C 
C C 
C The subroutine MUST be named mexFunction and it MUST contain the C 
C four arguments C 
C NLHS: number of elements contained in the array PUIS C 
C PUIS: an array of pointers to the output values to be returned C 
C to MATLAB by mexFunction. It is stored as an array of integer C 
C memory references; MATLAB handles extraction of the outputs from C 
C these references, but PLHS itself must be populated via the C 
C mxCopyReal8ToPtr function (see below). C 
C NRHS: number of elements contained in the array PRHS C 
C PRHS: array of pointers to input values, as described above for C 
C PLHS. The input values themselves are extracted by calling C 
C mxCopyPtrToReal8. C 
C C 
C For this application, the inputs in PRHS and outputs in PUIS are C 
C organized as follows: C 
C C 
C Say that there are y (po,To,Xo) state points describing a blowdown C 
C history. Po(y) [psia] is an array defining the pressures at these C 
C points, To(y) [deg F] defines the pressures, and Xo(y) gives the C 
C qualities. Only two of these would be specified for each state C 
C point; mexFunction will return the third. During the subcooled C 
C period, T and P would be given and mexFunction would populate C 
C the quality by evaluating X = (h - h_f)/h_fg. Under saturated C 
C conditions, either T or P would be given along with X and the model C 
C would return the unspecified quantity as P = P_sat or T = T_sat. C 
C Other outputs to be returned are C 
C C 
C Tsat(y) [deg F], saturation temperature C 
C Hf(y) [Btu/Ibm], enthalpy of liquid phase at Tsat C 
C Hg(y) [Btu/Ibm], enthalpy of vapor phase at Tsat C 
C Rhoo(y) [lbmlftJ\3], fluid density C 
C Ho(y) [Btu/Ibm], fluid enthalpy C 
C C 
C Note that for saturated fluid there are redundancies, e.g., C 



C To=Tsat and only three of Hf, Hg, Ho, X are needed. C 
C C 
C Say that z pressure/temperature contours are to be evaluated. C 
C The input would be an array Pj(z) of pressures. The temperatures C •
C evaluated for the corresponding y state points would be stored in C 
C the array Tj(y*z) indexed by Tj[y_i,z~]=Tj[z*(y_i-l)+z..,j]. C 
C C 
C The critical mass flux Ge(y) [Ibmlftl\21s] is computed for each C 
C state point, as is the thrust coefficient K (notated TC in the C 
C code). This is evaluated using a force balance at the orifice, C 
C with the mass flux and thennodynamic state at the orifice being C 
C obtained from the model being implemented (the HEM, Henry-Fauske, C 
C or the ideal gas law). C 
C C 
C The pressure Pa(y) and density Rhoa(y) [Ibmlftl\3] at the asymptotic C 
C plane are also computed. C 
C C 
C The Ge calculations are carried out using one of three models, C 
C homogeneous equilibrium (HEM), Henry-Fauske (H-F), or the ideal gas C 
C equations of state. The model used is governed by the value of the C 
C USE_LOGIC integer input flag: C 
C C 
C USE_LOGIC Subcooled Saturated Superheated C 
C 0 HEM HEM HEM C 
C 1 H-F H-F HEM C 
C 2 HEM HEM Ideal Gas C •
C 3 H-F H-F Ideal Gas C 
C C 
C Finally, the saturation temperature Tsat,arnb at Pamb is computed, C 
C as are the saturated liquid and vapor enthalpies Hf,amb and Hg,amb. C 
C C 
C The input PRHS is thus C 
C C 
C CONCAT(Po, To, Xo, Pj, Pamb, y, z, USE_LOGIC) C 
C C 
C and the output PUIS is C 
C C 
C CONCAT(Po, To, Xo, Tsat, Hf, Hg, Rhoo, Ho, Pa, Rhoa, Ge, TC, C 
C Tj, Tsat,amb, Hf,amb, Hg,amb). C 
C C 
C AUTHOR: Erich Schneider C 
C DRAFfED: July 5, 2004 C 
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 

•
 



• SUBROUTINE mexFunction(NLHS, PLHS, NRHS, PRHS) 

C Initialize and dimension other arguments to subroutines located in 
C INTPK.FOR. See EXAM.FOR for another example. 

IMPUCIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,O-Z)
 
INCLUDE 'nprop.cmn'
 
DIMENSION IWORK(NPROP), IWANT(NPROP), PROPR(NPROP),
 

PROPSI(NPROP) 
DIMENSION WAVRI(NRIMAX), RI(NRIMAX), IRIFLG(NRIMAX) 
DIMENSION IPCHK(5), IPFLG(5) 
INTEGER mxGetM, mxGetN, mxGetPr 
INTEGER NLHS, NRHS 
INTEGER PLHS(*), PRHS(*) 
INTEGER M, N, SIZE, IN_COUNT, OUT_COUNT, IY, IZ, I, J, MODE 

C number of outputs per state point. Currently 12: the three inputs 
C P, T and X (recall that 2 are specified and this subroutine finds 
C the third), Tsat, Hf, Hg, Rhoo, Ho, Pa, Rhoa, Ge, TC 

•
 
PARAMETER (NUM_OUTPUTS = 12)
 

C Dimension input and output arrays given that no more than 50 state 
C points and 50 contours may be accepted as inputs. 
C This would be a lot more elegant if FORTRAN supported dynamic memory 
C allocation, but that's the price one pays for a fast language! 

PARAMETER(MAX_STATE_PTS=50, MAX_CONTOURS=50) 

REAL*8P~,TSAT~,FOFHO,RATIO,MIX_PROP 

REAL*8HFAMB,HG~ 

REAL*8 IN_VALS(MAX_STATE_PTS*3+MAX_CONTOURS+4) 
REAL*8 OUT_VALS(MAX_STATE_PTS*NUM_OUTPUTS+ 

& 
& MAX_STATE_PTS*MAX_CONTOURS+1) 

REAL*8 PO(MAX_STATE_PTS), TO(MAX_STATE_PTS), 
XO(MAX_STATE_PTS) 

REAL*8 T_SAT(MAX_STATE_PTS), HF(MAX_STATE_PTS), 
HG(MAX_STATE_PTS) 

REAL*8 RHOO(MAX_STATE_PTS), HO(MAX_STATE_PTS), 
PA(MAX_STATE_PTS) 

REAL*8 RHOA(MAX_STATE_PTS), GE(MAX_STATE_PTS), 

•
 
PJ(MAX_CONTOURS)
 

REAL*8 TJ(MAX_STATE_PTS,MAX_CONTOURS), TC(MAX_STATE_PTS)
 



..
 

C Create array of reals from the array PRHS of pointers 

M = mxGetM(PRHS(l» •
N = mxGetN(PRHS(l» 

SIZE=M*N 

CALL mxCopyPtrToReal8(lN_PI'R,IN_VALS.SIZE) 

C Disassemble and parse input value array: get number of state points 
C to be examined and number of PIf contours to be obtained for each 
C state point. Note that at least one state point must exist for the 
C contour calculation to take place. If this is not the case. 
C the contour calculations will be skipped even if Pj input values 
C are supplied. 

IY=IN_VALS(SIZE-2)
 
IZ=IN_VALS(SIZE-l)
 

C Obtain value of integer USE_LOGIC flag 
USE_LOGIC=IN_VALS(SIZE) 

C Verify that user is not trying to evaluate more than MA)CSTATE_PTS •
C state points or more than MAX_CONTOURS contours. If this is the 
C case, return a soft landing 

IF (IY .GT. MAX_STATE_PTS) THEN
 
CALL mexErrMsgTxt('Number of state points passed to QUERYST is
 

greater& 
& than MAX_STATE_PTS. Decrease number of points to be analyzed or & 
&increase MAX_STATE_PTS in QUERYST.for.') 

ENDIF
 
IF (lZ .QT. MAX_CONTOURS) THEN
 

CALL mexErrMsgTxt('Number of contour points passed to QUERYST is
 
great& 

&er than MAX_CONTOURS. Decrease number of points to be analyzed or & 
& increase MAX_CONTOURS in QUERYST.for.') 

ENDIF 

IN_COUNT=l
 
OUT_COUNT=l
 

•
 



• 
C Prepare IWANT vector to harvest enthalpies 

DO 110 l=l,NPROP 
IWANT(I) =0 

110 CONTINUE 
IWANT(6) = 1
 
DO 111 1=1,5
 

IPCHK(I) =0
 
111 CONTINUE
 

C read P_amb and obtain Tsat and enthalpies at P_amb 
PAMB=IN_VALS(SIZE-3) 
CALL TSAT(PAMB, TSATAMB, RHOL, RHOV, IWORK, PROPR, IERR) 

C Compute liquid and vapor enthalpies HF & HG 
CALL PROPS(IWANT, TSATAMB, RHOL, PROPSI, PROPR,O,I2PH,O, 
& ISFLG,O, ICFLG, IPCHK, IPFLG, 0, 0, WAVRI, RI, IRIFLG) 

HFAMB = PROPSI(6) 

CALL PROPS(IWANT, TSATAMB, RHOV, PROPSI, PROPR,O,I2PH,O, 
& ISFLG,O, ICFLG, IPCHK, IPFLG, 0, 0, WAVRI, RI, IRIFLG) 

HGAMB = PROPSI(6) 

IF (IY .GT. 0) THEN • C Read (P, T, X) values for IY state points 
DO 100I=1,IY 

PO(I)=IN_VALS(I) 
TO(I)=IN_VALS(I+IY) 
XO(I)=IN_VALS(I+2*IY) 
GE(I)=O. 
TC(I)=O. 

C Compute properties for this point: first check if fluid is saturated
 
C QUERYST.FOR treats the fluid as saturated if the input pressure is < 0,
 
C in which case the input quality should be in [0,1]
 

IF «PO(I) .LT. 0) .OR. (TO(I) .LT. 0» THEN 
C Saturated conditions with only one of P and T specified; calculate the other 

IF (PO(I) .LT. 0) THEN 
T_SAT(I) = TO(I) 

C Find saturation pressure 
CALL PSAT(TO(I), PMPA, RHOL, RHOV, 

• 
IWORK, PROPR, 



& IERR) 
PO(I)=PMPA 

ElSE IF (TO(I) .LT. 0) THEN 
C Find saturation temperature •

CALL TSAT(PO(I), TK, RHOL, RHOV, IWORK, 
PROPR, 

& IERR)
 
TO(I)=TK
 
T_SAT(I) = TO(I)
 

ENDIF 
C Find mixture density 

RHOO(I) = MIX_PROP(XO(I), RHOL, RHOV) 

C Compute liquid and vapor enthalpies HF & HG 
CALL PROPS(IWANT, TO(I), RHOL, PROPSI, PROPR,O,I2PH,O, 

& ISFLG,O, ICFLG, IPCHK, IPFLG, 0, 0, WAVRI, RI, IRIFLG) 
HF(I) = PROPSI(6) 

CALL PROPS(IWANT, TO(I), RHOV, PROPSI, PROPR,O,I2PH,O,
 
& ISFLG,O, ICFLG, IPCHK, IPFLG, 0, 0, WAVRI, RI, IRIFLG)
 

HG(I) =PROPSI(6)
 

C Compute mixture enthalpy 
HO(l) =MDCPROP(XO(I), HF(I), HG(I) 

ElSE • 
C Find sauration temperature at PO 

CAlL TSAT(PO(I), TK, RHOL, RHOV, IWORK, PROPR, 
IERR) 

C Obtain enthalpies at (Tsat, PO) 
CALL PROPS(IWANT, TK, RHOL, PROPSI, PROPR, 0, I2PH, 0, 

& ISFLG,O, ICFLG, IPCHK, IPFLG, 0, 0, WAVRI, RI, IRIFLG) 
HF(I) =PROPSI(6) 

CALL PROPS(IWANT, TK, RHOV, PROPSI, PROPR, 0, I2PH, 0, 
& ISFLG,O, ICFLG, IPCHK, IPFLG, 0, 0, WAVRI, RI, IRIFLG) 

HG(I) = PROPSI(6) 

C Find density and enthalpy at (TO, PO) 
CAlL DENSO(OOUf, PO(I),TO(I), DPD. IWORK, 

PROPR, IERR) 
RHOO(I)=OOUf 

CAlL PROPS(IWANT,TO(I),OOUT,PROPSI, PROPR. O. I2PH. O. 

• 



•
 
& ISFLG,O, ICFLG, IPCRK, IPFLG, 0, 0, WAVR!, RI, IRIFLG)
 

HO(I) =PROPSI(6)
 

XOm =(HOm - lIF(I)/(HG(I) - lIF(I» 
ENDIF 

C Given the initial quality, detennine the pressure at the asymptotic plane 
IF (XO(l) .GT. -0.1) THEN 

FOFHO = SQRT(O.l + XO(I» 
ELSE 

FOFHO=O.O 
ENDIF 
RATIO = PAMB/PO(I) 
IF (RATIO .GT. 0.5) THEN 

RATIO=0.5 
ENDIF 

PA(I) = (1. - 1./2.*(1.-2.*RATIO)*FOFHO)*PAMB 

C Now find the density. Set MODE = 1 for HSSOLV (lnp: P, H, Out: T, rho) 
MODE = 1 
CALL HSSOLV(MODE, PA(I), HO(I), TPOUT, D1, DV, DL, 

•
 
& I2PH, Q, IWORK, PROPR, IERR)
 

C Format of result in HSSOLV dependent on phase of fluid as signified by I2PH 
IF «I2PH .EQ. 2) .OR. (I2PH .EQ. 4» THEN 

RHOA(I) = 1.1MIX_PROP(Q, 1.01DL, 1.01DV) 
ELSE 

RHOA(I)=D1 
ENDIF 

C The code block below sets USE_MODEL based upon user-specified USE_LOGIC 
C and upstream stagnation conditions. 

C Based upon the specification provided by the user, USE_MODEL is below 
C assigned a value of zero (HEM), one (H-F) or two (ideal gas) 
C prior to being passed to CRIT_MASS_FLUX. However: if USE_MODEL = 2 and 
C upstream stagnation conditions are insufficiently superheated such that 
C the ideal gas law yields a static state that is in the two-phase regime, 
C CRIT_MASS_FLUX automatically defaults to the HEM. In general, since the 
C HEM reduces to the ideal gas law as the superheating increases, USE_LOGIC 
C = 2 and 3 should be avoided. This is doubly so since truly ideal gas-like 
C behavior is not likely to be observed for any of the problems that are 

• 
C being studied with ANSIJET. 



IF (XO(l) .GT. 1.0) THEN 
IF «(USE_LOGIC .EQ. 2) .OR. (USE_LOGIC .EQ. 3» 

THEN •
USE_MODEL = 2 

ELSE 
USE_MODEL = 0 

ENDIF 
ELSE 

IF «(USE_LOGIC .EQ. 0) .OR. (USE_LOGIC .EQ. 2» 
THEN 

USE_MODEL = 0 
ELSE 

USE_MODEL = 1 
ENDIF 

ENDIF 
CAlL CRIT_MASS_FLUX(GE(I),TC(I)'po(I),HO(I),PAMB, 

& USE_MODEL) 

IF(IZ .GT. 0) THEN 
C Read Pj values for IZ contours 

DO 101 J=I, IZ 
PJ(J)=IN_VALSON_COUNT+J) •

101 CONTINUE 

C Compute Tj at each Pj value for every stale point 
DO 1021=1, IY 

DO 103 J=I, IZ 
C MODE = 1-> HSSOLV expects P and H as inputs and returns T 

MODE =1 
CAlL HSSOLV(MODE, PJ(J), HO(I), TPOUT, Dl, 

DV,DL, 
& I2PH, Q, IWORK, PROPR, IERR) 

TJ(I,J)=TPOlIT 
103 CONTINUE 
102 CONTINUE 

ENDIF 
ENDIF 

C Create output array 

DO 104 I=l,IY 

• 



•
 
OUT_VALS(I)=PO(l)
 
OUT_VALS(I+IY)=TO(l)
 
OUT_VALS(I+2*IY)=XO(1)
 
OUT_VALS(I+3*IY)=T_SAT(I)
 
OUT_VALS(I+4*IY)=HF(I) 
OUT_V ALS(1+5*IY)=HG(I) 
OUT_VALS(I+6*IY)=RHOO(I) 
OUT_VALS(I+7*IY)=HO(1) 
OUT_VALS(I+8*IY)=PA(I) 
OUT_V ALS(I+9*IY)=RHOA(I) 
OUT_VALS(I+lO*IY)=GE(I) 
OUT_VALS(I+ll*IY)=TC(I) 
DO 105 J=l,IZ 

OUT_V ALS(NUM_OUTPUTS*IY+(I-l)*IZ+J)=TJ(I,J) 
105 CONTINUE 
104 CONTINUE 

OUT_VALS(NUM_OUTPUTS*IY+IZ*IY+l)=TSATAMB 
OUT_VALS(NUM_OUTPUTS*IY+IZ*IY+2)=HFAMB 
OUT_VALS(NUM_OUTPUTS*IY+IZ*IY+3)=HGAMB 

C Create pointer to output array and size it 

• 
SIZE=MAX_STATE_PTS*NUM_OUTPUTS+MAX_STATE_PTS*MAX_CON 

TOURS+3
 
PLHS(l)=rnxCreateDoubleMatrix(SIZE,l,O)
 
OUT_PTR=mxGetPr(PLHS(I»
 

C Populate pointer to output for MATLAB use 

CALL rnxCopyReal8ToPtr(OUT_VALS,OUT_PTR,sIZE) 

RETURN 
END 

FUNCTION MDCPROP(QUALITY, PROP_F, PROP_G) 

CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
C MIX_PROP C 
C Given an input quality and phase properties at saturation, MIX_PROP C 
C computes the value of the property for the mixture. Any mass- C 
C specific property that has meaning for a two phase mixture C 
C (lldensity, enthalpy, etc.) may be computed. C 
C C 

• 
C Inputs: C 



C QUALITY Does not necessarily lie in [0,1] C 
C PROP_F, PROP_0: saturation values ofthe property to be computed C 
C C 
C Output: C •
C MDCPROP =QUALITY*PROP_G + (l-QUALITY)*PROP_F C 
C C 
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 

REAL*8 QUALITY, PROP_F, PROP_G, MDCPROP 

MDCPROP = QUAUfY*PROP_G + (l.o-QUAUTY)*PROP_F 

RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE CRIT_MASS_FLUX(G_CALC, TC_CALC, PO, HO,
 
& P_AMB, USE_MODEL)
 

CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
C CRIT_MASS_FLUX C 
C Given a state point (PO, HO), derives the critical mass flow G C 
C (kglmI\2-s) as per the homogeneous equiJ. method (see Hall & Czapary,C 
C "Tables of Homogeneous Equilibrium Critical Flow Parameters for C •
C Water In SI Units," EG&G Idaho Report EGG-2056,1980), or the method C 
C of Henry and Fauske, "The Two-Phase Critical Flow of One-Component C 
C Mixtures in Nozzles, Orifices, and Short Tubes," J. Heat Transfer C 
C May 1971, p. 179, or the ideal gas equation of state. C 
C C 
C HEMNotes C 
C C 
C The HEM model maximizes the mass flux G =VIv (V =flow velocity C 
C [m1s], v = specific volume [mI\3/kg]. Applying the First Law, this C 
C is equivalent to C 
C G = 2(h0 - h)1\1I2 I v, C 
C where hO is the stagnation enthalpy of the fluid, and h and v are C 
C the enthalpy and specific volume to be adjusted isoentropically C 
C such that G is maximized. The optimum or critical state at which C 
C the tradeoff between decreased static enthalpy (and thus higher C 
C velocity) and increased specific volume may be represented by a C 
C critical pressure. p*. It is convenient to optimize on the above C 
C using p* as the independent variable. C 
C C 

•
 



• 
C The maximization method used is a golden-mean bisection after C 
C Teukolsky et. al, "Numerical Recipes in Fortran." The algorithm C 
C has been altered somewhat to take into account the nature of the C 
C function G =f(p*): since f(p*) is undefined for p* > PO and also C 

• 

C for very low values of p*, some care must be taken in bracketing C 
C the root. The algorithm generally converges within 50 iterations, C 
C with 1% accuracy being obtained after about 20 evaluations of G. C 
C C 
C The algorithm may be tuned by adjusting the fractional tolerance C 
C TOLER and the interval size STRETCH_FACTOR over which the root 
C bracketing algorithm searches. C 
C C 
C Henry-Fauske Notes C 
C C 
C The Henry-Fauske model also searches for the critical pressure p* C 
C for which the mass flux is maximized. However, the computational C 
C technique is modified somewhat for the Henry-Fauske formulation as C 
C it requires solution of a transcendental equation for p*. The C 
C equation only requires knowledge of upstream stagnation conditions C 
C and is described in greater detail in subroutine HENRY_FAUSKE below.C 
C C 
C To use the same computational engine as that applied to the HEM C 
C above, the Henry-Fauske formulation is recast as a maximization C 
C problem by writing the transcendental equation for p*, C 
C f (p*) =g (p*), C 
C in a form amenable to solution via golden-mean maximization: C 
C A =-(g (p*) - f (p*»1\2, C 
C where the problem becomes one of finding the value of p* that C 
C maximizes A, with perfect convergence of course resulting in A = O. C 
C The quantity A is notated P_ROOT in the code below. C 
C C 
C The same considerations as described for the HEM above apply in C 
C connection with root bracketing. Convergence slows for highly C 
C subcooled upstream stagnation conditions. Under these conditions, C 
C the quantity dG/dp* is very large in the vicinity of the root, and C 
C the bracketing of the root becomes an increasingly difficult C 
C problem. This is evidenced by the behavior of the equilibrium C 
C quality at the thorat (notated x_E in Henry and Fauske's paper), C 
C which approaches zero for the p* that solves the model as upstream C 
C subcooling increases. C 
C C 
C Ideal Gas Notes C 
C C 
C Application of the ideal gas equation of state is generally not C 

• 
C advisable since the ideal gas approximation is not a good one for C 

C 



-_ .._-----------

•
 

C upstream stagnation conditions that are only slightly superheated. C 
C In fact, it is possible for an evaluation using this method to C 
C result in static (choked) conditions that in fact lie within the C 
C two-phase regime. If the user has selected ideal gas evaluation C •
C and this is found to occur, CRIT_MASS_FLUX defaults to the HEM for C 
C G_e and thrust coefficient calculations. Since conditions of C 
C interest for ANSDET, e.g., main steam line break, are not greatly C 
C superheated, it is recommended that users adopt the HEM instead C 
C for all superheated evaluations of G_e. C 
C C 
C The HEM in fact reduces to the ideal gas eqn. for heavily C 
C superheated conditions. This provides an additional reason to C 
C adopt it. The only disadvantage to the HEM is that the method is C 
C somewhat more computationally intensive. C 
C C 
C C 
C EAS7n/04 C 
C ********* MODIFICAnONS ********* C 
C EAS 7/14/04: Fixed bug that caused code to use improperly C 
C initialized values for GE C 
C EAS 7/18/04: Deployed Henry-Fauske model solver; added switch to C 
C allow user selection of model to use C 
C EAS 7/28/04: Fixed root bracketing interval for H-F so that C 
C routine will search the entire space of state points C 
C allowed by the steam tables. C 
C EAS 7/28/04: The model to be used is now an input from the MATI..AB C •
C function call. See MexFunction for documentation. C 
C EAS 7/30/04: Changed to subroutine that computes thrust coeffs. C 
C subsequent to critical mass flux calculations C 
C EAS 8/17/04 Added ideal gas eqn. of state evaluation C 
C C 
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 

IMPucrr DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,O-Z)
 
INCLUDE 'nprop.cmn'
 

C Minimum temperature at which steam tables calculate thenno. properties 
C Used for bounding of space in which root is to be sought 

PARAMETER Cf_MIN = 273.2) 
DIMENSION IWORK(NPROP). IWANT(NPROP), PROPR(NPROP), 

PROPSI(NPROP) 
DIMENSION WAVRI(NRIMAX), RI(NRIMAX), IRIFLG(NRIMAX) 
DIMENSION IPCHK(5), IPFLG(5) 

•
 



• 
REAL*8 

HO,PO,TO,SO,XO,STRETCH_FACTOR,P_HOLD,G_CALC,TC_CALC,R 
REAL*8 G_HOLD, MIX_PROP, DENS, VGO, VFO, ROOT_HOLD, 

P_MIN,RHO_HOLD 
REAL*8T_HOLD 

C 0 = HEM, I = Henry-Fauske
 
INTEGER USE_MODEL
 

C Bracketing triplet p_Iow=PSTAR(l), p_mid=PSTAR(2), p_hi=PSTAR(3) 
C and values of G at each p* 

REAL*8 PSTAR(3), GE(3), P_ROOT(3), RHO_T(3) 

PARAMETER (GOLD = 1.618034, TOLER=1.0e-5) 

C Get temperature TO and density RhoO corresponding to (PO, HO) 
CALL HSSOLV(I, PO, HO, TPOUT, DI, DV, DL, 

& I2PH, Q, IWORK, PROPR, IERR) 

IF ((I2PH .EQ. 2) .OR. (I2PH .EQ. 4)) THEN 
C 2 phase stagnation conditions 

DENS = I.1MDCPROP(Q, 1.0IDL, 1.0IDV) 

• 
XO=Q 
VFO= 1.IDL 
VGO= 1.IDV 

ELSE IF(I2PH .EQ. -1) THEN 
C Saturated / subcooled liquid stagnation 

DENS =DI 
XO= (1.IDENS - 1.IDL)/(1.IDV-1.IDL) 
VFO = 1.IDENS 
VGO=O. 

ELSE IF(I2PH .EQ. 1) THEN 
C Saturated vapor stagnation 

DENS =01 
XO= (1.IDENS - 1.IDL)/(1.IDV-1.IDL) 

C Note: although the model functions without crashing for 
C superheated vapor, this does not imply its validity!! 

VFO = 1.IDL 
VGO = 1.IDENS 

ENDIF
 
TO=TPOUT
 

C Get entropy SO corresponding to (TO, RhoO) 
DO 202 I=l,NPROP 

• 
IWANT(I)=0 



•
 

202 CONTINUE 
IWANT(7) = 1 

CAlL PROPS(IWANT.TO.DENS,PROPSI, PROPR, 1. I2PH, O. •
&ISFLG,O, ICFLG. IPCHK. IPFLG, 0, 0, WAVRI. RI. IRIFLG) 
SO = PROPSI(7) 

IF (USE_MODEL .EQ. 2) TIIEN 

C Using the ideal gas law for superheated steam:
 
C T_HOlD and RHO_HOID will contain the static temperature and density
 
C at the throat. These are used to verify that the ideal gas law offers
 
C a reasonably valid model of the expansion.
 

T_HOID=TO
 
RHO_HOID = DENS
 

IWANT(8) = 1
 
IWANT(9) = 1
 

C Additional upstteam properties are needed:
 
C Obtain ratio of specific heats. GAMMA = C_P/C_V. GAMMA - 1.3 for steam.
 

111 CAlL PROPS(IWANT.T_HOID,RHO_HOlD,PROPSI, PROPR, 1. 
I2PH,O, 

& ISFLG.O. ICFLG. IPCHK. IPFLG. O. O. WAVRI. RI. IRIFLG) • 
IF «(I2PH .EQ. 2) .OR. (l2PH .EQ. 4» THEN 

C If this is hUe. static conditions at the exit are two-phase. The ideal 
C gas equation of state is obviously not applicable. Break and evaluate 
C using the HEM. 

USE_MODEL = 0 
GOTO 110 

ENDIF 

GAMMA = PROPSI(9)IPROPSI(8) 
C Gas constant R = C_P - C_V [llkgIK] 

R = 1000.*(PROPSI(9) - PROPSI(8» 

C Compute the mass flux noting that PO is stored in MPa and must be converted 
C Hence G_CALC is has units [kglml\21s] 

G_CALC= 
(GAMMAIR*(2.1(GAMMA+1.»**«GAMMA+1.)/(GAMMA-I.»)** 

• 



•
 

• 
& 0.5 * PO I TO**0.5 *1.e6 

C Compute the static discharge density rho = G I V 
RHO_HOLD = G_CALC I (2.*GAMMA*R*TO/(GAMMA+1.»**0.5 

C The static pressure at the exit is also needed to compute the thurst coeff: 
C This pressure is given in MPa. 

P_HOLD = PO * (2.1(GAMMA+1.»**(GAMMA/(GAMMA-1.» 

C Obtain the static temperature, check for consistency, and recompute 
C static properties to check validity of ideal gas law eqn. of state: 

T_STAT = TO * 2.1(GAMMA + 1.) 
IF «T_HOLD - T_STAT)**2..GT..01) THEN 

T_HOLD = T_STAT 

C Re-evaluate state equation to verify that the correct property values were 
C used. If the fluid were behaving as a perfect gas this loop would not be 
C necessary. Entropy, for instance, is not conserved between the stagnation and 
C static states, although it is approximately constant through the expansion 
C for highly superheated conditions. 

GOTO 111 
ENDIF 

• C Success: the ideal gas law results for G, RHO and P will be used below 
C to obtain the thrust coefficient (theoretically 1.26 for steam) 

110 ENDIF 

IF(USE_MODEL. EQ. 0) THEN 

C Using the HEM: 
C Bracket the maximum. It is assumed that Ge(p*) is well-behaved in that 
C there will be only one local maximum. Ge(p*=PO) = 0, so we sweep downward 
C in p* until we have a triplet (p_Iow,p_mid,p_hi=PO) in which the root is 
C bracketed. 

STRETCH_FACTOR=0.75 
GE(l)=1 
GE(2)=0 
PSTAR(1)=PO 

C Increase p* interval to be searched for root until root is bracketed 
200 IF (GE(1) .GT. GE(2» THEN 

PSTAR(I)=PSTAR(I)*STRETCH_FACTOR 

• 
PSTAR(3)=PO 



•
 

PSTAR(2)=PSTAR(l)+1JGOLD*(pSTAR(3)-PSTAR(l»
 
GE(3)=O.
 
CAll.. EVAL_G(GE(l), RHO_T(l), HO, PSTAR(l), SO)
 
CAll.. EVAL_G(GE(2), RHO_T(2), HO, PSTAR(2), SO)
 •
IF(GE(2) .LT. TOLER) THEN 

C If this is true, we've fallen into an area where both p_Iow and p_mid 
C are undefined. Resize the bracketing interval and try again 

PSTAR(I)=PSTAR(I)/STRErCH_FACTOR 
STRErCH_FACTOR=SQRT(STRETCH_FACTOR) 
GE(I)=GE(2)+TOLER 

ENDIF
 
GOT0200
 

ENDIF
 

201 IF«PSTAR(3)-PSTAR(l»)/PSTAR(3) .GT. TOLER) THEN 
C Check which interval of (p_Iow,p_mid),(p_mid,p_hi) is larger and bisect it 

IF(psTAR(3)-PSTAR(2) .GT. PSTAR(2)-PSTAR(l» THEN 
C The p_mid to p_hi interval is larger; bisect this one 

P_HOl.D=PSTAR(3) 
G_HOID=GE(3) 
RHO_HOl.D=RHO_T(3) 
PSTAR(3)=PSTAR(3)-l.0/GOLD*(PSTAR(3)-PSTAR(2» 
CAll.. EVAL_G(GE(3), RHO_T(3), HO, PSTAR(3), SO) 

ELSE 
P_HOLD=PSTAR(l) 
G_HOID=GE(l) •
RHO_HOLD=RHO_T(l) 
PSTAR(1)=PSTAR(I)+1.0/GOID*(pSTAR(2)

PSTAR(I» 
CAUEVAL_G(GE(I), RHO_T(l), HO, PSTAR(l), SO) 

ENDIF 
IF (GE(2) .LT. GE(l» THEN 

C G at p_mid is not at large as G at p_Iow. Shift bisection interval 
C so that old p_mid is now p_hi 

PSTAR(3)=PSTAR(2) 
GE(3)=GE(2) 
RHO_T(3)=RHO_T(2) 
PSTAR(2)=PSTAR(I) 
GE(2)=GE(1) 
RHO_T(2)=RHO_T(l) 
PSTAR(I)=P_HOID 
GE(l)=G_HOID 
RHO_T(I)=RHO_HOID 

ELSE IF(GE(2) .LT. GE(3» THEN 
C G at p_mid is not at large as G at p_hi. Shift bisection interval 

• 
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•
 
C so that old p_mid is now p_Iow
 

PSTAR(1)=PSTAR(2)
 
GE(l)=GE(2)
 
RHO_T(l)=RHO_T(2)
 
PSTAR(2)=PSTAR(3) 
GE(2)=GE(3) 
RHO_T(2)=RHO_T(3) 
PSTAR(3)=P_HOLD 
GE(3)=G_HOLD 
RHO_T(3)=RHO_HOLD 

ELSE 
C bisection interval is fine; continue
 

ENDIF
 
GOT0201
 

ENDIF 

C all done, interval size has decrased to specified tolerance. 
G_CALC=GE(2) 
RHO_HOLD=RHO_T(2) 
P_HOLD=PSTAR(2) 

ELSE IF (USE_MODEL .EQ. 1) THEN 

• 
C Using Henry - Fauske:
 

GE(l)=O
 
GE(2)=O
 
GE(3)=0
 
P_ROOT(I)=-1 
P_ROOT(2)=-1 
P_ROOT(3)=-1 

C Bracketing the root and ensuring that the intermediate guess for the 
C throat pressure PSTAR results in a larger P_ROOT than the other two 
C guesses is a challenge, because the Henry-Fauske evaluation exhibits 
C markedly different behavior in the subcooled region as compared to 2
C phase initial conditions (observe discontinuities in the derivatives 
C of the critical mass fluxes shown in Figs 12 through 14 of Henry & 
C Fauske). Under subcooled initial conditions, some guesses for throat 
C pressure may be invalid as they result in subcooled conditions at the 
C throat (see subroutine HENRY_FAUSKE for more). Hence, bracket the root 
C by starting with initial bounds of P_low - 0, P_high - PO. Evaluate 
C RHS of 0 = P_ROOT at P_mid, P_low and P_high. If P_ROOT (P_low) is 
C closer to zero than at P_mid, try again with P_hi now equal to P_mid. 
C If P_ROOT (P_high) is closer to zero than at P_mid, pursue a similar 
C strategy by setting P_low = P_hi. Repeat until the P_mid guess gives 

• 
C a root evaluation that is closer to zero than either P_low or P_hi . 



PSTAR(3)=PO - TOLER 

C Find the lowest saturation pressure at which steam tables can •
C obtain the necessary thenno. properties. This will serve as a 
C lower bound for throat pressure derived by the root-finding routine 

CAll. PSAT(f_MIN, PMPA, RHOL, RHOV, !WORK, PROPR,lERR) 
PSTAR(l)=PMPA 

196 PSTAR(2)=PSTAR(l)+IJGOID*(PSTAR(3)-PSTAR(I» 
CAll.HENRY_FAUSKE(HO, PSTAR(l), TO, SO, XO, PO, 

& VFO, VGO, P_ROOT(l), GE(l), RHO_T(l» 
CAll. HENRY_FAUSKE(HO, PSTAR(2), TO, SO, XO, PO, 

& VFO, VGO, P_ROOT(2), GE(2), RHO_T(2» 
CALL HENRY_FAUSKE(HO, PSTAR(3), TO, SO, XO, PO, 

& VFO, VGO, P_ROOT(3), GE(3), RHO_T(3» 
IF (p_ROOT(2) .EQ. 0.0) THEN 

P_ROOT(2)=-1. 
P_ROOT(3)=-I.+TOLER 

ELSE IF (p_ROOT(3) .EQ. 0.0) THEN 
P_ROOT(3)=P_ROOT(2)-TOLER 

ENDIF 
IF (p_ROOT(2) .LT. P_ROOT(l» THEN 

PSTAR(3)=PSTAR(2) 
GOTOl96 •

ELSE IF(p_ROOT(2). LT. P_ROOT(3» THEN
 
PSTAR(1)=PSTAR(2)
 
GOTOl96
 

ENDIF 
203 IF«PSTAR(3)-PSTAR(l»)lPSTAR(3) .GT. TOLER) THEN 

IF(PSTAR(3)-PSTAR(2) .GT. PSTAR(2)-PSTAR(I» THEN 
C the p_mid to p_hi interval is larger; bisect this one 

P_HOW=PSTAR(3) 
G_HOW=GE(3) 
ROOT_HOLD=P_ROOT(3) 
RHO_HOLD=RHO_T(3) 
PSTAR(3)=PSTAR(3)-1.0/GOID*(pSTAR(3)-PSTAR(2» 
CALL HENRY_FAUSKE(HO, PSTAR(3), TO, SO, XO, PO, 

& VFO, VGO, P_ROOT(3), GE(3), RHO_T(3» 
IF (p_ROOT(3) .EQ. 0.0) THEN 

P_ROOT(3)=P_ROOT(2)-TOLER 
ENDIF 

ELSE 
P_HOLD=PSTAR(1) 

• 



•
 
G_HOLD=GE(l)
 
ROOT_HOLD=P_ROOT(l)
 
RHO_HOLD=RHO_T(l)
 
PSTAR(1)=PSTAR(1)+1.0/GOLD*(PSTAR(2)

PSTAR(l» 
CALLHENRY_FAUSKE(HO, PSTAR(l), TO, SO, XO, PO, 

& VFO, VGO, P_ROOT(l), GE(l), RHO_T(l» 
IF (P_ROOT(l) .EQ. 0.0) THEN 

P_ROOT(l)=P_ROOT(2)-TOLER 
ENDIF 

ENDIF 
IF (P_ROOT(2) .LT. P_ROOT(l» THEN 

C RHS of 0 = f(PSTAR) as evaluated in HENRY_FAUSKE is farther from zero at 

•
 

C p_mid than at p_Iow. Shift bisection interval so that old p_mid is now p_hi
 
PSTAR(3)=PSTAR(2)
 
GE(3)=GE(2)
 
P_ROOT(3)=P_ROOT(2)
 
RHO_T(3)=RHO_T(2)
 
PSTAR(2)=PSTAR(1)
 
P_ROOT(2)=P_ROOT(l)
 
GE(2)=GE(l)
 
RHO_T(2)=RHO_T(l)
 
PSTAR(l)=P_HOLD
 
GE(l)=G_HOLD
 
P_ROOT(l)=ROOT_HOLD
 
RHO_T(l)=RHO_HOLD
 

ELSE IF(P_ROOT(2) .LT. P_ROOT(3» THEN 
C RHS of 0 = f(PSTAR) as evaluated in HENRY_FAUSKE is farther from zero at 
C p_mid than at p_hi. Shift bisection interval so that old p_mid is now p_Iow 

PSTAR(1)=PSTAR(2) 
GE(1)=GE(2) 
P_ROOT(l)=P_ROOT(2) 
RHO_T(1)=RHO_T(2) 
PSTAR(2)=PSTAR(3) 
GE(2)=GE(3) 
P_ROOT(2)=P_ROOT(3) 
RHO_T(2)=RHO_T(3) 
PSTAR(3)=P_HOLD 
GE(3)=G_HOLD 
P_ROOT(3)=ROOT_HOLD 
RHO_T(3)=RHO_HOLD 

ELSE
 
C bisection interval is fine; continue
 

ENDIF
 

• GOT0203 



ENDIF
 
G_CALC=GE(2)
 
RHO_HOID=RHO_T(2)
 
P_HOLD=PSTAR(2)
 •

ENDIF 

IF(G_CALC .GT. 0) THEN 
TC_CALC = THRUST_COEFF(G_CALC, RHO_HOW, P_AMB, 

P_HOW,PO) 
ELSE 

TC_CALC=O. 
ENDIF 
RETURN 
END 

SUBROUI1NE EVAL_G(GCRIT, RHO_T, HO, PSTAR, SO) 

CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
C EVAL_G C 
C Evaluates the HEM expression for the critical mass flux, C 
C C 
C G =(2 * (HO - H(SO,PSTAR»)"ll2/ v(SO'pSTAR) C 
C C 
C where G is the mass flux [kglm"21s], HO is the stagnation enthalpy C 
C [J/kg], H is the enthalpy at the current pressure guess PSTAR [MPa],C •
C and v is the specific volume [m"3/kg] at PSTAR. C 
C C 
C Returns zero if PSTAR > PO(SO, HO) or if the pressure guess is so C 
C low that no solution exists (Le., if H > HO). C 
C C 
C If the calculation is successful, the value of the static density C 
C at the throat, RHO_T [kglm"3] =I/v(SO'pSTAR), is also returned. C 
C C 
C EAS 7/8104 C 
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 

IMPUCIT DOUBlE PRECISION (A-H,O-Z)
 
INCLUDE 'nprop.cmn'
 
REAL*8 HO, PSTAR, H, SV, SO, DENS, MIX_PROP, GCRIT,RHO_T
 

DIMENSION IWORK(NPROP), IWANT(NPROP). PROPR(NPROP). 
PROPSI(NPROP) 

DIMENSION WAVRI(NRIMAX), RI(NRIMAX), IRIFLG(NRIMAX) • 



1 

•
 
DIMENSION IPCHK(5), IPFLG(5)
 

DO 310 I=I,NPROP 
IWANT(I)=0 

310 CONTINUE
 
IWANT(6) = 1
 

CALL HSSOLV(2, PSTAR, SO, TPOUT, DI, DV, DL, 
& I2PH, Q, IWORK, PROPR, IERR) 

C Find the density at (SO, PSTAR) 
IF «I2PH .EQ. 2) .OR. (I2PH .EQ. 4» THEN 

DENS = I./MIX_PROP(Q, I.OIDL, I.OIDV) 
ELSE 

DENS=DI 
ENDIF 

C Obtain H(SO,PSTAR) 
CALL PROPS(IWANT,TPOUT,DENS,PROPSI, PROPR, 1, I2PH, 0, 

&ISFLG,O, ICFLG, IPCHK, IPFLG, 0, 0, WAVRI, RI, IRIFLG) 

• 
H = PROPSI(6)
 
SV=I.OIDENS
 

IF(H .GT. HO) THEN
 
C Trial point leads to undefined G
 

GCRIT=O
 
RHO_T=O
 

ELSE
 
C Make sure to convert from kJlkg to Jlkg so that G has expected units 

GCRIT = SQRT(2000.*(HO-H»/SV 
RHO_T = DENS 

ENDIF 

RETURN
 
END
 

SUBROUTINE 
HENRY_FAUSKE(HO,PT,TO,SO,XO,PO,VFO,VGO,ROOT,GCRIT, 

& RHO_T) 

CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
C HENRY_FAUSKE C 

• 
C Given a state point (PO, HO), derives the critical mass flux as C 



C given by the Henry Fauske model. See Henry and Fauske, "The Two C 
C Phase Critical Flow of One-Component Mixtures in Nozzles, Orifices C 
C and Short Tubes," J. Heat Transfer, May 1971, p. 179. C 
C C •
C INPUTS C 
C In addition to the upstream stagnation pressure and enthalpy PO and C 
C HO, several other quantities describing the state point are pre- C 
C computed and passed to the subroutine. These are C 
C SO, the entropy, XO. the quality (in (-inf,inf». the temperature C 
C TO, the liquid and vapor specific volumes VFO and VGO (if the C 
C upstream conditions are subcooled. only VFO is defined and used). C 
C The current guess for the thorat pressure PT is the final input. C 
C C 
C OUTPUTS C 
C Three outputs are populated. These are C 
C ROOT. defined as the quantity -(RHS-UlSY'2. RHS and UIS are the C 
C right and left hand sides of <EQ. 33> for 2 phase flow and <EQ. 46> C 
C for subcooled flow. This is returned for use in the root finding C 
C algorithm in CRIT_MASS_FLUX. wherein the throat pressure PT is C 
C varied such that ROOT is maximized. C 
C The second output, GCRIT. is the mass flux evaluation as per C 
C <EQ. 29> (2-phase) or <EQ. 45> (subcooled). C 
C The final output. RHO_T. is the static density at the throat. C 
C C 
C COMMENTS C 
C C •
C - discontinuity in result for high pressures when crossing from C 
C subcooled to 2 phase region. Possible explanation: assumption C 
C in model regarding vapor specific volume at throat C 
C COMMENT 7/28/04: The above seems to be the case. The assumption C 
C that the vapor formed in the orifice is saturated at the local C 
C pressure seems good for lower pressures. but breaks down somewhat C 
C at higher pressures. C 
C C 
C - a discontinuity in slope dG/dS when crossing from subcooled to C 
C saturated has been observed. See Figs. 12-14 of paper. C 
C - assumption in model that equilibrium throat quality is *a1ways* C 
C greater than zero. while discharge quality = upstream stagnation C 
C quality. C 
C COMMENT 7/28/04: Result is well-behaved even for heavily subcooled C 
C stagnation conditions. In fact it approaches the HEM result. C 
C However. the numerical situation is complicted in that the equiI. C 
C pseudo-quality x_E (as defined in <EQ. 23» that solves <EQ. 33> is C 
C very close to zero, and <EQ. 33> is undefined for x_E <= 0. Hence C 
C it's heavy going for the bisection routine, and the mass flux C 

• 



• 
C results, while still meeting convergence criteria, are somewhat C 
C 'raggedy' since d(G_crit)/dx_E is very large in this area. This C 
C raggedness can be observed in the mass flux contour plots. C 
C C 
C - short tube 1orifice correction might be addressed, but it's C 
C always conservative to assume a thoroughly dispersed mixture 

• 

C 
C - the factor N relating the equil. quality x_E to the static C 
C quality at the throat varies from °to 1 as x_E ranges from °to C 
C 0.14. This factor controls the rate of mass transfer between the C 
C phases at the throat, sliding between zero (frozen) and unity C 
C (equilibrium). Could be advantageous to examine other means of C 
C correlating the two. C 
C C 
C - the H-F model's results are strictly larger than those of the HEM C 
C in the regime tested, but results, but the predictions converge C 
C when upstream condition is 1) significantly subcooled, or C 
C 2) 2-phase at higher qualities (See Figs. 5 and 7 in C 
C Henry & Fauske; HEM underpredicts H-F most significantly at higher C 
C pressures and near the liquid saturation point C 
C C 
C EAS 7/18/04 C 
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 

IMPUCIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,O-Z) 
INCLUDE 'nprop.cmn' 
REAL*8 FUNC,HO,PT,TT,TO,H,SV,SO,XO,DENS,PO,C_VF,C_PG,XE,SEF,SEG 
REAL*8 

ALPHA_O,ALPHA_T,VFf,VGT,BETA,POLYTROPIC,N,GAMMA,ETA,VFO,VGO 
DIMENSION IWORK(NPROP), IWANT(NPROP), PROPR(NPROP), 

PROPSI(NPROP) 
DIMENSION WAVRI(NRIMAX), RI(NRIMAX), IRIFLG(NRIMAX) 
DIMENSION IPCHK(5), IPFLG(5) 

REAL*8 MIX_PROP,SOF,SOG,RHS,GG,ROOT,GCRIT,DSDP,VFE,VGE 
REAL*8 FUDGE, ORIFICE_C,PERTURBED_T,RHO_T 

PARAMETER (DP = 1.e-5) 

C Orifice and short tube discharge coefficient as defined on p. 185 
'C of Henry and Fauske. This fudge factor modifies the critical pressure 
C ratio and mass flow rate (see <EQ. 47». It should be set to unity for 
C subcooled flows; for two phase flow, if the flow regime may be considered 
C compressible, it may be justified to take a lower value (0.84 is recommended 
C in the paper). However, in the interest of conservatism it may be best 

• 
C to leave this set to 1.0 throughout. 



ORIFICE_C=1.0 
C Define the throat to upstream pressure ratio as per <EQ. 34> 

EfA=PTIPO •
C In H-F, liquid phase density at throat equal to upstream stagnation density 
C See discussion preceeding and following <EQ. 17>. 

VFT=VFO 

C Vapor phase static density at throat (to be computed below if XO > 0) 
VGT=O 

DO 310 I=l,NPROP 
IWANT(I)=O 

310 CONTINUE 
IWANT(7) = 1
 

C Isochoric heat capacity, C_V
 
IWANT(8) = 1
 

CAIL HSSOLV(2, PT, SO, TPOUT, Dl, DV, DL,
 
& I2PH, Q, IWORK, PROPR, IERR)
 

TT=TPOUT
 
IF «(I2PH .EQ. 2) .OR. (l2PH .EQ. 4» THEN
 

DENS = 1.IMIX_PROP(Q,l.OIDL, 1.01DV)
 
ELSE
 

DENS =Dl
 •
ENDIF 

C Saturated liquid and vapor specific volumes at (PT,SO) 
VFE=lJDL 
VGE=IJDV 

CAILPROPS(lWANT,TT,I.NFE,PROPSI, PROPR, l,I2PH, 0,
 
&ISFLG,O, ICFLG, IPCHK, IPFLG, 0, 0, WAVRI, RI, IRIFLG)
 

C Obtain properties of saturated liquid at SO: heat capacity and entropy 
C_VF = PROPSI(8) 
SEF =PROPSI(7) 

C Approximate pressure derivative of saturated liquid enthalpy by evaluating 
C first the change in temperature and liquid density following from a 
C change DP in PT with entropy held constant 

CAILHSSOLV(2, PT+DP, SO, TPOUT, Dl, DV, DL,
 
& I2PH, Q, IWORK, PROPR, IERR)
 

PERTURBED_T = TPOUT
 
C evaluate saturated liquid enthalpy at this new temperature and density 

• 



• 
CAll PROPS(IWANT,PERTURBED_T,DL,PROPSI, PROPR, I, I2PH, 0, 

&ISFLG,O, ICFLG, IPCRK, IPFLG, 0, 0, WAVRI, RI, IRIFLG) 

C approximate the derivative by (S(PT+DP)- S(PT»/DP and convert from MPa to Pa 
DSDP = (PROPSI(7)-SEF)/DP* l.e-6 

C Obtain entropy of saturated vapor at SO 
CALL PROPS(IWANT,TT,I.NGE,PROPSI, PROPR, 1, I2PH, 0, 

& ISFLG,O, ICFLG, IPCRK, IPFLG, 0, 0, WAVRI, RI, IRIFLG) 

SEG = PROPSI(7) 

C Write the local equilibrium quality at the throat in terms of phase 
C entropies at the throat. Represents quality that fluid would 
C possess if phases were allowed to equilibrate <EQ. 23> 

XE = (SO - SEF)/(SEG - SEF) 

C Define the fudge factor correlating dXIdPT to dXEldPT as per <EQ. 30> 
IF (XE. GT. 0.14) THEN 

N=1. 
ELSE IF (XE .GT. 0) THEN 

N=XElO.14 

• 
ELSE 

N=O.
 
ENDIF
 

IF (XO .GT. 0) THEN 
C Isobaric heat capacity, C_p
 

IWANT(9) = 1
 
I2PH= 2
 
FUDGE=O
 

124 CALL PROPS(IWANT,TT,l.NGE+FUDGE,PROPSI, PROPR, 1, I2PH, 
0, 

& ISFLG,O, ICFLG, IPCHK, IPFLG, 0, 0, WAVRI, RI, IRIFLG) 

C This loop is necessary because of apparent fluctuation 
C in the least significant digit of the saturated vapor specific volume at P_E, 
C VGE. If one calculates this volume using HSSOLV, then feeds it back into PROPS 
C to obtain the isobaric heat capacity C_p of the vapor, an error *sometimes* 
C results. C_p is not defined for a two-phase mixture; occasionally, the least 
C significant digit of VGE varies such that PROPS believes the fluid being passed 
C has quality very slightly less than 1.0. C_p, undefined in this regime, is 
C returned as zero. Hence, if PROPS indicates that it believes the fluid is 2-phase, 

• 
C adjust the density very slightly to return to the vapor-only regime and try the 



C calculation again: 

IF(I2PH .EQ. 2) THEN
 
FUDGE=FUDGE-(lNGE)* l.e-S
 •
GOTO 124 

ENDIF 
C Isentropic exponent = C-J'IC_V evaluated for saturated vapor at the throat 
C (pROPS input arguments are T and sat vapor density at this state point) 

GAMMA = PROPSI(9)IPROPSI(S)
 
C_PG=PROPSI(9)
 
IWANT(S)=O
 
IWANT(9)=O
 

C Finally, obtain liquid and vapor saturatation enthalpies for upstream stagnation 
C conditions. Arguments: stagnation temperature and saturated liquid and vapor 
C densities 

CAIL PROPS(IWANT,TO,1NOO,PROPSI, PROPR, I, I2PH, 0,
 
& ISFLG,O, ICFLG, IPCHK, IPFLG, 0, 0, WAVRI, RI, IRIFLG)
 

SOG =PROPSI(7)
 

CAILPROPS(lWANT,TO,IJVR),PROPSI, PROPR, I, I2PH, 0,
 
& ISFLG,O, ICFLG, IPCHK, IPFLG, 0, 0, WAVRI, RI, IRIFLG)
 

SOF =PROPSI(7)
 

C Express the polytropic exponent at the throat. Recall that X_throat =XO and 
C the expansion is isentropic. <EQ. 19> •

POLYTROPIC = «l.-XO)*C_VF/C_PG + 1)1«l.-XO)*C_VF/C_PG+ 
& lIGAMMA) 

C The vapor specific volume at the throat obtained assuming polytropic behavior: 
C See <EQS. IS, 19, 3S> 

VGT =VOO*(ETA**(-IJGAMMA» 

C Collecting terms into ALPHA_O <EQ. 36>, ALPHA_T <EQ. 37> and BETA <EQ. 
3S>: 

ALPHA_O = XO*VGO/«l.-XO)*VFO+XO*VGO) 
ALPHA_T =XO*VGT/«I.-XO)*VFO+XO*VGT) 

BETA =(lJPOLYTROPIC+(l.-VFONGT)*« l.-XO)*N*PT*l.e6*DSDP/ 
& (XO*(SEG-SEF»)-C_PG*(1JPOLYTROPIC-l JGAMMA)/(SOG-SOF» 

C Compute the RHS of <EQ. 33> 
GO = GAMMA/(GAMMA-l.) 
RHS =«(l.-ALPHA_O)*(l.-ETA)lALPHA_O+GG)/ 

& (1 J(2.*BETA*ORIFICE_C*ORIFICE_C* 

• 



• C To make this amenable to numerical solution via maximization, return the 
C value -(RHS-ETA)1\2, which will exhibit a maximum value of zero when the 
C correct guess for the root, PT, is supplied.
 

RHS = RHS-ETA
 
ROOT=-(RHS*RHS)
 

C At last, evaluate the critical mass flux as a function of PT 
GCRIT=(XO*VGT/(POLYTROPIC*PT* 1.e6)+(VGT-VFO)*« 1.

XO)*N/(SEG
& SEF)*DSDP-(XO*C_PG*(l./POLYTROPIC-l.IGAMMA)/(PT* 1.e6* 
& (SOG-SOF»»)**(-0.5) 

ELSE
 
C Subcooled upstream stagnation conditions
 

IF (XE. GT. 0) THEN 

C Pressure ratio guess was valid in that quality at the nozzle is nonzero 
GCRIT=«VGE-VFO)*N*DSDP/(SEG-SEF»**(-0.5) 
RHS=1.

• 
VFO*GCRIT*GCRIT/2/(PO* 1.e6)/ORIFICE_C/ORIFICE_C 

RHS = RHS-ETA 
ROOT = -(RHS*RHS) 

ELSE 

C Pressure ratio guess was not good, resulting in subcooled nozzle conditions.
 
C H-F does not function under these conditions -- see <EQ. 45> wi N = O.
 
C Return zero mass flux so that the root finder knows to discard this attempt.
 

GCRIT=O
 
ENDIF
 

ENDIF
 

C Return the fluid density at the throat to CRIT_MASS_FLUX for use in calculating 
C the thrust coefficient. Specifying the mass flux and fluid density also 
C specifies the velocity of the homogenized fluid. 

IF (GCRIT .GT. 0) THEN 
IF (XO. LE. 0) THEN 

RHO_T = l./YFT 
ELSE IF (XO .LE. 1) THEN 

RHO_T = l.IMIX_PROP(XO,VFT,VGT) 
ELSE 

•
 



•
 
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
C THRUST_COEFF C 
C Calculates the thrust coefficient by C 
C C 
C K =PTIPO*(l+<T'2IRHO_TIPT), C 
C where C 
C PO and PT are the stagnation and throat pressures [pa-.,gauge] C 
C G is the mass flux [kgfmA2Is] as evaluted by H-F or the HEM, C 
C RHO_T is the fluid density [kgfmA3] at the throat C 
C BAS 7130/04 C 
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 

THRUST_COEFF=(PT-P_AMB)I(PO-P_AMB)*(l.O+GE*GFl
 
& RHO_T/«PT-P_AMB)*l.e6»
 •

RETURN 
END 

------------PageBreak:----------- 

function [p,t,x,ts,hf,hg,d,hO,pa,da,ge,tc,tj,ta,hfa,hga] =... 
GetProperties(pres, temp, qual, pdmg, pamb, use_model) 

% Given N (pres, temp, qual) state points and M damage
 
% pressures, GetProperties invokes the NIST steam tables
 
% to obtain
 
% p[N] state point pressures [psi]
 
% t[N] temperatures [deg F]
 
% x[N] qualities [-]
 
% ts[N] saturation temperatures [deg F]
 
% hf[N] liquid phase enthalpies at ts [Btu/Ibm]
 
% hg[N] vapor phase enthalpies at ts [Btullbm]
 
% d[N] densities [lbmlft"3]
 
% hO[N] enthalpies [Btullbm]
 
% pa[N] pressures at aysmptotic plane [psi] 
% da[N] densities at asymptotic plane [lbmlftI\3] • 



•
 
% ge[[\l] critical mass fluxes [lbmlftA2/s]
 
% tc[N] thrust coefficients [-]
 
% tj[NUM] temperatures at pdmg[M] [deg F]
 
% ta saturation temp at ambient pres. [deg F]
 
% hfa liquid phase enthalpy at ta [Btu/Ibm]
 
% hga vapor phase enthalpy at ta [Btu/Ibm]
 
%
 
% EAS 7/12/04
 
%
 
% 7/28/04:
 
% To obtain the ge and tc, GetProperties uses the HEM or H-F according to
 
% the rule specified by the integer flag use_model. See ansijet.m and
 
% QUERYST.FOR for documentation regarding use_model.
 

% define conversion factors for use in UnitConverter
 
pres_conv = [0 0 0 0 1 0];
 
temp_conv = [1 0 0 0 0 0];
 
enth_conv = [0 -1 0 1 0 0];
 
dens_conv = [0 1 -3 0 0 0];
 
mflx_conv = [0 1 -2 0 0 0];
 

• 
% convert from english to SI units
 
pres=UnitConverter(pres,pres_conv);
 
temp=UnitConverter(temp,temp_conv);
 
pdmg=UnitConverter(pdmg,pres_conv);
 
pamb=UnitConverter(pamb,pres_conv);
 

% concatenate inputs. This is not strictly necessary 
% since the mex routine can handle multiple input variables, 
% but the functionality would be identical regardless 
% the last two inputs should be the number of state points 
% and the number of contours per state point 

npts=size(pres);
 
npts=npts(:,2);
 

nconts=size(pdmg);
 
nconts=nconts(:,2);
 

mex_input=[pres temp qual pdmg pamb npts nconts use_model]; 

% call QUERYST.FOR via QUERYST.DLL
 
mex_output=queryst(mex_input);
 

•
 



% reconstruct outputs 
for i=1 : npts 

p(i)=mex_output(i); 
t(i)=mex_output(i+npts); •x(i)=mex_output(i+npts*2);
 
ts(i)=mex_output(i+npts*3);
 
hf(i)=mex_output(i+npts*4);
 
hg(i)=mex_output(i+npts*5);
 
d(i)=mex_output(i+npts*6);
 
hO(i)=mex_output(i+npts*7);
 
pa(i)=mex_output(i+npts*8);
 
da(i)=mex_output(i+npts*9);
 
ge(i)=mex_output(i+npts*10);
 
tc(i)=mex_output(i+npts*11 );
 
for j=1 : nconts
 

tj(i,j)=mex_output(npts*n_outputs+(i-1 )*nconts+j); 
end 

end 
ta=mex_output(npts*n_outputs+npts*nconts+1); 
hfa=mex_output(npts*n_outputs+npts*nconts+2); 
hga=mex_output(npts*n_outputs+npts*nconts+3); 

% if no pressure I temperature contours were requested, create an empty 
% dummy tj to avoid undefined variable contours later on 
if(nconts==O) 

tj=lJ; 
end • 
% convert back from 81 to english units 
p=UnitConverter(p,-pres_cony); 
t=UnitConverter(t,-temp_conv); 
ts=UnitConverter(ts,-temp_conv); 
hf=UnitConverter(hf,-enth_conv); 
hg=UnitConverter(hg,-enth_conv); 
hO=UnitConverter(hO,-enth_conv); 
pa=UnitConverter(pa,-pres_conv); 
d=UnitConverter(d,-dens_conv); 
da=UnitConverter(da,-dens_conv); 
ge=UnitConverter(ge,-mflx_conv); 
ta=UnitConverter(ta,-temp_conv); 
tj=UnitConverter(tj,-temp_conv); 
hga=UnitConverter(hga,-enth_conv); 
hfa=UnitConverter(hfa,-enth_conv); 
return 
-------------,PageBreak:-----------

•
 



•
 

•
 

function conv_x = UnitConverter(x_o, dimension_array) 

conv_factors = zeros(size(dimension_array»; 

% converts a quantity from the english unit system to 51
 
% or vice versa, returning the converted value as conv_x.
 
% x_o quantity (in english or 51 units) to be converted
 
% default operation is english -> 51
 
% dimension_array of integers describing the english system
 
% unit to be converted to 51, viz:
 

% (1) temperature conversion F -> K
 
conv_factors(1 )=5.19.;
 
% (1) can only take on the values 1 (F->K) and -1 (K->F).
 
% If (1) is nonzero, all other members of dimension_array
 
% will be ignored!
 
% (2) Ibm -> kg
 
conv_factors(2)=0.45359237;
 
% (3) ft -> m
 
conv_factors(3)=0.3048;
 
% (4) Btu -> kJ
 
conv_factors(4)=1.05505585;
 
% (5) psi -> MPa
 
conv_factors(5)=0.00689475729;
 
% (6) deg F -> deg K
 
conv_factors(6)=5.19.;
 
%
 
% The value passed is the exponent of the unit to be converted.
 
% Example usage: to convert density [lbmlftA3] to 51 units,
 
% one would pass dimension_array = [0 1 -3 0 0 0].
 
% To convert [kg/mA3] back to [lbm/ft"3], one would simply
 
% obtain the inverse of the conversion factor applied preViously
 
% by passing [0 -1 3000].
 

result = x_o; 
if dimension_array(1) == 1 

result = (result + 459.4) * conv_factors(1); 
elseif dimension_array(1) == -1 

result = result I conv_factors(1) - 459.4; 
else 

for i =2:length(conv_factors) 
if dimension_array(i) -= 0 

result = result * conv_factors(i)"dimension_array(i); 
end 

end 

• 
end 



cony_x = result; 

• 

• 

• 



• APPENDIX II: CONFIRMATORY DEBRIS GENERATION ANALYSES 

The Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI) guidance contains recommendations that will determine the 
quantities of insulation debris generated with the zone of influence (lOI). These 
recommendations include the size of the ZOI based on the insulation destruction pressure and 
the fraction of the insulation located within the lOI that subsequently is damaged into the small
fine-debris category. Confirmatory research was performed to ascertain whether the NEI 
recommendation would reliably result in conservative estimates for the volumes of debris 
generated within the lOI. This appendiX documents the confirmatory research estimates for the 
volumes of small fine debris. The confirmatory research for determining the size of the lOI is 
the SUbject of Appendix I. Both the NEI guidance and the confirmatory research used the 
ANSI/ANS-58.2-1988 standard to calculate the jet isobar volumes with very similar results. The 
confirmatory research issues addressed herein include the following. 

•	 The NEI gUidance recommends the assumption that 60% of the fibrous and 75% of the 
reflective metal insulation (RMI) volume contained within the lOI becomes small fine 
debris. Confirmatory research was performed that integrated the insulation damage 
versus jet pressures over the lOI volume to determine the fraction of the insulation 
within the lOI that would become small fine debris based on available debris generation 
data. 

• 
• The NEI guidance recommends adapting the debris-size distribution for NUKONTM to 

other types of fibrous insulation that have a destruction pressure higher than that of 
NUKONTM. The size distribution confirmatory research provides partial justification that 
supports that NEI recommendation. 

•	 The applicability of air-jet-determined destruction pressures to two-phase pressurized
water-reactor (PWR) loss-of-coolant-accident (LOCA) jets has been questioned. 
NUREG/CR-6762 (Vol. 3) noted that data from the Ontario Power Generation (OPG) 
two-phase debris generation tests indicated that the destruction pressure could be lower 
for a two-phase jet than for an air jet and that the resultant debris could be finer. 
Therefore, it may be prudent to apply a safety factor to accommodate the uncertainty. 
This confirmatory analysis estimates the volume fractions for small fine debris if an 
alternate lower destruction pressure were used than those in the NEI guidance. 

11.1 COMPARISON OF JET ISOBAR VOLUME CALCULATIONS 

Three calculations of the jet isobar volumes were available for comparison: The calculations 
were the following. 

•	 The volumes determined from the NEI guidance recommended values for lOI radii 
versus the destruction pressures in NEI baseline gUidance's Table 3-1. The destruction 
pressure represents the jet isobar pressure for each particular lOI radii. 

•	 The volumes determined from the confirmatory research (Appendix I) for the lOI radii 
versus the jet pressure. 

• 
• The volumes are actually presented in terms of the break diameter cubed (03

) corresponding to an equivalent 
spherical radius in terms of rIO (i.e., 4/3 1T r 3/0\ 
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•	 The volumes determined from the boiling-water-reactor owners' group (BWROG) 
recommendation documented in their utility resolution guidance (URG). Although these 
volumes apply to a BWR steam jet rather than a PWR two-phase jet, the volumes are 
compared here to demonstrate the differences between PWR and BWR LOCA jets. • 

Both the NEI guidance and the confirmatory research volume calculations used the ANSIIANS
58.2-1988 standard method, whereas the BWROG URG method used the computational-fluid
dynamics (CFD) code, NPARC, to evaluate the volumes. The equivalent spherical radii for 
these three methods are compared in Figure 11-1. 
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Figure V1-1. Comparison of Jet Isobar Volumes. 

As shown, at the lower jet pressures, the pressure isobar volumes are much larger for the PWR 
two-phase LOCA jet than for the BWR steam jet. A principal reason for this difference is the 
higher energy associated with the higher pressure of a PWR reactor coolant system (RCS) than 
with a BWR RCS; however, another consideration is the accuracy of the ANSIIANS-58.2-1988 
standard at the lower pressures. For example, the validity of the assumption in the ANSI/ANS
58.2-1988 standard that the jet expands at a half angle of 10 degrees once the jet expansion 
has reached the asymptotic plane becomes more important at the lower expansion pressures. 
The accuracy of the debris volumes of insulations that damage significantly at the lower jet 
pressures is subject to the accuracy of this assumption. Note that the confirmatory research and 
NEI-recommended-equivalent spherical ZOI radii are in good agreement. 

11.2 METHOD OF DETERMINING ZOI DEBRIS-SIZE DISTRIBUTIONS 

The volume of debris generated within a ZOI depends on the following three factors: (1) the size 
of the ZOI defined by the spherical radius, (2) the concentration of a particular insulation within 
the ZOI, and (3) the fraction of the ZOI insulation that is damaged into a particular debris-size •11-2 



classification. The size distribution and spherical lOI radius are interdependent. The threshold 

• 
damage pressure and the jet volumes determine the size of the lOI (Appendix I). The insulation 
concentration within a lOI is determined by plant-specific information (Le., the volume of a 
particular insulation within the lOI divided by the volume of the lOI). 

Integration of experimental debris generation data is required to determine the fraction of the 
lOI insulation that is damaged into a particular debris-size classification (e.g., NEI small fine 
debris). A generalized equation was offered in NUREG/CR-6808 for this integration. A slightly 
expanded version of this equation is 

where 

Fzo1 = the fraction of the lOI insulation type i that is damaged into a particular debris
size classification; 

fd =the fraction of debris damaged into a particular debris size as a function of the jet 
pressure Pjet. which is a function of the spherical radius, r, within the lOI; and 

rZOI =the outer radius of the lOI. 

• 
Implicit in this integration is the assumption that the insulation is uniformly distributed within the 
lOI, which may not be realistic. Because the functional information needed for this integration is 
not available in an equation form simple enough for a formal integration to proceed, the 
following simplification is used: 

where 

f fines =the fraction of debris damaged into a particular debris size as a function of the jet 
pressure P jet at a radius of Ij. 

The spherical lOI is first subdivided into numerous spherical shells 0). The precision of the 
integration increases with the number of subdivisions. In a spreadsheet, the jet pressure is listed 
in increasing values and then the spherical radii are determined, followed by the damage 
fraction evaluated at each Ij. For the intervals, the average damage across the interval and the 
volume of the interval is determined. MUltiplying the average interval damage by the interval 
volume, summing, and diViding by the total lOI volume results in the debris fraction for the ZOI. 

11.3	 EVALUATION OF DEBRIS SPECIFIC DAMAGE FRACTIONS AND POTENTIAL 
DEBRIS VOLUME 

Potential debris volumes were calculated for fibrous, RMI, and particulate debris types and 

• 
compared with the NEI baseline model to determine whether the baseline is conservative. The 
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potential volume of debris is defined as the fraction of the ZOI debris damaged into .a particular 
debris size multiplied by the total volume of the sphere, as 

• 
Note that to calculate the volume of small fine debris generated, the potential volume must be 
multiplied by the concentration of insulation (CinsuIation), i.e., the fraction of the ZOI actually 
occupied by the insulation, and by the pipe break diameter cUbed. Again, it is assumed that the 
insulation type in question is uniformly distributed over the ZOI, regardless of the size of the 
ZOI, as 

11.3.1 Fibrous Debris 

The fibrous insulation types evaluated include NUKONTM, Transco (Transco Products, Inc., or 
TPI), Temp-Mat, K-wool, and Knauf. Table 11-1 shows the NEI-guidance-recommended 
destruction pressures and an alternate set of values used herein to test the sensitivity of the 
potential debris volumes to the destruction pressures. 

Table V1-1. Fibrous Insulation Destruction Pressures 
". 

1~.".*......". 
NUKONTM
 
TPI
 •Knauf
 
Tem Mat
 
K-wool
 

11.3.1.1 Low-Density Fiberglass (LDFG) Debris 

A review of the air jet testing debris generation data, both the BWROG Air Jet Impact Testing 
(A..lIT) data (BWROG URG) and the drywell debris transport study (DOTS) data [NUREG/CR
6369, 1999], demonstrates that NUKONTM, TPI, and Knauf fiberglass insulations underwent 
similar damage. These insulations have approximately the same as-manufactured density 
(-2.4 Iblff), and their recommended minimum pressures for destruction are usually taken to be 
the same pressure. Therefore, these insulations have been grouped together as LDFG 
insulation. 

The fractions for the small fines from the AJIT debris generation test data are plotted in Figure 
11-2 as a function of the jet centerline pressure for these three types of LDFG insulations. A 
curve was drawn through the data to continuously represent the damage for use in the damage 
integration over the ZOI. One set of seven data points was from tests (in the DOTS) that used a 

NEI gUidance considers TPI fiber blankets to behave similarly to NUKONI1ol blankets. 
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4-in. nozzle, whereas the remainder used a 3-in. nozzle. The 4-in. nozzle data from the DDTS 

• 
generally shows more damage than do the 3-in. nozzle tests. The basic reason for the higher 
damage was that with the larger-diameter jet, more of the target insulation blanket was exposed 
to higher pressures. Note that the data were correlated by the estimated jet centerline pressure 
but that the pressure on the blanket decreased outward from the centerline. When the blanket 
was placed in close to the jet, the ends of the blanket were hit with sUbstantially less force of 
flow than the centerline for which the data were correlated. For example, for the 3-in. nozzle 
data point for NUKONTM at a jet pressure of 20 psi, only -7% of the insulation was damaged 
into small fine debris, whereas the TPI blankets in the 4-in. nozzle were totally destroyed at this 
pressure. Apparently, testing blanket destruction for insulations requiring a pressure higher than 
-17 psi needs a jet nozzle larger than 3 in. For LDFG, any jet pressure larger than -17 psi will 
totally destroy the blanket into small fine debris, whereas the NEI guidance cited an OPG two
phase jet test with 52% of the insulation damaged into small fine debris as their basis of 
conservatism. 
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Figure VI-2. LDFG Damage Curve for Small Fine Debris. 

Another significant point of discussion is that the threshold of damage for LDFG insulation has 
been specified as 10 psi, where Figure 11-2 clearly shows damage at jet pressures <10 psi. 
Apparently, neglecting the tail of the damage curve was considered acceptable for the BWR 
strainer resolution because of the lesser BWR jet volumes at lower pressures, as shown in 
Figure 11-1. However, the much larger jet volumes below 10 psi for the PWR jet shown in Figure 
11-1 make the neglect of the tail less acceptable. 

The results of debris-size distribution integration over the ZOI are provided in Table 11-2. A lower 
alternate damage pressure results in a larger equivalent spherical ZOI; however, a lesser 

• 
fraction of the debris is damaged into small fine debris. The use of the alternate damage 
pressures over the NEI-recommended damage pressures for PWR analyses would result in 
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-16% more small fine debris. The potential debris volumes are compared in Figure .11-3, along 
with an estimate using the baseline guidance. The baseline estimate is simply 60% of 413 Tr 

(12.1/D)3. As shown, the baseline gUidance appears to be conservative, but not overly so. • 
NEI·Recommended Damsf18 Pressures
 
BWROG Steam Jet 10.4 0.83 3910
 
PWR Two-Phase Jet 11 9
 0.53 3790(Confirmatory) . 
Alternate Damsf18 Pressures 
BWROG Steam Jet 11.4 0.65 3980 
PWR Two-Phase Jet 17.0 0.22 4410(Confirmatory) 
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Figure VI-3. Potential Volumes of Small Fines LDFG Debris. fix yaxls label (volum8!> 

The NEI baseline guidance completely neglects the transport of large debris to the sump 
screen; however, some plants will likely need to consider large debris transport as part of a 
more realistic evaluation. Therefore, the following equation is provided to estimate the volume of 
large debris generated within the lOI: 
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•
 

•
 

•
 

Also, plants that must perform more realistic evaluations may need to subdivide the baseline 
small-fine-debris class into fines and small-piece debris, where the fines (e.g., individual fibers) 
remain suspended in the pool and the small-piece debris sinks to the pool floor where the debris 
mayor may not transport to the sump screen. The baseline gUidance has the inherent 
assumption that all of its small fine debris essentially remains suspended. 

During the debris generation tests conducted during the DDTS, 15% to 25% of the debris from a 
completely disintegrated TPI fiberglass blanket was classified as nonrecoverable. The 
nonrecoverable debris either exited the test chamber through a fine-mesh catch screen or 
deposited onto surfaces in such a fine form that it could not be collected by hand (it was 
collected by hosing off the surfaces). Therefore, it would be reasonable to assume that 25% of 
the baseline small fine debris (i.e., Fzo/) is in the form of individual fibers and that the other 75% 
is in the form of small-piece debris. 

11.3.1.2 Temp-Mat Debris 

Temp-Mat is much higher-density insulation (-11.8 Ib/ft3) than the LDFG insulation and requires 
a significantly higher-pressure jet pressure to damage the insulation. The Temp-Mat insulation 
debris fractions for the small fine debris from the AJIT tests are shown in Figure 11-4. This figure 
shows six data points for Temp-Mat, two of which were tests where no significant damage was 
noted. The test with the maximum damage had -36% of the insulation damaged into small fine 
debris, with the remainder of the insulation forming large-piece debris. Unfortunately, no tests 
were conducted with jet pressures high enough to complete the damage curve to total 
destruction into small fine debris, as was done for the LDFG insulations. Therefore, a 
conservative extrapolation of the data is required to perform the debris generation integration 
over the eqUivalent ZOI sphere. The extrapolation used herein is shown as a dashed line in 
Figure 11-4. The selection of the NEI-guidance damage pressure of 17 psi is also illustrated in 
Figure 11-4, where it is seen that significant small fine debris is generated at jet pressures below 
17 psi. 
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Figure VI-4. Temp-Mat Damage Curve for Small Fine Debris. fix x axis to "fine" 
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The results of the Temp-Mat debris-size distribution integration over the ZOI are provided in 
Table 11-3. The potential debris volumes are compared in Figure 11-5, along with an estimate 
using the baseline guidance [60% of 4/3 TT (7.81D)~. A lower alternate damage pressure results •
in a larger equivalent spherical ZOI; however, a lesser fraction of the debris is damaged into 
small fine debris. The use of the alternate damage pressures over the NEI-recommended 
damage pressures for PWR analyses would result in -36% more estimated small fine debris. 
For Temp-Mat insulation, the baseline is conservative with respect to both the NEI-guidance 
damage pressure of 17 psi and the alternate pressure of 10 psi. 

The debris-size estimate for Temp-Mat has more uncertainty associated with the estimate than 
does the similar calculation for LDFG, primarily because of more limited data. The negative 
uncertainties include the neglect of the damage curve tail by the NEI-recommended damage 
pressure (quantified using the alternate damage pressure) and the fact that the BWROG AJIT 
tests used the smaIl3-in. nozzle, which makes it difficult to subject the entire target blanket to 
the characteristic jet pressure (near the centerline pressure) when the blanket is located close to 
the nozzle. The positive uncertainty is the sharp extrapolation of the damage curve to 100% 
destruction at 45 psi. In this case, it is possible that the positive uncertainty overshadows the 
negative uncertainties. 

•PWR Two-Phase Jet 
448Confirmato 

Alternste DBms Pressures 
PWR Two-Phase Jet 11.9 0.086 608Confirmato 
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Figure VI-5. Potential Volumes of Small Fine Temp-Mat Debris. 

1I.3.1.3K-wool Debris 

K-wool is also higher-density insulation (-10 Ib/ft3) than the LDFG insulation and requires an 
even higher-pressure jet pressure to damage the insulation. The NEI-recommended damage 
pressure for K-wool is 40 psi. The K-wool insulation debris fractions for the small fine debris 
from the AJIT tests are shown in Figure 11-6. This figure shows only four data points for K-wool, 
two of which were tests where no significant damage was noted. The test with the maximum 
damage had -7.1 % of the insulation damaged into small fine debris, with much of the remainder 
of the insulation still contained in the blanket cover and still attached to the target mount. As with 
the Temp-Mat data, the K-wool damage curve is incomplete because the highest jet pressure 
tested was that of the NEI-recommended damage pressure. To perform the debris generation 
integration over the equivalent ZOI sphere, the test data were conservatively extrapolated, as 
shown in Figure 11-6. 
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Figure VI-6. K-wool Damage Curve for Small Fine Debris. fix x axis label to ''fine'' 

The results of the K-wool debris-size distribution integration over the ZOI are provided in Table 
11-4. The potential debris volumes are compared in Figure 11-7, along with an estimate using the 
baseline guidance [60% of 413 1T (3.8ID)~. The difficulty with the K-wool integration is that there • 
is no debris generation data for a jet pressure higher than the NEI-recommended destruction 
pressure of 40 psi. Therefore, to ensure conservative debris-size integration, it must necessarily 
be assumed that the insulation is completely destroyed at a pressure higher than 40 psi (the 
integration herein assumed 100% at 45 psi). However, this assumption may be overly 
conservative. For K-wool insulation, the baseline is not conservative with respect to either the 
NEI-guidance damage pressure of 40 psi or the alternate pressure of 17 psi. 

Table VI-!- Results of Debris-Size Distribution In~ratlon for K-woollnsulation -{ DeletE - - - -_. -_ .. ------_.- - - -- - -. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
-. Potential
 

Jet Pressure I8ob8fVolume' RadIus of :FracUon Debris
 
Calculation - , Spher8(t1D) - SnIaIIRnes Volumes

(VID')
 

NEt-Recommended DsmsQ8 Pressures 
PWR Two-Phase Jet 4.0 0.92 246(Confirmatory)
 
Altemste DamsDB Pressures
 
PWR Two-Phase Jet
 7.5 0.17 307
(Confirmatory) 
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Figure VI-7. Potential Volumes of Small Fine K-wool Debris. 

11.3.1 .4 Correlation between Debris Size and Destruction Pressure 

• 
The NEI guidance contains the assumption that it is conservative to adapt the debris-size 
distribution for NUKONTM to other types of insulations that have a higher destruction pressure 
than NUKONTM (e.g., Temp-Mat and K-wool). This assumption is examined by comparing the 
debris generation data for LDFG, Temp-Mat, and K-wool, as shown in Figure 11-8. 
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This damage curve comparison for LDFG, Temp-Mat, and K-wool does seem to support the 
concept that a higher destruction pressure results in the fractions of small fines being 
increasingly smaller as the destruction pressure increases. Certainly this is the case for Temp
Mat, where the baseline guidance is conservative relative to the integration herein where both 
the fractions of small fine debris and the potential debris volumes are smaller than the baseline •
guidance. Although this case is likely true for K-wool as well, it cannot be conclusively proven 
because of the complete lack of data beyond the NEI-recommended destruction pressure. 

11.3.2 RMI Debris
 

The NEI guidance contains recommendations for three types of RMI insulation:
 

1. DARME-re manufactured by Darchem Engineering, Ltd.; 

2. RMI manufactured by TPI; and 

3. Mirro,e marketed by Diamond Power Specialty Company (DPSC). 

The NEI recommends that 75% of the RMI insulation contained in the equivalent spherical ZOI 
should be assumed to be turned into small fine debris. Table 11-5 shows the NEI-recommended 
destruction pressures and the corresponding NEI-recommended radii for those pressures. Note 
that the ZOI for DARM~ and TPI are quite small compared with the ZOI for DPSC Mirro,e. 

Table Vl-~ NE~~~~_~I klaulallOll ~~-~"-"""".... ~_d ~I-fl!I!I}! ------ --- i 
(~., .. ~;.~.;''' ..-~·:'i: ;': ~"7_~: ,._' ~~: '~,' h.: '.~t. '~'''~ '~;,~:'~J; 

~,-'...~ _ - ._.""'-' • , ~. ;-~ ~"ri '-~ •.. ~.."'!>., 

190 1.3 
190 si 1.3 
4 si 21.6 

Nearly all the debris generation data used to justify the NEI recommendations came from the 
BWROG Air Jet Impact Testing (AJIT) data [BWROG URG]; therefore, the NEI 
recommendations must be anchored to the insulation types as tested. Besides the BWROG 
AJIT tests, a single Nuclear RegUlatory Commission (NRC)-sponsored test· was conducted 
using a stainless-steel DPSC Mi~ RMI cassette at the Siemens AG Power Generation Group 
(KWU) test facility in Karlstein am Main, Germany (1994 and 1995can't find these as 
references in this section) [SEA-95-970-01-A:2, 1996]. The cassettes and their closures, as 
tested in the AJIT tests with the cassettes mounted perpendicular to the jet centerline,t are 
provided in Table 11-6. All of the cassettes tested had stainless-steel sheaths. 

"The NRC-sponsored test involved a stainless-steel Mirro~ cassette mounted directly on a device designed to 
simulate a doubJe.ended guillotine break (DEGB) such that the «ischarge impinged on the inner surface of the RMI 
target as it would an insulation cassette surrounding a postulated pipe break. This NRC-sponsored test was 
perfonned with a high-pressure blast of two-phase water/steam flow from a pressurized vessel connected to a target 
mount by a blowdown line with a double-rupture disk. In this test, the cassette was completely destroyed into debris
 
that can be considered small fine debris.
 

tTwo tests were conducted, with the cassette mounted parallel to the jet centertine. 
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A review of the data indicates that the stainless-steel sheaths were not directly penetrated by 

• 
the air jet; rather, the sheaths disassembled at the seams, such as with rivet failures. Those 
cassettes secured by stainless-steel bands in addition to latches and strikes generally remained 
relatively intact. The severity of the damage, in terms of the generation of small fine debris, 
depends on the degree or ease of disassembling the cassette. However, when considering 
large-piece debris, all detached cassettes, disassembled or not, become large-piece debris. 

.' __ -{ Delet, 

TPI 

TPI 

DPSC Mirror® 

DPSC MirrorQil 

DPSC Mirror® 

Table VI-§. BWROG AJIT RMllnslJlations Tes!ed_ 

Stainless-Steel Foils 

Aluminum Foils 

Stainless-Steel Foils 

Aluminum Foils 

Stainless-Steel Foils 

Stainless-Steel Foils 

Darchem Stainless-Steel Bands and CamLocQil 

Latches and Strikes 

Latch and Strike Closures 

Latch and Strike Closures 

Latch and Strike Closures 

Latch and Strike Closures 

Latch and Strike Closures and Sure-Hold Band 
Closures 

11.3.2.1 DARME~, Manufactured by Darchem Engineering, Ltd. 

•
 
The NEI-recommended destruction pressure of 190 psi for stainless-steel DARME~,
 
manufactured by Darchem Engineering, Ltd. and held in place by Darchem stainless-steel 
bands and CamLocQil latches and strikes, is based on two AJIT tests, Tests 25-1 and 25-2 with 
jet centerline pressures on target of 190 and 590 psi, respectively. In both of these tests, the 
cassettes, although deformed, remained intact and attached to the target mount. In effect, no 
debris was generated. This result indicates that a pressure greater than 590 psi is required to 
generate debris, with the exception of a cassette mounted over the break, where the jet would 
enter the inside of the cassette. This scenario would almost certainly result in complete 
destruction of that cassette. Another possible exception could be a jet approximately parallel to 
the cassette sheath that could penetrate through the ends-a configuration that has not been 
tested. It is apparent that the baseline recommendation of assuming 75% of this insulation 
within a 1.3/D spherical radius becomes small fine debris is conservative. 

11.3.2.2 RMI Manufactured by Transco Products, Inc. 

TPI manufactures stainless-steel and aluminum RMI insulation. The NEI guidance recommends 
a destruction pressure of 190 psi for the TPI RMI. The TPI cassettes tested included both 
aluminum and stainless-steel foils encased in stainless-steel sheaths secured with latches and 
strikes (no bands were used). Although the recommended destruction pressure is 190 psi, a 
small amount of fine debris was noted for jet pressures as low as 10 psi (Test 21-3). On the 
other hand, only small quantities of fine debris (i.e., <0.5%) were found for tests with jet 
pressures as high as 600 psi. Figure 11-9 shows the debris generation fractions for TPI stainless
steel RMI small fines. 

• 
Table 11-8 Table 11-7? shows a comparison of potential debris volumes when estimated using 
the NEI baseline guidance and when acknowledging debris generation at jet pressures as low 
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as 10 psi. Recall that to get actual volumes of debris, the potential volumes must be multiplied 
by the insulation concentration and again by 03. For the baseline estimate, the volume 
associated with a ZOI radius of 1.310 is multiplied by 75% to get the baseline potential volume. 
For the altemate estimate, the ZOI volume out to a jet pressure of 10 psi was multiplied by 0.5% 
to get the alternate potential volumes. The application of the altemate pressure results in •
approximately three times as much small fine debris as using the baseline guidance. However, 
even these quantities are not very large compared with such insulations as LOFG. 
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0.004 ...........
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Figure VI-9. TPI Stainless-Steel RMI Small-Flne-Debris Fractions. fix yaxls label (should be small


flne-debrls fnIctIon, not fines)
 

Confirmatory Recommended Jet lsobsr Volumes 

NEI Guidance 190 1.5 0.75 10.6
 

Alternate 10 11.9 0.005 35.3
 

However, if the transport of large-piece TPI RMI debris becomes necessary to the strainer 
blockage evaluation, the use of 190 psi to define the ZOI is totally inadequate. Although the TPI 
stainless-steel sheaths may effectively contain the foils, their latches and strikes do not 
effectively keep the cassettes attached to the mounts (or pipes). AJIT Test 21-2, with a jet 
pressure of only 4 psi, shows the two cassette ha" sections detached from the target mount, 
Le., the cassettes become large-piece debris. At 4 psi, the ZOI radius would be -21.610; 
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•
 

therefore, numerous cassettes in various degrees of damage would be expected on the break
room floor. If the transport flow velocities were sufficient to move cassettes, then these 
cassettes could become a significant problem. 

11.3.2.3 OPSC Mirror~'. Manufactured by Oiamond Power Specialty Company 

OPSC manufactures stainless-steel and aluminum RMI insulations marketed as Mirror® 
insulations. The Mirror® cassettes tested included both aluminum and stainless-steel foils 
encased in stainless-steel sheaths secured with latches and strikes with or without "Sure-Hold" 
bands. The NEI guidance recommends a destruction pressure of 4 psi for the OPSC Mirror® 
insulations. The apparent reason that Mirror® cassettes form debris at much lower pressures 
than does the TPI RMI is the construction of the sheaths, i.e., the cassette integrity depends on 
strength of the seams. 

The debris fractions for the small fine debris from the AJIT tests are shown in Figure 11-10. The 
small fine debris was correlated here as pieces <6 in., although the NEI guidance specified RMI 
small fines as <4 in.; therefore, a small measure of conservatism was added to the comparison. 
Figure 11-10 shows six data points for Mirror®, with two of those tests generating very minor 
quantities of small fines. It should perhaps be noted that with the lower pressure test where the 
RMI cassette was exposed to a jet pressure of only 2 psi (AJIT Test 18-3), the cassette was still 
detached from the target mount, leaving two half cassettes on the chamber floor. The test with 
the largest quantity of small fine debris (AJIT Test 17-1) had only 10.6% of the foils turned into 
pieces <6 in., with the remaining foils becoming large-piece debris. The conservative 
extrapolation shown in Figure 11-10 to complete the spherical ZOI debris fraction integration 
assumes complete destruction at a jet pressure of 130 psi. Note that in the single NRC
sponsored Mirror® debris generation test conducted at the KWU test facility, the test article was 
completely destroyed. 

The results of the Mirror® debris-size distribution integration over the ZOI are prOVided in 
Table 11-8. The potential debris volume of 661/03 is quite low compared with an estimate using 
the baseline gUidance [75% of 4/3 TT (21.6/0)3] of 31660/03. Although this insulation is damaged 
at jet pressures as low as 4 psi, a relatively small amount of small debris is formed at pressures 
less than -120 psi, and when the debris· damage data are applied to the larger ZOI radius of 
21.6/0, only a small fraction of the insulation in that sphere becomes small fine debris. For 
OPSC Mirror® RMI insulation, the NEI-baseline-guidance assumption that 75% of the insulation 
within a 21.6/0 ZOI sphere would become debris <4 in. in size (Le., 31,660/03) is overly 
conservative. However, the quantities of large-piece debris, including nearly intact cassettes, 
could be very large because even 2 psi can detach the cassettes, which could become very 
important in containments where the transport velocities are high enough to move this heavier 
debris significantly. 
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Figure V1-10. DPSC Mirror Damage Curve for Small Fine Debris. 
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11.3.3 Particulate Insulation Debris 

11.3.3.1 Min-K Debris 

The NEI baseline guidance recommends the assumption that 100% of the Min-K insulation 
located inside a ZOI defined by the destruction pressure of 4 psi, corresponding to a radius of 
21.610, becomes small fine debris. The basis for this recommendation apparently is the single 
Min-K BWROG AJIT debris generation test, Test 9-1. In this test, -70% of the Min-K insulation 
became small fine debris. In fact, most of this debris was not recovered, apparently because it 
was too fine: Based on the extensive damage to this Min-K blanket at 4 psi, it does not seem 
reasonable to assume that the threshold of damage is 4 psi. 

It was noted that a cloud of debris was obsarved to exit the. test chamber through the exhaust screen and that the 
venting of the chamber to clear the dust required more than 15 minutes. . •11-16 



• 
At jet pressures substantially higher than 4 psi, it seems likely that the Min-K would be totally 
destroyed. At jet pressures <4 psi, the damage to Min-K would continue but would decrease in 
severity until the pressure became insufficient to cause damage. However, that pressure is not 
known. It is unlikely that the NEI baseline guidance is conservative with respect to the Min-K 
blanket tested. On the other hand, Min-K insulation protected by a metal jacket secured with 
steel bands would most likely be substantially less damaged than the unjacketed blanket tested. 

11.3.3.2 Calcium Silicate Debris 

The NEI baseline guidance recommends the assumption that 100% of the calcium silicate 
insulation located inside a lOI defined by the destruction pressure of 24 psi (corresponding to a 
radius of 5.5/0) becomes small fine debris. The OPG debris generation tests [N-REP-34320
10000-ROO] were cited to justify the 24-psi destruction pressure. The OPG tests involved 
impacting aluminum-jacketed calcium silicate insulation targets with a two-phase waterlsteam 
jet. The jacketing was secured with stainless-steel bands, and the jacketing seams were 
typically oriented at 45 degrees from the jet centerline-an orientation that appeared to 
maximize damage. The OPG data, illustrated in Figure 11-11, only cover a limited range of 
damage pressures (-24 to 65 psi). 

The damage curve shown in Figure 11-12 was generated by summing all four debris categories 
in Figure 11-11 to get the OPG debris fractions shown and then constructing a plausible curve 
through the data that was conservatively extrapolated at both ends. The results of the calcium 
silicate debris-size distribution integration over the ZOI are provided in Table 11-9. The potential 
debris volumes are compared in Figure 11-13, along with an estimate using the baseline 

• 
guidance [100% of 4/311' (5.45/0)3]. A lower alternate damage pressure results in a larger 
equivalent spherical ZOI, but a lesser fraction of the debris is damaged into small fine debris. 
The use of the alternate damage pressures over the NEI-recommended damage pressures for 
PWR analyses would result in -43% more estimated small fine debris. For calcium silicate 
insulation, the baseline is conservative with respect to both the NEI gUidance damage pressure 
of 24 psi and the alternate pressure of 20 psi. 
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Table VI-i- Results ofDebris-~izeDistribution In.tegration fo~ .... - -( Delet 

• 
Calcium Silicate Insulation 

HE/-Recommended Dama 
PWR Two-Phase Jet 5.4 0.42 273
Confirmato 

Alternate Dama e Pressures 
PWR Two-Phase Jet 6.4 0.34 372
Confirmato 
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Figure VI-13. Potential Volumes of Small Fine Calcium Silicate Debris. 

The BWROG AJIT tests also contain four tests of calcium silicate with aluminum jacketing 
secured by four SA-in. stainless steel bands; however, these tests indicated that a jet of 150 psi 
was needed to cause significant damage. The reason(s) that a much higher pressure was 
needed to cause significant damage in the AJIT calcium tests than in the OPG tests has not 
been determined but is likely due to the differences in jacketing thickness, seam orientation, and 
strength of the bands. Here the destruction pressure depends more on the pressure needed to 
remove the jacket and expose the insulation than on the pressure required to erode the calcium 
silicate. 
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11.4 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
 

Confirmatory research was performed to ascertain whether the NEI recommendations for ZOI 
destruction pressures and debris fractions would reliably result in conservative estimates for the 
volumes of debris generated within the ZOI. Specifically, the NEI guidance recommends the •
assumption that 60% of the fibrous and 75% of the RMI insulation volume contained within the 
ZOI becomes small fine debris for ZOI radii defined by their recommended destruction 
pressures. The NEI guidance recommends adapting the debris-size distribution for NUKONTM to 
other types of fibrous insulation that have a destruction pressure higher than that of NUKONTM. 

Available debris generation data were used to define debris fractions versus jet pressure curves 
for the insulations examined. Difficulties encountered when correlating these data include 
aspects of protective jacketing and banding, as well as the variability in insulations. Before the 
insulation is subjected directly to jet flow forces, the flow must penetrate the protective 
coverings. Steel bands securing a metal jacket can require a rather high jet pressure to open 
the jacket before insulation debris is generated. The seam orientation affects the ease with 
which an edge of the jacket can be peeled back; it appeared that a seam orientation of -45 
degrees from the oncoming jet maximizes the potential for jacket opening. Another factor 
affecting the quality of debris generation data was the size of the jet nozzle relative to the 
insulation destruction pressure. If the target insulation had to be placed close to the nozzle to 
get the required destruction pressure, then the jet pressure became uneven along the length of 
the target; in fact, in some tests the target ends were likely located outside the influence of the 
jet. To test insulations with a higher destruction pressure, either larger nozzles or shorter targets 
are required. All of these considerations are factored into the evaluation of debris fractions. 

ZOI debris fractions and insulation destruction pressures are interdependent; that is, the larger 
the ZOI, the smaller the fraction of the insulation within the ZOI that becomes small fine debris. 
Therefore, when the lower alternate pressure is used in the integration process, the resultant 
debris fraction will be less than that corresponding to the NEI-recommended destruction •
pressure. 

The results and conclusions regarding relative conservatism of this confirmatory debris 
generation analyses are summarized in Table 11-10 for the insulations examined. These results 
are relative to the NEI baseline guidance for the small-fine-debris-size category. 

Table VI-m._~~~~ry~,!,~~~_of_~~ft~~_a~~~~I~~_~~~~!I~~ - -{ Deleb 
Debris Volumes 

...• 
,,",, -':'( .~. '. . .. . -.. ,ReIaIIve'CohIllltvidlsm ol'Baa81lneInsulation ConllnnatDryR1111U'Ch Result Guidance 

Fibrous Insulations 
Baseline guidance results compare well Baseline guidance for NUKONTM provides 

NUKONTM with confirmatory results. realistic results that are only slightly 
conservative. 

Baseline results are approXimately Baseline guidance is conservative for Temp
Temp-Mat twice the confirmatory results (based Mat insulation. 

on limited data). 
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'1l$1~live.st()n$ervati$m 'of'aasf!ffn~	 .','::'Insulation ,c~.r.~IQ@Ory"aes.;af~b ' 

•	 
" ':Guidance " .• ) 

Baseline results are only about half that Baseline guidance is likely conservative for K-
of the confirmatory results (based on wool, despite the nonconservative comparison 
limited data). with confirmatory analysis. The poor 

nonconservative comparison is due to the K-wool 
extreme extrapolation of data required by the 
lack of data for pressures greater than the NEI 
destruction pressure. Still, conservatism 
cannot be proven with existing data. 

RMllnsulations 
No confirmatory analysis for this Baseli~uidance is conservative for 
insulation. Rather, a review of the DARM insulation. 
debris generation data illustrated 

DARM~	 substantially less small fine debris than
 
would be estimated using the baseline
 
guidance methodology.
 

Baseline results account for only one- Baseline gUidance is not conservative, but the 
third of the confirmatory debris quantities of this debris are relatively low; 
estimate, which includes the small therefore, this nonconservative estimate is not 

•
 

TPI quantities of debris generated at lower a major issue.
 
pressures but that are neglected when
 
the baseline destruction pressure is
 
used.
 
Baseline results were almost 50 times Baseline guidance is conservative for Mirror""
 
that of the confirmatory result. The insulation.
 
baseline minimum destruction pressure
 

DPSC of 4 psi results is a very large 201
 
Mirror® volume, but the damage to the
 

insulation is relatively minor at the
 
lower pressures, thus the large
 
differences in results.
 

Particulate Insulations 
No confirmatory analysis for this Baseline gUidance is not conservative because 
insulation. Rather, the data from the the one test indicated that substantial damage 
single Min-K debris generation test would occur to Min-K insulation at significantly 

Min-K	 were examined, i.e., approximately 2/3 lower pressures than the destruction pressure 
of the insulation was turned into fine of 4 psi and that the damage at 4 psi was 
dust debris at a jet pressure of only 4 extreme. 
psi. 
Baseline results are apprOXimately Baseline guidance appears to be conservative 
twice the confirmatory results, even for calcium silicate insulation, but the debris 
when the lower jet pressure of 20 psi generation data are not sufficient to determine 

Calcium (recommended in NUREG/CR-6808) is the threshold jet pressure for generating small 
Silicate considered instead of the baseline fine debris, i.e., the threshold destruction 

destruction pressure of 24 psi.	 pressure could actually be less than the 20 psi 
alternate pressure used in the confirmatory 
analysis. 
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The following additional comments should be noted: 

•	 The use of the alternate destruction pressure provides some quantification of the 
uncertainty associated with the selection of the destruction pressures. These 
uncertainties include the neglect of the tails of the debris damage curves and the •
uncertainty associated with the potential two-phase effect on debris generation relative 
to the available air-jet-generated data. 

•	 A comparison of the NUKONTM results with the BWROG URG steam jet model illustrates
 
that the neglect of the tails of the debris damage curve has a larger impact for PWRs
 
than for BWRs (see Figure 11-3).
 

•	 The NEI guidance recommendation that adapts the debris-size distribution for NUKONTM
 
to other types of fibrous insulation that have a destruction pressure higher than that of
 
NUKONTM has been partially supported (see Figure 11-8), although it cannot be
 
conclusively ensured.
 

•	 The ZOI for large debris generation in some cases does not correlate with the ZOI for
 
small-fine-debris generation. A case in point is the analysis for TPI RMI, where most of
 
the small fine debris would be generated inside jet pressures of 190 psi but large debris
 
was generated (in the form of detached cassettes) at pressures as low as 4 psi.
 
Therefore, rather larger quantities of large debris could be formed than were predicted
 
using the baseline guidance ZOI sizes.
 

•	 It should be emphasized that the typical debris generation analyses were performed for
 
insulations where the debris generation data were very limited. The data for the LDFG
 
insulations (see Figure 11-2) illustrate the potential variability in such data. Therefore, the
 
limited debris generation data cause substantial uncertainty with debris generation
 
estimations.
 • 
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APPENDIX III: VOLUN"rEER-PLANT CONTAINMENT POOL COMPUTATIONAL

FLUID-DYNAMICS ANALYSIS
 

111.1 INTRODUCTION 

A three dimensional computational fluid dynamics (CFD) model was developed to 
analyze the flow patterns developed in the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's (NRC's) 
volunteer-plant reactor containment during loss-of-coolant accidents (LOCAs). The 
purpose of the CFD modeling was to assess the water velocities and flow patterns 
developed during sump pump operation to support estimates of subsequent LOCA
generated sump pool debris transport. Water sources to the sump pool included 
effluents from the LOCA break and containment spray drainage. The locations and flow 
rates of each of these water sources and the recirculation pumping rates determined the 
characteristics of the sump pool that subsequently determined whether, and what 
fraction of, the debris deposited into the pool could transport to the recirculation sump 
screens. Threshold transport velocities were determined by experiments conducted at 
the University of New Mexico (UNM) for debris from pressurized-water-reactor (PWR) 
insulating materials [NUREG/CR-6772]; therefore, these threshold velocities were used 
to set the velocity contours of the CFD flow diagrams to facilitate the determination of 
whether debris would likely transport. The CFD simulations are discussed in Section 
111.2. 

A logic chart debris-transport model was developed to supplement the CFD analyses so 
that information from the CFD simulations could be used with the blowdown/washdown 
transport analyses documented in Appendix VI to determine estimates of debris 
transport to the recirculation sump screens. The pool velocity and turbulence 
characteristics determine areas of the pool where debris entrapment may occur. The 
flow streamlines can be used to determine whether debris entering the pool at a discrete 
location would likely pass through one of the potential entrapment locations. The debris 
transport process was decomposed using a logic chart approach to facilitate the 
individual transport steps-steps that could be determined analytically, experimentally, 
or simply jUdged. The subsequent quantification of the chart then provided an estimate 
of the overall sump pool debris transport. The debris transport estimates are discussed 
in Section 111.3. 

111.2 ANALYSIS OF THE CFD SIMULATION 

111.2.1 Modeling Methodology, Assumptions, and Conditions Simulated 

The commercial CFD program Fluent™ was used to compute the volunteer-plant 
containment pool Hows for large and small LOCA breaks. The containment geometry 
was available in Autocad™ format and was imported into the Fluent™ preprocessor and 
grid generator. As shown in Figure 111.2-1, all of the structures, stairwells, and sumps 
were included in the model geometry, but the containment pool was modeled only to a 
depth of 6 ft. This is the maximum anticipated depth of water during steady-state 
operation of the spray system and sump pump operating in the recirculation mode. 

The splash locations are shown in Figure 111.2-2 and can be seen as the extruded 
volumes above the containment pool in Figure 11/.2-1. The splash locations and flow 
rates shown in Figure 111.2-2 are explained in detail in Appendix VI. A few modifications 
to the splash locations and flow rates were made in the CFD model. 
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1. One of the four "yellow" floor drains from Level 832, with a total flow rate of 
397 gpm in Figure 111.2-2, is located on top of a wall. Thus, the adjacent
 
yellow splash located in the corridor had double the individual flow rate.
 
(Note: for all the Level 832 floor drains, the total mass flow was evenly
 
distributed to all locations, with the exceptions noted here.)
 •2. The uniformly distributed 'iner film flow" of 700 gpm and 

3. The "Level 808 sprays" of 1080 gpm were neglected entirely. 

Thirteen LOCA break conditions were simulated: eight large LOCA conditions (four 
break locations each considered with and without the spray flows) and five small LOCA 
conditions (four break locations without spray flows and one location with spray flows). 
Both large and small LOCA breaks were considered because each can cause the sump 
screens to become clogged in a different way. The large LOCA break and spray flows 
will resuh in a large pool depth and all of the screen surface area to be come wetted. 
The large LOCA break will likely generate more debris that can migrate to the sump 
screens causing an unacceptable head loss due to the amount of debris collected. The 
small LOCA break may not cause the spray systems to be activated, and could resuh in 
a water depth wetting only the lower portion of the sump screens. This has the potential 
of forming a thin bed debris mat over a small portion of the screen area resulting in an 
unacceptable head loss. If the spray flow systems are not activated, depending on 
break location, a larger portion of the pool flows do not have velocities in excess of the 
debris threshold velocities and do not participate in the recirculation flow. Therefore the 
debris generated in those regions does not migrate to the sump screens and provide 
information on areas to divert debris into during the break and pool fill up. 

The four break locations considered correspond to a break occurring in one of the four 
quadrants [steam generator (SG) compartments] in Figure 111.2-2. The total break flow 
was assumed to be 7400 and 1611 gpm for the large and small LOCA break flows, 
respectively. It was assumed that the upper two SG compartments were physically •
separate from the lower two compartments; thus, if the break were postulated to occur in 
the upper left quadrant, 75% of the break flow would be partitioned to the upper left and 
25% to the upper right quadrants; none of the break flow was considered in the lower 
two quadrants. The 75o/J25% partitioning was determined arbitrarily, but it seemed to be 
a realistic assumption. Additionally, a transient pool fill-up simulation was initiated for a 
large LOCA break in the upper-left quadrant. Only the break flows were simulated in the 
upper half of the SG compartments with the break flow partitioned as described above. 
It should be noted that the above apportionment of the flow represents an estimate of 
the volunteer plant break due to the steam generator compartment configuration. The 
steam generators are raised above the pool floor level and do not participate in the 
recirculation flow, thus the break flow enters the pool by flowing down the steam 
generator stairwells and thus the water sheets across the steam generator compartment 
and does not pool to any significant depth. Thus the 75/25% apportionment was 
assumed, but a thorough analysis of how the break flow would enter the pool would be 
required. These analyses would be required by each plant, using their expert knowledge 
of the containment configuration, thus the above apportionment is illustrative of the types 
of flows that would enter the pool. 

Three boundary condition types were used in the simulation. All hard surfaces (walls, 
floors, etc.) were specified to be a no-slip wall condition. The spray system splash and 
LOCA break flows were specified as a mass flow inlet condition, and the sumps were set 
to a pressure outflow boundary condition. Because the break flow sheeting described •
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previously was not included, the break and spray flows present in the SG compartment 
were applied as a mass inflow boundary on a vertical surface at the exit of the SG 
entrance steps of each quadrant (Le., a mass flow boundary condition located at the 
"door" of the SG entrance steps, for instance). The spray/splash mass flow boundary 
conditions were placed on the ''top'' of each extruded spray location, as shown in Figure 
111.2-1. This extruded volume was found to be easier to handle in Fluent™ than trying to 
set the boundary condition on the ''top'' of the pool surface. 

The combination of mass inflow and pressure outflow satisfies the mass continuity 
condition without unnecessary complications due to numeric and other boundary 
condition errors. In theory, a mass outflow condition at the bottom of the sump could be 
specified, but there are numerical instabilities when that condition is prescribed. By using 
a pressure outflow condition at the sumps, the pressure is allowed to ''floaf' to satisfy the 
incompressible continuity equation. In other words, the pressure at the bottom of the 
sump is adjusted by the code to balance the mass flow entering and eXiting the pool. In 
this way the introduction of artificial pressure waves in the solution that can be created 
by specifying mass inflow and outflow conditions were avoided. 

A second-order-accurate numerical method was used to solve the incompressible 
Navier-Stokes equations, in conjunction with a renormalized group-theory turbulent
kinetic-energy and dissipation (RNG K-E) turbulence closure. This closure was chosen 
because of its ability to treat swirling flows, but in practice, little difference was found 
between the RNG K-E and the more traditional K-E closure for these simulations. The 
pressure equation was solved using a PISO method, as described in the Fluent™ 
documentation. For the steady state pool flow analyses, the pool volume was assumed 
to be completely full of liquid water and initialized to zero velocity. The inflow boundary 
conditions were flowing from the start, and the solution was allowed to proceed until a 
steady-state condition was achieved. The normalized residuals of the continuity, 
momentum, and K and E equations were monitored until convergence was achieved, 
typically about 400 iterations. For the steady state pool flow analysis, an additional 
convergence criterion was to integrate the mass flow rate at the two sump pressure 
outflow boundaries and compare it with the mass inflow. A mass balance had to be 
achieved, in addition to a drop in the normalized residuals, for the simulation to be 
deemed converged. 

111.2.2 Results and Discussion 

This section contains the results of the CFD simulations. These simulations illustrate 
what can be achieved with a CFD analysis of the containment pool flows. For application 
to a particular plant containment, a more rigorous set of simulations should be 
performed, including grid convergence tests (e.g., does doubling the number of grid 
points change the results significantly). 

One figure of merit was to determine the fraction of the pool flow volume that produced 
velocities in excess of the debris migration threshold velocities. Based on the 
experimental measurements reported in NUREG/CR-6772, the RMI and fiber flock 
transport threshold velocities were determined to be 0.085 and 0.037 mis, respectively. 
Note that only one debris transport threshold velocity for fiber and one for small RMI 
were used for the following analyses. 

111.2.2.1 Transient Containment Pool Fill-Up 
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For this simulation, a volume-of-fluid (VOF) method was used. The containment pool 
was initially filled with air, and water was allowed to enter the pool from the SG entrance 
stairs. Only the break flows for a large LOCA break, located in the upper-left quadrant, 
were included. As noted in Section 111.2.1, the break flow is partitioned such that 75% of •
the water leaves the upper-left SG compartment stairwell and 25% leaves the upper
right SG compartment stairwell. This condition corresponds to the time immediately after 
a break occurs and before the spray system is activated. All walls were treated as no
slip surfaces, and because the fill-up phase is being simulated, the sumps were also 
treated with no-slip surfaces instead of pressure outflow boundary conditions. The top 
boundary of the simulated pool was prescribed as a pressure outflow boundary condition 
instead of as a no-slip wall. This treatment allows the air to leave the domain as the 
water displaces it. The containment pressurization that occurs during a LOCA was not 
modeled because it has minimal effect on pool transport. 

Figures 111.2-4 through 111.2-12 show the volume fraction of water, at a height of 0.01 m 
above the containment floor, as the containment pool fills at 0.34, 0.94, 11.4, 21.4, 31.4, 
41.4, 51 .4, 71.4, and 111.4 seconds after the water leaves the SG compartment 
stairwells. The color scheme shown corresponds to a red color for 100% water in the 
computational cell and blue for 1000k air in the cell. Other colors indicate that the 
computational cell has both air and water partially filling the cell. From Figures 111.2-4 to 
111.2-12, the areas that are first swept by the water can be seen, as well as how the 
containment pool fills. This simulation shows the areas that fill first and thus provides 
information needed to design systems to divert debris to areas of the pool that do not 
participate in recirculation flow. In general, the water leaves the SG compartment, flows 
out the doorway, and hits the circular outer wall. Then the water flows circumferentially 
around the containment until the two water streams meet near the sumps. Then the 
water starts to enter the areas between the upper and lower SG compartments. For this 
plant configuration, these two areas between the upper and lower SG compartments are •
the only "quiet" zones (i.e. flow velocities much lower than the debris threshold) in the 
pool when all break locations are considered in the subsequent steady-state pool flow 
analysis. 

Figures 111.2-13 through 111.2-21 show the fluid velocity during the fill-up at the same set 
of time increments previously discussed for volume fractions. Note that when the water 
volume fraction and fluid velocity plots are compared, there is motion ahead of the water. 
This motion is the air moving in response to the approaching front of water. During fill
up, the water velocity near the front is in the range of 2-3 mis, well in excess of the 
debris transport threshold velocities of 0.037 and 0.085 mls for fiber and AMI, 
respectively. 

111.2.2.2 Steady-State-Row Analysis 

To study the containment pool's steady-state-flow dynamics, the simulated volume was 
considered to be completely full of water. In the case of a small LOCA break, the spray 
flows were not included; however, for the large LOCA break, spray flows were included 
in the simulations. With the simulated pool full of water, the break and spray flows were 
introduced as mass inflow boundary conditions and the sumps were set to a pressure 
outflow boundary condition. These simulations produced a stimulated steady-state-flow 
condition for further debris transport analysis, which will be discussed in Section 111.3. •
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Figures 111.2-22 through 111.2-29 show the steady-state-f1ow pattern developed .for a small 

• 
LOCA break condition, without spray flows, and Figures 111.2-30 to 111.2-37 show large 
LOCA break conditions, including spray flows. These figures show contours of water 
velocity at a height of 0.01 m above the containment floor and show a velocity range 
from 0 mls up to the threshold velocity for fiber or RMI, 0.037 and 0.085 mis, 
respectively. From these plots, the area enclosed by the threshold velocity contour can 
be computed, and by dividing by the entire available flow area in the containment, a 
percentage of area in excess of the threshold velocity may be computed. These 
percentages, or fractional areas in excess of the threshold velocity, are summarized in 
Table 111.2-1 for both large and small LOCA break conditions. 

Figures 111.2-38 through 111.2-47 show streamlines for origins near the splash locations for 
a large LOCA break at two different locations: an upper-left break and a lower-right 
break. A rake of particles was released from (-15 < X < -5, Y=1 0), and also from (0 < X 
< 5, Y=15) and allowed to follow the flow. From these streamlines, debris trajectories 
can be determined and their fate postulated. Figures 111.2-38 and 111.2-39 show the 
streamlines superimposed on the background velocity map that were color coded using 
the fiber (0.037 mls) and RMI (0.085 mls) threshold velocity, respectively. An oblique 
view showing the three-dimensionality of the streamlines is shown in Figures 111.2-41 and 
111.2-42, color coded according to the flow speed, using the fiber and RMI threshold 
velocity, respectively. Thus, it could be deduced that if the velocity (speed) along a 
particular streamline became smaller than the debris type threshold velocity, it would not 
be so likely to migrate to the sump screen. By using rakes and streamline analysis at 
potential debris entry locations, a method for determining whether the debris will 
transport to the sump screens could be developed. 

• A similar set of plots are shown in Figures 111.2-42 through 111.2.45 for the large LOCA 
break located in the lower-right quadrant. Notice that the streamline patterns are quite 
different for the lower-right break location when compared to the upper-left break 
location. 

Shown in Figure 111.2-46 is a vortex induced by the splash located in the upper-right 
quadrant in Figure 111.2-42. Here the streamlines are color coded by velocity using the 
fiber velocity threshold. Because the water enters the pool from above and penetrates to 
the containment floor, a vortex with significant vertical motion is created. Figure 111.2-47 
shows the streamlines color coded by turbulent kinetic energy (TKE). This type of 
information would be useful in determining debris degradation mechanisms, particularly 
for fibrous debris. In Figures 111.2-46 to 111.2-47, the streamlines show the type of rotation 
that debris can encounter near the entry of a splash into the pool. The water flow 
produces vortices around the splash entry and could potentially shred debris into finer 
particles/pieces than those generated by the break itself. No attempt was made in this 
document to quantify the debris shredding mechanisms; rather, this document simply 
illustrates what can be gleaned from a CFD analysis of the pool dynamics. 

Table 111.2-1 Percentage of Containment Pool Flow Area in Excess of the Debris 
2Transport Threshold Velocity. Total Pool Area =767.7 m 

Break Location Break Size RMI (%) Fiber Flocks COlo) 
Upper Right Large 35 60 

• 
Upper Left Large 30 54 
Lower Left LarQe 22 43 
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Break Location Break Size RMI (%) Fiber Flocks (%) 
Lower Right 
Upper Riaht 
Upper Left 
Lower Left 

Larae 
Small 
Small 
Small 

22 
5 
2 
5 

41 
31 
25 
14 •

Lower RiQht Small 5 19 

• 
Figure 111.2-1. Volunteer plant geometry and flow region modeled. (Note: Splash 
Locations Are Shown Extruded above the Nominal Pool Depth.) 
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Level 832
 
~ 397GPM
 

• 1743GPM 

• 2030GPM 

• Flow Rates in GPM 

- Level 808 Sprays - 1080 GPM 
Total Spray Flow = 15220 GPM ••••Falling DO"'1\ Annular Gap 520 

Figure 111.2-2. Spray Flow Rates (gpm) and Locations for the Volunteer-Plant Pool 
Flow Calculations. 
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Figure 111.2-3. Unstructured Mesh Created for Containment Pool Flow Calculations• 
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•
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Figure 111.2-4. Transient volume of fluid during the simulation of containment pool 
fill up. Computational cell volume fraction of water is shown at a height of 0.01 m 
above the containment floor. Red is 100% water (0% air), blue 0% water (100% 
air). Time of the snapshot in seconds after the break flow is initiated is shown In 
the bottom of the figure. 
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Figure 111.2-5. Same as Figure 111.2-4 for t = 0.94 Seconds. 
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Figure 111.2-6. Same as Figure 111.2-4 for t =11.4 Seconds. 
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Figure 111.2·7. same as Figure 111.2-4 for t =21.4 seconds. 
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Figure 111.2-8. Same as Figure 111.2-4 for t = 31.4 Seconds. 
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Figure 111.2-9. same as Figure 111.2-4 for t = 41A Seconds. 
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Figure 111.2-10. Same as Figure 111.2-4 for t =51.4 Seconds. 
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Figure 111.2-11. Same as Figure 111.2-4 for t =71.4 Seconds. 
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Figure 111.2-12. Same as Figure 111.2-4 for t =111.4 Seconds. Note That the Solid 
Red Color Indicates That the Cells Adjacent to the Floor Are Full of Water, Not 
That the Entire Pool Is Full of Water. 
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Figure 111.2-13. Transient VOF Simulation of Containment Pool Fill-Up. Contours of 
Fluid Velocity Are Shown. Time Snapshot Shown in the Figure Is seconds after 
the Break Flow Is Initiated. Note That the Fluid Velocity May Be Water or Air; 
Figures Showing the Volume Fraction of Water (Figures 111.2-4 to 111.2-12) Should 
Be Used to Determine the Actual Water Velocity. 
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Figure 111.2-14. Same as Figure 111.2-13 for t =0.94 Seconds. 
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Figure 111.2-15. Same 88 Figure 111.2-13 for t =11.4 Seconds. 
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Figure 111.2-16. Same as Figure 111.2-13 for t =21.4 Seconds. 
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Figure 111.2-17. Same as Figure 111.2-13 for t =31.4 seconds. 
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Figure 111.2-18. Same as Figure 111.2-13 for t =41.4 Seconds. 
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Figure 111.2·19. Same as Figure 111.2·13 for t =51.4 seconds. 
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Figure 111.2-20. Same as Figure 111.2-13 for t = 71.4 Seconds. 
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Figure 111.2-21. Same as Figure 111.2-13 for t =111.4 Seconds. 
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Small Loca - Upper Left Break 27 Feb 2003 ' f1uent6.0.12 
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Figure 111.2-22. Small LOCA Break Located in the Upper-Left Quadrant. Speeds 
Greater Than or Equal to the Fiber Threshold (0.037 mls) Are Colored RED. 
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Small LOCd - Upper Left Break 21 Feb 7003 nuent60 17 
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Figure 111.2-23. Small LOCA Break Located In the Upper-Left Quadrant. Speeds 
Greater Than or Equal to the RMI Threshold (0.085 mfs) Are Colored RED. 
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Small Laca - UpperRight Break I 27 Feb 2003' f1uent6.0.12 
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Figure 111.2-24. Small LOCA Break Located in the Upper-Right Quadrant. Speeds 
Greater Than or Equal to the Fiber Threshold (0.037 mls) Are Colored RED. 
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Figure 111.2-25. Small LOCA Break Located In the Upper-Right Quadrant Speeds 
Greater Than or Equal to the RMI Threshold (0.085 mls) Are Colored RED. 
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Small Loea - Lower Left Break, 27 Feb 2003 I nuent6.0.12 
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Figure 111.2-26. Small LOCA Break Located in the Lower-Left Quadrant. Speeds 
Greater Than or Equal to the Fiber Threshold (0.037 mls) Are Colored RED. 
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Small Locd - Lower Left Break 27 Feb 2003 nuent6.0.12 
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Figure 111.2-27. Small LOCA Break Located In the Lower-Left Quadrant. Speeds 
Greater Than or Equal to the RMI Threshold (0.085 mfs) Are Colored RED. 
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Small Loca • Lower Right Bleak I 27 Feb 2003 I fluent6.0.12 
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Figure 111.2-28. Small LOCA Break Located in the Lower-Right Quadrant. Speeds 
Greater 'rhan or Equal to the Fiber Threshold (0.037 mls) Are Colored RED. 
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Small LOCJ - LONer RIght Break ?7 Feb 7003 fluent6.0 12 
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Figure 111.2-29. Small LOCA Bf88k Located In the Lower-Right Quadrant. Speeds 
Greater Than or Equal to the RMI Threshold (0.085 mls) Are Colored RED. 
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Figure 111.2-30. Large LOCA Break Located in the Upper-Left Quadrant. Speeds 
Greater Than or Equal to the Fiber Threshold (0.037 mls) Are Colored RED. 
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Figure 111.2-31. Large LOCA Break Located In the Upper-Right Quadrant. Speeds 
Greater Than or Equal to the Fiber Threshold (0.037 mls) Are Colored RED. 
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Figure 111.2-32. Large LOCA Break Located in the Lower-Left Quadrant. Speeds 
Greater Than or Equal to the Fiber Threshold (0.037 mls) Are Colored RED. 
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Figure 111.2-33. Large LOCA Break Located In the Lower-Right Quadrant. Speeds 
Greater Than or EqUal to the Fiber Threshold (0.037 mls) Are Colored RED. 
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Figure 111.2-34. Large LOCA Break Located in the Upper-Left Quadrant. Speeds 
Greater Than or Equal to the RMI Threshold (0.085 mls) Are Colored RED. 
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Figure 111.2-35. Large LOCA Bl'88k Located in the Upper-Right Quadrant. Speeds 
Greater Than or Equal to the RMI Threshold (0.085 mls) Are Colored RED. 
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Figure 111.2-36. Large LOCA Break Located in the Lower-Left Quadrant. Speeds 
Greater Than or Equal to the RMI Threshold (0.085 m1s) Are Colored RED. 
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Figure 111.2-37. lJIrge LOCA Break Located In the Lower-Right Quadrant. Speeds 
Greater Than or Equal to the RMI Threshold (0.085 mls) Are Colored RED. 
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Figure 111.2-38. Streamtraces across Two Splash Locations, Coordinates (-12,10) 
and (5,15), as Shown in the Figure, for a Large LOCA Break Located in the Upper
Left Quadrant. Speeds Greater Than or Equal to the Fiber Threshold (0.037 mls) 
Are Colored RED. 
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Figure 111.2-39. Streamtraee8 aeross Two Splash locations, Coordinates (-12,10) 
and (5,15), 8S Shown In the Figure, for a Large LOCA Break Located In the Upper
Left Quadrant. Speeds Greater Than or Equal to the RMI Threshold (0.085 mfs) Are 
Colored RED. 
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Figure 111.2-40. Oblique View of the Streamtraces, as Shown in Figure 111.2-38 for 
the Fiber Threshold Velocity. Traces Are Color Coded to the Local Fluid Velocity. 
Speeds Greater Than or Equal to the Fiber Threshold (0.037 mls) Are Colored 
RED. 
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Figure 111.2-41. Oblique View of the Streamtraces Shown In Figure 111.2-39 for the 
RMI Threshold Velocity. Traces are Color Coded to the Local Fluid Velocity. 
Speeds Greater Than or Equal to the RMI Threshold (0.085 mls) Are Colored RED• 
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Figure 111.2-42. Streamtraces across Two Splash Locations, Coordinates (-12,10) 
and (5,15) as Shown in the Figure, for a Large LOCA Break Located in the Lower
Right Quadrant. Speeds Greater Than or Equal to the Fiber Threshold (0.037 mls) 
Are Colored RED. 
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Figure 111.2-43. Streamtraces aeross Two Splash Locations, Coordinates (-12,10) 
and (5,15), as Shown In the Figure, for a Large LOCA Break Located In the Lower
Right Quadrant. Speeds Greater Than or Equal to the RMI Threshold (0.085 mls) 
Are Colored RED. 
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Figure 111.2-44. Oblique View of the Streamtraces Shown in Figure 111.2-42 for the 
Fiber Threshold Velocity. Traces Are Color Coded to the Local Fluid Velocity. 
Speeds Greater Than or Equal to the Fiber Threshold (0.037 mls) Are Colored 
RED. 
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Figure 111.2-45. Oblique View of the Stre8mtraces Shown In Figure 111.2-43 for the 
Fiber Threshold Velocity. Traces Are Color Coded to the Local Fluid Velocity. 
Speeds Greater Than or Equal to the RMI Threshold (0.085 mls) Are Colored RED. 
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Figure 111.2-46. Large LOCA Lower-Right Break, Zoom in at Upper-Right Splash 
Location Shown in Figures 111.2-42 and 111.2-43. Traces Are Color Coded to the 
Local Fluid Velocity. Speeds Greater "rhan or Equal to the Fiber Threshold 
(0.037 mls) Are Colored RED• 
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Figure 111.2-47. same _ Figure 111.2-46, with Streamlines Color Coded by TKE. 

111.3 SUMP POOL DEBRIS TRANSPORT 

The CFD analyses characterized the flow conditions in the sump for a selection of LOCA 
accident scenarios. These conditions include flow velocity patterns, pool turbulence, and 
flow streamlines. The pool velocity and turbulence characteristics determine areas of the 
pool where debris entrapment may occur. The flow streamlines can be used to 
determine whether debris entering the pool at a discrete location would be likely to pass 
through one of the potential entrapment locations. The debris transport process was 
broken down using a logic chart approach to facilitate the individual transport steps
steps that could be determined analytically, experimentally, or simply jUdged. The 
subsequent quantification of the chart then provided an estimate of the overall sump 
pool debris transport. 
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111.3.1 Debris Transport Logic Chart Methodology 

Key to the evaluation of sump pool debris transport is ''when'' and ''where'' the debris 
enters the pool. The question of when debris enters the pool is basically separated into 
whether the debris was directly deposited onto the sump floor during the blowdown 
phase or entered the pool with the subsequent drainage of the containment sprays. To 
put the timing in perspective, the reactor cavity would likely fill in less than 12 minutes 
(e.g., a large LOCA break flow rate of 7400 GPM would fill the reactor cavity volume, 
estimated by the plant to be less than 12,000 fe, in less than 12 minutes neglecting the 
contribution from the containment sprays), and the sump pool should reach a reasonable 
steady state in -30 minutes. The entrance location for blowdown-deposited debris is a 
debris distribution on the floor that likely favors deposition nearer the location of the 
break. The question of where the debris enters the pool is decomposed into whether the 
debris is blown onto the break room floor (SG compartment housing the break) or the 
remainder of the sump floor, which is the lower-level annulus floor. Debris transport into 
the pool via the spray drainage would enter at the primary drainage locations. The debris 
transport analysis requires a distribution for where the washdown debris enters the sump 
pool. The spray drainage analysis in Appendix VI provides a distribution for drainage 
flows entering the sump pool. The assumption used in these analyses is that the 
distribution of washdown debris entering the pool mimics that of the spray water 
distribution for debris deposited outside the break compartment. Note that the blowdown 
deposition analyses determined substantial debris deposition within the break 
compartment that would subsequently wash directly to the break compartment floor; this 
deposition was considered in the debris introduction to the pool. The drainage from the 
containment sprays drained into the sump pool at many locations including floor drains, 
stairwells, an equipment hatch, the containment liner, overflow from upper levels into the 
annular gap, refueling pool drains, spray falling directly into the steam generator 
compartments and the containment spray trains location at the sump level. To simplify 
the analysis, the multiple drainage entrance locations into the sump pool were grouped 
into seven groups around the sump annulus. Figure 111.3-1 shows this distribution in an 
event chart format. One of these charts is applied to each size category of each type of 
insulation. The distributions in the chart (moving from left to right) are the follOWing: 

1.� the blowdown transport deposition distribution that splits the total debris among 
debris deposited in the upper level floors, the break compartment floor, and the 
remainder of the lower level (sump) floor; 

2.� the washdown transport distributions of whether the debris deposited in the upper 
levels would likely transport to the sump pool or remain in the upper levels; 

3.� the distribution of the locations where debris entrained in the containment spray 
drainage would enter the sump pool; 

4.� the distributions associated with sump pool formation debris transport; 

5.� the distributions associated with pool recirculation debris transport; and 

6.� the distributions associated with potential debris erosion. 

Each transport path is assumed to transport debris to one of three destinations, which 
include (1) accumulation on the sump screens, (2) debris entrapped within the inactive 
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pools, and (3) debris otherwise entrapped at locations along the transport pathways. The 
fraction of the debris predicted to accumulate on the screens is then the transport 
fraction for the size and type of debris. The overall transport fraction by insulation type is 
obtained by applying the debris-size distributions to the size-specific transport fractions. •
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Figure 111.3-1. Sump Pool Debris Transport Chart 

111.3.2 BlowdownlWashdown Debris Entry Into the Sump Pool 

The distributions for the blowdown and washdown phases of the transport analysis were 
obtained from the details of the volunteer blowdownlwashdown debris transport 
analyses documented in Appendix VI; these distributions are shown in Table 111.3-1 . •
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The volunteer-plant fibrous debris was categorized as (1) fines, (2) small pieces, 
(3) large pieces, and (4) intact pieces. The fines and small pieces represent debris 
capable of passing through a typical grating during blowdown. The fines are generally 
the individual fibers that remain suspended in the sump pool, whereas the small-piece 
fibrous debris typically would readily sink to the pool floor in hot water. Thus, the fines 
and small pieces must be evaluated differently. The large-piece and intact-piece debris 
represents debris too large to pass through a grating, which is a process fundamental to 
blowdown debris transport evaluations. The difference between the large and intact 
piece debris is whether the fibrous insulation continues to be protected by covering 
material. With large-piece debris, the 'fibrous insulation is subject to erosion, whereas the 
intact-piece debris insulation is not. Another distinguishing difference is that the covering 
materials on the intact debris, which include nearly intact blankets, are more likely to 
snag onto structures, including gratings during blowdown transport such that it is less 
likely to fall back to a floor or wash off with the sprays. The guidance-report (GA) 
baseline small-fines category corresponds to the combination of the fines and small
piece debris in the volunteer-plant analyses, and the GA large-piece debris corresponds 
to the large- and intact-piece debris in the volunteer-plant analyses. 

Table 111.3-1. BlowdownlWashdown Debris Transport Fractions 

Debris Trans ort Fractions 
~~~-~~----I

Blowdown Trans ort Washdown Trans ort 
Debris Size DepositedDeposited Transportsand Type on Break in Upper to SumpRoomLevels PoolFloor 
RbrousDebiJs 
Fines 0.92 
Small Pieces 0.92 
Lar e Pieces 0.57 
Intact Pieces 0.69 
RMIDebris 
< 2-in. 0.47 0.50 0.03 0.38 0.62 
2 to 6-in. 0.35 0.61 0.04 0.69 0.31 
> 6-in. 0.22 0.77 0.01 0.68 0.32 

The volunteer-plant AMI debris was categorized as (1) debris pieces less than 2-inches, 
(2) pieces between 2- and 6 -inch in size, and (3) pieces greater than 6 inches in size. 
The GA AMI size groups were subdivided at 4-inch rather than the 2- and 6-inch used 
for the volunteer plant analysis. However, the combination of the volunteer-plant analysis 
categories less than 6-inch is a reasonable representation of the GA small-fines 
category, leaving the pieces larger than 6-inch to represent the large-piece debris. 

The debris washing down from the upper levels was assumed to enter the sump pool 
with the same distribution as the spray drainage. However, blowdown debris that was 
preferentially deposited in the steam generator (SG) compartment where the break 
(SG1) occurred and its adjacent SG compartment (SG4) would wash directly to the 
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floors of these compartments, regardless of the spray drainage fractions. For the 
volunteer plant, the spray drainage distribution, as shown in Table 111.3-2, was obtained 
from the spray drainage analysis documented in Appendix VI. The location distributions 
for debris washing down from the upper levels are provided by debris size category in 
Table 111.3.3 and 111.3.4 for fibrous and RMI debris, respectively. Because the larger •
debris was preferentially trapped in SG1 and SG4, these washdown location fractions 
are larger. 

Table 111.3-2. Spray Drainage DIstribution Into the Sump Pool 

No. 
location In Annular 

Sump 
Spray Drainage 
Water Sources 

Drainage 
Fraction 

1 Annulus Section Aoor drains and annular gap sources 
Containing Recirculation 0.14 
Sumos 

2 Vicinity of SG4 Access SG4 personnel access doorway and liner 
(Steam Generator flow. Includes flow from a 6-in. refueling 0.08 
Adioinina Break Room) 0001 drain. 

3 Vicinity of Interior Refueling pool water drains into 
Equipment Room Access 
(_goo from Sumps) 

equipment room below refueling pools, 
then exits doorway into sump and liner 0.06 

flow. 
4 Vicinity of SG3 Access SG3 personnel access doorway, annular 

gap sources, and stairwell. Includes flow 0.18 
from a 6-in. refueling paoI drain. 

5� Annulus Section Directly Aoor drains and annular gap sources. 
Opposite Recirculation 0.09 
Sumps 

6� Vicinity of SG2 Access SG2 personnel access doorway, floor •
drains, upper-level equipment hatch, 
annular gap sources, and stairwell. 0.25 
Includes flow from a 6-in. refueling pool 
drain. 

Vicinity of SG1 Access SG1 personnel access doorway, floor 
(Compartment with drains, and annular gap sources. Includes 0.20 
Break)� flow from a 6-in. refuelina pool drain. 

Table 111.3-3. Fibrous Debris Entrance DIstributions to Sump Pool 

location Small- Larg. Intact-Drainage Fines
No. In Annular� Piece Piece Piece

Fraction Debris
Sump Debris Debris Debris 

1 Sumos 0.14 0.09 0.09 0.01 0.01 
2 SG4 0.08 0.17 0.17 0.28 0.22 
3 EQ. Room 0.06 0.04 0.04 0 0 
4 SG3 0.18 0.12 0.12 0.07 0.07 
5 OODOsite 0.09 0.06 0.06 0.01 0.01 
6 SG2 0.25 0.16 0.16 0.07 0.07 
7 SG1 0.20 0.36 0.36 0.56 0.62 •
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Table 111.3-4. RMI Debris Entrance Distributions to Sump Pool 

No. 
Location 

in Annular 
Sump 

Drainage 
Fraction 

<2-in. 
Debris 

2- to 6
in. 

Debris 

>6-in. 
Debris 

1 Sumps 0.14 0.06 0.01 0.01 
2 SG4 0.08 0.24 0.28 0.22 
3 EQ.Room 0.06 0.02 0 0 
4 SG3 0.18 0.06 0.07 0.07 
5 Opposite 0.09 0.04 0.01 0.01 
6 SG2 0.25 0.09 0.07 0.07 
7 SG1 0.20 0.49 0.56 0.62 

111.3.3 Sump Pool Debris Transport Estimates 

Debris transport in the sump pool was separated into the following three phases: 
(1) transport of floor deposited debris during the formation (fill-up) of the sump pool, (2) 
debris transport in an established sump duril1g recirculation mode, and (3) long-term 
erosion of exposed fibrous debris in the sump pool. 

111.3.3.1 Pool Formation Debris Transport 

Based on observations taken during the integrated debris transport tests [NUREG/CR
6773], the primary driver for moving debris during pool formation, especially for the large 
debris, is the sheeting flow as the initial water from the break spreads across the sump 
floor. Debris initially deposited on the floor is pushed along with the wave front. As such, 
the movement of the debris has significant momentum that can carry the debris past the 
openings into interior spaces. Once the water depth becomes significant, further 
transport occurs due to the drag forces of the flow of water, and for larger debris that 
transport becomes substantially less dynamic than the sheeting flow transport. Individual 
fibers will move as suspended debris following the water flow. 

In the volunteer plant, a majority of the debris initially deposited on the floor of the 
compartment containing the break (SG compartment 1 in this evaluation) would likely 
transport from that compartment onto the annular sump floor through either of the 
personnel access door for SG 1 or the door for SG 4. Because the break is in SG 1, 
considerably more flow would exit the door to SG 1 than to SG 4. In the scenario 
evaluated herein, the larger portion of the break room flow and therefore the debris 
(perhaps 75%) would flow through the personnel access door into the annulus on the 
side nearer the access for the reactor cavity (the flow distribution assumption was 
discussed in Section 111.2.1). A smaller portion of the debris would exit the SG 
compartment through the access door into SG compartment 2. In the volunteer plant, 
nearly all of the essentially inactive pool is the water below the sump floor in the reactor 
cavity. All other quiescent regions would have sufficient water circulation that suspended 
fibers over time would circulate from those regions. When debris exits a SG 
compartment through a personnel access door due to the initial sheeting flow, the flow 
splits, with part going toward the recirculation sumps and part going in the opposite 
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direction. In the scenario analyzed, the part going away 'from the sump screens,flowed 
past the narrow passageway into the room leading to the reactor cavity access hatch. 
For debris to follow water into this passageway, it must essentially make a 90° bend in a 
short distance. Therefore, it must be concluded that only a small fraction of debris 
moving with the dynamic wave front, especially larger debris, will make the 90° tum into •
the reactor cavity passageway. 

With these concepts in mind, the pool transport distributions were judged as shown in 
Table 111.3-4. Starting with the fines, it is assumed that 75% of the flow exits the SG1 
compartment on the reactor cavity side, then that 60% of that flows in the direction of the 
reactor cavity, then that 50% of the flow makes the tum into reactor cavity passageway, 
which indicates that perhaps 25% of the fines initially on the break room floor goes into 
the reactor cavity on initial formation of the pool. Because these fibers are suspended, 
the remaining pool formation could increase this number to, for example, a conservative 
40%. Then, the remaining amount is split 50%-50%, as toward the recirculation sump 
and away from the sump. With each fibrous debris category of increasing size, the 
fraction into the reactor cavity is decreased somewhat, with the even split maintained 
between the "toward" and "away" from the screen. With the heavier metallic debris, even 
the smaller pieces would transport less readily than the fiber pieces. 

For debris initially deposited on the annular sump floor, a significant fraction of this 
debris could be located such that it would not be greatly affected by flow from the break 
compartment to the reactor cavity because the exit from the break compartment is near 
the entrance to the reactor cavity. However, larger debris deposition would also likely be 
preferential near the break compartment door. For lack of better justifications, the same 
distributions judged for debris initially deposited on the break room floor are assumed for • 
debris initially deposited on the annular sump floor. In any case, only a few percent of 
the total debris is estimated to be deposited on the annular sump floor due to the 
relatively small doorway areas as compared with the upward area of the SG 
compartments. 

Table 111.3-4. Pool Formation DebrIs Transport Distributions 

Pool Formation Debris Transport DIstributions� 
Floor of Break Room Floor of Sump Pool�Debris Size 

Away Into Away Intoand Type Toward Towardfrom Inactive from InactiveScreen ScreenScreen Pools Screen Pools 
Rbrous Debris 
Fines 0.30 0.30 0.40 0.30 0.30 0.40 
Small Pieces 0.35 0.35 0.30 0.35 0.35 0.30 
Large Pieces 0.40 0.40 0.20 0.40 0.40 0.20 
Inlact Pieces 0.40 0.40 0.20 0.40 0.40 0.20 
RMIDebrls 
<2 in. 0.35 0.35 0.30 0.35 0.35 0.30 
2 to 6 in. 0.40 0.40 0.20 0.40 0.40 0.20 
>6 in. 0.50 0.50 0.00 0.50 0.50 0.00 
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111.3.3.2 Recirculation Pool Debris Transport 

• Important aspects of sump pool debris transport were observed during the integrated 
debris transport tests [NUREG/CR-6773]. For low-density fiberglass debris, the fines 
(e.g., individual fibers) remain suspended and move with the flow of water, whereas the 
debris pieces of significant size readily saturate with water at the water temperatures 
typical of LOCA accidents and then sink to the pool floor, where further transport 
depends on the flow velocity and turbulence near the floor. For RMI debris, all debris 
sinks to the floor of the pool, with the occasional exception of a piece of debris that 
encapsulates an air pocket, keeping that piece buoyant. 

The CFD analyses provide realistic descriptions of the floor-level flow conditions, which 
were described in Section 111.2 as contours established so that the velocities higher than 
the experimental measured threshold are clearly indicated. The velocity contours 
illustrate the portion of the pool where debris would most likely readily move with the 
'flow. In addition to velocity contours, the streamline plots provide a reasonable 
connecting pathway whereby a piece of debris would likely travel from its original 
location in the pool to the recirculation sumps. If a transport pathway passes through a 
slower portion of the pool, then debris moving along that pathway could stall and not 
transport to the recirculation sump. Otherwise, the transport is very likely. 

The effects of pool turbulence are more difficult to quantify. Test observations have 
shown the occasional reentrainment of debris once stalled in relatively quiescent water. 
Water within quiescent regions typically tends to rotate, sending debris into the center of 
the vortex, where it becomes semi-trapped. However, that occasional pulsation can kick 

• 
a piece of debris out of the vortex and back into the main stream. Although this behavior 
cannot be reasonably quantified, transport estimates should be enhanced to consider 
these effects. 

A detailed transport analysis using the CFD predicted flow contours and flow streamlines 
would subdivide the sump pool floor into relatively fine subdivisions, where each 
subdivision would have a source term for debris depositing onto the pool floor at that 
location. Then the transport of the debris from each specific subdivision would be 
independently evaluated using a streamline generated from that subdivision to the 
recirculation sumps to illustrate where that debris would likely reside after movement 
ceases. Quantification of all the subdivision transport results would provide an overall 
sump pool transport fraction for each debris category. The transport results should then 
be adjusted to account for pool turbulence effects on debris, Le., the threshold transport 
tumbling velocities reported in NUREG/CR-6772 were measured in very uniform and 
turbulence-dampened flows but turbulence is capable of moving debris where bulk flow 
will not. One method of accounting for turbulence effects would be to decrease the 
threshold velocities for transport. 

In this analysis, the above detailed model description was simplified to only seven 
subdivisions for the sump floor. Even then, the available CFD streamlines did not form a 
complete set. Therefore, the individual pool transport fractions used to populate the 
transport charts were basically engineering judgments made while viewing the velocity 
profiles. The individual transport estimates are provided in Table 111.3-5. The CFD flow 
velocity contours maps used to make these judgments are shown in Figures 111.2-33 and 

• 111.2-37 for fibrous and RMI debris, respectively. A sampling of corresponding flow 
streamline plots are shown in Figures 111.2-42 and 111.2-43, for fibrous and RMI debris, 
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respectively. The transport fractions range from 100% transport for the suspended fibers 
and debris located nearer the recirculation sumps to 0% transport for the largest debris 
located on the opposite side of the containment. 

111.3.3.3 Sump Pool Debris Erosion • 
The only source of data for the erosion of fibrous debris in a sump pool was the� 
integrated debris transport tests documented in NUREGlCR-6n3. Four longer-term� 
tests (3- to 5-hour durations) were conducted in this test program where debris� 
accumulation on the simulated sump screen was collected after every 30 minutes.� 

Three sources of fibrous debris contributed to this accumulation: (1) small-piece debris� 
tumbling or sliding along the floor, (2) suspended fibers initially introduced into the tank,� 
and (3) fibers that had eroded from the small-piece debris residing on the floor of the� 
tank. Late into these tests, most of the small-piece debris had already either transported� 
to the screen or had come to relative rest in some quiescent location on the tank floor;� 
therefore, its contribution should have been minimal near the end of the tests. Also, late� 
in the tests, water recirculation should have substantially reduced the initially suspended� 
fibers so that continued accumulation would fall off quite noticeably. Note that sufficient� 
time had elapsed in each test for the water in the tank to be replaced (tank water volume� 
divided by the simulated break flow) from 19 to 46 times during the course of the test.� 
Because the continued accumulation tended to hold at a somewhat sustainable rate, it is� 
likely that continued erosion was supporting the continued debris accumulation.� 

Location Where Debris 
Enters Sump Pool •Fines >6 In. 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Vicinity of SG4 Access 
(SG Adjoining Break 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Room 
Vicinity of Interior 
Equipment Room Access 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
_900 from Sum s 

Vicinity of SG3 Access 
(Includes Inter-Level 1 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.1 
Stairwell 
Annulus Section Directly 
Opposite Recirculation 
Sum s 

1 0.2 0.1 0 0.1 0 0 

•
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Vicinity of SG2 Access 

• 
(Includes Inter-Level 1 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.1 
Stairwell and Hatch) 
Vicinity of SG1 Access 
(Compartment with 

1 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.3Break, Includes Multiple� 
Floor Drains)� 
Debris Directly Blowdown Deposited onto Sump Floor but 
Subsequently Relocated Away from Recirculation Sumps 
durina Pool Formation (Section 111.3.3.1) 
Initially on Break Room 
Floor, Relocated Away 1 0.3 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.1 0 
from Recirculation Sumps 
Initially Spread Around� 
Annular Sump Floor,� 

1 0.3 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.1 0Relocated Away from� 
Recirculation Sumps� 

• 

Table 111.3-6 shows the end of test debris accumulation rates for these longer-term tests. 
Although these tests were run several hours, as indicated in the table, the tests were of 
short duration compared with LOCA long-term recirculation times. One of the four tests 
was conducted with a shallower pool of 9-in. depth compared with the usual depth of 
16 in. Note that the accumulation was about eight times more rapid for the shallow pool 
test than for the deeper tests. Also note that during the shallow pool test, the water 
recirculation in terms of water replacements (46) was significantly more frequent for the 
9-in. test than for the 16-in. tests; thus, the initial suspended debris would have been 
more readily filtered from the tank. Therefore, most of the longer-term debris 
accumulation should have been due to the continued erosion of fibrous debris in the 
tank. Further, the erosion rate was greater in the shallow depth pool, which can most 
likely be attributed to the greater turbulence in the shallow pool relative to the deeper 
pools. 

Table 111.3-6. Late-Term Debris Accumulation in Integrated Debris Transport Tests 

Accumulation Rate Approximate Number
Pool TestTest near the End of the of Water

Depth Duration
ID Test (Percent of Debris Replacements During

(in.) (Hours) 
in Tank/hr) the Test 

LT1 16 4 0.4 26 
LT2 9 4 2 46 
LT3 16 3 0.3 19 
LT4 16 5 0.3 32 

In conclusion, the only applicable test data for long-term debris erosion in a sump pool 
strongly indicate a sustainable rate of erosion that is affected by the relative turbulence 

• 
in the pool. It should also be noted that the small-piece debris residing on the floor of the 
pool, late term. was generally found in quiescent locations, not necessarily directly under 
the simulated break flow. It might also be noted that the turbulence associated with the 
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spray drainage was not simulated. Because the 16-in. depth more closely resert:'lbles the 
fully established volunteer-plant pool, the erosion rate of 0.3 percent of the current tank 
debris/hour is adapted for this analysis. 

In the debris transport charts, the overall fraction of debris on the sump floor that erodes •
into fines in required. Using the long-term recirculation mission time of 30 days, analysis 
indicates that nearly 90% of the initial debris mass would become eroded if this erosion 
rate remained constant throughout the 30 days. This calculation took into account the 
steadily decreasing mass of debris the pool using the following equation. 

N-«r 
f~ =1-(1- rate fJHOIITS 

Therefore, in the debris transport charts, 90% of the small- and large-piece debris 
predicted to reside on the sump floor is assumed to erode into suspended fibers unless 
the debris is still enclosed in a protective cover. 

There are substantial sources of uncertainty with this calculation: 

1.� The durations of the integral debris transport tests were 3 to 5 hours. This� 
leaves the question -Does the erosion rate taper off with time?" In addition, it� 
is not certain that all of the end-of-test debris accumulation was due to� 
erosion products.� 

2.� The test results include the usual variances in test data, such as flow and� 
depth control, and debris collection.� 

3.� Although the test series was designed to approximate the flow and turbulence� 
characteristics of the volunteer plant sump pool, the tank characteristics may� •
have been significantly different than what might occur at the plant. The 
difference in the erosion rates between the 9 and 16-inch pool depths in the 
integrated tests clearly illustrate the effect of pool turbulence onf fibrous 
debris erosion. 

4.� The geometry of the volunteer plant sump pool is larger and more complex 
than the test tank used in the integrated tests. 

5.� Large piece debris was not tested in the long term tests. 

The 90% debris eroded value is used for both the small and large piece debris, despite 
the uncertainties. With such limited data, the use of 90% is necessary to ensure 
conservatism in the overall transport results. It may be that this number can be relaxed 
once better erosion data is available. 

111.3.4� Quantification Results 

The blowdownlwashdownlpool transport estimates presented in Sections 111.3.2 and 
111.3.3 were entered into debris transport charts shown generically in Figure 111.3-1 and 
quantified to obtain overall transport fractions. A separate chart was created for each 
size category and for each type of debris. Figures 111.3-2, 111.3-3, 111.3-4, and 111.3-5 
illustrate the transport processes for fibrous debris categories of fines, small pieces, •
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large pieces, and intact pieces, respectively. Figures 111.3-6, 111.3-7, and II1.3-8illustrate 

•� 
the transport processes for RMI debris categories of pieces <2 in., 2 to 6 in., and >6 in.,� 
respectively.� 
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Figure 111.3-2. Sump Pool Debris Transport Chart for Fine Fibrous Debris• 
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Figure 111.3-8. Sump-Pool-Debris Transport Chart for >6-in. RMI Debris. 

The quantified results by debris category and insulation type are shown in Table 111.3-7, 
and the same results combined for each insulation type are shown in Table 111.3-8. The 
analysis indicated that -52% of the fibrous and -42% of the RMI debris would 
accumulate on the recirculation screens for a large LOCA in steam-generator 
compartment 1 (SG1). The sump pool transport fractions for the small and large piece 
debris are quite high, 97 and 96%, respectively. The high fraction for debris eroded 
made a substantial contribution to these numbers. However, to put this assumption into 
perspective, if only 10% had been assumed for the erosion, the pool transport fractions 

• 
would still have been 73 and 66%, respectively. 
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The RMI debris transport fractions were dominated by the large (> 6-inches) debris since 
98.4% of the RMI was predicted to be in this category. It should be pointed out that this • 
category includes quite large pieces including intact or nearly intact cassettes, which 
would required a faster flow to move the debris than 0.28 ftIs implemented into the CFD 
analyses. 

Table 111.3-7. Quantified C8teg0ry-Specffic Sump-Pool-Debrls Transport Results 

y-Speclflc Debris Transport Fractions 
Debris 

Category Size 
DIstribution 

Entering 
Pool 

Into 
Inactive 
Pools 

Sump Pool 
Transport 

Overall 
Transport 

Fibrous Debris 
Fines 0.133 0.90 0.032 1 0.90 
Small 
Pieces 

0.397 0.64 0.024 0.97 0.62 

Large 
Pieces 

0.235 0.45 0.086 0.96 0.44 

Intact Pieces 0.235 0.40 0.062 0.56 0.23 
RMIDebris 
<2 in. 0.011 0.66 0.15 0.61 0.40 
2 to 6 in. 0.005 0.63 0.13 0.55 0.35 
>6 in. 0.984 0.85 0 0.49 0.42 

Table 111.3-8. Quantified Insulatlon-Speclflc Sump-Pool-Debrls Transport Results • 

Debris Insulation Specific Debris T rt Fractions 
Category Entering Pool Into Inactive Sump Pool Overall 

Pools T rt T rt 
Fibrous 0.57 0.05 0.88 0.52 
RMI 0.85 0.0024 0.50 0.42 

The fractions of the sump pool floor where the floor level flow velocity was slower than 
the threshold velocities for debris (0.12 and 0.28 ftIs for fibrous and RMI debris, 
respectively) were calculated from the CFD results presented in Section 111.2. The floor 
fractions corresponding to a large break in SG1 (lower-right quadrant in the CFD results) 
are 0.41 and 0.22 for fibrous and RMI debris, respectively. These floor area fractions are 
compared in Figure 111.3-9 with the sump pool transport fractions by insulation type and 
size categories. In this scenario, if the debris was uniformly introduced into the pool 
across the pool cross sectional area and erosion was not significant, then the area 
fractions might be a reasonable indicator of the pool debris transport fractions. However, 
as shown, the area fractions are a poor indicator of debris transport when the debris is 
introduced into the pool in a more realistic and nonuniform manner and erosion is 
substantial. A uniform area fraction model can easily underpredict the pool debris 
transport by a factor of two or more. 
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Figure 111.3-9. Comparison of Sump Pool Transport Fraction with Velocity Area 
Fractions. 

The transport of debris from its generation in the ZOI throughout the containment during 
the RCS depressurization phase, then the washdown transport by the containment 
sprays, and then its transport through the sump pool to the recirculation sump screens is 
a rather intractable problem. A logic chart method was used to decompose the overall 
transport problem into many smaller problems that were subsequently evaluated by 
either analysis or simply conservatively jUdged. As such, the results of the volunteer 
analyses contain many sources of uncertainties; however, these uncertain results are 
plausible results and show insight into the many aspects of debris transport that should 
be useful to subsequent evaluations. These sources of uncertainty regarding sump pool 
transport include (1) the timing and locations where debris enters the pool; (2) concerns 
regarding the effects of local pool turbulence that can move debris even when the bulk 
flow does not; (3) lack of data regarding erosion rates for debris that can decompose 
within the pool (e.g., fibrous debris); (4) the simplification of the analysis; and (5) the 
limited scenario space that can be realistically evaluated. 

The debris transport results in this section pertain to a large LOCA in SG1. The same 
LOCA in another compartment could easily result in different transport results, which 
could be higher or lower than the scenario evaluated herein. In addition, the sump pool 
debris transport was evaluated herein using simplified nodalization, as discussed above. 
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A more detailed evaluation would likely refine these transport results significantly; 
however, the transport methodology has been demonstrated. 

111.4 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS • 
Section 111.2 outlined a method for performing reactor containment pool flow dynamic 
analysis. A commercial CFD code was used to perform the simulations and assess the 
flow properties relevant to debris transport. From the simulations, flow area fractions in 
excess of debris transport threshold velocities were obtained. Transient containment 
pool fill-up simulations were performed that could potentially be used to design debris 
diversion systems to sequester debris into zones that do not participate in the flow when 
sump pumps are engaged. 

Recommendations for future simulations include performing grid-mesh convergence 
studies, further analysis of debris degradation mechanisms, and flow diversion. The grid
mesh convergence studies are required to have a defensible CFD analysis. Additional 
constraints on the grid mesh, not used or presented in this document, should include 
clustering grid points near the mass flow injection locations (break and splash locations) 
and development of a proper boundary layer grid near the no-slip walls, partiCUlarly on 
the containment floor. With additional grid points near the floor, a near-wall velocity 
profile will be established. This near-wall velocity gradient and drag forces could have an 
impact on debris transport and should be thoroughly investigated as part of the grid 
refinement study. The debris degradation mechanisms should also be the subject of 
further study. Examples of degradation have been shown in this document, but no 
attempt to quantify the dynamics has been made at this time. 

The transport of debris from its generation in the ZOI throughout the containment during 
the RCS depressurization phase, then the washdown transport by the containment •
sprays, and then its transport through the sump pool to the recirculation sump screens is 
a rather intractable problem. A logic chart method was used to separate the overall 
transport problem into many smaller problems that were subsequently evaluated by 
either analysis or engineering judgment. As such, the results of the volunteer analyses 
contain many source of uncertainties; however, these uncertain results are plausible 
results and show insight into the many aspects of debris transport that should be useful 
to subsequent evaluations. These sources of uncertainty regarding sump pool transport 
include (1) the timing and locations where debris enters the pool; (2) concems regarding 
the effects of local pool turbulence that can move debris even when the bulk flow does 
not; (3) lack of data regarding erosion rates for debris that can decompose within the 
pool (e.g., fibrous debris); (4) the simplification of the analysis; and (5) the limited 
scenario space that can be realistically evaluated. 

The debris transport results in this appendix pertain to one LOCA scenario: a large 
LOCA in SG1. The same LOCA in another compartment could easily result in different 
transport results that could be higher or lower than the scenario evaluated herein. In 
addition, the sump pool debris transport was evaluated herein using simplified 
nodalization, as discussed above. A more detailed evaluation would likely refine these 
transport results significantly; however, the transport methodology has been 
demonstrated. 
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• APPENDIX IV: DEBRIS TRANSPORT COMPARISON 

The NEI GR baseline debris transport recommendations contain both conservative and 
nonconservative assumptions which were used to simplify the transport evaluation. To assess 
the effect of the nonconservative assumptions used in the baseline model, the baseline model 
was applied to the pressurized-water-reactor (PWR) volunteer plant, whereby those baseline 
results could be compared with the detailed debris transport evaluation performed for the 
volunteer plant. The comparison supported the review and acceptance of the NEI baseline 
evaluation methodology by illustrating that the baseline predicted conservative debris transport 
results for the volunteer plant. Insights gained from this comparison regarding debris 
entrapment in the inactive pool and the transport of large debris support staff imposed 
limitations on the acceptance of the baseline methodology. 

1 
.:! 

Because the volunteer plant contains substantial quantities of both fibrous and reflective metal 
insulation (RMI), the baseline model was applied to both types of insulation debris. Detailed 
sump pool debris transport analyses were performed for the volunteer plant containment as 
documented in Appendix III. Detailed blowdown and washdown debris transport analyses were 
performed for the volunteer-plant containment documented in Appendix VI. Appendix IV (this 
appendix) compares the GR baseline analysis to the detailed analyses for the volunteer plant as 
documented in Appendices III and VI. 

The comparison is based on the GR baseline two-group debris-size distributions, Le., small 
fines and large-piece debris. The detailed analyses used a four-group distribution of fines, small 
pieces, large pieces, and intact pieces. The detailed four-group results were reduced to two 

• 
groups by combining the fines and small-piece debris into the NElsmall-fines group and 
combining the large-piece and the intact-piece groups into the NEI large-piece group. This 
approach,enabled ~ g!!~p! P9.!1J1?~~i~rt.:. - -{ Delete 

The size distributions for both the NEI baseline results and the detailed analyses results were 
based on destruction pressures of 10 psi for the fibrous debris and 4 psi for the AMI debris. The 
respective size distributions were obtained from the research documented in Appendix II. The 

I
radii of the fibrous and RMI zone of influence (ZOI) for these pressures are 11.9D and 21.6,.Q,_ - - -- - - -1 Delete 
.where D is the diameter of the pipe which breaks (~~~_~PP~!l~J~ D.: Jrt_a~~Iy!,!g !~~ _b_~~~ll"--~ - - Delete 
model to the volunteer plant, it was assumed that the containment was highly 
compartmentalized. 

The baseline and detailed analyses results are compared by debris size in Tables IV.1 and IV.2� 
for fibrous and RMI debris, respectively. Table IV.3 compares the overall transport fractions,� 
which combine the small fine debris and the large debris to obtain the total estimated screen� 
accumulation. The respective debris-size distributions shown in Table IV.1 were used to� 
calculate the overall transport results shown in Table IV.3. Note that the transport fractions in� 
Tables IV.1 and IV.2 are pertinent only to the respective size categories.� 
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Table IV.1. Baseline Comparison with Detailed Volunteer-Plant Fibrous Transport Results 

Debris Trans rt Fractions 
Transport Phase FinelSmall Debris La e-Plece Debris 

Baseline Detailed Baseline Detailed • 
fraction of Debris ------
Generated That 
Transports into Upward 

0.60 

----------
0.25 

0.53 

-----------
0.92 

0.40 

----------
0 

0.47 

-----------
0.63 

u_ ---{ Delete 

-- -1 Delete- -- Upware 

Levels b Blowdown 
fraction of Debris ------
Generated That 

---------- ----------- ---------- ----------- ---1 Delete- -  Directly 

Transports Directly to 0.75 0.08 1 0.37 
Sump Pool Floor by 
Blowdown 
Fraction of Debris 
Generated That Blows 
into Upper Levels and 1 0.71 0 0.21 
Washes down into Sump 
Poo ---~ fraction of Debris ---------- ----------- ---------- ----------- ~~~ _ Upper I 

Generated That Enters - - - 1 0.73 1 0.50 -  Delete 

Sum Pool 

fraction of Debris _______ 
Generated That Enters 

----------0.14 
-----------0.03 ----NiA--- -----------0.07 ------. 

Inactive Sum Pool 
fraction of Debris ------ ---------- ----------- ---------- ----------- h __ - - -{ Delete 

Generated That Enters 0.86 0.70 1 0.43 
Active Sum Pool 

fraction of Debris Enters ---------- ----------- ---------- ----------- ---~ 
Sump Pool That 
Transports to Sump 

1 0.98 0 0.76 
-- Sump~ 

Screens 
Fractionpf Debris ------
Generated That 
Accumulates on Sump 

----------
0.86 

-----------
0.69 

----------
0 

-----------
0.33 

---/-1 DeleteSCreen: 

Screens 
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Table IV.2. Baseline Comparison with Detailed Volunteer-Plant RMI Transport Results 

Debris Trans ort Fractions 
-~~~-~~~....;.;",~ ~~;;";;"';';~~-~'"""'"""":---1 

Transport Phase Fine/Small Debris Lar e-Piece Debris 
Baseline Detailed Baseline Detailed 

f!~9!i9!1 of Debris - -- -0-.75- - -- - - - -0;Q2 - - - - - -- -(H~5- - - - - - -- 0;98 __ __ __- - - -{ Delete 
Generated 

Fraction of Debris _ --iDelete 
- -- UpwarcGenerated that 

0.25 0.44 o 0.22Transports into Upward 
Levels b Slowdown 
fraction of Debris _ - Delete 

DirectlyGenerated that 
Transports Directly to 0.75 0.56 1 0.78 
Sump Pool Floor by 
Slowdown 
,fraction of Debris _ ------i~~Generated that Slows 
into Upper Levels and o 0.55 o 0.32 
Washes Down into Sump 
Pool 
,fraction of Debris _ ____ - - { Delete 

Generated that Enters 0.75 0.80 1 0.85 
Sum Pool 

• Fraction of Debris 
Generated that Enter~ _ ____ {)- ---{Delete- - - -0-.H - - - - - - - -6.-1-5 - - - - - - -N/A- - - 
Inactive Pool§ 

Fraction of Debris� 
Generated that Enter~ _� ----0-.64---- ----O~---- ------1----- ----6;85---- ---{Delete
Active Sump Pool 

Fraction of Debris that� 
Enters Sump Pool that� 

1 0.59 o 0.49Transport§ to Sump 
Screens� 
Fraction of Debris� 
Generated that� 0.64 0.39 o 0.42
Accumulat§on$L1IT1P __ --{ Delete 

-~-----_ ... 
Screens 

Table IV.3. Comparison of Overall Baseline and Detailed Analysis Transport Fractions 

Fraction of ZOllnsulation Debris 
Debris Type Accumulated on Sump Screens 

Baseline Detailed 

• Fibrous Debris 0.52 0.52 
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IRMI Debris 0.48 0.42 

Substantial uncertainty exists in various aspects of the volunteer plant analyses that affect this •comparison,JD9t~~~J~~~g~	 ---1~em 

•� Uncertainties in determining the debris generation size distributions. 

•� Uncertainties in specifying various aspects of the blowdown and washdown debris 
transport and deposition processes. 

•� Uncertainties in estimating the locations where debris enters the sump pool and when 
the debris enters with respect to the formation of the pool. 

•� Uncertainties in estimating the quantities of debris transported into the inactive pool 
regions. 

•� Uncertainties in estimating debris transport within an established sump pool. 

The follOWing points apply to the comparison of the fibrous debris transport: 

1.� The baseline recommendation for the debris-size distribution assumed 60% for the 
small fine debris, which isJlJgl)~r ~I} Jtl~_~~ ~~f!1:Ii!l~!r~ Jtl~JD!~~.ti~ g! !t}~ - - Delem 
air jet debris generation data and used for the detailed analYSis (Appendix II). ~ - Delem 

potentiE 

2.� In the detailed analysis, most of the smaller fibrous debris was predicted to be� 
deposited in the upper levels during blowdown debris transport, rather than directly on� 
the sump floor as proposed in the baseline model. Because the transport of this upper�

within tJlevel debris to the sump pool by containment spray drainage (washdown) is delayed by 
consen

a variable and indeterminate period of time, it must be postulated that relatively little of� fromthf 
the debris reaches the sump floor in time to be entrained in the water flow filling the� phase ( 

inconchinactive pools (primarily the reactor cavity in the volunteer plant), which occurs 
relatively early in the accident sequence (<12 minutes). The detailed analyses 
predicted that at the end of the blowdownlwashdown transport a significantly less 
amount of debris, compared to the baseline analyses, would enter the active sump 
pool 

3.� The baseline model sump pool transport on to the sump screen was 100% of debris� 
entering the sump pool for small fines and 0% for large-piece debris. The baseline� 
model predicted more small fine debris accumulation on the sump screens than did the� 
detailed analyses. However, the detailed analyses predicted substantial accumulation� 
of large-piece debris on the screens, whereas the baseline predicted none.� 

, Delem , doesm 
4.� The baseline and detailed analyses both predicted that approximately 52% of the ,,' the bas 

consenfibrous debris generated within the ZOI would accumulate on the sump screens. 9 ~,' 
volunte 
specific 
various 
b10wd0'The following points apply to the comparison of the RMI debris transport: 
transpo 
overall 

1.� The baseline recommends using more small fine RMI debris (75% pf debris generated) method 

than that was determined from the integration of the air jet debris generation data and t 
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used for the detailed analysis (2%) (Appendix II). The primary reason for. the large 
difference is the large increase in 201 volume predicted by the ANSI/ANS-58.2-1988 
standard when that standard is applied to jet impingement pressures as low as 4 psi. 
That is, although damage extends to 4 psi, only a small amount of small fine debris is 
generated over much of the ZOI volume. Most of the ZOI debris is large-piece debris. 

2.� The detailed analyses predicted lesser quantities of small fines RMI debris than fibrous 
debris would deposit in the upper levels of the containment (44% versus 92% of debris 
generated), although it was substantially more than the baseline model 
recommendation of 25%. A primary reason for this result was that so little blowdown 
debris transport data exist for RMI debris and thus the blowdown analyses 
conservatively assumed a large fraction of debris depositing directly on the sump floor. 
Both the detailed and baseline analyses predicted that approximately the same amount 
of debris would enter the active sump pool at the end of the blowdownlwashdown 
transport (65% versus 64% of debris generated). 

3.� The baseline model sump pool transport was 100% for small fines and 0% for large
piece debris. The baseline model predicted more small fine debris accumulation on the 
sump screens than did the detailed analyses (64% versus 39% of debris generated). 
However, the detailed analyses predicted substantial accumulation of large-piece 
debris on the screens (42% of debris generated), whereas the baseline predicted none. 

4.� The baseline method predicted slightly more RMI debris accumulation on the sump 
screens than did the detailed analyses, Le., 48% as compared with 42% of the debris 
generated. 

•� CONCLUSIONS NUMBER AS HEADER?� 

The application of the baseline methodology to the volunteer plant predicted approximately the 
same accumulation of fibrous debris and conservatively more RMI on the sump screen than did 
the detailed transport analyses. Although this comparison does not explicitly demonstrate that 
the baseline methodology is conservative relative to fibrous debris transport in the detailed 
volunteer plant evaluation, detail-specific conservatisms built into various aspects of the 
blowdownlwashdown and pool debris transport analyses still support the overall conclusion that 
the baseline methodology is conservative with respect to its application to the volunteer plant. 
Even though the baseline and detailed evaluation arrived at the same fractions for sump screen 
debris accumulation, the intermediate steps disagreed. Due to the diversity among the PWR 
containment designs, this analysis does not conclusively demonstrate that the baseline 
methodology will be conservative for debris transport in all of the PWRs. In addition, substantial 
sources of uncertainty were noted in the detailed volunteer plant analyses. 

Insights gained from this comparison regarding debris entrapment in the inactive pool and the 
transport of large debris support staff imposed limitations on the acceptance of the baseline 
methodology to prevent an outlier plant from demonstrating adequate NPSH margin using the 
baseline methodology where adequate NPSH margin might not exist in reality. The limitations 
resulted from the following two concerns that should be addressed before accepting baseline 
method results for plant-specific analyses. 

First, if a plant baseline analysis estimates a relatively large fraction of the debris trapped in the 
inactive pools, as could be the case with a large reactor cavity volume and a shallow sump pool, 

• 
then the baseline inactive pool fraction should be more limited than the current baseline model. 
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Note that the detailed analyses reported herein predicted only approximately 3% of .the small 
fibrous debris generated would trap.~Fl ~~ !~~!y~ P~J _~~ ~rn~r:.~!,jth_1~r~ that was -
predicted using the baseline model. Based on J~ls_ ~<?~~r!~~ Jhe staff limits ttl~J!i!~j<?r] -'~( _ 
debris assumed to be trapped in the inactive pool should be limited to no more than -15% ' , 

Delete
unless a higher fraction is adequately supported by analyses or experimental data. Y:" _ that 

Delete 
Second, if the characteristic sump pool transport velocities are relativelybjgh._ ~~~~ J~~! !~r.9.~ ~ limiting 

transport fractions for large debris are indicated, then the baseline method should be modified to " availabl 

include the transport of large debri!\.J!1_t!l~_ Y~luJ~.t~! pJ~r)t J~! ~~pl~, the detailed analYsis __ _ " =k:: 
predicted approximately 98% of theBMI debris generated in the ZOI (based on a destruction ...., " results 

pressure of 4 psi) wasJarge pieces with-size greater than 6_ln':L~! ~~i9~~~~(4?% ~Q~I~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~,,",", analyse
inactive 

transported to the sump screens. J!l~_~~~~~~~J~r)~!ty~I~!t!~~ !11~!!t~_~P!l!~_\!~~ __"""" seems 
typical debris transport velocities to determine whether the baseline method should be modified """" " inactive 
to include the transport of large debris. Characteristic transport velocities can be sufficiently """" " about 1 

estimated using recirculation flow rates and nominal sump dimensions to determine if a potential \\"\,, =e: 
exists that substantial portions of the large debris will transport. If substantial transport of large .."\ ,,\ recomn 

debris is reasonably possible and if such transport can alter the outcome of the~ .. """ Delete 

performance evaluation,Jhe licensees should ~~~!~ !~r~ ~~!i~J~r'~rt-= ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~" "":' I Delete 
\\ \\\ thesmE , ,1,>-
,," .. " Delete1\ ",>--
" ' Delete 
"" .. larger tI" 1,>--

.... Delete 
" the larg 
.... from~ 

"" transpo\ \ • E 
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\" Delete 
Delete 
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APPENDIX V: CONFIRMATORY HEAD-LOSS ANALYSES 

Confirmatory research was performed to determine whether specific parameter assumptions 
made in the Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI) guidance report are conservative with respect to 
more realistic parameters. This research also provided additional insights into the estimation of 
head-loss parameters for the NUREG/CR-6224 head-loss correlation. Additional guidance is 
also provided for determining appropriate parameters for a mix of multiple fiber and particulate 
components. 

V.1 FIBROUS DEBRIS HEAD-LOSS PARAMETERS 

A comparison of specific surface areas (Sv) deduced from head-loss test data and the simple 
geometric correlation of four divided by the characteristic fiber diameter (4/d) is presented for 
NUKONTM and Kaowool™ insulation debris. The test data used in both of these deductions are 
available in the BWROG head-loss tests documented in Volume 1 of the BWROG Utility 
Resolution Guidance (URG). 

V.1.1 NUKONTM Fibrous Debris 

The URG has three head-loss tests that used only NUKONTM insulation debris and used a type 
of strainer that behaved similarly to that of a Hat-plate screen (Le., a truncated cone strainer). 
These tests were numbered 2, 4, and 5 and used 8, 8, and 16 lb of NUKONTM, respectively, and 
no particulate. The flow velocities through the bed varied from -0.15 to 0.75 ftIs, resulting in a 
total of 15 head-loss data points. A specific surface area was deduced for each data point using 
the NUREG/CR-6224 head-loss correlation and using an as-manufactured density of 2.4 Ib/ft3 

and a fiberglass material density of 1751b/ft3 (NUREG/CR-6224 study recommendations). The 
resultant Svvalues are compared in Figure V-1. 

The comparison was based on the debris bed compression as determined by the NUREG/CR
6224 correlation (the ratio of the compressed thickness divided by the uncompressed 
thickness), which is directly affected by the flow pressure (i.e., flow velocity). The average value 
for Svwas -170,600 ft'~_Tb~_I'!l?rnin~1(Ra_I1J~!~r_torJ'~~-'~Q!\tT~_fit:>er~ h~~_t:>E!E![l_s~~~ifi~~_E!~ ______ - Delete 

7.1 IJm, which translates into an Svof 171 ,710 fr:J:~f!l J..Il)R~(3/CR-6224 ~tl!d"y' r~~l?rn_I1J~!19~d_ "_" _- Delete 
an Svof 171 ,420 ft-~_ f9r NlJt<Q~~~J[l~~l~tl~t'!9~P!ls-! jb~_~'!5t~t~rrnllJE!cj _u_sjrJ9J9!J! .9j'{i9~.9_ t:>Y " __ Delete
the fiber diameter is in excellent agreement with the experimentally deduced value. 

The NEI guidance has recommended using a material density of 159 Ib/ft3 rather the 
NUREG/CR-6224 study value of 1751b/ft3. Confirmatory analysis using the NUREG/CR-6224 
correlation confirmed that it is conservative to use 159 Ib/ft3 rather than 175 Ib/ff, provided that 
the remaining head-loss parameters of 2.4 Ib/ft3 for the as-manufactured density and 171 ,OOQJC _" _- -1 Delete 

for the specific surface area are maintained. The lower value for the material density estimates 
a slightly higher head loss than does the larger value. 
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Figure OV-1. NUKONTM Specific Surface Area. 

Similarly. the NEI guidance recommended using 62.4-lbIftJ (1.0 glcm3
) for material density of 

latent 'fibers to enhance transport (neutral buoyancy). The latent debris characteristics test 
results [LA-UR-04-3970. 20048] that analyzed latent debris collected in the containments of 
several volunteer plants show that the latent debris fibers had material densities ranging from •
1.3 to 1.9 glcm3

• Again. confirmatory analyses verified that it is conservative from a head-loss� 
prediction pe~e to assume that the latent fiber material density is 1.0 glcrn3 rather than� 
1.3 to 1.9 glcm • provided that the remaining head-loss parameters are appropriately specified. 

V.1.2 KaowoolTM Fibrous Debris 

The URG has one valid head-loss test that used Kaowool™ insulation debris and used a type 
of strainer that behaved similarly to that of a flat-plate screen (i.e.• a truncated cone strainer). 
Test J13 initially had added 121b of Kaowooi™. then later added Sib of iron oxide corrosion 
products (CPs). and then subsequently added another Sib of CPo The flow velocities through 
the bed varied from -0.31 to 0.62 ftls, resulting in a total of nine head-loss data points (three 
data points without particulate). A specific surface area was deduced for each data point using 
the NUREGlCR-6224 head-loss correlation, with the NUREGlCR-6224 study recommended 
parameters for the corrosion products used as input.t The recommended fiber material density 
for Kaowool™ is 160 IbIff. 

I .Test J12 also used Kaowool. but the quantities of corrosion products overwhelmed the debris bed that if all of the 
corrosion products had fihered from the now, the granular bed, not counting the Kaowool, would have been nearly 2 

I� inches thick. The head-loss contribution due to Kaowool was overshadowed by the corrosion products that the test 
was not validfor determining the specific surface area for Kaowool. 

t The NUREGlCR-6224-recomrnended ~ers are 183,OOOJCJor the specific surface area, 324 Iblft3 for the 
particulate material density, and 651b1ft for the granular packing-limit den$ity. 
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• The NEI guidance recommends an as-manufactured density of Kaowool™ ranging from 3 to 
121b/ft3, whereas the URG recommended a value of 8Ib/ft3, apparently a midrange value. First, 
the Svvalues were deduced from Test J13 data by assuming an as-manufactured density of 
81b/ft3 and the same bed compression correlation that was so successful for NUKONTM. These 
resultant Svvalues are compared in Figure V-2. The values of Sv, as shown, are very scattered, 
ranging from 16,000 to 103,000 ft-~_ ~IJD_~1!,J!l~_ ~!-!13~~/~8:~~~4 _~0!r~I?!i9!l_ ~C?~~J!qt~9!~ - - { Delete 
well with these input parameters. Noting that the as-manufactured density cited in the guidance 
report (GR) ranged from 3 to 121b/ff, it was subsequently determined that a smaller value of 
the density would reduce the scatter in the resultant Sv values. Further, it was discovered that 
stiffening the compression function also reduced the scatter. A second comparison of the 
deduced Sv values was developed assuming an as-manufactured density of 4 Iblft3 and a 
leading compression coefficient of 0.5 (rather than the standard 1.3). The results are shown in 
Figure V-3. The comparison in Figure V-3 has the deduced values in good agreement, with an 
average value of 165,500 ft-~ .. . .. - - { Delete 

The nominal diameter for Kaowool™ fibers has been specified as 2.7 to 3.0 IJm in the NEI 
guidance, which translates into an Svof 406,400 to 451,50~usirlg_t!l~J.9_u!:ctiYlct~d-:PY-!h.~- - - {Delete 
diameter formula. Although using such high values for Sv is conservative, the simple formula is 
not even close to the experimentally deduced value of 165,500. The application of an Svof 

. ..i 406,40QJC.~9.ulct .s.upstantially oy~!pr~cti9! !~~ .r~~!J!t~ qf.Test J 13~ _____ _________ .. _ _ - - { Delete 

The coefficient of the NUREG/CR-6224 compression correlation is an important issue. The 

• 
standard coefficient of 1.3 was developed and validated essentially using NUKONTM; therefore, 
the validation of other fibrous insulation must assess the validity of this value for the insulation 
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under consideration. It is noted that the baseline guidance in the GR considers this point by 
including the constant K (Equation 3.7.2-4 in Section 3.7.2.3.1.1 of the baseline guidance w.ith a • 
default value of 1 for K). For Kaowooi™. a K = 0.385 and a Sv of 165.soo...tt:in. the NUREGlCR- _ 
6224 correlation predicts URG Test J13 results reasonably well.� - - - . - - - - - - - - -
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Figure V-3. KaowoolTil Specific Surface Area Using Modlflecl Parameters. 

V.1.3 Comparison of Fibrous DebrIs 

The specific surface areas are compared in Figure V-4 for areas determined using the four
divided-by-the-fiber-diameter formula and the two experimentally deduced values presented 
herein for NUKONTM and Kaowool™. The following points are made: 

1.� The coefficient(s) for the compression correlation also have a role in the application of� 
the NUREGlCR-6224 correlation to the various types of fibrous debris.� 

2.� The 41d formula was formerly validated using NUKONTM. but not necessarily for other� 
types of fibrous insulations.� 

3.� The 41d formula is not reliable and should not be applied indiscriminately. It should not� 
be assumed that because this formula overpredicts Kaowool™ head losses that it will� 
be conservative for untested types of fibrous debris. The only reliable method of� 
determining the specific surface area of a particular insulation material is deduction� 
from applicable test data.� 
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Figure 0-4. Comparison of Fibrous Insulation Specific Surface Areas. 

V.2 PARTICULATE DEBRIS HEAD-LOSS PARAMETERS 

In Section 3.7.2.3.1.1 of the GR, the NEI guidance recommends using the simple formula of six 

• 
divided by the characteristic particle diameter to determine the specific surface areas for 
particulate debris. The following confirmatory analyses provide insights into this relationship and 
experimentally deduced values for particulate Sv. 

V.2.1 Iron Oxide Corrosion Products 

During the resolution of the BWR strainer blockage issue, the iron oxide CPs that accumulate in 
a boiling-water-reactor (BWR) suppression pool were the primary particulate in the head-loss 
calculations. The BWR sludge (CP) is characterized by the size distribution shown in Table V-1. 

The NUREG/CR-6224 correlation recommends a specific surface area of 183,00OJC..tQ.rJ!~~g~ 
loss estimates with CP, which has been validated by comparison with test data. Using the 
midrange diameters from Table V-1 to estimate the Svfor the CP distribution using the 6/d 
formula, the Svestimate becomes 48,40~(~1!D9~tEi JEi9!Q.r_9t tQ.~r_I~~~_ttt~!1_ tt"!~ N.lJ ~.~G~G~.:-
6224 recommendation). Note that a factor-of-4 error in the Bvcan result in a factor as large as 
16 in error in the head loss at low flow velocities. 

If the minimum value of the range is used (assuming a minimum particle size of 2 ~m for the 0
to 5-~m size group), then an Sv of -290,OOOJr~.J~9~lcuI~!~C! l-:-?~r~l1igh~r!~ar) t~~ _.. 
recommended validated area). The smaller particles have more effect on the particulate Svthan 
do the larger particles, which is why the midrange diameters are not a valid representation of 
the distribution. Using the smallest diameters of each group is conservative but can result in 

- - { Delete 

--{ Delete 

- -1 Delete 
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large estimates of Sv. Further, these examples illustrate that it is difficult to determine where in a 
size range is an appropriate diameter for the Sv determination using 61d.· 

Table Y-1. Size DIstribution of BWR Suppression Pool •
Iron Oxide Corrosion Productst 

5-10 14%� 
10-75 5%� 

An example of how the 61d fonnula works over a particle-size grouping is illustrated in Figure V
5, where 61d is plotted for particle diameters ranging from 5 to 75 fJm (typical distribution 
grouping). If it is assumed that particles are unifonnly distributed (by weight) across this size 
range (which is not necessarily a valid assumption), then the average 61d corresponds to a 
diameter of 25.8 fJm, whereas the midrange diameter is 40 fJm. Because this simple arithmetic 
relationship arrives at differing conclusions, depending on the range specification, this method 
cannot be used reliably in a general sense, even if the unifonn distribution assumption is valid. 

In summary, the only reliable method of determining the Svfor a particulate, unless the 
particulate-size distribution is known in much greater detail than has been typically specified to 
date, is to deduce Svfrorn valid head-loss test data. It is conservative to use the lower diameter 
of each size group but this can lead to large estimates of the Sv. However, this method is valid 
when applicable head-loss data are lacking. Another difficulty is the detennination of the 
smallest particles in the distribution. Although most particulates will have sub-micron particles in 
the distribution, fiber debris beds may not filter such small particles or certainly the efficiency of • 
filtration could be rather low and is difficult to determine. 

•Similar results were obtained when 61d was applied to concrete dust head-loss test data during NRC-sponsored 
tests documented in LA-UR-04-1227. 

tThe NEI guidance (Table 4-3) and NUREGlCR-6224 (Table E-2) both have the percentages in the center column of 
this table listed as percentages by weight. However, the BWROG URG (Table 7) lists this column as percentages by 
the number of particles, as shown here. Because the data originated from the BWROG and the numbers only seem 
to make sense as the number of particles. it is assumed here that the URG is the correct source. Therefore. it is 
believed that the heaclng was mislabeled in NUREGlCR-6224 from which the NEI adapted the data for the 
gUidance. In any case, it is conservative to 8SStJ"Il8 that 81% of the particulate by weight is <5 microns because this 
assumption leads to very high specific-surface-area estimates. 
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1• V.2.2 Latent Debris 

,. The characteristics of latent debris collected from inside containments of several nuclear plants 
have been determined by Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) [LA-UR-04-3970, 2004a] . 
These characteristics included properties of material composition and hydraulic flow properties 
(e.g., specific gravities and characteristic dimensions). Based on these characteristic properties, 
surrogate latent particulate debris' was formulated for testing in the closed-circulation head-loss 
simulation loop operated by the Civil Engineering Department at the University of New Mexico 
(UNM).t Applying the NUREG/CR-6224 head-loss correlation to the test data for the surrogate 
latent debris resulted in parameter recommendations for the application of the correlation to 
plant latent debris. Those recommendations are summarized below, together with insights 
gained from the surrogate latent debris data reduction. The test apparatus and base test 
procedures are described in detail in the calcium silicate debris test report [LA-UR-04-1227, 
2004b1 ---{Delete 

The plant debris characteristics pertinent to the specification of a recipe to create a suitable 
latent particulate surrogate include the particulate specific gravity and the particulate-size 
distribution. The particulate-size distribution, shown in Table V-2, was used as a recipe for the 

•A surrogate was required to provide the quantities of debris needed for head-loss testing. The latent debris collected 
in containment required the special handling associated with radioactive materials. 

• 
tNUKONTM insulation debris was selected to form the fiber bed to filter the surrogate particulate from the flow 
because of its well-established head-loss properties. 
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particulate. The surrogate particulate debris tested at UNM was constructed from common sand 
and soil (referred to as dirt) with the sand used for the two larger size groups and the dirt for the 
<75-~m-sizegroup. The specific gravity of the latent debris characterized at LANL varied but is 
well represented as a specific gravity of 2.7, and both the sand and dirt used to formulate the 
surrogate were found to have a specific gravity near 2.7. The dirt had a clay component that •
tended to disintegrate, in part, in water, thereby adding substantial particulate <1 0 ~m to 
accommodate the LANL finding that substantial very fine debris was collected in the filters. Both 
granular (thin-bed) and nongranular debris beds were tested. 

Table Y-2. Surrogate Particulate Size Distribution 

500 to 2000 0.277 
75 to 500 0.352 
<75 0.371 

Tests were conducted using the individual size groupings for the 75- to 500-~m sand and the 
<75-~m dirt (without the other groups present) to determine specifically the head-loss 
characteristics of these individual size groupings; then the latent debris recipe was tested with 
all three size groups represented according to the recipe. The largest size group (500 ~m to 2 
mm) was not individually tested because of its relatively minor impact on the recipe head loss; 
its small specific surface area was estimated using the 61d equation. For the other two size 
groups, the specific surface area was deduced from the head-loss data. The bulk densities of 
the three components were estimated by measuring the bulk volume in a calibrated beaker for a 
weighted mass of particulate. Given the particle specific gravity and the bulk densities, the 
granular debris bed porosities were estimated. The test results for the surrogate latent 
particulate debris are summarized in Table V-3. • 

Table Y-3. Summary of Test Results� 

r-----,'-'<~'\~~:, HJ;';iiiiiiG�P8rIIcIIIde
(pat) 

104 0.38 0.62 2000 

99 0.41 0.59 10,800 
39 0.77 0.23 285000 

0.62 to 0.38 to
Recipe 63 to 75 106,0000.55 0.45 

A range of numbers is shown for the bulk density and limiting granular porosity and solidity due 
to the uncertainty associated with filtration of the very fine dirt from the water flow, i.e., how 
much of the dirt introduced into the test loop actually resided in the debris bed. Test-loop water 
turbidity measurements clearly showed that significant, sometimes substantial quantities of the 
fine dirt were not filtered from the flow by the fibrous bed. If there is a minimum particle size for 
effective filtration, it is most certainly significantly <1 0 ~m and likely less than a few microns. 
Table V-3 presents nominal estimates for the specific surface area for each component; 
however, there is significant uncertainty in determining these numbers. The primary uncertainty 
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associates with the less than 75 microns particulate was the filtration efficiency of .the finer 
particles. Assessing the uncertainties in the turbidity resulted in the conclusion that between 
30% and 45% of the particulate remained in solution, which corresponded to a range of about 
250,00QJC.tp_~49tQQQJC.ln_ !I'!~ ~p!=l.91f!~ ~yrt?P~_ ~~~E! ~I'!~Q !~~ _~~rr~I?!ip_n_ ~?_s_ ~PPU~g=- _r:~~ !I'!~ -" ---1 Delete 
two larger particulate size groups (75 to 500 microns and 500 to 2000 microns), the - - - Delete 

uncertainties were analytically estimated using the 6/diameter formula where the diameter was 
ranged from the smallest diameter particles up to 25% of the range. These estimated 
uncertainties are compared in Figure V-6. 
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Figure V-6. Comparison of Component and Recipe Specific-Surface-Area Ranges• 
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Key points that can be deduced from the foregoing discussions relative to latent debris are the 
following: 

1.� The head loss through granular (thin-bed) debris is controlled by the limiting porosity� 
(solidity), which depends on the composition of the debris. Solidity certainly is not a� •
fixed number, as is indicated in the presentation of the NEI guidance as a solidity of 
0.2. Handbooks on soils show many materials with limiting porosity <0.8, e.g., common� 
sand is -0.40 to 0.43 and was experimentally verified in the LANL tests.� 

2.� The major contributors to the head loss are the increasingly smaller particles «75IJm), 
as illustrated by the 61d formula, until the particles become too small for filtration. 
However, it is difficult to determine some limiting particle diameter that will not filter. 

3.� It is difficult to formulate specific recommendations for the appropriate parameters to 
use in the NUREGlCR-6224 correlation for pressurized-water-reactor (PWR)
containment latent particulate because the latent debris composition will vary from 
plant to plant and because the latent debris transported to the sump screen will also be 
plant specific because of such differences as flow velocities. In addition, the 
uncertainties associated with whether the surrogate recipe suitably represents actual 
containment latent debris further compound the problem of developing recommended 
characteristics for latent debris. More important than specific recommendations are the 
methods for ascertaining appropriate head-loss parameters once the plant has 
assessed latent debris accumulation on the sump screen. 

4. The surrogate latent particulate debris head-loss tests effectively demonstrate the 
necessity of characterizing the latent particulate so that appropriate parameters can be 
estimated. For example, if the entire mass of the latent debris is assumed to be 
deposited onto the sump screen, then a lower specific surface area, such as the recipe 
in these tests, can be applied. However, if transport analyses are used to limit the 
transport of latent particulate to only the fine particulate, then the appropriate specific •
surface area would be more like that of the fine dirt in these tests. The same 
consideration also applies to the limiting packing density. 

5.� It is recommended that plant latent debris estimates be separated into as many particle 
size groupings as reasonably possible and then that subsequent transport analysis be 
applied to each group to determine the particulate makeup on the sump screen. 

6.� Wherever possible, specific surface areas should be determined for each size group 
based on test data. When the areas must be estimated from the particle diameters, the 
appropriate diameter is clearly not the mean or average diameter of the size group but 
a diameter closer to the minimum diameter of the group. The minimum diameter should 
normally result in a conservative specific surface area. 

7.� The use of the simple geometric relationship of 61d to estimate the specific surface 
areas for particulate is not reliable because the appropriate diameter within the range is 
not known. This point is illustrated in Table V-4, where values for Svare estimated 
using both the mid-range and minimum diameters for each size group in the surrogate 
latent particulate recipe; these values are compared to the Sv deduced from the 
experimental head loss and the particle diameters that correspond to the experimental 
Sv. This minimum diameter in the size range estimates a conservative Sv; however, 
that number could be unacceptably large if the minimum size for the smallest particles 
is not well known. The use of mid-range diameters is unacceptable because this 
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approach excessively underpredicts Svvalues for plant-specific evaluations.. If the 
specific surface areas corresponding to the minimum particle diameters in each size 
grouping range are unacceptable, then head loss test data is required to determine a 
specific surface area for the particulate size distribution in question. 

8.� The NEI guidance recommends the use of 100 Ib/ft3 for the material density of latent 
particulate, whereas LA-UR-04-3970 indicates a density of -1681b/ft3 (specific gravity 
of -2.7). The use of the lighter density of 100 Ib/ft3 is conservative relative to a heavier 
density of 168 Ib/fe, for example, if the other head-loss parameters are appropriately 
specified. 

Table V-4. Comparison of Spepific Surface Area Estimation Methods 

287.5 6360 24,380 10,800 169 

• 37.5 48,770 914,000* 285,000 6.4 

88.2 20,740 349,000 106,000 17.3 

* Assuming a 2-lJm minimum particle size. 

V.3 FORMULAS FOR MIXING MULTIPLE FIBER AND PARTICULATE COMPONENTS 

Most head-loss testing has been performed with a single type of fibrous debris, e.g., NUKONTM, 
and particulates such as CPs. However, plant-specific analyses may well postulate debris beds 
containing more than one type of fiber and several types of particulate. The application of the 
NUREG/CR·6224 correlation requires the head-loss properties for the mixture to be estimated 
from the individual species properties. 

V.3.1 Mixture of Specific Surface Areas 

The equation for the mixture of the specific surface areas simply mUltiplies each area by the 
species volume and sums these products to get the total surface area, which is then divided by 
the total volume to get the mixture-average specific surface area. Such an equation was 
recommended in NUREG/CR-6371. Section 3.7.2.3.1.1 of the NEI guidance on the mixing 
equation' recommends using the square of the specific surface area rather than the linear 

•The NEI guidance refers to NUREG/CR-6371 as the source of their recommendation; however, NUREGlCR-6371 

• 
recommends using the linear, not the square of the area in the mixing. The NEI source for the squaring equation has 
not been provided for review. 
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relationship The following equation for the mixing is set up to accommodate the line,ar (n =1), 
the square (n = 2), or any other exponent. Performing example mixing evaluations 
demonstrated that using the square results in larger values for the mixture of specific surface 
areas than does using the linear relationship; therefore, it is conservative to use the square of 
the SPeCific surface area in the mixing rather than the linear. • 

L"'i Sv'.' 
P· ,i , 

SVMixIIIn = 
"'iL-

i Pi 
where 

Sv =the specific surface area for component i or for the mixture,� 

mi =the mass of component /,� 

Pi =the material (solid) density of the particles in component /, and� 

n =the weighting exponent.� 

For the surrogate latent particulate debris, mixing the three constituents to get the recipe test 
result seemed to work best using an n =4/3 (assuming that -40% of the fine dirt did not filter 
from the flow). Because of the substantial uncertainties associated with head-loss predictions, it 
is prudent to include a safety factor; therefore, the NEI recommendation of using the square of 
the SPeCific surface area in the mixing equation is a good recommendation. 

V.3.2 Mixture Densities • 
The equation for the mixture of densities (bUlk, material, or granular) simply adds all of the 
SPeCies masses and then divides by the total of the species volumes as 

where 

Pi = the density of the particles in component / and 

m; =the mass of component i. 

This density mixing equation can be reduced to the following, even simpler form: 

where 
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•� f; = the mass fraction of component i. 

V.4 PROCEDURES FOR APPLYING THE NUREGlCR·6224 CORREl ATION 

The application of the NUREG/CR-6224 head loss correlation requires several input parameters 
that must be conservatively specified to ensure bounding head loss predictions. The most 
reliable method of determining these input parameters is the application of the correlation to 
appropriate head loss test data. Analvtical determinations are suitable under some conditions if 
sufficient conservatism is used throuqhout the determination. Although the correlation was 
developed for flat screen geometries. the correlation has been successfully applied to other 
strainer geometries such as the stacked-disk strainers. 

V.4.1 Experimental Determination of Correlation Parameters 

The proper application of the NUREG/CR-6224 correlation to applicable head loss test data 
leads to input parameters that ensure bounding head loss prediction when the correlation is 
applied to postulated plant conditions that would form debris beds similar to those in the tests. 
The closer the test data is to the postulated debris beds the more certain the determination of 
the input parameters. Appropriate conservatism is required whenever the test data is dissimilar 
to the postulated conditions. 

V.4.1.1 Success Criteria for Applicable Test Data 

The assumptions associated with the development of the NUREG/CR-6224 correlation 
included: 

1.� The debris bed consists of fibrous debris with or without particulate debris. +- - - - i Fonna 
2. The debris bed has a uniform thickness. 

1• 3. The debris bed is homogeneous. 
4.� The flow approach velocitv is perpendicular to the debris bed. 
5.� The flow and debris accumulation on the screen are relatively quasi-steady-state. 

Therefore. the success criterion for applicable test data to determine applicable correlation input 
parameters includes: 

1.� The test debris bed consists of some mixture of fibrous debris with or without +- - - - i Fonna 
particulate debris. 

2.� The debris bed must be relatively uniform. 
3.� The debris bed must be relatively homogenous. 
4.� The approach velocity must be perpendicular to the flow. 
5.� The debris accumulation, flow rate through the debris bed. the temperature. and the 

measured pressure differential across the bed must be relatively steady. 
6.� The quantities of debris in the bed must be known. 

When tests are conducted. care must be taken to minimize edge effects where a portion of the 
flow can leak through an edge gap between the debris bed and the test chamber. Flow that 
bypasses the debris bed. such as edge leakage or holes penetrating the debris bed reduce the 
debris bed flow velocity below that deduced from the flow instrumentation. A non-uniform bed 

• 
can have shallow locations where water preferentially flows through the bed thereby reducing 
the measured head loss. 
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Typically, in head loss testing, debris is introduced into a closed loop test apparatus and then 
allowed to settle onto the test screen, Some debris, particularly the particulate can penetrate 
the screen SUbsequently returning to the screen after transiting the flow loop. The gradual 
filtration process of the finer particulate causes the pressure differential measurements to be •
initially transient. Therefore, sufficient time must be allowed to let the filtration become relatively 
steadY-state before recording the test data point. The filtration process is such that the finest of 
the particulate is the most difficult to get to filter completely out of the flow but the finer 
particulate has a greater impact on head loss on per mass basic than does the coarser 
particulate. The finest of the particulate might not be filterable under some conditions, All these 
considerations are taken into account when assessing the qualitv of the head loss test data for 
application to determining correlation input parameters. 

V.4.1.2 Parameter Deduction 

The input parameters reauired by the NUREGlCR-6224 correlation include: 

1,� Debris quantities +- - - - { Fonna 
a.� Quantitv of fibrous debris expressed as the thickness of the debris on the screen 

assuming its nominal density before destruction (referred to as as-manufactured 
densitY>' Note that this is eauivalent to specifyinq its mass. 

b.� Mass of particulate debris. 
2.� Flow approach velocitv 
3.� Temperature-dependent water properties� 

a, Viscosity� 
b.� Density 

4.� Material specific surface areas • 
a, Fibrous debris 
b, Particulate debris 

5.� Densities� 
a, Material density of fibers in the fibrous debris� 
b, Material density of the particulate� 
c.� As-manufactured density of the fibrous insulation. 
d.� Sludge density of the particulate (also referred to as the granular density or 

packing limit density) 
6.� Compression function coefficients (e,g., 1.3 and 0,38 for NUKON), 

The experimental determination of a set of parameters for a specific debris bed would be 
performed along the following steps. 

1.� Select the appropriate head loss test for each particulate parameter determination. +- - - - { Fonna 
When applying the correlation to the data from a particular test. the test parameters 
specify the approach velocity, the guantities of debris, and the temperature. 

2.� Determine a set of densities for the debris bed test data. Manufacturer's data can often +- - - - {Fonna 
supply the densities but if that data is not readily available, volume displacements for 
measured masses of debris can determine densities for typical debris. Bulk densities 
are determined from bulk displacements and material densities from water displacement. 

3.� If pOSSible. e~mentally evaluate the com~ression function coefficients from test data·· ... 
where the particular fibrous debris is the only debris in the bed and the bed is thick 
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enough to allow reasonable thickness measurements as a variety of velocities and bed 
thicknesses. The coefficients can be determined from statistical analysis of the 
thickness data. If applicable thickness test data is not available. initially assume the 
coe'fficients validated for NUKONTM (Le., 0=1.3 and y=O.38). 

4.� With these other parameters determined, as discussed. the remaining parameters are+- - - - { Fonn; 
the specific surface areas for the fibrous and particulate debris. Starting with a fibrous 
debris bed without any particulate, adjust the specific surface area until the correlation 
reasonably bounds the data. The resultant specific surface area then applies to that 
particular fibrous debris. Note that other uncertainties are subsumed into the specific 
surface area. 

5.� With the specific surface area for the fibrous debris determined. another test(s) is +- - - - {Fonni 
selected that uses that fibrous debris but also has the particulate under study. The 
specific surface area of particulate is adjusted until the correlation reasonably bounds 
the data. This specific surface then represents the specific surface area for the 
particulate. 

The above procedure has developed a set of parameters from a set of tests. The gualitv of� 
the recommended parameters is greatly improved by simulating as many tests as� 
reasonably possible because the resultant parameters will vary somewhat from test to test.� 
If the NUKONTM compression coefficients were initially assumed and do not reasonably� 
apply to the fibrous debris in guestion. then the data analysis may need to vary these� 
parameters. An example is the lead alpha coefficient (as proposed in GR Section� 
3.7.2.3.1.1) in steps 3, 4, and 5 in an attempt to get the parameter deductions from the� 
specific tests to align into coherent set of parameters.� 

The evaluation should include thin-bed head loss tests. as well as. mixed bed tests (Le., the� 
granular packing limit compression was not reached). The filtration efficiency can increase� 
substantially when the flow must pass through a granular bed as opposed to a fibrous bed� 
due to the reduced porosity. It is desirable to ensure that the worst case particulate filtration� 
is considered in the determination of the particulate specific surface area.� 

V.4.1.3 Parameter Recommendations (bounding) 

The recommended correlation input parameters should ensu re that the most severe head 
losses associated with a particulate type of debris bed are conservative enough to ensure a 
bound prediction of the head loss associated with a particular postulated bed of debris. The 
recommendation should consider the uncertainties associated with head loss testing. e.g., non
uniformities in the test debris bed could have reduced the measured head loss below that which 
would have been measured if the bed had been truly uniform. Other considerations include the 
potential variability in manufacturing processes of the debris. If for example. parameters are 
recommended for calcium silicate debris. then it can be expected that those parameters will 
likely be universally used for any calcium silicate debris calculation. However. the 
recommendations should include a built in safety factor because the manufacturing of calcium 
silicate varies with manufacturer and even by a single manufacturer from one batch to another. 

V.4.1.4 Ranges of Validated Parameters 

The NUREG/CR-6224 correlation was developed and initially validated to support the resolution 
of the BWR strainer blockage issue. This development focused and validation on NUKONTM 
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fibrous debris and iron oxide corrosion products. The insulation in the volunteer plant was 
NUKONTM. hence the focus was on NUKONTM. Form all BWRs. the dominant form of 
particulate was the corrosion products that formed and collected in the suppression pools. 
Therefore, the baseline validation compared the correlation results to head loss tests using 
these two Wes of debris. In addition to the baseline, other validations were performed using •
other Wes of materials. A lesser amount of corrosion products is expected in a PWR 
containment than in a BWR containment. Therefore. the more likely particulates in a PWR 
containment will be latent particulate. coatings debris. and particulate insulation debris (e.g.. 
calcium silicate). 

Over the years. many analyses have applied the correlation to head loss test data over various 
ranges of test data. These test programs twically explored the head loss until a judgment was 
made that the test encompassed the parameter space needed for a particular application. The 
maximum head loss tested were twically not larger than approximately 25 ft-water primarily due 
to the limits of the test aooaratus. which is generally sufficient more most applications. 

Because most test apparatus were constructed of materials that were not able to reliably 
withstand the higher temperatures expected in a oost-LOCA sump pool. the available test data 
does not extend the range of postulated sump temperatures. However. because the data on 
the effect of temperature-dependent water viscosity and density are available it has been 
deemed acceptable to test at lower temperatures and then analytically extend calculations into 
the higher temperatures. However. this recommendation does not necessarily include the 
potential for debris decomposition at higher temperatures. which in some tests was factored into 
the tests by pre-aging the debris using techniques such as boiling the debris for a period to 
break down the binder. For other parameters. the correlation is not validated beyond the ranges 
of the test parameters tested. Care must be taken. in reviewing the data to ensure that a 
significant gap in data does not exist within the validation range at a parameter that significantly 
affects the current application. •�Specific validations for screens that function effectively as flat plates are listed in Table V-5 and 
V-6 for fibrous and particulate debris, resoectively. Validations that involved special geometries 
are discuss in Section V.4-2. 

Table V-5. Va rdI aIion Ranoes 10r Fibrous nsuI'atlon Debris 
Debris Velocity Temperature Debris Comments References +-  - - i Fonna 

~ mw ffi Bed 
Thickness 

Onj 
NUKONTM 0.15 to 60 to 125 1/8 to 4.5 NUREG/CR

1.5 6224 
NUREG/CR
6367 
NEAlCSNI/R 
(95)11 
LA-UR-04-1227 
SER Aooendix V 

Kaowool 0.3 to -85 SER Appendix V 
0.62 
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Transco oto 0.5 129 NEAlCSNI/R 
Thermal- (95)11 
Wrcrn 
Mineral oto 0.23 55 to 131 
Wool 

Table V-6. Validation Ranaes for Particulate Insulation Debris 
Debris Velocity Temperature Particulate Comments References +- - - - -{ Fonna 

1m!! U2!l (OF) to Fiber 
Mass 
Ratio 

Iron Oxide 0.15 to 60 to 125 Ot030 With 0 to 2-in NUREG/CR
Corrosion 1& bed of 6224 
Products NUKONTM or NUREG/CR

Kaowool 6367 
NEAlCSNI/R 
(95)11 
SER Aooendix V 

Calcium 0.1 to 0.8 70 to 140 With NUKONTM LA-UR-04-1227 
Silicate 1/10 to 1.6 in 

Few test to 
mass ratio up to 

Latent 70 to 140 1 to 40 With NUKONTM LA-UR-04-3970 
Particulate 0.2 to 2.3 inch SER Appendix V 
(surroaate) 
Min-K < 0.2 NEI Guidance • 

2 

V.4.2 Analytical Determination of Correlation Parameters 

When test data is not available, the specific surface area may be calculated for some materials. 
For fibrous debris of low-density fiberglass in which the fibers have relatively uniform cross 
sections, e.g.. NUKONTM. the specific surface area can be reasonably estimated using 4/d 
(where d is the diameter of fibers). The extension of this relationship to fibrous insulations with 
fine fibers such as mineral wool has not been documented. Some evaluation is needed to 
generally accept the specific surface area of fiber is equivalent to 4/d. Until such a 
demonstration is documented. a significant safety factor should be factored into the specific 
surface area estimate to compensate the uncertainties. 

The specific surface area particulate can be calculated using 6/d. For the NEI guidance 
assumption that coatings debris forms 10-micron particulate, the use of 6/d is appropriate 
because the particle all have the same diameter. However, for a realistic particulate. the 
particle sizes vary over a wide range, typically from sub-micron to a few millimeters. If the size 
distribution is known in fine detail, a reasonable specific surface area can be estimated but 
typically, the size distribution is specified by mass fractions associated with only 3 or 4 size 
groups. The latent debris discussed in Section V,2.2 of this report is an example of coarse size 
distributions. Because the smaller particles contribute substantially more to the specific surface 

• 
area than the coarser particles, using the mid-range size of each grouping results in estimates 
of specific area which is significantly smaller than the actual. Using the smaller diameter of 
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each size group to calculate the specific surface area would result in a conservative estimate. 
However. the smallest diameter of the smallest size group. which corresponds to the finest 
particulate that can be filtered by the debris bed. depends upon several other factors. If the 
smallest particle size is estimated too small. the resultant specific surface area can become 
significantly larger than actual leading to overly conservative head loss estimates. • 
When appMng the specific surface areas for the latent debris specific surface areas given in 
Section V.2.2. the value of 106.000 f1"1 applies to the entire recipe. If analYtical refinement in a 
plant-specific analysis seeks to reduce the transport such that the larger particulate is assumed 
to not transport to the sump screens. thereby reducing the particulate mass in the debris bed. 
the 106.000 f1"1 specific area no longer apples. If for example. only the particulate of diameter 
less than 75 micron is assumed to reach the screens. the appropriate specific surface area 
would be 285.000 ft-1. 

The above discussion on using 61d to calculate the specific surface area of particulate applies to 
hardened particulate that does not change shape under debris bed pressures. For particulate 
consisting of materials that can deform (e.g.. calcium silicate) special care must be taken 
because the 61d specific area may not adequately represent the particulate behavior that has 
been demonstrated that causes the high head loss associated with calcium silicate. 

V.4.3 Application to Special Strainer Geometries 

The application of the NUREGlCR-6224 correlation to special strainer geometries for which the 
stacked disk strainer is given in Section 7.3.2.2 of NUREGlCR-6808. Several full scale or 
prototype scale test program have been performed where the application has been validated. 

V.4.3.1 Beginning and Ending Strainer Conditions 

The correlation can be applied to the initial debris loading on these strainer designs by using the •total screen area and the appropriate input parameter determined from flat screen head loss 
testing or other means as discussed above. Then the correlation can be applied to the fully 
engulfed debris loading by assuming what has been referred to as the circumscribed screen 
area. which neglects the screen area within the gapS that has been completely filled with debris. 
In between. many analYSes have assumed a linear extrapolation between the end conditions. 
Another alternative is discussed next. 

V.4.3.2 Experimentally Determined Effective Strainer Areas 

The NUREGlCR-6224 correlation is applied to the head loss test data using appropriate input 
parameter determined from flat screen head loss testing or other means as discussed above. 
Developing the correlation to fit the data, which has a range of debris loading (ranging from a 
clean screen to a fully engulfed screen) involves making a plot of the effective screen area 
versus debris loading. This plot can then be used to determine head losses for the design as a 
function of debris loading. 
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APPENDIX VI: DETAILED BLOWDOWNIWASHDOWN TRANSPORT ANALYSIS FOR 
PRESSURIZED-WATER-REACTOR VOLUNTEER PLANT 

VI.1 INTRODUC1·ION 

In the event of a loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) within the containment of a pressurized-water 
reactor (PWR), piping thermal insulation and other materials in the vicinity of the break will be 
dislodged by break-jet impingement. A fraction of this fragmented and dislodged insulation and 
other materials, such as chips of paint, paint particulates, and concrete dust, will be transported 
to the containment floor by the steamlwater flows induced by the break and by the containment 
sprays (CSs). Some of this debris eventually will be transported to and will accumulate on the 
recirculation sump suction screens. Debris accumulation on the sump screen may challenge the 
sump's ability to provide adequate, long-term cooling water to the emergency core-cooling 
system (ECCS) and to the CS pumps. The Generic Safety Issue (GSI)-191 study titled 
"Assessment of Debris Accumulation on PWR Sump Performance" addresses the issue of 
debris generation, transport, and accumulation on the PWR sump screen and its subsequent 
impact on ECCS performance. The purpose of the GSI-191 study is to determine whether 
debris accumulation in containment following a postulated LOCA would prevent or impede the 
performance of the ECCS. Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) has been supporting the 
United States (US) Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) in the resolution of GSI-191. 

Analytical studies were performed and small-scale experimental programs [NUREG/CR-6772, 
2002, NUREG/CR-6773, 2002] were conducted to support the resolution of GSI-191. A 
parametric evaluation of the US PWR plants demonstrated that potential sump-screen blockage 
was a plausible concern for operating PWRs [NUREG/CR-6762, Vol. 2, 2002]. As part of the 
GSI-191 study, a US PWR plant was volunteered and selected for a detailed analysis to 
develop and demonstrate a methodology for estimating the debris-transport fractions within 
PWR containments using plant-specific data. This report documents the blowdown and 
washdown transport portion of the study, describes the methodology, and provides an estimate 
for the transport of debris from its points of origin to the sump pool. The transport analysis 
consisted of (1) blowdown debris transport, where the effluences from a high-energy pipe break 
would destroy insulation near the break and then transport that debris throughout the 
containment; and (2) washdown debris transport caused by the operation of the CSs. Along the 
debris-transport pathways, substantial quantities of debris came into contact with containment 
structures and equipment where that debris could be retained, thereby preventing further 
transport. The blowdown/washdown debris-transport analysis provides the source term for the 
subsequent sump-pool debris-transport analysis. 

The volunteer plant has a large, dry, cylindrical containment with a hemispherical dome 
constructed of steel-lined reinforced concrete and having a free volume of -3 million fe. The 
nuclear steam supply system is a Westinghouse reactor with four steam generators (SGs). 
Each of the SGs is housed in a separate compartment that vents upward into the dome. 
Approximately two-thirds of the free space within the containment is located in the upper dome 
region, which is relatively free of equipment. The lower part of the containment is 
compartmentalized. The internal structures are supported independently so that a 
circumferential gap exists between the internal structures and the steel containment liner. 
Numerous pathways, including the circumferential gap, interconnect the lower compartments. 
The CS system has spray train headers at four different levels; however, -70% of the spray 
nozzles are located in the upper dome. Some spaces in the lower levels are not sprayed by the 
spray system; therefore, areas of significant size exist where debris washdown by the sprays 
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would not occur. The sprays activate when the containment pressure exceeds 18.2.psig. If the 
sprays do not activate, debris washdown likely would be minimal. The insulation composition for 
the volunteer plant is -13% fiberglass, 86% reflective metal insulation (AMI), and 1% Min-K 
insulation. For the purposes of this study, it was assumed that the fiberglass insulation was one 
of the low-density fiberglass (LDFG) types. For plant-specific analyses, these transport results •
for fibrous debris may have to be adjusted to compensate if the fiberglass insulation makeup is 
determined to be significantly different. 

The effluences from a high-energy pipe break not only would destroy insulation near the break 
but also would transport that debris throughout the containment (i.e., blowdown debris 
transport). Substantial amounts of this airborne" debris would come into contact with 
containment structures and equipment and would be deposited onto these surfaces. As 
depressurization flows slow, debris would settle gravitationally onto eqUipment and floors. If 
pressurization of the containment were to occur, the CSs would activate to suppress 
pressurization. These sprays would tend to wash out remaining airborne debris (except in areas 
not covered by the sprays), and the impact of these sprays onto surfaces and the subsequent 
drainage of the accumulated water would wash deposited debris downward toward the sump 
pool (Le., washdown debris transport). In addition, CSs could degrade certain types of insulation 
debris further through the process of erosion, thereby creating even more of the fine 
transportable debris. 

An assessment of the likelihood of blocking the recirculation sump screens requires an estimate 
of the debris transport from the containment to the sump pool.t The debris transport within the 
sump pool is analyzed separately from this analysis, but the sump pool analysis requires the 
quantities of debris and the entry locations and timing as input to that analysis. An objective of 
this analysis was to develop and demonstrate an effective methodology for estimating the 
transport of debris from the debris point of origin in the containment down to the sump pool, 
thereby providing the source tenn to the sump-pool debris-transport analysis. Applying the 
methodology to the volunteer plant generated plausible debris-transport fractions for that plant. • 
The analyses herein considered only one break location: a LOCA located in one of the SG 
compartments, which is a probable location for that plant because most of the primary system 
piping is located in these compartments. 

Neither the debris-size distributions nor the overall transport fractions in this report are valid for 
plant-specific evaluations because these fractions were calculated using LOCA-generated 
debris-size distributions that did not account properly for PWR jet characteristics. Boiling-water
reactor (BWA) jet characteristics were substituted for PWR jet characteristics because the PWR 
jet analyses had not yet been performed. When the PWR jet characteristics do become 
available, the overall transport fractions can be recalculated easily using PWR LOCA-generated 
debris-size characteristics. 

The basic concepts of this methodology are applicable to the assessment of the debris transport 
within other PWR plants, as well; however, that application depends on the plant-specific 
aspects of each plant. The complexity of a plant-specific methodology could vary significantly 
from one plant to the next. 

"The tenns -airborne- and -airflow" 818 used loosely with regard to gas flows. which actually consist of both air and 
steam. 

t The simplest and most conservative assessment would be to assume 100% transport to the sump pool. 
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VI.2 DEBRIS-TRANSPORT PHENOMENOLOGY 

The transport of debris within a PWR would be influenced both by the spectrum of physical 
processes and phenomena and by the features of a particular containment design. Because of 
the violent nature of flows following a LOCA, insulation destruction and subsequent debris 
transport are rather chaotic processes. For example, a piece of debris could be deposited 
directly near the sump screen or it could take a much more tortUOIJS path, first going to the 
dome and then being washed back down to the sump by the sprays. Conversely, a piece of 
debris could be trapped in any number of locations. Aspects of debris-transport analysis include 
the characterization of the accident, the design and configuration of the plant, the generation of 
debris by the break flows, and both air- and water-borne debris dynamics. 

Long-term recirculation cooling must operate according to the range of possible accident 
scenarios. A comprehensive debris-transport study should consider an appropriate selection of 
these scenarios, as well as all engineered safety features and plant-operating procedures. The 
maximum debris transport to the screen likely will be determined by a small subset of accident 
scenarios, but this scenario subset should be determined systematically. Many important debris
transport parameters will be dependent on the accident scenarios. These parameters include 
the timing of specific phases of the accident (i.e., blowdown, injection, and recirculation phases) 
and pumping flow rates. The blowdown phase refers to primary-system depressurization. The 
injection phase corresponds to ECCS injection into the primary system, a process that 
subsequently establishes the sump pool. The recirculation phase refers to long-term ECCS 
recirculation. 

Many features in nuclear-power-plant containments significantly affect the transport of insulation 
debris. The dominant break flows will move from the break location toward the pressure 
suppression system (i.e., the suppression pool in BWR plants and the upper regions of the 
compartment in PWR plants). Structures such as gratings are placed in the paths of these 
dominant flows and likely would capture substantial quantities of debris. The lower-compartment 
geometry-such as the open floor area, ledges, structures, and obstacles-defines the shape 
and depth of the sump pool and is important in determining the potential for debris to settle in 
the pool. Furthermore, the relative locations of the sump, LOCA break, and drainage paths from 
the upper regions to the sump pool are important in determining pool turbulence, which in turn 
determines whether debris can settle in the pool. 

Transport of debris is strongly dependent on the characteristics of the debris that has formed. 
These characteristics include the types of debris (insulation type, coatings, dust, etc.) and the 
size distribution and form of the debris. Each type of debris has its own set of physical 
properties, such as densities, specific surface areas, buoyancy (including dry, wet, or partially 
wet), and settling velocities in water. Several distinct types of insulation are used in PWR plants 
[NUREG/CR-6762, Vol. 2, 2002]. The size and form of the debris, in turn, depends on the 
method of debris formation (e.g., jet impingement, erosion, aging, and latent accumulation). The 
size and form of the debris affect whether the debris passes through a screen, as well as the 
transport of the debris to the screen. For example, fibrous debris may consist of individual fibers 
or of large sections of an insulation blanket and all sizes within these two extremes. 

The complete range of thermal-hydraulic processes affects the transport of insulation debris, 
and the containment thermal-hydraulic response to a LOCA includes most forms of thermal
hydraulic processes. Debris transport is affected by a full spectrum of physical processes, 
including particle deposition and resuspension for airborne transport and both settling and 
resuspension within calm and turbulent water pools for both buoyant and nonbuoyant debris. 
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The dominant debris-capture mechanism in a rapidly moving flow likely would be inertial 
capture; however, in slower flows, the dominant process likely would be gravitational settling. 
Much of the debris deposited onto structures likely would be washed off by the CSs or possibly 
by condensate drainage. Other debris on structures could be subject to erosion. • 
A panel of experts was convened to identify and rank the important phenomena, processes, and 
systems in regard to PWR debris transport [LA-UR-99-3371, 1999]. The insights gained from 
the work of this panel were factored into the analysis methodology. Additionally, all of the 
experimental and analytical research performed to resolve the BWR strainer-blockage issue 
was accessed for this analysis [LA-UR-Q1-1595, 2001; NUREGlCR-6369-1, 1999; NUREGlCR
6369-2, 1999; NUREGlCR-6369-3, 1999]. A summary was published on the base of knOWledge 
for the effect of debris on PWR ECC sump perfonnance [NUREGlCR-6808, 2003]. 

YI.3 METHODOLOGY 

Y1.3.1 Overall Description 

Transport of LOCA-generated debris from its point of origin to the PWR sump pool is a complex 
process involving many physical processes and complex plant-specific geometry. To evaluate 
the blowdown and washdown debris transport within the drywell of a BWR plant, the NRC 
developed a methodology that accomplished the objectives of the drywell-debris-transport study 
(DOTS) [NUREGlCR-6369-1, 1999; NUREGlCR-6369-2, 1999; NUREGlCR-6369-3, 1999]. The 
methodology used herein was based on the BWR methodology. 

The BWR methodology separated the overall transport problem into many smaller problems that 
were either amenable to the solution or that could be judged conservatively. The breakdown of 
the problem was organized using logic charts that were similar to well-known event-tree 
analyses. For some solution steps, sufficient data were available to solve that step reasonably. 
For other steps, insufficient data were available; therefore, the solution had to be found using •
engineering judgment that was applied after the available knowledge base was reviewed. 
JUdgments were tempered to the desired level of conservatism called for in that particular 
analysis (sometimes assuming the worst case for a particular step). The result of each specific 
analysis was a transport fraction, defined as the fraction of insulation contained within the pipe
break destructive zone of influence (ZOI) that subsequently was damaged or destroyed by a 
LOCA and was eventually transported to the suppression pool. certainly, the degree of 
refinement that is feasible depends on available resources and time restraints. Also, the 
conservatism in the estimates for each step in the divided problem may be compounded when 
the final transport fraction is quantified. 

The PWR debris-transport methodology necessarily will differ from the BWR transport 
methodology because of differences in plant designs. These differences include the basic 
transport pathways, dominant capture mechanisms, and the timing of the accident sequence 
events. The dominant transport pathway for a PWR is different from the dominant pathway for a 
BWR. In a BWR, where pressure suppression would be due to steam condensation in the 
suppression pool, the debris initially would be transported directly to the suppression pool, 
where the ECCS strainers operate. In PWR containments, which are designed to suppress 
pressurization by channeling break effluences· to the relatively large free volume of PWR 
containments, debris likely would be blown away from the sump area initially. Because one-half 

'In an ice-condenser plant. the break effluences would be channeled through the ice banks to condense steam. 
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to three-quarters of the containment free volume typically is located in the upper regions of the 
containment that includes the dome, it is justified to assume that a significant fraction of the 
small debris is blown directly into the upper regions, where the debris will settle onto floor 
surfaces or structures. Although debris blown into the upper regions then could be washed back 
down to the compartment sump area by the CSs, the washdown pathway can be tortuous and 
could certainly result in substantial debris entrapment. 

The dominant debris-capture locations are different in a PWR than in a BWR. In many typical 
PWRs, the likely dominant locations are the upper regions of the containment, the ice 
condensers in an ice-condenser plant, the refueling pool, an outer annulus pool, and the sump 
pool. In the volunteer-plant containments, dominant locations for debris capture may not exist; 
rather, the debris likely would be blown throughout the entire containment. Gratings in a PWR 
could playa substantially different role versus the gratings played in the BWR methodology 
because the debris likely would be blown up through a grating as opposed to down through a 
grating. Debris trapped underneath a grating would be less likely to remain there than debris 
trapped on top of a grating. 

Debris transport during the washdown phase would be caused by the water drainages of break 
recirculation overflow, the CSs, and condensate. The most important of these drainages would 
be the drainage of the activated CSs because the sprays usually cover a majority of the 
containment free volume, whereas the break overflow would wash only surfaces directly below 
the break. In a PWR, the break overflow could impinge on piping and equipment before 
reaching the containment sump floor, thereby washing debris from these surfaces, as well as 
potentially dispersing the flow. In a BWR, the break overflow for a majority of postUlated breaks 
would pass down through at least one grating, where the flows would erode larger debris 
trapped on the gratings directly below the break-a situation less likely in a PWR. Although 
condensate drainage could transport debris from surfaces, the quantities of debris transported 
would likely be much less than the quantities transported by spray drainage. 

The following methodology was designed specifically to analyze debris transport within the 
volunteer-plant containments; however, it is also directly applicable to several other containment 
designs, and it can be modified to tailor the methodology to any other PWR design. The best 
method for a particular plant will depend on the complexity of the containment design. If the 
containment has definitive upper and lower compartments that are separated by relatively few 
and narrow pathways, the analysis may be used to track debris transports in a manner similar to 
the DDTS analysis. Using an ice-condenser plant as an example, the containments were 
designed specifically to channel break flow through the ice banks to the dome region. This 
generally means that the connecting flow pathways between the lower and upper containments 
include the ice banks, small air-circulation return pathways, (needed to establish post-blowdown 
air circulation through the ice banks), and refueling-pool drains. Debris capture through the ice 
banks could be substantial. In addition, a large fraction of the small and fine debris would be 
blown into the dome region, where substantial quantities could be retained, even with the CSs 
operating. 

The analysis here would focus on debris capture in the ice banks during blowdown and on 
debris retention in the upper compartment during the spray washdown process to identify debris 
transported from the lower containment and not likely to return there. Some plants would have a 
flooded outer annulus in which debris deposited in that pool would be less likely to transport 
from that pool to the sump pool. A conservative estimate of the maximum debris quantities that 
would be expected to transport to the sump pool can be made by subtracting masses of debris 
retained at various locations from the generation totals. 
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The design of the volunteer-plant containments is more complex than an ice-condenser design, 
from a debris-transport point of view; that is, the lower and upper regions of the containment are 
less well defined and are connected by several different pathways, thereby making it difficult to 
detennine the motion of air and stearn flows and the transport of debris. Certainly, system-level •
codes such as MELCOR can model the progression of break flows throughout the containment; 
however, the input model for the volunteer plant would have to be rather detailed to follow the 
flows through all of the lower levels in the containment. The modeling detail must include all of 
the levels and rooms and separate sprayed areas from non-sprayed areas. The model would 
need to simulate all of the connecting flow pathways, such as stairwells, equipment hatches, 
and doorways. A detailed thermal-hydraulics analysis was not perfonned for the volunteer-plant 
analysis. 

The transport and deposition of insulation debris cannot be simulated realistically using a 
thennal-hydraulics computer code that incorporates aerosol transport models. The primary 
mode of debris capture during the violent primary-system depressurization is inertial capture. 
The available models for inertial capture are based on data taken for rather simple geometries 
(e.g., a bend in a pipe). Inertial capture in the complex geometry of containments cannot be 
modeled reasonably using current codes. However, inertial capture can be detennined in 
specific parts of the containment. For example, at the volunteer plant, the personnel access 
doors between an SG compartment and the sump annulus have at least one goo bend. A 
LOCA, particularly a large LOCA, in an SG compartment would result in depressurization flows 
that would carry insulation debris through these doors with the flow. As the flow underwent the 
sharp bend, some types of debris would be deposited by inertia on the wall at the bend. The 
tests conducted at the Colorado Engineering Experiment Station, Inc. (CEESI) demonstrated an 
average inertial capture fraction for fibrous debris of 170/0 at such a bend if the surface were 
wetted, and analysis has shown that surfaces within the containment likely would build a filmy 
layer of condensation rapidly. Because the CSs do not impinge on these wall surfaces, the 
debris would remain attached to those surfaces. In this situation, small amounts of debris can •be removed from the equation, thereby lowering the transport fraction. Perhaps many of these 
types of definable captures can add up to a significant reduction in the transport fraction. Again, 
the size of that reduction would depend somewhat on both the geometry/conditions and the 
depth of the analysis. 

The basic idea of the mechanics of this methodology is to look for such reductions 
systematically. The demonstration of this methodology in this volunteer-plant analysis assumed 
a large LOCA occurred inside SG compartment number 1 (SG1) of the containment. Figure IX-1 
illustrates this methodology in the general sense. The idea is first to estimate the blowdown 
dispersal of the debris until all of the debris is associated with some surface area. Then the 
likelihood of debris remaining on each of these surfaces during washdown is estimated or 
jUdged. For example, debris deposited onto a surface that has been impacted by the CSs is 
much more likely to transport than debris deposited onto surfaces that have been wetted only by 
condensate. 

As with the DOTS, the debris for transport must first be categorized according to type and size 
according to transport properties so that the transport of each type of debris can be analyzed 
independently. All insulation located within the break-region ZOI is assumed to be damaged to 
some extent. These categories and their properties are the SUbject of Section VI.3.2. 

The containment free volume in the volunteer plant was subdivided into many regions based on 
geometry and the locations of the CSs. The volume region containing the postulated LOCA was 
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analyzed separately and first. For SG1, a MELCOR simulation of only the break compartment 
was used to determine the distribution of flows exiting that compartment (Le., the fraction of flow 
going upward into the dome as opposed to the fraction entering the lower levels through 
personnel access doors). Debris capture within SG1 was based on such considerations as flows 
through gratings and flows making sharp bends (see Section VI.3.3.1). In each region, debris 
capture would deposit debris onto the ''floor'' or "other" surfaces, based on surface areas and 
judgment regarding whether debris was deposited by settling or by another mechanism. Floor 
surfaces were treated separately because these surfaces would collect and drain spray water 
differently from vertical surfaces, for example, and because debris that gravitationally settles 
would deposit onto horizontal surfaces. These surfaces were divided further according to their 
exposure to spray and condensate moisture. All surfaces would collect condensate. The sprays 
would impact some surfaces directly, and others simply would be washed by the process of 
spray drainage. Debris entrained by spray-drainage water could become captured a second 
time as the drainage fell from one level to another. 

Because the chart illustrated in Figure IX-1 would become unreasonably large if it were 
developed for the entire volunteer-plant containment, another approach was used. The process 
was handled using an equation-format model (described in Figure IX-1), with the input entered 
into data arrays. 

Surr-� 5econdery IDebris Sump BnNlk Debris Size Volume Region Exposure Prlmery cepture! Orlentlltlon� capture Pool 
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rrransPOrted Small Debris 
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Small Floor 5Drav trransDOrted I 

r ransDOrted Small Debris 
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Eroded TransDorted Fine Debris 

Capture 

Drainaae Caoture 
11 ransDOrted I 
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Large� I� 
I� 

Intact� I 
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• Figure IX-1. Example of a Section of a Debris-Transport Chart. 
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VI.3.2 Debris-Size categorization 

The types of insulation used inside the volunteer-plant containments include fiberglass 
insulation,' RMI, and stainless-steel-encapsulated Min-K insulation at -13.4%, 85.7%, and 
0.9%, respectively [NUREGlCR-6762, Vol. 2, 2002]. Although a majority of the insulation within •
these containments is RMI, the fibrous insulation more likely would cause blockage of the sump. 
First of all, the RMI debris would transport less easily than the fibrous debris (i.e., it takes a 
faster flow of water to move RMI debris than it does for fibrous debris). In addition, it takes 
substantially more RMI debris on the sump screens to block the flow effectively through the 
screens than it does for fibrous debris. Although the Min-K debris, in combination with the 
fibrous debris, could create substantial head losses on the screen, the inventory of the Min-K in 
the containments is relatively low. Therefore, the primary focus in this analysis was on the 
transport of fibrous debris, with the transport of RMI and Min-K estimated more crudely. 

The difficulties associated with determining debris-size distributions to represent the LOCA
generated debris are (1) the limited debris-generation data and (2) the need to determine the 
characteristics of the LOCA jet (i.e., the size of the ZOI and volumes within specific pressure 
isobars). The limitations in the debris-generation data must be handled by skewing the 
integration of size fractions conservatively over the ZOI toward the smaller debris sizes; the 
more limited the data, the more conservative the integration. The determination of the jet 
characteristics for a PWR jet is a relatively straightforward analysis; but those characteristics 
unfortunately were not yet available for use in this report. Because, debris-size distributions are 
necessary to determine estimates for the overall transport of debris to the sump pool, 
assumptions were made to provide distributions that were suitable to illustrate the transport 
methodology. Therefore: 

Neither the debrla-slze distributions !!2! the overall transport fractions In this report are 
valid for plant-speclflc evaluations. •
However, the transport fractions for specific debris-size classes are considered to be valid for 
the volunteer plant. 

VI.3.2.1 Fibrous Insulation Debris-Size categorization 

All insulation located within the break-region ZOI is assumed to be damaged to some extent. 
The damage could range from slight damage (insulation erosion occurring through a rip in the 
blanket cover) that leaves the blanket attached to its piping to the total destruction of a blanket 
(with its insulation reduced to small or very fine debris). For the purposes of this analysis, all of 
the insulation within the ZOI was considered to be debris. The fibrous debris was categorized 
into one of four categories based on transport properties so that the transport of each type of 
debris could be analyzed independently. These categories and their properties are shown in 
Table IX-1. 

The primary difference between the two smaller and two larger categories was whether the 
debris was likely to pass through a grating that is typical of those found in nuclear power plants. 
This criterion also was used in the DOTS analysis. Thus, fines and small pieces pass through 
gratings but large and intact pieces do not. The fines and small pieces are much more 

'The type (or types) of flbergIass insulation used in the volunteer-plant containments has yet to be detennined. This 
analysis assumes that the fiberglass is LDFG. 
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• 
transportable than the large debris. The fines were then distinguished from the small pieces 
because the fines would tend to remain in suspension in the sump pool, even under relatively 
quiescent conditions, whereas the small pieces would tend to sink. Furthermore, the fines 
tended to transport slightly more as an aerosol in the containment-air/steam flows and were 
slower to settle than the small pieces when airflow turbulence decreased. The CEESI tests 
illustrated that when an LDFG blanket was completely destroyed, 15% to 25% of the insulation 
was in the form of very fine debris (Le., debris too fine to collect readily by hand). 

The distinguishing difference between the large and intact debris was whether the blanket 
covering was still protecting the fibrous insulation. The primary reason for this distinction was 
whether the CSs could further erode the insulation material. 

• 
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Table IX·1. Debris-Size Categories and their Capture and Retention Properties 

Fraction SizeVariable 

OF� Fines 

Os� Small 
Pieces 

OL� Large 
Pieces 

Description 

Individual 
fibers or small 
groups of 
fibers. 

Pieces of 
debris that 
easily pass 
through 
gratings. 

Pieces of 
debris that do 
not easily 
pass through 
gratings. 

Alrbom.8eftatJtW;,,", :' - ,," .. " .. ,. .lJ{·<·~~ ~., 

. '.".:> :"'CdO~;  .":;;J " .... ,
;. l' ., • ~ •� ."<.....' " " '. , . .I "',.. 

Readily moves with 
airflows and slow to 
settle out of air, even 
after completion of 
blowdown. 

Readily moves with 
depressurization 
airflows and tends to 
settle out when 
airflows slow. 

Transports with 
dynamic 
depressurization 
flows but generally Is 
stopped by gratings. 

Easily remains 
suspended in water, 
even relatively 
quiescent water. 

Readily sinks In hot 
water, then transports 
along the floor when 
flow velocities and 
pool turbulence are 
sufficient. Subject to 
subsequent erosion 
by flow water and by 
turbulent pool 
agitation. 

Readily sinks In hot 
water and can 
transport along the 
floor at faster flow 
velocities. SUbject to 
subsequent erosion 
by flow water and by 
turbulent pool 
agitation. 

- . 
,� 'J"';,. ", . ;~t~'  

Inertial impaction 
Diffusiophoresls 
Diffusion 
Gravitational 
settling� 

Spray washout� 

Inertial Impaction 
Gravitational 
settling 

Spray washout 

Trapped by� 
structures (e.g.,� 
gratings)� 

Gravitational� 
settling� 

.....'....., ... 

.'� ··ttiWItJdri 
«. r� " .:. <~  _ •• , , 

Must be deposited onto 
surface that is not 
subsequently sUbjected to 
ess or to spray drainage. 
Natural-clrculatlon airflow 
likely will transport residual 
airborne debris Into a 
sprayed region. Retention 
In qUiescent pools without 
significant flow through the 
pool may be possible. 

Must be deposited onto 
surface that Is not 
subsequently subjected to 
high rates of ess or to 
substantial drainage of 
spray water. Retention in 
qUiescent pools (e.g., 
reactor cavity). Subject to 
subsequent erosion. 

Must be either firmly 
captured by structure or on 
a floor where spray 
drainage and/or pool flow 
velocities are not sufficient 
to move the object. Subject 
to SUbsequent erosion. 
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Fraction I Size DeSCription.
Variable 

0, I Intact� Damaged but 
relatively 
intact pillows. 

.f· Af1 

Transports with 
dynamic 
depressurization 
flows, stopped by a 
grating, or may even 
remain attached to 
its piping. 

•� 
Readily sinks in hot 
water and can 
transport along the 
floor at faster flow 
velocities. Assumed to 
be still encased in its 
cover, thereby not 
subject to significant 
subsequent erosion 
by flow water and by 
turbulent pool 
agitation. 

Trapped by 
structures (e.g., 
gratings) 

Gravitational 
settling 

Not detached 
from piping 

•� 
Must be either firmly 
captured by structure or on 
a floor where spray 
drainage and/or pool flow 
velocities are not sufficient 
to move the object. Intact 
debris subsequently would 
not erode because of its 
encasement. 
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The volume (or mass) distribution, Dj , of the four categories of insulation debris was estimated 

first. This estimate assumed that the fibrous insulation within the ZOI was uniformly distributed 
and that the distribution must add up to one, as •

N",..

ID; =1 , 
;=1 

where 

D j =the fraction of total debris that is type i. 

The volume of each category of debris is simply the distribution fraction multiplied by the total 
volume of insulation within the ZOI. In debris-transport analysis, volumes of fibrous debris have 
been used interchangeably with mass on the basis that the density is that of the undamaged (as 
fabricated) insulation. Certainly the density would be altered by the destruction of the insulation 
and again when the debris became water saturated. For example, the physical volume of debris 
on the screen must include the actual density of the debris on the screen as 

where 

~ = the volume of debris of type i and� 

VZOI = the total volume of insulation contained within the ZOI.� 

The estimation of the debris-size distribution must be based on experimental data. When •
sufficient data are available, the following analytical model illustrates how the fraction of fine and 
small debris can be estimated from that data. Using the spherical ZOI destruction model, the 
fraction of the ZOI insulation that becomes type-i debris is given by the following integration: 

where 

F; = the fraction of debris of type I ; 

g j (r) = the radial destruction distribution for debris of type I; 

r = the radius from the break in the spherical ZOI model; and 
rZOI = the outer radius of the ZOI. 

Typical test data provide an estimate of the damage to insulation samples at selected distances 
from the test jet nozzle (i.e., the size distribution of the resultant debris). The jet pressure at the 
target is determined from test pressure measurements, suitable analytical models, or both. 
Thus, the size distribution as a function of the jet pressure is obtained. The volume associated 
with a particular level of destruction is determined by estimating the volume within a particular 
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pressure isobar within the jet [Le., any insulation located within this pressure isobar would be 
damaged to the extent (or greater) associated with that pressure]. The isobar volumes then are 
converted to the equivalent spherical volumes; thus, the debris-size distribution is associated 
with the spherical radius (Le., g i (r). The distribution would be specific to a particular kind of 

insulation, jacketing, jacketing seam orientation, and banding. 

To demonstrate the transport methodology completely, it was assumed that the fibrous 
insulation used in the volunteer-plant containments was LDFG insulation, for which significant 
data are available to predict the LOCA-generated size distribution. The most extensive debris
generation data for LDFG insulation are the data from the BWR Owners' Group (BWROG) air
jet impact tests (A.lITs) [NEDO-32686, 1996]. These data, combined with the jet characteristics 
of a PWR LOCA, could result in a realistic LOCA size distribution; however, the PWR jet 
characteristics were not available at the time of this writing. 

The development of a suitable size distribution for the purposes of demonstrating this 
methodology follows. For fibrous debris, the BWROG correlated the fraction of the original 
insulation that became fine debris with the distance from the jet nozzle and then crudely 
estimated the ZOI destruction fractions for specific types of insulation. The fine debris in the 
BWROG analysis correlates with the combined fine and small debris of Table IX-1. 

• 
For the NUKONTM insulation debris-both jacketed and unjacketed insulation-the BWROG 
recommended in its Utility Resolution Guidance (URG) the assumption that 23% of the 
insulation within the ZOI be considered in the strainer head-loss evaluations during the 
resolution of the BWR strainer blockage issue. Applying this recommendation to this analysis 
means that 23% of the ZOI would be distributed between the fine and small debris and that the 
remaining 77% would be distributed between the large and intact debris. The NRC reviewed the 
BWROG recommendations and documented its findings in a safety evaluation report (SER) 
[NRC-SER-URG, 1998]. Although the NRC had some reservations regarding the BWROG's 
method for determining the debris fractions, the NRC believed the debris fractions to be 
conservative primarily because the blanket seams were arranged in the AJITs to maximize the 
destruction of the blankets. 

Whereas the BWROG's recommendations were based on AJITs, more recent testing using two
phase jet impact testing indicated the need for somewhat higher small-debris fractions than did 
the AJIT data (refer to the staff evaluation of GR, Section 3.4.2.2 in this report, for the evaluation 
of the two-phase jet concern). Ontario Power Generation (OPG) of Canada conducted these 
debris-generation tests [OPG, 2001]. A comparison of the AJIT and the OPG tests was 
discussed in a report [NUREG/CR-6762, Vol. 3, 2002] that was supporting the PWR parametric 
evaluation [NUREG/CR-6762, Vol. 1, 2002]. This comparison illustrated the potential for more 
small debris to be generated by a two-phase jet than was supported by the A..IIT data. For the 
parametric evaluation, the qualitative conclusion of comparing these two sets of test data was 
that the small debris fraction should be increased from the BWROG's recommendation. An 
engineering judgment was used to increase the recommended destruction fraction for small 
debris from 23% to 33%. The remaining 67% of the insulation would be assumed to be large 
debris either exposed or enclosed in its covering material. 

For this analysis, the small-debris fraction of 33% that was used in the parametric evaluation 
was split to accommodate the fine- and small-debris categories of this analysis. The analysis of 
the AJIT testing performed at CEESI to support the DOTS determined that whenever entire 

• 
blankets were completely destroyed, 15% to 25% of the insulation was too fine to collect by 
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hand.· Complete destruction here means that nearly all of the insulation was either fine or small 
pieces. In any case, the 15% to 25% of the blanket (an average of 20%) can be considered fine 
debris for the purposes of this analysis. For this analysis, it was assumed that 20% of the 33%
small-debris fraction was fine debris (i.e., 0.2 x 0.33 =0.066). Therefore, 7% of the ZOI 
insulation was estimated to be destroyed into fine debris, leaving 26% for the small-piece • 
debris. 

In a similar manner, the parametric evaluation of the 67%-large-debris fraction was split in this 
analysis to accommodate the large and intact debris categories. In DOTS analysis, based on 
the AJIT data, 40% of the blanket insulation was assumed to remain covered. The DOTS 
assumption of 40% was accepted for the covered (intact) debris fraction for this analysis. 
However, that number had to be adjusted downward to account for the increase in the small
debris fraction from 23% to SSOk (i.e., 0.67/0.n x 0.4 = 0.35). Therefore, 35% of the ZOI 
insulation was considered to be intact debris, leaving 32% for the exposed large-piece debris. 
The debris category distribution for fibrous debris assumed in this analysis is summarized in 
Table IX-2. 

Table IX-2. Flbrous-Debris-Category Distribution 
~~~'_.. ...... ~,• ",,""""'~l,.~~...~ "'J"" '1,.;.-;;0 -"-~ 

;~~..~ '.'"~ ~1~:~~~~~~."":·' ~~." .~::.::~:.~:.~. 
Fines 7% 

Small Pieces 26% 

Large Pieces 32% 

Intact 35% •
VI.3.2.2 RMllnsulation Debris-Size Categorization 

In the volunteer-plant containments, the RMI insulation is made of stainless steel. TPI 
manufactured the insulation around the reactor vessel. Diamond Power Specialty Company 
(DPSC) manufactured all of the other RMI inside the containments and marketed it as DPSC 
MIRRORTM insulation. Furthermore, the insulation panels generally are held in place simply by 
buckling the panels together (i.e., an absence of bands on most panels). Because the reactor 
vessel insulation is shielded from a postulated jet impingement for the most part, LOCA
generated RMI debris would consist primarily of the DPSC type. The threshold jet-impingement 
pressure required to damage DPSC MIRRORTM insulation with standard bands was estimated 
by the BWROG [NEDO-32686, 1996] and accepted by the NRC [NRC-SER-URG, 1998] as 
4 psi; these data should be applicable to the volunteer-plant RMI. Therefore, some debris could 
be formed from any insulation subjected to a differential of 4 psi or greater, but the extent of 
damage would depend on the magnitude of the pressure. Insulation that is closer to the break 
would be destroyed completely and form small pieces of debris, whereas insulation farther from 
the break may remain nearly intact. A size distribution is needed for the transport analysis. Data 
from two experimental programs provide limited information on the extent of destruction that 

• This debris either was blown through the fine-mesh screen at the end of the test chamber and lost from the facility or 
was deposited onto surfaces inside the chamber in such a (ispersed manner that it could be collected only by hosing 
down the walls and structures. 
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would occur in this type of RMI insulation. These programs were (1) the Siemens Karlstein tests 
[SEA-95-970-01-A:2, 1996], and (2) the BWROG AJIT [NEDO-32686, 1996]. 

Swedish Nuclear Utilities conducted metallic insulation jet impact tests at the Siemens AG 
Power Generation Grou KWU test facility in Karlstein am Main, Germany 

. During this test program, the US NRC conducted a single RMI 
debris-generation test to obtain debris-generation data and debris samples that are 
representative of RMI used in US plants. The NRC test sample was provided by the DPSC. The 
NRC-sponsored test was performed with a high-pressure blast of two-phase water/steam flow 
from a pressurized vessel connected to a target mount by a blowdown line with a double-rupture 
disk. The target was mounted directly on a device designed to simulate a double-ended 
guillotine break (DEGB) such that the discharge impinged the inner surface of the RMI target as 
it would an insulation cassette surrounding a postulated pipe break. Most of the RMI debris was 
recovered and analyzed with respect to size distribution. The overall size distribution for the total 
recovered debris mass is shown in Figure IX-2, and a photograph of the recovered RMI debris 
is shown in Figure IX-3. This debris sample is likely typical of debris formed from the RMI 
cassettes nearest the break. 
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Figure IX-2. Size Distribution of Recovered RMI Debris• 
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Figure 1X-3. RMI Debris Observed In Siemens Steam-Jet Impact Tests. 

The BWROG-sponsored tests conducted at CEESI examined the failure characteristics of 
various types of insulation materials when subjected to jet impingement forces. CEESI has 
compressed-air facilities that provided choked nozzle airflow. This airflow was directed at 
insulation samples mounted inside a test chamber that did not pressurize significantly but 
retained most of the insulation debris for subsequent analysis. The varietY of insulation 
materials tested included samples of the stainless-steel OPSC MIRROR"" insulation. The test 
samples were mounted at various distances from the nozzle, thereby subjecting similar samples 
to varying damage pressures. In this manner, the test data were used to estimate the threshold 
pressure required to damage this type of insulation. The data also provided information 
regarding the size distribution of the resulting debris. The formation of debris was dependent on 
the separation of the outer sheath, which in tum depended on the type, number, and placement 
of the supporting bands. The data used herein were for stainless-steel OPSC MIRROR"" 
cassettes mounted either with standard bands or without bands; therefore, these data are •
conservative with respect to data for cassettes mounted with even stronger banding. The 
recorded debris-generation data separated the quantities of debris into several distinct size 
groupings. For this transport analysis, the debris was grouped into three size groups: (1) debris 
generally smaller than 2 in. in size, (2) debris larger than 2 in. but smaller than 6 in., and (3) all 
RMI pieces larger than 6 in. (including both debris and relatively intact insulation cassettes). 
Figure IX-4 shows the fractions of the collected debris for the two finer groups as a function of 
the damage pressure on the cassette; all other insulation either remained relatively intact or 
formed debris larger than -6 in. 

The BWROG data describe the damage to stainless-steel DPSC MIRROR"" insulation 
(standard banding) when subjected to jet pressures of up to 120 psi. The NRC-sponsored 
Siemens test demonstrates the complete destruction of stainless-steel OPSC MIRROR"" 
insulation when impacted by the highest jet pressure near the break. A gap exists in the data 
between 120 psi and the higher pressure near the jet. The damage to the RMI within the ZOI 
was estimated using the spherical equivalent volume method in conjunction with BWR-specific 
data (Le., volumes with specific pressure isobars). The BWROG analysis that was provided to 
the utilities [NEDO-32686, 1996] was used to convert jet isobar volumes to equivalent spherical 
volumes. Furthermore, the outer radius of the equivalent sphere was assumed to be 120 (Le., 
12 times the diameter of the pipe break), which corresponds to an insulation destruction 
pressure of 4 psi for a BWR radial offset DEGB. The resultant size distribution can 
demonstrate the overall transport methodology fully but Is not suitable for PWR plant
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•� 
specific analyses. The BWROG data were applied when the impact pressure was <120 psi;� 
the Siemens data were conservatively applied when the impact pressure was>130 psi 
(insulation totally destroyed), and a linear extrapolation was applied between 120 and 130 psi. 
The data shown in Figure IX-2 indicates that when the insulation is totally destroyed, -70% of 
the debris would be <-2 in. in size and the remaining 30% would be between 2 and 6 in. in size. 
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Figure IX-4. Relative Damage of Stainless-Steel DPSC MIRRORTM Insulation. 

Because of variability and uncertainty in debris-generation estimates, as well as the use of 
BWR-specific jet characteristics, it is prudent to enhance the fractions for the finer groups of 
debris, noting that the smaller debris would transport more easily than would the larger debris. 
One uncertainty is the fact that the BWROG data were generated using an air jet, whereas the 
postulated accident would involve a two-phase steamlwater jet; the comparison of two-phase 
and air test data has indicated that a two-phase jet could generate finer debris than could an air 
jet. To make the debris-generation estimates more conservative to compensate for variability 
and uncertainty in the estimates, the fractions for the two fines size groups were increased by 
50%. The spherical volume damage estimates with and without the 50% increase are shown in 
Table IX-3. 
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<2 in. 14% 21% 

Between 2 and 6 in. 8% 12% 

>6 in. 78% 67% 

VI.3.2.3 Min-K Insulation Debris-Size Categorization 

In locations where insulation thickness was a specific concem, such as pipe-whip-restraint 
locations, fully encapsulated Min-K insulation was used instead of the usual RMI insulation. 
Containment-wide, -0.9% of the insulation is Min-K. Although the potential quantities of Min-K 
debris would be substantially smaller than corresponding quantities of fibrous or RMI debris, a 
small amount of Min-K particulate debris could contribute more significantly than RMI debris to 
sump-screen head loss. In particular, Min-K debris dust would contribute to the particulate load 
in the debris bed when combined with the fibrous debris on the screens. Min-K is a thermo
ceramic insulation (also referred to as a particulate insulation) that is made of microporous 
material. The particulate insulations include calcium silicate, asbestos, Unibestos, Microtherm, 
and gypsum board. Test data have demonstrated that microporous particulate, combined with 
fibrous debris, creates a debris bed that can cause relatively high head losses across that bed. 
This head loss is over and above the corresponding head loss associated with more ordinary 
particulate, such as corrosion products. The most notable of the particulate insulation types has 
been calcium silicate. 

Umited debris-generation data exist for the microporous insulations, and most of the available •
data were obtained for calcium silicate. No debris-generation data were available for Min-K 
insulation. The primary source of calcium silicate debris-generation data are test data from tests 
conducted by the OPG [NUREGlCR-6762, Vol. 3, 2002]. These tests involved impacting 
aluminum-jacketed calcium silicate insulation targets with a two-phase water/steam jet. The size 
distribution data are shown in Figure IX-5. 

Even if it is assumed that Min-K behaves similarly to calcium silicate with regard to debris 
generation, the OPG data cover only a limited range of damage pressures. Integrating the 
damage over the spherical ZOI requires a conservative extrapolation to a full range of 
pressures. The ZOI for Min-K corresponds to a destruction pressure of 4 psi, based on the 
BWROG guidance to utilities. At high pressures, the conservative extrapolation should assume 
that complete destruction of the insulation occurs (i.e., all of the insulation is pulverized to dust). 
At lower pressures, the damage fractions of the lowest pressures tested would be extended out 
to the ZOI boundary. This crude conservative extrapolation indicates that about half of the 
insUlation should be considered dust. In addition to the conservative extrapolation, the debris
generation fraction is conservative with respect to the jacket seam angle relative to the jet. The 
seams in the test data shown in Figure IX-5 were oriented toward maximum damage. In reality, 
the seams within the ZOI likely would be distributed more randomly with respect to the jet; 
therefore, many of the jackets would provide more protection for the Min-K than is indicated by 
the OPG data. On the other hand, applying data for calcium silicate to Min-K insulation 
introduces substantial uncertainty. 
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Figure IX-5. Debris-Size Distributions for OPG Calcium Silicate Tests. 

Another source of uncertainty is the location of the minimal quantities of Min-K insulation with 
respect to the break. A key assumption of the ZOI integration is a uniform distribution of 
insulation within the ZOI. However, with so little Min-K insulation inside the volunteer-plant 
containments, all damaged Min-K insulation could be located preferentially near or far from the 
break. Therefore, all Min-K insulation could be destroyed totally or only slightly damaged. 
Another source of uncertainty that has not been assessed experimentally is the subsequent 
erosion of the Min-K debris by the CSs. In light of these uncertainties, it is conservative and 
prudent to assume that all of the Min-K insulation inside a ZOI would be pulverized to dust. 

VI.3.3 Blowdown Debris Transport 

The break region, SG1, would be the source of all insulation debris and would be subject to the 
most violent of the containment flows, and the primary debris capture mechanism in this region 
would be inertial capture. For these reasons, the transport of debris within the region of the pipe 
break likely should be solved separately from that of the rest of the containment. The 
methodology is described for fibrous-debris transport but also was applied to RMI debris in a 
similar manner. 

VI.3.3.1 Break-Region Dispersion and Capture 

The first step in determining the dispersal of debris near the debris-generation source was to 
determine the distribution of the break flow from the region-specifically, the fractions of the flow 
directed to the dome versus other locations. This determination was accomplished using the 
containment thermal-hydraulics code MELCOR. The containment was designed to force 
reactor-coolant-system (RCS) break effluents upward through the open tops of the SG 
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compartments and into the dome. Figure IX-6 shows the nodalization diagram for the break
region MELCOR calculation. 

The LOCA-generated debris that was not captured within the region of the break would be 
carried away from the break region by the break flows. The primary capture mechanism near •
the break would be inertial capture or entrapment by a structure such as a grating. The break
region flow that occurred immediately after the initiation of the break would be much too violent 
to allow debris simply to settle to the floor of the region. 

The inertial capture of fine and small debris occurs when a flow changes directions, such as 
flows through the doorways from the SG compartments into the sump-level annular space. 
These flows must make at least one goo bend through these doorways, and these surfaces 
would be wetted by stearn condensation as well as by the liquid portion of the break effluence. 
Debris-transport experiments conducted at CEESI [NUREGlCR-6369-2, 1999] demonstrated an 
average capture fraction of 17% for fine debris and small debris that make a goo bend at a 
wetted surface. Other bends in the flow would occur as the break effluents interacted with 
equipment and walls. 

The platform gratings within the SG compartments would capture substantial debris, even 
though the gratings do not extend across the entire compartment. The CEESI debris-transport 
tests demonstrated that an average of 28% of the fine and small debris was captured when the 
airflow passed through the first wetted grating that it encountered and that an average of 24% 
was captured at the second grating. By definition, the large and intact debris would be trapped 
completely by a grating. In addition, equipment such as beams and pipes was shown to capture 
fine and small debris. In the CEESI tests, the structural maze in the test section captured an 
average of 9% of the debris passing through the maze. 

To evaluate the transport and capture within the break region, the evaluation must be separated 
into many smaller problems that are amenable to resolution. This separation can be •�accomplished using a Iogic-dlart approach that is similar to the approach developed for the 
resolution of the BWR-strainer-blockage issue [NUREGlCR-6369-1, 1999]. The chart for a 
LOCA in the volunteer-plant SG1 is shown in Figure IX-7 and is based on the MELCOR 
nodalization diagram in Figure IX-6. This chart tracks the progress of small debris from the pipe 
break (Volume V12) until the debris is assumed to be captured or is transported beyond the 
compartment. Because SGs 1 and 4 are joined at two locations, the compartments were 
combined into one model (i.e., a LOCA in SG1 will discharge to the containment through SG4 
as well). 

The questions across the top of the chart, shown in figure IX-7.. altemate among volume - Fonna 
capture, flow split, and junction capture as the debris-transport prOcess prOgreSses throu-g-h the - ~'~~. --  Delete 
nodalization scheme. The nodalization scheme was constructed to place the gratings at junction 
boundaries. The first chart question (header) after the initiator asks how much debris would be 

" " 

Fonna 
notche 

captured in Volume V12, where the LOCA was postulated to occur. The evaluation of this 
question involves simply estimating the fraction of small debris that was deposited by inertia 

Fonna 

near the pipe break; the remainder of the debris would be assumed to transport beyond this 
volume. The next question in the chart concerns a flow split (i.e., the distribution of the break 
flow going upward or downward from the break). The flow split is actually a debris split (i.e., how 
much debris goes in each direction). For fine- and small-piece debris, it is reasonable to assume 
that the debris split is approximated by the flow split. For large and intact-piece debris, the 
debris split may differ from the flow split, depending on the geometry. The third question 
concems the amount of the debris captured at the flow junction between two volumes. The two 
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• 
junctions in the third question represent gratings that extend partly across the compartment at 
two levels. The fourth question starts the cycle over again for the next set of volumes in the 
sequence. 

L.v.' '05 
J14 

To Dome 

Steam Generator 
Compartment 1 

V14 
Volume 

Number. 

L.y,I'" 

• 
Lly,I ••f 

To ~2 , 
Level 101 .' • Lev~~I-Ol-.~.L.V'",. • • 

Figure IX-6. Break-Region Nodalization. 

Once the distributions are inserted into the chart and the results are quantified, the results will 
indicate the distribution of captured debris within the compartments, as well as the debris 
transport from the compartments. The chart also will indicate where the debris that is 
transported from the SG compartments goes (e.g., to the dome or to the lower levels through 
access doorways). 
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VI.3.3.2 Dispersion and Capture throughout the Containment 

The debris dispersion model used to evaluate debris transport within the volunteer-plant 
containments estimated dispersion throughout the containment first by free volume and then by 
surface orientation within a volume region. Dispersion distributions were based first on actual 
volumes and areas and then were adjusted using weighting factors that were based on 
engineering judgment. 

VI.3.3.2.1 Dispersion by Region 

As the containment pressurizes following a LOCA, break flows carrying debris would enter all 
free volume within the containment. Larger debris would tend to settle out of the break flows as 
the flow slowed down after leaving the break region. However, the fine and smaller debris more 
likely would remain entrained so that fine and small debris would be distributed more uniformly 
throughout the containment. Certainly, the distribution would not be completely uniform because 
of debris being captured along the way, which is the reason for the weighting factors. 

First, the containment free volume was subdivided into volume regions. This subdivision was 
based on geometry (Le., floor levels and walls) and on the location of CSs. Specifically, areas 
where deposited debris likely would not be entrained by the CSs were separated from areas 
that were impacted by the sprays. Some areas that were not actually sprayed still could be 
washed by the drainage of spray water as the water worked its way down through the 
containment structures. Areas where debris could be deposited without subsequently being 
washed downward by the sprays and the spray drainage could reduce the estimated transport 
fractions. 

The total free volume of the containment is the sum of the free volumes for all of the volume 
regions. The volunteer-plant containment free volume was subdivided into a total of 24 volume 
regions (J = 24) as 

J 

Vean, = IVc j� 
j=l� 

where 

Vean, = the total free volume of the containment; 

Vc j = the free volume in containment region j, and 

J = the number of volume regions. 

The following equations define the dispersion model; 

vI,).=FI,). D.I VZ01 ' 

where 

Vi,j = the volume of debris-type i located in region j; 

Fi,j = the fraction of debris-type i deposited in region j during blowdown; 
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D; = the fraction of total debris-type ;, and� 

VZOI = the total volume of insulation contained within the ZOL� 

For fibrous debris, the numbering system is ; =1, 2, 3, and 4 for fines, small pieces, large •
pieces, and intact debris, respectively. 

The volume dispersion distribution must add up to one, as 

J

L F;,j = 1 (for each I) . 
j=l 

The break region was designated as Region 1 (i.e., j =1 and F;,1 =F;.bteIIkl, and the methodology 
for the break-region dispersion fraction was provided in Section VJ.3.3.1. The remaining 
distribution fractions were estimated using the following volume and engineering judgment 
weighted distribution: 

, , WC;,j VCj� 
F;,j(j_l) = (1- F;.J-itk ) -J-~_:"'-

L WC;,j VC j 
j-2 

where 

WCi,j = the weighting factor based on engineering judgment. 

If all of the WC;,j were set to one, then the distribution would be simply a volume-weighted •distribution. 

For large and intact pieces, many of these weighting values WC;,j were set to zero to reflect the 

fact that large and intact debris likely would not transport into many of the lower-level volume 
regions. It is anticipated that most of the large and intact debris would reside in the break-region 
volume, sump-pool volume, containment-dome volume, or refueling area. 

The substantial quantities of debris transported into the dome subsequently would tend to either 
fall out of the atmosphere or be washed out by the CSs. About half of this debris would be 
deposited onto the Level 905 floors that are associated with the dome. However, the other half 
would fall below this level, thereby entering other volume regions. The volume distribution 
function F;~j is modified as follows to account for debris fallout between regions: 

F. . =F.'. + T F.'2 ' I,} I,} } I, 

where 

Tj = the fraction of debris (type independent) located in the dome that subsequently falls 

or washes to region j. 
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The values of Tj are based on the opening areas into regions below the dome (e.g., the cross

sectional area of the SG compartments divided by the total cross-sectional area of the 
containment provides the values for debris that is falling into an SG compartment). The value for 
a region receiving no debris from dome fallout would be zero. Note that the dome volume region 
was designated Region 2; therefore, the value for region 2 (Le., Tz ) must be negative to remove 

debris from Region 2: 

J 

Tz =- L Tj(j~z) 
j=1 

VI.3.3.2.2 Dispersion by Surface Orientation and Exposure 

Once the debris was dispersed to a volume region, it was assumed to have been deposited 
within that region. Some residual fine debris could remain airborne in regions that are not 
impacted by the sprays; however, the total quantity of this residual airborne debris was not 
expected to be significant. 

The surface area within each volume region was subdivided into six subsections. These 
subsections reflect both the differing surface orientations and their exposure to moisture. The 
floors were separated from all of the other surfaces because the floors would receive the 
gravitationally settled debris and the other surfaces could be flooded partially by spray drainage. 
The spray water would not accumulate on the other surfaces, which include the walls, ceilings, 
and equipment. 

Three surface exposures or moisture conditions were considered in the analysis: surfaces 
wetted directly by the ess, surfaces not directly sprayed but washed by spray drainage (most 
likely floor surfaces), and surfaces wetted only by steam condensation. All surfaces likely would 
be wetted by condensation. The surface exposure determined how likely debris that was 
deposited onto that particular surface subsequently would be transported by the flow of water. 

These areas were described by the following three-dimensional array: 

Aj,k,l = area for volume region j, orientation k, and exposure I. 

All of the area within a particular volume region then would be 

2 3 

Aj = L L Aj,k" 
k=1 1=1 

The numbering system is k = 1 and 2 for ''floor'' and "other" surfaces, respectively, and 1= 1, 2, 
and 3, for condensate, spray, and drainage exposures, respectively. 

The surface-area distribution fractions were estimated using the follOWing area and engineering 
judgment weighted distribution: 
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Wi,j,kJ Aj,kJ 
fi,j,k.,1 = -2~~3~-~--

L L Wi,j,kJ A j,kJ 
1=1 1=1 • 

where 

fi.j,k,1 = the fraction of debris-type; deposited within volume region j that was 

deposited onto surface Ie. t, and 
wi•j •U = the weighting factor based on engineering judgment for debris-type; deposited 

within volume region j that was deposited onto surface k, I. 

An equivalent expression for h.j,k,J is 

- wi.j,k,J g j,k,J� 
/.i.j,k,J - 2 3� 

L L Wi,j,k,J g j,k,J 
i-I I-I 

where 

A.,k,J-}g j,k,J -~ 
} 

The fractions summed within a particular volume region and for a particular debris type must 
add up to one: •2 3 

LLfi.j,k,J = 1 
i ..1 1",1 

If all of the wi.j,k,J were set to one, then the distribution would be simply an area-weighted 

distribution. If all the wi.j,k,J were set to zero for k =2 (Mother" surfaces), then all of the debris 

would be deposited on the floor, as likely would be the case for the large and intact debris. It is 
anticipated that most of the large and intact debris would reside on the floors in the break-region 
volume, sump pool volume, containment dome volume, or refueling area. In the SG 
compartment, much of the large debris stopped on the underside of a grating could fall back 
down after the depressurization flows SUbsided. 

The volume of debris on a particular surface is expressed by 

V . . L,J = /... L,J F . •
I,}... I.}... I.} 

D.
I 

V Z01 

V1.3.4 Washdown Debris Transport 

Debris that is deposited throughout the containment subsequently would be subject to potential 
washdown by the CSs, the drainage of the spray water to the sump pool, and (to a lesser 
extent) the drainage of condensate. Debris on surfaces that w<?uld be hit directly by CS would 
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be much more likely to transport with the flow of water than would debris on a surface that is 
wetted merely by condensation. The transport of debris entrained in spray water drainage is 
less easy to characterize. If the drainage flows were substantial and rapidly moving, the debris 
likely would transport with the water. However, at some locations, the drainage flow could slow 
and be shallow enough for the debris to remain in place. As drainage water dropped from one 
level to another, as it would through the floor drains, the impact of the water on the next lower 
level could splatter sufficiently to transport debris beyond the main flow of the drainage, thereby 
essentially capturing the debris a second time. In addition, the flow of water could erode the 
debris further, generating more of the very fine debris. These considerations must be factored 
into the analysis. The washdown processes are illustrated schematically in Figure IX-B. 

The drainage of spray water from the location of the spray heads down to the sump pool was 
evaluated. This evaluation, reported in Appendix A Appendix I?, provided insights for the 
transport analysis, such as identifying areas that were not impacted by the ess, the water 
drainage pathways, likely locations for drainage water to pool, and locations where drainage 
water plummets from one level to the next. 

VI.3.4.1 Debris Erosion during Washdown 

Experiments conducted in support of the DOTS analysis demonstrated that insulation debris 
could be eroded further by the flow of water. The primary concern of the DOTS analysis was 
LDFG debris that was deposited directly below the pipe break and therefore was inundated by 
the break overflow. Debris erosion in this case was substantial (Le., -9%/h at full flow). Debris 
erosion due to the impact of the sprays and spray drainage flows was certainly possible but was 
found to be much less significant. The DOTS study concluded that <1 % of the LDFG was 
eroded because of the ess. Debris erosion occurring because of condensation and condensate 
flow was neglected. Debris with its insulation still in its cover was not expected to erode further. 
For RMI debris, erosion was not a consideration. However, for a microporous insulation such as 
calcium silicate or Min-K, the washdown erosion has not been determined; it would be expected 
to be substantial and could potentially erode this type of debris completely into fine silt. 
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Figure IX-S. Schematic of Debris-Washdown Processes.. 
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Because the byproduct of the erosion process is more of the very fine and easily transportable 
debris, the process must be evaluated. All erosion products were assumed to transport to the 
sump pool. Recall that this debris would remain suspended in the sump pool until filtered from 
the flow at the sump screens. Therefore, even a small amount of erosion could contribute 
significantly toward the likelihood of screen blockage. • 
The only erosion process evaluated herein was the erosion of debris that was impacted directly 
by the CSS. Erosion caused by break overflow was deferred to the degeneration of debris due 
to sump pool turbulence associated with the plummeting of the break flow into the pool. This 
assumption neglects the erosion of any large debris that is deposited on top of the lower grating 
in SG1 and impacted directly by the break overflow; however, this quantity of debris was not 
considered to be substantial. Most of the debris that is located directly below the break likely 
would be pushed away from the break and into the sump pool. Note that the floors of the SG 
compartments are 4 ft above the floor of the sump pool. At switchover, the SG floor would not 
be flooded but that at the maximum pool height, that pool would have a depth of 0.7 ft in the SG 
compartment. 

The assumed fractions of fibrous debris that were eroded are summarized in Table IX-4. It was 
assumed that condensate drainage would not cause further erosion of debris and that intact or 
covered debris would not erode further. Erosion does not apply to fine debris because that 
debris is already fine. About 1% of the small- and large-piece debris that was directly impacted 
by the sprays was considered to have eroded. This amount of erosion was considered to be 
conservative because the DOTS concluded that the erosion was <1 %. No erosion of the intact 
debris was assumed because the canvas cover likely would protect the insulation. 

Table IX-4. Total Erosion Frections for Fibrous DebrIs 
" • , . ,,~. [ .........."";:\,1<,;:. \ ,_ .••. ,. ',.. ;...!" ~~' ';:r,' ,',: .� 
:0>.-,' 4 ........} ~.?"'IlttJ'''~-:~~~' '.~r .;;::.... ! f~ ...... "~:
 •Condensate N1A 0 0 0 

Sprays N1A 1% 1% 0 

To estimate the volume of debris that was eroded, the volume of debris that was impacted by 
the sprays first must be estimated. The latter estimate can be made using the data arrays that 
were already established in this methodology. These volumes for small and large debris, 
respectively, are estimated using the following two equations: 

J 2 

Vspr2 = L L f2.i.k.2 F2•i D 2 VZOI 
i-I .1:-1 

and 

J 2 

Vspr3 =L L f3.i,.l:.2 F3•i D3 VZOI 
i-I .1:-1 

The volumes that are eroded (E2 and E3 for small and large debris, respectively) are simply 1% 
of the debris volumes impacted by the sprays, given as 
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and 

where the spray erosion fraction espr is 0.01. 

VI.3.4.2 Capture Retention during Washdown 

The retention of debris during washdown must be estimated for the debris deposited on each 
surface (Le., the fraction of debris that remains on each surface). These estimates, based on 
experimental data and engineering judgment, were assigned somewhat generically. For 
surfaces that would be washed only by condensate drainage, nearly all deposited fine and small 
debris likely would remain there. The DOTS assumed that only 1% of the fibrous debris would 
be washed away in the more realistic central estimate of that study (a value of 10% was 
assumed for the upper-bound estimate). When the 1% assumption was applied, all of the 
surfaces that drained only condensate would have a retention fraction of 0.99 with respect to 
fibrous debris. 

For surfaces that were hit directly by sprays, the DOTS assumed 50% and 100% for the central
and upper-bound estimates for small fibrous debris. Large and intact debris likely would not be 
washed down to the sump pool (retention fractions of 1). For surfaces that were not sprayed 
directly but subsequently drain accumulated spray water, such as floors close to spray areas, 
the retention fractions were much less clear. These fractions likely would vary with location and 
drainage flow rates and therefore must be area location specific, with more retention for small 
pieces than for fine debris. 

The retention fraction for a specific volume region is expressed as 

2 3 

R. . ="" ~.. k 1 r. .k 1 ,.,j L... L... J ',j" ',j" 
k=1 1=1 

where 

RoO the fraction of debris-type i retained in region j; and',j = 
the fraction of debris-type i retained, on surface k, /, in region j.'i,i,k,1 = 

These volume region retention fractions Ri,i do not account for the quantities that are eroded 

from the captured pieces of debris. To complete the erosion model, the volumes of eroded 
debris that came from debris that remained captured versus debris that transported to the sump 
pool were estimated. Therefore, the debris that remained captured during the washdown 
process is estimated using the following two equations for small- and large-piece debris, 
respectively: 
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Rspr2 =~ ~ r2,i.t.2 f2,i.t.2 F2.} D2 VWI 
}=I i-I 

and • 
J 2 

Rspr3 =~ ~ r3.}.i.2 f3.i.t.2 F3•i D3 VWI 
i-I i=1 

Therefore, the volumes of eroded debris associated with the debris that remained captured are 
expressed as 

and 

Debris transported from its original volume region still could be captured at a lower elevation. 
This secondary capture was neglected in this analysis. 

VI.3.5 Debris Volumes Introduced to the Sump Pool 

The primary result of the blowdownlwashdown transport analysis is the volume that is 
transported to the sump pool by debris category. The volumes of debris transported to the pool 
are given by • 
where 

~.pool =� the volume of debris-type; transported to the sump pool and 

Ve j =� the volumes of eroded debris transferring from small- and Iarge-debris� 

categories to the fine-debris category.� 

The erosion translation array is given by 

+(E2 +E3 )� 

-(E2 -ER2 )� 

-(E) -ER)) 

o 

This array adds the eroded product (E2 + E3) to the fine-debris category and subtracts the 
eroded volume from the noncaptured small- and Iarge-debris categories (E; - ER;). 
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The total debris that transports to the pool is 

• 4 

VpOOI =I Vi, pool 
i=1 

This model does not track debris transport in sufficient detail to determine where the debris 
would enter the sump pool. It was assumed simply that the debris would be mixed uniformly 
with flows entering the pool. 

VI.3.6 Transport Fractions� 

The overall debris-transport fraction now can be estimated as� 

V- poolT'FZOI 
VZOI 

where 

TFZOI = the fraction of insulation that is located in the ZOI and subsequently is 

transported to the sump pool. 

The transport fractions for each individual debris category can be estimated as 

• 
V. ITF. = l,pOO 

I D V 
i ZOI 

where 

TFj = the fraction of debris-type; that is generated within the ZOI and subsequently is 

transported to the sump pool. 

Note that the translation of erosion products from the small- and large-debris categories to the 
fine-debris category has been incorporated into the transport fractions. 

VI.4 DEBRIS-TRANSPORT ANALYSIS 

When the methodology presented in Section VI.3 was used, plausible estimates were 
developed for the transport of insulation debris within the volunteer-plant containments. 
Because of the complexity of the analysis and the limited available data, substantial uncertainty 
exists in these estimates. Engineering judgment that was used to fill gaps in the data was 
tempered conservatively. Despite the uncertainty, the transport analysis illustrated trends, as 
well as plausible estimates of the fractions of the debris that was generated and subsequently 
could transport to the sump pool. 

V1.4.1 Fibrous Insulation Debris Transport 

• 
As discussed in Section VI.3.2, the insulation that is used in the volunteer-plant containments 
consists of fibrous, RMI, and Min-K insulation at -13.4%,85.7%, and 0.9%, respectively. The 
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majority of the available debris-transport data was obtained for LOFG insulation debris, 
specifically experimental data taken for the DOTS [NUREGlCR-6369-2, 1999]. Although a 
majority of the insulation within these containments is RMI, the fibrous insulation debris, in 
combination with particulate, is expected to be a larger challenge to the operation of the 
recirculation sump screens. Therefore, the debris transport for the fibrous debris was analyzed •
first. Even with the available transport data for LOFG debris, the transport analysis required the 
application of conservatively tempered engineering judgment. 

VI.4.1.1 Fibrous Blowdown Debris Transport 

The first consideration in perfonning the dispersion estimate for the fibrous blowdown insulation 
debris was the dispersion and deposition within the break region (assumed to be a break in 
SG1), where deposition likely resulted from inertial impaction. The dispersion through the 
remainder of the containment was subsequently estimated. 

VI.4.1.1.1 Break-Region Blowdown Debris Deposition 

The effluences from the break would carry insulation debris with the flows into the upper
containment dome through the large opening at the top of the SG compartment and into lower 
compartments through the compartment access doorways. Along the way, substantial portions 
of that debris likely would be inertially deposited or otherwise entrapped onto structures. In 
general, the break-region flow immediately after the initiation of the break would be much too 
violent to allow debris simply to settle to the floor of the region. 

VI.4.1.1.1.1 Characterize Break Flows within Break Region 

The thermal-hydraulic MELCOR code was used to detennine the distribution of the brea~ 

effluents from the SG compartment. When a break in SG1 was postulated, it was detennined 
that most of the break effluent would be directed upward toward the large upper dome. Because •of the large openings connecting SG1 to SG4, the venting to the dome would occur through 
both SG compartments. Effluents venting into lower-level compartments (surrounding the two 
SGs) by way of open access doorways would flow at much lower rates than the upward flows to 
the dome. The nodalization of the two SG compartments is shown in Figure IX-6, where the 
break was postulated to occur in Volume V12. Break effluents that are typical of three break 
sizes were assumed: Iarge-break (LB) LOCA, medium-break (MB) LOCA, and small-break (SB) 
LOCA. The results of the MELCOR simulations are summarized in Table IX-5, where the 
distributions from a particular control volume are shown by the connecting junction. For 
example, given an LB LOCA scenario, -80% of the flow from Volume V12, where the break was 
postulated, went upward through Junction J12, with the remainder going downward through 
Junction J11. Note that the flow splits were somewhat transient and that the results in Table 
IX-5 are reasonable approximations of the transients over the time where most debris transport 
would occur. LB LOCA and MB LOCA flows were reasonably steady over the transport period, 
but SB LOCA flows were not steady because of transition into natural circulation after -6 s. 

Inertial debris deposition is dependent on the flow velocities transporting the debris. The 
MELCOR calculations predicted transient flow velocities for each flow junction and each size of 
break. The general ranges of these velocities are provided in Table IX-6. The velocities are in 
the general range as the test velocities for which the debris-capture data were measured in the 
DOTS. 
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Table IX-5. Break Effluent Flow Splits 

lB lOCA 20% 80% 70% 30% 5% 95% 62% 33% 5% 

MB lOCA 20% 80% 70% 30% 14% 86% 62% 33% 5% 

SB lOCA 15% 85% 80% 20% 30% 70% 66% 28% 6% 

Table IX-6. Characteristic Velocities in SG1 

LB LOCA 25-200 80-660 

MBlOCA 5-45 15-150 

SB lOCA 1-8 5-25 

VI.4.1.1.1.2 Debris-Transport Distributions from Volumes 

• 
The very fine debris would transport more like an aerosol in that the particles would disperse 
within the flow and follow the flow. Portions of this debris would be deposited onto structures 
along the transport pathways, primarily because of inertial deposition at bends in the flow. 
However, with larger debris, the tendency would be greater for the debris not to follow the flow 
through sharp bends in the flow and larger debris would more likely be trapped by a structure 
such as a grating. In addition, gravitational settling as the flow velocities slow would be more 
effective for larger debris than smaller debris. For example, following an lB lOCA in an SG 
compartment, a large, nearly intact insulation pillow could travel upward with the main flow to 
the containment dome unless an obstacle, such as a grating, impeded that pillow. However, this 
pillow would be much less likely to follow the flow through a connecting doorway to the next SG 
compartment. 

Assumptions based on engineering judgments that were tempered by experimental 
observations were required to reach a solution. The assumptions provide a reasonable crude 
approximation of debris transport from a volume when there is a split in the flow. These 
assumptions are the following. 

•� The fine and small fibrous debris would be well dispersed within the flow and would 
transport uniformly with the flow; therefore, the debris-transport junction distributions for 
fines and small debris are the same as the junction flow distributions in Table IX-5. 

•� Large and intact debris would not make the turn to exit SG1 at Level 832 (Junctions J31 
and J32). In addition to the turn, most of this debris that was moving toward these exits 
would be stopped by the gratings that cover -45% of the cross-sectional area of the 
compartment that is nearest those exits. 
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•� Large and intact debris entering SG4 at the floor level (Level 812) would be .much less 
likely to follow the flow through the 900 bend and sUbsequently transport upward through 
SG4. Debris entering Volume V41 that is not captured in Volume V41 would exit by 
either Junction V23 or V41. For large and intact debris, the flow fractions for Junction 
V41 were reduced by one-half and two-thirds, respectively (engineering judgment). • 

Applying these assumptions to the transport of the large and intact debris through the node� 
junctions resulted in the junction transport distributions that are shown in Table IX-7 and Table� 
IX-8.� 

Table IX-7. Large-Debri.Transport Junction Distributions 
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LB LOCA 20% 80% 70% 30% 52% 48% 100% 0% 0%� 
MBLOCA 20% 80% 70% 30% 57% 43% 100% 0% 0%� 
SBLOCA 15% 85% 80% 20% 65% 35% 100% 0% 0%� 

Table IX-8. Intact-Debris-Transport Junction Distributions
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LB LOCA 20% 80% 70% 30% 68% 32% 100% 0% 0%� 
MBLOCA 20% 80% 70% 30% 71% 29% 100% 0% 0%� 
SBLOCA 15% 85% 80% 2()Ok n% 230,4 100% 0% 0%� •VI.4.1.1.1.3 Capture Fractions at Junctions 

Debris-transport data from the Army Research Laboratory (ARL) and the CEESI tests that were� 
conducted to support the DOTS [NUREGlCR-6369-2, 1999] provide average capture fractions� 
for LDFG debris that is passing though typical gratings and around typical structures, such as� 
piping and beams, and for debris making a 90° benet These structures and the bend were� 
wetted dUring the tests; the data do not apply to dry structures. These data are assumed to� 
apply in general to the volunteer-plant containments because it is expected that the containment� 
surface would be wetted rapidly by steam condensation: as well as liquid break effluent, and� 
because the range of predicted flow velocities (Table IX-6) are in general agreement with the� 
flow velocities of the tests. The flow velocities ranged from 25 to 150 ftls for the ARL tests and� 
from 35 to 60 ftls for the CEESI tests. The debris capture was most applicable to MB LOCAs� 
and perhaps least applicable to SB LOCAs.� 

Fine and small fibrous debris could be captured inertially onto wetted surfaces whenever the� 
break flow changed direction, such as flows through the doorways from the SG compartments� 
into the sump-level annular space. These flows must make at least one 900 bend through those� 
entrances. Debris-transport experiments that were conducted at CEESI demonstrated an� 
average capture fraction of 17% for fine and small debris that were making a 900 bend. These� 
surfaces would be wetted because of steam condensation and the liquid portion of the break� 

•Based on analyses performed for the DOTS [NUREGlCR-6369-3. 1999]. 
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effluence. Other flow bends likely would occur within the violent three-dimensional flows near 
the break. The platform gratings within the SG compartments would capture substantial 
amounts of debris, even though the gratings do not extend across the entire compartment. The 
CEESI debris-transport tests demonstrated that an average of 28% of the fine and small LDFG 
debris was captured when the airflow passed through the first wetted grating encountered and 
that an average of 24% was captured at the second grating. The large and intact debris, by 
definition, would be trapped completely by a grating. In addition, equipment (such as beams and 
pipes) was shown to capture fine and small debris. In the CEESI tests, the structural maze in 
the test section captured an average of 9% of the debris passing through the maze. 

Grating Capture: In the volunteer plant, partial gratings exist at three levels in each of the SG 
compartments. The gratings extend out over -22%, 45%, and 15% of the SG cross-sectional 
area at plant elevations 824, 841, and 905 ft, respectively.· If it is assumed that 28% of small 
and fine fibrous debris and 100% of the large and intact debris are captured from the flow by a 
grating as the flow passes through the grating, the capture fractions for model junctions that 
contain a grating are provided in Table IX-9. 

Table lX-g. Grating Capture Fractions at Model Junctions 

Level 905 J14 and J44 0.28 0.04 1.0 0.15 

Level 841 J12 and J42 0.28 0.13 1.0 0.45 

Level 824 J11 and J 41 0.28 0.06 1.0 0.22 

Doorway Capture: Depressurization flows also would exit the SGs by way of the SG access 
doorways at Levels 808 and 832. Flows traveling through these pathways would carry debris 
directly into the lower levels of the containment; in fact, some of the debris likely would be 
deposited near the recirculation sumps. Because these doorways were designed with at least 
one 90° bend, debris would be deposited inertially onto wetted surfaces at each bend in the 
flow. Furthermore, because the CSs would not impact these vertical surfaces, the debris likely 
would remain on the surfaces once it was captured there. The CEESI data showed an average 
of 17% debris capture at its 90° bend for debris that was small enough to already have passed 
through a grating (Le., fines and small debris). It was assumed that 17% of fine and small debris 
that was transported from the SG break region through the Level 808 and Level 832 doorways 
to the bulk containment would be captured at a bend (one bend assumed). No comparable data 
exist for the large and intact debris; however, the larger debris would be much less likely to stick 
to a wall once it impacted inertially against the wall. Because of a lack of appropriate data, it 
was assumed conservatively that no large or intact debris would be captured at these doorways. 

These fractions were estimated from plant drawings. 
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VI.4.1.1.1.4 Capture Fractions within Volumes 

As illustrated in Figure IX-7, debris would be captured on structures within the model nodes, as 
well as the node junctions. As the break effluents flowed around and through the structural and 
equipment congestion within the SG compamnent, debris would be driven inertially onto • 
surfaces where some portion of it would remain captured. The structures include the pumps; 
SGs; and associated piping, beams, equipment stands, cabling, etc. The chaotic nature of the 
flows as the break jet is deflected off structures and wall surfaces could create a multitude of 
bends in the flow that could deposit debris inertially onto wall surfaces and irregular wall 
features. In the CEESI tests, -9% of the fine and small debris was deposited onto wetted 
structures as the debris passed through a test structural assembly and 17% was captured onto 
a wetted surface at a sharp goo bend in flow. Estimates of the amounts of debris captured within 
a node volume were based on this CEESI test data and on conservatively tempered 
engineering jUdgment. It is likely conservative to capture more debris within the SG than to 
transport the debris throughout the containment because washdown within the SG should be 
relatively greater than some other areas of the containment and because debris washed off the 
SG structures can go directly to the sump pool. 

Applying a number of engineering judgments in conjunction with the CEESI data resulted in 
estimates for the capture of debris within each volume of the break-region debris-transport 
model. These estimates, along with the associated assumptions, are provided in Table IX-10. 

Table IX-10. Fractions of Debris Captured within Each Volume 

• 
V14 1% (A) 2% (A) 5% (A) V44 1% (A) 2% (A) 5% (A) 

V13 1% (A) 2% (A) 5% (A) V43 1% (A) 2% (A) 5% (A) 

V12 14% (C) 30% (E) 50% (F) V42 9%(8) 15% (E) 30% (G) 

V11 26% (D) 40% (E) 80% (H) V41 14% (C) 25% (E) 80% (H) 

Assumptions 

A.� Volumes contain minimal structures and no significant flow bends; therefore, a minimal 
amount of capture occurs. It is somewhat more likely that large debris would be captured 
than small debris and more likely that intact debris would be captured than large debris. 

B.� Structures are equivalent to one CEESI structural test assembly (9%), and no significant 
flow bends exist. 

C.� Structures are equivalent to one CEESI structural test assembly (9%), and significant flow 
bending that is less than a sharp goo bend exists (5%). 

O.� Structures are equivalent to one CEESI structural test assembly (9%), and significant flow 
bending that is equivalent to a sharp goo bend exists (17%). 

E.� Large debris is more likely to be captured than small debris, and 50% more large debris is 
captured than small debris. 
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F. Intact debris is much more likely to snag on equipment than the large debris. In addition, 

some insulation within the ZOI likely could remain attached to piping. 

G. Intact debris is much more likely to snag on equipment than the large debris. 

H. The congestion of equipment and cables near the floor is expected to trap most of the intact 
debris as the flow makes a 90° bend near the floor. Intact debris is less likely to follow the 
distribution of flow than is smaller debris. 

VI.4.1.1.1.5 Break-Region Debris-Transport Quantification 

The logic chart shown in Figure IX-7 and discussed in Section VI.3.3.1 was used to quantify the 
various flow splits and capture and to estimate the debris deposition within and from SG1. 
These charts divide the evaluation into many smaller problems that are amenable to 
resolution-an approach that was adapted from the resolution of the BWR strainer-blockage 
issue [NUREG/CR-6369-1, 1999]. This chart tracks the progress either of small debris from the 
pipe break (Volume V12) until the debris is assumed to be captured or until the debris is 
transported beyond the compartment. Charts were quantified for each of the three LOCA sizes 
(Le., small, medium, and large) and for three classifications of fibrous debris (Le., fines and 
small pieces, large pieces, and intact pieces). Note that there was no basis to treat the fines and 
small pieces differently. The data that were used to quantify the charts are discussed in 
Sections VI.4.1.1.1.1 through VI.4.1.1.1.4. As an example, the chart for the transport of fines 
and small debris following an LB LOCA is shown in figure IX-,a ___ _- - Fonn 

• 
The overall results of the break-region quantification are shown in Table IX-11. The results for 
the three break sizes were averaged into a single set of results. This was done because the 
differences among the three size groups were substantially less than the substantial 
uncertainties associated with these analyses. The charts also provided information regarding 
the distribution of debris captured with the SGs, as well as the debris driven from the SGs. 

\ , 

Fonn 

Table IX-11. Distribution of Debris Captured and Exiting Break Region 

Captured within SGs 1 and 4 

Expelled to Dome 

Expelled to Level 832 

Expelled to Level 808 

0.36 

0.58 

0.03 

0.03 

0.70 

0.26 

0 

0.04 

0.82 

0.17 

0 

0.01 
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• 
VI.4.1.1.2 Dispersion throughout Remainder of Containment 

The debris dispersion model that was presented in Section VI.3.3.2 was used to evaluate debris 
transport within the volunteer-plant containments by estimating dispersion throughout the 
containment first by free volume and then by surface orientation within a volume region. 

VI.4.1.1.2.1 Dispersion by Volume Region 

The containment free volume was subdivided into volume regions that were based on geometry, 
such as floor levels and walls, and on the location of CSs. Specifically, areas where deposited 
debris likely would not be washed down by the CSs were separated from areas that were 
impacted by the sprays. The volunteer-plant free volume was subdivided into 24 distinct regions 
of free volume, as shown in Table IX-12. The volumes of each region were estimated from plant 
drawings. 

Table IX·12. Subdivision of Containment Free Volume 

VolumeVolume
No. Volume Region Fraction

(ft3) 
Vel 

• 
1 SG1&4 76600 0.02570� 
2 Dome - Above 905.75-ft 1992060 0.66848� 

3 L873- MS 39300 0.01319� 
4 Head Lay-Down - L871.5 17120 0.00574� 
5 Below Head Platform 5750 0.00193� 
6 Refueling A 45340 0.01521� 
7 Refueling B 53860 0.01807� 
8 Refueling C 48660 0.01633� 
9 Refueling D 47960 0.01609 
10 SG2&3 76600 0.02570 
11 Pressurizer 11250 0.00378 
12 L860 Annulus - Section 1 34100 0.01144 
13 L860 Annulus - Section 2 54580 0.01832 
14 L860 Annulus - Section 3 94310 0.03165 
15 L851 - FW 25800 0.00866 
16 Accumulator Section 31500 0.01057 
17 L832 Annulus - Section 1 37250 0.01250 
18 L832 Annulus - Section 2 33940 0.01139 
19 L832 Annulus - Section 3 69890 0.02345 
20 L808 Annulus - Section 1 61650 0.02069 
21 L808 Annulus· Section 2 30830 0.01035 

22 L808 Annulus - Section 3 61650 0.02069 

23 Reactor Cavity 25000 0.00839 
24 Equipment Room L808 5000 0.00168 

Containment Total 2980000 1.00000 

Key aspects of the region subdivision follow. The first region, designated SG1 and 4, is the SG 

• 
compartment 1 where the break was postulated and its connected neighboring SG 
compartment, SG4. Debris dispersion and deposition in these SG compartments was predicted 
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in Section VI.4.1.1.1. The second region represents the free volume above the highest floor 
(Le., the dome region), which is approximately two-thirds of the entire containment free volume. 
As shown in Figure IX-10, the lower floor levels were subdivided azimuthally into three sectors 
to better distinguish the areas with CSs from areas without the sprays. The refueling pool area 
was subdivided into four regions to reflect the three different pools and the reactor-vessel (RV) •
head area [Le., (A) storage pool for RV upper internals, (B) RVarea, (C) storage pool for RV 
lower internals, and (D) pool for fuel transfer and storage]. 

Section 1 

Refueling� 
Cevlty� 

Section! 

Figure 1X-10. Volume Region Sector Model •
Debris, particularly the larger debris, would not distribute uniformly throughout the free volume. 
The methodology presented in Section VI.3.3.2.1 applies weighting factors (WC/J) to the free
volume distribution to estimate the distribution of debris throughout the containment (i.e., the 
distribution of the debris among the 24 volume regions) by debris type. The very fine debris 
likely would transport somewhat uniformly with the depressurization flows, which would 
penetrate all free space within the containment as the containment pressurized. The transient 
nature of debris generation would also introduce nonuniformities into the dispersion of the fine 
debris. Because no rationale was found to weight the distribution of the fine and small debris 
away from that of a uniform free-volume distribution outside the break region, all weighting 
factors were assumed to be one for fine and small fibrous debris. 

For the largest debris, specifically the Iarge-piece and intact-piece classifications, the debris that 
is ejected from the SG compartments into the dome region likely would fall back to the floors 
and structures of the higher levels. The settling of debris that was ejected into the dome 
atmosphere was proportioned onto the upper floors according to the distribution of floor area 
(e.g., the cross-sectional area of a SG compartment divided by the cross-sectional area of the 
overall containment determined the fraction of settling debris that would fall into that 
compartment). The largest debris likely would not enter lower compartment volumes, except for 
debris ejected into the sump-level annulus via personnel access doorways. The assumed 
weighting factors for the large and intact debris were specified to preference the deposition of 
larger debris onto the uppermost floors and into the sump-level annulus. The large-piece debris 
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was assumed to transport somewhat more easily than the intact-piece debris. Th~ assumed 
weighting factors and the dome fallout fractions are shown in Table IX-13. 

Table IX-13. Volume Region Weighting Factors 

Volume Weighting Factors 

Dome 

No. Volume Region 
Fallout 

Fraction 
T, 

Fines 

wCl,1 

Small 
Pieces 

w~J 

Large 
Pieces 

WC3J 

Intact 
Pieces 

WC4J 

1 SG1&4 0.0951 1 1 1 1 
2 Dome - Above 905.75-ft 0 1 1 1 1 
3 L873 - MS 0.0555 1 1 0.5 0.3 
4 Head Lay-Down - L871.5 0.0349 1 1 0.8 0.5 
5 Below Head Platform 0 1 1 0.3 0 
6 Refueling A 0.0495 1 1 0.8 0.5 
7 Refuelina B 0.0579 1 1 0.8 0.5 
8 Refuelina C 0.0505 1 1 0.8 0.5 
9 Refueling D 0.0596 1 1 0.8 0.5 
10 SG2&3 0.0978 1 1 0.5 0.3 
11 Pressurizer 0 1 1 0 0 
12 L860 Annulus - Section 1 0.0092 1 1 0.3 0 
13 L860 Annulus - Section 2 0.0052 1 1 0.3 0 
14 l860 Annulus - Section 3 0.0241 1 1 0.3 0 
15 L851 - FW 0 1 1 0 0 
16 Accumulator Section 0.0060 1 1 0.8 0.5 
17 L832 Annulus - Section 1 0 1 1 0 0 
18 L832 Annulus - Section 2 0 1 1 0 0 
19 L832 Annulus - Section 3 0 1 1 0 0 
20 l808 Annulus - Section 1 0 1 1 1 1 
21 l808 Annulus - Section 2 0 1 1 1 1 
22 L808 Annulus - Section 3 0 1 1 0.3 0 
23 Reactor Cavity 0 1 1 0 0 
24 Equipment Room l808 0 1 1 0 0 

Total 0.5453 

The results of the blowdown distribution by groups of volume regions are illustrated in Figure 
IX-11. In this estimate, the largest portion of the debris was deposited inside the SG 
compartments, where the break was postulated because of inertial deposition that occurred as 
the fast-moving flows drove the debris into and through equipment and structures. This was 
particularly true for the larger debris, which could not pass through the gratings. The upper-level 
floors (871-, 873-, and 905-ft levels) received substantial debris falling or settling out of the 
dome atmosphere. The regions above the refueling pools received debris that was driven into 
those volumes, as well as debris falling or settling from the dome atmosphere; this comment 
also applies to the opposite SG compartments, 8Gs 2 and 3. The pressurizer compartment 
received only small amounts of fine and small debris and no larger debris because the 
compartment has a roof that prevents debris from falling into the compartment and is relatively 
small. The lower levels receive relatively small quantities of mostly large-piece debris because 
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of their remoteness from the dome. Most of the debris entering Levels 832 and 808.was debris 
that was expelled from the SG compartments by way of the personnel access doorways; 
therefore, this debris would likely be located near those doors. 

CSs would impact most of the deposited debris; these surface areas include the four SG •
compartments, the upper floor surfaces, and the refueling area. Regions that were not impacted 
by the sprays included the pressurizer compartment and certain portions of the lower levels. 
This observation suggests that a large fraction of the more transportable debris would transport 
to the sump pool. 

1.0 

0.9 
SG1&4 

0.8� .FI.... 
c :t-----~-- IllJ Smell Pieces f------ _0 0.7 
;; 
()� • Large Pieces 
as 
~ 0.6� mI"teet Pieces 
LL 

5 0.5 
;; 
.g 
:I 

0.4 -Upper 
"t:�

•
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.!! 0.3 
Q 

0.2� Refueling Level 860� 
Level 832� 

0.1 Level 808 

0.0� 
1 10 11 12-15 16-19� 

Region Groups 

Figure IX-11. Blowdown DIstribution by Region Groups. 

VI.4.1.1.2.2 Dispersion by Surface Orientation and Surface Wetness 

Once the debris dispersion prediction placed each type of debris within the 24 volume regions, 
the debris was dispersed further by surface area classification, i.e., orientation and exposure to 
moisture. The surface orientation was either "floor area" or "other" area; the distinction was that 
gravitational settling preferentially deposited debris onto the floor. The surface exposure to 
moisture included surfaces that were impacted directly by the CSs, surfaces subjected to spray 
drainage but not sprayed directly, and the remaining surfaces, which would be wetted by 
condensation. In this manner, the surface area within each volume region was subdivided into 
six surface groupings. This subdivision was based on both engineering drawings and 
engineering judgment. The drawings provided basic geometric information such as floor areas; 
however, engineering judgment, in addition to draWings, was required to estimate fractions of 
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surfaces that were sprayed directly or covered by spray drainage. The estimated area 
distribution fractions are shown in Table IX-14. 

The floor fraction is an estimate of the total surface area that would receive gravitationally 
settling debris. This estimate includes upward-facing equipment, as well as the floor (the 
equipment and piping was assumed to have the same floor fraction as the wall, floor, and ceiling 
surfaces). The condensate, spray, and drainage fractions represent the fraction of each 
orientation with this type of exposure. With these fractions, the surface areas and area ratios 
(Le., Aj,k,l and g j,k,l) are determined. For example, the floor fraction for a given region 

multiplied by the spray gj,k,,) are fractions for that region's floor multiplied by the total surface 
area of the region yields the floor surface area that was sprayed directly by the sprays. 

Table IX-14. Regional Areas Fractions 

Floor Surface Area Other Surface Area 
No. Volume Region Floor 

Fraction 
Condensate 

Fraction 
Spray 

Fraction 
Dr81n8ge 
Fraction 

Condensate 
Fraction 

Spray 
Fraction 

Drainage 
Fraction 

1 SG1&4 0.07 0 1 0 0.1 0.5 0.4 
2 Dome - Above 905.75-ft 0.09 0 1 0 0 1 0 
3 L873 - MS 0.17 0.2 0.6 0.2 0.9 0.1 0 
4 Head Lav-Down - L871.5 0.61 0 1 0 0 0 1 
5 Below Head Platform 0.30 0.6 0.1 0.3 0 0 1 
6 RefuelinaA 0.37 0 1 0 0 0 1 
7 Refueling B 0.41 0 1 0 0 0 1 
8 Refuelina C 0.55 0 1 0 0 0 1 
9 Refueling D 0.68 0 1 0 0 0 1 
10 SG2&3 0.07 0 1 0 0.1 0.5 0.4 
11 Pressurizer 0.04 1 0 0 1 0 0 
12 L860 Annulus - Section 1 0.10 0.9 0.1 0 1 0 0 
13 L860 Annulus - Section 2 0.19 0.1 0.6 0.3 0.6 0.1 0.3 
14 L860 Annulus - Section 3 0.19 0.1 0.6 0.3 0.6 0.1 0.3 
15 L851 - FW 0.19 0.8 0 0.2 1 0 0 
16 Accumulator Section 0.13 0 0.5 0.5 0.5 0 0.5 
17 L832 Annulus - Section 1 0.18 0.9 0 0.1 0.7 0 0.3 
18 L832 Annulus - Section 2 0.15 0.4 0 0.6 0.6 0 0.4 
19 L832 Annulus - Section 3 0.17 0.3 0.5 0.2 0.6 0 0.4 
20 L808 Annulus - Section 1 0.18 0 0 1 0.7 0.3 0 
21 L808 Annulus - Section 2 0.18 0 0 1 0.7 0.3 0 
22 L808 Annulus - Section 3 0.19 0 0 1 0.7 0.3 0 
23 Reactor Cavity 0.13 0 0 1 1 0 0 
24 EQuipment Room L808 0.21 0 0 1 1 0 0 

Next, the area weighting factors (Wi,J,k,1 ) were estimated, which preference debris toward one 

surface over another. The dominant preferential debris deposition (and the only preference that 
can be estimated realistically) is gravitational debris that settles to the floor surfaces. The 
weighting factors for the non-floor surfaces (k =2) were set first to 1 (Le, W i,J,2,l =1), and then 

the weighting factors for the floor surfaces within each volume region were estimated for each 
debris type such that the weighting factors preferentially forced debris deposition onto the floor 
surfaces. The floor weighting factor estimates used the following equation, where the weighting 
factor is a function of two physical variables that can be estimated more readily. These variables 
are the fraction of the surface area that is floor area (a geometric determination) and the fraction 
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of the debris that is deposited onto the floor (an engineering judgment and computational 
determination): 

{ djloor )(l-gftoor) •Wfloor =\l-dfloor \ gfloor ' 

where 

wfloor = the weighting factor for debris deposited onto the floor inside a volume; 

d floor = the fraction of the debris deposited within a volume that was on the floor; and 

g floor = the fraction of the volume surface area that is floor area. 

The determination of the floor-area fraction (g jI«Jr ) is a straightforward estimate of the floor area 

divided by the total surface area in a volume region (listed in Table IX-14). In actuality, the 
surface-area estimate includes the areas associated with eqUipment and piping because debris 
can settle onto equipment and piping, as well as onto floors. To reduce the complexity of the 
area estimates, it was assumed that the area fractions for the eqUipment and piping were the 
same as the area fractions for the wall, ceiling, and floor surfaces. Because of this assumption 
and other geometrical assumptions, these area fractions have an inherent uncertainty 
associated with the estimates; however, this uncertainty should be significantly smaller than 
some of the other transport uncertainties. 

Debris deposition processes other than gravitational settling, such as diffusiophoresis 
(condensation-driven deposition), do not depend on surface orientation for these processes; the 
weighting factors all would be set to 1. Driven debris could be deposited inertially onto any 
surface or could snag on an obstacle. Heavy, inertially deposited debris subsequently may fall •to the floor, but substantially smaller debris likely would remain pasted onto the surface. Even 
heavy debris can remain on a nonhorizontal surface if the piece were physically snagged. 
Vertically moving debris eventually would settle onto a surface that is sufficiently horizontal to 
retain the debris. The fraction of debris deposition onto the floor is highly dependent on the size 
of the debris. 

The estimate of the fraction of the debris that was deposited onto the floor depended greatly on 
conservative judgments; therefore, the fraction introduced substantial uncertainty into the 
transport estimates. The engineering judgments accounted for the geometry of the region under 
consideration, including the relative structural congestion. It was conservative to place the 
debris on the floor as opposed to other surfaces because more of the debris that was deposited 
on the floor would be SUbjected to spray washdown on the floor than on other surfaces. For the 
SG compartments where the pipe break was postulated (8Gs 1 and 4), debris deposition data 
from the logic charts were used to estimate debris on the floor of these compartments. This 
estimate included larger debris that was trapped on the underside of gratings and that would 
likely fall back once the depressurization flow subsided. It was assumed that debris that fell or 
settled from the dome atmosphere into lower-level regions would fall or settle onto a floor 
surface. 

A typical judgment estimate for fractions of debris that had been driven into an enclosure and 
that would subsequently settle to the floor was 0.4,0.7,0.99, and 0.99 of the fines, small pieces, 
large pieces, and intact pieces, respectively. For fine debris, the floor deposition fraction was 
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two to three times the floor area fraction, thereby allowing a substantial settling of, the very fine 
debris, even though diffusion processes would deposit the fine debris onto any surface. The 
floor fraction for small-piece debris was substantially higher than for the fine debris. Large and 
intact debris would fall to a horizontal surface unless it snagged on an obstacle. The floor 
fraction was set to 0.99 to place the large debris on the floor; however, some pieces could have 
snagged on an obstacle before reaching the floor. 

For the far-side SG compartments (SGs 2 and 3) and the pressurizer compartment, the 'f1oor
debris deposition fractions acknowledged that the debris would have to travel downward in the 
compartment and through a variety of structures, including gratings, before reaching the floor; 
the fractions were reduced for these compartments. For instance, the gratings would catch 
much of the large debris before it could reach the floor. For open regions, such as the refueling 
pool regions, where a small amount of equipment and piping is located and the region is not 
enclosed completely by walls, the floor-debris fractions were increased substantially. 

Once the weighting factors were estimated, the final deposition of the debris was determined 
both as a function of the region and by the surface orientation and its exposure to moisture. 
Figure IX-12 and Figure IX-13 illustrate the dispersion patterns in the containment according to 
surface orientation and surface wetness. 
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Figure IX·12. Slowdown Debris Dispersion by Surface Orientation• 
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Figure 1X-13. Blowdown DebrIs Dispersion by Surface Wetting. 

In Figure IX-12, all of the LOCA-generated debris is distributed fractionally according to surface 
orientation (floor surfaces or other surfaces), whether the debris was captured within the break 
region (SGs 1 and 4), and debris type. This distribution reflects the debris-generation size •distribution of Table IX-2 and the break-region capture fractions of Table IX-11. For the fines 
and small-piece debris, the largest tractions corresponded to floor surfaces outside or beyond 
the break region; debris preferentially settled onto the floors. Most of the debris that was 
captured within the break region was located on other structures that correspond to equipment, 
piping, and gratings within those SG compartments. For the larger debris, the majority of the 
debris was trapped within the break region by the congestion of structures. Nearty half of this 
debris either was deposited onto the floor of the break region or was assumed to fall to the floor 
after the break flows SUbsided. Most large debris that was ejected from the break region was 
predicted to fall out onto floor surfaces; therefore, small amounts of large debris were found on 
other structures outside of the break region. 

In Figure IX-13, all of the LOCA-generated debris is distributed fractionally according to the 
surface wetting condition (condensate, sprayed, or spray drainage) and by debris type. Only 
relatively small quantities of debris were predicted to reside at locations where the debris would 
not be washed downward by the CSs or by the spray drainage. Conservatively speaking, the 
sprays falling from the upper dome would wash a majority of the surfaces within the SG 
compartments, as well as all of the upper floor surfaces and the refueling pool areas. 

Although there is a relatively high degree of uncertainty with these blowdown transport results, 
the trends generally make sense. Because so little debris is protected from the CSs, these 
trends indicate a relatively high transport of debris to the sump pool. 
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VI.4.1.2 Fibrous Washdown Debris Transport 

The CSs and condensation of steam throughout the containment and subsequent drainage to 
the sump pool would entrain substantial debris that was deposited onto the various surfaces 
and would transport the debris to the sump pool. In addition, these processes would degrade 
the fibrous insulation debris to some extent further, thereby creating more of the very fine, 
readily transportable debris. 

VI.4.1.2.1 Surface Retention of Deposited Debris 

The fraction of debris that stays on a specific surface, as opposed to being washed away, is 
referred to as the retention fraction. The fraction transported from a specific surface would then 
be 1 minus the retention fraction. Estimates of the retention fractions were essentially 
engineering judgments that were based on experience with small-scale testing during the 
DDTS. These experiments did not examine specifically the flow requirement needed to remove 
a piece of debris from a specified type of surface. Most of these tests dealt with either debris 
generation or airborne debris transport. One set of tests examined the erosion that was 
associated with fibrous debris inundated by water flow. During the conduct of these tests, 
experience with the handling of the debris provided some understanding regarding the ease or 
difficulty of forcing a piece of debris to move. These findings are summarized in Table IX-15. 
The estimated transport and corresponding retention fractions are shown in Table IX-16 and 
Table IX-17, respectively. 

Debris transport due to condensate drainage would be expected to affect only the smaller 
debris. As condensation builds on a surface, it forms a thin film that subsequently drains and 
typically forms small rivulets of flow. This flow usually would move around significantly sized 
pieces of debris. Individual fibers could be entrained in the flow, or the fiber simply could be 
pushed to the sides of the rivulets. Some fine and small-piece debris certainly would transport, 
but the quantities of small debris transporting were estimated to be a small portion of the total. 
The DDTS's central estimate (realistic yet conservative) assumed that 1% of small debris 
transported (the extreme upper bound was 10%) but no large debris. The DDTS did not 
separate fines from small pieces. For this estimate, increasing the 1% to 2% for small-piece 
debris and increasing the 1% to 5% for the fines increased the level of conservatism. The larger 
debris was assumed not to transport because of condensate runoff. 

Table IX-15. Fibrous-Debris Washdown Transport Trends 

Fines Minority Transport 

Small Pieces Minority Transport 

Large Pieces No Significant 
Transport 

Medium Transport No Significant Transport 

Intact Pieces No Significant 
Transport 

Minority Transport No Significant Transport 
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Table IX-16. Estimated Flbrou.Debris Washdown Transport Percentages 

dtl......,,~· •
,DraI~~,;.-~:;:·>,t;....;: 

Fines 5% 99% 

Small Pieces 2% 70% 

Large Pieces 0% 50% 0% 

Intact Pieces 0% 20% 0% 

Table IX-17. Estimated Flbrou.Debrls Washdown Retention Fractions 

Fines 0.95 0.01 

Small Pieces 0.98 0.3 

Large Pieces 1 0.5 1 

Intact Pieces 1 0.8 1 

Whenever fine and small-piece debris would be subjected to the substantial flows of the 
impacting CSs or the subsequent drainage of the sprays, the flow likely would entrain nearly all • 
of the fine debris and a majority of the small debris. Test experience indicates that the CSs 
would wash fines from surfaces easily and carry those fines with the drainage to the sump pool. 
However, some of this fine debris would be pushed into relatively protected spots, comers, 
crevices, etc., where the debris would remain. Surfaces that were impacted directly by sprays 
and drained surfaces were grouped together for washdown transport because of the lack of 
information that was required to treat these two surface types differently. It was assumed that 
99% of the fines would be transported from surfaces that were impacted by the sprays or 
drainage and that the other 1% experienced something less than total transport. 

ess also would wash substantial small-piece debris off structures, walls, and floors. The 
DOTS's central estimate was 50% (realistic yet conservative), with an extreme upper bound of 
100%. Substantial quantities of debris likely would become trapped at locations that were 
protected from full spray flow due to the complex arrangements of containment equipment, 
piping, etc. It was assumed that 70% of the small debris would transport from surfaces that were 
impacted directly either by the CSs or by the subsequent drainage. This assumption adds 
additional conservatism to the DOTS's central estimate without becoming excessively 
conservative. 

The 70% estimate was supported further by a simple floor-water drainage calculation, in which a 
uniform spray was applied to a floor area at a rate of flow corresponding to the containment
dome spray Trains A and B. A floor-area estimate indicates that -BOO tr would be drained by 
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each floor drain. A plant calculation estimated that the floor-water hold-up depth would be 
-1.5 in. The separate-effect characterization ofdebris transport in water tests [NUREG/CR
6772, 2002] shows that a turbulent flow velocity as low as -0.06 fVs can cause a small piece of 
debris to tumble or slide along the floor. If circular drainage geometry is assumed, the transport 
estimate indicates that 30% to 40% of the floor area would not have sufficient flow velocity to 
transport small-piece debris. This calculation did not consider the effect of structures on the 
transport, which would create locations for debris entrapment. Therefore, the 70% estimate is a 
reasonable number for small-debris transport by the CSs. 

For the large and intact pieces of debris, the surfaces were split into two additional categories 
based on whether the transport of the debris would encounter floor drain holes that would 
prevent further transport. A typical floor drain is -6 112 in. in diameter and has a coarse grating 
that would stop any debris that is larger than -3 in. square. A few floor drains have a relatively 
fine mesh screen over the hole. Floor surfaces are sloped to channel water to the drains. Large 
debris deposited onto the upper floors likely would have to pass through more than one of these 
floor drains to reach the sump. Large debris settling into the refueling pools would also have to 
pass through drains to reach the sump, some of which have a screen cover. The two largest of 
the refueling drains are nominal 6-in. drains without any cover or grating and are open during 
normal operation. Although a piece of large debris could pass through this 6-in. drain, the 
amount of debris would not be enough to treat these drains separately. It was assumed that 
these drains would stop further transport of large and intact debris. 

Conversely, large and intact debris that is deposited at locations such as the SG compartments 
would not encounter any drain holes as the debris transports toward the sump pool. CSs would 
wash substantial quantities of large-piece debris off structures, walls, and floors. A portion of the 
large debris would be trapped on top of gratings and would not transport. Other large pieces 
would snag onto structures such that the sprays would not dislodge them. Substantial quantities 
of debris likely would become trapped at locations that are protected from full spray flow due to 
the complexities of containment equipment, piping, etc. Because large debris would transport 
less easily than small debris, it was assumed that 50% of the large debris was transported. The 
intact debris would be less likely to transport than the large-piece debris. Based on DDTS 
experience, the intact pieces of debris were significantly more likely to snag on structures than 
the large pieces, and substantial quantities of intact debris were likely to remain attached to the 
original piping. It was assumed that 20% of the intact debris would transport. 

VI.4.1.2.2 Erosion of Debris by CSs 

Experiments conducted in support of the DDTS analysis illustrated that insulation debris could 
be eroded further by the flow of water. Some debris erosion could occur because of the impact 
of the sprays and spray drainage flows, but the amount of erosion would not be great. The 
DDTS concluded that <1 % of the fibrous debris eroded as a result of CS operation. Debris 
erosion caused by condensation and condensate flow was neglected. Debris containing 
insulation that is still in its cover would not be expected to erode further. The erosion of debris 
caused by the plummeting of the break flow into the sump pool is considered as part of the 
sump-pool transport analysis. 

It was assumed that condensate drainage would not cause further erosion of fibrous debris and 
that intact or covered debris would not erode further. Erosion does not apply to fine debris 
because the debris is already fine. It was assumed that 1% of the small- and large-piece debris 
that was impacted directly by the sprays would erode. It was assumed that intact pieces of 
debris could not erode because its canvas cover would protect the fibrous materials. 
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VI.4.1.3 Quantification of Fibrous-Debris Transport 

The transport of fibrous debris was quantified using the models presented in Section VI.3 and� 
the input presented in Section VI.4.1. The quantified transport results are presented in Table� 
IX-18. The table shows the transport fractions for each size category, as well as the overall� • 
transport fraction. It also shows the fractions of the total ZOI insulation that entered the pool,� 
which were normalized to provide a size distribution for the debris entering the pool. About 57%� 
of the ZOI fibrous insulation was predicted to transport to the sump pool, and nearly ha" of that� 
would be the relatively transportable sizes. The transport fraction for the fines includes the� 
erosion products from the predicted erosion of the small and large pieces of debris. The quantity� 
of erosion products was approximately equal to 6% of the original generated fines.� 

Table IX-18. Flbrou.Debrl.Transport Results 
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Fines 0.07 0.93 0.07 0.12 

Small Pieces 0.26 0.66 0.17 0.30 

Large Pieces 0.32 0.54 0.17 0.30 

Intact Pieces 0.35 0.46 0.16 0.28 

All Debris 1.00 0.57 0.57 1.00 

VI.4.2 RMI DebrIs Transport •Roughly 85.7% of the insulation in the volunteer-plant containment is RMI. The debris-transport 
methodology discussed in Section VI.3 applies to RMI debris, as well as fibrous debris. 
Unfortunately, unlike the fibrous insulation, very little useful airbome transport data for RMI 
debris exist. Specifically, the capture fractions for the capture of RMI debris passing through 
structures such as gratings and of RMI debris inertially impacting surfaces have not been 
measured. Only secondary experience associated with RMI debris-generation experiments is 
applicable in this study. For RMI debris washdown, the pool transport velocities are available. 
Small-scale experiments suggest that RMI debris transports less easily than would the fibrous 
debris, primarily because the RMI debris is heavier. In addition, it would take substantially more 
RMI debris on the sump screen to block flow effectively through the screen than it would fibrous 
debris. 

VI.4.2.1 RMI Blowdown Debris Transport 

The capture fractions for RMI debris are likely much different from the corresponding fractions� 
for fibrous debris. For fibrous debris, the capture fractions were very dependent on surface� 
wetting; when the surfaces were dry, debris capture was minimal. For RMI, surface wetting may� 
not be important. For instance, it seems likely that the capture of RMI on a grating depends on� 
the foil folding over a bar in such a manner that it remains in place. Capture may depend on the� 
debris remaining stuck on a structure. The amount of RMI debris that was captured by a grating� 
could be significantly less than the amount of fibrous insulation; conversely, it could be 
substantially greater. Furthennore, the ability of flows to transport large cassette-like RMI debris 
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is not known. Therefore, application of the Section VI.3 methodology required very conservative 
assumptions to compensate for the nearly complete lack of data. 

VI.4.2.1.1 Break-Region Blowdown Debris Transport 

It is conservative to overestimate the retention of debris within the SG compartments because 
subsequent debris washdown is more likely if the debris were in the SGs as opposed to being 
dispersed throughout the containment. Because the capture rates for RMI debris passing 
through a grating have not been determined, it was conservatively assumed that 100% of all 
RMI debris impacting a grating was stopped by that grating from further forward transport. 
Debris stopped on the underside of a grating likely could fall back once depressurization flows 
subside. Because the gratings do not extend completely across the SG compartments, 
substantial debris still could be propelled upward into the containment dome. 

Likewise, the inertial capture of RMI debris by miscellaneous structures-such as pipes, beams, 
or vessels-or by inertial impaction whenever the flow makes a sharp bend-has not been 
determined. For instance, it would seem less likely that a piece of RMI debris would stick to a 
wall than would a small piece of fibrous debris. The fibrous-debris capture fractions for 
miscellaneous structures and sharp bends were applied to the RMI debris to conservatively 
overpredict the retention of RMI debris within the SG compartments. Applying these 
assumptions to the logic charts, which are similar to Figure IX-7, results in the conservative SG 
capture fractions shown in Table IX-19. The values for 2- to 6-in. and the larger-than-6-in. debris 
categories in Table IX-19 correspond to the values for the fibrous large- and intact-category 
values (shown in Table IX-11): a result of similar assumptions. The assumption that the gratings 
capture all of the RMI debris, even the smallest pieces, predicts substantially more RMI 
retention within the SG compartments than likely would occur in reality. The predicted over
conservative retention was necessitated by the lack of RMI transport data. 

Table IX·19. Fractional Distribution of Debris Captured and Exiting Break Region 

Captured within SGs 1 and 4 0.64 0.70 0.82 

Expelled to Dome 0.32 0.26 0.17 

Expelled to Level 832 0.01 0 0 

Expelled to Level 808 0.03 0.04 0.01 

VI.4.2.1.2 Dispersion Throughout the Remainder of Containment 

The 24-region subdivision of the containment free volume that was used in the fibrous-debris
transport estimate (Table IX-12) also was used for the RMI debris-transport estimate. The 
volume weighting factors that were estimated for fibrous-debris transport (Table IX-13) also 
were applied to the RMI debris because no rationale was found to weight the distributions 
otherwise. For RMI debris, no fine debris was postulated (Le., even the smaller pieces of RMI 
debris should sink readily in water, as opposed to fibrous fines, which tend to remain in 
suspension). The predicted dispersion of RMI debris was judged to place more debris into 
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locations where it subsequently would be predicted to transport with the CS drainage to the 
sump pool. The results of the blowdown dispersion by groups of volume regions are illustrated 
in Figure IX-14. As modeled, a majority of the debris was retained in the break region (SGs 1 
and 4). In reality, it is likely that much more of the smaller debris would be blown free of the 
break region and into the upper dome region, where subsequent washdown to the sump pool • 
would be substantially less 1han it would be if the debris were kept within the break region. 
However, the lack of RMI debris-transport data necessitated the conservative assumptions 
leading to these results. 
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Figure 1X-14. RMI Blowdown Distribution by Region Groups. 

VI.4.2.1.3 Dispersion by Surface Orientation and Surface Wetness 

A review of photos that were taken of RMI debris following RMI debris-generation tests indicates 
that RMI debris would reside preferentially on the floor surfaces [NEDO-32686, 1996, LA-UR
01-1595,2001], although some RMI debris was caught on structures. However, the structures in 
these debris-generation tests were dry; therefore, it is not known if surface wetness would 
cause RMI to stick to wetted surfaces. Still, it is conservative to place the debris on the floors, 
where the subsequent washdown would be more effective. Therefore, the various surface-area
weighting factors were set to place most of the RMI debris on the volume region floors. It was 
assumed that 990/0 of the RMI debris would reside on the floor. The surface-area fractions 
shown in Table IX-14 apply to RMI debris as well as to fibrous debris. In these assumptions, 
-99% of the RMI debris following blowdown was located where it either was impacted directly 
by the sprays or was located in the path of the spray drainage, leaving only 1% on surfaces that 
were wetted by condensation only. 
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• VI.4.2.2 RMI Washdown Debris Transport 

The RMI debris surface-retention fractions (Le., the fraction that was not washed away) were 
estimated based primarily on engineering judgments and RMI pool debris-transport data. Small
scale testing of the transport of RMI debris in a pool of water demonstrated the ease or difficulty 
of forcing a piece of debris to move in a pool of water. Debris transport in a flowing layer of 
water that resides on a floor is similar to the transport of the debris in an established pool of 
water. Perceptions regarding the transport of RMI debris in nonpool situations are summarized 
in Table IX-20. The estimated transport and corresponding retention fractions are shown in 
Table IX-21 and Table IX-22, respectively. 

Table IX-20. RMI-Debris-Washdown Transport Trends 

<2 in. Minority Transport Medium Transport 

No Significant 2 to 6 in. No Significant Transport Medium Transport Transport 

No Significant 
>6 in. No Significant Transport Minority Transport 

Transport 

• Table IX-21. Estimated RMI-Debris-Washdown Transport Percentages 

<2 in. 1% 40% 

2 to 6 in. 0% 30% 0% 

>6 in. 0% 10% 0% 

Table IX-22. Estimated RMI-Debris-Washdown Retention Percentages 

$;Elth.rSpt.,~;'.r . 
Ft' .$J'Pl!aln"$J~;flow·· 1tYj\ 

,WJtl1out'lnt*rvening Wlth"lnterV~"ing 'SloOr 
~Ioor:arains Drains .',.:,1;;.,; c':' 

<2 in. 99% 60% 

2 to 6 in. 1% 70% 1% 

• 
>6 in. 1% 90% 1% 
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All debris that was deposited onto the SG compartment floors and the sump-level floors 
automatically was assumed to have entered the sump pool; this assumption was not indicated 
in the tables. This assumption primarily affected the debris that was deposited onto the break
region floor during either blowdown or washdown. The actual movement of this debris from the •
SG compartment floor into the outer annulus would be driven by the falling and spreading break 
flow; this would generally be expected to be a relatively high level of transport. 

Debris transport resulting from condensate drainage would be expected to affect only the 
smaller debris. As condensation builds on a surface, it forms a thin film that subsequently drains 
and typically forms small riwlets of flow. This flow usually would not move around significantly 
sized pieces of debris. Significant transport of RMI debris does not seem likely; however, it is 
possible that some of the smaller debris could move with the condensate flow until the 
condensate flow linked up with more substantial water drainage. It was assumed that 1% of the 
debris that was <2 in. and subjected only to condensate drainage ultimately would transport to 
the sump pool. Furthermore, it was assumed that none of the debris that was >2 in. would 
transport to the sump pool. 

Whenever pieces of debris <2 in. were subjected to substantial flows from impacting the CSs or 
from the subsequent drainage of the sprays, the flow likely would entrain a substantial portion of 
that debris. The evaluation of the transport of the smaller RMI debris that was exposed to 
sprays and/or spray drainage was based on a floor-pool drain velocity estimate and on the pool 
debris-transport threshold velocities. The drainage-flow velocity calculation assumed that a 
uniform spray was applied to an upper-level floor area corresponding to the containment-dome 
spray Trains A and B. A floor-area estimate indicated that -800 If of floor area would be 
drained by each floor drain. A plant calculation estimated that the floor-water hold-up depth 
would be -1.5 in. The separate-effect characterization of debris transport in water tests 
[NUREGlCR-6n2, 2002] showed that a turbulent flow velocity of -0.2 ftls would be required to 
cause small stainless-steel RMI debris to tumble or slide along the floor. If it is assumed that •circular drainage geometry exists, the transport estimate indicates that 60% to 80% of the floor 
area would not have sufficient flow velocity to transport small stainless-steel RMI debris, 
depending on the assumed thickness of the water layer. This conclusion resulted in the 4()O1O 
transport estimate shown in Table IX-21. Because this calculation did not consider the effect of 
structures on the transport, which would create locations for debris entrapment, the 40% 
transport estimate is a reasonable number for the transport of RMI debris that is <2 in. by the 
CSs. 

As was done for fibrous debris, pieces of RMI debris that were >2 in. were assumed not to pass 
through floor drains or refueling-pool drains. At locations where the larger debris would not 
encounter floor or refueling drains, 30% of the 2- to 6-in. debris and 10% of the >6-in. debris 
were assumed to transport. The corresponding fibrous-debris-transport number simply was 
reduced based on engineering judgment to account for the fact the RMI debris transports less 
easily than does fibrous debris. In any case, these two estimates affected only a relatively minor 
portion of the total debris. 

Debris erosion of any significance would not happen to stainless-steel RMI debris; therefore, no 
erosion of the RMI debris by the CSs was considered in this study. 
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VI.4.2.3 Quantification of RMI Debris Transport 

""'"1e transport of fibrous debris was quantified using the models presented in Section VI.3 and 
(; ie input presented in Section VI.4.2. The quanti'fied transport results are presented in Table 
IX-23. The table shows the transport fractions for each size category, as well as the overall 
transport fraction. It also shows the fractions of the total ZOI insulation that entered the pool. 
These fractions then were normalized to provide a size distribution for the debris entering the 
pool. Approximately 83% of the ZOI RMI was predicted to transport to the sump pool, but only 
-20% of that amount was pieces <2 in. 

Table IX-23. Fractional RMI Debris-Transport Results 

<2 in. 0.21 0.82 0.17 0.21 

2 to 6 in. 0.12 0.76 0.09 0.11 

>6 in. 0.67 0.85 0.57 0.68 

All Debris 1.00 0.83 0.83 1.00 

VI.4.3 Min-K Insulation Debris Transport 

• Less than 1% of the insulation in the volunteer-plant containment is Min-K insulation, a form of 
insulation referred to as microporous or particulate insulation. Although the transport 
methodology discussed in Section VI.3 also applies to Min-K insulation, a nearly complete lack 
of airborne transport data for this type of insulation exist, as well as debris-generation data, 
which were discussed in Section VI.3.2.3. Because of the lack of data for the generation of 
debris from Min-K insulation, the unknown erosion characteristics of this insulation, and the 
sparseness of the insulation within the containment (Le., leads to a potential spatial nonuniform 
distribution), it was conservatively assumed that all Min-K located within the ZOI would be 
pulverized into a fine, highly transportable dust. If larger pieces of Min-K debris were inundated 
by the CSs, these pieces simply could dissolve into fine silt and transport with the spray 
drainage; however, this outcome is yet to be proven. Although <1 % of the containment 
insulation is Min-K, this type of particulate debris could affect the sump-screen head losses 
significantly. 

A conservative transport fraction for Min-K dust must be relatively high, and it seems likely that 
this fraction would be similar to the fraction for the transport of fibrous fines without the addition 
of erosion products, which was -0.87. That is, the transport of fibrous fines generated from the 
ZOI to the sump pool was -87%. (Note that the 93% value that was shown in Table IX-18 
included erosion products.) Because the bulk of the 13% of fine fibers that did not transport was 
located on surfaces wetted only by condensate, it seems likely that a similar result would occur 
for the Min-K. For this study, it was assumed that 90% of the Min-K dust would transport to the 
sump pool. 
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VI.5 BLOWDOWNlWASHDOWN CONCLUSION 

A methodology was developed that considers both transport phenomenology and plant features 
and that divides the overall complex transport problem into many smaller problems that either 
are amenable to solution by combining experimental data with analysis or that can be judged •
conservatively based on the foundation of debris-transport knowledge. The quantification of the 
methodology results in predicted transport fractions that are both conservative and plausible. 
The overall transport results are shown in Table IX-24. These transport fractions represent the 
fractions of the insulation by type that was initially located within the ZOI and that subsequently 
would transport to the sump pool. Detailed results, inclUding size distribution information, are 
discussed in Sections VI.3 and V1.4. 

Table IX-24. Overall Transport Results 

Fibrous 57% Table IX-18 

RMI 83% Table IX-23 

Min-K 90% All Dust 

• Overall percentages are for demonstration only. 

The overall transport fractions listed in Table IX-24 serve for demonstration purposes but are 
not valid for plant-specific evaluations because these fractions were calculated using LOCA
generated debris-size distributions that did not account properly for PWR jet characteristics. 
BWR jet characteristics were substituted for PWR jet characteristics because the PWR jet •analyses had not been performed yet. When the PWR jet characteristics become available, it 
will be a simple matter to recalculate the overall transport fractions using PWR LOCA-generated 
debris-size characteristics. 

Neither the debri.size distributions nor the overall transport fractions in this report are 
valid for plant-specific evaluations. 

The transport fractions for each debris-size category are considered to be conservative for the 
LDFG insulation in the volunteer plant (but not necessarily for containments of other design). 
The fibrous-debris-transport analysis contained herein was based on LDFG insulation and may 
require adjusting for any high-density fiberglass insulation or mineral wool that may also be in 
the plant. 

For the volunteer plant, a high percentage of the fine LOCA-generated debris most likely would 
transport to the sump pool via the spray drainage flows. The transport fractions tended to 
decrease as the debris size increased. A majority of the larger debris that was predicted to 
transport to the sump pool was stopped in the SG compartments that were associated with the 
break, where subsequent CS drainage was assumed to be readily capable of moving the debris 
downward to the pool. 
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The transport of the RMI and Min-K debris was skewed more conservatively toward larger 
transport fractions than was the fibrous debris because of the lack of transport data. Realistically 
speaking, the RMI might be expected to transport less readily than would the fibrous debris 
because it is heavier. However, a larger fraction of the RMI debris could be trapped in the break 
region (SG compartments), where it could be transported subsequently into the sump pool and 
thus the need to skew the transport fractions conservatively. A similar discussion applies to the 
Min-K because of the lack of LOCA debris-generation data, lack of erosion data, and the 
potential nonuniform placement of Min-K in the ZOI. Therefore, most of the Min-K must be 
conservatively assumed to transport to the sump pool as a fine dust or silt. 

Conservative engineering judgments were made in this analysis at various steps along the way. 
The degree of conservatism that was associated with these judgments was intended to ensure 
conservative final results without straying too far from realistic behavior. The judgments were 
not intended to be upper bounding. For example, the erosion of LDFG by CSs was assessed in 
the DOTS as being <1 %. In reality, the erosion may be significantly <1 %. The 1% value was 
assumed to be conservative but not far from reality. In addition, many conservative judgments 
tend to compound as the analysis progresses. 

The analyses herein considered only one break location (SG1), although they considered a 
range of break sizes at that location. Plant-specific analyses must consider a range of break 
locations. For the volunteer plant, LOCAs can occur within an SG compartment, which is likely 
the most probable location. A break in the same SG but at a different level likely would have a 
result similar to the one analyzed because most of the break effluent still would flow to the 
containment dome. A break in an SG compartment different from SG1 most likely would have a 
similar result, except that the debris would tend to enter the sump pool at different locations. A 
break outside the SG compartments, such as in a main steam line, would behave differently 
than a break inside an SG compartment and probably should be analyzed separately. A break 
in the pressurizer certainly would be different because that compartment does not vent directly 
to the containment dome as with the SG compartments (Le., no major upper openings exist). 
Therefore, a larger fraction of the debris might be driven out of the pressurizer compartment 
directly into the sump area, but the total quantity of debris might be substantially less than a 
primary-loop piping break. Neither a pressurizer-line break nor a main steam-line break was 
analyzed herein. 

In performing blowdown/washdown analyses, it is important that 

•� the debris-size categories match the characteristics of the debris-transport behavior; 

•� the break region is analyzed in substantial detail because so much of the debris capture 
is likely to occur in this region; 

•� the debris capture along the primary exits from the break region also should be analyzed 
in substantial detail; 

•� CS drainage patterns should be determined to support the washdown analysis and to 
indicate where the debris would enter the sump pool and how the spray drainage would 
impact sump pool turbulence; and 

•� vulnerable spray-drainage pathways, where potential debris blockage might occur, 
should be identified. 
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Attachment 1 to APPENDIX VI: 

VOLUNTEER-PLANT SPRAY-WATER DRAINAGE ANALYSIS •INTRODUCTION numbered headings throughout attachment? 

A postulated LOCA in the volunteer plant would distribute insulation debris throughout the 
containment, whereby the subsequent drainage of spray water following the LOCA would 
transport portions of this insulation debris toward the recirculation sump screens. A best 
estimate of how the water would drain to the sump was performed to support subsequent 
debris-transport calculations. The analysis will help to identify spaces and surfaces where 
insulation debris likely would not be washed away by sprays or drainage flow (e.g., an area that 
was not impacted by sprays and has too little drainage flow to transport debris). The analysis 
will help to determine how the drainage water enters the sump pool, which in tum will affect 
debris transport within that pool. 

SYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS 

The CS systems in the volunteer plant consist of two independent trains (Trains A and B), with 
headers located in four containment regions. Spray nozzles are located in one of four regions of 
the containment: 

• Region A-eontainment dome spraying down toward Level 905; 

• Region B-BeIow Level 905 spraying Level 860; 

• Region e-BeJow Level 860 spraying Level 832; and 

• Region D-BeJow Level 832 spraying Level 808. • 
The specifications are shown in Table 1 consistently number by section? e.g., Vl-1?for both 
trains in Unit 1, combined. Spray Train B has one more nozzle in the dome than Train A; 
therefore, the flows that are associated with single train operations constitute essentially half of 
the flows shown for both trains. Unit 1 has seven more nozzles than Unit 2. The drainage 
estimate performed for Unit 1 is applicable also to Unit 2. 

Table 1. Unit 1 Spray Nozzle SUmmary 
,. 'L.. : 

Spray tfozzIe Flow Reglon-Flow-" Region 1lIOZ:I:I88. t (gpm) (gpm)� 

A 545 20 10,900� 

B 134 20 2680� 

C 28 20 560� 

D 54 20 1080� 

Total 761 20 15,220� 
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The containment was designed to drain the spray water down to the containment recirculation 
sumps. Furthermore, the containment apparently was designed to minimize water holdup, 
thereby maximizing the depth of the sump pool. Several features of the containment determine 
the primary drainage pathways in the containment. These features include the following. 

Floor Drains-A primary means of draining spray water is the floor drains that drain water from 
one floor directly down to the next floor. A typical drain, which is -6 1/2 in. in diameter, is shown 
in Figure 1. consistently number by section? e.g., VI-1 ?At the top of this figure, another type 
of drain is shown that drains directly to the containment sump. Floor surfaces are sloped to 
channel water into the drains. 

• Figure 1. Typical Floor Drain. 

Water Barriers-Water drainage is controlled by water barriers (curbs)-both concrete and 
metallic types-that are placed around floor-area perimeters to prevent water from draining from 
those perimeters. However, these barriers do not cover the entire perimeter of a floor. Gaps 
exist in the barriers at locations such as the areas around walkways and ladders. In many 
places, water can flow from a floor perimeter onto another floor, into the gap between the 
internal structures and the outer wall, into an SG compartment, into a stairwell, etc. A typical 
curb is shown in Figure 2. Figure 3 shows another curb next to an SG compartment that 
illustrates a discontinuity in a curb. 
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Figure 2. Typical Concrete Curb. 

Figure 3. Gap In Concrete Curb Surrounding an SG Compartment. 

Refueling Pool Drains-A substantial portion of the dome sprays will fall into the refueling cavity 
and accumulate in the three pool areas of the cavity. During nonnal operation, the pool drains 
are open, allowing spray water to drain down to the sump. The pool drains consist of 4-in. and 
6-in. sizes. Figure 4 shows the drains in the pool that are used to store the reactor vessel lower 
internals during refueling. A 4-in. drain with a cover screen (with holes -1/4 to 1/2 in. in 
diameter) is shown near the center of the photo. Two 6-in. drains also are shown in the upper
right (cover off) and lower-right comers (cover in place). These 6-in. drains are closed off with 
blind flanges during refueling and are uncovered during nonnal operations. The 4-in. drains 
drain down into the labyrinth of rooms on Level 808, which is located directly below the refueling 
pools. The two 6-in. drains drain to 8Gs 3 and 4. The pool that is used to store and transfer fuel 
is drained to Level 808 by a single 4-in. drain. The pool that is used to store reactor vessel 
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upper internals during refueling has a single 4-in. drain, which drains into the pool that stores 
the lower internals. 

Figure 4. Refueling Pool Drains. 

• 
Floor Gratings-Water drainage between floors also occurs through the floor gratings that cover 
several open areas in the floors (e.g., the equipment-transfer floor hatches). 

Stairwells-At several staircases, water can drain from one floor to the next. Two primary 
staircases extend all the way from sump Level 808 up to the top floor at Level 905. 

APPROACH number as heading? 

A review of containment drawings and plant documents led to many general observations: 

•� Little, if any, water is expected to drain down the elevator shaft by way of the elevator 
doors. The elevator shaft was not treated as a wetted drain perimeter in the plant's 
minimum pool calculation, and the floors generally slope away from elevator. 
Furthermore, elevator doors may prevent water entry into the elevator shaft. 

•� The pressurizer compartment should remain essentially dry. A roof covers the 
compartment so that sprays do not enter this compartment. Drains and sloping floors 
generally prevent water flow into this compartment at other entrances. 

•� Water entering the SG compartments consists of dome-spray droplets falling directly into 
those compartments. Droplets falling onto the wall-tops and floor that are located 
between or near the SG compartments likely will flow into the SG compartments. Also, 
the two 6-in. refueling-pool drains flow directly into the SG compartments. 

• 
•The most useful drawings were floor layouts that showed floor slopes, water barriers, and floor drains. The most 
useful document was a plant calculation of the minimum sump-pool height. 
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•� Water entering the stairwells consists of spray droplets falling directly into stairwells and 
of some water overflowing a floor perimeter. 

•� Water entering the refueling cavity consists of spray droplets falling directly into the 
cavity. This water includes droplets that are falling onto walkways surrounding the • 
refueling pool and that subsequently would flow into the pool. 

•� Water entering the gap between the inner containment structure and the containment� 
outer wall consists of spray droplets impinging the outer containment wall and� 
sUbsequently flowing down the liner and of water from gaps in the water barriers along� 
the floor perimeters.� 

•� Substantial quantities of water are intended to drain from one floor to the next by way of� 
the floor drains between the floors.� 

Because of the complexity of the water drainage, many simplifying assumptions and 
engineering judgments were necessary. The primary assumptions include the following. 

•� All spray systems were active (only one possible spray scenario was evaluated): 

•� No blockage of drain flows by debris was postulated.t 

•� Dome spray droplets fall vertically and distribute uniformly across the containment cross� 
section before encountering any containment structure. Distribution was based on cross�
sectional areas.� 

•� Crosswalks on Level 905 that are directly between the refueling cavity and the SG� 
compartments drain into those compartments.'� • 

•� Refueling cavity walkways on Level 860 drain into pools. 

•� Levels 873 and 851 do not have floor drains (floor drains not shown in drawing). 

•� Water draining onto Level 849 from Level 860 subsequently drains to Level 832. 

•� Water drains that drain directly to a containment sump (e.g., the one shown in the upper� 
portion of Figure 1) are neglected. These specialized drains were not delineated in the� 
drawings and are assumed to be substantially fewer in number than the main floor� 
drains.� 

Engineering jUdgments were necessary where insufficient data were available to estimate 
drainage accurately. 

The calculational approach included the following steps: 

•� the locations of all spray nozzles were identified; 

•The scenario where one train operates and one train is inactive can be estimated by dividing aJllIows for both trains 
by a factor of 2.� 

tlnsulation debris could block a ftoor drain or a refuefing pool drain.� 
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• • the dome spray impacting and running down the conta.inment liner was estimated; 

• the main floor areas on Levels 808, 832, 860, and 905 were nodalized into three 
sections for each floor; 

• the locations where the spray droplets would settle were identified; and 

• the drainage process was tracked from the uppermost surfaces down to Level 808. 

The dome spray nozzles, arranged around four rings for each of the two trains, are aimed in 
four different directions. Some of the nozzles apparently are aimed to spray the dome liner. A 
portion of this spray impacting the liner subsequently should drain down the liner itself. The 
number of nozzles aimed in each of the four directions was tabulated for each ring. Then the 
spray impact and runoff was jUdged for each ring location. Of the 10,900-gpm total dome spray 
flow, 700 gpm was estimated to flow down the liner. 

Figure 5 illustrates the subdivision of the main floors. Section 1 includes the side of the 
containment where the main steam and feedwater lines penetrate the containment. Drainage on 
this side would be distinctly different from the remainder of the containment. Section 2 includes 
unique features such as Level 849 and Level 832; sprays do not extend into this section. 
Section 3 includes the remainder of the floors. 

• 
To estimate the distribution of settled dome spray water, the containment cross-sectional area 
was estimated for each section of floor, refueling cavity, SG compartment, open area, etc. It was 
assumed that the spray droplets would fall uniformly onto these areas. Once the settled flows 
were determined, the drainage from floor to floor was estimated, starting with the uppermost 
floor surface. For each floor section, a drainage distribution was estimated, based on floor 
sloping relative to drainage pathways. 

• 
Figure 5. Schematic of Floor Sections• 
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The overall spray drainage is shown in Figure 6. The dashed lines represent spray droplets 
falling onto a surface- (the arrow head indicates the surface receiving the droplets). The 
numbers indicate flow rates in gallons per minute. The solid lines indicate water draining from 
one surface to another or water falling into and through a stairwell or the outer wall gap_ A •
diagram illustrating where the water enters the level 808 sump pool is shown in Figure 7. 

• 

The surfaces are not drawn to scale. 
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Figure 7. Spray-Water Drainage to Level 808 Sump Pool. 
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• APPENDIX VII: Characterization ofPWR Latent Debris 

The United States (US) Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) has recently initiated a study 
conducted through Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) and the University of New Mexico 
(UNM) to characterize latent debris samples collected at five individual volunteer plants. The 
focus of this work is to study physical attributes of dust and dirt, such as particulate-to-fiber 
mass ratio, size distributions of particulate, material and bulk densities, and hydraulic 
parameters, including the specific surface area. Because of variations in plant collection 
methods and sampling schemes, it is not possible to make estimates of total latent-debris 
inventories. trtt!~ §lPP~!1_dj'5 sJ_qc_u-"D~D!~ P!~Ul!ljo~ry r~~~I!~ 91 J~§l! ~!lIq~ !~~~ ~r~ !~Ley~_nJ _t9_t!l~ - -- Comm 

methomsupplementary gUidance provided by the staff in Section 3.5 of the safety evaluation report 
to ebara,

(SER). amount 
able tor 
somethiJA total of five sets of samples were received at LANL for analysis, but only four were totally 
collectic 

characterized. The fifth set was not characterized fully because it was dominated by paint chips 1}'PeSof 
generated from pressure washing and was therefore deemed to be unrepresentative of cbaracte 

amount!pressurized-water-reactor (PWR) containment debris. Material property data collected for the more de 
latent-debris samples establish the basis for preparation of a particulate-debris simulant that is 
suitable for large-scale head-loss testing at UNM. The objective of head-loss testing is to 
quantify the hydraulic properties of latent debris that are needed for the proper application of the 
NUREG/CR-6224 debris-bed head-loss correlation. 

The experimental scope for sample characterization was as follows. 

• 
1. The debris was removed from its shipping container and transferred to plastic 

laboratory containers for gamma-spectrum counting. 

2.� The ''fiber'' and "particle" fractions were separated from the remaining (or "other") 
debris items by manual manipulation, sieving, and water rinsing. 

3.� Particulate size distributions were obtained by graduated sieVing. 

4.� The weight of fine particles attached to sWiping (rt"t~S$lin) need to correct throughout 
SER cloth or filter paper was determined by mass balance and comparisons of clean 
collection media to soiled collection media. 

5.� The fiber thickness/diameter was determined by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 
and microphotographic statistics. 

6.� The material and bulk densities of fibers were estimated by mass measurement 
combined with volume estimates obtained from water displacement and direct 
measurement in graduated columns, respectively. 

7.� Particle surface area and density measurements were taken using state-of-the-art 
nitrogen adsorption techniques. 

8.� Scanning electron microscope/energy-dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) methods were 
used to characterize the chemical composition of representative particulate and fiber 
samples. 
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Figure VII-1 illustrates a typical variety of composition and proportion between particulate, fiber, 
and other larger pieces that are assumed to have minimal transport potential. All plants 
submitted multiple samples ranging from a few grams to several thousand grams that exhibited 
similar characteristics. For some plants, the samples had to be combined to obtain meaningful 
measurements; for others, each individual sample could be fully characterized. • 

Figure Vn-1. Reprelentatlve L8tMt-Debris Components from a Single Volunteer Plant. • 
Objects larger than a 0.132-in.-mesh-size sieve were classified as a debris type "other'" than 
particulate or fiber. This category of size, composition, and characteristics should be removed 
from any plant-specific samples that are collected before applying any mass fractions reported 
in this appendix. Larger latent debris types are not assumed to be transportable at recirculation 
pool velocities and so do not contribute to long-term increases in sump-screen head loss. 
However, any of this debris category that is present on the sump-pool floor may readily 
transport to the sump dUring pool fill-up. Table VII-1 presents the range of particulate and fiber 
mass fractions that were measured for samples that were characterized after the larger pieces 
were removed. From these data come the generic recommendation that 15% of the 
transportable latent debris be assumed to be fiber. 

Each volunteer plant used a different collection method and sampling scheme. When separating 
particulates by wet sieving into fractions (>2 mm, 500 JUTl to 2 mm. 75 JUTl to 500 JUTl, and 
<75 JUTl), it became apparent by comparing plants that scraping and bristle-brush collection 
were not effective at capturing the smaller particulate fractions. This conclusion was further 
reinforced by SEM photos of filter papers and cloth swipes that showed significant loadings of 
particles <10 JIm in diameter. High-efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filter vacuuming with the 
brush attachments or manual swiping with lint-free (rnasslin) cloth are recommended collection 
methods for characterizing plant-specific latent debris loadings. 
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Table VII·1. Particulate and Fiber Mass Fractions for Volunteer Plants A-D 

Plant Particle Weight Fiber Weight % Particle % Fiber 
A 5.42 1.04 84 16 
B1 214 20 91 9 
B2 369 64 85 15 
B3 390 37 91 9 
B4 592 47 93 7 
B5 792 34 96 4 
B6 122 50 71 29 
B Total 2479 252 91 9 
C 13.77 0.76 95 5 
D1 2.51 0.47 84 16 
D2 0.29 0 100 0 
D3 12.45 0.28 97 3 
D4 34.34 2.20 94 6 
D6 5.56 0.1 98 2 
D8 9.15 0.09 99 1 
D10 11.98 0.74 94 6 
D15 74.92 7.0 91 9 
D Total 151.2 10.88 93 7 

Sample Range Total Particulate 710/0-100% 

Total Fiber 00/0-29% 

Plant Range Particulate 84%-95% 

Fiber 50/0-16% 

The material density of characterized fibers was found by water displacement measurements of 
10 plant samples to range between 1.0 to 1.9 g/cm3

• The mean value of 1.5 g/cm3 is 
recommended for use if needed in generic latent-debris assessments. However, a more 
relevant parameter of fiber is the dry-bed bulk density that can be used to estimate the volume 
of fiber needed to form a 1/8-in.-thick thin bed across the wetted-screen area of a given sump 
configuration. This property and the suggested application is comparable to the use of the as
manufactured bulk density for fiberglass insulation. 

The dry-bed density of latent fiber depends greatly on the amount of compaction applied for the 
measurement. Several alternatives were tried, but ultimately the staff recommends using the 
fiberglass density of 2.4 Ibmlft3 = 38.4 kg/m3 as a surrogate for dry latent debris. Similarly, 
fiberglass hydraulic properties should also be used as a surrogate for latent fiber. These 
recommendations are supported by the following rationale. First, in cases where fiberglass 
debris is present on the screen, minor inaccuracies in the latent fiber properties will not affect 
head-loss calculations. Second, where latent fiber is the dominant fibrous debris source and 
there is sufficient quantity to form a thin-bed filter, maximum head loss will be dominated by the 
properties of particulates captured on the fiber bed. Again, the difference between the actual 
hydraulic behavior of latent fiber and the presumed properties of fiberglass will not affect head
loss calculations adversely. 

Particulate densities for each size fraction and volunteer plant were measured very accurately 
using the Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) nitrogen adsorption method. Densities of particulates 
in the debris range from 2 to 4 g/cm3 with only a few exceptions, and densities for most of the 
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samples range between 2.5 and 3.0 g/cm3
, regardless of their particle size. These data form the 

basis of the recommendation for a nominal latent particulate density of 2.7 g/crn3
• 

A nominal size distribution of particulates found in the latent debris samples was used as a 
starting point to develop a formula for surrogate particulate debris that could be tested in a •
vertical-flow test loop at UNM. This apparatus permits measurement of pressure drop across a 
debris bed of known composition under a range of water velocities. Hydraulic parameters of the 
debris bed can then be inferred from differential pressure data by iteratively applying predictive 
correlations until the model results envelop a range of observed data. Material-specific 
parameter values, such as the specific surface area that are inferred in this manner, are only 
appropriate for use with the particular head-loss formula with which they were derived. In this 
case, the NUREGlCR-6224 head-loss correlation was applied. Microporous flow-resistance 
tests were performed on both the Iatent-debris samples and the surrogate formula to confirm 
that the surrogate could produce reasonably representative yet conservative hydraulic behavior. 

Equivalent mass fractions of cornmon sand and clay-based soil were used to recreate the size 
distribution of the latent particulate. Over a set of well-conditioned head-loss tests where the 
surrogate particulate was tested in combination with fiberglass insulation, the specific surface 
area of the surrogate was estimated to be 106,000 tC._ ~!'_a..~ 9J_ftl~~_t~ ~~r~ - - { Delete 
complicated by penetration of the debris bed by extremely fine clay silt that continued to 
circulate in the test loop. Within the range of the tests where flow velocities at the screen are 
<0.2 ftls (uncompressed fiber bed) and the estimated particulate-to-fiber mass ratios cannot 
exceed 3, the estimated particulate loading on a postulated debris bed can be reduced by 7.5% 
(one-quarter of the <75-pm mass fraction) to accommodate realistic debris-bed penetration of 
latent fine particulates. 

The surrogate debris formula was further refined by eliminating the Iatent-debris fraction with 
nominal dimensions >2 mm because the particles (sand grains) are not likely to transport at 
pool velocities <0.5 ftls that may exist near the screen under recirculation conditions. This size 
fraction represents -22% of the particulate mass on average that can be discounted from the • 
particulate inventory that is available for long-term transport under recirculation. This size 
fraction may be subjected to high-velocity transport during fill-up, and so the fractional decrease 
was only recommended for Iatent-particulate inventories residing above the flood level. 
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APPENDIX VIII: FORMATION AND PREDICTION OF THIN BED HEAD ,LOSSES� 
AND BEHAVIOR OF COMPACTED CALCIUM SILICATE� 

VIII.! INTRODUCTION 

Relatively high head losses have occurred across relatively thin layers of debris consisting of 
fibrous and particulate debris, whereas substantially thicker debris beds have cause lesser head 
losses. This behavior has been referred to as the ''thin-bed effect" where the head loss per unit 
thickness of debris is relatively high. Such debris beds have caused head losses high enough to 
threaten BWR ECCS sump recirculation pumps with modest quantities of debris on the strainers 
and such debris beds can threaten PWR sump recirculation sump screens as well. These types of 
debris beds have occurred operationally at nuclear power plants, have been created during head 
loss testing, and have been analytically simulated with the NUREG/CR-6224 head loss 
correlation. 

VIII.2 OPERATIONAL INCIDENCES 

Two operational strainer clogging events occurred at the Perry Nuclear Power Plant (PNPP) and 
one event at the Limerick Generating Station, Unit 1, whereby in each event a high head loss 
occurred with a relatively thin layer of debris present on the strainers. 

Perry Nuclear Power Plant On May 22, 1992, during a refueling outage inspection at the PNPP, 
debris was found on the suppression pool floor and on the RHR. suction strainers. This is 
discussed in NRC IN-93-34, "Potential for Loss of Emergency Cooling Function Due to a 
Combination of Operational and Post-LOCA Debris in Containment," May 6, 1993. In addition, 
the buildup of debris on the strainers caused an excessive differential pressure across the strainers 
and resulted in deformation of the strainers. PNPP replaced the strainers and cleaned the 
suppression pool. Then in March 1993, several safety relief valves lifted and the RHR was used 
to cool the suppression pool. The strainers were subsequently inspected and found covered with 
debris. A test of the strainers in the as-found condition was terminated when the pump suction 
pressure dropped to zero. The debris on the strainers consisted of glass fibers (from temporary 
drywell cooling filters inadvertently dropped into the suppression pool); corrosion products, and 
other materials filtered from the pool water by the glass fibers adhering to the strainer surfaces 
[IN-93-34, Supplement 1]. The suppression pool debris also consisted of general maintenance 
types of materials and a coating of fine dirt that covered most of the surface of the strainers and 
the pool floor. Fibrous material acted as a filter for suspended particles, a phenomenon not 
previously recognized by the NRC or the industry. This event suggested that filtering of small 
particles, such as suppression pool corrosion products (sludge), by the fibrous debris would result 
in significantly increased pressure drop across the strainers. 

Limerick Generating Station. Unit I Another event occurred at the Limerick Generating Station, 
Unit 1 on September 11, 1995. This is discussed in NRC IN-95-47, "Unexpected Opening of a 
SafetylRelief Valve and Complications Involving Suppression Pool Cooling Strainer Blockage," 
November 30, 1995. A safety relief valve (SRV) opened on Unit 1 while at 100% power. Before 
the SRV opened, Limerick had been running Loop A of the RHR. in suppression pool cooling 
mode. The operators initiated a manual scram in response to the SRV opening, and a second loop 
(Loop B) of suppression pool cooling. Approximately 30 minutes later, fluctuating motor current 
and flow were observed on Loop A. The cause was believed to be cavitation and Loop A was 
secured. Following the event, inspection by a diver revealed a thin mat of material covering the 
Loop A strainer. The mat consisted of fibrous material and sludge. The Loop B strainer had a 
similar covering, but to a lesser extent. Limerick subsequently removed about 635 kg of debris 
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from the pool. Similar to the PNPP events, the mat of fibers on the strainer surface converted the 
strainer into a filter. collecting sludge and other material on the strainer surface. 

These strainer clogging events caused substantial loss of pump flow and fluctuating conditions 
indicated cavitation due to debris beds consisting primarily of fibers and corrosion products. The • 
debris bed descriptions ..coating of fine dirt" and ''thin mat of material" describe thin beds of 
debris. The conclusion is that relatively thin layers of debris caused relatively high head losses. 
Following these events. the thin-bed effect behavior bas been experimentally replicated and 
analytically simulated. which bas resulted in an understanding of how such thin layer caused such 
high head losses. 

VDI.3 PHENOMENOLOGICAL DESCRIPTION 

The head loss across a bed of debris is directly related to the porosity of that debris bed. i.e.• the 
lower the porosity the higher the head loss. For fibers similar to low-density fiberglass insulation 
such as NUKONIW. the porosity of a bed of these fibers typically ranges from 90% to 99% 
depending upon the mechanical compression of the bed by the frictional drag caused by the flow. 
The porosity decreases with the compression of the debris. The porosity of a bed of particulate 
(without any fibers). however. is substantially less than the porosity of a fibrous debris bed. The 
iron oxide corrosion products sludge that is typically formed in BWR suppression pools bas a 
porosity of about 80%. In sludge. the particulate cannot be compressed significantly because the 
particles are hardened and the particles are akeady in contact with other particles. The porosity 
varies with types and size of the particulate. Another example. common sand in soils bas porosity 
in the neighborhood of40% to 46%. 

When fibrous and particulate debris are mixed, the porosity of the mixture depends upon the 
relative quantities of fiber and particulate and the mechanical compression of the fibers. When 
quantities of particulate are relatively small compared to the quantities of fibrous debris. the 
individual particles are ttapped in the fibers such that the particles do not generally interact. Such •
a debris bed bas been referred to as a mixed debris bed for which an example is shown in the 
photo in Figure vm.l. The particles contributed to the head loss but the particles still resist flow 
individually. 

As the quantity of particulate relative to the quantity of fibers increases (typically referred to as 
the particulate to fiber mass ratio). the contribution of particulate increases and head loss 
increases. As head loss increases. the fibrous bed further compacts thereby reducing the spacing 
between the fibers. which also increases the ability of the bed to filter finer particulate from the 
flow. Eventually. further increases in the particulate to fiber mass ratio results in increasing 
particle interaction. When this interaction reaches its maximum limit, based on the particulate 
bulk density or sludge density. further compaction becomes difficult. As this maximum limit is 
approached, the bed porosity approaches that of the particulate sludge which is substantially less 
than the fibrous debris and the head loss increases correspondingly. Once the porosity of the 
debris bed approaches the porosity of the particulate sludge. high head Joss can occur in a thin 
layer of debris. i.e.• the thin bed effect. A definition of the thin-bed effect is then: 

The thin-bed effed refen to the debris bed condition in a fibrouslparticulate bed of debris 
whereby a relatively high head loss caD occur due to a relatively thin layer of debris, by 
itself or embedded as a stratified layer within other debris, because the bed porosity is 
dominated by the particulate and the bed porosity approaches that of the corresponding 
particulate sJud2e. 
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Figure VIII.I. Example of Particulate Embedded in Fibrous Debris· 

• 
During the Perry and Limerick events, relatively small quantities of fibrous debris and relatively 
large quantities of corrosion product particulate debris were discovered in each suppression pool. 
When the recirculation pumps were operated, both the fiber and particulate would have been 
drawn to the strainers but initially the particulate would pass through the strainers whereas the 
fibers preferentially filtered from the flow. Once sufficient fibers were accumulated on the 
screens, the fibers filtered the particulate. Subsequent accumulation would then have been 
dominated by the particulate such that the resultant accumulation would appear to be a layer of 
iron oxide sludge. As such, the pump had to draw water through this layer of sludge which had 
porosity near that of about 80%. Fibers would have been interspersed throughout the bed but 
likely were concentrated nearer the screen surface and those fibers would have been tightly 
compressed by associated pressures. The bed would have a high particulate to fiber mass ratio, 
which is characteristic of thin-beds involving typical hardened particles. 

The formation of a thin-bed is somewhat variable. In laboratory testing, fibrous debris has been 
introduced prior to the particulate, in conjunction with the particulate, and after the particulate. 
During an actual event, the fibers and particulate debris would arrive in a mixed concentration 
that would likely vary with time, depending upon such factors as pool turbulence and relative 
densities. It is highly unlikely that the fiber could all arrive at the screen in advance of the 
particulate. If the particulate arrived at screen before significant fibers then it would pass through 
the screen, i.e., the fibers are required to filter the particulate. Calcium silicate is a possible 
exception to this rule because this material has its own fiber component, and that fiber component 
must be on the screen to filter the fine particles. The efficiency of the particle filtration depends 
upon the thickness of the fibrous debris and on its porosity. Further, the porosity of the fibers 
depends upon how tightly it is compacted by the flow, e.g., a fibrous bed will filter more 
efficiently at a flow velocity of 1 ft/s than it will at 0.25 ft/s given the same thickness of fibers. 

• 
I Previously unpublished post-test SEM photo taken during the conduct of the NRC sponsored calcium 
silicate head loss tests [LA-UR-04-1227]. 
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From a practical standpoin~ a eenain minimum thickness of fibers is needed to uniformly cover a 
strainer surface and to subsequently filter the particulate. For NUKONTW fibrous insulation 
debris, studied extensively during the BWR strainer clogging resolution, it was recommended in 
NUREG/CR-6224 that a lIS-inch of fibrous debris bed thickness (based on the original bulk 
density generally referred to in head loss analyses as the as-manufactured density) is required. •
The lI8-inch recommendation was based on experimental observations that typically at lesser 
thicknesses, it appeared the bed does not have the required structure to bridge the strainer holes 
and filter the sludge particles. During an NRC sponsored head loss test program [NUREGlCR
6367], five tests were conducted with liS-inch fibrous debris beds (formed with shreds of 
NUKONTW debris) and iron oxide particulate with mass ratios ranging from 10 to 60. The head 
losses associated with these tests were minor due to the inability of the fibrous debris to filter 
sufficient particulate. In addition, tests sponsored by Pennsylvania Power and Light Company 
[Brinkman] demonstrated low head losses for thin fibrous debris beds, i.e., beds nearly as thin as 
liS-inches. 

When the BWROG conducted their head loss tests [URG], many of the tests were conducted by 
introducing the particulate into the test apparatus prior to introducing the fibrous debris, then 
allowing sufficient time for the particulate to become thoroughly dispersed. Once this was 
accomplished, the fibrous debris was introduced to allow a fibrous debris bed to slowly form, 
which subsequently filtered particulate from the flow once sufficient fibrous debris collected on 
the test screen. This type of bed formation created debris beds that were well intermixed, 
although it cannot be guaranteed that the bed was completely homogeneous. Like the Perry and 
Limerick events, it is likely that some fibrous debris is concentrated at the screen to hold onto the 
particulate. Another aspect of particulate filtration is the particle size. Within any particulate 
distribution, some particles may be so fine that these particles pass through the fibrous debris bed 
whereas the larger particles are readily ttapped. The in-between sizes could have varied behavior 
such that some of these particles may be alternately trapped and freed, thereby contributing to 
homogeneity. The fineness of the particles that become firmly ttapped depends upon the 
tightness of the fiber matrix. When a thin-bed is formed, the filtration process becomes more •
efficient and more of the fine particulate is filtered from the flow due to its associated reduced 
porosity. It should be noted that on a per mass basis, the finer particles have a substantially 
greater impact on the head loss, i.e., the resistance to flow is correlated with surface area and 
smaller particles have more surface area per unit volume than do larger particles (specific surface 
area). 

The method of introducing the particulate debris prior to the fibrous debris is likely more realistic 
with respect to aetual plant conditions, however, many tests have been conducted where the 
fibrous debris was introduced prior to the particulate. When conducting thin-bed debris tests, it is 
advantageous to establish as uniform a fibrous debris bed as reasonably possible before 
significant head loss is achieved and this can be achieved more easily when the particulate is not 
involved with the fibrous bed formation. When the fibrous and particulate debris are introduced 
at the same time, the debris bed tends towards homogeneity for thicker debris but can lead to 
lesser head losses for thin-bed formations compared to establishing the fibrous debris bed first at 
flow velocities sufficient to compact the fiber prior to the arrival of the particulates. 

Establishing a fibrous debris bed first and then introducing the particulate can create a more 
stratified debris bed (sometimes referred as a sandwich configuration) especially if the fibrous 
bed is compacted by a higher rate of flow prior to introducing the particulate. Such stratified beds 
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• 
have been achieved2

• Such a configuration is analogous to a typical coffee filter wh.ere the filter 
corresponds to the fibers and the particulate is the coffee grounds. Although, a truly stratified bed 
is not the anticipated plant accident condition debris bed, it is useful for detennining specific 
debris head loss properties and generally leads to more severe head losses than the truly mixed 
debris beds. 

This discussion has so far focused on particulate that can be characterized as hardened, i.e., the 
particles do not deform under the pressures encountered in a debris bed and are therefore 
considered solid. Head loss testing using calcium silicate insulation debris as the particulate has 
encountered behavior that is apparently different from the behavior of hardened particulate. 

The calcium silicate insulation tested was manufactured primarily from diatomaceous earth (DE) 
and lime (calcium carbonate) in roughly equal portions (-90% of the total mixture). The 
remaining 10% consisted of small quantities of fiberglass fibers and a binder added for strength. 
The components were mixed, shaped, and baked, whereby the DE and lime reacted to form the 
CalSii in a porous Ciystal lattice structure that provides good insulation properties. The 
particulate debris created from the destruction of this insulation was examined under a scanning 
electron microscopy (SEM), which showed substantial very fine particulate and indicated voiding 
within the particles. An example SEM photo is shown in Figure Vill.2 where the magnification 
is indicated in the upper left corner by a white bar scaled to 20 microns. 

• 

Figure VIII.2. Pre-test SEM Photo of Calcium Silicate Particulate Debris 

Due to the porous crystal lattice structure of the particulate, it is likely that these particles could 
deform under pressure. A post-test photo shown in Figure vm.3 indicated that the calcium 

2 As an example, during the conduct of the surrogate latent particulate head loss tests documented in LA
UR-04-3970, the fibrous and particulate debris for an intended mixed debris bed test was inadvertently 

• 
introduced separately instead of the being premixed as intended. Because the particulate was a course sand 
(75 to 500 ~m), the particulate essentially remained in place above the fibrous layer. 
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silicate particulate appeared to have been pressed into a near continuous mat. w~ch likely 
resulted in substantial reduction in porosity. If this particulate does deform under pressure, then 
the porosity through the continuous mat could decrease considerably. Also, note that its 
properties of specific swface area and densities would not necessarily remain constant during this 
process. The debris bed in the test associated with Figure VIll.3 created a relatively high head •
loss across a thin layer of debris. 

F1gure VIII.3. Post-Test SEM Photo of Calcium Silicate Debris from • Tbin-Bed Test • 
A calcium silicate debris bed can form in the same manner as a hardened particulate debris bed 
however calcium silicate is less dependent upon having a source of fibrous debris to filter it from 
the flow because calcium silicate bas its own fibers (roughly 10% by mass). If the screen bas a 
small enough mesh, it is likely that a bed of calcium silicate could form without any other 
additional fibers added to the bed. At first, the calcium silicate particulate might pass through the 
screen while the fibers from the calcium silicate accumulate. Then, if the fiber accumulation is 
sufficient. the fiber would filter the calcium silicate particulate. Existing test data is not sufficient 
to define the size of the screen mesh needed to form a calcium silicate only debris bed. In 
addition, larger pieces of calcium silicate debris would be filtered by the screen. To ensure 
conservative predictions, it is prudent to assume that calcium silicate only debris beds will form 
unless adequate data is obtained to conservatively demonstrate otherwise. 

Filtration efficiency is also an important aspect of head loss behavior. As porosity decreases, 
fmer sized particles may be fIltered than before. When a thin-bed exists, the filtration efficiency 
will increase, so that the smaller particulate is filtered. 

The parameters that affect the formation of a thin-bed debris bed and the resultant head. loss 
include: 

1. The existence of a sufficient quantity of fiber to filter the particulate from the flow. 
2. The porosity of a bed of the fibers. 
3. The quantities of particulate. •6 
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4.� The size distribution and densities of the particulate that affect its porosity, specific 
surface area, and filtration efficiency. 

5.� Whether or not the particulate is hardened or can defonn under pressure. 
6.� Sump screen mess size. 
7.� Flow approach velocity. 

VIII.4 THIN-BED HEAD LOSS TESTING 

The thin-bed effect has been demonstrated during head loss testing during various testing 
programs. The following examples are discussed to provide additional insights into thin-bed 
formations. The associated analyses were perfonned using the NUREG/CR-6224 head loss 
correlation. 

BWROG Test 7 [Ref. URG Technical Support Document Vol. 11 In this test, a truncated cone 
strainer with a screen area 18 ft2 was tested by first introducing 60 Ibm of iron oxide corrosion 
products into the test tank followed by 1 Ibm of NUKONTM insulation debris about an hour later 
at a pump flow of 5000 GPM and a water temperature of 63 lip. The corresponding screen 
approach velocity was 0.62 fils. The particulate was allowed to circulate and become distributed 
before the fibers were added. Following the addition of the fibrous debris, the head loss increased 
rapidly to about 32 ft-water. The uncompressed thickness of the fibrous debris without the 
particulate would have been 0.28-inches but the debris bed fonned with the particulate would 
have been about 0.63-inches thick if complete filtration were assumed. Based on the accepted 
sludge density of the corrosion products of 65 Ibm/ft3 and the material density of 324 Ibm/ft3

, the 
porosity would have been about 80%. Analysis indicated the head loss should have been about 
200 ft-water, which is much higher than the head loss actually measured. It is likely that holes 
developed in the debris due to the high pressure differentials that relieved the pressure across the 
bed. It was noted in NUREG/CR-6224 that damage occurs to the fibrous bed whenever pressure 
drops exceed approximately 50 ft-water/in. (note that 32-ft-water/0.63-in = 50.8 ft-water/in). The 
debris bed in this test was essentially a layer of corrosion products held in place by the 
NUKONTM fibers. This debris bed consists primarily of a layer of particulate, its porosity would 
essentially be that of the sludge, and the resultant head loss is high, therefore this bed is a thin-bed 
debris bed. It demonstrates the higher head losses that can be created by a thin-bed even with the 
bed penetrations. 

BWROG Test 8 [Ref. URG Technical Support Document Vol. 11 In this test, a truncated cone 
strainer with a screen area 18 ft2 was tested by first introducing 3 Ibm of NUKONTM insulation 
debris followed by approximately an hour later by 16 Ibm of iron oxide corrosion products into 
the test tank at a pump flow of 5000 GPM and a water temperature of 61 lip. The corresponding 
screen approach velocity was 0.62 fils. The particulate to fiber mass ratio was 5.3. The 
uncompressed thickness of the fibrous debris without the particulate would have been 0.83-inches 
and the debris bed fonned with the particulate alone would have been about 0.16-inches thick if 
complete filtration were assumed. Based on the accepted sludge density of the corrosion products 
of 65 Ibm/ft3 and the material density of 324 lbm/ft , the porosity would have been about 80%. 
The measured head loss at 5000 GPM was quoted greater than 41.7 ft-water. It is likely that the 
debris bed lost integrity at these high head losses which is indicated by the reported test 
measurement. In this test, the fibrous debris bed was fonned at relatively high flow velocities 
prior to introducing the particulate, therefore it is apparent that the fiber was well compacted prior 
to the arrival of the particulate and that the bed likely remained substantially stratified. 

Latent Particulate (Surrogate) Test 17 [LA-UR-04-3970l In this test, 15 gm of NUKONTM and 
200 gm of particulate (less than 75 microns) were introduced into the test apparatus (fiber was 
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introduced first, then the particulate). It should be noted that the particulate used incl~ded a clay 
component that appeared to break up in water into very fine particles. Post-test analyses of water 
clarity data indicated that approximately balf of the particulate was not fIltered from the flow, 
primarily due to the extreme fineness of the particulate, therefore the subsequent analyses 
assumed approximately 58 gm of particulate was in the debris bed, which resulted in a particulate • 
to fiber mass ntio of 3.8 in the debris bed. A substantial uncertainty exists regarding the 
accmacy of the determination of the percentage of particulate not fIltered from the flow. The 15
gm of NUKONTM formed a thin layer of fibrous debris 0.23-incbes thick (at the as-manufactured 
density) but only about O.07-incbes thick at full test compression (analytical estimate). The 
particulate in the bed by itself would have formed a layer about 0.055-inches thick. At a flow 
approach velocity of 0.25 fils and a temperature of 94 up, the measured bead loss was 15.8 ft
water. Under these conditions, the analytically determined porosity was 77% which is only 
slightly higher than the porosity of the particulate by itself, i.e., one minus the sludge density of 
39-lbmlft3 divided by the particle material density of 166.6-lbmlft3 (1-39/166.6=0.766). At faster 
approach velocities than the 0.25 fils that produced 15.9 ft-water bead loss, the debris bed 
deteriorated, most likely due to the high pressure differential across the bed. Although substantial 
uncertainty is associated with the determination that approximately half of the particulate did not 
fIlter from the flow, a relatively high bead loss was caused by a relatively thin layer of 
fibrous/particulate debris with bed porosity near that of the particulate alone. 

Latent Particulate (Surrogate) Test 16 [LA-UR-04-3970l In this test, 15 gm of NUKONTM bed 
and 600 gm of sand particulate ranging from 75to 500 microns were introduced into the test 
apparatus (fiber was introduced first, then the particulate). Filtntion of this relatively course sand 
was essentially complete. The particulate to fiber mass ratio for this test was 40. The resultant 
bed of debris, approximately O.23-inches thick, shown in Figure VDI.4, consisted mostly of the 
coarse sand with the fibers compressed underneath the sand (stntified). At a flow approach 
velocity of 0.46 fils and a temperature of 96.5 op, the measured bead loss was 9.9 ft-water. Under 
these conditions, the analytically determined porosity was 41% which is only slightly higher than 
the porosity of the particulate by itself, i.e., one minus the sludge density of 99-lbmltt3 divided by •
the particle material density of 166.6-lbmlft3 (1- 99/166.6=0.406). At a velocity of 0.25 fils, the 
bead loss was 4.4 ft-water compared to 15.9 ft-water for latent particulate Test 17 even though the 
porosity of the coarse sand was much less than that of the fine particulate, due to the much 
smaller specific surface area of the coarse sand compared to the fine particulate. Although the 
porosity of the bed in Test 16 was much lower than the porosity in Test 17 (41% compared to 
77%), the bead loss for Test 16 was much lower than the head loss for Test 17. The reason for 
the result was the very much lower specific surface area of the coarse sand in Test 16 compared 
to the very fine particulate in Test 17. 
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Figure VIII.4. Debris Bed for the Surrogate Latent Particulate Head Loss Test 16. 

• 
Calcium Silicate Test 6H rLA-UR-D4-12271 In this test, 15 gm of NUKONTM bed and 7.5 gm of 
calcium silicate insulation particulate was introduced into the test apparatus (fiber was introduced 
first, then the particulate). The particulate to fiber mass ratio was 0.5. Post-test analyses of water 
clarity data indicated that all but the very finest particulate had filtered from the flow. The 15-gm 
of NUKONTM formed a thin layer of fibrous debris 0.23-inches thick (at the as-manufactured 
density) but test bed under full compression was substantially thinner. A photo of this debris bed 
is shown in Figure Vm.5. At a flow approach velocity of 0.4 ftls and a temperature of 110 OP, the 
measured head loss was 12.7 fi-water. Analysis was used to deduce both the specific surface area 
and the sludge density for the calcium silicate. In the analysis, the sludge density was adjusted in 
the simulation until the particulate packing limit coincided with the rapid rise in head loss 
observed in the test data which occurred when the approach velocity was increased beyond 0.35 
ftls. The working theory for the analysis of the calcium silicate thin-bed tests was that the rapid 
increases in the head losses as velocities were increased was caused by the formation of a 
relatively continuous layer of matted calcium silicate as shown in the post test SEM photo shown 
in Figure Vm.3 that illustrates an apparent matted layer of calcium silicate. Under these 
conditions, the bed porosity apparently rapidly decreased with a corresponding increase in the 
bed's ability to filter finer particulate, which was demonstrated by the water clarity data. Under 
these conditions, the analytically determined porosity was 88% which is significantly higher than 
the porosity of the particulate by itself, i.e., one minus the sludge density of 22-1bmlfi3 divided by 
the particle material density of 115-1bmlfi3 (l - 22/115=0.808). The most astounding feature of 
this thin bed test was the fact that such high head losses were achieved with a particulate to fiber 
mass ratio of only 0.5 even though the porosity apparently did not drop below approximately 0.8. 
To achieve such high head losses, the specific surface area had to be much higher than those 
determined for the hardened particulate. The analytically deduced specific surface area was 
800,OOO-ft2/fi3

. The higher specific surface areas were attributed to both the relative fineness of 
the particulate and internal voiding of the particles whereby some flow potentially moved through 
these voids at higher pressure differentials. 
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Figure VID.S. Debris Bed for the Calcium Silicate Bead Loss Test 6B 

This set of relatively thin and relatively high head loss tests illustrate the formation of debris beds 
whereby the head loss is driven primarily by the porosity of the particulate compacted into a 
sludge for four distinctly different particulate materials and a variety of particulate to fiber mass 
ratios. The two corrosion product tests were tests where the head losses became so high the 
debris bed probably developed penetrations that relieved the head loss, however these thin-bed 
tests serve to illustrate how easily extreme head loss can occur. The latent thin-bed tests illustrate 
the differences between two distinctly different particulate size distributions. The calcium silicate 
test illustrated the potential effect of particulate deformation. Tests of this nature have been used 
to achieve an understanding of the thin-bed effect. • 
vm.s ANALYTICAL APPROACH TO PREDICI1NG THIN BEDS 

For a head loss correlation to successfully predict the thin-bed behavior, as well as the porosity of 
a mixed debris bed, the correlation must have a debris bed porosity model that simulates not only 
mixed debris beds but also the porosity of the particulate by itself when enough of the particulate 
is in the debris bed to form a particulate layer. The NUREGlCR-6224 head loss correlation 
porosity model contains a debris packing limiting equation to limit bed compaction whenever the 
head loss and/or high quantities of particulate cause the bed compaction to reach the limit. The 
correlation porosity model includes a bed compaction term. When the particulate to fiber mass 
ratios become significantly large, the bed porosity from the porosity model approaches the 
porosity of the respective sludge. 

The NUREG/CR-6224 correlation and its associated constitutive equations (porosity, 
compression function, and compression limiting) were developed assuming a uniform and a 
homogenous debris bed. Under thin-bed conditions, the fibrous debris could well be non-uniform 
because fiber would accumulate first before the particulate would filter from the flow; therefore a 
layer of fiber next to the screen is likely. However, in a thin-bed, the bed generally contains so 
much particulate that the fiber contribution to the head loss is small thereby making the non
uniformity of the fibrous debris far less important. 
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Table 1 compares head loss prediction using the NUREG/CR-6224 correlation with ,the thin-bed 
tests presented herein. For the two corrosion products thin-bed tests, the tests were apparently 
conducted with so much particulate that penetrations developed in the beds such that head loss 
were substantially less than if a uniform debris bed had been maintained. As such, the 
NUREG/CR-6224 correlation over predicted the head loss results by a substantial margin. For 
the two latent (surrogate) particulate debris tests (i.e., < 75 micron and 75 to 500 micron 
particulate), the NUREG/CR-6224 correlation was used to estimate specific surface area that 
agreed well with other tests including mixed bed tests in that test series. The latent sludge density 
and porosities determined experimentally agreed well with the correlation predictions. For the 
calcium silicate head loss tests, input parameters were recommended for the NUREG/CR-6224 
correlation that would cause the correlation to bound the head losses even though the packing 
processes whereby the calcium silicate comes together to form a sort of matting layer are not well 
enough understood to formulate a model for those processes. 

The NUREG/CR-6224 correlation was developed assuming the particulate properties would not 
be altered under head loss pressures, i.e., constant densities and specific surface areas. With a 
particulate capable of deforming under pressure, the densities and surface areas are not 
necessarily constant. Therefore, the correlation should not necessarily be expected to predict 
accurately the behavior of calcium silicate when compacted together in a thin-bed configuration. 
Therefore, the analytical approach is to estimate a bounding head loss. The bounding 
recommendation for calcium silicate were primarily based on the results of Test 6H, which 
produced the most severe head loss conditions, i.e., the bounding specific surface area. Although, 
a limited number of valid calcium silicate head loss tests were conducted to determine the most 
severe head loss conditions, the set of applicable tests support the use of Test 6H in making 
bounding head loss recommendations. Supporting tests accomplished the following: 

1.� One test essentially reproduced the results with Test 6H. 
2.� Two tests bracketed the thickness of the Test 6H fibrous debris bed, i.e., one test was 

slightly thinner and another slightly thicker. The associated head loss parameters were 
more severe for Test 6H. In the thinner bed test, the filtration efficiency dropped off 
substantially relative to the efficiency of Test 6H. In the thicker bed test, the fibrous 
debris bed was thick enough that the amount of compaction needed to form a thin-bed 
matting of calcium silicate apparently did not occur within the flow capacity of the test 
apparatus. 

3.� One test used the same quantity of fibrous debris as Test 6H but significantly more 
calcium silicate. In this test, the data indicated a lower specific surface area than the 
800,OOO/ft deduced from Test 6H was needed to simulate the test results even though the 
head losses were higher for this test. 

Based on these results, it was judged that the 800,OOO/ft specific surface area bounded the test 
results and that Test 6H represents the more limited debris bed configuration. The recommended 
880,OOO/ft specific surface area (in conjunction with a sludge density of 22 lbm/ft3

) included a 
10% enhancement as a safety factor due to experimental uncertainties and variances in calcium 
silicate manufacturing. 

In summary, the thin-bed effect, originally recognized with respect to the response of ECCS long
term cooling systems at nuclear power plants after three BWR operational events where strainer 
clogging occurred, has been experimentally reproduced for a variety of particulate debris. The 
experimental data was subsequently used to study the physical processes whereby 
recommendations can be made for the application of the NUREG/CR-6224 correlation to this 
type of debris bed accumulation. 
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Table VIII.I. C -- If Thin-Bed Test Data with NUREG/CR-6224 Simulaf---
Experimental Parameters NUREG/CR-6224 Head Loss Simulation Results 

Fiber"' & Sludge NUREG/CR- Compacted Particulate 
Particulate4 PtF Approach Porosity Experimental 6224 FiberlPart. Specific

Test No. and Bed Comments
Bed Mass Velocity & Head Loss Head Loss Bed SurfaceParticulate Porosity

Thicknesses Ratio (ftls) Density (ft-water) Prediction Thickness Area� 
(inches) (Jbmlft3) (ft-water) (inches) (fr/ft3)� 

BWROG� 
Debris Bed Test 7 0.28 (Fiber) 0.8

60 0.62 32 203 0.63 0.8 183,000 DamageCorrosion 0.62 (Part.) 65 
ProbableProducts� 

BWROG� 
Debris Bed Test 8 0.83 (Fiber) 0.8

5.3 0.62 > 41.7 83.3 0.19 0.8 183,000 DamageCorrosion 0.16 (Part.) 65 
ProbableProducts� 

Latent Uncertain in� 
Particulate 0.23 (Fiber) 0.77 Debris�3.8 0.25 15.8 15.9 0.07 0.77 277,000Test 17 0.06 (Part.) 39 Filtration� 
« 75 Urn) Fraction� 

Latent� 
Particulate 0.23 (Fiber) 0.41� Stratified40 0.46 9.9 10.9 0.23 0.41 10,800Test 16 0.23 (Part.) 99 Debris Bed� 

(75-500 IJm)� 
Calcium� 

0.23 (Fiber) 0.81 Bound Upper Silicate Test 0.5 0.40 12.7 12.7 0.04 0.86 800,0000.01 (Part.) 22 Head Losses 6H 

3 Experimental fiber beds thickness are based on the as-manufactured density without any bed compression. 
4 Experimental particulate bed thickness estimate assumed an equivalent thickness of particulate without the fiber present. 
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Review of NEI Guidance Appendices 

Review of Appendix A, "Defining Coating Destruction Pressures and� 
Coating Debris Sizes for DBA-Qualified and Acceptable Coatings in� 

Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR) Containments"� 

The Appendix A test program outlined the Industry's effort to determine the minimum 
coatings destruction pressure and provide information relative to coating debris sizes 
generated from within the ZOI. Testing utilized high pressure water to determine the jet 
effect on qualified coatings. A 3500 psig high pressure washer with a heated reservoir 
was used to simulate the LOCA jet. Test duration was 60 seconds. A 15 degree 
waterjet tip and angles of attack directing the waterjet normal to the surface and at 45 to 
the surface were used from multiples distances. Surface temperatures were measured 
during testing and were in the ranges of 150F and 80F. Coatings were applied to both 
steel and concrete substrates. The coating systems are characterized as untopcoated 
inorganic zinc (steel substrate only), inorganic zinc primer with epoxy topcoat (steel 
substrate only) and a self-priming epoxy all of which are representative of coating 
systems currently employed as qualified systems in power plants. 

• 

Testing concluded that erosion was the primary mode of coating degradation from 
interaction with the waterjet in all test cases. The untopcoated inorganic zinc coating 
failed at a distance up to 3 times greater than the epoxy. The industry concluded that a 
damage pressure of 333 psig for untopcoated IOZ and 1000 psig for epoxy systems 
should be used as the corresponding coating destruction pressures. Testing showed 
that an elevated surface temperature impacted the amount of coating degradation and 
increased fluid jet temperature resulted in coating degradation at lower jet pressures. 

The test program was a good first attempt to define the destruction pressure and debris 
characteristics associated with LOCA jet interaction with qualified coatings. There 
appears to be little, if any, other test data available which attempts to define the 
impingement effects of a LOCA jet on coatings. This lack of data was identified in the 
GR. The test protocols used in the past and as currently specified in ASTM 03911 to 
DBA qualify coatings for nuclear service specifically prohibits fluid impingement onto the 
coated sample surface. The staff believes that the Appendix A test did provide valuable 
information by identifying erosion as a destruction mechanism for coatings and that the 
debris size would be characteristic of the basic material constituent under the conditions 
modeled during the test. The staff also believes that the test illustrated the effect that 
temperature plays in coating degradation. However, the staff positions is that the test 
did not provide sufficient justification supporting the destruction pressures and 
corresponding ZOI identified in the GR. No method was provided which could be used 
to correlate the waterjet test conditions with LOCA jet conditions. No test data was 
offered combining both the effects of mechanical insult and elevated temperatures 
(LOCA initial conditions). Nor was data provided on the effects of rapid thermal 
transients or pressure shock on the performance of qualified coatings. Therefore, the 
staff found the waterjet testing to be inconclusive. 

The staff believes that a test program should be considered which will accurately 
estimate the coating ZOI based upon a representative LOCA jet (pressure and 
temperature) interacting with surfaces covered by qualified coatings. Such a test should 

• 
combine the erosion effects of a water laden steam jet with the combined thermal and 
pressure transients associated with a LOCA. Coatings which can be correlated to 
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qualified plant coatings should be used for the testing. This includes aging the coating to 
account for the effects of nonnal plant operation and the effects of radiation exposure. 
Provisions should also be established for characterization of coating debris and 
assessment of the failure mechanism. Such testing could lead to an understanding that 
debris may be generated in forms other than small particulate from erosion which may •
ultimately lead to a more realistic assessment of the coating debris contribution. 

• 
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Review of Appendix B, "Example of a Latent Debris Survey" , 

This Appendix in the GR provides a simplified example of a method for determining the 
amount of latent debris on containment surfaces. This Appendix does not contain new 
or unique information, and is not totally consistent with Section 3.5 of the GR where the 
detailed guidance for evaluating Latent Debris is contained. In the evaluation of Section 
3.5, the staff provides a more comprehensive and accurate method for evaluation of 
Latent Debris. As such, a separate evaluation of this Appendix is not required. 
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Review of Appendix C, "Comparison of Nodal Network and CFD An~lysis" 

The staff has reviewed the Appendix C comparison between the nodal network and CFD 
methods and finds that the conclusion of a "good comparison" is not supported by 
independent analysis and evaluations. The error values reported are computed by 
subtracting flow rates of the nodal network from the CFD and dividing by the total flow in 
the containment pool. The flows computed for the network sections are approximately 
1000 gpm (order of magnitude). The total flow is 21,000 gpm, more than an order of 
magnitude larger than the individual flow rates, and almost 2 orders of magnitude larger 
than the flow difference between the two methods. The staff does not consider this 
approach to be a valid method for comparing nodal network results to those achieved 
with CFD analysis. 

The staff finds that normalizing the flow error between the two methods by the total 
recirculation flow rate is incorrect, and minimizes the significance of the errors between 
the two methods. Particles/debris respond to local velocities, not normalized values. 
Comparison of the nodal values to the CFD values shows that there is quite a 
discrepancy in the associated local velocity values and discrepancies can also exist with 
respect to flow direction. 

Also, in the information presented in the GR it is not clear how the flow channels were 
selected. In Figure 4-4 of the GR, the flow channels were determined by using the CFD 
analysis and essentially encapsulate the high velocity regions. Where the velocities are 
uniform across the channel, the comparison is fairly good in absolute terms, but not their 
"error" terms. When there is a gradient of velocity across the channel, the difference in 
the CFD versus nodal network velocity is quite large. Without the CFD analysis, the GR 
does not provide guidance for selecting the channel network. Even when the CFD 
results are known, the nodal network does not give a reasonable answer. The staff finds 
that relying on such a method for general use, where the flows are not known a priori is 
a difficult method to implement. 

Appendix C does not provide a reference for the nodal analysis method used, nor is the 
method explicitly defined in the document. There is discussion about friction factors, 
having to choose a velocity for the Reynolds number assumed for the flow and needing 
to iterate to arrive at the correct velocity, but there are no equations or methodology 
outlined to follow. These conditions should be included and appropriate references cited 
for both the methodology and previously published applications to this type of flow 
problem. 

Other issues the staff identified in Appendix C include: 

A description of how the CFD flow rates were calculated for the nodal sections shown in 
Figure 4-4 is not provided. 

Figure 4-4 is not a "composite" of the CFD results, it is exactly the case for a large loca 
break in the lower right quadrant, not a composite of all break locations and flows. 

On Page C-4 - the threshold velocities quoted are to initiate motion of debris, not to 
sustain motion. The velocity required to sustain the debris motion may in fact be much 
lower, Le., starting vs. rolling friction. 
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Review of Appendix 0, "Isobar Maps for Zone of Influence Determination" 

The staff evaluation of GR Section 3.4.2.2 compared the ZOI isobars set forth in 
Appendix 0 of the GR with isobars independently calculated using the methodology of 
ANSI/ANS 58.2-1988. The comparison showed good agreement between the 
calculations for downrange behavior (Zone 3), but discrepancies exist in Zones 1 and 2. 
As indicated in Figure 3-1 of this SER, it appears that contour termination points on the 
centerline are not accurate and that the quadratic behavior of the Zone 2 isobar 
equations is not implemented correctly. These differences will have a negligible effect 
on volume integrals for jet pressures less than 20 psig, but may become more of a 
concern for higher pressures near the break. To quantify the magnitude of the 
difference, Table 0-1 presents a comparison of ZOI radii computed from both methods. 
In particular, the GR approach may not have preserved the system stagnation pressure 
throughout the volume of the liquid core region as specified by the standard. However, 
in application of the calculated values as documented in Table 3-1 of the GR, the 
recommended value of 1.0 is provided for both the 1000 and 333 psig destruction 
pressures. The staff considers that using the recommended value of 1.0 is necessary 
for these pressures for a conservative treatment. 

Table 0-1. Comparison of Computed Spherical ZOI Radii from Independent 
Evaluations of the ANSI Jet Model 

• 1000 0.24 0.898 

333 0.55 0.90 
190 1.11 1.05 
150 1.51 1.46 

17 7.72 7.49 
10 12.07 11.92 
6 16.97 16.95 
4 21.53 21.60 

a The core volume at stagnation pressure PO gives a minimum possible ZOI radius of 0.88 diameters. 
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Review of Appendix E, "Additional Information Regarding Debris Hea~ Loss" 

The GR Appendix E contains additional information regarding the estimation of head 
loss associated with debris beds. The supporting Appendix E repeats the text found in 
Section 4.2.5, and provides tables that summarize available domestic and international 
head loss testing and results. No head loss refinements are offered other than those 
given in Section 3.7.2.3.2.3. (See SER Section 3.7.2.3.2.3, ''Thin Fibrous Beds," for the 
staff evaluation of that section.) 
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(~) Purpose 
***-It~ 

•� Brief the Committee on the status of the ACR-700 pre
application review 

•� To provide information to the Committee on the major 

issues identified in the pre-application safety assessment 

report (PASAR) for the ACR-700 design 

•� To request ACRS letter on the assessment of the ACR-700 

design and the feasibility of completing the Design 

Certification Review 
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(~:"5Q.:.) Agenda...
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**... 'It 

• Opening Remarks 

• ACR Pre-Application Review Overview 

• ACR-700 Review Issues 

• Coolant Void Reactivity (CVR) 

• Feedback / Questions 

• AECL Presentation 

• Closing Remarks 

5 min 

5 min 

10 min 

10 min 

30 min 

20 min 

10 min 
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(~)  ACR-~OO Pre-Application Review 
<,~.. Overview 

***.. ", 

•� Approach was to identify concerns, not to try to resolve 
.
Issues 
•� Acquire familiarity with ACR-700 design - Phase 1 of pre

application review 

•� Develop understanding of differences between ACR-700 and plants 
already operating or reviewed 

•� Identify existing regulations that may not be met by the ACR-700 

•� Identify new regulations needed to ensure adequate protection 
provided by the ACR-700 design 

•� Conduct technical interactions with the Canadian Nuclear Safety 
Commission (CNSC) as added resource in the review process 
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.... ""'~  Pre-Application Review Scope.:! • 11. ..it 
<{. . ',Ai' s: 
~ 'II ' , .. ".,.. ',. / f9,,.. ..� 

":; \ (~il .~
\,'fIJ Focus Topics (FT)
"J' *1t*.jr'lll 

• Class 1 pressure boundary design (fIll 

• Design basis accidents and acceptance criteria (FT2)* 

• Computer codes and validation adequacy c..EIID 
• Severe accident definition and adequacy of supporting R&D (FT4) 

• Design philosophy and safety-related systems (FT5) 

• Canadian design codes and standards (FT6) 

• Distributed control systems and safety critical software (FT7) 

• On-power fuelinQ..1EIID 

• Confirmation of negative void reactivity <.BID. 
• Preparation for Standard Design Certification Docketing (FT10) 

• ACR PRA Methodology (FT11 ) 

• ACR Technology Base (FT12) 

• Fuel design (FT13>. 

Note: Underline items are Key Focus Topics as defined by AECL 

*Designated as NRC priority 

FT5, FT10, and FT12 do not have distinct sections in the PASAR 
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lwo, ACR-700 Pre-Application Safety� 
\.~l Assessment Report (PASAR)� 
• Review Scope 

•� Discuss what was reviewed and what guidance it was reviewed 
against, to the extent that the guidance exists. 

• Regulatory Issues 
•� Discuss regulatory issues, such as rules, rulemaking, or 

exemptions that will need to be resolved. 
• Policy Issues 

•� Discuss policy issues that will need upper management or 
Commission guidance for resolution. 

•� Technicallssues 
•� Discuss technical issues identified that will require further data, 

tests, inspections, analyses, or codes. 
• Conclusion 

•� Discuss the feasibility of successfully completing design 
certification. 
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·)\ott"· '+ 
Schedule 

Phase 1 (Complete) June 2002 - July 2003 

Phase 2 (On-Going) August 2003 - October 2004 

ACRS Information Briefing (Complete) January 13, 2004 

Draft PASAR to ACRS (Complete) September 16, 200.4 

ACRS Full Committee Meeting October 7, 2004 

ACR-700 PASAR Due October 30,2004 

Phase 3 (Transition Phase)� November 2004 - Design 
Certification Application 
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(w,) ACR-700 Design Review Issues 
"'''>� .*lihtdC· "'" 

•� Class 1 Pressure Boundary Design (FT1) 
•� Regulatory Issue -10 CFR 50.55a requires the use of ASME for design and inservice inspection 

of safety related components 

*� For areas where the ASME Code requirements are not applicable or need to be supplemented, 
the staff will evaluate the acceptability of Canadian CAN/CSA N285 series standards. 

•� Regulatory Issue - ACR-700 does not have a ferritic reactor vessel - Per 10 CFR·52.48, the 
technical requirements specified in 10 CFR 50.61 (pressurized thermal shock (PTS)), 10 CFR 
Part 50 Appendix G, Sections IV.A.1 and IV.A.2 (fracture toughness), and 10 CFR Part 50, 
Appendix H(materials surveillance) are not technically relevant. 

*� The staff will develop review guidance and requirements related to maintaining the integrity of 
reactor assembly components. 

•� PASAR discusses various issues on degradation mechanism that will require additional 
information and further review for resolution. 
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(~)  ACR-700 Design Review Issues 
:if.'" • . *1r**~ 

•� Design-Basis Accidents and Acceptance Criteria 
(FT2) 
•� AECL proposed a three-tier risk-informed reactor accident 

classification scheme 
•� The staff recommends to adopt a probabilistic event selection for 

ACR-700. 
•� Severe channel flow blockage (SCFB) in a fuel channel and 

stagnation feeder break (SFB) are limited core damage accidents 
(LCDA) that may be classified as DBAs. 

•� As an alternative to meeting the requirements of 10CFR 50.34 the 
staff may propose a mechanistic fission product source term for 
Commission consideration. 
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(W) ACR-700 Design Review Issues 
~.,.	 . '\I' 

~**.~ 

• Computer Codes and Validation Adequacy (FT3)� 
•� The current physics codes (WIMS-IST, DRAGON-1ST, RFSP-IST) 

need modifications and revalidation for ACR-700 conditions 
•� Experimental database on header/feeder inventory and flow 

distribution, horizontal fuel bundle thermal hydraulics and RD-14M 
integral tests is required for successful completion of design 
certification 

•� Modifications of test facilities (RD-14M, CWIT, LASH) may be 
required to correctly scale to ACR-700 design 

10� 
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(~)  ACR-700 Design Review Issues 
***... 

• Severe Accident Definition and Adequacy of 
Supporting Research and Development (FT4) 
•� The NRC PIRT process identified a number of key technical issues 

that must be addressed for successful completion of design 
certification 

•� The NRC PI RTprocess also identified potential deficiencies in the 
experimental database used to validate the analysis codes 

•� MELCOR will be modified to model the unique ACR-700� 
configuration for independent validation� 

•� No severe accident experimental work by NRC is anticipated 
provided the results of AECL's planned experiments are available 
to support design certification review 

11 
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(¥j ACR-700 Design Review Issues 
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•� Canadian Design Codes and Standards (FT6) 

•� SECY-03-0047 has direct applicability to the use of Canadian 

codes and standards for ACR-700. 

•� Commission directed the staff to review international codes and 

standards only as part of an application or pre-application review of 

non-LWRs. 

•� The review of Canadian codes and standards will have a significant 

impact on the time and technical resources of the staff during the 

design certification review 

12 
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(~) ACR-700 Design Review Issues 
*'hltir 4 

•� Distributed Control Systems and Safety Critical 
Software (FT7) 
•� The staff raised a question on how the design complies with the 

NRC position on defense-in-depth; since it appears that the trip 
setpoints for both shut down systems (SDS) are the same 

•� The staff questioned whether both SDS1 and SDS2 are developed 
to meet the same systems, functional, and software requirements 

•� AECL's presentation to the ACRS in January 2004 indicated the 
reliability of the safety critical software is demonstrated through 
particular quantitative reliability goals (assessed by trajectory-based 
random testing of the software). This may raise an issue since 
current NRC position does not provide for the use of digital 
reliability goals 

13 
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(~;j  ACR-700 Design Review Issues 
"'" ***1t. " 

•� On-Power Fueling (FT8) 

•� The staff compared the design of the ACR-700 on-power 

fueling systems to the design-related regulations in 10 CFR 

Part 50 and 52 

•� The staff determined that existing regulations are adequate 

to support design certification of on-power fueling for the 

ACR-700 

•� The on-power fueling process could be a relatively high

probability initiator of limited core damage accidents 
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(.) ACR-700 Design Review Issues 
"'***"" 

•� Confirmation of Negative Void Reactivity (FT9) 

• SECY-93-092 may have direct applicability to ACR-700. 

* If ACR-700 reference design does not eliminate the 

potential for substantially positive void reactivity during the 

initial checkerboard voiding of alternate fuel channels in 

large-break loss-of-coolant accidents (LBLOCAs) . 

•� What levels of confidence (e.g., 95/95) are needed for 

establishing compliance with GOC 11. 
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(~)  ACR-700 Design Review Issues 
**'IHt'" 

•� PRA Methodology (FT11) 
•� Treatment of limited core damage accidents (LCDAs) . 

•� Risk objectives should be expanded to address both LCDAs and 
severe core damage accidents (SCDAs). 

LGDAs - accidents that involve a subset of the fuel (e.g., local 

power/cooling mismatches at full power such as single channel 

accidents, or global power/cooling mismatches at decay power 

such as LOGA followed by failure of the EGGS). 

SGDAs - accidents that involve the entire core 

16 
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(w) ACR-700 Design Review Issues 
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• ACR CANFLEX Fuel Design (FT13) 
•� Design Certification process for ACR-700 fuel will deviate from past 

practice 

* AECL does not have a reference, CNSC-approved ACR-700 fuel 

design or fuel performance methodology. 

*� ACR-700 fuel design criteria deviates from SRP 4.2. 

* ACR-700 design and operating conditions deviate from 

operational CANDUs. 

•� AECL's limited in-reactor experience database for higher burnup 

SEU fuel bundle designs may necessitate reliance on on-going 

irradiation programs which will not be completed until 2009. 
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•� Staff has prepared carefully for review of ACR-700 design 
certification application 

•� Based on the information provided by AECL during the pre
application review, the staff identify a number of issues that 
will require more detailed information for resolution but did 
not identify any issues that would preclude certification of 
the ACR-700 design 

•� Staff is preparing a SECY paper to inform the Commission 
of the issues identified in the pre-application review in 
preparation for the ACR-700 design certification application 
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ACR-700 PASAR FT9� 

"Confirmation of Negative Void Reactivity"� 

Review Highlights: 

•� NRC PIRT identified "checkerboard" voiding of 
alternate channels in ACR-700 large LOCAs. 

•� AECL design analysis reported a full-core CVR of 
-7 mk, but did not address checkerboard CVR. 

•� NRC calculation results on the reviewed design: 
• Consistent with AECL on negative full-core CVR 
•� Showed checkerboard CVR to be positive 
•� Positive checkerboard CVR results consistent among 

various independent calculations 

2 
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ACR-700 PASAR FT9� 

"Confirmation of Negative Void Reactivity"� 

Key Points: 

•� The pre-application review was based on a 
preliminary ACR-700 nuclear design. 

• In a large-break LOCA, negative fuel 
temperature feedback could tend to limit the 
power surge induced by positive checkerboard 
void reactivity effects. 

•� Positive checkerboard void reactivity could be 
reduced or eliminated by changing the nuclear 
design (e.g., more Dy, higher enrichment). 

3 
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ACR-700 PASAR FT9� 

"Confirmation of Negative Void Reactivity"� 

Technical Insights on ACR-700 CVR (1 of 4): 

•� ACR-700 coolant void reactivity is: 
•� A combination of large positive and large negative effects 
•� Nonlinear with partial versus full voiding (i .e., positive during 

checkerboard voiding) 
•� Sensitive to void distribution within and between channels 
•� Sensitive to core design, operating parameters, and fuel burnup 

•� Confirmatory measurements of coolant void reactivity in 
an operating core are inherently difficult 

•� Hence, the importance of code validation based on 
benchmarks against representative critical experiment
data and nucliCle assays from PIE of irradiated fuel 

•� Further development of code methods and validation 
data may be needed specifically for checkerboard CVR 

4 
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ACR-700 PASAR FT9� 

"Confirmation of Negative Void Reactivity"� 

Technical Insights on ACR-700 CVR (2 of 4): 
CANDU-37 Fuel Bundle Neutron Energy Spectrum (Fuel Region) 

1
0.25 I I I� I g~~g~:~~  ~:~:~:  ~e~  Ii "Om'Neutron I 

0.2Spectral Shift 
0.15on Voiding f 

0.1 

NU CANDU 
0.05 

Eplthennel 

-?Q=2� 10· 
Energy (eV) 

ACR.-700 Fuel Bundle Neutron Energy Spectrum (Fuel Region) 
1810.� I • i I ACR-700 Lattice (Cooled) I I 

.......... ACR-700 Lattice (Void) 

0.16� '---1 

u···· 
0.14 

1 
0.12 

~  0.1 

I.U 0.08 ..._ I _ ..r _.r .ACR-700 
0.06 

0.04 

Epllhennal� Fast 

10' 10' 10· 10· 
Energy (eV) 
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ACR-700 PASAR FT9 

"Confirmation of Negative Void Reactivity" 
Technical Insights on ACR-700 CVR (3 of 4): 

Calculated Coolant Void Reactivity Components (mk) for Fresh Fuel� 
in Core Lattices of Conventional CANDU and Reference ACR-700� 

fast fission I +4.4 I +4.0 I +35.7 I +15.4 I +14.6
factor� 

resonance escape I� +6.8 I +7.8 I -72.4 I -34.8 I -28.7
probability� 

thermal� I +3.3 I +4.3 I +39.9 I +18.7 I +20.7
utilization factor -

reproduction I +1.8 I +1.4 I -5.2 I -1.8 I -3.1
factor -

Lattice coola~1 +16.3 I +17.5 I -2.1 I -2.5 I +3.5
Void Reactivity� 

*From Whitlock, 1995� 
6 
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ACR-700 PASAR FT9 

"Confirmation of Negative Void Reactivity" 

Technical Insights on ACR-700 CVR (4 of 4): 

Checkerboard CVR in Uniform versus Mixed Burnup Lattices 

12.3 
GWd/t 

2x2 Coolant Void Reactivity (mk) 
I ~'_'iiJiiI!l  I

Burnup CB-1 
Full Voiding Case Voiding� 

Uniform Burnup� 
+4.7 -3.4

12.3 GWd/t 

Mixed Burnup 
+2.0 +6.5 -3.4

1.6 I 24.4 GWd/t 
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ACR-700 PASAR FT9� 

"Confirmation of Negative Void Reactivity"� 

PASAR Main Conclusions: 

•� The reviewed preliminary nuclear design of ACR-700 
does not have negative void reactivity in large LOCAs. 

•� Nuclear design changes could reduce LOCA void 
reactivity. 

•� CVR bias and uncertainties are potentially large in 
relation to nominal values, and AECL's ongoing 
experimental work is essential to their quantification. 

8 
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ACR-700 PASAR FT9� 

"Confirmation of Negative Void Reactivity"� 

Path Forward: 

In preparation for the ACR-700 design� 
certification review, the staff will continue:� 

• Development of PARCS code models, coupled with 
TRACE (and MELCOR), for simulating ACR-700 
operations and accidents, including the combined 
effects of void and Doppler reactivity 

• Interactions with AECL to assess the applicability and 
adequacy of the existing and planned sets of 
experiments for validating code predictions of CVR 
and other safety-relevant nuclear effects, providing 
timely identification of gaps and technical issues 

9 
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• 
Outline 

•� Pre-Application Phase 
summary and path 
forward 

•� Reactor physics codes 

•� Coolant void reactivity 
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•� 
Pre-Application Review 

•� OBJECTIVE: To determine if the ACR·700 design can 
be certified in the US in a timely manner, emphasizing: 
- Aspects of the ACR·700 design that are not directly 

addressed by NRC regulations 
-� Aspects of the underlying technology base that are new to� 

NRC staff� 

•� ACTIVITIES 
- Phase 1- Familiarization, NRC review of documents, 

meetings 
-� Phase 2- Responses to RAIs, detailed technical meetings,� 

address focus topics� 

• 
Results 

•� The main objective of the Pre-Application phase has 
been met 

•� AECL's view is that the ACR-700 design will meet 
applicable US regulations 
- For CANDU-specific aspects where US regulations do not 

exist, Canadian requirements meet the intent of US� 
regulations and will be applied� 

•� NRC staff now familiar with ACR-700 technology 
- Will facilitate timely review of Design Certification application 

•� There are still issues to address 

~;AECL•� 
TECHNOLOGIES INC. 



•� 
Path Forward - Transition Phase 

•� Overall objective is to achieve high confidence in the 
acceptability of the Design Certification application 

•� Smaller set of focus topics for Transition Phase 
- Physics codes and coolant void reactivity 
- Evaluation models 
- Fuel 
- Safety Analysis 
- Thermal Hydraulics 
- Class 1pressure boundary 
- Plus others to be determined based on discussion with NRC 

staff 

Pg5 
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Methods 

Peter G. Boczar 

Director, Reactor Core Technology Division, AECL 
Presentation to ACRS 

Rockville, MD 
2004 October 7 

~!AECL 
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Current ACR Physics Toolset 

•� WIMS 
- 2-D transport, lattice cell calculations� 

- multi-group cross sections generated for ACR-700� 

•� DRAGON 
-� 3-D transport, incremental cross sections to represent reactivity devices 

between fuel channels 

•� RFSP 
- 2-group diffusion theory for whole reactor calculation 
-� time-dependent refueling, xenon-transients, kinetics with thermal 

hydraulics iteration 

•� MCNP 
-� theoretically rigorous treatment for detailed assessments of modeling 

accuracy 
PgZ 
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•� 
Assessment of Toolset 

•� Key ACR physics phenomena 
- tighter coupling between adjacent lattice cells 

- heterogeneity between adjacent cells 

- leakage 

•� Our assessment to date 
- toolset is adequate for most applications 
- enhancement desired for certain heterogeneous configurations 

,.,J 

• 
Enhancements to Physics Codes 

•� WIMS 3.0 
- improved resonance treabnent 
- more detailed geometrical representation 

-� multi-cell capability ~ 

•� RFSP 
- micro-depletion model for isotopic evolution calculations (bumup 

reflecting local parameters and history) 
-� specific enhancements being assessed and under development to� 

address heterogeneity between adjacent cells ,.,.� 

~"AECL•� 
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•� 
ACR Physics Analysis Approach 

•� Will use WIMS 3.0 
•� Enhancements to RFSP 

- as they become available 

•� Modeling uncertainties assessed through specific detailed 
MCNP analysis 
- bundle powers/channel powers in steady state 
- reactivity, powers during LOCA 

PgS 

• 
Qualification of Physics Toolset 

•� ACR·700 specific experiments in ZED·2 
•� Past experiments in other critical 

facilities 

•� NRU irradiations 
•� MCNP for "filling in the gaps" 
•� Independent assessments to confirm 

the adequacy of both modeling, and the 
toolset qualification 

Pg • 
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•� 
Conclusions 

•� Current toolset, including MCNP, is adequate for core 
physics design 
-� MCNP analysis for situations having significant spatial� 

heterogeneity (such as checkerboard voiding)� 

•� Physics toolset is being enhanced to capture heterogeneity 
between adjacent cells 

•� Physics toolset qualification based on 
- extensive measurements in ZED-2 
- past measurements in other critical facilities 
- NRU irradiations 
- benchmarks against MCNP 

• 
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• 
Design for Void Reactivity 

•� The safety objective for the choice of the void reactivity in 
the ACR-700 is to provide a good balance of nuclear 
protection between loss-of-coolant accidents (LOCAs) and 
fast-cooldown accidents. 

•� The requirement stemming from this objective is to keep 
the power transient before reactor trip mild for all design 
basis accidents, including LOCA or steamline breaks. 

Pg2 
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•� 
Checkerboard Void Reactivity 

•� In the ACR-700, the design of the reactor coolant system 
consists of two passes in afigure-of-eight, with coolant 
flowing in checkerboard fashion in opposite direction in 
neighboring channels. 

•� In a loss--of-coolant accident (LOCA), one pass will generally 
void faster than the other. 

•� Different coolant density in neighboring channels leads to 
spectrum heterogeneity, which can result in a "checkerboard" 
void reactivity which can be different from the reactivity 
generated by the same average voiding but distributed 
uniformly in the core. 

•� Note that the "extreme" case of 100% coolant density in one 
pass, 0% density in the other does not physically occur. 

• 
LOCA Analysis 

•� The next two slides show our current results for: 
- the system reactivity in the first 3 seconds of a 100% 

Reactor-outlet-Header-Break Large LOCA (void reactivity 
was calculated with MCNP) 

-� the resulting core power transient without shutdown-system� 
action.� 

rr. 
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•� 
100% Reactor-Outlet-Header Break: 

Reactivity Transient 

I� ~ 

Shutoff rods would enter the core at 1.495 
I 3.0 .-----------r------r::>""'------,----------, 

_ 2.5 I 
.lll::E 2.0 +-------i- Shutdown system would be actuated at 0.695 

;: 1.5 ---+-~ 

~ 1.0 -I---~___t-----

~ 0.5 
_ 0.0 ..'--~....=--_t_--+-+_-_____t--... 

a:� -0.5 +-----~~-6--
-1.0 -.L- ...L.-_---l.- .l...-__----'- ---l 
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Time (s) 

'-------------_.. _---_._.- ~ 
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• 
100% Reactor-Outlet-Header Break: 

Core-Power Transient 
,-----------------~-_.-

Shutoff rods would enter the core at 1.495 
1.4 

... 
CD 
~ 1.2 

1.3� 

--+-----t------1,0 
D. 
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~ 
ell 1.0
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>� ---+------=ta: 0.9 
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Time (s) 
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•� 
Conclusions 

•� MCNP gives us a good handle on the physics of 
checkerboard voiding. 

•� We are working to further develop other codes in our 
toolset to enhance their capability to model heterogeneity. 

•� The effect of checkerboard voiding in a LOCA is a mild 
power transient. 

•� The power transient is self-limiting and turns over within a 
few seconds. 

", 
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•� Resolution of GSI 185 

Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards� 

October 7, 2004� 

Jack Rosenthal, Chief� 

SMSAB� 

Office of Research� 

• 
Issue 

•� Given a small break LOCA, can a volume of 
diluted water form in the primary system 
-� To get boron dilution requires narrow break-size range 

and other independent equipment failures 

•� If so, can the diluted water be transported to the 
core 
- Restart of Rep or natural circulation 
- Mixing of diluted slug 

•� If transported to the core, can the core become 
recritical, and if so, at what power level 
- Event must occur early in fuel cycle 

• If so, can fuel damage result 

•� 
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Our assessment had five components: • 
probabilistic risk assessment;� 
thermal hydraulic system analysis;� 
mixing and transport analysis;� 
core criticality analysis;� 
and fuel behavior.� 

•� A number of RES infrastructure programs were essential to� 
resoMng this generic issue. Experiments on f1uid-ta-f1uid mixing� 
conducted some years ago at the University of Maryland.� 
Participation in the international SETH-PKL program. Use of the� 
RELAP5IPARCS computer code. Validation of that code via� 
comparison with calculations from the Kurchatov Institute� 
(Russia). Participation in Cabri (France) and NSRR (Japan) fuel� 
testing programs.� 

• 
Probability Considerations for Boron Dilution 

> Initiating event 

>Small LOCA (1.4 to 2.O-inch) frequency -2 E-4/yr. 

>Stuck open pressurizer PORVs and SRVs -2 E-3/yr. 

> Small LOCAs alone do not cause substantial dilution of loop 
seals. Insufficient time spent in dilution mode. Must be 
additional failures and/or operator errors. 

> Subset boron dilution small break WCAs is lower 
probability. For example, involves failure of HPI: one train 
lE-2, two trains lE-3 

•� 
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•� To Form a Diluted Loop Seal 

~	 Open small break. Don't inject HPJ, or at least degrade it, 
until inventory drops into the hot leg (-60% of initial 
inventory) 

~	 Then close the break, forcing the steam generators to act as 
the heat sink. During this time, HPJ remains off to prevent 
refill. 

~ Reflux condensation must proceed for - one hour. 
~ In PKL experiments, one hour was required to dilute the loop seals 

from their initial value of 1000 ppm to below 50 ppm. 

~ University of Maryland loop experiments also required 70 to 90 
minutes to dilute loop seals. 

~ Best prospect is a stuck-open pressurizer PORV or SRV 
that later recloses, with coincident failure of HPJ. 

• 
Restart Reactor Coolant Pllmp 

•� Framatome B&W EOPs instruct 
operators not to restart a RCP unless: 
- Stable subcooled natural circulation has 

gone on for at least 60 minutes. 
-� Core exit subcooling > 30F and P > 200 

psia. 
•� Objective is to prevent RCP restart until 

well after possible diluted loop seals 
have been swept by natural circulation. 

•� 
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Probability Considerations for Boron Dilution� 

Occurrence 

PI Small break LOCA 

P2 

P3 

Early in fuel cycle 

Slug formation 

P4 RestartRCP 

PIX P2 XP3 XP4 

Current Study 

-2 E-3 (includes SBLOCA and 
stuck-open pressurizer valves) 

2E-l 

1 E-2 

[GSI report] 

1 E-2 

[}IF evaluation] 

< 1 E-7 

Consequences: B&W 40 m3 Slug� 

RELAP5/PARCS Calculated 
Result 

Fuel enthalpy increase in the first 
maximum power pulse 

Fuel enthalpy after multiple power 
pulses 

Peak power 

Maximum fuel centerline 
temperature 

Minimum DNBR 

RestartNC 

25 callg 

90 calIg 

500% 

2000c 

1.3 

RestartRCP 

30callg 

185 callg 

2700% 

>2800c 
(melting) 

<1 

•� 

•� 

•� 
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• 
Conclusions 

• No recriticality for Combustion Engineering 
and Westinghouse based on relatively small 
loop seal volume 

• B&W loop seal volume factor of 10 greater 
• For B&W, low probability, low 

consequence 
• Issue resolved without need for regulatory 

actions 

• 
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• ANALVSIS OF BORON DILUTION� 
TRANSIENTS IN PWRS 

Presentation to� 
Advisory Committee on Reactor safeguards� 

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission� 

October 7,2004� 

David Diamond� 

Brookhaven National Laboratory� 
Energy Sciences and Technology Department� 

Brookhaven SCience Associates BRO"""'ilEN 
NATlOl'l'AL LABORATORYU.S. Department of Energy ,,' 

• 
OUTLINE OF PRESENTATION 

• Objectives of study 

• Reactor analysis methodology 
• RELAP5/PARCS 

• Results 

• Conclusions 

DJD - NlClAalS 904 - Slide 2 BRO~N 
NATlO~AL LABORATORY 
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OBJECTIVES OF BNL PROJECT • 
•� To understand the consequences of aboron dilution event as defined� 

in GSl-185� 

•� Deteminlstic calculations of fuel enthalpy (pellet radial average at 
any location In the core) as afunction of time� 

- Peak fuel nhalpy used as failure criterion� 

•� ParametrIc studies to determine the effect of assumptions� 
e.g., flow rate, boron concentration, reactor type� 

DIl-1fDGlll1lM·_3 
NATIO L LABOIlATORY ~ 

• 
REACTOR ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY 

•� RELAP5 for system thermal-hydraullcs 

•� PARCS (Purdue Advanced Reactor Core Simulator) calculates the� 
neutron kinetics and hence the power distribution as afunction of time� 
•� Neutron balance for two neutron energy groups 
•� Six groups of delayed neutron precursors 
•� Each assembly represented as a uriform composition 
•� Cross sections afunction of variables that change during a� 

transient� 
- Fuel temperature (Doppler effect)� 
- Moderator density� 

- Boron concentration� 
- Presence (or absence) of control rods� 
- Presence of special nuclides: Xe, SIn� 

QII-IfDGlllIlM·_4 ..........�
NATlO~AL LABOIlATOIlY 
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•� HOMOGENIZATION AND DEHOMOGENIZATION 

III 

HOmOgtnization 

.------_.._..... --_. ---. 

...JUb... 
Heterogeneous 
Form Function 

DJD -IflClACRS!l'04 . SlicIo 5 

• 

Homogeneous� 
Intranodal Flux� 

...d1fL... ••••••III 

BRO~N 
NATlO.N·... L LABORATORY 

PWR MODEL FOR BORON DILUTION EVENT 

•� TMI·1 Core Model at Beginning-of-tycle 
• Babcock & Wilcox design, 17715x15 FAs, 2772 MWlh 

• 2x2 mesh/assembly 
• 28 axial meshes 

•� Starting point for boron dilution 
• All banks inserted (control and shutdown) 
• Fuel, moderator at 500 K, 2500 ppm boron� 
• -15$ shutdown� 
•� Transient boundary conditions 

- Boron concentration at lower plenum from mixing model 
- Flow rate based on nat'l circulation or one pump restart 
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TMI·1 CORE LAYOUT WITH CONTROL BANKS • 
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•PWR CORE MODEL: 
TMI·1 at BOC, HlP, ARI, 500 K, 2500 eem, 3% Flow, 
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•� MODELING THE GSI·185 EVENTS 
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POWER AND MAX. FUEL PELLET ENTHALPY� 
25% FLOW� • 
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• PEAK POWER AND FUEL ENTHALPY 
3% FLOW 
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• 
SIMULATION FOR WCOLD LEG DESIGN 
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS • 
3% Flow� 3% TO 2S% FLOW IN 10 s 

• Peak I'8ICtivIty - $1.14 •� Peak reectivity - $1.44 

• Peak power -480% at - 36A s •� Peak power - 2700% at - 7.3 s 

• Initial AI\-- 26 calfg •� Initial4l\.- - 33 calfg 

•� Peak Ahr.- .. 77 caUg at .. 45 s • Peak MI,... .. 173 calfg at� 
.. 12.3 s� 

• Peak at bottom In fresh fuel 
• Peak at bottom In fresh fuel 

GIl-IIlCMCIlllIlM·_15 .~NATIO. L LABORATORY 

• 
CONCLUSIONS 

• RELAPSIPARCS Is aviable method for this analysis 

• Fuel enthalpy Increase only significant if 
• Volume of diluted water is large enough 
• Rate of Injection Is large enough 

• Effect only possible In first ..20% of cycle 

GIl-IIlCMCIlllIlM·_. .........� 
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• 
Tools: Deborate Mixing 

ACRS Full Committee 

Marino di Marzo 
RES-DSARE-SMSAB 

October 7, 2004 

• 
Mixing models (MM) 
o� Levenspiel (1962) identifies two bounding conditions for 

mixing 

•� Plug flow 
•� Backmix flow 

o� Plug flow is simply a time shift of the original input 
o� Backmix flow is given as: 

V 
C(o)=~ j[C(A)-Co]exp[VS (A-o)ldA+coVc� o Vc J 

V t r
T=~ => ()=- and A=

V T T 

October 7,2004� 2 
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•
RELAPS/PARCS model 

RELAPS� 
represents� 
in-vessel� 
mixing as:� 

.-.• I J plug flow in� r the core� 
I backmix flow� 

in the I I rt
I I. I lower head 

I and� 
plug flow� 
in the� 
downcomer� 

OCtober 7, 2004 3 

• 
In-vessel mixing 

~ 

I <> eft ! Experiments (UM) and 
I- I CFD computations (RES) 

\ A i at reduced scale are 
'l...? <l i compared with the MM 

"""""-!. .:t..~<: 6 
05 1.5 I.0r----r---.....~--,: .........-___,� 

The MM provide a 
simple, scalable 
representation of the 
in-vessel mixing 

1.5 2Jl 

OCtober 7, 2004 4 
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•� Ex-vessel mixing 

Experiments (UM) validate 
...� the assumptions of plug 

flow in the piping and 
backmixed flow in the Rep 

;.� and SG outer plenum 
'r . - , " .:.. :". ,,_, ." . 

0.25,· ~;~,:,:,();7$ '•. ,.,(1.25 '. 
·SlUG1RANs'ITTIME':;i ~---- ----',I 

diMarzo (2001) NED 210, 169 I 

October 7. 2004� 5 

• 
Mixing conclusions 
o� The RELAPS/PARCS model of the in-vessel 

mixing is a reasonable (albeit conservative)
representation of the mixing in the reactor 
vessel 

o� The MM are used to generate the boundary
conditions for the RELAPS/PARCS
calculations in accordance with the 
appropriate scenarios of concern 

o� The ex-vessel results provide the 
concentration and flow time-dependent
input into the lower head volume of the 
RELAPS model 

October 7. 2004� 6 
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• 
Backup slides 

• 
B&W Plant (Oconee) 

Oc:tDber 7,2004 8 
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• • • 
Purpose and Objective of Meeting� 

•� Provide status of MSPI implementation 
•� Describe resolution of key technical issues and 

response to public comments on technical report 
•� Request ACRS Letter on MSPI methodology 

2 



• • • 
Contents of Presentation 

• MSPI Overview 
• Purpose of Meeting 
• Overall Conclusions on MSPI 
• Background 

• Technical Discussion 
• Description of MSPI 
• Resolution of Key Technical Issues 
• Task Force on PRA Adequacy 
• Public Comments on Technical Report 

• Summary 
• Conclusions 
• Request for Letter 

• MSPI Status 
• Implementation Status 
• Future Challenges with Implementation 
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• • • 
Conclusions on MSPI� 

• The MSPI is a robust performance indicator that 
can differentiate risk significant changes in 
system performance. 

• The MSPI has been tested and evaluated in a pilot
plant program. Its performance characteristics, 
strengths, and limitations are documented and 
accounted for. 

• The MSPI provides a better overall measure of 
system performance than the existing Safety
System Unavailability (SSU) Performance 
Indicator. The MSPI addresses problems
associated with the SSU. 
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• • • 
Background� 

•� MSPI evolved from feasibility study of Risk-Based 
Performance Indicators (NUREG-1753). 

•� NRR issued User Need Request to RES to support
development of risk-informed indicator that Includes 
unreliability and safety system unavailability. 

•� MSPI formulated to address known issues with current 
indicator 
•� Use of fault exposure time in the SSU Performance 

Indicator 
•� Omission of unreliability elements from indicator 
•� Definition of unavailability inconsistent with� 

Maintenance Rule and INPO/WANO indicators� 
•� Cascading of cooling water support systems failures 
• Thresholds that do not recognize plant-specific features. 

•� Twelve-month Pilot Program initiated September 2002. 
•� ACRS subcommittees briefed on July 8, 2003 and April 14, 

2004 regarding status of pilot and RES-recommended 
improvements to method. 
•� No open items. 
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• • • 
Overview of MSPI Features 

•� Eliminates known problems with existing SSU Indicator. 

•� Accounts for both unavailability and unreliability of a 
system, weighted relative to their Risk-Importance. 

•� Uses plant PRA model to derive Risk-Importance 
weightings. Hence, captures plant-specific configuration 
and performance. 

•� Identifies changes in equipment performance while taking 
into account expected performance variations. 

•� MSPI data are consistent with PRA methods and 
Maintenance Rule data. Data to be integrated with 
Consolidated Data Entry (CDE) Program under INPO. 
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• • • 
MSPI Technical Approach 

• MSPI monitors risk impact (i.e., approximate change in COF) of 
changes in performance of selected mitigating systems, which 
accounts for plant-specific design and performance data. 

• MSPI consists of two elements, system unavailability and 
system unreliability. MSPI is the sum of changes in a simplified 
CDF evaluation resulting from changes in system unavailability 
and system unreliability relative to baseline values• 

• MSPI = UAI + URI where 

UAI: system unavailability index due to changes in train 
unavailability 

URI: system unreliability index due to changes in 
component unrenability 

• The risk impact of changes in mitigating system performance 
on plant-specific COF is estimated using plant-specific 
performance data and Fussell-Vesely importance measures. 
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• • • 
List of MSPI Monitored Systems� 

BWRs 

HPCI/HPCS (high pressure coolant 
injection/core spray) 

RCIC (reactor core isolation cooling) 
or Isolation Condenser 

RHR (residual heat removal) 

EAC (emergency AC power) 

Support System Cooling (ESW + CCW) 

PWRs 

HPSI (high pressure 
safety injection) 

AFW (auxiliary feedwater 
or equivalent) 

RHR 

EAC 

Support System Cooling 
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• • • 
Resolution of Key Technical Issues� 

• Frontstop 
• Expected performance variation should not� 

result in crossing a performance threshold.� 
• The !'rontstop is a mechanism that minimizes 

likelihood that one failure beyond baseline in 
3-year period results in White. However, index 
could still become White with one or even zero 
failures if there is significant system 
unavailability• 

• Decision to move forward with use of 'rontstop 
as recommended in draft NUREG report. 
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• • • 
Resolution of Key Technical Issues (cant.)� 

•� Backstop 
• Some systems and/or components within systems 

may be of sufficiently low risk significance that 
extraordinarily high number of failures would be 
necessary to cross MSPI performance threshold. 

• The backstop is a mechanism that results in White 
indication if component type exhibits statistically 
significant departure from expected number of 
failures in 3-year period, regardless of risk
significance. 

•� Sufficient number of failures in short-time would 
still trip threshold before 3-year period is over. 

• Decision to move forward with use of backstop as 
recommended in draft NUREG report. 
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• • • 
Resolution of Key Technical Issues (cont.)� 

• Short-term Backstop 
• Some concern expressed that a situation such as 

the four Salem-l EDG failures in 3rd Quarter 2002 
did not quite reach White threshold in MSPI, 
although a White finding in the Significance 
Determination Process (SDP). 

• An additional short-term backstop based on 
departure from expected number of failures over 
one or two quarters evaluated. 

• Conclusion that the short-term backstop would 
further complicate the index, was not in keeping 
with monitoring trend over three-year period, and 
decision to keep the SDP obviated the need. 

• Decision to move forward at this time without� 
implementation of short-term backstop.� 
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• • • 
Resolution of Key Technical Issues (cont.)� 

•� Constrained non-informative prior (CNIP) 
• Some concern that Bayesian formulation could 

mask plant-specific component performance. 
• CNIP demonstrated to provide best false 

positive/false negative characteristics of priors 
considered in NUREG-1753. 

•� With no prior, NUREG-1753 found to be too volatile 
leading to high false positive probability. 

•� RES assessed other possibilities such as the 
mixtureprior which have promise, but require 
much more data analysis, and more development 
and assessment is necessary. 

• Decision to move forward with use of CNIP as 
recommended in draft NUREG report. 
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• • • 
MSPI PRA Quality Task Group� 

•� To determine the PRA quality needed for the 
MSPI application. 

•� To identify the appropriate role of the ASME PRA 
Standard. 

•� Identifying process for documenting that the 
appropriate quality has been achieved. 

•� Identify the main modeling issues that give rise 
to variability among licensee models, and 
between licensee models and SPAR models. To 
identify which of these issues are most important 
to the MSPI. 

•� Consists of three staff from NRC (NRR, RES, 
Region I) and two from industry. 
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• • • 
Public Comments on the MSPI Technical Report� 

•� Comments received from: 
F.G.Bunord,Entergy 
Mark Burzynski, TVA� 
Fred Madden, TXU Power� 
L. William Pearce, FENOe� 
Anthony Pietrangelo, HEr� 
Bill Vesely, NASA� 

•� Supportive of MSPI technical concepts. 
•� Nuclear industry representatives endorse all six 

recommendations in draft NUREG report. 
•� Comments on "cohort effects" from Dr. William Vesely 

addressed in Appendix M of report. 

15 



• • • 
Response Regarding Cohort Effects� 

• It is recognized that the MSPI is a linearized 
approximationto the change in COF for a given change in 
system unavailability or unreliability. 

• Plant-specific importance measures are derived and used 
as "weights" in the MSPI formulation that monitors 
deviation of system unavailability and component 
unreliabilities from historical baselines. 

• The linear approximation is recognized to be valid for 
small deviations from the norm. An assessment found the 
formulation to generally be acceptable based on pilot 
plant performance data, though some close observation 
may be warranted once implemented. 

• The formulation would clearly be inappropriate for other 
risk-informed applications such as on-line risk monitoring 
or technical specification changes where removal from 
service of high risk components could cause large factor 
increases in instantaneous COF. 

16 



• • • 
In Conclusion� 

• MSPI has been tested and evaluated in a pilot plant 
program, and discussed in numerous public meetings. 

• It addresses problems with currently used PIs. 
• Its capabilities, strengths, and limitations are� 

documented and accounted for.� 
• MSPI is a robust performance indicator. 
• MSPI has desirable qualities with respect to: 

• Plant-specific risk implications. 
• Proper treatment of reliability and availability. 
• Ability to capture system performance degradation. 
• Computation is structured and programmable. 
• MSPI is consistent with Maintenance Rule, Technical 

Specifications, and ROP SECY 99-007. 
• PRA adequacy issues are being addressed by task force. 

17 
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• • • 
Recent Staff MSPI Activities� 

•� One year pilot of the MSPI completed in early 2004. 

•� Commission provided staff guidance in SRM's dated 
April 8 and May 27, 2004. 

•� Staff and stakeholders conduct monthly meetings on 
MSPI. 

•� NRR staff issued letter on September 15, 2004 to 
NEI documenting agreement to move forward with 
MSPI implementation. 
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• • • 
Status of Remaining Technical Issues� 

•� Staff and industry agree to retain frontstop and define 
the minimal set of PRA requirements and Issues 
important to MSPI. 

•� Staff-industry task force created to identify important
PRA issues that impact MSPI. Resolution of PRA
related issues by the task force will reduce the TI 
inspection burden on initial implementation. 

•� Working with industry to reach agreement on 
implementation details contained in the guidance 
documents. 

•� MSPI will be imrlemented at all sites at the same 
time. No partia or delayed implementation. 

20 



• • • 
Future Challenges with MSPI Implementation� 

•� Implement MSPI in a manner that minimizes interpretation issues 
and minimizes staff resource demands to oversee MSPI. 

•� Issue final MSPI guidance documents (99-02, Section 2.2 &. 
Appendices F and G). 

•� Issue Staff Communication Plan and Regulatory Issues Summary. 

•� Assess re-alignment of Maintenance Rule guidance with MSPI (i.e., 
evaluation of the need to monitor UA during shutdown conditions). 

•� Conduct/participate in three public workshops. 

•� Conduct internal workshops/training. 

•� Develop MSPI TI and resolution processes to handle MSPI technical 
issues and disagreements. 

21 



•• • • 
REGULATORY STRUCTURE FOR NEW� 

PLANT LICENSING, PART 1:� 
TECHNOLOGY-NEUTRAL FRAMEWORK� 

"POLICY ISSUES"� 
PRESENTED TO� 

ADVISORY COMMITIEE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS� 

Presented by� 
Mary Drouin, Amarjit Singh, Tom King, Stuart Rubin� 

US Nuclear Regulatory Commission� 
John Lehner, Trevor Pratt, Vinod Mubayi� 

Brookhaven National Laboratory� 
Dennis Bley� 

Buttonwood Consulting, Inc.� 

October 8, 2004� 1 
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". •� •� 
Purpose 

•� Information briefing on policy issues 
•� Secy Paper due to Commission in December, 2004� 
•� Paper will discuss 

•� Status of framework 
•� Implementation of previously approved issues 
•� Recommendations on integrated risk and containment 
•� New policy issues 

•� Brief the full Committee, December 2, 2004 on 
paper, Requesting a letter 
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". • •� 
Policy Issues 

• Commission approved staff approach 
• Definition of defense-in-depth 
• Probabilistic approach for licensing basis 
• Licensing source term 
• Offsite emergency preparedness 

• Commission requesting additional information� 
• Integrated risk 
• Containment performance 

• Potential New Issues 
• Level of Safety 
• Security 
• Selective Implementation 
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" • 

Defense-in-Depth� 
• Commission approved development of a 

description of Defense-in-Depth (DID) 
and to be incorporated in PRA policy 
statement 

• Staff approach 
• Develop principles 
• Develop model 
• Implementation 
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• • .' " • 
Probabilistic Approach for� 

Licensing Basis� 
•� Commission approved use of probabilistic

criteria for identification of elements to be 
considered in design and safety classification 

• Staff Approach 
• Identify/define event sequence categories 
•� Two category sse classification scheme 
•� Replace SFC with event sequences from design

specific PRA 
• Consistent with Safety Goal Policy 
•� Need "liVing" PRA 

6 



• • I,.� 

Licensing Source Term� 

• Commission approved use of scenario
specific source terms 

• Staff proposes a flexible, performance
based approach 

• Burden on applicant to develop the 
technical basis 
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• • -'.� 

Offsite Emergency Preparedness
i ....='.,,,,' ',,' 
t

• Commission approved that no change 
to emergency preparedness 
requirements are needed in the near 
term 

• Staff approach requires a baseline� 
emergency preparedness capability� 
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'. •� •� 
Integrated Risk 

•� Commission asked the staff to provide further details on 
the options for, and associated impacts of, requiring 
modular reactor designs account for the integrated risk 
posed by multiple reactors 

•� Staff approach, metrics associated with both accident 
prevention and mitigation need to be considered 

•� ACRS 
•� Recommend QHOs apply to site as a whole 
•� Differing views presented on how to treat CDF 
•� ACRS view expands scope 
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'. •� •� 
Integrated Risk (Cont'd) 

• Staff evaluation limited to modular reactors 
•� Non modular reactor not an issue in near 

term requiring Commission direction 
• Staff recommendation 

• Not address risk for non-modular reactors 
•� For modular reactors, integrated risk should be 

considered: 
•� Accident prevention independent of reactor barrier level 

and 
•� Accident mitigation that aIlows for consideration of the 

affected power level 

10 



'. •� •� 
Background (Non-LWR Containment Functional 

Performance Requirements and Criteria) 

The Commission SRM direction on SECY-03-0047: 

•� Develop options for non-LWR containment functional 
performance requirements and criteria, 

•� Account for such features as core, fuel and cooling system
designs 

•� Interact with industry experts and other stakeholders to develop 
the options 

•� Submit options and recommendations for Commission decision 

11 



.'.� e�•� 
Policy Development Activities 

•� NRC Workshop on Regulatory Structure for New Plant Licensing
Framework for a Risk-Informed Regulatory Structure for 
Advanced Reactors, November 2003 

•� NRC Workshop on Non-LWR Containment Functional 
Performance, January 2004 

•� SECY-04-0103, Status of Response to the June 26, 2003, Staff 
Requirements Memorandum on Policy Issues Related to 
Licensing Non-LWR Designs, June 23, 2004 

•� NRC WorkshoR on Framework and Non-LWR Containment 
Functional Performance, July 2004 

12 



•• • • 
"Containment" Functional Roles� 

•� Protect SSCs important to safety from 
internal/external events 

•� Ensure physical support of SSCs important to safety� 
•� Protect onsite workers from radiation 
•� Provide physical protection for SSCs important to 

safety 
•� Remove heat to prevent SSCs important to safety 

from exceeding design or safety limits 
•� Reduce radionuclide releases to the environs 

(including limiting core damage) 

13 



• • , '. 

Technology-Neutral "Containment"� 

• Ihird Level Radionuclide Barrier (Main Focus) 
• Prevention Functions-
• Mitigation Functions 
• .6uilding (Structural) Elements 
• System Elements 

Adopt technology-neutral term: TLPMBS 
• Ihird Level Prevention Mitigation Building System� 

14 
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'. •� •� 
Development of TLPMBS Performance� 
Criterion 

r� ~i'm1'."'\'" 

onform to framework by using: 

•� Frequency-consequence curve to limit risk 

•� Probabilistic approach to identify design-basis events; deterministic 
engineering judgment to bound uncertainties 

•� Scenario-specific mechanistic source term; deterministic 
engineering judgment to bound uncertainties 

•� Best-estimate deterministic analysis for design-basis events and 
uncertainty analysis, with 95% confidence level for meeting criteria 

•� Defense-in-depth to address "random" (stochastic) uncertainties 
and "state-of-knowledge" (e.g., completeness) uncertainties 

16 



• • r- • 

Development of TLPMBS Performance 
Criterion (cont.) 

Use Defense-in-Depth Principles: 

•� Balance accident prevention with accident mitigation 

•� Key safety functions (e.g., control fission product release, chemical attack) 
not dependant on a single element of design, construction or operation 

•� Account for uncertainties in sse (e.g., fuel and heat removal systems, 
pressure boundary) and human performance 

•� Use two elements of defense-in-depth: 
Rationalist - for model and parameter uncertainties 
Structuralist - for completeness uncertainties 

Options demonstrate/provide progressive mitigation capability to 
reduce radionuclide release to the environment (Defense-in-Depth) 

17 



'. •� •� 
Alternative Functional Performance 
Criterion (Options) 

1.� Must be adequate to meet the dose criteria. 

2.� Must be adequate to meet the dose criteria, include in 
the design-basis category bounding events with 
potential high consequence source terms. 

3.� Must be adequate to meet the dose criteria and have 
the capability for low leakage and controlled release of 
delayed acciaent source term. 

4.� Must be adequate to meet the dose criteria by being
essentially leak-tight for both prompt and delayed
accident source terms. 

18 



••• • • 
Level of Safety 

•� Commission approved the staff's recommendation 
on implementation of the Commission's expectation 
for enhanced safety in future reactors 

• What is the criteria for achieving enhanced safety?� 
• Staff approach: develop requirements to achieve 

level of safety defined as Safety Goal QHOs 
• Consistent with Advanced Reactor Policy Statement� 
•� Plan to solicit stakeholders input 

19 



••• • • 
Security� 

• Raised as a potential new policy issue 
• Issue being evaluated with 

recommendation to be proposed for� 
Commission consideration 

• Staff intends to implement Commission� 
direction on this issue 

20 



'. • •� 
Selective Implementation 

• Raised as a potential new policy issue� 
• Not meant to preclude exemption 

process 
• No longer considered a policy issue 

21 



•• • • • 

Plan and Schedule 

•� Preliminary framework drafted 
•� Work to date indicates the feasibility of developing 

a technology-neutral approach 

•� Issue working draft to public to engage 
stakeholder's input early in the process 
•� Consistent with Commission direction in Advanced 

Reactors Policy Statement 
• "the Commission encourages the earliest possible 

interaction of applicants, vendors, and other government 
. " agencies, ... 

22 



' ..-. •� •� 
Plan and Schedule (Cont'd) 

•� SECY paper on framework and policy 
issues due to Commission in December 
2004 

•� Brief the ACRS, December 2, 2004, staff� 
will request a letter 

23 
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INTERNAL USE ONLY 

SUMMARY MINUTES OF THE 
ACRS PLANNING AND PROCEDURES SUBCOMMITTEE MEETING 

October 8, 2004 

The ACRS Subcommittee on Planning and Procedures held a meeting on October 8, 2004, in 
Room T-2B3, Two White Flint North Building, Rockville, Maryland. The purpose of the meeting 
was to discuss matters related to the conduct of ACRS business. The meeting was convened 
at 1:30 p.m. and adjourned at 3:40 p.m. 

ATTENDEES 
M. Sonaca 
G. Wallis 
S. Rosen 

• 
ACRS Staff 
J. T. Larkins 
S. Duraiswamy� 
J.Gallo'� 
M. Snodderly 
H. Nourbakhsh 
M. Sykes 
M. EI-Zettawy 
C. Santos 
J. Flack 
S. Meador 
M. Afshar-Tous 
M. Weston 
R. Caruso 

NRC Staff 
D. Diec, I\IRR 

1)� Review of the Member Assignments and Priorities for ACRS Reports and Letters for the 
October ACRS meeting 

Member assignments and priorities for ACRS reports and letters for the October ACRS 
meeting are attached (pp. 7-12). Reports and letters that would benefit from additional 
consideration at a future ACRS meeting were discussed. 

•� 
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• RECOMMENDATION 

The Subcommittee recommends that the assignments and priorities for the October 
ACRS meeting be as shown in the attachment (pp. 7-12). 

2)� Anticipated Workload for ACRS Members 

The anticipated workload for ACRS members through December 2004 is attached (pp. 
7-12). The objectives are to: 

•� Review the reasons for the scheduling of each activity and the expected work 
product and to make changes, as appropriate 

•� Manage the members' workload for these meetings 
•� Plan and schedule items for ACRS discussion of topical and emerging issues 

During this session, the Subcommittee also discussed and developed recommendations 
on items included in Section IV of the Future Activities list (pp. 13-16). 

RECOMMENDATION 

The Subcommittee recommends that the members provide comments on the anticipated 
workload. Changes will be made, as appropriate. 

• 3) Proposed ACRS Meeting Dates for CY 2005 

Proposed ACRS meeting dates for CY 2005 are included in the attached calendar 
(pp. 17-28) and summarized below. 

Meeting No. 

January 2005 (No meeting) 
519 February 10-12, 2005 
520 March 3-5, 2005 
521 Apri/7-9,2005 
522 May 5-7, 2005 
523 June 1-3, 2005 
524 July 6-8, 2005 

August 2005 (No meeting) 
525 September 7-10,2005 
526 October 6-8,2005 
527 November 3-5, 2005 
528 December 8-10,2005 (Changed) 

These proposed meeting dates were provided to the members during the September 
ACRS meeting for feedback. 

• 
As suggested by Dr. Apostolakis and agreed to by several members, the December 
meeting dates have been changed from December 1-3 to 8-10. 



•
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•
• 
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• 
• 
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• During the September meeting, Dr. Bonaca and Mr. Rosen suggested changing the 
March meeting dates from March 3-5 to 10-12,2004. In view of the fact the Regulatory 
Information Conference is scheduled for March 8-10, coupled with the fact the 
Commission meeting with the ACRS is scheduled for March 3, 2004, the March meeting 
dates have not been changed. 

The Committee needs to approve the meeting dates for CY 2005 during the October 
2004 ACRS meeting. 

RECOMMENDATION 

The Subcommittee recommends that the members provide feedback on the proposed 
dates and that the Committee approve dates for CY 2005 ACRS meetings during the 
October 2004 ACRS meeting. 

4) ACRS Retreat in 2005 

During its September 2004 meeting, the Committee discussed whether to have a retreat 
in 2005, and deferred its decision until after evaluating the topics proposed by the 
members for discussion at the retreat. Topics proposed by several members are 
attached (pp. 29-35) and also listed below under two categories (Process Issues and 
Technical Issues). The members who proposed the issues are identified in the 
parenthesis. 

•� Process Issues 

Incoming Chairman's agenda (DAP)� 
Alternative approach to review license renewal applications in view of Mr.� 
Leitch's retirement (DAP)� 
Should the ACRS take on fewer issues and spend more time on each? (DAP)� 
Assessment of the Subcommittee structure and member assignments (DAP)� 
Should the ACRS continue to defer voicing and/or documenting its concerns� 
regarding the quality of science and engineering that goes into regulations, more� 
importantly into the regulatory process? (DAP)� 
Does the ACRS have a proactive role in nuclear safety issues? If so, how does it� 
originate? (VHR)� 
Can the ACRS better influence the NRC safety research (Le., topics and quality)� 
(VHR)� 

•� 
•� Could the report writing be conducted so that a draft is available before the 

review starts? (This is done sometimes now). Perhaps, the review could begin 
by going around the table and hearing the main point of view of each member. 
(VHR) 
What will it take for the ACRS to recommend disapproval of a license renewal 
application? (T8K) 
Interactions with the NRC staff outside the formal Subcommittee and full 
Committee meetings (GBW) 
What are the limits to "working with the staff" (suggested by the Commission on 

•� certain issues) (GBW): 



•
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• Acting like members of the staff, or its consultants, in developing solutions 
to the problems 
Stepping into management gaps and trying to organize the staff and set 
objectives 
Planning activities or strategies 
Doing joint brainstorming or analysis of alternative approach to issues 
Being peer reviewers 

Should we hold discussions with the staff only at formal meetings or through 
formal communications, so that any criticism or disagreement is entirely out in 
the open (GBW) 

•� 

•� 
•� 

Should we workout anything that appears at all potentially disagreeable in private� 
and have more apparent consensus in public? (GBW)� 
Agenda for the Quadripartite meeting (should be a focused meeting - perhaps on� 
risk-informed regulation or on divergence) (TSK)� 

Technical Issues 

•�
•�

Extended Power Uprate Issues (MVB)� 
Power uprates - Is there any limit other than component capacities? Is there not� 
a risk limit? (TSK)� 
Is a design-basis accident a useful concept for future reactors? Should the� 
concept be abandoned in favor of an examination of risk? Would not abandoning� 
the design-basis concept lead to technology neutral regulations? (DAP)� 

•� 

•� •� 

•�
•�

What should be the role (if any) of design-basis accidents in future regulations?� 
(TSK)� 
Why do we think redefining the LBLOCA size is O.K.? (TSK)� 
What is the ACRS position on a technology neutral regulatory framework? (TSK):� 

risk acceptance criteria 
appropriate F-C curves 
defense in depth - in particular the question of whether a containment is 
always required 

Any preliminary concerns about design certification of ACR-700 (TSK)� 
What should ACRS recommend on sump blockage? (TSK)� 
What more should the ACRS do about security issues - particularly with respect� 
to spent fuel? (TSK):� 

pool� 
dry cask storage� 
transportation� 
interim storage facility� 

•� Shouldn't the ACRS do some more complaining about air oxidation? (TSK) 

• Organizational factors (Safety CUlture) (TSKlSLR) 

Proposed Locations 

Baltimore, MD 
Salt Lake City, UT 
Missoula, MT

•� • San Diego, CA 

• Datmouth, NH 

Santa Barbara, CA 
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•�

5) 

• 

•�

•�

Since we will be operating under continuing resolution, holding the retreat out of town 
will be subject to the availability of resources. 

RECOMMENDATION 

The Subcommittee recommends that an expanded meeting of the Planning and 
Procedures Subcommittee be held during the week of January 24, 2005, to discuss 
some process issues and certain regulatory issues. The Planning and Procedures 
Subcommittee will select a list of process and regulatory issues and send it to the 
members for feedback. The Committee should decide on the dates and location for the 
meeting. 

State of Vermont Request to the ACRS 

On September 17, 2004, Mr. David O'Brien, NRC State Liaison Officer for Vermont, sent 
a letter to Dr. Bonaca, ACRS Chairman, (pp. 36-45) requesting on behalf of the State of 
Vermont that: 

•� The ACRS specifically review, as part of Entergy's request for extended power 
uprate for the Vermont Yankee Nuclear Plant, Entergy's request to change 
Vermont Yankee's design basis to take credit for containment overpressure to 
demonstrate the adequacy of its emergency core cooling and containment spray 
pumps, and the NRC staff's policy of granting such requests. (The reasons for 
the above request are included in the attachment.) 

•� State of Vermont be allowed to present its case before the ACRS Subcommittee 
and full Committee, along with the Applicant and staff, in the Committees' 
deliberations of Vermont Yankee extended power uprate. 

•� One or both of the Subcommittee and full Committee meetings regarding the 
Vermont Yankee extended power uprate be held in the vicinity of the nuclear 
plant. 

Also, attached for your information is an e-mail, dated September 21, 2004, sent to Dr. 
Larkins by Mr. Blanch regarding Vermont Yankee power uprate (pp. 46-50). 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

The Subcommittee recommends the following: 

Cambridge, MA (MIT) 
St. Louis 
New Orleans 
Las Vegas, NV (Yucca Mountain) 
Phoenix� 
Florida� 

The Thermal-Hydraulic Phenomena Subcommittee should hold a meeting in the • • 
vicinity of the plant to review the Vermont Yankee extended power uprate 
application, and the issues raised by the State of Vermont. 
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• • Representatives of the State of Vermont should be provided an opportunity to 
express their views during the meeting. 

•� A response should be sent to Mr. David O'Brien. 

10)� TRACE Computer Code - Anonymous Letters 

Drs. Wallis and Ransom have each received a copy of an anonymous letter, alleging 
inconsistencies in the development of the TRACE code and the review of thermal
hydraulic codes in general by the ACRS (pp. 51-55). This letter is somewhat similar to 
the e-mail sent to Drs. Wallis and Ransom previously. 

RECOMMENDATION 

The Subcommittee recommends that the ACRS Executive Director refer this matter to 
the NRC Executive Director for Operations for disposition. 

7)� Member Issue 

• 
Marriott hotel, across from the White Flint Subway Station, will be opening soon. During 
the September meeting, there was a discussion about members staying at this hotel 
when they come to the ACRS meetings. However, no decision was made. There are 
several positive aspects staying at this hotel, such as: 

•� ACRS Office is walking distance from the hotel. 

•� Members don't have to depend on the subway train or other modes of 
transportation to come to the meeting especially in the event of inclement 
weather. 

•� If the meeting ran late because of not completing certain agenda items within the 
allocated time, and if there is a need to start the next day meeting little early, 
staying in a hotel close to the ACRS Office would be helpful. 

•� We can start the meetings at 8:00 a.m., as needed, and recess the meeting early 
to enable the members to travel to Bethesda for dinner, if they desire. 

RECOMMENDATION 

The Subcommittee recommends that the members decide whether they would like to 
stay at the Marriott hotel in Rockville. 

•� 



October 8, 2004 (7:28AM) 

ANTICIPATED WORKLOAD 
OCTOBER 7-9, 2004 

LEAD 
MEMBER 

BACKUP 
LEAD ENGINEERI 

BACKUP 
ISSUE PRIORITY 

BASIS FOR 
REPORT 

PRIORITY 

AVAIL. 
OF 

DRAFTS 

Kress EI-Zeftawy Safety Assessment Report Associated 
with the Pre-application review of the 
ACR-700 Design 

B To provide 
Committee's views Draft 1 

EI-Zeftawy Technology Neutral Framework for Future 
Plant Licensing [INFORMATION 
BRIEFING] 

- - -

Powers Rosen/Kress Nourbakhsh/ 
Duraiswamy 

Nourbakhsh/ 
Duraiswamy 

Assessment of the Quality of the NRC 
Research Projects on Sump Blockage and 
on MACCS Code 

Divergence in Regulatory Approaches 
Between U.S. and Other Countries 

Report to be 
complied in 
November 

A 

-

To respond to the 
Commission SRM 

-

Draft 1 

Ransom Kress Caruso Proposed Resolution of GSI-185, "Control 
of Recriticality Following Small-Break 
LOCAs in PWRs" 

A To support the staff 
schedule 

Draft 1 

Sieber - Weston Mitigating System Performance Index 
(MSPI) Program 

B To provide 
Committee's reviews 

Draft 1 

G:IAIsECRETARYlOctober 2004 anticipated workload.wpd • • 



October 8, 2004 (7:28AM) 

ANTICIPATED WORKLOAD 
OCTOBER 7-9,2004 (Cont'd) 

LEAD 
MEMBER 

BACKUP 
LEAD ENGINEER! 

BACKUP 
ISSUE 

., 

PRIORITY 
BASIS FOR 

REPORT 
PRIORITY 

AVAIL. 
OF 

DRAFTS 

Wallis - Caruso Safety Evaluation Report for the A To support the staff Draft 1 
Evaluation Guidelines Regarding Potential schedule 
Impact of Debris Blockage on Emergency 
Recirculation During Design-Basis 
Accidents at PWRs 

Ford Santos Response to the August 25, 2004 EDO A To respond to the Draft 1 
Response to the May 21, 2004 ACRS EDO 
Letter on Resolution of Certain Items 
Identified by the ACRS in NUREG-1740, 
"Voltage-Based Alternative Repair Criteria 

G:\A!.SECRETARY\October 2004 anticipated workload.wpd.. • 
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October 8, 2004 (7:28AM) 

LEAD 
MEMBER 

BACKUP 
LEAD ENGINEER! 

BACKUP 

Apostolakis Rosen/Kress Nourbakhsh/ 
Duraiswamy 

Bonaca - Savio/Major 

Santos 

Kress - EI-Zettawy 

EI-Zettawy 

Rosen - Sykes 

Shack - Snodderly 

ANTICIPATED WORKLOAD 
NOVEMBER 4-6, 2004 

ISSUE 

Assessment of the Quality 0 the NRC 
Research Projects on Sump Blockage and 
on MACCS Code 

Safeguards and Security Matters 

Subcommittees Report - Interim� 
Review of the Farley License Renewal� 
Application - Subcommittee Mtg.� 
November 3, 2004� 

AP1000 Lessons Learned Report 

Status of Early Site Permit Reviews 
INFORMATION BRIEFING 

Proposed Rule on Post-Fire Operator� 
Manual Actions� 

Proposed Rule for Risk-Informing� 
10 CFR 50.46� 

PRIORITY 

A 

-

-

A 

-

A 

A 

BASIS FOR AVAIL. 
REPORT OF 
PRIORITY DRAFTS 

To support the staff Draft 
schedule 

- -

To identify issues Draft 
stemming from the 
ACRS review of 
AP1000 

- -

To support the staft 
schedule 

To support the staff 
schedule 

G:IAISECRETARY\QctObe' 2004 anticipated workload.wpd  • 



October 8, 2004 (7:28AM) 

ANTICIPATED WORKLOAD 
NOVEMBER 4-6, 2004 (Cont'd) 

BASIS FOR AVAIL.LEAD� LEAD ENGINEER! 
BACKUP� ISSUE PRIORITY REPORT OFMEMBER� BACKUP 

PRIORITY DRAFTS 

Sieber Weston� Proactive Materials Degradation - - 
Assessment Program -INFORMATION 
BRIEFING 

Weston� Significant Operating Events and Grid B To provide 
Reliability Committee's views 

•�~
G:\A!SECRETARY\October 2004 anticipated workload.wpd 
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October 8, 2004 (7:28AM) 

ANTICIPATED WORKLOAD 
DECEMBER 2-4, 2004 

LEAD� LEAD ENGINEER! 
BACKUP� ISSUE

MEMBER� BACKUP 

Apostolakis Shack Snodderly� Draft Final NUREG Documenting the 
Expert Elicitation on LBLOCA Frequencies 
(TENTATIVE) 

- Snodderly� Subcommittee Report - Status of the 
Development of Draft NUREG on 
Treatment of Uncertainties 
- Subc. Mtg. 11/16/04 

- Snodderly� Subcommittee Report - Draft ANS 
Standard on External Events, Subc. Mtg. 
11/15/04 

Bonaca - Savio/Major� Safeguards and Security Matters 

Subcommittee Report - Interim Review 
Santos of the Arkansas Unit 2 License Renewal 

Application - Subc. Mtg 1211/04 

Kress - EI-Zeftawy� Proposed Rule for AP1 000 Design 
Certification 

- EI-Zeftawy� Commission Paper on "Regulatory 
Structure for New Plant Licensing, Part 1: 
Technology Neutral Framework" 

Shack� Apostolakis/ Nourbakhsh/Santos PTS Technical Basis Reevaluation Project 
Wallis 

G:IA!SECRETARYlQclOber 2004 anticipated workload.wpd • 

PRIORITY 

A 

-

-

-

A 

-

Possible 
Larkinsgram 

A 

A� 

BASIS FOR AVAIL. 
REPORT OF 
PRIORITY DRAFTS 

To support staff 
schedule 

- -
- -

To provide 
Committee's views 

- -

- -

To support staff 
schedule 

To support staff 
schedule 

•� 



October 8, 2004 (7:28AM) 

ANTICIPATED WORKLOAD 
DECEMBER 2-4, 2004 (Cont'd) 

BASIS FOR AVAIL.LEAD� LEAD ENGINEER! 
BACKUP� ISSUE PRIORITY REPORT OFMEMBER� BACKUP 

PRIORITY DRAFTS 

Sieber - Sykes� Generic Correspondence Regarding the A To support staff 
use of Ultrasonic Flow Measurement schedule 
Systems (TENTATIVE) 

- Weston� Proposed Revisions to Management Possible - 
Directive 6.4. Generic Issue Process Larkinsgram 

Wallis - Caruso� Power Uprate for the Waterford Nuclear A To support staff 
Plant (TENTATIVE) schedule 

•�G:~-SECRETARY\October ~004 anticipated workload.wpd ~  



• Items Requiring Committee Action 

Review Draft NUREG/CR·6850, "EPRIlNRC-RES Fire PRA Methodology for (Open) 

Nuclear Power Facilities" 
1 

Member: Stephen Rosen Engineer: Marvin Sykes 

Estimated Time: 

Purpose: Detennine a Course of Action 

Priority: High 

Requested by: RES J.S. Hyslop 

In a letter dated September 17, 2004 from Charles Ader to John Larkins, RES submitted the draft 
NUREG/CR-6850, "EPRIINRC-RES Fire PRA Methodology for Nuclear Power Facilities" for ACRS 
consideration prior to its release for public review and comment. The report presents the results of the 
collaborative program with EPRI and RES to develop state-of-art methods for conducting fire risk analysis at 
nuclear power plants. The studies included in the report address the full breadth of fire risk analysis technical 
issues for power operations, and include consideration of large early release frequency. The report excludes 
low power/shutdown operations, spent fuel pool accidents, sabotage, and PRA level 3 estimates of 
consequence. 

Mr. Rosen recommends that the Committee review this document after reconciliation of public comments. 
The Planning and Procedures Subcommittee agrees with Mr. Rosen's recommendation. 

• 

• Friday, October 08, 2004 Page I of 4 
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• Review of Draft Proposed Rule on Post·Fire Operator Manual Actions (Open) 

Member: Stephen Rosen Engineer: Marvin Sykes 

Estimated Time: I hour 

2 

Purpose: Determine a Course of Action 

Priority: High 

Requested by: NRR David Diec 

On September 20, 2004, the staff submitted the draft proposed rule on post-fire operator manual action to the 
ACRS for consideration prior to its release for public review and comment. The proposed rule would provide 
an alteruative method for satisfying 10 CPR 50 Appendix R requirements. Specifically, the proposed rule 
would allow for the use of approved manual operator actions as an acceptable alternative to achieve safe 
shutdown in lieu of'adequate equipment andlor permanently installed barriers. In its letter, the staff requested 
that the ACRS waive the review of the draft proposed rule until after reconciliation of public comments. 

The draft proposed rule language has been heavily criticized by external stakeholders. Industry 
representatives have suggested that promulgation of this proposed rule will have minimal impact and will not 
alleviate the need for plant-specific fire protection exemptions which have been identified as a primary 
contributor to the inconsistent application of fire protection standards and requirements. Public stakeholders 
have stated that the proposed rule to allow for the use of manual operator actions manual operator actions in 
lieu of passive barriers and equipment separation will result in a notable reduction in plant fire safety and may 
also have an adverse affect on the plants ability to reach hot shutdown during certain security events. 

During its April 24, 2004 meeting, the Fire Protection Subcommittee discussed the proposed rule language 
and the staffs rulemaking plan. External stakeholders criticized the proposed rule. According to the staff. no 
significant changes have been made to the rule language to address the stakeholder concerns. According to 
the staffs schedule, the draft proposed rule should be submitted to the Commission in December 2004. If 
approved by the Commission, the draft proposed rule will be released for public review and comment. 

The Planning and Procedures Subcommittee suggests that Mr. Rosen recommend a course of action on this • matter during the October 2004 Planning and Procedures Subcommittee meeting. Mr. Rosen recommends 
holding a Fire Protection Subcommittee meeting on October 27. 2004. Subsequent to the meeting. he will 
prepare an ACRS letter for discussion at the November 2004 ACRS meeting. 

• Friday, October 08, 2004 Page 2 of 4 
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•� Draft Final Regulatory Guide DG-I085, "Standard Format and Content Guide of (Open)� 

Decommissioning Cost Estimates for Nuclear Power Plants," and NUREG·1713,� 
"Standard Review Plan for Decommissioning Cost Estimates for Nuclear Power� 
Reactors"� 

3 

Member: Thomas Kress Engineer: Michael Snodderly 

Estimated Time: 

Purpose: Determine a Course of Action 

Priority: High 

Requested by: NRR Larry Pittiglio, NRRIDRlP 

The Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation is providing the ACRS and ACNW the opportunity to review draft 
final Regulatory Guide DG-1085, "Standard Fonnat and Content Guide of Decommissioning Cost Estimates 
for Nuclear Power Plants," and NUREG-1713, "Standard Review Plan for Decommissioning Cost Estimates 
for Nuclear Power Reactors." DG-1085 and the associated Standard Review Plan provide guidance on 
performing decommissioning cost estimates as set forth in 10 CFR Parts 2, 50, and 51. As stated in an 
October IS, 2001 Larkinsgram, the Committee considered these two documents and decided not to review 
them. The Committee had no objection to issuing them for public comment. The Project Manager stated in 
an October 5, 2004 e-mail that the public comments were minor/editorial in nature. He said that the 
regulation requires cost estimates to be submitted at different time periods and the revisions clarified the 
required costs estimates. 

Dr. Kress recommends that the Committee not review this matter and that this matter be referred to the 
ACNW for consideration. 

•� 
4 Vermont Yankee· Request from State of Vermont (Open)� 

Member: Graham Wallis Engineer: Ralph Caruso 

Estimated Time: 

Purpose: Determine a Course of Action 

Priority: High 

Requested by: NRR Rick Ennis 

The State of Vermont has sent a letter to the ACRS asking it 
(1) to specifically consider the technical issue of Containment overpressure, and determine whether the staff 
decision to allow overpressure credit is acceptable, 
(2) to allow the State to present its views on the use of containment overpressure at the Committee meetings 
to discuss the uprate request, 
(3) to hold one or both of the Sub- and Full Committee meetings regarding the uprate in the vicinity of the 
plant. 

The Committee needs to discuss this request, and determine how it will respond. 

Friday, October 08,2004 Page 3 of 4• 
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•� 
TRACE Computer code· Anonymous Letters (Open)� 

Member: Victor Ransom Engineer: Ralph Caruso� 

Estimated Time:� 

5 

Purpose: Determine a Course of Action 

Priority: Medium 

Requested by: RES J. Rosenthal 

Drs. Wallis and Rnaso~ave each recevied a copy of an anonymous letter, alleging inconsistencies in the 
development of the TRACE TIH code and the review ofT/H codes in general by the ACRS. ACRS needs to 
consider what to do with this letter. A similar anonymous email that was recevied by Dr. Wallis in 2003 was 
forwarded to the Eoo for his information/action. 

6 Seabrook Power Uprate (Open) 

Member: Graham Wallis Engineer: Ralph Caruso 

Estimated Time:� 

Purpose: Review & Comment� 

Priority: High 

Requested by: NRR L. McMurtrey 

Seabrook has submitted a request for a 5.2% power uprate. NRR staff has requested a waiver of ACRS 

• 
review of this application, lAW the NRR-ACRS MOV on power uprates. This request is similar to one that 
was received, and approved by ACRS, in 2003, regarding the Kewaunee power uprate. Plant modifications 
needed to support the Seabrook uprate are limited to sleam turbine changes. ACRS needs to determine 
whether to accept the waiver request. 

Friday, October 08,2004 Page 4 of 4• 
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January 2005� 
ACRS/ACNW CALENDAR YEAR� 

SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY 

1 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

9 11 12 13 14 15 
Payperiod 3 

16 17 118 19 20 21 22 
Martin Luther King Inaugaration Day 

Holiday 

23 24 125 26 27 1/ 2928 t/(e9
Payperiod 4 _0 i"<~J(&()- V~  

30 31 

• ./7/2004
I• 
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February 2005� 
ACRS/ACNW CALENDAR YEAR� 

SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY 

1 2 3 4� 5 

6 7 8 9 10 11 12� 
Payperiod 5� 

13 14 15 16 17 18 19� 

20 21 22 23 24 25 26� 
Payperiod 6 Presidents Holiday 

27 28� 

.17/2004 



March 2005� 
ACRSIACNW CALENDAR YEAR 

SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY 

1 2 3 4 5 

6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
Payperiod 7 

13 14 15 16 17 18 19 

20 21 22 23 24 25 26 
Payperiod 8 Good Friday 

27 28 29 30 31 
Easter Sunday 

./7/2004e /1e 



April 2005� 
ACRS/ACNW CALENDAR YEAR� 

SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY 

1 2� 

3 4 5 6 7 8 9� 
Payperiod 9� 

10 11 12 13 14 15 16� 

17 18 19 20 21 22 23� 
Payperiod 10� 

24 25 26 27 28 29 30� 

• ./7/2004 

~.  



May 2005 
ACRS/ACNW CALENDAR YEAR 

SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Passover (ends) 
Payperiod 11 

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 

15 16 17 18 19 20 21 
Payperiod 12 

22 23 27 28 
Passover (begins) 

29 30 
Payperiod 13 Memorial Day 

Holiday 

• ~/7/2(K)4 

~. 



June 2005� 
ACRS/ACNW CALENDAR YEAR� 

SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY 

1 2 3 4� 

5 6 7 8 9 10 11� 

12 13 14 15 16 17 18� 
Payperiod 14� 

19 20 21 22 24 25� 

26 27 28 29 30� 
Payperiod 15� 

• .017/2004 
~a.  



July 2005� 
ACRS/ACNW CALENDAR YEAR� 

SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY 

1 2 

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Independence Day 

Holiday 

10 11 12 16 
Payperiod 16 

17 22 23 

24 25 26 27 28 29 30 
Payperiod 17 

31 

./7/2004~3.  



August 2005� 
ACRS/ACNW CALENDAR YEAR� 

SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

7 11 13 
Payperiod 18 

14 15 16 17 18 19 20 

21 22 23 24 25 26 27 
Payperiod 19 

28 29 30 31 

.0/7/2004• ~-



September 2005� 
ACRS/ACNW CALENDAR YEAR� 

SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY� 
1 2 3� 

4 5 16 7 8 9 10 
Payperiod 20 Labor Day Holiday 

11 12 113 14 15 16 17 

18 19 120 21 22 23 24 
Sukkot (begins) 
Payperiod 21 

25 26 27 28 29 30 

~/7/2004

~5 • 



October 2005� 
ACRSIACNW CALENDAR YEAR 

SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY 

1 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Payperiod 22 

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
Columbus Day Yom Kippur 

Holiday 

16 17 18 19 20 21 22 
Payperiod 23 Sukkot (begins) 

23 24 25 26 27 28 29 
Sukkot (ends) 

30 /31 
Payperiod 24 

.0/7/2004

.9" • 



November 2005� 
ACRS/ACNW CALENDAR YEAR� 

SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY 

1 2 3 4 5� 

6 7 8 9 10� 

13 14 15 16 17� 
Payperiod 25� 

20 21 22 23 24� 
Thanksgiving Day� 

Holiday� 

27 28 29 30� 
Payperiod 26� 

11� 
Veterans Day Holiday 

18� 

25� 

12� 

19� 

26� 

~/7/2(K)4
 

~.
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December 2005� 
ACRS/ACNW CALENDAR YEAR� 

SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY 
1 2 3� 

4� 

11� 
Payperiod 1� 

18� 

25� 
Chanukah (begins)� 
Payperiod 2� 

5� 

12� 

19� 

26� 
Christmas Day 

Holiday [observed] 

6 7 8 9 10� 

13 14 15 16 17� 

120 21 22 23 24� 

127 28 29 30 31� 
chanukah (ends) 

./7/2004 



----------------------------------------------_._

From: John Larkins 

• 
To: Dana A Powers 
Date: 9/16/049:47AM 
Subject: Re: Topics for Consideration at the ACRS Retreat 

Good list of potential topics, hopefully it will stimulate some discussion. 

»> "Powers, Dana A" <dapower@sandia.gov> 09/15/04 07:13PM >>> 
John, 

The first priority for any ACRS retreat is, of course, for the 
incoming Chairman to set his agenda and the way he wants to progress for the 
year. Any other topic has to be deferred to set this new agenda. If there is 
time to address issues other than the incoming chairman's agenda, I would 
suggest the following: 

1. We see frustration among several members (notably Wallis, Ford, 
and Apostolakis) on the quality of science and engineering that goes into 
regulations to be sure, but more importantly into the regulatory process. We 
continuously defer documenting objections that are not killers in favor of 
meeting the staffs milestones for completing an action. Or, we avoid 
raising the issue for fear of contaminating an approval of some licensee's 
application for fear our concerns over the level of science will somehow 
stain an ACRS approval. This leaves the concern unvoiced and presumably 
unknown to those outside the meeting. Should ACRS continue this way? Recall 
the Fermi I crisis that eventually led to making the ACRS a statutory body 
was precipitated, in part, by ACRS concern over the quality of science 
available to assess the safety of an LMFBR. 

• 2. We have lost a lead member for the review of license renewal 
applications. We need to rethink our strategy. We could, of course, identify 
an alternative to take Leach's position and proceed as we have done for the 
last 4 years. An alternative approach is to assign each member a license 
renewal application. Other approaches may be imagined. 

3. Staff is being pressed to revise 10CFR50.46 and the whole idea of 
design basis accidents. Is a design basis accident a useful concept for 
future reactors? Should the concept be abandoned in favor of an examination 
of risk? Risk as now practiced in the regUlatory process does not address 
essential elements of defense in depth - notably the integrity of barriers 
and the capabilities of engineered safety systems. How would a risk-centric 
system be modified to address these issues and how must risk analyses be 
expanded? Would not abandoning the design basis concept lead to technology 
neutral regulations? 

4. We take on a lot of activities based on staff requests and 
deadlines even though a majority of members are quite disinterested in the 
subject and contribute little to the debate. Should we take on fewer issues 
and spend more time on each? 

5. We have not reassessed the issues addressed by subcommittees in 
some time. Should we not do this to ascertain if the subcommittee should 
survive and if the membership is appropriate? 

• Dana 
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From: <TSKress@aol.com> 

• 
To: <SAM@nrc.gov> 
Date: 9/17/04 11 :OOAM 
Subject: Suggested Retreat Items 

Below are some Items I would suggest for the Retreat. 

I Would like to keep a significant technical component to the retreat: 

1. Why do we think re-defining the LBLOCA break size is OK? 

2. What should be the role (if any) of design basis accidents in future 
regulations? 

3. What will it take for ACRS to disapprove a license extension? 

4. We need to discuss our position on a technology neutral regulatory 
framework:� 

- risk acceptance criteria� 
- appropriate FC curves� 
- defense-in-depth -- in particular� 

question of whether a� 
containment is always required.� 

5. Any preliminary concerns about design certification of ACR700? 

6. It may be too late -- but what should ACRS recommend on sump blockage? 

• 7. We need to start thinking about an agenda for Quadripartite meeting -- I 
suggest we make it a focussed meeting -- perhaps on risk-informed regulation -
or divergence a la Dana Powers/Nourbakhsh. 

8. What more should we do about security issues -- particularly with respect 
to spent fuel?� 

- pool� 
- dry cask storage� 
- transportation� 
- interim storage facility� 

9. Shouldn't we do some more complaining (whining?) about air oxidation 
behavior? 

10. Power uprates -- is there any limit other than component capacities? Is 
there not a risk limit? 

11. Organizational factors (Safety culture). 

Cheers,� 
Tom Kress� 

• 3D 
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Sherry, 

We already have a lot of suggestions for topics to discuss at a possible 
retreat. 

I suggest we revisit the question of interactions with the staff outside the 
formal subcommittee and ACRS meetings. 

It is often useful to touch base with the staff one-on-one or sometimes 
two-on-two, for short discussions, clarifications, ideas for resolving problems 
or uncertainties, explanations of technical matters, knowing what issues are on 
the way etc. Some of this occurs via e-mail. We have worked hard at creating 
an atmosphere in which the staff trusts us and feels free to open up to us and 
not be defensive. At the same time we have tried to avoid anything that looked 
like an unofficial subcommittee meeting; indeed some of us maintain that such a 
thing would be inappropriate, if not illegal. 

Ralph arranged an informal meeting with the LANL folks last week. While the 
discussion was mostly between two of us and was at times more frank than one 
would expect in a public meeting, there was an unusual, almost entirely silent, 
audience of a dozen or so people from NRR and RES. Now we are planning another 
informal meeting next week which I understand many of the T/H subcommittee will 
attend as well as quite a few staff. This is looking much like an unofficial 
Subcommittee meeting. I suppose that it is partly justified by the Commission's 
instruction that we "work with the staff'to resolve the sump blockage problem. 

What are the limits to "working with the staff'? I think that in the past we 
have avoided: 

* acting like members of the staff, or its consultants, in developing solutions 
to technical problems, 

* stepping into management gaps and trying to organize the staff or set 
objectives, 

* planning activities or strategies, 

* doing joint brainstorming or analysis of alternative approaches to issues, 

* being peer reviewers. 

We often develop definite technical positions, but they are ours, not some joint 
product with the staff. One approach we could take is to only discuss these at 
formal meetings or through formal communications, so that any criticism or 
disagreement is entirely out in the open, perhaps even coming as a surprise to 
the staff. The other extreme is to work out anything that appears at all 



potentially disagreeable in private and have more apparent consensus in public. 

If we let the Commission push us into "working with the staff' we risk becoming 
more like members of that staff, not an independent advisory committee. While 
it is appropriate for the Commission to ask us to help solve key problems, I 
doubt if we should be working in the trenches to do so, perhaps becoming subject 
to some of the constraints and influences that the staff experiences. 

G. 



From: <JDSIEBER@aol.com> 

•� 

•� 

To: <Graham.B.Wallis@Dartmouth.EDU>t <SAM@nrc.gov> 
Date: 9/18/04 4:20PM 
Subject: Re: Suggested Retreat Items 

I agree with Tom's and Graham's list of topics for the Retreat. If we put a 
little more thought into it, we could come up with something worthwhile. 

As for places, I advise against going to the Northeast or Northwest in the 
winter. I think a warm place would be better. Perhaps, now is the time to 
visit Yucca Mountain, or Phoenix or Florida, whatever is left of it. San Diego 
is also OK. 
Jack 

cc: <JTL@nrc.gov>, <apostola@mit.edu>, <mvbonaca@snet.net>, <TSKress@aol.com>, 
<GMLeitch@aol.com>, <dapower@sandia.gov>, <wjshack@anl.gov>, <FPCTFord@aol.com>, 
<HistoryArt2004@aol.com>, <ransom@ecn.purdue.edu>, <rxc@nrc.gov> 

•� 



From: <HistoryArt2004@aol.com> 

• 
To: <jtl@nrc.gov> 
Date: 9/17/045:47PM 
Subject: RETREAT ITEMS 

Topics 
Safety Culture� 
Second (and Third? .. ) License Extensions???� 

Location� 
Anyplace except Baltimore� 
St. Louis� 
New Orleans� 

cc: <sxd1 @nrc.gov>, <SAM@nrc.gov> 

•� 

•� 
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- Re: Fwd: Retreat Items Pa e 1 

From: Victor Ransom <ransom@ecn.purdue.edu>� 
To: "Sherry Meador" <SAM@nrc.gov>� 
Date: 9/15/04 10:40PM� 
Subject: Re: Fwd: Retreat Items� 

SherrylJohn, 
A couple of rather general items: 

Does the ACRS have a proactive role in nuclear safety issues? If so how 
does it originate? 

Can the ACRS better influence NRC safety research? Le. topics and quality. 

Could the report writing be conducted so that a draft is available before 
the review starts? (this is done sometimes now) 

Perhaps the review could begin by going around the table and 
hearing the main point of view of each member. 

Then let the shredding begin! 

Places to hold the retreat: 
* Salt Lake City, UT 
* Missoula, MT 
* Santa Barbara, CA 
* San Diego, CA 
* Dartmouth, NH 
* Cambridge, MA (MIT) 

On the meeting format, I would like to see a morning meeting, afternoon 
off until 5:00 pm, then meet for social hour and dinner meeting until 9:00 
pm. An activfty could be planned for the afternoon if desired, Le. the 
French format. 

At 10:36 AM 9/15/2004, you wrote:� 
>1 misspelled your email address on the original e-mail, please see the� 
>attached message.� 

>Sherry� 
>� 
>� 
>Oate: Wed, 15 Sep 200410:57:21 -0400� 
>From: "Sherry Meador" <SAM@nrc.gov>� 
>To: <Wjshack@anl.gov>,<Fpctford@aol.com>, <historyart2004@aol.com>,� 
> <JOSIEBER@aol.com>, <tskress@aol.com>,� 
> <Graham.b.wallis@dartmouth.edu>, <ransom@ecn-purdue.edu>,� 
> <apostola@mit.edu>, <dapower@sandia.gov>, <Mvbonaca@snet.net>� 
>Cc: "Jenny Gallo" <JMG@nrc.gov>, "John Larkins" <JTL@nrc.gov>� 
>Subject: Retreat Items� 
>Mime-Version: 1.0� 
>Content-Type: texUplain; charset=US-ASCII� 
>Content-Oisposition: inline� 
>� 
>Greetings.� 
>� 
>This is a reminder to e-mail Dr. Larkins with suggested retreat items for� 
>discussion and places to hold the retreat.� 



•� 
September 17, 2004 

Dr. Mario V. Bonaca, Chairman 
Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission� 
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001� 

RE:� State ofVermont Request to Consider the 
Containment Overpressure Credit Policy 

Dear Chairman Bonaca: 

• 
On behalfof the State ofVermont, by this letter I am requesting that the ACRS (''the 
Committee") specifically review, as part ofEntergy's request for extended power uprate for the 
Vermont Yankee nuclear plant, Entergy's request to change Vermont Yankee's design basis to 
take credit for containment overpressure to demonstrate the adequacy of its emergency core 
cooling and containment spray pumps, and the NRC staffs (''the staff') policy of granting such 
requests. The reasons for the State ofVermont request are presented below. 

We have reviewed Entergy's request for extended power uprate for Vermont Yankee. We 
question the prudence ofremoving the safety margin for the adequate functioning of emergency 
core cooling and containment cooling pumps provided by containment overpressure. That 
safety margin was established with good basis in the first Regulatory Guide, then Safety Guide 
1. 

From December 2003, we have conducted correspondence with the staff regarding the 
proposed removal of this important safety margin, but we have not yet received satisfactory 
answers to our questions, nor have we seen a convincing reason why such overpressure credit 
should be granted. Therefore, on August 30, 2004, we petitioned NRC for a hearing on the 
issue as it relates to Vermont Yankee. The technical contentions from our petition are included 
as Attachment A. Our letter to the staff ofDecember 8, 2003, and the staff's answer on June 
29,2004 are provided as Attachment Band C, respectively. 

At an early Vermont Yankee power uprate meeting at NRC headquarters, NRC staff asserted 
that the basis for considering containment overpressure credit was Regulatory Guide 1.82, Rev. 

•� 



• 
Dr. Mario V. Bonaca, ACRS Chainnan 
Vennont Request to Consider Containment Overpressure Credit Policy 
September 17,2004 

3 (then Draft Regulatory Guide 1107), which, in a very small portion, addresses the 
containment overpressure credit. I will now recount the history leading up to the overpressure 
credit statements in Regulatory Guide 1.82, Rev. 3. For most ofthis history, the NRC, industry 
and the Committee were adamant about retaining the defense-in-depth safety margin provided 
by not linking emergency core and containment cooling functions with containment 
performance. In the late-1990's, overpressure credit began to be granted selectively for a few 
cases based on need related to strainer debris loading. And then, with the advent of extended 
power uprates, it appears the NRC began granting overpressure credit whenever an Applicant 
asked for such credit. 

•� From the early 1970's, and before, until the mid-1990's, the principle expressed in 
Regulatory Guide 1.1 ofnot allowing containment overpressure credit for net positive 
suction head (NPSH) calculations seems to have been upheld. 

•� Vermont Yankee's design basis does not allow containment overpressure credit for 
demonstration ofadequate NPSH. 

• 
• In the mid-1990's, as a result ofECCS suction strainer fouling at a number ofboiling 

water reactors (BWRs), regulatory actions were taken to cause BWRs to modify 
suction strainers and recalculate the adequacy ofNPSH for emergency core cooling 
and containment spray pumps. The Committee was highly involved in this review and 
Regulatory Guide 1.82, Rev. 2 (May 1996), was one ofthe regulatory products ofthis 
reviewl

. 

•� In 1996, all parties (industry, NRC staff, ACRS) agreed that overpressure credit 
should not be granted for NPSH calculations. Regulatory Guide 1.82, Rev. 2, is clear 
regarding no containment overpressure credit. Section 2.3.3.4 states: 

I In its recommendation of Regulatory Guide 1.82, Rev. 2, the Committee faulted the 

industry and the staff: "Finally, we continue to believe that the response of the staff and the BWR 
licensees to this important nuclear safety issue has been unacceptably slow." ACRS Letter of 
February 26, 1996, Proposed Final NRC Bulletin 96-XX; "Potential Plugging ofEmergency 
Core Cooling Suction Strainers by Debris in Boiling Water Reactors" and an associated 
Draft Revision 2 ofRegulatory Guide 1.82, "Water Sources for Long-Term Recirculation 
Coolingfallowing a Loss-ol-Coolant Accident." 

•� 2 

3? 



• 
Dr. Mario V. Bonaca, ACRS Chairman 
Vermont Request to Consider Containment Overpressure Credit Policy 
September 17,2004 

The NPSH available to the ECC pumps should be detennined 
using conditions specified in the plant's licensing basis (e.g., 
Regulatory Guide 1.1). 

The BWR strainer regulatory actions in the mid- and late-1990's are summarized by 
Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) in the NRC sponsored research paper, 
"BWR ECCS Strainer Blockage Issue: Summary ofResearch and Resolution 
Actions, "LA-UR-01-1595, March 21, 2001. The following are quotations from the 
LANL report regarding containment overpressure credit and uncertainty: 

Note that the BWROG does not recommend crediting 
containment overpressure in calculating NPSH margins. (page 
4-2). 

The staff concurs that additional containment overpressure 
(other than an amount already approved by the staff for the 
existing licensing basis) should not be used as part ofthe 
resolution ofthis issue. (page 4-3). 

• Some licensees discovered that they must take new credit for 
containment overpressure to meet the NPSH requirements of 
the ECCS and containment heat removal pumps and the 
overpressure being credited by licensees may be inconsistent 
with the plant's respective licensing basis. The staff further 
evaluated its position on use of containment overpressure in 
calculating NPSH margin and recommended that licensing basis 
changes not be used as a resolution option due to the 
substantial uncertainty associated with detennining NPSH 
margin. (page x). 

The staff also noted that a good practice would be to maintain 
defense-in-depth because of the uncertainties associated with 
any resolution of this issue. (page 4-4). 

The Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards (ACRS) 
agreed with the BWROG. In a letter from the ACRS to the 
NRC Executive Director for Operations (EDO) explicitly 
stated, "We believe that allowing some level ofcontainment 

• 3 



• 
Dr. Mario V. Bonaca, ACRS Chainnan 
Vennont Request to Consider Containment Overpressure Credit Policy 
September 17,2004 

overpressure is not an acceptable corrective action because 
adequate overpressure may not be present when needed." 
(page 1-14). 

However, due to incomplete guidance and inadequate 
supporting documentation or analysis in several areas, the staff 
was unable to detennine ifall ofthe methodologies, or 
combination ofmethodologies, were conservative. Similarly, 
much of the general guidance on "resolution options" also 
lacked sufficient detail for the staffto review. Since the staff 
lacked sufficient detail and supporting justification on many of 
the "resolution options," these were generally considered 
unacceptable without further supporting justification from a 
licensee or the BWROG. (page 4-2). 

• 
• Despite the 1996 detenninations of industry, staffand the Committee, numbers of 

BWRs (but not Vennont Yankee) needed to rely on containment overpressure credit to 
demonstrate the adequacy ofexisting designs with revised ECCS strainer loadings. 
Accordingly, the NRC staffbegan granting this credit. The Committee concluded in its 
December 12, 1997 letter, Credit/or Containment Overpressure to Provide 
Assurance o/Sufficient Net Positive Suction Headfor Emergency Core Cooling 
and Containment Heat Removal Pumps: 

As a result of further review ofthis issue, we now concur with 
the NRC staffposition that selectively granting credit for small 
amounts of overpressure for a few cases may be justified. 
(Emphasis added). 

This letter went on to express concern over the completeness of the staff's 
consideration for granting this credit and its assessment of risk probabilities. 

•� During the intervening eight years (between Rev. 2 and Rev. 3 ofRegulatory Guide 
1.82), the staffhas granted overpressure credit to a number ofplants and the 
expectation exists that PWRs will require containment overpressure credit as part of 
resolution ofthe pending PWR sump/strainer issues. Regulatory Guide 1.82, Rev. 3, as 
approved by the Committee, contains the following: 

•� 
4 
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• 
Dr. Mario V. Bonaca, ACRS Chairman 
Vermont Request to Consider Containment Overpressure Credit Policy 
September 17,2004 

2.1.1.1 ECC and containment heat removal systems should be 
designed so that adequate available NPSH is provided to the 
system pumps, assuming the maximum expected temperature of 
the pumped fluid and no increase in containment pressure from 
that present prior to the postulated LOCAs. (See Regulatory 
Position 2.1.1.2.) 

2.1.1.2 For certain operating BWRs for which the design 
cannot be practicably altered, conformance with Regulatory 
Position 2.1.1.1 may not be possible. In these cases, no 
additional containment pressure should be included in the 
determination ofavailable NPSH than is necessary to preclude 
pump cavitation. [Emphasis added.] 

In addition, the introductory portion ofRegulatory Guide 1.82, Rev. 3, contains the 
following statement, at 8: 

• 
Predicted performance ofthe emergency core cooling and the 
containment heat removal pumps should be independent of the 
calculated increases in containment pressure caused by 
postulated LOCAs in order to ensure reliable operation under a 
variety ofpossible accident conditions... However, for some 
operating reactors, credit for containment accident pressure 
may be necessary. This should be minimized to the extent 
possible. [Emphasis added.] 

•� Also during the intervening eight years, the staffhas considered and granted BWR 
extended power uprate amendments which also included grants of containment 
overpressure credie. For NPSH adequacy, it appears the staffs willingness to grant 
selective overpressUre credit for sump/strainer loading resolution, has been changed 
into a general grant ofoverpressure credit for power uprate. It appears it has now 
become standard policy to grant containment overpressure credit to extended power 
uprate applicants whenever asked. 

2 Extended power uprate creates more energy transfer during a postulated LOCA that 
results in higher sump (or torus) temperatures, in tum resulting in reduced available NPSH for 
ECCS and containment heat removal pumps. 

•� 5 



• 
Dr. Mario V. Bonaca, ACRS Chainnan 
Vennont Request to Consider Containment Overpressure Credit Policy 
September 17,2004 

Considering the history stated above, the State ofVennont believes the following: 

1.� We believe the staff has made a major policy change in reducing defense-in-depth by 
granting containment overpressure credit whenever an Applicant asked for such credit. 
Although we may not have seen all the related Committee documentation, we do not 
believe that ACRS has thoroughly reviewed and recommended this major policy 
change. 

2.� Considerable uncertainty continues to exists with regard to determination ofBWR 
pump NPSH adequacy. These uncertainties include non-conservative assumptions in 
NPSH,calculations, reliance on testing which may not conservatively reflect actual 
conditions, uncertainty and lack ofmargin in NPSH-required detenninations, and non
consideration ofchemical effects. Because of the magnitude, importance and 
significance of these uncertainties we believe that overpressure should be retained as a 
safety margin rather than used as a credit for NPSH adequacy. 

• 
3. We agree with the appropriate principle of extended power uprate - using certain safety 

margins, established many years ago, that are now understood to be excessive through 
experience or more exact calculations, to pennit higher power levels. However, 
Vennont Yankee's overpressure credit request does not confonn to this principle. 
Vennont Yankee's extended power uprate proposal uses all the available safety margin 
in NPSH, and then inappropriately seeks to change its design basis to use a properly 
reserved safety margin in order to achieve the increased power level. 

4.� For power uprate applications, the staff is not following its own guidance in Regulatory 
Guide 1.82, Rev. 34

• The guidance allows containment overpressure credit when 
necessary and when the design cannot be practicably altered. However, it appears the 

3 We are aware of the ACRS interest in NRC staff independent verification of licensee 

assessments. Because of the importance of this NPSH issue, we asked the NRC staff by letter 
of June 9, 2004 to independently assess Vermont Yankee's overpressure credit request for 
LOCA, SBO, ATWS and Appendix R fire events. While the staff has not responded to our 
letter, it appears from RAJ's that the staff is independently verifying the LOCA calculations. 

4 Vice Chairman Wallis queried the staff on this point during the Thermal Hydraulics 

Subcommittee consideration of Duane Arnold's extended power uprate, September 2001 - See 
Attachment D to this letter. We are not aware of additional ACRS attention to this matter. 

6•� 
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• 
Dr. Mario V. Bonaca, ACRS Chairman 
Vermont Request to Consider Containment Overpressure Credit Policy 
September 17,2004 

staff now grants containment overpressure credit whenever asked. For Vermont 
Yankee, containment overpressure credit is not necessary, because the power uprate is 
not necessary. Also, the Vermont Yankee's design can be practicably altered such that 
NPSH requirements are met without the need for overpressure credits. 

It appears the NRC staff is indiscriminately granting containment overpressure credit for 
extended power uprate' contrary to the policy guidance regarding need and practicable 
alteration that are in the Regulatory Guide 1.82, Rev. 3 recommended by the Committee. 
This appears to be a significant deviation from the Committee's 1997 concurrence that 
containment overpressure credit be granted selectively, in afew cases. Vermont therefore 
considers this major policy change to be ripe for review and requests the following: 

~	 If the Committee has provided recommendations on the use ofcontainment 
overpressure credit different from the recommendation in its December 12, 1997 letter 
quoted above, and different from the guidance in Regulatory Guide 1.82, Rev. 2, we 
would appreciate it if the documentation of those recommendations would be identified 
for us. 

• ~ We request that the major policy change of granting overpressure credit, described 
above, be considered by the Committee in its deliberations regarding Vermont 
Yankee's extended power uprate. We believe the following questions should be 
considered in reviewing the issue: 

Should the defense-in-depth provided by unlinked fission product barriers (the 
containment function and core cooling function) be surrendered (by linking the 
core cooling function to containment integrity) when there is no need to do S06 

and when the design can be practicably altered' to avoid this linkage? 

S The backfit rule, 10 C.F.R. §50.109, does not apply because the request for extended 

power uprate is a voluntary change. 

6 There is no need to change the overpressure credit design basis because it is not 

necessary for Vermont Yankee to increase its power level. 

, We believe it is practicable for Vermont Yankee to modify its emergency core cooling 

system and containment cooling system such that overpressure credit is not required. A possible 
modification would be to install pumps with different NPSH requirements. 
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Is there sufficient continued uncertainty'! in the sum of: 

1) event calculations that develop the heat loading for torus water, 
2) calculations detennining debris loading and strainer head loss, 
3) test results that may not conservatively reflect actual conditions, 
4) uncertainty in NPSH-required values, and 
5) uncertainty resulting from the adverse trend in as-found leakage in Vermont 

Yankee containment isolation valve leakage rate tests; 

such that the margin provided by containment overpressure should not be 
surrendered when there is no need to do so and when the design can be 
practicably altered to avoid this crediting? 

Is risk evaluation methodology sufficiently developed to account for 
uncertainties in granting overpressure credit, including those identified above, 
and are the results sufficiently certain, accurate, and reliable to justifY using the 
margin provided by containment overpressure when there is no need to do so 
and when the design can be practicably altered to avoid this usage? 

• Does the post-event, human factors confusion for operators, who would now 
have to both retain and reduce containment pressure after thirty-two years of 
training to reduce pressure, merit the containment pressure reliance when there 
is no need to do so and when the design can be practicably altered to avoid this 
confusion? 

Ifthis major policy change regarding containment overpressure credit is 
recommended by the Committee, and ifVermont Yankee's change in design 
basis is considered, should the precedence created in Section 5.1.4 of 
Regulatory Guide 1.1839

, regarding the application of current licensing 

8 The calculation uncertainty referred to here includes uncertainties in the methodology 
accepted by the staff and Committee for such calculations, in the application of this methodology 
by the Applicant, and in the assumptions and initial conditions chosen by the Applicant. 

9 Regulatory Guide 1.183, Alternative Radiological Source Terms/or Evaluating 
Design Basis Accidents at Nuclear Power Reactors, July 2000: 

5.1.4 Applicability of Prior Licensing Basis - The NRC staff considers the 
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standards, be extended to the grant of extended power uprate, design basis 
changes for overpressure credit? This method establishes a precedence for 
evaluating voluntary, major changes ofdesign bases according to current 
licensing standards. 

Ifthe major policy change is recommended by the Committee that containment 
overpressure credit should be granted regardless ofneed or ability to alter 
design, should there be limits on the percentage or amount ofoverpressure 
credited? Is risk methodology sufficiently developed to allow a risk-informed 
decision on the percentage or amount ofoverpressure credit to allow? Does 
the Vermont Yankee request for design basis change fit within these limits? 

~	 We request that Vermont be allowed to present on these issues before the Sub- and 
Full-Committees, along with the Applicant and staff, in the Committees' deliberations 
for Vermont Yankee extended power uprate. 

• 
~ We request that one or both ofthe Sub- and Full-Committee meetings regarding 

Vermont Yankee extended power uprate be held in the vicinity ofthe nuclear plant. 

We are aware the staffhas granted containment overpressure credit for extended power uprate 
to other Applicants, and therefore will be reluctant to retreat from this policy. However, 
Vermont does not believe the implications ofthis major policy change, as represented by the 
questions above, have been fully considered. We would greatly appreciate ifACRS 

implementation of an AST to be a significant change to the design basis of the facility that 
is voluntarily initiated by the licensee. In order to issue a license amendment authorizing 
the use of an AST and the TEDE dose criteria, the NRC staff must make a current 
fmding of compliance with regulations applicable to the amendment. The characteristics 
of the ASTs and the revised dose calculational methodology may be incompatible with 
many of the analysis assumptions and methods currently reflected in the facility's design 
basis analyses. The NRC staff may fmd that new or unreviewed issues are created by a 
particular site-specific implementation of the AST, warranting review of staff positions 
approved subsequent to the initial issuance of the license. This is not considered a backfit 
as defmed by 10 CFR 50.109, "Backfitting." However, prior design bases that are 
unrelated to the use of the AST, or are unaffected by the AST, may continue as the 
facility's design basis. 
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considerations for the Vermont Yankee extended power uprate could document the 
Committee's recommendations regarding these questions.� 

We appreciate your consideration ofour request. Please call me ifyou have questions.� 

Sincerely,� 

David O'Brien, Commissioner� 
NRC State Liaison Officer for Vermont� 

• 
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From: "Paul Blanch" <pmblanch@comcast.net> 

• 
To: <jtl@nrc.gov> 
Date: 9/21/04 8:43AM 
Subject: FW: VY uprate controversy continues to simmer 

Dr. Larkins: 

I believe the ACRS members may be interested in the following discussion 
about a letter from the Commission to Vermont's Congressional 
delegation. 

Paul M. Blanch 

135 Hyde Rd. 

West Hartford, CT 06117 

Cell 860-881-6011 

Office 860-236-0326 

• 
-----Original Message----
From: Arnie Gundersen [mailto:arniegundersen@sailchamplain.net] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 21, 2004 5:56 AM 
To: Shadis Raymond; Peter Alexander; Paul Blanch; Lochbaum David; 
Gundersen Margaret 
SUbject: VY uprate controversy continues to simmer 

Subject: VY uprate controversy continues to simmer 

View Brattleboro Reformer 

VY uprate controversy continues to simmer 

By CAROLYN LORI 

Reformer Staff 

• 
Tuesday, September 21, 2004 - BRATTLEBORO -- Controversy continues to 
swirl around Entergy Nuclear Vermont Yankee's uprate application. 



..•. ·.jS~ge·21 

• Officials at the 32-year-old plant applied to the Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission last year to increase power generation by 20 percent. This is 
known as an extended power uprate and is the most allowed in the 
industry. Vermont Yankee is the oldest plant to have requested a 20 
percent power boost. 

On June 28, nuclear industry experts Paul Blanch and Arnold Gundersen 
wrote a six-page letter to the Vermont congressional delegation and the 
chairman of the Vermont Public Service Board, outlining their concerns 
with the application, as well as with the NRC's review process. 

"Put in its simplest terms, we are convinced that the proposed uprate 
will make Vermont Yankee significantly less safe than it is today, and 
we are also convinced that the NRC has turned a deaf ear on the 
irrefutable facts that support this powerful statement," wrote Blanch 
and Gundersen. 

In their letter, Gundersen and Blanch contend that safety margins at 
Vermont Yankee will be greatly reduced if the uprate occurs. The two 

• 
also charged that the NRC has refused to show how the plant conforms to 
or deviates from current safety and design basis regulations. 

The two asked that the delegation and PSB Chairman Michael Dworkin use 
their authority to demand answers from the NRC. 

Earlier this month, Sens. Patrick Leahy, D-Vt., and James Jeffords, 
I-Vt., and Congressman Bernard Sanders, I-Vt., responded to the letter, 
saying that they had "asked for an official response to [the] letter 
from the agency that addresses each of the safety concerns that [were] 
raised." 

According to Neil Sheehan, NRC spokesman for Region I, the official 
response came on Sept. 14. 

Luis Reyes, NRC executive director of operations, wrote to the 
delegation stating that the issues raised by Blanch and Gundersen had 
already been raised by petitions to intervene filed by the state and the 

• 
nuclear power watchdog group, the New England Coalition. The NRC has not 
responded formally to either party. 



• Sheehan said the letter explained that answers would be provided when 
the petitions are addressed. 

"Until then it would be premature to comment on the issues raised," 
closed the letter. 

Upon hearing about the NRC's response, Blanch accused the agency of 
"leading us around in circles." 

One of the central safety issues in question has to do with containment 
overpressure. Under uprated conditions, the water in the containment 
tank will be warmer which will allow bubbles to form. If a loss of 
coolant accident were to occur, the bubbles in the water would interfere 
with the emergency pumps' functioning, possibly destroying them over 
time. Without the pumps, the water necessary to keep the core cool could 
not circulate, resulting in a meltdown. 

• 
According to Vermont Yankee engineers, during the type of loss of 
coolant accident postulated in the above scenario, there will be 
sufficient pressure in the tank to prevent the bubbles from forming. 
This is known as taking credit for overpressure. . 

Although NRC regulatory guides state that credit should be taken only 
when necessary and minimized to the extent possible, many plants have 
been allowed to do this in order to increase power generation. 

Both the coalition and the state have included this issue in their 
petitions. 

The state has gone one step further, however, calling on the Advisory 
Committee on Reactor Safeguards to "specifically review" this point. 

The ACRS is an 11-member panel that is appointed by the NRC, but 
operates independently. All uprate applications go before the panel, 
which makes a recommendation to the NRC. So far all applications for 

• 
increasing power generation have been approved by the committee. 
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• In a letter addressed to Mario Bonaca, chairman of the ACRS. Vermont 
Department of Public Service commissioner David O'Brien questioned the 
NRC's decision to grant exceptions to its own regulatory guides. 

".. .The NRC, industry and the Committee [ACRS] were adamant about 
retaining the defense-in-depth safety margin provided by not linking 
emergency core and containment cooling functions with containment 
performance," O'Brien wrote. "And then, with the advent of extended 
power uprates, it appears the NRC began granting overpressure credit 
whenever an applicant asked for such credit." 

The 10-page letter outlines the evolution of granting credit for 
overpressure and questions whether the ACRS "thoroughly reviewed and 
recommended this major policy change." 

State nuclear engineer Bill Sherman first raised questions about the 
containment overpressure in December, prompting him to write a letter to 
the NRC about the issue. The federal regulator responded in May but not 
to the satisfaction of the department. 

• "The department has always vowed to have our safety concerns heard in 
the correct venue -- the NRC," said O'Brien in a press release. 
"Requesting the ACRS to review the containment overpressure issue in 
addition to requesting a hearing on the issue is a second avenue to 
having our questions resolved. We want to make sure that Vermont Yankee 
is safe if an uprate of power output is allowed." 

Another issue raised in the department letter was the fact that the 
plant could be modified in such a way that taking credit for 
overpressure would be unnecessary. 

When asked about the possibility of modifications being made to avoid 
this problem, Rob Williams, spokesman for Vermont Yankee, refused to 
answer, saying that he was not in a "position to speculate about that." 

Williams did state, however, that the uprate application was "grounded 
in NRC regulations" and that ACRS review is a routine part of the 
regulatory review process. 

•� 
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"The ACRS was set up to give an independent view on safety matters that� 
came before the NRC and we expect they will review this issue as well,"� 
said Williams.� 

Blanch, who has worked in the nuclear industry as an electrical engineer 
for 35 years, said that the department's appeal to the ACRS marked a 
first, as far as a state's involvement in nuclear regulatory affairs. 

"It is extremely significant. I've never seen anything like this," he 
said. 

While he expressed frustration with the NRC, Blanch was optimistic about 
how the ACRS might respond. 

Raymond Shadis, technical advisor to the New England Coalition, was less 
hopeful. 

• 
"This is good. It can't be bad," he said. "But we should not raise our 
hope that this is a comprehensive answer." 

Carolyn Lorie can be reached at clorie@reformer.com. 
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~ Subject: The TRACE Code us.

Eel .. 2004 
Professor Wallis: 

There are several issues that need to be addressed relative to the TRACE code. 
Generally, these issue,_ are overloQJ<ed when NRC CO,des are under review. They 
are not however overloked when the NRC reviews cQ:aes submitted by other 
organizations for revi=w and approval. The issueSlare discussed following the 
next paragraph. The next paragraph is an aside that however needs to be 
addressed by the NRC and the ACRS T/H Subcommittee. 

It is a very unfortunate situation in that the extreme adversarial environment 
that has been present at the NRC for the past thirty years or so makes this 
form of communication necessary. Free and open discussion of the technical 
issues that are truly important has not been possible for all these years. 
The ACRS T/H Subcommittee and its Consultants have been filled with persons 
who have individual agendas and who do not listen to the very people who know 
the most about the subject matter that is presented. Those organizations that 
submit codes for review have hundreds of thousands of very specialized and 
focused man-hours invested in their products. These people know exactly what 
is important for each and every application of their codes and experimental 
data. The ACRS and it consultants, on the other hand, generally do not have 
the time, or more importantly the inclination, to digest the material 
presented to the depth necessary to understand the important items that really 
matter in any application. The personal agendas of the T/H Subcommittee and 
its Consultants, as reflected in the ACRS transcripts, almost never are 
important to the practical issues of an application. Quite frankly, the T/H 
Subcommittee and its Consultants and the material on which they focus and the 
manner on which they discuss the material are the subject of many jokes and 
not-so-kind comments allover the industry. 

The issues that are being overlooked relative to the TRACE code at this stage 
in its development include: 

1. Independent verification of the coding. 

z. A fundamental issue associated with the numerical methods used in the 
code. 

Independent Verification 

It is accepted procedure that software in computer codes must be verified 
before the models and methods are validated. Verification is the process of 
ensuring that the equations used in the code have been correctly coded. 
Validation is the process of ensuring that the correct equations have been 
chosen and coded. Verification must always precede validation, and that is 
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the methodology applied to codes submitted to the NRC by all commercial 
organizations . 

• Generally, the computer codes developed under NRC funding have never undergone 
verification. Additionally, the validation procedure applied to these codes 
has not measured up to the standards required by the NRC for commercial 
organizations. Almost all the so-called "validation" or "assessment" 
calculations done with the NRC codes have not been done under an approved and 
qualified procedure with "frozen" versions of the software. 

I have not seen that verification of the coding in the TRACE code is to be 
performed. To proceed to validation without verification invalidates the 
validation process. Additionally, it is not clear that the NRC has a 
qualified and approved Q/A plan in place for TRACE. Such plans are required 
of commercial organizations by the NRC. 

Issues with the Numerical Methods 

If the documentation for the numerical solution methods used in -rRACE, both 
the code manuals and papers in the literature, are studied in detail the 
results will show that the basic SETS solution method is based on less-than
exact methodologies. Many solution orders for the equations were simply 
experimented with until one that "works" was discovered. While this approach

• is less than satisfactory from a theoretical view, it might be called an 
"engineering solution". 

The following discussion is based on the documentation given in the (1) TRAC-P 
manual of NUREG/CR-5673, LA-12031-M, 1993, and (2) the draft of the manual for 
the first F-90 version of TRAC/M given in the LA-UR-00-910, 2000. The latter 
document is basically the former only re-arranged. The latter document is 
also, I think, a rough first cut at the TRAC part of the TRACE manual. The 
latter document, (2), will be cited in the following discussion, although the 
exact same material can be found in the former. 

Generally, no multi-step method actually satisfies the original FDEs, and the 
many approximations used in the TRAC SETS method are somewhat out the the 
ordinary relative to almost all other numerical solution methods for transient 
compressible fluid flow. The lack of satisfying the original FDEs and the 
many approximations can only be appreciated after digging through the manuals 
in a very, very detailed study. But these are not the main issues here, 
however. 

There is a basic problem that has never been addressed and it is kind of hard 
to dig out of the documentation. This basic problem is as follows. The 
numerical method does not solve for the void fraction in a way that can be 

• 
theoretically justified. A reference to section 2.1.8.2.4 at the bottom of 
page 2-31 of (2) is the only clue in the manual for how the void fraction at 



the new-time level is obtained. Section 2.1.8.2.4 is on page 2-61 of (2), 30 

• 
pages from where it is needed. -rhe material on page 2-61 states that a system 
of equations is set up to obtain the new-time level values for the void 
fraction and the other EOS variables. The system is based on the solution of 
products of void and density and void-density-energy from the mass and energy 
stabilizer step of the SETS method plus the EOS with pressure and temperature 
as independent variables. The discussion given in the manuals is correct and 
the system of non-linear equations can easily be discovered and the iterative 
Newton-Raphson method applied to the solution of the system to get the 
pressure, phase temperatures, and void fraction. 

But, here is the basic issue. As discussed on page 2-61, the system of non
linear equations is treated as a system of un-coupled linear equations and a 
one-shot step, without iteration is all that is done. Note that coupled 
linear equations require iteration to obtain a solution. Most importantly, 
all the quantities determined by this one-shot rough estimate are discarded 
except for the void fraction. This means that none of the results from the 
one-shot evaluation will satisfy the equations from which they were obtained 
and only the void fraction from this "solution" is retained. Thus, just as in 
the case of the RELAPS code, the non-linear EOS is not satisfied. 
Additionally one must wonder exactly what the "void fraction" "calculated" in 
the TRAC SETS manner actually represents. 

• 
I continue to investigate the properties of the numerical solution method used 
in the TRAC-P code, which is the same as in the current version of the TRACE 
code. The references are (1) TRAC-P manual of NUREG/CR-S673, LA-12031-M, 
1993, and (2) the draft of the manual for the first F-90 version of TRACIM 
given in the LA-UR-00-910, 2000. The latter document is basically the former 
only re-arranged. I have so far found out the following. 

(1) At the top of page 2-20 of (2) the comments seem to say that the 
nonlinear equations for the fluid T/H are not solved for the single-phase 
liquid and single-phase vapor and non-condensable gas cases. arhat is when a 
single phase is in the flow system a linearized version of the basic equations 
is solved. Solution of the non-linear algebraic FOEs by an iterative method 
is not used; a one-shot through solution method is used instead. I recall 
that Wolfgang Wulff has written a long article about the use of linearized 
equations in T/H codes for safety analysis. My recollection is that he 
thought that this process was not fundamentally sound and that instead the 
fully non-linear T/H equations should be solved. 

• 

(2) I have been thinking some more about the fact that neither RELAPS or 
TRAC/TRACE attempt to satisfy the non-linear EOS for the two-fluid model. The 
solution methods in both these codes are basically slight variations on the 
MAC-ICE-ALE methods developed at LANL almost three decades ago. While the 
two-phase equations, especially the non-conservative form of the "momentum" 
equations, can be made to look a lot like the momentum equation for single
phase flows for which the LANL methods were developed, there is a very 
significant departure from the single-phase equations. The two-fluid model 
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momentum equations contain the void fraction, for which there is no analogy in 

• 
the LANL methods. What both RELAPS and TRAC/TRACE apparently try to do in 
order to be able to use "two"- step solution methods, in contrast to fully
implicit methods, is not address completely the pressure-void coupling that is 
the essence of the two-fluid problem. 

I further suspect that both codes have tried to solve the non-linear EOS in 
developmental versions of the codes but have found that that process leads to 
unsatisfactory performance of the numerical methods. I suspect this because 
both codes have apparently come to the same conclusion regarding the non
linear EOS. Other investigations of application of the MAC-ICE-ALE "two"-step 
methods, in which the non-linear EOS'is solved, to the two-fluid model 
equations have found that the resulting methodology is not unconditionally 
stable. I do not have the software that could be used to investigate the 
properties and characteristics of such complex numerical methods as needed for 
the two-fluid model so that this hypothesis can be tested. A direct question 
to the developers of the codes might be the most efficient way to get a handle 
on how the solution methods have come to relay on non-solution of the EOS. 

• 

(3) The numerical methods used for both RELAPS and TRAC!TRACE have been 
developed with the focus on the CPU time needed to complete a calculation. In 
REALPS this has taken the form of solving systems of non-linear algebraic 
equations without iteration, in addition to not solving the non-linear EOS. 
In TRACITRACE this has taken the form of trying to avoid solution of coupled 
systems of equations by use of various time-levels during the several steps 
used in the solution. The number of different time-level values used in the 
SETS method is someti.mes very bewildering. All of the following appear in the 
equations (2-70) through (2-91) on pages 2-22 through 2-31: old-time values, 
new-time values, tilde-level values and caret-level values. Plus, the spatial 
weighting factor for the flux terms, beta, takes on different values as a 
function of what is calculated to be happening in a given region of the flow 
field. Beta is a function of tilde- and old-time velocity and velocity
gradient values and phase-change rates and the formulation for beta changes 
during the various steps in the SETS method. Thus (1) the basic equations 
cannot be actually satisfied unless all the various time-level quantities 
attain the same numerical values, including beta; (2) beta can have different 
values in proximate regions of the flow; and (3) quantities at different time
levels, caret, tilde and new, are taken as the "solution" from the various 
steps in SETS. It seems to me that there is a high probability that 
convergence of the numerical equations to the continuous equations cannot be 
demonstrated. 

I continue to investigate some properties of the TRAC-P code, which is the 
same as in the current version of the TRACE code. The references are (1) 
TRAC-P manual of NUREG/CR-S673, LA-12031-M, 1993, and (2) the draft of the 
manual for the first F-90 version of TRAC/M given in the LA-UR-00-910, 2000. 
The latter document is basically the former only re-arranged . 
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The authors of the TRAC codes have chosen to use the nomenclature "motion 

•� 
equation" for what is generally considered to be a momentum equation model .� 
My experience is that all these systems-analysis codes generally return 
solutions consistent wi.th the mechanical energy, or Bernoulli, equation. 

There is an option in the TRAC codes to apply a COSINE factor to the momentum
flux term in the motion equation. The factor can be applied to the flux term 
at either, or both, contributions which appear in each cell edge (or link, 
flowpath, junction) motion equation. The factor is desi.gned to be applied at 
locations at which the flowpath might split, or merge, such as at TEEs, and 
Ys. 

This seems to be a problem as follows. If the motion equation returns the 
correct solution, ie returns the Bernoulli results, for one value of the 
COSINE factor, like the case for flows in straight pipes, it cannot return the 
correct solution for another value. Unless, of course, the motion equation is 
modified by some term. I do not see that the equation is modified in the 
manuals. 

I suspect that if the COSINE factor is set to make the flux contribution null, 
pressure peaks will be present in the solution. This is the usual situation 
of stopping a flow so that the flux gives rise to a pressure increase . 

• 
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